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Ul a OCIIlt.lnuma illffurl to br1Da~ wpeateJIU III~,
forestry and relaLed fields. .t.he UlUlnlaUonal lDlIULaLe for Applied S~
Analysis (UASA), JD cooperaUon wtt.b t.beS~ R.-rch 1nIIULaLe 01 Lbe PolI8Il
Academy of Sciences in Warsaw and t.be Alrrtoult.ural Aoed_y 01 JCrak6w) hafted e
Task Force MeeUna on METHOIXJLOGY (F DI!:I'lIJRtX:HR Ead/IJat
.A.pproacJws which W8S held In Krak6w, Poland (2-6 .lane, 1986)
The Task Force M_Una W!I3 'SUCoeaful and lDe~ It.. 1fCIlls: to -.t.abUIIh ~.
stat.e-of-t.he-ert. of dendroc~oalmet.bodB In East. and ..... to faoW~~UM
estabUshmen~of a ne~work on revlonal and Lransrealanal ohnJnOloct_ aJa1na to
assess past. growt.h CODd1Uons aDd presen~ t.:nmda IRS be8e line dB~ In order to
evalua~e ant.bropogen1c impacts on fores~ decline all well u to 1Iaproge ~. Iona-
term. prognosis lDeohlUl1ms ming clImaUc beokl[rOQl1d fitliot._uem to eval..~
future ecol.og1oal sustainablU~yof biospheric syst.elllll (I.e., forest, qriou1~ureand
aqUZlcul~ure).
Some t.blrty five -participants from 13 east.ern and ...-.rn oountna
partlcipat.ed In a st.imulaUna week of discussions; followIna ~. reocIIUIendatiom
'!!lade at t.be 'Workshop, I~ was -c1eclded to pnbUBh ~e papers ~I.ed by ~.
participants and, In addition, to write a book on the dlfferen~ apPl"C8ohes
currently being employed by 1iendrochronologlsts In .East. and West.. Thla book
~hould reach an informed, but. not expert, audience In envlronment.cl IIClenoe ..
""ellas policy makers, and t.bose who 8re no~ speclallst.s In the dlfferen~ rtelds.
In a eontinuing effort in this Innovative rteld of solenoe, a further meetlna .Ill
be hold on a relll~ed topic "Forest. Dteback and Reproduction: Reilional and Global
Consequences", again In Krak6w, Poland (March 23-31, 1986). The Workshop wtll
...tll be hosted by UASA, t.oge~erwlt.b ~e Syst.ems Resa.rch Inst.I~u\e of th. PoUah
Academy ~f ScIences as well as the Agr1cul~lIrI'll Academy In Krakow. The IlO8U of
the Workshop will be obt.cln a consisten~ picture of forest. decline and to Identify
Lhe choIces t.bat In~ernationalorganizations, Ute forestry COlIUIlunlty, government.s
and indust.ry must face, to avoid further forest. decline and feclllt.ct.e the
sustainablli~yof Lhe forest_cter.
Robert. E. Wann
l.eader
Cn~~ProIrr'am
Septeaber 1986
-Dendrochronology: the G8Ulod of clatJnll evente and -naUDIlIlI til the envtr"DIIIIIlID~
by l!l ClCIlIIPZlr"BUve st.udy of tree rings.
'.
- lil

I JrOll1d like 1.0~ lIlY IlIDOm"e appreoMlUCIII 1.0 all allUlon •..,d
participants of th1s Workshop wbo devoLed U1elr effort and tlllle l.o U11l1 9Oi_ and
1.0 oont.1r.u1alr research 1D this field of BCleooe. I would 1,k. l.o UIanII oar 001.1...-"
at. lbe Agrtcult.ural AoadelllJl' of Jtrak611 and at. theS~ R-rob laut.a\e In
Warsaw for c:o-sponsor1na this JlIeeUrlil. for lb. _f"III hosplt.allt.y exl4ndecl l.o us
dm1Dg oar visit. 1.0 Poland and for 1IIIIk108 t.h1B meeL1rlll e very --rut and
fruIUul e~ence.
I am. II1so srr_Uy eDdebt.ed 1.0 Prof.-:Jr Harold C. Frllt.8 far hili aener-ous
oonlrlbut.ion 1.0 lbe ccmt.inuini efforts 10 t.h1s 0_ sclent.lflc field In aUowtna UlII ~
repint. his book 7'rn Rings and CUaeu•.
Acad8llllcian I..eonardu KlllrIUlcat.I"
Depot.y l.eeder
EnvlnJrunenl Prollnull
June 1986
-v~
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1. Dn'RODUC'I'ION
L1. PUiIP05BS AJII)"'£Cli,a
.I.. ItIdrbIbti8
DepQt.y Leader
EuvfromDen~ProeraJn
Int.ernaUaaal 1nsU\.Qt.e for
Applied SyWt.ems Ana1)'sts
A-2381 Lueubm-a, AUSTRIA
DendrochronolOC', th. _~hod of daUnr _enl.a and waMaUona In Ut.
«tVironmen~ by a comperat.iv. lIt.udy of ·tr_ T1ncs, 15 ~ly wed \.0 lIt.lIlIy Ut.
hlst.orical. tr.nds in cllmaUc nuat.uaUons. Durinr Ut. Iut. d_d•. UtI.8 ~i.noe hu
b.come very import.an~ for early lndica~lons of forest dl.blaok due \.0
anthropogenic polluUon. Ther. are also a~t.empts La _ denclroobronolOlD' La
solve Iarge-scal.. r.gloual probl.IIIS, includinll th. SUll\alnabH1~yof "~ft' supply.
pred1cUon of agricul~uralcrops. adop~ion of sllvicul~unslmeasur.. for eooloeioal
changes, e~c. More speculaUv.ly, dendrochronoloaical llleU1od.s are a1.a IDeci for
indicaUons of the possibl. increase in blosph.ric carryinll capacl~y due La Ut. COl
increase.
SlIch a Wid. nmg. of appllcaUons of modern d.ndrochronolotrY beyond Il.a
~%'l!Id1Uonal field can b. -expressed by ~h. parUoular1Ues of this lICleno.. MeU1od.s
'Of modern dendrochronology .nabl. a precis. daUnll of ev.nl.a and \.0 dlllt..lnl(Ulsh
be~,,_n the impac~ on ~h. ecological. syst.ms caused by na~lIral envlronmenl.aJ
background (clJmat.ic) nuc~uations and thos. tha~ are anthropoeenlcally Induced.
This new field of appl1oaUon of d.ndrochronology Is v.ry Imporl.an~ from a
meU1odological poin~ ot vi." because both anthropog.n1cally-lndllCltld and na~ura.I
changes in the global biosphere hay. a simultaneous Impacl on tIOIII. balIlc
eeoloaical. processes. Assessing and dealing with this process is no easy l.uk.
D.ndrochronology (establishing put. 1(t"OW~h condiUons and pr...n~ lr.ncilI as
bue lJne data) can b. of vital lISS1st.anc. in obtaining an early UlI_.n~ ot n••
processes. Deviations from the mast.er-chronoloales (bu. lines) can ~h.n b. used
t.o documen~ th. b.ginning and .x~en~ of d.cline In tr.. growU1 and ClIlIl be
compared with known changes in a~heric chemillt.ry. Such d.viaUona from a
base 1Jn. can b. used. t.o assess .cological SUll\ainablli~Yof biospheric wbsyllt..ms
(forests. agricul~ur•• _tar, .~c.) and t.o forecast. tu~ur. OU~COlD.s.
Within the EnVironmen~ Proaram a~ Ul. In~erna~lonaI InsU~ule for Applied
Syst.ems Analysis (lIASA) proj.cts are being carried ou~ on "Ecoloalcal SUftalnabl.
Dev.lopmen~of the Blosph.r.... "Acid Rain", and ''C11_~. Impacts", IUIIOIIll OUl.n.
Several methodological ~hemes span across lheseprojects and applloaUons have'
been init.iat.ed:
enVironmental 'IIlOnit.orinr:
'8Coloaically sustaiDabl./unsusLatnabl. reaional d.v.loplllen~; anc:!
d.ndroohronoloa7 and lIlpplicaUons.
Thes. themes span aCTOlllll the Ulr_ abov_.nUoned proJecl.a and Involv.
bothlll.thocis of dendrochronolotrY and dendrocllmaLaIoaY for d.ndrolndicallons of
Dat.ural and anthropogenic impact.s.
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Il .. far UUII r-.m U1aL IIASA aqraD1zed lbe 7ask Faroe lleeuna on
"lI.hcx!ojocy of~: .EasVWest Approaches" w:IItch WIllI beld in
Krak6or, PoIaDd In JUDe 1.986, in ooaptInlUon wtLb Lbe Apic:ult.ural Academy of
K."'1UI:6or IIDd Lb. Syst.ems R-.rcb IDsUt.ut.e (WIlrSBW), of Lbe Polish Academy of
Sciences. 1>lffenmt.1Detbodsano curnmUy beinlr employed in ooant.rtesDl East. and
west and Lbus nASA 1med It.s resow ces to assist. in .br1nlrUllr --.ern 1IDd western
sclent.ist.s totreLher to clarify Lbese 'differences and to es1.ablJsh. untfy or callbrat.e
CClIIIIIOn lIPProacb.. AD~_L beLween Lbe Laboratory of Tree-Rinlr R.eseBrcb
in TUClIClrI, Arizona (USA), lIASA endLbe ComIDi8B1on for DeDdrocUmat.ology of Lbe
USSR Academy of Sciences in IICJl1COW (USSR) _~ched.
The followinlr issues _ere disc:ussed.aLU1e"Task Force MeeLinlr:
IrSOlf'llPhical.. il1olollUz).. and -ecoi.oIrlca1..bIIIIes for fleld.-mp!iDp;
dat.a -prllCl6SSing'and int.ercalibrst.ion 1Det.bods;
-establtsbmenL of modern Teg1cmahmd tna!sr'elriCDlll~logies;
:appl1cat.ion meLbods, .-par1.icularly for 4Ill"ly Jnd1cIlt.ioDs of forat. Qieback
:balled -on c:tumaes in atmospberic .chem1st.ry; and
~cb.aDd~etbodsfor«lt.imaUna fut.ure probable Du1comes.
The 7ask Force .Meet.1ng.-designed to achl_ethe following nlsults:
~. ""Io -establish,Lhe eurrenL stat.e-of-tJ181%"l. of dendrochronololrY
met.bodolatrY. -especially common .aspect.s 2lDd diff~ces .in -Ssm and
.estern approaches.
2. ""Io lac:1WaLe .!.be --t.ablisbmenL Df a network oDn -r~gianaland
1raDsregional 'chronologies aiminlr 10 _esspasl.~~onditions and
presenL Lrends -as lJase line data in or.der 10 -eva1Dat.e ant.brcpolrenic
ilnpact.s (POllut.ion orCO~ on foresL decl.1ne.
3. 70 1JIlprove Inng-I.erm.1orecast.ing mec!nmisms 'ml1ng .clliDaUc baoksrround
fiuct.1JaLians i.e ..,VBl.ual.e future -ecolOliiical. susta1DabUit.y ~f "biospberic
subsyst.ems sucb '8S forests, -agrteult.ure. andaquacult.ure.
4. 10 1iraft. -e.nd int.erne.Lional -review .on the -nsUonalizaLion of
~end1"ocl1ronologicalsampl1nlr and <on Lbe analysis of :meLbodologies,
pm-ticularly .the mtificaLion of "iRISl.ern and ..west.ern lIPProacbes as II "basis
for a mulU-euthor .int.erne.t.ional ilook 10 bepublisbed aL B laLer daLe.
5. "Io work lowards.!.be successf.ul ;(JlJLcome of Lbe ill Int.ernaLional
.Gonference on DendroctrronololrY (Seat.Ue. USA; ~"987) 1IIId an
lnt.enlat.ional Workshop on t.he Application of Dendrochronology in
Forest.ry and Et:Ol0lrlcal Forecast.ing (V.1lD1us 1IDd Irkutsk. USSR; ~987) as
"ell 'lIS "10 1m":ther develop_nL~ .arldwtde eooper:at.1on in .!.bis
scienUflc field.
Some 35 scient.ist.s :fr:om .1.6.east.ern.and «est.ern 'COlIrIt.rtes (see i.be List. of
P~i;lanLsin:t.be Appendix) al.t.ended Lbe-Krak6w Tuk Force 1I_t.tng aL whicb 26
pape~..ere-pr'eSenLed 1SIld :have been-mcluded in t.his'llublicat.1on.
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1.2 SOD PIIOPOSlTIOKS OF DDDROCBBONOLOGY
IIIIrald c. I'rttb
Laboratory of Tree R1na 1< ..~earoh
Univenl1ty of Ar1zcma .
TUC8lII1, 85721 Ar1zonr. 'JSA
1. In~aductian
I ~ld Uk. t:o t:alk about:~ prapa-it:ian. (ar
principl_) of d-ndrochronolO9Y t:hat: could b. i.-part.....t. in t:h.
fi~ daVII of discu••ion _ ha~ b"are u.. Far ...
praposit.tan•• __y wish anly t:o art:iculat:. t:h_ d.arly. Far
ot:her., __y b. _. cancern.ct ,dt:h ~ec:ific appl1cat:ian••
In hap_ of .t:i-.alat:ing discu••ian. I offer t:he follo,dng
t:hOUQht.. an a f_ t:-nt:at:i~ prapOllit:1an.. The t:ap1c:. are nat.
nec:_sarUy U.t:.ct in order of i.-part:anc:••
2. era.scYt.ing
Tr~ing dAt:a fra. on. __.ct and dat:.ct .t:_ SllCt:ian
can b. regard.ct a. a t:i__i_ of annual valu.- t:hat: in
t:h-..lv_ provide r.lat:i~ly noi.y _t:1_t:_ of enviran.ent:al
fec::t:ar•.t:hat: ha~ direc:t:ly or indirec:t:ly U.it:.ct grDMth in _ch
y.ar (Frit:t:., 1976). In ord... t:o u_ t:r~ing dat:a in a
rigarou. fa.,ion. such a. in t:i__i •• analy.i., i.t: i.
proposed t:hat. a nwaber of t:r_ b. _tlPl.ct, and all ring•
.,ould be cro.sdat:.ct b"or. t:h.y ere u-.d in t:h. anal)l.i.. 1.
D£NIlROCHRONOUJBICAL. -erossdaUng t:h. anly r.Uabl. ~had
available t:aday t:hat: can _su.... t:hat: t:h. ring 1. dat:ed t:o t:he
.1Cec::t: y.ar of for_t:ian? Ar. t:her. any .it:uat:ian. t:o _ich
t:hi. proposi t:ian does not: eppl y? If c:rossdat:ing i. nat. u_d,
can Dt:h... dendrochronological ..t:had••uch a••t:enderdizat:ian
and caUbrat:1an be eppU.ct? Bhc~l1d .t:udi_ of undat:.ct
_t:...1al. b. can.td....ct a. t:he d~in of dendri:x:hranology?
Th.... ere a veriet:y of eppraec:h_ t:o crassdet:1ng. JIIoet: of
t:h_ involve at: l.a.t: .ilC logical .t:ep. t:hat: I _ill at:t:.-pt: t:o
. describe in a .itIPl. and .t:raight:for..-d fa.,ion. I _ by no
~. t:h. wost: qualifi~ persan in t:hi. raaa t:o b. discu••ing
t:hi. part:iculer t:opic. bec:au_ Of .y li.it.ct .lCperienc. _it:h
e:ra-sdet:ing. HcMev.... I _ill pr.....t: t:hi. li.t: Ju.t: t:o g.t: a
discu••1an .t:ar~.ct.
8a.ic S1:ep. in t:h•. Proc.cture of era-sdat:lng
1) Yisual and .t:at:i.t:ical co-perlaon. are .ad. Of
t:h. ring cherec::t:erl.t:1c. t:hraugh t:1.. t:hat: can be ab_~
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on collected §pecimens. These involve features such as:
width of the ring, width of the earlywood, and width of
the lateMOOd. Wood density or other related differences
in structure are commonly used. Often plots of one or
more ring features are utilized and some computations made
to assist the dating operation.
2) If one and only one ring is forilled in a YQar, the
chronology of ring characteristics over a particular
period of ;:;'me is <;jenerally synchronous bet..,,-.
neighboring tree!s as long as one begins ".ith "C'.", same year
when making the comp...... ison. If J! I"ing is absent in one or
more trees, or if two layers of.~ateooood are formed in one
yea.... (sometimes called a "double" Dr ufalse .... ing") 'i the
chronology from that tree may match the chronology in
other trees up to the location of the absent or false
ring. aeyond that location the chronoLogies will appear
to be one year~ out of phase unless the....e are other
prrcblem5 in other trees that compound 0/" compli!nsate for-
the discrepancy.
3) Crossd.::ating utilizes the presence and absence of
synchrony in ring characteristics from different cores and
trees to identi'fy where rings may be l=a!ly ab6ent, ..he... e
extr", latewaotl bands make a ring appear double, o ... · ..here
there is simply,,, misinterpretation of ring structure.
~) Knowl~ug£ wf cell growth, ring structure, and
ch~o~c_agy is u~ed to correct the sequen~e by entering
zero values for lo~ally absent rings, comb~ning the widths
of double rings. and adjustilJQ_ for miscounting_.or: any_
oth..,.- di5Cr,,?..nt~ies wi thin the ring sequence.
5) The:. co,~ ..rison, checking, anu correctirig a ... e
r~,-,lica.ted .any ".imes using specimens from differ-ent
tr~. The time period spanned by the rings must include
dome grOMing sea~on5 when clImate had been ~ufficier.tly
limiting to produce ~ visible growth reduction. The
r~plicatiQn of c.os5dating continues until no further
~ror§ can be id~tified. If the dating is correct, no
additiondl effort can change the over-all ddting, although
the dating of s~ specimens may still be in question.
Specimens with s~~h problems usually are not used to
develop the site chronology. Computer programs have been
develGped that analyze the statistical crossdating of
tree~'ing series (Aniol and Schmidt, 1982, Baillie, 1982;
Holmes. 1983). The~ programs are most useful for
checkircg the dating of samples that have a relatively
small number of errors. They are diso valuable as a
rou+:ne check of dating quality. T~e programs should not
be co sidered as substitutes for the dating procedure but
ratt-.t:" as objective guides for making crossdating
de:-. ~ 5,,- ans.
---:") Th€"' f"llal step 1n crossdating involves checking
S1~E- chronology a~ainst independently dated
:':'i P ' "jflO}'J<:jl.- '-::: ';""-on, otller species and {rom trees in other-
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fit..... This last step lAay not be absalutoly necessary
because of thl! internal consitlitllncy oand rechecking that
has already been built into the crOtiitlidating of tree.
within the sampled site. If stmp 6 is included. it serYRS
as an additional confirmation that the chronology dating
is accurate to the exact year of ring faraation. Step 6
Can always be used at any time it might be nee_aery to
evaluate the dating of another Chronology.
3. Stratification. selection of site. and averaging
Most of us ~mphatical1y acknowledge ~at a vari~ty of
environmental factors can limit growth. Over the decades
dendrochronologists have developed MAys of reducing the
noisiness of the data attributed to multiple factors by
sampling all trees for a particular analysis from a givRn
species. age class. and a narrowly defined site. After th..e
rings have been datl!d. their characteristics can be averaged in
different ~ays to combine the results from many trees and
sometimes different sites. Noisiness can be reduced further by
standardization, filtering (smoothing the data), and by
combining a number of different standardized chronologil!s to
obtain a wider coverage. More compleM techniques of
multivariate analysis, principal components, and Auto
Regressive Moving Average (AR1'IA) also help to reduce the
noisiness if they are applied correctly. Are there GOre
techniqueS that 'can be listed?
4. The signal to noise ratio
The percent variance that is common to all .ampl~ tree.
'from a particular site can be regarded as tha signal. The
,Femaining variance not in common to all trees can be considered
the noise. My climatological friends sometimes criticize this
definition of the signal because they would like the term
"signal" to include only the climate rl2sponse. My definition
of signal includes the effects of all variables that appear to
influence the sampled trees in the sa.e way.
The signal is hypothetically the ~ame for onl! tr•• or for
the mean of many trees representing a site chronology. The
noise, however, dimini$hes in size like the average values of
random numbers. As more and nore measurements are averaged
together to form a chronology, the noi$e diminishes but the
signal remains the same size. The ratio of signal to noise
(sin) increases rl!flecting the relative strength of the signal
compared to the noise. Thus, any opl!rationthat reduces the
amount of error variancl! (the variance not in common to all
sampled trees) reduces the noisiness of a tree-ring record.
Fritts (1976) developed empirical methods for estimating the
signal and noise and showed how these results can be used to
evaluate the effects on a chronology of changing the ~mple
size.
Wigley, Briffa ~nd Jones (1984) developed the stati.t1cal
proof for the empirical methods of Fritts and derived the
statistical equations for estimating the signal and noi •• from
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a particular ....,1.. n.y abJ~ ~a ~h• • /n b-=_ i~ i. a
r-a~ia, -.ad ~i'" a .mst:i~~., .....ich ~~ call ~Iw -_pr-..-.d
papuJa~ian agnal. - I~ i. appr-axi_~.ly~• • /n divid" by
[1 + ./n1. n.y a1~ ~iv.s .... "UA~ian ~a CDIIPu~. a .ini_
...1. HZ. ale. ..ic:h ~Iw carr.la~ian of ~h. _pr- ___
papula~ian i. ~aa laM. ~, Uk. Fr-i~~.·. cDIIPu~a~ian.,
~_. i. na ~IICFY ~a Iwlp arw~~ .ini_ carr-.la~ian
ta u_. Haw can _ ~id.......t i. a ......ingi'ul thr-.-hald
ca.-r-.laUan cDRi'i'ici..t ar l~ lint ta tlw ./n? I. ~1Ir-. an
UPpllr" Hut in th. nwm.r- of r-ing. (tlw nUlMJllr" of~ ar
u_) n..s.d ta abtain a high-quality chranalagy? At ..at
paint da.. incr-...ing tlw ..-pl••iz. b~ pr-ahibitivwly
c~ly? Ii' _ hape ta _tr-apala~. car tr-~ing r-.-ult. ta
var-iau...vir-~tal pr-abl_, it ,011 11 b. _1:r_l y illPartant
that _ tharaughly undllr"s~and haM -.w:h ini'ar_tian is in in our
tr-..-ring data, -.ad haM _ c .... .-.pI_ ar .....ipulet. da~a ta
,""hanc. th••i'n. It i. pr-apaa.d that in additian ta _.
_~h_tical ..-1.,.i. of car pr-ac:.e:wr-, -m.U.ng and
si-aatian .tudi_ cauld also b. an aid in .~udytng ~tians
of this kind.
~. Standar"dizatian
S1:.andArdiza~ian i. of~.. but nat al_.,. ..-:..-y•. It
can tr_i'arw nan~a~ianary r-ing __--.nt. inta indic.s
..ith~ ar 1_. st:ctianary ....,. and .,ar-i.nc:. _ ~i_. It
can b. ~~.. .. anath.... sin Mlhanc:--.nt ~-=hn1~. 81tv11r-al
pr-a-i_ing and innava~i.....thad. oi' st:~__diz.tian _ist:
taday, but h.... not b.-. ~hcrouQhlyt~ an 1:r_ r-invs
i'r-a- dii'i' t spec:i_ and r-agians. nw Int.rn.ti~ Tr-_
Ring Dau Bank i_ an abviau. sourc. of da~. ~.~ cauld a u.-t
i'ar such t.st:ing.
4. EV.1UA~i,. c:hr-anolagy quali~y
c.rtain st:andard neti.tic. oi' u---r-inQ ct.-anolagi_ can
b. cDIIP.-.d ~ intllr-pr-.t.• .J as ir..Uc.tars of pllrt.icular
chr-anolagy qualiti_ (Fritts, 1974). It i. pr-apasIId ~et •
• ini_ .-t af n.tist:tcs should a calcul.~" and publistwd
..i~h avllr-Y c:hranalogy ~a -faciliut. e:a-pari8Ol1S. As ~
pr-ac:.sur_ and in.ight. ~lap, ~ st:.~ist:J.cs c:.-. a atd.cI ~o
th. ini'ar_tian publi.......i~ car c:tranalagi_. Far ......1••
ootMIn caaput -fir-st: u.-t foar st:~izinQ. it _
cu.ta-ar-y to publish tlw st:~ dtwi.tian. ~ _itivity.
and i'ir-n arct.- ..to--c:arr.l.tian. lAt:IIr" t;tw ...-e:-nt ..ari...:.
th.t _. c-.n to all 1:r addtId alane td~ au-- ~ul
naUnics. Ed Cook. n.- pr-ogr-_, ARSTAND. pr-avi.~ a '-t of
n_ .tati.tics. It also calculat_ t:hR nandard dllviatian,
-.an .-n.itivity. and -fi....t arder" ..to-c:arr.la'tian -far
ca-parison. ThR ITRDB alr-••dy ar-c:hi_ a largR .-ray of basic
s~.tistic. alonv ..u~h th. original~~. and dB-iv.s
chr-anolagi...
.... tllChni~ oi' ti--..eri_ an.lysi. can pr-avi.dR
P.--i'ul taols i'ar dendr-o<::hronolaqical nR&Rarc:h. ~i_
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chronologies th.t an. tranltfor-.d by th__ tllChniques h.~ the
10..... or mor-.. infor_tion in th_ th__• obt.ined using the
older ...thads for .tandardiz.tion. If the n_ tran.far-_tion
is cl.arly detDonstr.ted to b.. superior, it c.n b. _f.ly
substituted for the earlier v.r.ion and submitted to the ITRDB.
Howevlll"", sc_ti_. the new tr.n.for...tion. such •• the
"prewhitened" chronologies from ARSTAND can actually h.~ 1_.
infor_tion than the normally derived Chronology. If this i ••
possibility, both the untran.farmed .nd tr.n.for-.d
(-umohitened- and ·preMhitened-) chronologi_ can _ published
and contributed to the ITRDB (Stahl. at .1.~ 1~)~ In other
words, new techniques ••y provide n_ .ppro.ch•• to cert.in
problems, but the result. _y not be advant.geou. in other
.tudies. It _y t.ke time to eSt.blish the li.it. of new
t~hnologi_. Until tOe new ••thad• .re shcotn to b. cl.arly
superior to older -.thad_, it i. judicious to pr.__ And u_
the r.-ult. fr~ both technologi_.
B•.Calibr.tion
Cali.brating the growth r-.pon_. Ther••r ••t l •••t tooc
basic typ.. of c.libration.. The fir.t c.n b. c.lled the
respon... ·function. Cli••tic d.t. ar. the predictor variables
and a tree-ring chronology the predictand vari.bl.. Th.
principal objllCti~ i •.to obtain •••t Of r.gr••sion
cOefficients th.t can b. interpr.ted •• the growth respon•• to
each vari.bl. ofcli-.te (Fritt. at .1., 1971). Th. origin.l
r.spanse function (u.ing progr_·RESPQNSE) _. calculated u.ing
principal .:a.ponlll'lt r-or_.ion, but nDlol there .r•• _ver.l
appro.ches to the rwspon_ .function probl_ (Hughes st .
• 1.,1982, Fritts and Wu. in pr•••).
Recently, Cropper U9B:5) applied si_dation r .....lt. to
different .pproach•• to the r ..pon.e function prabl... Hi.
results show th.t the confi·denc. li.it. of the principal
component regres.ion ver.ion••r. underestimat.d by about 402::.
He propos.d th.t ridge regrewsion w••• suit.bl. altern.ti~.
80_ Of the difference. in _v.ral r_pcn•• function progr_
ar.. discu.sed by Fritt. And Wu (submitted).
Tran.f.ring the tr..-ring .ign.l into ••ti••tes of
cli..t.. Th. ~ond type of c.libr.tion r.l.t.. cli~.t. to
tr_ growth in such. w.y t:hat the y••rly chronology v.lu•• can
b. tran.fered to _ti_t_ of cli...t.. Tran.f.r function••r.
Dbt:.ined th.t r.ng. from .impl. regr...ion u.ing individu.l
tr..-ring chronologi.... predictors to c.nonic.l regr•••ion
wher. l.rg. arr.y. of cli_tic d.t. c.n b. r.l.tllCl to laro•
• rray. Of tr_ growth d.t. (Fritt••t .1., 1971, Fritt. 1976).
"uch di.cu••lon· h•• ' revolved .round the qu••tion of which type
of eultivari.t. sod.l i. b..t (Hugh.. at .1., 1982, Stockton .t
41., 198~). It .ioht b. fruitful to us. the v.riou. tran.fer
function techniqu•• an wid.ly different d.t...t ••nd th.n
ev.luat. fro. kncotn data the r.lativ. Merit. Of each tran.fer
function approach.
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I have changed the direction of my own work to focus on
developllEl'lt of b.o simulation models in hopes that they may
hel" resolve SOllll! illlpertan: dendnx:hronological problem!5 and
lead to neoo environmental applications. One model will attempt
to simulate the response functi·on by llIOdeling the processes of
cambial division, cell enlargement, ~,d cell differentiation as
they are affected by the physiological-environmental coupling
systefll on the tree si tes.
Figure 1 is a simplified diagram of the model entitled
"Response Generation SUbsystem" (RGS). The most important part
of the model is the "PHYSIOLOGICAL RESPONSE SIMULATOR" <shown
on the right) that estimates a well replicated chronology from
a given climate input by operating on daily climatic data and
mimicking the physiological linl<ages between the climatic
,eg!me and the processes of "Cell Division, Cell Enlargement,
2-nd Cell Differentation." These last three processes are
already ~Ddeled in ~ program, ARBOR, described by Stevens
(975). A file of synthetic cells is created which will
res"E'mblc' tr!e M2t:urall y accu,ring cellula.r -features a=ross the
ring ~her; the model is in ~'forking c;"""der~ A Der15i tometry
Simulator convertr, the characteristics o-f this cell -file into
simulated width an~ densitometric measurements in OUTPUT B.
The left-hand fJ0,.-,ti.,n of the diagram is the RESPONSE
fUNSTrD~ SIMULATOR, The iroput for this part is also Daily
CliffJ3tic Data: that. are convE;-ted to man"thly values. TheSE are
',:".;}.tiplied by tJ~I? 1'""2SPOilSE: funct:;.on cwefficients to estimate
~he annual ~idth, jens:ty. meQ5~r2w2nt9 or any other feature
';:-, c"."';. had been ~'~aL i:.:'rilted in ~:he l"'e5pOilse -Function work. The
- .. :"",1 l:? OUTPUT -H 9 ~..:ie.-ves .es en£- type of contr·ol for the
"--":-f'F'":1Glo;:lical ['.C:''':'-':;:-l'.':I':; ::-·i:'.:.l='.atw~H shawn an the light ..
G'_d:putS., A an.j B. ..:.:;.,...~ cu;r:p.,;;:;;--ed,. the st.ructure .:;;.~ the
l-[; .::.:. ~ r.::n-: of the PHYSIOLOG ICP.L LINKAGE: is vari ed 'J 2.f1C th::!
.-~'-:-:'-~'~ :'"3 a.re compa....erj Dve,...- ·3 pe~~:.:.cci af l:ilile.) pe;-h2.... ps 50 )r2.::~r-s ,3.
-, 1-5t:" If the struc..tut-e C>.!,""jJ::=2.'-=' _,;;;.tis{<..-:-to:'"y., "~-lJ:e V3.~UE'E of
p-::,r-alTJetEu'''l5 o·f the equ.ations are varied '-ising 2.01 j~ t;::rativE'
:Jc:.:\;~re that. ChCnjses t.he direction ;::J-{ 'i2'it:.t.::'Oil th<3.t
"." .'~~; th2 :;:::'-rr";t.. i.;} "Che r8sul t.. Th.i s type c..~ modEl car! a l ~;i:"
. c::d f}.:;: :-1, ~. ~;1 (."1 meE:.5Urnffi2:lt·::; ::;-.: -{:.ho:::: envi l"'ar.m-2fit
r:.' F.:.:id SLim·,: '..J-f the im;Jo!"""~:a~:t pl,~~,t pro::esses a-rfc::c·tinq
:r (Frit.ts, L9"';··.~;:I ..
-'- .L~ hO~E·::'~ L:i·'i:: t.hc.: ;:':25 ;i~C-;j;;:,:: will p:--C!v""idc:, CiE~ insigh;.::s
":.l0! '\/r_"~ :":"'..>i> L, ,,-i.r-anOiEln-;:...;.i. j,,;:-:'l:.e:;""ac't:lo>iS a.ffecting the
L.~~ ~~V15~2n ~.. L~ cui: upv~lD~~ent pro=~ss~s. 7t 5tlou10
'1..,: ,c~ LE~·(.:z. ~ i'~ ~rt-=': 1,.--:'~\"'121 opment uf i r.proV2'Q rE: /- =~n"""~:,
~"( ~-[1~1qL_E~G~ ~~O~~~2 ~ W6Y ~o ~~~~rate th~ :i~fs~~s
." w.. , ~ 'i '.'.'
Jr.:.,,-. possi b:,-:2 :::;:::'_i;-ces; GJ.!=~ I
".~! •.. ,,: ; .l.~.:J.ct"
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RESPONSE FUN~TION
SIMULATOR Input Daily Cli,atit
Oat. for n l.ars
P~~SIOLOGICAL RESPONSE
SIMULATOR
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FI6URE 1 The Proposed Response Ge.12ratlon SUbsystem.
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c.n ttMm tr. ml.lyz" by ~r--".... function tec:hni~ t:a _ ~
_11 diff""lIrl~ ~rmlsf... functions r.cov.r- ~M ariginal cll_~lc
da~.. A larg. nwm.... Of rttpUc..~. claU can be ven-r.~" fraa
randOil n~ t:a c:t.ck~ 1:Jw prababi 1 i ~y _~i_~_ fro-
curT"~ .-thads ... carr.c~.
Far t:M ~i_ beinq ~M .:xfel will u.- raneta. __1
mmlMrs ~a synth_iz. l ..g. ar _11 spati.l arr• .,. Of cli_~ic
d.~. tdth sp.cific ~i_ ~_ ch..ac~....iftica includinQ
nanli-nllarit1_ and trWtds. Increasingly COIIPlic.~" cli-.tic
pa~~.-na ~.....~.. by i'iT'S~ cr_~ing _ ar _. ~a of
randOil n&MIb s t:a rtIP,......,~ uncar-r.l.~" ..... of cU_~ic
bah.vier. Th_ ·parWt~· _i_ ... .. by _ or __ of
7 d1ff""lIrl~ .adul_ ~IY~ can~~ t:M .p......~ _i_· ~a .. _
·Offspring· d ..~.~. rn- b.c~ ~.... d.~. of ,... ·pai'"Wt~s·
"'ich ... p_'" t:hrOUQh t:M -.G.l again, t:his ~i_ u-ing at:t.r-
-mul_ ~a QtINIr".~._ ·offspring· wi~h .~ill MMr
t:harac~""iftic.. Syn1:twt.ic ~r~ing chranolDQi_ wi~h .. gr_~
vilri~y of characbriftiCWI can· be d __iVWld frail .yn~twtic
cl iaatic cIa~....ich .1110 Cml IY_ • v..iKy of charac~__iftic••
Randall Nanu.l NwII:MInI ... addttd in • _y ~a ~l~ nai_ and
ba~h intrinsic and _trinaic st:and infl~. n. .adul.
funcUan. .... 1) ~.~. an -offsprl.ng· .--1_ of pur.l Y
randOil ncr-l ~., 2) ~.~. an ·offspring· th.~ is
carT".I.~" ..i~h ••par....~. by • sp.cifi" a8DUI'I~. 3) ~.b
an -oH'sprtng-~_~~~ ~tw _iQh~" ftf.c~. of
b.a ar -paran~s·, 4) in~raduce. nanli~..i~y in~a •
• p .....~ • .--1_ 1:0 far. ~ -afi'spring·,:U in~raduc.
&I~or-.gr_.i_ and _ing -ave prac_, 6) QtINIr"~.. ~r"8nd
using -• ..-ctfic i'W1d:ian 1:Jr" ch.-ilCt.... at:ring ~~ is adcMId ~o
t:M ·p.-IIrl~· dab t:a fDral ~ha ·vffllPring·, .nd 7) .dd .. _an
and v-n--.u • ..-=i'*i_ ft..-.d..d ~.~ian in ~.... offspring.
Th... ~MD subaya~_ -.del.allaM us ~a _aai~ bMh
bialagical ..-.d fta1:is~tc.1 ~~_ ~h.~ ... invol"'" in fer.ino
a ~ree-ring chranolagy. Even~ually .. hap. ~a jain ~~ ~MD
sub~_, ... ~tw autPlK freM! ~.... .ad.l.. prac__ in
Fig..... 1 can~ t:tnt iJ1P'rt far ~h. ft.~iftic.l __i_
cr~" in Figure 2.
10. lIw"ificatian an i~~ da~.
Baadnesa of fit:~~s lIYde fer ~he calibr.i:ian
in~...-v.l u~ly D¥&r"_~i..~e ~he r.li;abili~y af a
·nteanat:ruc~ion e.t:i_~.. Far ~ransfer- functian _k
independen~ cli..~ic d.~. should be set aside. mld the succass
Of ~he recanstruct.ian ~e.t:.cI uaing OIl vari ..ty of verifica~ian
s~..~iftics. Unfar~una~eIV, diff...ent stati5~ics ar. used by
differvn~ ...-le.... -.d thIra is .ho..ys th.. t_ptiltian to
publish anly ~haae aU~iftica th.t look good .... are _t
canvanient ~a c.lcula~e. Could ~her-e bF saaR agreed upon
rttp....ting cri t_ia including the &pRel + lC: i ndRP..ndent
statistical t ...~s ~h.~ appear ~o be MOst useful for
vRrificatian? This is ane si-.ple ooav could _k",
dendrochronalogy a .are abj.ctiv.. selene .
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11. Recon",t:ructian
Bacl<ooard for-casting. bacl<t:asting. or reconstruction are
terms sometimes used to describe dendrochronological IlCOI""k.
6enerally it conc:erns conditions in -the past and applies
Hutton"s Uniformitarinism Principle (Fritts. 1976) to deduce
past conditions based upon the observed and rec~ jed conditions
of the present. In such cases. tr~e growth values for a
particular set of years or seasons have been used as sUrT"ogates
of past climate. because climate and -growth are linked by a
complex set of known cause and effect relationships. Othe~
phenomenon may be linked simply bec~use they are correlated
with causaJly linked factors. Such correlated-linkages can be
used in reconstruction work. but cane !!lust be taken to preve
that the correlation was not a circumstantial result somehow
due to chance variation. Verification with independent data-is
one good way to demonstrate that the reconstruction is a real
effect.
Statistical for-cast (involving some future time) is also
proposed and !IIOst certainly will be discussed at this meeting.
Here the tree is not only a proxy of climate at a paoticular
time but also an indicator of what the future will bring. We
~ill need to review ve~y carefully the biological as well as
the physical evidence fo~ a Torcastable system involVing the
tree-ring response. Is there also empirical evidence ~or a
-forcastable effect? If there is. rigorous statistics are
needed to assure the effect is stable through time. Reliable
calculations of degre2s of freedom are needed. especially for
the lew frequency information. b~ause few complete cycles are
available for a test. Since tree-ring chronologies often yield
very long time series with well-behaved statistics. they are
especially valuable for testing for-cast models of low-frequency
effects. I have had limited exposure to this type of analysis
and !uok Torward tea learning more about this type of work.
12. Fo.....st decline and other related problems
Oendrachronalogy has already made a number of unique
contributions in the field of ecology (Fritts and Swetnam. in
press). Crossdating provides the precise time control. and the
dendrochronological time series estimates are relatively
stabl~. Differences between the highly variable effects of
climdte and the slower action of possible pollution changes
have been resolved in a number of dendrochronological
applications (Cool<. in press; Eckstein et al •• 1984; Kienast.
1982. 1985; SchMeingruber et al •• 1978). La "arche Bt al.
(198'5) report a possible enhancement of growth of high
elevation trees in arid western North ADerica that could be
responding to rising levels of CO. There are many more
appliciltions that could and Shoultl be ......tioned in a complete
review of ~orest decline work.
At this particular meeting .... are asked to review th..
iMportant methodologies dealing with environmental problems and
to discuss differences in our perception of the science in an
attempt to arrive at a clearer understanding. W~ have a
marvelous opportunity as well as an obligation to build bridges
of understanding bet....en the East and West and to begin a truly
international effort.
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2. SITE SELECTION AND SAJlPLING
2.1 SITE SELECTION .AlQ) S&'III"IB'C M'lU.TEGY
F.B.. Schweingro.ber
Swiss FedBral lnslltut.e of
Forestry Research
Blrmensdorf - SWITZERLAND
1. IIITIlODUcnOJI
Practically every dendrochronological study states the locality from which
tbe material is taken and tbe number of tree-riogs contained io the samples
and chronologies, but only io dendroecological papers are the principles of
selection described (e.g., MUELLER-STOLL, 1951; JAZEWITSCH, 1961; FRITTS,
1965). LAMARCHE, COOK, and BAILLIE (1983) pointed out the potentials and
limits of dendrochronological studies in historical and ecological fields.
The present paper focuses on the aspect of site in sampling strategies for
various spheres in dendroecology.
The results of dendroecological studies stand or fall with the selection of
the sites and trees. Consequently tbe technical dendrochronological work
begins in the forest. In order to minimize variability within local tree-
ring chronologies, the following principles must be observed in all
studies:
- The homogeneity of the sites determines to a large extent the quality of
the chronology.
A site chronology should only be constructed from trees from the same
class of site. In fortunate cases it is possible to find sufficient trees
within a small area. Often, it is necessary to group togetber trees from
different places but the same site conditions in order to obtain a chro-"
nology. The units of collection are best identified by means of phyto-
sociological relevEs or at least floristic descriptions. These surveys
also permit the relationsbip of ecological conditions on sites far
distant frOll each otber, whicb is not possible on tbe basis of topogrs-
pbical-geological descriptios alone.
- Stand development affects cambial activity.
Wherever possible, only trees of the aame social statues (dominant, co-
dominant) sbould be grouped into a site chronology. The variability due
to competition is tbus reduced, although it cannot be completely elimina-
ted, particularly not in intensively managed forests, where a number of
silviculturel operations are conducted within s relatively short time.
If, on the other hand, the study concerns stand development, then all the
trees should be included, although once again, the single curves are not
grouped together to give aean curves.
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- Grovch varies ntbi.n an 1Ddividual tree.
The wrlab1liry 18 greatest at the foot of the stem and lIIIlB11est in !C'IR
crown region. In order to obtain the longest possible ring sequences with
a m1n1mua of individual variability, samples are taken at breast height.
Where ste. discs are available, it is possible to exclude all the irregu-
larities (compression wood, tension, wood, abrupt or localised changes in
ring w1.dth, wound tissue). BoWl!ver, samples are usually obtained witl) an
increment borer. With two cores per tree a large part of the individual
varlabi.l1ty can be elim10ated throngh averaging.
For our 0 .... ttudies, .... select the following points for coring:
- not in the vicinity of a wound;
- not in the vicinity of reaction wood; between buttresses, parallel to the
slope or a forest margin, or halfway between the lnff and lee sides. The
absolute compass direction does not appear to be of any grest impor-
~C:~
In stnd1es on slo~ or snow movements or on the influence of vind, stten-
tion IIIWIt be paid to the side of the trunk with compression ~oct i11 -con±-
fers or tension 0I00d in broadleaves.
- Not all lrregu1ar1ties are predictable.
Consequently, it is best to sample a few more trees than necessary, 80
that anoma1ous curves _y be discarded.
- lndiv1dnal variability decreases with an increaSing number of samples.
For this reason, several tTees are cored on each site. For densitometric
studiea 2 cores frma each of 12 trees are sufficient. For ring width analy-
sis, a sample number of 2 cores from each of 20 trees is recommended. Stu-
dies on individual features such as frequency of wounding or abrupt growth
changes reqnire samples from more than 20 trees.
- In densitometric studies, variability due to technical processing can be
greatly reduced by taking the cores as nearly perpendicular to the fibre
orientation sa possible. l'b1s requires the use of a support for the
increment borer.
The more carefully and appropriately the sites and trees are selected, the
fewer the trees which have to be sampled an thus the ~ess the work invol-
ved.
It should be horne in mind that coring injures the tree. Even vith
careful work, a bore hole is left; this ususlly becomes sealed and over-
grown within a few years. In the case of conifers, treatment is aeldom
necessary. Broadleaves, however, react physiologically, the result being
radial, disc-sbaped discolourations around the bore hole. Furthermore,
fungal infection often follows; as a minimum preventive measure the hole
should be plugged with wax, so as to prevent the entry of spores. Opinions
on the effectiveness of further treatment vary.
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At least the folloR1Dg characteristics should be recorded fo~ each site:
Date
Place (local, ~ioaal)
Latitude and longitude
Height above aea level
Exposure
Slope inclination
Geological substrate
Species sampled and number
of trees/cores
Collector's name
Tree cover % Tree height if; ..
Shrub cover %
Herb cover %
Moss cover %
Tree/shrub/herb species
(if not all, then at least the most
importsnt)
Special features of individusl tree9, e.g.,
broken top, old wound with resin.
Brief description of the site, for example: old pine stand with earlier
pasturage, with dense undergro~th, on deep brown SOil, on gentle, ~outh­
facing slope. Stsnd possibly planted.
AiM of the study or reason for sampling, e.g.:
- site for coring in a climatological sampling network ~ maximization of
the effecr~ of precipitation;
~ studies on previous May bug epidemics;
can the date at which the site was abondoned be determined? (only old
trees sampled);
- comparison with samples from another site. Drier? More pointer years?
". comparison of ring growth with present density of needles,
3. SAMPLING STRAnGY
The sampling strategy depends on the aims of the study. which i" curn deci-
de the methods to be applied.
Every study begins with a aearch phase. At this stage, the o~timum
information should be obtained with the least effort. To tnat enrl Chose
features of the core which are ~asy to identifY visually are exa~jned,
e.g.:
Mesn ring width
sensitivity (frequency of visually recognizabLe pointer years)
frequency and date of abrupt changes in rin~ ~idth
- rot. wounds t compression wood
relationship between growth and density of nel'~le".
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The fiDal d.ef1D1t::1an of !:he .u.s mid tbe se1ectiou of tbe sites are made in
tbe course of this wan.
llI1ring aample c:allection the basic assumptions are tested by visnal
inspection of each core. Aberrant cores are discarded, since it is usually
possible to detect what feature of the tree or tbe site caused tbe abnorma-
lity. This pbase of selection is often ignored once the samples reach the
laboratory, nth the resut that good resuts may be obscured and the
8DIOUDt of ....rk is increased. Many statistical misfits coud be recognfsed
as sucb in the field. As a r.ue, samples collected previously are unsuit-
able, since they have been taken nth different aims in mind. Equally un-
suitable are samples frum rigid networks, as the sites are generally not
homogeneous and fail to meet ~he criteria for a valid ecological study.
llendrochrnnology can be applied ill a nde spectrum of fields, and the
range of sampling strategies is correspondingly broad. The basic principles
are illustrated ill the follo1dng nth three examples.
FRrm (1965), Ill'l'ZlIACH and GUE'l.'TER (1980), and LAMARCHE (1982) have shown
how ring width chronologies from ecologically different sites in the
western USA and the Southern Hemisphere can be analysed statistica~ly in
order to obtain reconstructions of the climate with varying quality. Our
strategy is somewhat different,as is also our objective: reconstruction of
previous conditions of temperature and precipitation for given areas and
years.
Selection of sites and trees: Through selecting well~o"" trees at the
limits of vertical or horizontal areas, it is possible to maximize particu-
lar ecological factors in the tree-rings. Trees growing near the northern
or upper timberline contain most information on temperature, while those
growing near the lover, arid timberliDe provide more information on preci-
pitstion.
The density of sites nthin a network can be increased within a study
area by including local extre~e sites. In deciduous forests, for instance,
sites in hollows with cold air masses are climatically more raw than those
on the surrounding normal "sites; and at the upper timberline in arid areas
only those trees growing on north-facing slopes with deep soils contain
worthwhile information on temperature. In every case, phytosociological
findings indicate the apecial features and suitability of a site. Through
strict application of this ecological principle of selection it is possible
to eliminate diffuse ecological effects, particularly those which are not
limiting every year, and eIIIphasise those that are.
Methods: Densitometry is practically the only suitsble method for the re-
construction of summer temperstures in the Rorthern Hemisphere. Determina-
tion of aaximum density allows year-by year reconstruction for large areas.
For the reconstruction of precipitation, ring width may also be used
(KIENAST, 1985). Araucariaceae, certain Cupressaceae, and five-needled
pines are less suitable for densitometric analysis.
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Ai.: decennnaciCIU of the yea~r incerplay of relaUonships becveen
climate (absoluce meaauremenc) , atte (pbytosoc.1ology, so11 science), and
cree growtlI (various r1Dg par-cers).
Seleccion of sices and trees: defin1tiCIU of tbe programme on Che basis of
cl1macological, copograph1cal, and geological characceriscics assessed from
maps, aerial photograpbs, and field 1aapeeCions. idencificaCion of cypical
sites in terms of site characeer1st1ca, and seleccion of cypical trees.
upper timberline
(subalpine)
\CM"8I'timberline
(SBffii-arid)
Fig. 1
dry medium moist
Ecological lS1.t.e selection in _tain foresU.
Mechod: since tbis is a DeW field in ~endrochronol~gy, simple metho~s
vbou1d be uaed at first, e.g., regiscracion of p.,!.nter years (skeleeon
plocs of cocal ring vidch and lacewood widCh, and identification of pro-
nounced density fluctuacions within cbe rings) a. well a8 long-ter~ growth
changes (onsec and duratio·n).
MeasuremenCs of ring widtb and dens iCy can ~acurally also be ~aed;
chis, bovever, involves considerably .are work and Che resulcs, at least ~t
first, are noc significantly better than those obtained with simple
methods.
Since dendrochronology is practically the ~nly discipline which can provide
the long-term historical dimension in pollution research on terrestrial
ecosystems, the range of applications is very Wide snd, in slmost every
case, of political t.pDrLance.
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'the foll.am.ng:.a:bl prubl.ear aress can be iuvestigated:
1.0ca1: eta-ge til t:n!elI and forests in the immediate vicinity of an emission
source. 1lIuIage to and state of health of trees in e1ties.
reg1onal/nationa1: comparison of the state of health of forests in areas
nth dilferent popul.atinn densities or exposed to different natural
hazards.
cont1nental/hem1aphertc: investigation of ring growth in relation to clima-
tic and environmental changes (C02, ae1d rain, nitrogen Oxides, etc.).
Of the many problems, the example below deals with a question relating to
forest decline and of current interest in Central Europe.
Aim: assessment of growth behavior of individuals and forests on ecological
well descr1bed sites and regions.
Selection of sites and trees: selection oL_trees of different species but
with the SBDe social status (16 per species and site) on homogeneous sites.
Selection is based primarily on ecological criteria: dry to moist, acidic
to basic, low to high elevation, outside and inside inversion layers, close
to or far from suspected emission sources.
The questi~n as to the representativeness of the results in terms of
forestry can not be decided until the ecological conditions under which
damage is &anifested in tree-rings are known.
10 all such stndies it is necessary to compare a large number of trees
and sites. The~ hundreds usually analysed are not sufficient.
Method: This last requirement dictates the use of the simplest, least time-
consuming method. The classic skeleton plot or the shortened version with
pointer years is used to determine the onset, duration, and intensity of
abrupt growth changes (fig. 2). Such changes are in themselves manifesta-
tions of ecophysiological changes and can at most indicate anthropogenic
environmental damage. It is· difficult to understand such growth changes
because we are missing many knowledges sbout carbon translocation and
fixation in different parts of the tree. It is known that heavy pollution
reduce cambial activity. But it is not sure that minimal longtime pollution
cause abrupt growth reductions.
4-. COlICLllSIOll'
The basis of every good dendrochronological study is the selection of
samples according to biological-ecological criteria. The first importsnt
step in the somewhat lengthy process of dendrochronological analysis there-
fore takes place in the forestf.tself. Neither the most accurate measure-
ments nor the most sophistiCAted statistical treatment can compensate for
errors made here. The selection of trees, sites, and methods should prima-
rily be made according to the aims of the study. One case may involve the
use of complicated methods for the detailed analysis of one single tree,
while another may require simple observations on 5000 trees. Dendrochrono-
logy today offers many metho~s, and it is important to decide which is the
most appropriate for the task in hsnd.
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2.2 SAJIPLNG IN TIBET
1fu XiangdiD& and Lin ZehD,....
Inst.it.ule of Geography
Chinese ACfldemy of Sciences
Beijing
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
1. INTRODUCTION
The Tibet (Qinghai-Xizang) Plateau, koOWIl as the ·world's
roo.f", plays an important role in the formation and nuctua-
tion o.f the general atmospheric circulation over the Northern
Hemisphere. As geoscientists, we are engaged in the research
of climatic change during the historical time and have been
aware of the importance of the plateau, which is a treasury
of information on long-term climatic variation.
With a mUlti-discipline expedition, we started the study
on climatic chartge over the plateau in the early 1970's.
There are only a little historical literature recording some
weather or climate phenomena and a few short-term meteorlo-
gical stations in Tibet. Thus, dendroclimatological approach
has been adopted as one of main methods to obtain available
proxy data for the climatic change study.
Although the forest area in Tibet is smaller, human's
activities are not .frequent as those in densely populated
region. Compared with the Eastern China, the Tibet plateau
has not been influenced by human being. That may be another
reason we chose the plateau as one gap to develop dendrocli-
matology in China.
It has been proved that tree-ring width variation is a
kind of data for understanding the changes of air temperature
and precipitation during the last hundreds years of Tibet,
when some speciamens are collected and analysed successfully.
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2. WO IIIIDS OP SAMPLIHG Bn!ES
Based on Prof. H.C.Fri~s (1976) who has nescrioed the
basic principles of site selection, dendrochronologists must
apply the law of limiting factors and the concept of ecolo-
gical amplitude when they obtain their research materials.
in order to assure selection of trees which will give ,them
the information they desire. 1Jhus. we~have~s_e_~ec!ed-:'f;wo
kinds of regions for sSlllpling over the plateau (Wu and Lin,
1978; 1981).
2.1. Driest sites
It is obvious that the ring width of trees growing in
the driest sites is most likely to have been limited by
drought. The experience with sampling in Arizona state,
USA and other driest sites has proved the positive r~lation­
ship between variations in ring width and variations in
precipitation.
Most areas in Tibet are quite dry, the ~ual pre_cip~ta-_
tion is less than 500 mm, except a small region located in
the southeastern Xizang, where the annual precipitation can
be over 800 mm. According to the Penmen's formula, we have
calculated aridity the rat~o of ~otential evaporation and
precipitation over the plateau and find the aridities of
most sites are heigher than 2.0, even larger than 20.0 in
desert (Lin and WU, 1981). It can be said that the Tibet
plateau is one of the driest areas in China.
The annual average total precipitation in the most sites
we have collected samples is near 400 mm, even 300 mm a year
in a few sites, according to the observed records of the
nearest meteorological stations. For example, the annual
rainfall is 470 mm in Qamdo county town, 30 k:m distant from
the tree site. In Lhunze county town, 150 kID distant from
the tree site, the rainfall is 270 mm a year.
In these driest areas, the forests are limited in small
scope and are quite sparse, excepting some woods located by
-25-
lake. river. It the trees are tar trom the waters. the most
ot them may be useful samples tor reconstructing the past
precipitation.
It should be emphasized that the raintall in Tibet is
mainly caused by monsoon. When the Southwest "onsoon (Indian
Monsoon) is set up in early 8ummer. it brings much moisture
into the plateau and the raiD7 8eason begins troll the south-
east through the northwe8t gradually. With the mon800nal
Circulation withdrawal, the dry season cOlDes instead and there
is almost no raintall during the winter halt ;year. The rain-
tall is. ot course. concentrated in the sUDllller halt ;year.
Normally. the rainfall" during May thrOUgh S9ptember occupies
B~ or 1I0re ot the annual total precipitation. Taking Lhasa
as a semple. the three months' raintall (June. July and August)
is BO' ot annual precipitation there. and the tive months'
rainfall reaches 97' ot total. It is so concentrative that
the distribution at seasonal raintall is ditterent trom that
in the East uia monsoon area. In adelition to this, the raiD7
season does coincide with warm season. Although the air tem-
perature raising trom cold. winter is tavourable to tree grow-
ing, the decisive tactor making the cambial initiation in the
stem might be onset ot the rainy season. Besides, the ring
widths of trees will rely upon the length and rainfall of the
rainy season. which is called "intensity of monsoon".
2.2. High altitude sites
The other kind of sampling region could be limited near
upper tree line with high altitude. The Tibet plateau is
famous for high alti tude and cold climate. The upper limits
of most plants in the plateau are higher than those in plains
and hills. Generally speaking, the upper tree line in the
plateau can stretch into 4,000 m or more, even 4.500 m or
more. Compared with other areas in the world, this high
location growing some trees is seldom to be found. The air
temperature by the altitude is quite lOW, annual mean is near
OOC, the warmest month(July) mean is often below 150 C and
-26-
the coldest month (January) mean could be lower than _10oe
or more. That means the days of daily air temperature below
oOe would l'as1; more than half a year. The precipitation,
meanwhile. by this altitude would be more than that at the
foot and hiLl. because the maximum precipitation height
might be closed the altitude of upper tree line.
Based on our study (Wu et al.. in press). there is a
maximum precipitation height at each site over the plateau.-
With closing to the height, the rainfall has more or less
increasing. The height is different with topography and
environment, but the maximum precipitation height is generally
located by 5000 m above sea level at the north slopes 'of
the Himalayas and it is about two to three km a.s.l. at the
south slopes. It should be noted that the trees growing at
upper tree line can get more water supply not only from
rainfall but also from. melted snow or g1acier than those at
low land or in valley. 'rhus. we can be sure that the ring
width of trees growing at the upper tree line is most likely
to have been limited by cold rather than drought. And it
has proved the positive relationship between variations in
ring width and variations in air temperature.
,. DISTRIllUTION OF SAMPLING SITES
We have collected a great deal of specimens in Tibet
since 1974. The total sites are 31 and the distribution of
sampling sites is shown in Figure 1. It's obvious that the
distribution is not even enough because of the limitation
of forests in the plateau. The most forests and distributed
mainly over the south edges of the plateau. the Himalayas,
and the east edges of the plateau, the Hengduan Mountains,
and the Yarlung Zangbo Hi ver valley. The landscape in the
Southern and Western Tibet is almost desert or alpine
steppes without any forest.
Among those 31 sites snown in Fig.1, 15 lie on dry area
Where tree growing respo~js to rainfall variation and 16
by the frigid tree line zone where tree growing responds to
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1;e.perature 'YlI1'iation.
In arid area, we has noted that the tree-ring characte-
ristics floom 1'o.reat interior through 1'orest border var;y with
increasing arid.it7. 'l'bere is a amal1 forest (Pinus den.ata)
in Itangrian Count7 with 3500 m a.s.l.. We sampled from the
border through the interior of the 1'orest and bui~4 four
tree-ring chronologies which had. 1OQ-lIeter interv~ between
each two, mlU!ld.ng with No.1, No.2, -No.}, and .0.4. Some-
statistical characteristics of each chronology are calculated.
They are mea,n tree-ring width (x), mean sensitivity (MS),
standard deviation (SO) and correlation coef1'icient (R) related
with the annual precipitation in the nearest meteorological
station. '!'he results (Table 1) support H.C.Fritts' deduction
that··the rings in forest interior are wide and Qcomplacent a ,
Table 1. Some statistical characteristics 01'
four chronologies
Series x (DUD) MS SD R
NO.1 1.9 0.38 0.56 0.86
No.2 2.1 0.36 0.42 0.60
lIo.3 2.4 0.24 0.37 0.53
Ito.4 2.3 0.22 0.35 0.41
and there is little.cotrelation in the ring-width variation
among trees or between ring widths and climate, meanwhile
the rings near forest border are narrqw, mean sensitivi t;y and
standard deviation 01' the chronologies are high, and there
is a I:!igh correlation 01' the chronologies among trees and
with climate. For ring width (Xl. No.1 is 1.9 mm. and it
is narrower than others. For MS and SD; No.1 has highest
values, 0.38 and 0.56 separately. but No.4 has lowest values.
0.22 and 0.35. In particular. the correlation coe1'ficient
(R) between ring and rain1'all near the forest border reaChes
0.86. and it is quite low, 0.41 in the forest interior.
On the Tianbao hill, the Hengduan Mountains, a scattered
Liax spiciosa forest, 3700 m s.s.l. was noted. Some trees
-29-
stand on the hill with a slope ot ~5°, and the hill i8 conred
by tlowstone, so that enry tree we got cores troll is sur-
rounded with stone. Onder the layer ot stone there is a
shallow layer ot soil with poor capability of storing water.
Based on analysis for some cores sampled troll these trees,
the tree ring variation could be used to indicate the local
annual precipitation variation.
With collecting near upper tree line, it should be notable
that the trees are located near a maximum precipitation height,
wh;re the high humidity causes rot inside sOlie trees, particul-
qly tor old trees. When we sampled in Gy1rong. Zhangmo and
other sites in the south slope ot the Himalayas, it took us
much time and spirit to reach at the upper tree ~ineo How-
ever, it was diffic~t to find a few ideal trees as our speci-
mens because rot was popular and serious over there. The
number of ring that could be identified by longer cores was
only several decades. The trees lay in the overwet highland
are not ideal as dendroclimatological samples.
It is necessary to tind out the laws on the topographic
climate over the samplingsite~ especially on the vertical
distribution ot seasonal precipitation. Using both of observed
meteorological data and investigation, we could know more or
less situation betore climbing any hill, and it could avoid
wasting much time and spirit.
In addition~ there is temperature inversion in some
mountain areas. The phenomenon occurs in the Himalayas and
the Hengduan Mts., but it is only during the winder and can
not intluenc~ on tree growing.
4. CHARACTERISTICS OF SAKP.LING IN TIBET
Compared with sampling on pIsin or hilly land, there are
a few specific problems in Tibet. They might be caused by
the specitic plateau climate and topography.
Two kinds ot dendroclimatological specimens, responding
to precipitation and temperature, could be sampled with in
short distance. In the arid area of the Himalayas and the
-3/;1-
Hengduan Mts., it is easy to see a few high peaks which may
be over 4,500 m a.s.l. and the straight distance could be only
ten lim and more, or only a few kilometers, from the arid forest
border to the cold upper tree line. For example, we have got
the specimens to reconstruct'the past annual precipitation by
the towns of Qamdo and Nyingchi, about 3,500 m a. B • .' ., while
lots of cores could be collected near the upper tree lines,
10 kin or so distant from the towns. The upper tree lines, of
course, are near 4,500 m• .,. In Zhongdian Count;y~.the Hengduan
Mountains, the straight distance is only one km or two for
sampling both two kinds of dendroclimatological samples (Wu
and Lin, 1983).
The false ring and ~issing ring in Tibet are of rare occ~
rence. It may be because the Tibetan climate is dominated by
the monsoon regime that has an obvious seasonal variation, .and
the warm season happens to the rain season in Tibet. The
cambium and differentiating :xylem of the conifers in Tibet can
produce the earlywood and latewood during the summer half
'car. We have not found any false ring or missing ring on the
~ross sections which were collected as dendrochronological
samples from the 'Northern Himalayas and inside the plateau.
A few trees contain false rings or missing rings and they
come from the Southen Himalayas only. The reason of causing
the difference should be discovered in the future.
Selection of specieE "is another decided factor for building
dendrochronology. Based on our experience, the species which
could be considered fro dendroclimatic analysis in Tibet are
as follows:,Pinus densata, Liax spiciosa, Abies ferreana and
some species belonged to the genus Sabina. Especially, Sabina
saltuaria and Sabina wellichiana grow at high altitude and
their growth speeds are very slow. All species of Sabina is
one of the slowest growth in the conifer trees of Tibet. We
have collected many specimens of Sabina near upper tree line,
and these trees' age could reach 300 or 400 years with breast
diameter 35-40 cm. The age of a tree (Sabina saltuaria) from
Saqila Mountain, Nyingchi, is 483 years old, but its breast
diameter is only 38.4 cm and the height is 9.6 m. Another
- 31 -
tree was located near a glacier in Baxoi County, 710 years
old and breast diameter 58 cm. It was said that there would
be some trees with thousand years old in the Northeast Tibet.
The cores of all species mentioned above have clear rings
and larger sensitivities, and most of them have suited to
be in master chronologies. Of course, we have tried to use
other species, such as Picea spinulosa, Picea likiangensis,
Cupressus gigantea, et al. for dendrochronological analysis,
but the results have been less effective than those using
the species mentioned in last section.
How to consider the response of tree to climate in Tibet
would be more difficult. A few meteorological observed
stations lie scattered over the plateau, and most of them are
located in river valley. One station is, sometimes, separated
~rom others by high mountains or rivers. The distance between
two stations would be quite far, decades or hundred km. When
the correlation coefficient or response function between the
ring widths and the climatic factors recorded by the nearest
station from tree site are calculated, the results may be be-
yond expectation because of the di~~erent micro-scale climatic
regimes. In addition to this, the length o~ climatic data
each site has seldom lasted 30 years. It is not eough for
the claibration and veri~iciation between tree ring chronology
and climatic series. In this case, we prefer a chronology
that has been properly dealt with strict sample and rigorous
cross dating to the statistical results. Of course, we must
try to use an additional proxy data to check the chronology.
And one kind o~ proxy data is documentary information.
To use more reliable documentary data may be another way
to improve the tree ring chronological reliabilityn When
sampling in Tibet, we have been paying attention to collecting
other kinds of proxy data, including documentary record during
recent hundreds years. With History Archives and other units
in the Xizang Autonomoas Region, we are editting a series of
books from the local historical files_ in Tibet on disaster
records. And the Volume one "section of snow damage" has been
published. Other literal record concered with weather and
climate are also useful. such as the record in Tibetan calendar,
personal diary. etc.. Here are two examples to describe the
~elationship between the tree ring widths and some documents.
Accoding to the Tibetan ~alendar in 1937, an anomalous drought
appeared in Summer aroUl1d Lhasa through Xigaze and many poor
peasants and herdsmen became beggars in street. The ring
width in corresponding year indicated very narrow within some
tree chronologies. The f.Jther example is from the diary o~~ "
former top officer to Tib~i; in Qing dynasty. According to
his diary, it was anomalous cold in Lhasa in 1905. the ice
was still remained in ponds by the end of April. the wadded
garment could not been taken off in Middle May. the climate
was cool at the beginning t)f July and it looked like in Middle
Autumn. and it began freezing OIl the road in Lhasa in the
first decade of November c 'Cbs:!; means it is much colder iIi
1905 than other years of tbe early 20th century and the modern
time. We also find a narr'Jw 1:'ing in the chronology built by
trees near the upper tree line.
Excepting calibration oto uerification. the documantary
,lata could be combined wi tlJ tree ring chronology to recons'l;ru.ct
the past climatic variatioIL. Authors have been doing the
reconstruction in Tibet :Pl1ai;eau (lI'u and Lin, 1981).
5. CONCLUSION
Due to the high alti tudo,: and complicated topography.
the dendroclimatic sample ilJ 'I'ibet could have some specific
circumstances. which should. be worthy of brief mention here.
III some small areas. tht<o:-e exist two kinds o:f trees as
samples of dendroclimatolo~i_'::alanalysis. One is the trees
growing in arid land. the o\~ber is the trees near upper tree
line. Their distance could LJe only a few kilometers. though
they express responses to pcec.lpi t'ition and air temperature
separately. 1t should be nuted that taking suitable samples
with local conditions will be most important.
The false ring and missing ring within the plateau arc
1t !.7""e;aellt. ADd several species fl.f trees, the genus Sabina,
- :~ -
Pinus densata and other Tibetan conifers, have bean sampled
and proved their dendrochronological potential. All is a
preliminary study based on our experience. Until all kinds
of Tibetan species are tested and analysed. futher speculation
is unwarranted.
The documantary data can be used to complement the tree
ring chronologies either checking or combining each other.
It is more available :for past climatic reconstruction in
Tibet.
In a word, we have tried to provide an 1:lverview of tae
potential and progress of dendroclimatological collection in
Tibet plateau. Considering the plateau character and little
man's impact, we believe that dendroclimatic research in
Tibet is likely to nave a broad and great potential.
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3 KE.ASUREIIENT AND DATING PROCEDURES INCWDING
DENSlTOIIETRY
D.EcbteiD
Insmute for Wood Blo1010'
Unlverst~)' of Hamburll
Leuschnerslr. 91D
D-2050 Hamburll 80
FEDERAL REPUBLIC or GERIlAN'l
INTRODUCTION
De~'ocbronolO9Y is concerned with wood ~aming from different
sources: living trees, construction tiro)clP.rs, panels of paint-
ings, archaeoloqical excavati.ons or subtc.:!<l5il finds. The annual
qrowtb of trees can be analyzed with :r:~~J,1.rd to its width, its
density and structure, and to its c:hemi.·;al composition. Which
of these features are beat to be used d~pends on the question-
ing. The appropriate technical prc,-,'Jures vary froll! a pure
ocular observation of tree-ring '·'·I'l.'·acteristics ~.o highly
sophisticated methods like x-ray dens i tometry. automatic image
analysis. or mass spectometry. In t.i.< following I wii.l concen-
trate on tree-ring width. lIince dell~.tomet.ry and histometry as
well as the chemical analysis of W'Jo<i are dealt with to separ~
ate contributions within tbis SeM.J.on.
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The most simple aDd. olciest 1IIeASure to extract information from
a piece of wood aDd. convert them into a t.1me series is the
skeleton-plot technique. The spec1men 1.8 examined with a hand
lens, and a vertical line is marked on a strip of graph paper
at each interval where a narrow ring occurSl the narrower the
ring, the longer the line, average rings are not marked (Fig.
1).
This sort of representation is mostly applied on conifers £rom
extreme sites. In all other cases, above all for deciduous tree
species, all rings are absolutely measured in order to receive
the iIIOst "possible information. This can easily be done using a
magnifying glass with a built-in scale, particularly if
measurements have to be taken on site. It is much better,
however, to make the measurements in the laboratory. The
sample, viewed through a stationary binocular microscope
furnished with crosshairs is mounted on a travelling stage, the
movement of which can be red off to one tenth or one hundredth
of a millimeter (Fig. 2). The ocular lenses can also be
replaced by a TV-camera and the image of the sample be viewed
on a TV-screene what enables the operator to work in a more
relaxed attitude. In principle, the tree-ring widths could be
determined fully automatically, but then the expenditure of
time and care for the sample preparation as well as for the
examination of the ~ata and for the detection of errors' would
probably be counter-productive.
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Since the essence of dendrochronoloqy ill to establish the exact
year in which a tree ring was formed aDd since all further
deductions depend on this, much care Mill to be concentrated to
reliably recognize the tree-ring borden. saae pecularities are
to be mentioned (Fig. 3 ). In conifer ~rees so-called false or
double rings sometimes occur, they are latewood-l1ke bands
within the earlywood. In conifers as well as in diffuse-porous
deciduous trees missing rings are 4mother problem. Since
missi.ng rings cannot be seen, ther~ is no way to directly
detect them. Sometimes, however, it is possible to rec090ize a
ring just disappearing. Even rinq~porous trees sometimes
contain ring anomalies, far example, a series of extremely
narrow rings. All these anomalies can lead to serious mistakes.
The ring patteru :in the cll.Se that. one to several rings are
missing or were overlooked 01" werle ~:i:'rl')neously measured more
than really present will run out of phase with the t~-scale<
Much experience is necessary to ov~rcome these difficulties.
The final check, however, is the crossdating procedure which
will be demonstrated further down.
MEASURING PROGRAMS
In the early 60's Fritts (1963) began to use computers for
tree-ring analyses. But it was only few years ago that the
measuring set~ups were directly linked to minicomputers and
microcomputers. This step became possible with the development
of interactive programs providing the necessary interaction
with the data, in particular in cases of doubt or of ring
pecularities. Various computer programs are in use, one of them
being developed by Aniol U9S3a), which stands ""s An example.
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It is called Catrlls (£omputer ~ided !ree-ring ~lysis ~stem)
and consists of several programs performing the different steps
of the of tree-ring analysis. Its structure is shown in Fig. 4.
Around the data bank various programs are indicated. The outer
ring symbolizes the interface between user and program. The
user enters his orders which the system translates into orders
the machine can understand. The processes are optimized with
respect to time and storage. The user can fully concentrate on
his research without being distracted by the operating of the
computer; no knowledge of EDP is necessary. Catras has several
programs to input measurement data. A powerful algorithm
facilitates synchronization of the series. It plots tree-ring
series on graphic video display, line printer, or plotter. With
different methods and algorithms mean curves are calculated.
Series can be manipulated with the help of an editor. A table
of contents of the datd bank can be supplied. Catras can be
used for data exchange if the format, which the Laboratory of
Tree-Ring Research in TUcson/Arizona has proposed, is adhered
to.
The result of the measurement is a time series where the annual
values vary in relationship to time. This variation contains
the information one is interested in (=signal), but it also
includes portions ca~sed by other influences (e.g. aging,
microsite etc.) (= noise). The signal usually can be enhanced
by a careful selection of trees. For example, trees growing at!
shallow soils free from the influence of groundwater mo~t
likely record variations in precipitation; trees from a
polluted site record the pollution history; the influence of
periodically occurring insect attacks can be traced in tree-
ring series by sampling i.n Ilppropriate areas, etc. For further
details I would like to refer to the Session on Site Selection.
The enhancement of the signal is furthermore achieved through
- 39 •
replicate sampling in order to averaqe out
ences within and between individual trees.
that should be sampled is '0 at minimum and
to 30 or more p~r site if necessary.
CROSSDATING
the random differ-
The number of trees
should be increased
It is common practice to visualize tree-ring series as curves
either on a linear or on a logarithmic scale. The logarithmic
scale amplifies minima and damps maxima of the curves, In the
two tree-ring series of Fig. 5 the ratio between the widths of
consecutive rings are the same at corresponding positions. The
similarity between both series can be recognised more easily in
the logarithmic presentation.
Any dendrochronological study involves the establishment of
crossdating between tree-ring patterns. In the case of a dating
exercise crossdating is the final goal, in all other appli-
cations of dendrochronology it is an absolute necessity before
the proper analysis can be continued. There are various ways.
The early American work relied almost exclusivelY on visual
observation of the timber samples and skeleton plot.". But
mostly the whole tree-ring pattern has to be considered. The
subsequent crossdating either of the skeleton plots or of the
whole pattern can be dane visually: the ring patterns match
ring-for-ring up to the year where a ring is missing in one of
the samples (Fig. 6), the ring count is one year off after this
point, unless correction is made by inserting a "ring" at the
proper place in the sequence.
crossdating can be performed among the radii within a stem,
among different trees, and different sites. If crossdating can
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be achieved there is evidence that there is some environmental
information common to the sampled trees- There are examples
known t~t even within a large region all collected trees had a
ring missing in one and the same year" Verification could only
be obtained through an independent sampling in a neighbo~ing
region. Visual matching and crossdating is the method of choice
when li~ing trees are dealt with where the date of sampling is
known. With historical ~ prehistorical samples a trained
dendrochronologist can find the correct matching positions
visually as well, but it is a matte~ of saving time and of
avoiding subjectivity to use some mathematical quantification
of the similarity. Huber (1943) introduced a measure to check
visual agreement. Since he worked in the pre-computer era this
measure must have been simple. He counted the number of cases
where two tree-ring curves under comparison increased or
decreased together and converted this figure into a percent
value. For two curves at random position one expects 50% agree-
ment or disagreement, respectively. The standard deviation for
this mean value depends on the length of the overlap of two
curves under compari~on (Eckstein, Bauch 1969), for example,
the standard deviation for n = 100 is ± 5%. Even with the
availability of computers, this kind of checking a visual
agreement is still in use, although more powerful statistics
can now be applied, so for example, correlation calculations
(Baillie, Pilcher 1973). But before a correlation calculation
can be performed the possibly occuring trends in the tree-ring
series have to be removed in order ·to avoid pseUdo-correlation.
The elimination of trends out of tree-ring series is a problem-
atic field. It can .be done simplj by hand, as in ear lip-I times,
or using moving avp.rages or mathematical functions as an
exponential, a polynumi.al, ,)r a spline function, respectively.
Details w~ll be dealt in the Session on Standardization.
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There i.& IStill anothet feature to be _ntioDed, t.b:! so-called
significant fears, indicator years, or pointer yeaJr" (Eckstein,
Bauch 1969). Pointe:r: years are such years where external
influences on the growth of trees are particularly strong.
Consequently the tree-rinq width in many trees out of a popula-
tion becc:wnes larger or narrower. In order to rec09l11ze I. year
as a pointer year Dne needs of course many trees. In a pointer
year IIIOre tree-rwq series agree in their upward ar downward
direction than the 91~atest possible number of aqreements that
would J:le expected ttl occur by chance. For example, out of 20
trees 18 must agreP. or out of SO trees 37 must agree that a
year J:le acltnowledqed as a pointer year. once such .. chronoloqy
is established it is n qood tool to crossdate series of unknown
age. In addition, pointer years are interesting years for
climatic considerations.
Jll'UTURE DEMANDS
Fran B dendroc.lUiatic point of view it would be very helpful if
more tropical tree species could be tested for their. tree-ring
characteristics. Some tree species are aJready known to have
some potential for dendrocl~toloqy CEckr.tein et ~l. 1980).
But new dAtinq met-.hod5 are necessary for this problematic
field; e.g., stable caroon isotope r",·ho variations could J:le
appropriatp. for such complacent trees
- 42 -
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Fig.1 Skeleton-plot technique (Stokes, Smiley 1968).
Fig.2
Fig.3
Equipment for tree-ring measurement.
Examples of complicated tree-ring structures:
disappaering ring in a beech tree (arrowed, left; mag-
nification 30x); false ring in a spruce tree (arrowed,
middle right; magnification 30x); sample of oak with
extremely narrow rings (right; magnification l3x)
(Eckstein et al. 1984).
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Fi,g.6 The procedure for cross-checking wood samples and r.J.ee-
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3.2 HISTOIlETRlC ANALYSIS 0 .. TRIX RI1'lGS [N ECOLOGICAL AND
DENDROCHRONOLOGICAL RESEARCH
E.A. VSKeno..
Institute of Biophysics
USSR Academy of Sciences
Siberian Branch
Krasnoyarsk. 660036 - USSR
The data on trees riDgs structure are being applied now-
days more and more intensively. The fact is accounted for by
the creation of the corresponding methods and devices for this
kind of analysis (Polge, 1966, 1978; Schweingruber. 1983; Va-
ganov, Terskov, 1977 et al), by the vast volume of ecological-
ly-based information concerning woody plants growth and also
by a more precise interpretation of this information on the
basis of regressive models describing the interrelations bet-
ween the annual riDgs structure parameters and some climate
factors and conditional factors for trees growth.
Indirect physical indices of trees ringe structure
(such as density and its distribution, porosity, the ~lux of
incident or transmitted light) possess quite distinct struc-
tural basis, i.e. they integrate the anatomical differences
o~ cells in intraseasonal zones. For instance - the changes
in density as well as incident light Dr porosity changes in
conifers are practically de~ined by the retio between the
size and width of tracheids walls in different parts of the
tree ring. In other words histometric heterogeneity of xylem
results in differences of physical parameters of the annual
rings structure.
The aim of the article to consider the original semiau-
tomated methods dealing with the histometric data analysis,
to discuss some main problems concerning the relationships
between the kinetics parameters of seasonal growth and the
structure of trees ringe, to estimate the ecological factors
(climate ones first of all) influencing the formation of
riDgs' anatomical structure of conifers and to evaluate the
possibilities of dendroiDdication of growth conditions on the
basis of histometric data. The case with conifers (pine and
larch mainly) in different growth conditions has been inves-
tigated. Radial sizes of tracheids have been analyzed as the
principal characteristic.
Method of tracheidograms. Tracheidogram represent~ a
discrete curve of changes in cells radial size (trache: .. ) in
a separate radial row on the annual ring cross-section (~ig.
1). In order to obtain tracheidograms a special automatic
device including a microcomputer has been developed. It pro-
vides a simultaneous measuring of the tracheids radial size
and the initial data processing in accordance with the ope··
rative programme. The set of applied programmes includes:
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1. Cells radial sizes measurements, building of hist ogram
showing cells distribution in size and the estimation of
the main statistical parameters of the distribution curve.
2. Standardization of tracheidograms. Since the annual rings
in one and the same tree and in different trees contain the
various number of cells and differ in width the comparative
analysis of their strueture becomes dirficult. Standardiza-
tion "compresses" or "streches" the initial tracheidogram
along the absciss (making it fit the standard - in our case
30 cells) leaving the ordinate invariable, thus simplify-
ing the comparison of the annual rings.
3. The calculations of tracheidogram quantitative indices:
the number of cells; the width of the trees rings i maxjmaJ
(d""3l< ), average (d..., ) and minimsJ size (d"'i" ) of
cells; the average sizes in intraseasonal growth zones
( d ~ • d ",0 ) and the value of these zones in a ring
(OS~.OSL ), "'{he relative state of cells size maximUIII in
a ring ( ON"" ) and some other derivative parameters.
4. Separate measurements of the early and late wood zones (by
visualization of boundaries) and the calculation of the
increment curves, the percentage of late wood and the in-
dices of the increment in relation to the "sliding" norm
or the approximating function.
The operating features of the device are characterized
by the following: the measurement of 500-600 cells or 300
tree rings (in the measuring regime of early and late wood
increment) as well as the processing of the data obtained ac-
cording to the assigned programme become possible in 30 min-
utes period. The data concerning the analysis of the average
tracheidograms of the trees rings obtained while unifying the
measurements of 6 cells rows in every annual ring are repor-
ted.
Tracheidograms in the analysis of growth mechanisms and
seasonal differentiation of xylem cells. As it is known the
cell produced by the cambial zone consecutively passes through
the phases of cell wall enlargement and bulging completed by
the formation of the cell; the subsequent changes in size
practically do not occur. The mature tracheids of conifers,
forming in different intervals of seasonal growth appreciably
differ in size and cell wall width. Therefore if the nUI:lber
of cells and the annual rings width account for the seasonal
increment on the whole, then the anatomical indices, radial
sizes of tracheids in particular, can be used for a more de-
tailed characterization of the seasonal growth process and
hence for the determination of the factors affecting the
growth rate in different seasonal intervals. However it de-
mands the solution of some problems. First of all it is neces-
sary to clear out what kinetic parameters determine the final
size of the cells. Secondly, since the tracheidogram is the
sequence of cells sizes it is important to establish the sea-
sonal terms in the course of which the given cell passes the
maturing phe.aes, i.e. reflects the environmental influence to
some extent. And finally, as the result - what is the mecha-
nism of influence of the environmental factors and growth
phase upon the cell radial size?
The special investigations of seasonal growth kinetics
and annual rings formation of trees with different growth po-
V VI VII
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Fig. 2. Seasonal dynamics of cells production rate (A),
the rate of transition to enlarsement (B), the average cells
size in the enlargement zone (C) in fast (1) and slow (2)
growing specimens, cells production rate comparison (P) with
tracheidograms of fast (D) and slow (E) growing pines
tential carried out :in field conditions in the region of ·the
Angara river in 5 year period allowed to obtain the following
results. The growth kinetics of the cells number in trees of
different growth potential in one and the same year is identi-
cal. The growth kinetics of wood layer width increment dif-
fe~s (Fig. 2 ). The produced cells of slow growing trees get
into the zone of enlargement with some delay in time. TIi~t is
why the cells of one relative disposition in a ring become en-
larged in fast and slow growing specimens in different seaso-
nal iJ:ltervals, but nevertheless they have the same enlargement
period and don't differ in size. The duration of cells produc-
tion of slow and fast growing trees iJ:l one and the same year
doesn't practically change. The increase in the total produc-
tion is conditioned by the increase of the proliferative zone
i.e. cambium so long as a positive correlation (r = 0.6-0.7)
exists between these kiJ:letic parameters.
The additional information on the ratio of cells produc-
tion and their enlargement can be obtained from the analysis
of the "instant" tracheidograms, i.e. the ones obtained on
the foI'Illi.L,' annual ring in certain seasonal terms. The forma-
tion of the local maxima and minima of cell size changes wi-
thiJ:l the ring is well observed. These changes prove to be
"tied" to one and the same ring zones, though the cells for-
mil1€ tt .,m in the annual rings in slow and fast growing trees
are :- .-.rged not simul taneou.sly.
!Je above stated results allowed to suppose that the fi-
nal siz r ~~ tracheid~ depends on the kinetic characteristics
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which change dur1n£ the season in fast and slow groWing trees
identically and simultaneously. The analysis of the experimen-
tal date shows that the final size of tracheids is determined
at the earliest stages of cells differentiation - at the level
of changes in production rate. Really the tracbeidograms of
tbe formed annual rings reflect the specificity of growth rate
curves of cells quantity (Fig. 2). The similarity of rates
curves of cell production in annual rings of different trees
accounts also for the observed likeness in tracheidograms of
different trees annual rings of one formation year (Fig. lD.
Fig. 2).
The analysis of ring seasonal formation kinetics and its
structure leads to the conclusion important for dendroclima-
tology: since the production season is far shorter in dura-
tion than the season of growth and xylem maturing, the corre-
lation between the histometric characteristics of trees rings
(cells number. annual ring width. average cells size etc.)
and weather conditions should be searched for the production
season only and the period preceding it. The amount of cells
iJ:l cambial zone is determined at the beginning of the season,
the cambium assigning the total cell production for 80-90%
and the annual ring width for 60-70%. The current changes in
production will depend on the conditions of this period (e.g.
2-2.5 months in our case). Therefore the establishin8 of close
relationships between any histometric characteristics of the
annual rings and weather conditions in the periods followi.ng
cells production completion is hardly useful.
The data on the dynamics mechanism of the annual ring
formation and on the relationship between the kinetic and
morphological characteristics of a xylem are described in terms
of a smple computerized model, al10wing to reconstruct the
dynamics of seasonal course of cell production and wood incre-
ment. The following statements are in the basis of the model:
1. Proportionality in cell size and relative rate of produc-
tion.
2. The existence delay iJ:l time between the loss of cell abi-
lity for division and the transmission to enlargement (8-
10 days in accordance with the experimental data).
3. The kinetics of cells enlargement of early and late wood
in conformity with the equation of monomolecular reaction
with similar kinetic coefficients.
The comparison of the calculated and experimental data
for various material.including the one not used in the con-
struction of the model,showed them to be in a good agreement
not only with a quantitative estimation of cell production,
enlargement and wood increment but also with the dynamics of
the "instant" tracheidograms. It is not only the indirect
provement of the model initial premises correction but an im-
mediate indication of close relation of intraseasonal growth
rate to cells size in coni1'ers rings. The practical result the
model yields is the possibility to confront every cell with a
certain seasonal interval , which conditioned its size. For
example,Fig.3 presents the seasonal dynamics of temperature
and precipitation in compliance with changes in cell size of
pine in a given year. As it is seen the fluctuations of cell
sizes in the first seasonal half "follow" temperature fluctua-
tions. Precipitation deficiency at the end of June caused soil
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Fig.). COI:lparison of cells size changes in pine annual
ring (2) with the temperature dynamics (1) and precipitation
()) during the season.
drought and a sharp decrease in cells production rate and their
size,and only the rains j.n July reinforced the increment and
promoted the increase of cells size (feebly marked '''semi-false''
ring was fermed). Thus, the model is applicable in different
aspects. The possibility appears,firstly,to fix tracheidogram
in time (i.e. to marL: the "erIl},on..:" SCE.:;'E: on the trache:'c.:;;:::-e.::;);
secondly,the direct co~arison of the annual ring growth rate
with meteorological factors was made, thus permitting to clear
out the reasons of intraseasonal growth changes. And thirdly,
the establishment of the quantitative relations between the
increment and the main medium factors is possible. It is of
paramount importance for the interpretation of dendroclimatolo-
gical information.
TracheidograIDS use in the analysis of weather conditions
influence upon t~e seasonal growth rate and cell size. The
mL~ual rings comparative analysis in trees of one stand, but of
different growth potential showed their analogy (F1g.2). Stan-
dardised tracheidograms are more suitable for the obvious com-
parison. Their likeness testifies to one type of the increment
reaction in different trees in response to the dynamics of the
external conditions (weather ones, first of all) in a given
year. Tllis unifoI"Irli ty manifests itself in a high degree of
sJ~chro~ism of changes in tracheidogram quantitative indices.
3ut the ~'1-~ual rings tracheidograms of trees even of the
SaDe reGio~ differ greatly. For inst~~ce, the ~ual rings of
pines fro::; d.ry site reveal a clearl:; expressed zone transi tio::
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from early to late wood. The transition to the formatioD of
late wood cells is observed etthe more and mOTI;! eart.ier- parts
of the annual ring. the moisture rief.tciency being "i.nci'sasecl in
the first half of the season.
Let's consider the case of tracheidograms eppli~ation in
quantitative evaluations of the relationship betweer, the cellI!!
size and weather factors in the course of the growtb ~eason.
TABLE 1. Correlation coefficients of indices in trees l~ings
tracheidograms of pines and larches growing in diffe~ent lo-
cations.
Index N ~ dmax OSl
-1 1.0
N 23
4
1 0.386
d
m
2 0.345 1.03 0.765
4 0.506
1 0.297 0.735
d
max
2 0.607 0.685 1.03 0.759 0.949
4 0.435 0.700
1 0.253 0.300 0.011
OSL 2 0.080 -0.629 0.155 i .03 0.686 -0.725-0.642
4 0.242 -0.714-0.460
1 0.094 -0.639-0.672-0.23
OIr 2 0.329 -0.007-0.145 0.033 0.273 -0.151-0.255-0.09
4 0.060 0.400 0.330-0.49
1 0.578 0.802 0.447-0.51
d Jo 2 0.371 0.788 0.747-0.033 0.605 0.514 0.193-0.43
1 0.156 0.316 0.097 0.33
d.lQ 2 0.406 0.529 0.512-0.083 0.521 0.783 0.667-0.59
1,2 - larch growing in-dry and
correspondingly; 3 - pine of dry
I
I
8
4
2
I'1.0
o I
o 0.20~ I
1 0.01- .0 1
1 0.13_
6 0.114 0.467 I
3-0.053 0.519
7-0.074 0.345 I
moderate moistured ",-OCb tions. 'I
locations; 4 - laTch grm,..L"1bl
lat the northern forest boundaries. I
Table 1 presents the correlations of the annual rj~ng structure
indi ces for the trees of different locality. Dependin[ upon
the cinditions (dry,humid) the correlation between the sane
indices may be different in sibIl. The conditions ,limited in
temperature or moisture make one of the fectors influence
prevalently on the growth rate thus ennancing the correlutio~
between the annual rings structure. T'ne W11lual increnent of·
cells number is in agreement with the increase of the averace
or max~l cell size in a rinG and elso correlates with tne
- 5: -
increase of the average cell size in early and late zones.
~UiB correlation isn't occasional since the production inhibi-
tion also affects the intraseasonal dynamics of growth and
cells size. Important is the fact that the correlation between
the relative width of late wood zone and cells production and
their average size is negative on the whole,i.e. growth acce-
leration deteriorates wood technical characteristics.
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Fig.4.Correlation in cells size of pine (A) and larch (E) an-
nual ringe from diff€~e~t moisture locations with the average
sUllllller months tempera.ures (I) and precipitation (II):' - May,
2 - June,) - July.
Apparently the cells sizes in d.1i'ferent parts of the an-
nual ring in trees from dry and humid sites would react upon
the temperature regime and same months precipitation in dif-
ferent ways. The data presented on Fig.4 ~lustrate the case.
The temperature increase adversely affects the cell size of
pine growing in dry conditions,May and June temperatures ap-
preciably influencing the cells size. The dynamics of the
correlation coefficient shows the positive relationship bet-
ween the cells size and the precipitation in May and June and
the negative relationship between the cells size of transition
and late zones and the precipitation in July.
QUite other dynamics of correlation coefficient of cells
size and weather conditions is observed for a larch growing in
moderate humidity conditions. E.g. the increase in May tempera-
ture positively affects the cells size of the early and tran-
sition zones. The temperature in June accounts for the cells
- 53 -
size increase only in the central part of the ring forming
mainly during this month. The temperature of July influences
the cell sUe only in the late zone. The changes in 1lay and
July precipitation practically have no effect on cells size in
diff'erent zones. The increase of' rains in June results in the
size increase of the cells completing the early and confronting
the late zones. The same conclusions are supported by the re-
sults on the correlation analysis of quantitative indices of
the annual rings tracheidograms and weather factors (Vaganov
et al.,1985).
The correlation analysis of rings structure parameters
and weather factors leads to the conclusion that changes in
weather conditions of certain months in different locations
anequally influence the cells size and morphology,the cells
being formed in tree growth rings in di:1'ferent seasonal terms.
Annual rings tracheido~ams in the reconstruction of
weather conditions. The ana ysis of the data obtained Showed
the cells size and seasonal growth rate of the trees from the
conditions with some factor (humidity or temperature) constant-
ly limiting the growth rate to be essentially influenced by
the conditions preceding the growth beginning and the ones of
the first half of the season. On the contrary,the woody plants
from morefavourable climatic locations are more sensitive to
current conditional changes. The indices of seasonal rings
structure depend on di:1'ferent factors and weather conditions of
different months influence these indices value. So the con-
nection between the weather factors and seasonal rings struc-
ture indices is "multiple" in general case. This "multiplici-
ty" makes it possibile for dendroclimatological reconstruc-
tion to use the methods of multiple regression, where trachei-
dograms indices are presented as variable sings and the weather
factors as the dependent ones. The preliminary correlation
analysis and the quantitative estimation of weather conditions
influence of certain months on cells size in different ring
parts promote in carrying out the regressive analysis and
making it more purposeful. Fig.5 presents the instrumental
values and the values obtained from the equations of linear
multiple regression of some weather factors on the basis of
the data on annual rings fine structure. The given example
demonstrates the unique abilities of dendroclimatological
reconstruction in accordance with tracheidograms: one ring
only provides the evaluation of several weather factors most-
ly influencing the trees seasonal growth in certain condi-
tions.
still more perspective is the usage of histometric in-
formation in weather conditions reconstruction with the help
of "di:1'ferential" tracheidograms. Tracheidograms has its
own peculiarities for every concrete year. If the standardi-
ged tracheidograms of many growth years are plotted on one
graph then the spread in values of cells size in one and the
same parts of seasonal rings would be considerable. Moreover,
the standardized tracheidograms serve as the summarized
estimate of seasonal gro\vth conditions, whatever weather con-
ditions and season duration were. In this sense the standar-
dued tracheidogram can be considered as the "ecological
- 54 -
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Fig.5. The example of reconstruction of average monthy
precipita~ion of May (A) and July temperature (B) in accor-
dance with the tracheidograms parameters: 1 - instrumental
data, 2 - the data calculated from the equation of a mul-
tiple linear regression.
equivalent" of growth season. Uni:l:'ying the stadardized tra-
cheidograms of many years one can obtain: firstly,the maxi-
mal tracheidogram of the whole growth period under study,
and it will correspond to the maximal possible cells growth
b~' the optimal combinBtior. ::: mc~:ture and temperature con-
ditions. Secondly, the "Cifierential" tracheidogram for the
definite year can be derived and it will show how much the
certain tracheidogram cells size is smal.ler than that of the
maxilllal on in different seasonal intervals. "Differential"
tracheidogram of trees growing in abundant moisture locations
will show the differences in temperature and optimal condi-
tions. Differential tracheidogram of trees growing in dry
locations will summerize the growth deviations from the op-
timal ones in temperature and in moisture. If both differen-
tial curves are brought in line for the certain growth year
then one can judge which of the factors was limited and in
what seasonal intervals (Fig.6). E.g. in 1963 and in 1964 the
seasonal growth of pines in this locality was J.1m.ited only
by temperature (differential curves practically coincide);
in 1967 and in 1969 the lack of moisture was noticeable, but
nevertheless the fluctuations in cells size and growth rate
are mainly conditioned by temperature. But 1965 and 1966
years reveal the essential difference in curves, the fact
showing the influence of a strong drought upon the pine growth
in those years.
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FiG.6. The method of obtaining the differential tracheido-
gram (A) from the maximal (n and the real (2) one; and dif-
ferential tracbeido(;I'aIDs (B) of pine annual rings of the
same calendar years from moistured and dry locations.
The application of differential tracheidograms provides
a quantitative characterization of weather conditions speci-
ficity and help to clear out which of the factors is mainly
responsible for the variations in cells size and growth rate
changes. One of the peculiarities of the differential trache-
idograms is their ability to reflect tree's reaction not only
on the changes in current conditions but also on the prece-
ding ones. l:oisture deficiency can be different at the begin-
ning of the season,it can be compensated for a short period
at the experilie of precipitation,and can show no display at
all durinE the season,in cuse the initial moisture is high,
precipitation is abundant and uniformly distributed. The de-
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crease of cells size and growth rate can be ascribed to the
moisture deficiency in some cases and in the others to the
considerable decrease in temperature. Differential tracheido-
grams allow to distiquish between these cases.
In conclusion it is necessary to note that the above
considered applications of histometric data in the analysis
of trees seasonal growth mechanisms and of the trees rings
formation contribute valuably the dendroclimatology,develo-
ping the method's biological principles of the use the an-
nual rings structure. The possibility of creation and appli-
cation of new approaches and new kinds of analysis in dendro-
climatological reconstructions also arises.
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1. ThTRODUCTION
Although the recorded observation of the relationship between time and the diameter growth of
trees dates bal;k at leasl two millenia to Theophrastus, the student and successor of Aristotk (Studhalter
1959). it WllS not until the 20th Century. through the work of A.E. Douglass (1919. 1929, 1935. 1937),
that dendroc;hronology developed as a recognized and continuing field of scientific investigation. During
!,he first half of Ihis century. the width of annual rings in trees has proven to be very useful for dating
archaeological samples and for relating tree growth to climate. In addition 10 the published works of
Douglass. a number of other authors have provided useful descriptions of the IeChniques and applications
of dendrochronology using ring-width data. These are. for example, Schulman (1956). Bannister (1963).
McGinnies (1%3). Stokes and Smiley (1968). Ferguson (1970). and Frias (1972. 1976).
2. MECHANICAL-OPTICAL METHODS OF MEASURING TOTAL RING W1DTIfS
Instruments !,hat measure lotal ring width have been in use for many years (Douglass 1943. Eklund
1949). 1be usual IeChnique is 10 observe ring boundaries on the transvene surface of a tree-ring series
under a low-power microscope. Some of these instruments have been computerized and automated. so
thaI digital ring-width data are recorded directly on magnetic tape or disc; or ring·width plots are produced
as a sample is being measured. Total ring-width values can be produced accurately by these instrumerns
if the operator is skillful. However. the instruments are nOl very accurate for measuring earlywood or
latewood components separately. The transition between earlywood and latewood is very grndual on some
wood samples and these instruments rely on the subjective judgemenl of an ope....tor 10 make decisions
on boundary location.
One advantage of using a system of X-....y densitometry to obtain ring·width and ring-ilensity
component (earlywood and lalewood) measurements is that an oper.ator is not required to mal<e sjudllement
on earlywood-late.....ood or latewood-earlywood boundary locations of each ring. Density levels can be
chosen for these boundaries and the system can be programmed to "trigger" automatically at thesr points.
The decision as 10 what density levels are 10 be used may be a subjective one made by an 01"'....'01. but
the boundanes located during sample scans will be consistenl and objectively located by the instrUmenl.
The electro-medl8Oical scanninll densitomoter is faster than traditional operator-eontrolled ring-"'idth
mea!;uring instruments. because the scanning densitomeler can make a ....pid and continuous traverse of a
sample ..·ithout stopping at every rinll boundary.
3. TIIE INTRA-RING DENSm' PROfILE
During the past three decades methods have been devised to rapidly and accUr.ltely mea<Ule a.'peets
of the annual ring other than total ring width. For coniferous species. the annual tree ring can be broken
down inTO earlywood and latewood components. The major constituents of the xylem are the longitudinal
tracheids. These cells progress, as viewed in cross section, from pith 10 bark in a radIal direction, from
large diameter with thin "'alls 10 smaller diameter with thick .....alls. This aspect makes the rings discemihk
and usually gives !,hem the appearance, in the transverse cross section. of having two di.unCl band, per
year: earlywood a,nd latewood.
ThE changes in cell diameter and cell-wall thicknes', from thr flrsl-formedtracheidqothe 1a.<I-formed,
!Csull indensily differences. This grncral progression from !ower.than·averdgr density 10 higher-than-sverdge
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density on be me.asu......:l and expre,>e<I as the "intnl-rin£ densily pmflle.·' ·This profile is the ba.m for
lechniques, sueh as X-rny densilomelT)', thaI measure both the width and density aspects of both carlywood
and lalewood. This inlrn-ring density profile is shown in Figure L Figure 2 presents some of the width
;md densiry ponunetef5 thaI can be derived from it.
~ DEVJl:LOPMEI'o'T OF X·RAY DENSITOMETRY
In 1973, when the Slatus of radialion densilometry of wood was reviewed by Parker and Kennedy
(1973), the:re were about ten instilulions aClive in this field. Smith (l977) rerons thaI Ihere were 24
laboralorir.. throughoul the world using the technique of X-ray densitometry of wood in 1976. EveTlSen
(1980) lists 30 laboratories in 18 countries en£aged in radlalion densitometry of wood by 1980.
V",ious radialion, Iighl and mechanical techniques have been developed to srudy the withm-ring
density v3Jiations in wood samples (r..ameron eI al. 1959, Marian and S~"mbo 1960, Green 1964, 1%5,
Gr...,n anri Worrall 1964. Harris ]969. Kawaguchi 19(9); bUI perhaps the most successful method, X-ray
.iellsilomeu)'. was pioneered by Polge (l%3, 1%5a, 1965b, 1965c, and 19(6) during the 1960's.
'The basic technique of X ·ray densitometry is to produce a radIograph (ncgative image) of a \r3JlSvef5e
(0'· radial) LTOSS section of a wood sample by transmining X-radiation through the wood onto a ,heet of
X·Jay sensitive film. 1be film is then developed and scanned on a densilometer thaI conveTlS the film
density of the wood image to an analog signal. This signal represents the intra-ring density variations and
Ihf' width components of the annual rings.
Particular aspects of the techniques employed vary from laboratory 10 laboratory. For example,
,ollie laboralories radiograph cylindrical increment cores, while others cut the wood samples to a uniform
thickness before they are radiogrdphed. Some laboralories u"," a stationary technique, with the X-ray
8"nerator positioned several meters from the film and wood saJnple. Other laboratories use an in-motion
Jf',rhnique for making the exposure.
Techniques in radiography of wood samples have bee" extensively developed during the past 20
ye", s. Beta-ray and X-ray absorption have been u,;cd 10 obtain detailed measurements of intra-ring density .
.!"b",,,, methods have cenain advantages over previously devised techniques for measuring intra-ring density.
Very high-resolution lddiographs of wood sample' can be produced by X-I2Y techniques. particularly
,f !he sampl", are of uniform thickness and in-motion radiography is usell. Large quanlities of accurate
;md detailed intra-ring densily data can be obtained from ,adiographs of wood samples with a scanning
densitometer. particularly if it is inlerfaced directly with an on-line computer. These intra-ring density dala
l"ovide new and useful information for fields thai deal with the forest environment or the structure and
plOpctties of wood.
Many laboralories began using radiography during the last twenty years incotpol2Ling new electro-
mechanical instruments (microdensilometers) with digital computers. X-my densitometry is undergoing a
5U1ge of experimentation and development in tree-ring analysis and many innovations and improvements
'nay be aoded. The nexl stage shou''1 be one n("lensiw ,.'0 of intnl-ring density data in practical application
S. COMPARISON OF X-RAY DENSITOMETRY WITH OTIlER TECHNIQUF..'i
.s.1. BelJl Radiation Method
Beta radiatian was usell in England during the late 1950's \0 produce intra-ring density dala by the
radiographic technique (Cameron et aI 1959, Phillips 1960, Phillips el a1. 1%2), bUI mosl workers enga£ed
in this type of rese<lTch since then have usell X-ray densilometry,
The beta-ray and X-ray methods have been compared (Harris and Polge 19(7) and il may be
,concluded from lhe evidence presenled that the X-ray technique is superior, in thai il produces more
accurate ano detailed data in a shoner time period because of the higher intensity. In defending the beta-ray
technique, Philhps (l968) pre.sented some detailed intra-ring density chan recordings, but admined that
'he disadvanlages of this technique are slow scanning lime, and the need for very Ihin =Iions.
to Gamma Radiation Method
Direct scanning ":a' usell by Wood' and Lawhon (1974), soft gamma ",diation being the radiation
,aura:. Difference' in gamma absorption by latewood and earlywood were translated into measurn of
relative wood densit)', radial flTOw'.h, and percentage earlywood and lalewood. This modifIcation wa.s
progressive In that Ihe intermediate Sleps of film exposure and processing were omined. A limitation of
th{" technique i~ that ITlatjv~ n:l,f \ \If-J and dcnqty were determined instead of absolute widLl) and dcn~'ty.
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flGURE J lntnl-ring density profile of annaul lUll:; superimposed ,-", a negative IOdiograph" "''"F'
(intentionally faded on one side for !he purpose of illus[)>Uion only). The denSIty :,vols Of
"triggering levels" for the earlywood-I',tewood (EL~'IY) lUld latewood-earlyw'JOO (LED)')
boundaries are shown for this Dou\:las-fir >ample (park-, el a] 1980)
5.3. Photomebir Methods
Very detailed intnl-ring density plOls have ~.en produced by scanning photon""J" ,.,strumenb
pione.ered in Canada by Green and Worr:all (1964). and Green (1964. 1965) EIlion and Brook (1%7)
used an improved tectmiqIJe to record cell wallllumen fatiG~ Tile~ methods involve m.:.aXllrement~of hf'hl
transmined through transverse microtome sections. A s-canmn!-' micropholomelt.r is. u~ ~o me.a.."'urr lrano;,·
mined light. while intnl-ring density dala are ploned on a chan recorder and ahe- may be convenen 1(>
digital form and recorded on lape for computer analysis. The limitations of these te::hniques are that the
prepalOtion of microtome sections is very time-eonsllming and. also. it may be diffieullto obUUn the same
degree of opacity in the staining of each sample. leadlllg to elTor!> in intra-ring d'en~iry detennination.
5.4. Gravimetric Methods
Gravimetric methods for mea.<;Uring density on relatively larre whok oamples are rener"ll, rJ}''':
and accurate, but these methods an impracticaJ for larrc-scalc intr'd-ring dl"'nsiry dCIf"rminallon, tlC"::1t:'-'..
they a.n- extremely time-consuming However, limilf"d datd h~vc oc.cn nbuineo.d from scnal t.anJ.'cn l ::'"
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{YEAR RSlC RW EW lW RD ED lD MNP MlCD
a 1900 If,Ui4 1.60 1.18 0.41 Af>43 .3524 .7!002 .2IllIl .9373
..-1' .38117 .3627 .3481 .34Qll ~ .3313 .3171 .3155 .3197
.3181 .3136 .3109 .3101 .3016 3~ .3_Pll3
=
~ #113
.7981 .2993 .3017 .2935 29QO .2{lll3 .2ll11 ~ ~~2974 .3011 .3106 .31:14 .3141' .31;11 .3149 .3·1~;
b .3140 .3155 3260 .3276 .33;14 .3.367 ~9a .:l;!76 .34ps ~.3A77 .3559 3591 .3673 .36!!9 .37~ .3110 .:lj!24 ~8(i5 ~9s4
.4031 .4114 .4111 .4353 .4375 .'-00 ·'-33 .4~ .4717 .49n
.5050 .5141 .f>448 .5671 .5855 .606.9 .6271 ~5Jl .701• •7~
.7705 .7935 .8341 .8634 .8891 .8965 .9l61 .92,4 .9341 .9 0
.B859 .&041 .7918 .7118 .6561 .6151 .5711 .52!l2 .4737 Am
{1 { 1901 153.24 1.31 0.93 .,ll.ll8 .04888 .3fl.111 .7451 .3379 .Ill106
hI
.4095 .3770 .3673 .3580 .3514 .3498 .3449 .3471 .3449 .3478
.3A17 .3473 .3475 .3478 .3466 .3437 .3460 .3419 .3410
.3tBl
.3411 .3419 .3457 .3428 .3460 .3469 .3402
.3478 .34lJl .34.34
.3A14 .3470 .3467 .3512 .3530 .3586 .;Islip .3651 .3711 .3IiPo
.3740 .3730 .3773 .3769 .3815 .3830 .3893 .3907 .3.9$6 .3.919
.3913 - .3977 .04015 .04047 .04101 .04143 .411\8 .4149 .4:jd6 .4~
4464 .4f>49 .4668 .4734 .4fl.117 ,01918 .5101 .5107 .5799 .l>Wll
.5631 .5862 .6048 .6333 .6582 .8978 .7109 .73~S .7667 .7B87
.8146 .8430 .8679 .81141 .8923 .8942 .8979 .8984 .8983 .8'7~0
.fl.II1O .8041 .7665 .7096 .6613 .6170 .5717 .5~17 .4fl.11P .4jJ4
AGURE :2 Form of data produa:d by the Vanc;ouver, British Columbia densilQmCll:r system, using the
Tree-Ring Input Program (TRIP), (parker et aI. 1986).
Q. RSX = distance from pith (mm); RW = ting width~); J;:W = ~Iywood width;
LW = Iatewo:oo width; RD ~ .ring de!1sity (gI~'); . = earl~ood de~; 1..p =
latewood density; MND = muumum nng densIty; MXD = maxunllm ring etlSlty.
b. 100 lnlnl-ring density proftle values for each ring (gIcm').
microtome sections from which micro-specific gravity was subsequently deterlniQed (lfJU et aI. 1%5,
Kennedy 19(6). Gravimetric methods are best suited fnr measuring larlle samples and provide a good
me=s of calibrating systems using X-rny densitometJy, but the X-ray tedmlque IS superior for measuring
intra-ring de:nsily. .
6. AN EXAMPLE OF AN- X-RAY DENSITOMETRY SYSTEM USED IN CANADA
At the Western Forest Products Laboratory (now forintek Canada Corp.), Vancouver, British
Columbia, an X-ray scanning machine and a tree-ring scanrtins densitometer witli acomputelized da\;l-ac-
quisition system (parker and Jo= 1973, Parker et aI. 1973, 1980) are used to ProdU"ee inl1'a-t1ng density
measurements of wood 5arnples. The X-rny machine can be used to make tonvent!ona.J rlldiogiap1}s of
wood samples from a distance of up to 7 f~t (2.13 m), but the detlsity values lire obtained by using an
in-motion radiographic technique. Air-dry, ~-nun-thick transverse wood samples, ~uaJIy ¢.ten\lihg from
pith 10 bark, are used. 'These: Slll1'Iples are prepared fro!O 5- Qr l6-rtun diamel/;r cOtes (If holT' wood bloc~
lhat are glued between two mCl\!lIling sticks (parker 1970) and maclltned 1.0 a smool/llllld tJl\ifo.,-n lhickn.ess
by a twin-blade saw (Kuscc 1972). I'aper calibration wedges mad~ !rpm Dougill$-ftr lnecharil~ pulp are
plaa:d on the bare (wlthom paper envelope) X-rny mm. A collimated beam of XcradiaUQll (20 I;V" ;l1ld
2 mA) is emitted through a O.33-in.ch-wlde (8.38 min) slit onlo a lTee-tin.¥sample lind liltn tlJat <Ire lOCated
12.5 inches (31.75 em) below the 0.;1 nun focal spot of (he X-TIlY generati))'. 'I'be speqmen IIhd film are
supported by a 4-foot-Iong (1.21 m) carnage that travels at a unifOrm speed ];lerieaUltlle .X-rllY unit. A
hydraulic system is used 10 provide constant-speed and vibration-ffl;e catria&e ti'llve~g during a scan.
The usual scanning spel'd is :2 inches (5 em) per minute. 'tbe X-tay beam pefletrates a tree-tjn~ !\ilfrIr1e al
the desired perpendicular angle, even for samples from large-diameler trees, When this narrow·slil !'Canning
technique is used. The X-rny generntor can be positioned at thl: desirc:d angle if the cell. in the uee-rin~
sample are not properly aligned.
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A fine-!,raincd. high re,o)ution film (Kodal. TYrc-R ,inglc-coa'ed indu.trial X-ra)' film) i' u-.ed
An X-ray e.posure is made in lotal dar.ness, bUI a "'fcli!,hl (K(ldal. Serie' 6B brown f,her w,lh a 25-wan
bulb) is u'Cd for film loading and developing. Film is proccs!oed with Kodak h4Uid X-ray chemicals and
developc<l in a tank with aUlomatic temperature controls and nitroren-bun.1 a1'iullion.
The radiographs anc scanned on a compulerized densilomeler. Intra-ring density and ring-"idth daLa
are produced by the daLa-acquisition system. Density values for each 0.01 mm radial incremenl on Utt-ring
samples are produced in analog form on a chan recorder; or in digital fonn by 8 compuler system that
includes a mini-computer, 8 disc drive, a prinler, 8 magnelic tape unil, and an X-Y dlgiLaI ploner. The
syslem can be programmed in 8 number of ways 10 produce intra·ring densil)' plots, or interrate the data
10 derive values for such faclors as earlywood widlh,latewood widlh, total rinJ: width, minimum. maximum
or total ring density, total sample density, mean lalewood density, ring mass, eu:.
A scanning densilometa was designed and fabricated specifically 10 scan radio1'raphs of 1J~.ring
samples and has the following useful features: (I) a xenon-arc lamp and regulating unil for vet)· bright
and stable iIIuminalion of the film image on the densily·measuring photodiode and viewing screen; (2) an
optical and light-intensity measuring system that permits the measuring of very small areas of lJec·ring
image on film (routinely 0.01 x 0.0625 nun or 0.05 x 0.0625 nun); (3) a viewing screen thai allows an
operator to monilor a 10 X image of a tree-ring sample during the scanning operation; (4) a S1epping molor
and film-transpon system thai moves film in exact 0.01 nun increments, in both fono.·ard and reverse
direclions. al speed!; of 4 to 300 steps per second or alone step al a time.
An on-line computer makes the system very versatile. An operalor can choose programs or select
options 10 produce data in a variety of forms. AJso, a computer can be used as a calculaling inSInJmenl
for comparison of tree-ring data and other data, such as weather recoros. hydrological data. silvicuhural
treatment>. elc.
7. DlRECT-SCANI\'lNG X-RAY DENSITOMETRY
In X-ray densilometry of wood it is possible 10 bypass the use of X-ray film by a direct-scanning
technique. The tree-ring sample is irradiated with a collimated radiation source and the radialion thaI
penetrates the wood is measured by an X·ray scintillalion deteclor or some other de\'ice. '11lis technique
has been used successfully by Roben Megraw for Weyerhaeuser Company in Sean!e, Washington since
the early 1970's (personal communication). II also has been used by Cown and C1emenl (1983) at the
Forest Research Institute, New Zealand Forest Service, Private Bag, Rotorua, New Zealand.
A good-{juality direct-scarming syslem is nO'" being used by M.D. McKimmy, College of Forestry,
Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon. 11lis system is interfaced with a micro-<:ornputer and intra-ring
density data (Fig. 3) are produced rapidly and accurately.
8. IMAGE ANALYSIS: TIlE POTENTIAL
The technique of image analysis may prove to be the next importanl advancement in methodology
in dendrochronology_It has the potential for producing intra-ring density data and may have some advanLages
over techniques such as X-ray densitometry.
R.L. Phipps, T. Yanos.oy and C. Robinove are experimenling "ith an image analysis system to
analyze tree-ring samples at the U_S. Geological Survey, National Center. Reston, Virginia. The syslem
uses a video camera and a micrt><omputer to produce digitized imares of wood samples on a video screen.
T=-ring characleristics, such as the ralio of cell·wall area to lumen area can be mea,ured, processed.
slored and reproduced.
An advanced image analysis system has been purchased by the Oak Ridge Nalional Laboratory,
Oak Ridge,Tennessee for the purpose of tree-ring analysis. II is expected thai images of annual rings, such
as renected images of the wood itself, microtome slides or radiographs, all could be processed by thIS
system. Compuler programs for processing the digitized imaFcs need to be developed as well a< new
sample'preparation techniques.
If images of tree rings, such as those shown in Fil!U"C 4, can be produced for the full lenglh of the
tree-ring sample, an image analysis system would provide an exceIlenl means of obtaining high-qualiry
intra-ring density data. A major advantage of this type of syslem would be that the percenlage of ceIl·...a11
area, i.e., density, could be mcaswed for any designau:d area of the im~e of the ITaIlsverse cross section.
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FlGURE 3 Intra-Iinf dens it: profile' of ,cwn annual Iinf' produced by" direct-reading X-"'y densitometry
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9, V1SCLJSSIO" AIIOD CONCLUSIONS
9.J. Adnmlal,0e5 of Usirq: both Widlh and DmsIly
Some of the advantages of using both "'idth mid density data are iIIusl:nl\ed by FIgures ~ll. F'l!uru
5·7 are Illlen from a fenilizer and thinning lilUdy of Doul!Ias-flf trees from VlilCOUver Island (P....ker d
aI 1976). A mo.... detailed understanding of silvicullural ItUlments 's possible if both Widlh Uld densil)'
are examined in this manner. Some treatments may illCTUSl: ring width bur rcdlltt ring densilY. Me.a..urin~
both width and densil)' also is useful in assessing the effect of air pollulion or tJevate.d levels of atbon
dioxide on rrees.
The ring mass data shown in Figure II were produced III !he Oak Rid1!t NalionBl Laboratory from
nng width and density data derived from an increment core from " Brilish Columbia Douglll.\-far rree. For
some sludies, ring width data are sufficienl, bul for other studies ring density data _ useful in themsel~
or 10 Ix: used 10 calculate ring mass.
Both ring width and ring densily are useful for providing pro~y climatic data. II has been obseNed
thaI the correlations belween tree-ring variables and climate depend on the enironmtnl of the trees 5fUdied.
Generally, ring widths relale best 10 early summer precipitalion in dry areas while: maximum ring density
relates Ix:SI 10 late summer lemperature in cold areas. TIle annu:aJ ring components of earlywood and
latewood and of width and density respond differently 10 &he vllrious climatic facton. 1lJerdore, environ-
menial facton> can be more aeauatdy assessed if both width lind density are measured.
9_2. Remmmf'Ddalions
For some studies, simple ring counts are sufficienl. For other :otudies, ring-WJdth measuremenl is
adequate. However. for many resean:h projects, such as rhase designe1lo provide l'JIOxy climatic data or
assess the effects of environmental inlJuences, both ring wirlth Bod ring density should Ix: measun:d.
Techniques should Ix: developed and ulilized th~t provide &he mosl efflcienl means of producing
tree-, ing data for the particular job required. These methods should be coordinated 00 " wadd-wide basis
10 farilitale the exchange of information that can be u<;ed 10 sol". ,,"ulWlJ problem.>
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ABSTRACT
This paper ia a review of tree-ring atandardization methods. A
gener~lly applicable definition of standardization a. a frequency-dependent
means of noise reduction is proposed. The rationale and concept. underlying
various approaches are discussed and the various techniques ar~ described
under three general categories, deterministic, time series modelling and
Iilteriag methods. The general applicability and the strength. and
weaknesses of these methods are outlined. Consideration i. given to ho"
standardi&ation success can be gauged. The importance of and methods for
assessing chronology confidence are also discussed. Simple rulps are
suggested for 4efining sood .tandardi&atio~
1. IRTRODUCTION
1.1. What is standardization!
In tree ring researcll, standardization is an integral part of cbi'ono"
logy construction. Standardization is used to enhance some data character-
istic by removing part of the variance that is thought not to b~ (or to be
weakly) associated with the required characteristic.
This leads to the c~ncepts of signal and noise: essentiall, .igoa) l5
variance asaociated with what we're looking for, noise is all other
(unwanted) variance. thO' only s1gnals that ",e can identify are those that
are manifest to Some degree in !ULl individuals within a group of trees.
There are a number of different signals: those due to climate, to ageing. t6
po llution, etc., determined by the researcher's particu lar interest. Signa 1
to one investigator ",ill be noise to someone interested in s~e uther aspect
of tree growth. Because the possible signals may ref lect growtb lof luenees
operating on a variety of different time sca 1es, standardization in genera J.
should be considered as a frequency-dependent method of noise reductio~
Standardization was initially developed in dendroclimatology as a
prelude to the averaging of individual tree ring series. In this context.
it is employed .s a method for remov ing non-c 1 imatic variations. primarily
ageing effects, which would not otherwise he efficiently cancelled out by
the averaging process. Becauae standardization has been used msinly in
dendroclimatology it is ususlly assumed to mean the removal of some of the
low frequenr.y variance in tree-ring data. However, standardization could
equally wei J refer to producing a time series that retalns only the low
frequency .ariance. The general underlying concept. therefore, is the
removal ~f variance within a particular frequency hand or zone from a tree-
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r":.I),g tiJlae serlo...... lc otber vord6, 5t.ndArdi~ation is a spectrally specJf1.c
no', 11;;( rp.rl".ctian JDethod.
Standardizatiou ~ethodb ~n be grouped under thre~ general categories
according to thp way .in which JIl curve fot the Temoval of unwanted v.Qrianc~
i. fittell to th....."'" tree ring data. 'The "ategori"s are
1. lletermiuistic ~tandardization ,- U.lllg a specifi..d function to repre.ent
the unwanted variance.
7,. Standardization method. based on t:LIDe series modelling.
3. Standardization methods b~ed on digital filtering method•.
In some cases the distinction between the.e categories is rather blurred,
and some specific methods could be con.idered a. falling into more than one
~tegory.
2. METHODS OF STAl'IIlARDlZATiON
We will use r,b.. term standartliz.atiun for tbe method applied to tra.,s··
torm individual time series. Tbi~ generally involves tvo stages, the first
beLng the fitting of a curve to be used for removal of unvanted variance and
the aecond being the productio~ ~f the final standardized aerie.. The
second stage may also incorporal~ som" form of normalization (i.e. making
the overall variances of the individual ri~g vidtb time series comparahle).
The a..cond stag.. is far mor .. straightforward than the firat, so v..
cunsider it first. The basic priuciple involved is to produce a final
aeries that i. as near bOlllo.cp.dabtic .... possible. Bovever, teating fOl
bODlQacedasticity i,s rarely, if ",veL, done. Rigb mean value. in parts "f raw
ring-width aeries are illvariabl~ 8sso~iated with high variability 80 ~ome
.. ttcmpt muat be made to ..qu.o.liz" the variance in different parts of .. tree-
r:ing series (i.e .. produ,·c Il more nomiu,cedaBtic time aeries). For riag
!!i~th6. in dp.ndrocli.mAtia: appli:....JttioDt:i, luis it> ubually done by tak ir'6 th~
quotients of tbe raw width Val"... ovp.r thp. fitted values to produce ~be
ind""ed series, ratbel ihan taki,ag the re.idua] a of the rav from th" fitteo
VAlues. Rewever, this ;. not t.he only method. In general, baving decided
on a curve fitting meth1hi, the f i.na 1 standardized series Jllay be prllduced
u.ing eitber a multipI i,c.... tivp 0' an additiv .. model, i.p.
or
(I)
vher~ lit is the final st.arll:"n-rli:r.erl v·;:due~ "'t \.6 the Tali Ys'lue anti ~t 1'; th~
fl..tted vslue in year t.. {Ii thO:! del1di"oclLnlltic case. (1) is 11.eli flJt" ring
widtb .tandardi%atiou aince ring ~idth variability i. ~ften lar&~r for vider
rlng.. Equ. OJ therefore has th, effect ur removing the .trong time-
depp.odence of variance that o[te~ ~ppear6 i.n width tiw~ aeries. An
altetnative approach vould he te consider the logarithm. of the vidth.,
filtp.r thesp. using an appropriat..: ~Ethorll gIld then !l'r-oduce th~ final timE:
.eries lJ.sing an additive mode 1, rxpoaentiated..
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wbere Yi • logewi and 't is tbe filtered value of Yt. For tree ring
par8llleters otber tban nng widtb (e.g. density) tbe additive lIlOcIel (2) is
genera lly used.
In applications otber tban dendroclimatology wbere ve may be seeking to
enhance tbe low frequency signsl(s) neitber steps (1) nor (2) may be
required and wt msy be tbe required "standardized" output. Let us now
consider tbe tbree possible data transformation metbods.
2.1. Deterministic approacbes
Early workers searcbing for climate signals in tbe ring vidtb series of
old conifers, identified long-term growtb trends in measured ring-vidth dats
wbicb could confidently be attributed solely to tree ageing. In general,
many factors can influence tree growth. However, by careful selection of
long lived trees growing in bigbly climatically-streued sites, early
workers attempted to ensure that non-climatic growtb influences such as
competition and defoliation vere minimized (Douglass, 1914). In tbis way,
the selected trees hopefully had a strong potential climate signal and tbe
ring w~dtb series were sucb tbat unwanted noise (resulting fram tree ageing)
could be un8lllbiguously identified. In sucb situations a deterministic
growth curve was appropriate for describing tbis unwanted noise. In 1945.
Schulman stated:
'~o obtain a mean curve representing trees of various ages, tbe usual
procedure is to 'standardize' tbe individual tree curves by computing
percentage departures fram a trend line fitted to tbe curve and tben to
average tbe standardized values. Thus tbe large average growth rste of
youtb is reduced to conform witb tbe slower growtb ot maturity and old
age." (Scbulman, 1945, p. 19).
Besides straigbt lines, early workers sometimes fitted simple curves to tbe
data. Tbis was done by band, with tbe values taken from grapb paper (Stokes
and Smiley, 1968). Later workers adopted more "objective" least squares
fitting procedures. Altbough the decision on wbat form of curve to fit wss
still a subjective one, tbe curves used were invariably of a simple
de terminis tic form.
The development of dendroc limatology ~n the southwest U.S.A.. based
exclusively on coniferous species led eventuslly to a computer progrllI:l for
the deterministic standsrdizing of ring-vidth time series, INDEX! (Fritts,
1963; Fritts et al., 1969; Graybill, 1979, 1982). Primarily, this allowed
tbe user to fit a curve based on tbe negative exponenti.al
( 4)
rlecause tbis function was not able to iit the peelod 01 rapid growth ofte:
associated witb tbe juvenile stage of tree development, it was suggested
that these early sections of conifer ring width series should either be
rejected or should be fitted separately as a linear trend (Fritts et al.,
1969). It vas also found that tbe simple exponential function, wbich tends
to zero as t becomes large, was not adequate for modelling tbe average
growth of old trees whicb generally reach a semi-constant mean growth rate
in old age. To overcome this, the modified negative exponential was intro··
duced (Fritts et al., 1969), This invol ved toe addition of a constant to
"q ua t ion (4). i ••
wt-·e-bt .. ( 5;
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Fritts ststes that
"_tbe ezpouential fUJIction baa been found to be adequate for many
Bortb American conifers beca~se it approximates tbe various parabolic.
hyperbolic and logarithmic forms. aDd resemblea tbe decliniq rate in
tbe conifer growtb fanctiolle" (Fritts. 1976. p. 263).
Ilotwitbstandiq tbia. tbe IRDEU program aho baa options to default to a
linear trend of negative slope. sero slope or even positive slop~ Ihe. last
of tbese is obviously untenable as a biological model o~ direct ageing
effects. Its inclnsion merely reflects the fact that situations arise vhere
simple deterministic functiona are DDt adequate to describe unwanted growtb
variations.
This point is reinforced" the fact that the IIlDEU program also
contains an "orthogonal polynomial" optiolle By allowing higher and higher
order polynomials to be added (under the control of a residual least squares
value) a much greater degree of flexibility of curve .fit is attained. In
this vay. 1IIDre ~lex l;rowth variations can be fitted than is the case
using s~le lUnctions.--rhis option bas been increasingly adopted for
situationa wb~ -the -Deiise to be removed in tree-ring series is clearly not
deterministic in nature. The theoretical justification and practical
expediency of this method is clearly reduced in such situations (Cook and
Petera. 1981; Briffa. 1984).
A variety of other de~eTmiuistic functions have been used in various
sspects of tree growth studies and severs 1 modificstions of the approsches
described above hsve been suggested. Braeker and Schwe1ngruber hsve used
the 'Bngershoff' function as a stsndard means of processing the hundreds of
ring-widths and denaitometric chronologies producea at the Swiss Federal
Institute of Forestry Research (Braeker. 1981).
Yaq et al. (1978) describe a number of empirical functions thst have
been proposed for describing average growth of trees and forest stands.
They also propose a modified Weibu II-type function as a generally applicable
mode 1 of stand growth. Similarly. Warren (1980) has proposed· a function
vhich can model the juvenile as veil as the mature phase of mean tree
growth. These functions are valuable for investigations of 'tand volume
cbanges in foreat productivity studies.
to model complex growth variations such as arise through competition
and release effects in dense forests, Warren (1980) suggests an extension of
his method where an aggregate function (repreaenting a series of simple
functiona) is fitted to a ring width time series. the constituent simple
functions are fitted by least squares. Somewhat dubioua statistical signi-
ficance testing is then involved in deciding whether the measured series has
departed from one fitted function aufficiently to require the incorporation
of anotber function in tbe aggregate (see Cook. 1985. p. 16 for furtber
details). In common witb the orthogonal polynomial. this method·bebaves in
practice as a filter (as judged by several examples ahown by Warren). Its
spectral response. however. is not constant and variea witb the length of
the base period used to fit tbe individual part functions. the spectral
response of tbis method may also vary vitb position in tbe series for any
given period.
Like the orthogonal polynomial option of IIlDEXA. tbis method is essen-
tiallya pragmatic adaption of tbe deterministic approacb to a situation
better considered stochastic in nature. Given the simple and more control-
lable spectral response of direct filtering (see later) Warre"s method
offers little if any benefit in most situations.
Some workers have proposed that all individual ring-widtb series for a
given species at a particular site sbould be standardized w1tb s single mean
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growth fUDction. A site curve is derived by averagius the logari~ of th.
measured riUS widths of all trees matched accordius to c.mbial age. S_
form of deterministic curve is then fitted to this average site curve a.d
the residual indices computed (Jonsson, 1969; Jonsson and Hatem, 1974;
I.uusela 8Dd I.ilkki, 19t3). For the fitted curve, both poly_iala and power
functions (i.e. fit.- • at , b < 0) have been und. On pure ly geometrical
grounds the form vt • a/.ft has something to rec_nd it. This method isprobably only appl1cable to even-aged and relatively undisturbed stands of
trees. If the trees are subjected to medium time scale randoa distarbancas
<such as can occur through competition, or through its interaction with
windthrov or snow damage) the ..erage site curve may be inapplicable to _ny
of the individual trees and medium frquency chronology variations ..y be
unreliably repreaented.
2.2. Strepgths and weaknesses of the detetmipistic·'PRIOash
In the rare situations where the growth signal under investiption is
.IY!2Jm to have a aiJlple deterministic fora, there 18 no doubt that the but
approach is to describe the relevant signal with an appropriate _thematical
function. 'Ibia 18 the _st concise and directly c"""*1nicable way of
describing and explaining the signal. Even in complex ayst..s Where a
particular tree growth aianal _y be highly variable, ~ressius the data by
means of a fitted function is often useful as a diagnostic or deacriptive
tool. The :inherent. under-fit conaervati. ot a sUiple mathematical
function ..y be an advantage in some cases.
On the other hand, ..sumiua a ..thematical function for describius tree
growth sianals ..y be unnecusarily restrictive. PrOblema increasiusly
arise when this approach is uaed in aituations where tree growth sianals are
cCllllplex or Where it is nece..arY to remove relatively medi_ or short tiJae
scale variation in tree-Tiua data. Functional growth equatiou are often
too simple.
A _re basic _a1ale.. of the _thod is that the goodne.. of fit varies
with time. 'Ibus, noise-related medium frequency ·variance may be retained in
some parts of the series, yet removed in others. In addition, spurioua
medium frequency variations may be introduced into the standardized seriea.
'Ibe deterministic method is also conceptually unsatisfactory because,
since least squares fitting is controlled by the overall variance of the raw
series, the degree of fit at anyone point of a curve can be im luenced by
data far removed from it. Aa a consequence of this, the fitted curve may
change appreciably When additional data are added to the aeries. 'Ibis uans
that if a tree-ring aeries ia updated, re-standardi&ation may alter .!Jl. of
the origina 1 indices.
With our definition of standardization as a spectrally-specific noise
reduction_thod, the deterministic approach cannot be considered generally
applicable. Determiniatic atandardization, especially When used to high-
light What are essentially stochastic growth signals, can he arbitrsry and
largely UDpredictable in ita apectral response effects. In situations where
relatively low or aedium frequency signals are the ones under investigation,
it is rarely practicable to describe the noise in terms of mathematical
functions. In Figure I, we illustrate the apectral response of three
different types of standardization.
2.3. Time ser1es modelling
Under this heading we consider the use of autoregressive tlR), moving
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FIGUU Variance -epecua of a single core 351 years in length from
Riukusellr.a, Finland (6Bo 28"Ii, 2BoOl'E), standardized by three different
means: modified negative exponential. bO-year high-pass filter and 60-year
10w-pass filter. The three different variance spectra are compared together
with the various 8pectrum for the r .... unstandardaed data- Spectral
estimates have been renlnllUllized so that the .areas under the c:urves
represent the total retaiued variances.
average (HA) mid CGIIIbiDed m:hemes (ARMA). b -all of these schemes the
fitted curve i8 of the form
(6)
where the coefficients a· are determined fTom the data (SClllll! coefficients
may be zero). !Iote that -\:he s_e form is uBed in the filteTing method, with
the important di8tinction that. for filtering, the aj are specified .!. priori
and are the s8llle for each core.
The aS8umption behind the time auie8 ...,delling approach to
standardization is that tree growth can be considered largely as an auto-
regressive and/or 1IIOving average proce8s. Time aeriea modelling is usually
applied after some other form of curve fitting. In other words. it is
assumed that the residual growth effects (~e. th08e Temaining after an
initial standardization) follow an AR and/or MA process. There is some
physiologicaL justifiCation for this. If linear carryover or feedback
effects exist. then it is easy to show that the spectral response to white
noise forcing must be red noise, ~e. an autoregres8ive output. Thus. AR
modelling would seem to be a logical way to remove these carryover growth
effect8. When written in finite difference form, a simple linear feedback
model reduces to that for a fir8t-order AR process, so low=qrder Ai
standardization methods can be justified as a way of removing internal,
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phyaiologically_ed feedback or c:anyoY.r effecu _ uee-riIIa uta. '11M
difficolty here ie that the carryover effecta aay ...11 be DOIl-1iMa1:, ....
atronger in atreaa.d c~red with lIlI_tr.aHd perioda.
10 practice, t_ aeriea aundardiaation of a ~iq width ••d.a
invo 1vee the production of a aeriea of _1 ruidaala f_ the cboHll U.
IlA or AIJIA _del fitted to the ~ied dat.. Wh.n the reaiclual indicea are
.calculated uing an -AJl. _del the au are said to he "pre~it_cl-. to
cOlllJllicate the proce.., the pre-1fhitened daw are often r.co1owred .., addiq
back in aome .verage AJl. or AJl.IlA proceaa (........ C:OOk. 1985, ad -Gcaiot,
1986) •
FrCJIII the frequency-dependeDt lIOiae-redlu:tion .-..oint, a.pleta prro
.hiteDing (i.e. rl!lllOving all the All atructur. in a Uee-l'iq aeri.a) ie
clearly inappropriate••ince the .hole idaa of ataDdardiaation b to _pba-
size SODle frequency baDd or aon.. Uauelly, howev.r, deDdrocl.tic .tadiaa
tend to use low order proceaaea which eelective1y r_ve the low.r frequency
variance components, ao that, before recolouring, the "pre-.hit.ned- aeriaa
has a preponderance ot high-frequency variance.
Recolouring, as used in dendroclimatological applicatiooa, re-
introduces low frequency variance in the hope thia re-introduced vari_ ia
climatological io origin. In other words, the assUlllptioli ia ..de that the
AR structure of an individual riq-vidth time aeri.a ia c:ompcNed of two
parts, one that is COIIIIIIOn to all tre.. reflecting low frequency climate
variauce, and one that is particular to the tree ref lecting illterul phyaio-
logical effects. If a tree is _del led as a simple, perhapa DOn-linear
feedback .ystem forced by coloured lIOiae, then it ia clear that there ia DO
-way that the different contributions to the colour of the output (i.e. the
input colour aud the addidoul feedback""i!esaerated colour) can he euily
separated. The practice of recolouriJIg requires more teating before it cao
be accepted.
2.4. Strengths lIDd wesmesses of time eeries JDethods
One of the strengths of the 1:ime seriea modelling approach, at leaat
for lo~rder AR models, ia that it has aOllle physiological justification.
Kore complezmodels, however, ~e ~re difficult to justify, and they are
really little more than~~ exteaions of the dmple caae, introduced
mainly to improve the fit of the model to the data. 10 this senae, there is
a strong parallel with the extellBion from simp Ie deterministic
atandardization models (such as exponential or- pover-ln forms) to more
COIIIplex deterministic -.odela (polynomisls, etc.).
An important weakne.. has already been noted, uamely the difficulty in
separatiJIg out the physiological, internal causes of autoregressive struc-
ture in tree ring time series from the exterual causea that arise througb
low-frequency aspects of external forcing. The recolouring method ia based
00 the idea that the former are tree-specific while the lattar are common to
the stand. Thia requires testing.
Another weakness, poteotially more serious, lies in the fact that the
time series coefficients tend to be anstable in time. Figure 2 illustrates
the variability in the lag-l autocorrelation coefficient in a chronology of
Pinua sylvestris (Suojanperll, northem Finland) and one of .lb!n:£.Ia. (Forest
of Dean, U.K.). The rn Pinus data. vere ataDdardized by dividing with a 60-
year low pass filtered curve. The~ atandardization oeed a 30-year
filter. The r1 value calcalated over the whole length of the lim!!. sarie.
is 0.39. The ruuning 30-year values vary between about ~.5 and 0.7. The
~ running values range fna aboat 0.2 to 0.6 with an overall' value of
0.32. Sach large variability ia just what ODe would expect 011 physiological
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sr_u.
1D leural. thU .art of wtability ia aaibat ill tbe foll_iq vay.
If a ti.e .erie. ~del i. fitted to ODe part of a Uee riq .uie•• the
coeffic:iellu (parti.cularly the biaher arder coeffic:i_u) .., differ
DOtic:eab ly fr_ tho.e obtai.Ded if the _del i. fitted to aJIOtbu part of the
data. tbDa. if a .illlle "beat fit" _elel ia u.ed. ba.ed on all of the data.
then fal.e autarell'e..i"e .tI'1Ic:tlll'e vill be iIIttoduc:ed into tbe data .erie••
Tbi. _an. that the .pec:tral c:barac:ter of the .taDclal'di&ed aerie• .., "U'J
vith ti.e and _y. far ._ part. of the rec:ord. be in~tible rith the
oriainal data. Tbn i. c:learly Wlduirable. .
U1 any e"ent. fr_ a pr....tic: point of "i.... riq ridth time .eriu
.taDclariia,d u.iq the ti-. Mriea _delliq approac:b tael to differ only
aU.niaally fr_ thoae pl'Odoc:ed by 1IIIc:b .impler di,aital filteriq tec:bDiquea.
.... tbe 0DDa i. on the prac:tirioDen· of AR. IIA aDel AB.IIA ..thou to demon-
.uate the .upedority of tbe _thou. 01' to pl'O"ide ... better pby.iolo-
gic:al jutificatiou. fOl' th-.
2.5. DiRital lilterips .c:bepe.
lilteriq .c:b_. ue equ. (6). but vith c:oeffic:iellu tbat are pre-
.pec:ifiecl. Of c:ourae. nc:b filter. art ao"illl ."erase., but tbi. fac:t
'hould DOt be coufuaed witb the time .eriea _"iq a"uase _del where tbe
c:oeffic:i_u are deteraiDed by fittiq to tbe data. Althougb botb detenai-
Di.tic: .... AR colluibutioll8 to growtb can often be rec:opiaed ill aeriea of
tree-riq par_ter•• the o"erall cloIIill&Dc:e of pby.iologic:al. tc:ologic:al and
c:liaatologic:al foree. tbat are e..elltially rllDdom aDd Wlpredic:tab le in
nature auueau that a 80ft fluible approac:b to _delliq ttee growth
"ariatioll8 be used. rec:opi.&iq tbe ~lI8e diffic:ulty ill pre.c:ribiq tbe
fo:ra of the &I'owtb "fac:tioll". &Del COIll:eIlUatialll on the tlpec:ttally-apec:ific:
_tare of the baaic: .talldardi&atioll ]lroc:e•••
1.0
0.0 r,
-1.0
..0
0.0 r,
"'rc.a !P.: .....t of ......,l-.d
~ ,.- ........ ..... j! - ..0
1.00 1700 1aoo 1.00
lIGUlE 2 30...,.ear I'1IIIIli.u& "alae. of las-l autoc:orrelatioll ("alae plotted at
tbe eDel of eac:b 30-,.ear period): (upper) limu. Syh"tria, Saojanperl,
linland (69 0 19... 280 0ll"E) , atalldardi.&ed by di"idiq tbe 1'''' data by 60...,...1'
G....ian filtered "aluea: (l_er)~ h .• loreat of Deall. BlIIlallll
(51 0 45"11. :zD5lrV). .taudarcli.&ed a. for tbe lilulI. but u.illl a 30...,.ear fil ter.
o...erall period las-l autoC:Ol'I'elatioll "alue. (Suojeuperl, 0.39: lore.t of
Dean 0.32) indic:ated by arrows.
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ADy tme aeriaa ClID be c:baracteri&ecl by 1te 9_1_ .,.ctaa, cad
d1fferent parta of the a,.ctna of a riq-.idth or deuity aeriea aay be
attributable to different caaaal factora. theae factora can. to a 9aryUaa
extent, be diatUaauiahed by their apectral cbaracteriatica. Co.aeque.tly,
filtera ~n be deaigned to r_ve paru of the 9ariahhit)' fro- raw tree-
ring aeriea apecified according to their apectral character.
Several vorlulra bave propoaed the vae of digital filterilll ac:baaa to
estimate atand4\rdi&ation curvea in dendroclimatic atndiea. litvwltaa
(1968, 1974) baa vaad aimple =weighted _ving averqea of varying length..
Such a crude filter ia anauitable becauae it canaea pbaae ahifta in the
.-othed aeries and becauae .of ita flat apectral naponae curve (Kitchel 1 at
d., 1966). This can be overcOllU! by weighting the ring widtu to be
averaged by an aount proportional to the ordinatea of a Gavaaian proba-
bility curve. Specific weights can be calculated which allow PTedetermined
frequency variationa to be removed or maintained at will. Other fil tera can
be designed which have sharper reaponse curves: for further detaila aee
Mitchell et al. (19"66).
Digital filtera have been used to atandardize trae-ring aeries from
coniferous (Parker,· 1971; Parker et al., 1981) and deciduoua (Iriffa et al.,
1983; Bnffa, 1984) species. They hsve also been applied in the
standardization of previously averaged ring width chronologies to isolate
variations in specific frequency rangea, either to explore frequency-
dependent relationships or to test hypotheses (Julian and Fritts, 1968;
LaKarche and Fritts, 1972; LaMarche, 1974; Stockton and Fritts, 1971).
Cook and Peters (1981) have described an approach to ring-vidth stan-
dardization which is equivalent to the uae of digital filters. They pro-
posed fitting the raw data with a smoothing spline, a aet of cubic aegments
joined smoothly at their ends passing through a aeries of defined points or
knots. In their aethod, the level of fit of the spline is controlled by a
parameter whose effect they quantify in terms of a specific frequency
response. This means that the user can, just .s with a digital filter, set
a single parameter whieb controls the frequency characteristics of the
variations to be removed from the raw data.
Another interesting variation on the general theme of filtering is
afforded by Barefoot et al. (1974). In standardizing Quercus ring-vidth
series from sites in southern England, specifically to produce a dating
chronology, they used an exponentially weighted one-sided filter to define
their ataDdardization curves. This filter allows only a particular number
of Wll years to influence the level of fit of the 8IIIOothed curve at any
point of the raw series. By al tering the exponent which determines the
exponential weights, the degree of smoothing can be controlle~ Barefoot et
al. subjectively chose a factor which allowed about 15 prioLyears to
influence the fitted filtered curve at anyone point. They give no details
of the spectral response of this filter, nor on its phase integrity. How-
ever, it is essentially a high pass filter and seems to be well suited to
isolating the variations in~ ring-vidth series that are optimal for
archaeological crossdating.
This is also true ot the method derived by Holstein (1975). He talte.
the first differences of the log-ed ring widths for all series, averages
them, aDd fits a linear regression to this average series. Although first-
differencing is in essence a high-pass filter, the linear regression aspect
is actually equivalent to an exponential deteraiDistic standardization
method.
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2.6. Strength, and yeaknesses of filtering ,chemeo
A major 'trength of thia approach to 'tandardization lie' in its
flexibility. particularly in its general applicability in situations where
growth'variations to be modelled refl~ct both deterministic and stochastic
processes. If we consider standardization to be a frequency-dependent noise
reduction strategy. then clearly the most appropriate approach is one with a
well detined spectral response. Another desirable characteristic of a good
standardization method is that it should pass required variations with
minimal alteration to their phase. These points argue strongly in favour of
using well defined filter schemes.
Filters are both predictable and consistent in operation and avoid
problems of changing curve fit when chronologies are updated and re-
standardized. Filtering also offers a method that can be applied equally
well to applications other than dendroclimatology. High or low frequency
thresholds can be set enabling the retention or removal of ranges of varia-
bility specified directly in the time domain. Band-pass filters may be used
to eliminate noiae outside specified periodicity limits.
One drawback of this approach is that it cannot substitute for mathe-
matical formulae as means of summarizing underlying deterministic processes
controlling or influencing tree growth. Another problem with the use of
filters is that isolated abherent or anomalous extreme values in the raw
ring width series can deflect the fit of the smoothed curve in the area
adjacent to the anomalous value. However. compared to the potentially much
larger effect that such an anomaly would have on the fit of a deterministic
function. this is relatively insignificant.
A potentially greater problem with symmetric filters is the need to
"pad" the ends of the series to be standardized in order to prevent data
1088. J (see equ. (6» terms must be added to each end of the raw data
series in order to obtain filtered values spanning the whole data record.
:For lev frequency filters, J may be relatively large. Depending on how the
padding is done. it can lead to end effects which may noticeably affect the
first and last (roughly) J/2. terms of the aeries. However. for the range of
filter lengths generally used in dendrochronological research. padding
effects are of minor importance, and the sensitivity of the results to
padding can easily be as.es.ed by comparing different padding strategies.
The effects of padding are generally of greater practical importance at the
recent end of the data.
If filtering is uaed to remove unwanted low-frequency noise (e.g. the
growth curve), then there may well be lov frequency aspects of the signal
(e.g. climate in the dendroclimatic case) that will be removed at the same
time. Furthermore, high ~requency aspects of the noise will be retained.
The,e are the prices that must be paid in order to reduce the noise, price.
that apply with all methods of atandardization.
3. AVERAGING S'IARIlAllDIZED SERIES
After standardization, the next stage in chronology construction ~. to
average the individual standardized series. Although we consider it
separately here, averaging may be viewed as an integral part of the overal~
standardization process since it also is a noise reduction procedure, albeit
not sp"ctrally specific. As noted earl ier, prior to averaging, tree-to-trC!
diferences in variability should first be removed by normalizing the dats
(i.e. subtracting the overall mean and div iding by the overall standard
deviation), unless there is some ~ priori reason for expecting the strengto
of the signal to vary appreciably from tree to tree.
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Different averaging methods ha". beea ....d. Ttle siapl.st aDd _st
ohvious is to use a .imple UDweighted meaa of the aorm.lized serie.. 4 _re
complex robust meaa could be used (e.g. CooJr.. 1985), but the ad"utage of
this added complexity bas yet to be demonstrated; indeed, there are
arguments for and against the use of a robust mea~
Another averaging method is to use the first principal component of the
set of standardized series (Petera et al•• 1981; Gaiot, 1986). PCl is
essentially a veighted mean vhich aaxiaises the common variance ia the
constituent time .eries. If ve are seeking to i.olate .ome ca.aoa sigDal.
then this is a .ensible procedure to follow. Bovever, the PCl time .eries
is almost always highly correlated with the simple aean time .eries (s.e,
e.g.. Wigley and Iu, 1984), so the gains, if any, are likely to be ...11. 4
.erious drawback of the PC "averaging" method is that. for practical
purposes, all the .eries must be equal in length. lacorporatiq "ery long
or relatively ahort serie. into a chronology is not straightforward.
Priacipal componeats aaalysis may. however, be u.eful as an objective
supplement to series aelection on the basis of "isaal cros..atchiq
(al though the correlation matru ia equally u.eful in this respect).
4. JUDGIRG THE SUCCESS OF STANDARpIZATION
All evaluations of standardisation methods ....t consider the fiaal
product, i.e. the chronology. The chronology represents aa elqlression of
common forcing remaining in a group of series after the chosen staadardi-
zation method has beea applied and the .eries a"eraged. Ibus. judgements of
standardisation cover the post-standardisatioa operations of noraaliution
and averaging as veIl. Judging the .uccess of the chronology in
representiag the signal that it was originally inteaded to bighlight is
limited by our knowledge of the nature of the signal ad the noise. Bere.
it is important to distinguish between signal that we are searching for.
i.e. tbe expected signal. and the aaaUlied elqlreaaioa of thi. aigaal in the
chronology, i.e. the observed sigaal. Ibe clll8lllOnly used par_eter,
chronology signal-to-aoise ratio,
(7)
where r is the observed sigaal (i.e. the chronology cOllllllOa variance or lDean
inter-core correlation), is not neceaaarily relevant anlesa one aaa....es that
the observed aignal is a faithful repreaentation of the expected aign.l. It
i. clearly invalid to ba.e a .tandardization .ucce•• criterion oa the
as.umptioa that the ataadardization has been .uccessfull
One method of aaseasing aucce••ful .tandardization might be to
correlate the standardized data (or the chronology) vith the knova expected
signal. Unfortunately, tbe expected .ignel is rarely veIl kno~ In
dendroclimatology this might be done by measuring the .trength of the
chronologylclimate link atatistically (c.f. Guiot et al., 1982; Blasing et
al., 1983). The general validity. of this approacb is limited in tvo vays,
by the fact that the chosen climate variables may only crudely represent the
true climate signal in tbe chronology and by the usual uncertainty
associated vith statistical relationships. In spite of these limitstions,
this method may, in many situations, be the only means of evaluating the
success of standardization or the relative success of different
standardization metbods.
Another approacb to assessing standardization vould be to compare some
characteristic of the standardized data (actually the chronology) vith the
same ~ priori determined cbaracteristic (usually spectral) of the expected
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aipal. ~IR' ea.ple. if it .ere IalowII that dae expected ailllAl only had
variance in a specific baud (aa. for _ph. the BRSO Teconatl'llctiona of
Lough aDd hitta, 1985) then the ataDdar4i.ution could be jUdged by bov well
~bia freqlleDcy baDd laad been bolated in the atandardised data.
One qht upea that thia could be clone by c_pariDg the apectnaD of
~e cbroaology and the forciDg. TIle cloaer theae match, the more approp-
riate ia the ataDdardization. thia argument, however, ia baaed on the falae
aaa.-ption that the link between forciDg and ring width chang.. is direct.
Unfortunately... we have alTe&dy aeen, even white DOhe forcing may produce
a red noiae riDg_idth time aeriea. In other words, because of physio~
logical carryover and feedback processes, the spectral character of the
chronology is unlike ly to be the saae as that for the forcing. I.ecall that
this very fact vas the main juatificatioa for the time aeriea approach to
standardisation.
TIle proper approach iB to III8ke 4i.rect apectral comparisons between the
ezpected growth signal and the chronology. TiliB is, of course, exceeding ly
difficult because the expected growth signal is not generally known. Never-
theless, we often make a tacit assumption about the frequency band of the
expected signal. In climate reconstruction for instance. we may decide A
~ that climate data cannot be reconstructed outside a certain frequency
baud, which is dictated by the age of the trees, by the perceived complexity
(and frequency characteristics) of non~limatic forcing factors and,
primarily, by statistical considerations. Given this, it is clear thst a
good atandardization method should be one which ensures that the spectral
character of the chronology doesn't vary too ~uch in time. Digitsl
filteriDg methods do this automatically.
We have DOted above that chronology ngnal-to-noise ratio (sn) is not
neceasarily a measure of the success of standardization. SRB. is, neverthe-
less, important, since it does tell us (through more appropriate, but
related measures) how well the chronology approaches the hypotheticsl popu-
lation cllrollDlogy. Although this is DOt a measure of the success of
standardisation in isolating the expected aignal, it ia a measure of success
iD a different aense. Indeed, in applications such as archaeological dating
where cODllllln high frequency variance arisiDg from~ aource must be
isolated, it is the primary measure of success. Independent of whether or
not the expected signal hss been successfully isolated, it is still
important to assess the statistical contidence of the observed signoi.
5. ASSESSlRG CONFIDENCE IN CHRONOLOGIES
5.1. High frequency chronology confidence
In s high frequency chronology the mean inter-series correlstion
coefficient (i) can be used to quantify the statistical confidence of
different parts of the chronology. In conjunction vith the number of series
averaged at any point (n), r can be used to cslculate the Expressed
Population Signal (EPS), i.e. the frsction of the hypothetical populstion
chronology variance that is explained by (or ezpressed in) the size-u sample
chronology. This is given by
( 8)
(Briffa, 1984; ",igley et sl., 1984).
Wigley e: al, also define the Subsample Signal Strength (SSS) which
q~ntifies OV' well a psrt of a chronology made up of n series reflects the
s1gnsl expre£.ad by thst part of the chronology made up of all of the data
aU + (JI-l)i)
88S -------
5U + (n-l)i)
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(,)
SSS q1l8J1tifi.. the relative aDCertaiaty ia early parte of cu-loaiel where
.eriel replication il reduceel _el i. equivalent to the var~ce of the .-
.ample chronology that iI explaill8el by the a-aaple chroDOlolJ. 111 both
equi. (8) anel (9). anel ia equ. (7). i i. ba..el oa all .tanelareliaeel .erill
pain i,j where i .,. j ucl i. be.t callC1llated o"er the whole lenath of each
partilC1llar i-j overlap.
Xe.. iater-aeriel correlation. betweeD hiah-frequenCJ .taaclareliaecl
.erill can vary lianificantly frca the overall r "alue. Tbi.. i. illu.uated
ill Figure 3, where r i. plotteel for 30-,.ear ranaiaa periocll alona with the
overall r value. If dIro,ology confidence in a particular frequeacy ranae
(e... areater than lIT yr- ) iI of iaterllt, then value. tabn frca a plot
of rwmina T-,.ear i valull aight be u.eful for a..e..ina chronololJ
confi~ence a. a f_ct10n of time. Rumling i "alull pro"ide aev anel
potentially important iD.iaht into the characteri.tic. of tree-to-tree
variability ill a Itucl. 'DIe ca.... of chuge. ill r warrant further
illYlltiaatioll.
---- (,)
i
1700
i
1100
FlGUBll 3 30-,.ear rumU.ng valuel of r, the ..an inter-aerie. correlation
(value. plotteel at the end of each 30-,.ear l.eriod): (upper> .lim!.!. Syh"tri!
(ring widtha). 1.DfDteD, fIonray (6SC'29.., 16 OTE), .taaclareliaecl with a 60-
,.ear low--pa.. filter; Uoorer) .lim!.!. 8yh"trit (aaltia_ late _oel cleDlity),
Lofoten. 50nray (6SC'29... l600TE). .taaclardi&ed with a 60-,.ear low--pa..
filter. Overall period r value. are: ring width., 0.42. aazia_ late WODd
elenaitiel, 0.60. nata kindly .upplied by F.B. Scbveingruher.
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5.2. Low frequency chronology confidence
Vor a relatively high-frequency chronology, the calculated value of r
ia aD unbiaaed eatimator that can be eatimated nsing relstively fev aeries
(aee Figure 4). 1Jl contr88t, tne r value for a low-frequency chronology ..y
be _ch aDre difficult to ..atimate accnrstely (aee Figure 5). fbi. is
...
---
-
..
1
1
__~_~ J j
. . '" "
T
1
'"
=n
r I
-------_..~
~ --++1-1--.-r-H --.-
l b~. --. . ,~-----
FICUKE 4 Eatimates of high-frequency chronology mean inter-aeries
correlation (rJ or common variance using randomly aelected aubsets of
aeries. the er~or bars about each central point are tvo atandard deviation
1 imits cal cu lated from many individual aamp les of aize 2,3__R. (Upper)
Pinus Sylvestris: Suojanperll, Finland (69 019"N, 28ooll"E), standardized with
a 60-year 10v-pa88 filter. (Lower) Pinus Sylvestris: Pallasmaja, Finland
(680 o'H, 240 12'E). atandardized with a 6o-year low-pass filter.
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becauae the variance of the incl.i... iclu.l r·· .... lue. tew to be po••tei' for
low-frequency time .erie. than for bigh=llequency .erie.. V.r<rii) <an
important, but aeglected p.r_eter in crolldating) i. dependellt 011' the
eztent of autocorrel.tion in the t~ .erie. being ca.pared.
It iI Ilot immedi.tely cle.r bow _ny core. are required ill order to
utimate r .ccur.tely in &elleraI (i.e. in both the high &Dd 1_ frequency
100
--- -
~r
20
10
-"-------------------~o 11
..
..r ""
"
20
-
--------------------, Ie
FIGURE 5 Estimates of low-frequency chronology .e.n inter-aeries
correlation (r) or common v.ri.nce a.ing randomly .elected .ubaets of
aeries. The error bars 'bout e.ch centr.l point .re two .t.ndard devi.tion
limits calculated from many individual asmples of .ue 2,3•••11. (Upper)
Pinus Sylvestri.: Suojanperll, Finland (69 0 19"'N. 2S008'"E), .t.andardized V1.th
860-year lov-pass filter. (Lower) Pinus Sylvestris: Pall'8IDaja, Finland
(6So0'ti, 240 12'E), atandardued with 8 60-yeaT low-pa•• filter.
can.). Oar 0W1I .pirical allAl),.e••ugeat the followiD&: high-frequency r
value. (i.e. t~.e applicable to ".tandard" chronologie.) can be accurately
eatiaated with -5 core., aDd th~ e.tiaate. are UDbiaaed; r value. for low
frequency chroDOlogiea are DDt nece..arily the .... a. tho.e for high
frequency chroDDlogiea (the difference. are u.uall)' S1Ch greater than in the
ca.e••hOW1I iD Fiaurea 4 and 5); r value. for low frequency chronologie.
tend to have wider coafideace liaita than tho.e for higb frequency
chroDDlogie. (i.e. larger. is required to eatabli.h their value.
accurately).
6. smJlw.Y AlID COJICLVSIOIIS
Before deciding on what eundardization approach ahould be adopted it
i. iaportant to carefully coarider the nature of the tree growth forcing
_i&nal that oue is .eeking to i.olate. Bow .ucce.dully thi. can be
achieved rill vary frca ca.e to ca.e. Though we· h.ve drawn aaDy of our
illaatrationa frca dendroclimatology, .tandardisation has far greater
applicability aDd needs to be defiDed in a general ..ay. The variety of
relevant .ipala aDd the rUl8e and CCIIIIplexity of the DDise a••ociated with
th. cIeiIan.d. this aDd require. that .tandardization .hould be a veraatile
aDd controllable tooL. ~ one aethod of .tandardization i. ideal for all
.itnatioaa. For aD)' particular technique, the u.er should be aware of ita
stnrDatha aDd pot.eDt.ial liaitatiou. '!be followiD& factora should be
couidered.
1. QalId at8IIlIarcliaat _t be baNd __ ARD.s!ti 4Ief:UdtioD of the
~ted .igaaL. h other wordJ:, cbar..cteri.tic. of the .ignal to be
highlighted f:na the :Udtial data _t he clearl)' identified prior to
.tcDdardisatioD.
2. ODe aboul. lie careful to .naue that DO .pariOtUl variability .or short
teza h'eDda .re iDadvertent1)' iJrtroduced into the .tandardised seriea
werel)' .. an artefact of the .t:aDdardizatioD.
3. '!be cbD.ea udmiqne .Ilould be hml>geneous in tiae. h Gther words,
ita perf~ abould, .. far .. po.sible, be eonai.tent throughout
the 1U18th of the .tandardised tiae seriea.
4. '13Ie _thod Gf .tan~8rdiz'·'~n sho'·' A b~ c""ften to remove the noi.e
efficientl)'while retaining. high proportion of the expected signal.
1IufortaDatel)'. it is iirtuall)' iapoasible to detezaiae DOV auch of the
u:pected aipal has been retained.
5. Anal7Sia of the ob"",,, _ignal (i.e. the chroDDlo8)' _ "ariance)
i_, De1fertbeleas, _ .i!Iportant diagno.tic: ~ool. Chronolo8)' confidence
__1d al..,.. lie .....sed uaing ....e ..asur.e .uch ... BPS, but US
nsalt" "boald lIOt lie iDterpreted a. providing info~tion about the
_as of ataD4ardiaation iD i.olating the 'Pect'" npal.
h _clu.io1t we rec-u that .tandardization be conaidered, in
geDer..l, .. a freqaenc,.-.lepeudent, .pectrall)'-specific noise reduction
..thod. Ife also .uggest that, for aaay application., digital filtering
tedmique. have a _beT of ad"antage. over other _thoda. Digital
filteriD& is a .iaple, controllable ..thod tha~ aaintnns .pectral
iDtegrity.
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4.2 SOD NE1f APPROACHES IN THE COIISTKUcnON OF MORE _uAmoE
DKKDROCHRONOLOGlCAL SERIES AND IN 't1IJ: AJIIAL'YSIS OF
CYCLE COIIPONENTS
S.C. ShJyal~and v.s. llazepa
Laboralory of Forestry end DendrochronolOlliY
Insl.ilut.e of Planl end Animal EcolOlliY
Ural Sclenllflc Cent.er of lhe
USSR Aoedemy of Sciences
St. 8 Marla 202. Sverdlovsk 620008 - USSR
1. INTRODUCTION
Several methods have been developed in the Institute of
Plant and Animal Ecology (Ural Science Oenter, Academy of
Sciences of the USSR, Sverdlovsk) to obtain more reliable
dendroclimatological series. Much attention is being given to
the analYsis cyclic components in them. The most important
approaches are presented.
2. TREE-RING STANDARDIZATION USING THE ·OORRIDOR" METROD
Estimating the percentage of ring width deviations from
the biological growth function is the most popular method for
tree-ring standardization. A variety of standardization pro-
cedures are determined by the difference in the construction
of growth curves. These can be obtained either by graphically
or by mathematically (estimation of exponential, polynomial
and other function parameters, smoothing by moving averages).
As a rule, this method involves elimination of prolonged fluc-
tuations, series shortage, unadequate estimation of the growtb
curve, thus reducing the accuracy of paleoecological recon-
structions.
Numerous plots of annual ring widths of trees growing at
the climatic range limit (upper and polar forest boundaries)
show that age-specific increment trend may be more accurately
evaluated if judged from maximal and minimal possible incre-
ment curves rather than from the average increment dynamics
standard. To obtain such curves, one should join extreme
increment values, as- Fig. 1 shows. The absolute increment mi-
nimum, i.e., the missing ring, is distinctly displayed in the
minimal curve. In case the widths of the narrowest rings do
not exceed 0.2-0.3 mm and the probability of the missing ring
is large, the minimal curve practically merges with the X-axis.
Curves of maximal and minimal possible increment have been
plotted subject to the following condition: they must not be
wavy and must run in the sam~ direction.
Ourves of maximal and m;.nimal possible increment generate
a corridor of points illustrating annual increment fluctuations.
The width of the corridor varies regularly with the age of the
tree reaching its maximum during the period of the most inten-
sive'growth. The corridor thus displays a range of increments
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FIGURE 1 Curves of maximal and minimal increment, plotted
for computing indices by the ftcorridorft method.
A - tree-ring widths, B - tree-ring indices.
in response to envirOnmental fluctuations in different spans
of life of the tree.
In calculations of increment indices for each particular
year, the width of the corridor is taken -as 100lll (200lll), the
values o:f the indices are computed :from the formula:
(1)
where It is the increment index for the year t. x t is the
tree-ring width, at' b t are the minimal and maximal possible
increments accordingly for the year t (Shiyatov. 1972; 1986).
An ad.van'tage of the corridor method is its simplicity.
It permits revealing long-term fluctuations, the series
length remaining the same. However, a more caretul technique
of rings of tension and compression wood is required. Besides,
a subjective tactor appears. The eftect ot the latter can be
mi.n:imi.zed if a sufficient number ot trees is used in the ana-
lysis.
In what follows we propose formulation of the problem of
tree-ring standardization.
Definition. Suppose we have a time series %t' t •~ of
absolute increment values. Suppose ~ and bt are discrete
values ot continuous functions of the set of "biological
growth curves" defined in the same line segment. Consider
also that the values ot ~ do not exceed those of xt and the
values of bt are not les6 than corresponding values of Xt •
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We term the discrete values of a(t) and b(t) tunctions the
minimal and maximal possible increments, respectively, pro-
vided the area between the curves ot these functions is mini-
mal and the function humps are reached at the same t value.
The following tunction of the set of biological growth
curves is chosen&
c
G(t) - c1-(t + c2 ) ;-exp(c4·(t + c 2» + 05
Problem statement: find the minimum value of
constrained by
bt - xt "'). 0, xt - st ~ 0 for all t values.
(2)
3. METHOD OF COMPUTING TREE:-RING INDICES FOR SEPARATECALENDAR YEARS jjq OBTAINING MEAN AND GENERALIZED SERIES
It has been established methodically that the indices of
a generalized tree-ring series should be estimated by the
arithmetic mean indices of the growth of individual crossdated
trees for each calendar year. To this end one has to be sure
that the index 'distribution in each year is normal or, at
least, unimodal and symmetric. Analysis of histograms has
shown that this condition is not always fulfilled. Consequently.
the selection of the mean as a measure characterizing the
growing conditions in each year should be based on index dis-
tribution at the relevant dates.
By convention, two types of distributions were distin-
guished from analysis of over ;00 histograms: unimodal (sing1€:
peak) and polymodal (multiple peaks). In our view, the dif-
ferences in distribution patterns of the same model trees in
different calendar years result from the sensitivity of limi-
ting factors. As a rUle, during unfavorable years (cold summer,
water shortage) the indices on the histogram were closely
grouped about a small value and were almost normally distri-
buted, while, in contrast, the range of indices was rather
large during years favorable for gro~h. In the latter case,
their discribution may be both unimocB~ and polymodal. IL
practice, a strong emphasis is beinb placed on bimodal ones,
because the estimation of parameters witb more components in
the mixture of distributions on amount of sampling 30-5C model
trees would not be strict enough.
The existence of bimodal distributions in s particular
year may be attributed to the fact that part of the model
trees were influenced by specific limiting factors which
enhanced the decrease in their annual increment compared to
,:,ther m::>aels. ~b" increment in -;;he l<ltter is limited mostly
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Illustration of the proposed method for computing
values~f ~eneralized tree-ring series (xol is the
old value, x is the new value). 1) series segment
n(1888-1897) computed using typical method; 2) series
segment computed using proposed method.
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by climatic factors. Partial factors such as fruit bearing,
pest outbreaks, fungal colonization, etc., will act selectively.
Based on these theses, a new procedure of com~uting values
of a generalized series was developed (Mazepa 1982). A histo-
gram of increment indices of individual model trees is con-
structed for each year, and the statistical hypothesis is ve-
rified as to its membership in the class of normal distribu-
tions. If the nypothesis 2S not rejected. the mean is a measure
of relative wood growth. AD alternative hypothesis should be
that indices of individual models for a given year form a mix-
ture of two or more normal Gistrib~tions. Then it is neceSS8-~
to compute the mean value of the maximal grouping and to use
it as an estimate of the index of the generalized dendroclima-
tological series. Thus, the effect of specific constraints is
disregarded and the role of general climatic factors is re-
vealed.
As a formal model of the increment index distribution for
each year the follOWing model of a mixture of fixed number
normal distributions was adopted:
F(x) '" 't'"~ 1 d..·F. (x) ,LJ'" J J (4)
where Fj(X)--N(fj' Gj ), k is known, fj' Gj , d j are unknown.
The task is to estimate the parameters M.• c5 ., d.. from the
{ } JJ J Jsample Xi • i '" ~. There is a good review on the method~
for estimating the parameters (Holgersson, 30rner 1978).
Figure 2 illustrates the proposed method for computing
"the values of a generalized series of Larix sibirica t~at
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grows within the West-Siberian forest-tundra. The correlation
coefficient between generalized series whose indices are com-
puted by the method proposed, and a series of July temperatures
(for 89 years) proved to be considerably higher than in the
case of using the typical method. The coefficients changed
from 0.49-0.59 to 0.65-0.75. We consider, therefore, that im-
proved series reflect temperature fluctuat~ons better.
Analysis of increment index histograms for each year may
be used to reconstruct partial limiting factors such as fruit
bearing, tree defoliation by insects and fires, etc.
We are aware that further development of the proposed me-
thod is necessary. In particular, one should take into account
the effects of increments for preceeding years on the increment
of a current year.
4. ELIMINATION OF DISPERSION EETERaJENEITY IN TEE SIDMENTS
OF DENDROOHRONOL<Xi ICAL SERIES SUPPLIED WITH INSUFFICJENT
AND UNEQUAL NtJMBi!!R OF MODEL TREES
To obtain the mean chronology, model trees of different
age are commonly used. Therefore, different time segments are
often supplied with an unequal number of model trees. Averaginb
gives dispersion heterogeneity in the series, which so far has
practically been neglected. Almost all dendrochronological
series obtained to date have this disadvantage.
Analysis of the mean chronology Shows that when the number
of sampling decreases, the increment indices become more vari-
able in the corresponding time segment. Figure 3 shows changes
in the variation coefficient of the increment indices against
the number of the models used. The 22 model trees of Larix
sibiric6 from 170 to 290 years old were used to construct the
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plot. The :figure gives the mean, maximal and minimal variation
coe:f:ficient values, obtained by exhaustive search o:f these
models. These variation-changes are most signi:ficant on the
le:ft hand side o:f the plot, when the number o:f models was not
great (1-10 sp.). As the amount o:f sampling increases, the
variation coe:f:ficient diminishes and reaches a certain stable
- ~vel.
Further calculations o:f the index variation as a :function
o:f the number o:f models used were carried out on constructing
more than 100 mean chronologies o:f Larix sibirica, Picea
obovata, Pinus sibirica that grow at the upper and polar :forest
boundaries. In most of the series, signi:ficant changes in the
variation coe:f:ficients are observed only when less than 7-10
models used. Poorly supplied series segments have an index
variation o:f 2o-35~ over the stanQard. Ee"erogen~ity is ~ sig-
nificant limitation of many dendrochronology series published.
A wrong conclusion may be drawn if one disregards this espe-
cially i:f one reconstructs alimatic conditions and :finds simi-
larity measures between the series. Heterogeneity may be over-
come by excluding those series segments for which the number
of models is inadequate. As a rule, the most ancient and va-
luable series segments, which contain less accurate but very
important in:formation about the ecological changes in the past,
are sacri:fi.ed. Therefore, this method is not always accept-
able. A new method, aimed at avoiding heterogeneity in tree-
ring series through corrections in increment incices, aas been
proposed (Shiyatov 1980). -
The method consists in reducting those series segments
which are insufficiently supplied with mode: trees to a leve~
of variability that is typical of well-supp:ied segments (over
10 sp., as a rule). To introduce corrections, the following
procedures are carried out. The dependence of the increment
index variation coefficient on the number of model trees useG
is determined for each series. The mean value of the variat~o~
coefficient, obtained fer the series segment s~ppliet witt
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over 1~12 model trees, is taken as a ataDdard. 'fhereupon the
increment indices for the time segments, provided with fw mo-
dels, are multiplied by the coefficient of contraction which i.
equal to the ratio of the standard variation coefficient to the
variation coefficient. typical of the above-mentioned time seg-
ments. The computational formula is:
(5)
where ~or is "the corrected value of the increment index, ~l
is the old value or the increment index, I is the average value
of the increment indices for the series, k is the coefficient
of contraction.
Figure 4 shows actual (solid line) and corrected (dashed
line) increment indices for Picea obovata rrom the lower
Pechora river. The increment iridJ.ces tor this series are cal-
culated graphically by the corridor method.
5. SPECTRAL APPROlCH TO INVESTIGATE THE CYCLIC DIRAMlCS
Dendrocbronologists are aware of the fundamental possibi-
lity to split tree-ring series into cyclic components. Thus,
these series are often represented as a trend plus cycles plus
random error. However, the terms used are not well-defined.
Widely spread methods of smoothing do not permit statistically
admissible terms to be worked out.
Our approach to the analysis of the cyclic components in
increment dynamics is based on a spectral presentation of ran-
dom stationary process. One of the maiD practical results of
the spectral theory is the foll.owing: any jump of the spectral
function is interpreted as an increased contribution of the
corresponding rrequency band to the total variation of the
series. Most practical problems are solved when neither the
type of spectral function, nor the class of parametric model
is known a priori. Therefore, estimates, __ • the spectral func-
tion are used. Estimates may be good or ,cad in the sense of
their proximity to the estimated function of the process, sta-
tistical properties of this estimate, ease of calculation, etc.
But that fall.s into the line of practical spectral analysis
(Kay, Marple 1961). Tvo methods of spectral density estimation
were used in computer experiments: the Blackman-Tukey method
and the maximum entropy' method. The results were as follows:
the spectra of ring-width indices for individual trees
growing in homogeneous ecological and extreme abiotic condi-
tions of the same climatic region are similar. The spectra cal-
culated from time serieS segments of 200-1010 years do not
change significantly within the period of 300 to 500 years(Fig. 5);
spectral analysis shows "the existence of important narrow
frequency bands with fluctuation amplitudes much higher than
those of the neighbouring ones. Their Widths are about
0.02-0.05 cycles a year.
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FIGURE 5
0.1 0.2 0.3 o.~ 0.5
FREQUENCY (CYCIE/YEAR)
The maximum entropy power spectrum o~ the single
tree-ring series coming into use £or generalized
series. A - spectra ~or the series within the period
XVII-XX cc; B - spectra ~or the series within the
period XII-XVII cc.
When important ~or the maj onty o~ the tree-ring chrono-
logies in the area investigated, these ~requency bands may be
used as characteristics in studies o~ wood increment dynamics.
Thus, by a cycle we mean a tree-ring series component which
corresponds to a certain iu:.;,;:;rt=·~ :narro·.. ~requency band.
This concept is methodically convenient. Purpose~ul narrow
band-pass ~iltration with a prescribed trans~er ~ction be-
comes possible. When extracted, the important ~requency bands
can be analysed by choosing a corresponding ~ilter. In our
work we used a ~ilter with coe~~icients that are truncated
Fourier series coe~~icients o~ the n-shaped ~unction. Good
results are obtained with optimum (in the minimax sense) ~init
impulse response linear phase digital ~ilters: in designing
such ~ilters, the Chebyshev approximation problem is used
(l1:Clellan, Parks 1973). Using this ~ilter, an explorer may
control the magnitude and position o~ unwanted ~luctuations in
the trans£er ~unction. This enables one to extract a certain
~requency band by means o~ a ~ilter o~ a given length with
minimal risk o~ contaminating the outgoing series by spectral
components that belong to some other ~requency bands.
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N • 14; r. 0.56; IrS. 68';; B. 29l'
YEARS
FIGURE 6 Tree-ring chronology (thick line), its approxima-
tion and extrapolation by sinusoids (thin line).
N is the number of sinusoids in the approximation,
r the correlation coefficient, Ks synchronization
coefficient, S the mean-root-square error.
6.
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APPROXIMATlOO AND EITIlAPOLATIOO OF A TRSE-RING CHROOOLOOY
BY A SUM OF SINOSOIDS WITH UNDIVISIBLE FREQUENcIES
One of the practical purposes of analysing the cyclic
components in tree-ring series is the forecast the woody plants
increment dynamics due to climate.
Our experience ot computer experiments has shown that,
il one employs a reasonably narrow band-paas filtration ot
tree-ring series, the outgoing series may be quite.accurately
approximated by a sinusoid with a frequency belong1ng to a
spectral band over many periods. It stands to reason that
outgoing series will not be strictly periodic even if the band
is very narrow. Sinusoids approximating such components are
to have different amplitudes and phases in various time seg-
ments. However, the changes in them, in particular phases
ones, are quite slow to succesfully approximate the filtered
component by a sinusoid.
Based on this, we used narrow band-pass filtration aiming
at extraction of only those frequency bands which give increas-
ed spectral density estimates. The extracted components were
then approXimated by a sinusoid and the forecasting series of
increment due to climate was represented as a sum of sinusoids.
Amplitudes and phases were estimated by the least squares
method. Frequencies were eValuated by exhaustive-search in
the extracted bands. .
The approximation is specilied by several quantities:
correlation coefficient, synchronization coefficient and
mean-root-square error of approximation. Correlation coeffi-
cient between the original and approximated series was
0.5-0.8, synchronization was 65-75~, the mean-root-square
error was not more than 2o-3~•
. Figure 7 gives an example of approXimating and ex'trapo-
lat~ng the mean tree-ring chronology, obtained for Larix
sibirica growing in Vest-Siberia forest-tundra. -----
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1. INTRODI£TIQN
The greatest proble", encountered bY dendrochmat01og'ists when preParing trM-
ring master chronolog'ies is "whether age-related trends can be re..oved without
distorting the climate" (Hughes !L.Mo 1982, p.29) and then if theM trends and
the low-frequencY climate responses can be separated. When this trend is the
standard negative exponential curve. there is no difficulty. but when the trend is
1IIore twisted. the dendroclimatologist has to use polYno",ials. sp1'ines, filters
IGraybill. in Hughes et al•• 1982; Guiot et al•• 1982.b). Other papers do exist
on this topic. but it not the aim here to review them.
An objective approach is possible through the t11H-series analYsis and -.ore
particularlY through the autoregressive-moving average analYsis. Guiot et al.
11982a) have introduced it as a _thod for building an integrated ..odel of the
growth including this trend, the persistence. and the effect of the climate. The
purpose now is to present a specific and original approach of the standardization
based on the same techniques (section 2). The proble.. of the coherencY of the
individual cores that are to be introduced in the aaster chronology ...m also be
studied in section 3.
2. THE STANDARDIZATION METHOD
The usual standardization _thod is must rated bY the _an of the individual
series sampled in Bush Lake, Northern Qu~bec (PaYette !L!.b 1985). This
chronology (Figure 1:1) shows three periods in the growth Ithese periods ar~
intentionallY overlapping. because the hmits are rarelY clear):
(1) a Youth phase (1400-1499), characterized by a relativelY high variability;
(2) a maturity phase 11480-1879), characterized by a relativelY low variability;
(3) an awakening phase 11860-1982), characterized by an explosive growth; in tact
the ",ean growth and its variability are 1IIultiplied by two. probably because of a
climatic improvement.
In these sub-arctic regions. it 1S necessarY to divide the chronology into 3
parts in order to obtain stationary sub-series. Usually the process is less cOlllple>:.
The Young trees have a high and very variable growth; th1S phase is followed bY a
maturity phase with a statlOnary growth: then it is suff1Cient to split the series
into two sub-series.
Each of these sub-series. being stationarY and autocorrelated l1ike llost of the
tree-ring series), may be considered as AutoRegresswe-Moving-Average IARMA)
~~ocr~ie;;o...'t~ t~o~'i, ~qu1.,~~~e';.,m~4h ..~h;ln~~~~Jl~ Rflt,e:r y~~~e~e~~sr~~lt:~r~6tw;~
ring of previous years and to B ",hite noise process \Jlt). This random process is
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itself mflu~nced by till' chmate. As this chWlat. iliaI' mnu..nc~ the tr......growth
dunng several years, the eClUat10n beco'l1es
TIt> .. 1'1 Tlt-ll ...... 1'p T(t-pJ .. Io/(t) - III lo/(t-1, - ••• - llq W<t-q) (1)
This !'Tocess, cal~d ARMAlp,ql. i!> defined bY P coefficients 1') and <l coefficienh;
llj' It mpl'M!S that the cli..at" can be represent~d by a rand01ll function. Indeed
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FIGURE 1. The various .....an chrcmolog,es of Bush LaKe: (l) the mean ring ",idths o'i
all the indwidual cores; 12l the ",hite no'se serie!> (,btained bY applYing the ARMA
models of Table 1 t~ the three sub-senes; (3) the reddened senes obtained by
applYmg the "'odel of 1480-1879 sub-senes to the full \Aln,te no,se series (21.
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the hi9h 1nqul!ncy var;'ncl! 'lOSt tr_tly 1s largelY dotImant in the cllaahe
sl!rll!S so that theY ..aY be considered as ..mtl! no'isn. Moreover the rando1l funchon
dol!s not re"rl!s.nt only clinlatl! but it 1s not POSsib. to relilOve the ~liaat;c
tactors from theS!! high frlt<lU@fICies var'iiltions.
The first "St~ ;5 to amity the lIodel, wtric:h _t be the rnult of c _
between a low Md.r (p,ql and a lIOod fit li.e. a low var'iilnce (If at l. Akat<.
(1974) proPoSl!d the use of the Aka1ke Infonaation CTiter10n (AICI Wh;ch ...st be
minimized so as to obtain thl! OPtimal1Dodel:
AIC(p,q) .. n loS! s~ + 2 (p+q) (2)
where n is the size of variance.
.:.!
2.1. The pro~5l!S 'identification
Thf' ,dentificahon of the ARMA model, the Inor" speculativ!> phasl! of the
method. i5 based on the profile of s,mple lIlItDr.orrelation coe1111:,ents r(k) of the
senes:
\T(tl-mT) 'Tlt-k)-mTJ IST 2r(ki
n
(I:
t=k+l
where k '5 the lag of the autocorrelahon, mT '5 the mean and ST" the vanance ,,1
the serles. The autocorrelation eoetticlent at lag k is tH!pendent on the
autocorrelat,on at lags less than k. It is the reason why the curve SA IFlgure 2)
•
, 12 LAGS
FIGURE 2. Simple and part,al autocorrelation functions of the 1480-1879 sub-
Iieries of Bush Lake: (S.A.) snnp!e autocorrelation function of the ra", datil; IP.A.)
COrresponding p.,t'iill autocorrelations; IS.A.R.1 51mple eutocorr.lation function of
the residual series obtamed by applY,n; to the raw series the part,al
autocorrelatlOns as autoregresswe coe11icoents.
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.-aRses at••ctI"lY fro- 1aVS 1 to 14. The 'ilMntif'ic.hon _st then ~ baHd on .n
ottwr funchon: t .... partial .utocorr.lahm function which reaoves the eff.ct of the
1nterwechate .utocorr.lations. T cur... PA IFigur. Z) Sl'M*s that onlY t .... first two
1lI11& .re s'ignif'icltnt 'in the ex .
The 1cIentif'icahon .tt>Od uHd ....r. is s ....wt>.t s;..,nt1ed .5 co..ar.d with
that of Box .nd .Jenkins 11970) because n ;S .ppheel 'in • _ll-defined biololl'it:a1
cont.xt.
Fwat, the .utocorr.lahon coefhc1ents sWrriftcant .t 1.115 1IT••ter th.n 3
ye.rs should not ~ t.ken 'into .ccount unless theY ar. c.used bY parasit.s 'induc'ini
• _. or lns _rkad Cycle 'In growth. Second. the coe1frient 'j sY1IIb01izing
persistence W111 usu.ny be posihv•• When the period of .nalYsis starts during t ....
Youth of t .... trees, t .... Beries .re generally non st.tion.rY 'in _an .nd 'In variance:
ftrst ctifferencing .nd log.rntnD .re t n used. When. the period of analysis is short
as cD1llPared with the total length rtf t series, the series lIlUst be cons"idered to be
st.tion.ry, .lthough t.... possib,1ny that c1i1Date c.n 'Induce .n .pparent i10n
st.tionarny effect should not be excluded.
T.... technique for wntify;.,g the ARMA processes of a dendroc1i1Datic chrono10l1Y
eln be su_rued .5 follows:
.) COIIlPIIt.tion of the v.riance of the r.w .eries Tt .nd of that of the hrst
differMICft TCTt-l' In the ...."t steps, differentiated BeTies will be used when
the variance of the latter ;s 5IAaller th.n that of the r.... 5"riesi
b) COlllPut.tion of the si1nple ISA) and paTtia1 If'Al autocorrelation functions of
the selected series. If the SA's decrease e"POnentiallY and the PA's fall after p
lags, .n ARMAlp,Ol or ARlp) Wlode1 is id"ntified IFigure Zl. If the PA's decr"ase and
the silllPle autos fan after q lags, n is a ARMAIO,q) or MAlq) 1II0del. Mi""d
ARMAlp,q) -.odels are WlDre diff;cult to identify.
cl In practice, an ARlpl Wlode1 is at first f1tted to the series ...nh coefficients
given bY the slgnificant PA's. So the lIIod,,1
TIt) c 0.79 Tlt-l) + D.Zl Tlt-Zl ~ Wltl (4)
has been appheel to t .... 5i!T~ of which the autocorrelation functions .re presented
in Figur. Z.
d) Then the residual series and th" corresponding AIClp,Ol are computed. Then 'I is
the number of significative simf'le iiutocor,,'-.• lions (5AR) found for these r"siduals,
starting with lag 1. In the case <>f F,gure 2, '1=0. If the corresponding AlC(p,q) is
not ~r than AIClp,O). 'I is decreased until the AIC(p,q) becomes lIlmilllUlfl. In all
the cases, close Wlodels Ii.e. ARMAlp-l,q) or ARMAlp,q-lll may be tried to check that
AIClp,q) ;s actually ammwm.
2-Z. The raw _lIS pyewhnenIDg
Coefficient. 'j lind t j are calculated usmg here the generalized adaptative
hltermg technique (Makridal:is and Wheel...right, 1978), Other more sophisticated
_thods do e"ist IPriestley, 1981> but in dendroclilllatology, this method is largely
sufficient. Table 1 shows how to ;dentify the ARMA models and giv"s the results of
the selected 1Ilodels for the 3 sub-senes presented before.
Using the 1Mntification method, an ARMAlp,O) model is applied to the sub-
series. These .ode15 are good, smce the AIClp,Ol are lower than the correspondms
AlCIO,Ol but the final models are better. as the AIC(p,q) are still 10...er. For ead·
case. close models are tned: slightlY h,gner AIC\p,q) prove that the selecteo
1lIOdels give a mmimulll AlC.
The r"sidua1 sub-series alt) are calculated. Portmanteau tests - or chi-squared
litatistic equal to the sum of squared autocorr"lations multiplied bY the sUb-senes
size - nable 1) sho... that theY are really ...hne noises. These residuals sub-series
(1400-1489,1490-1869, 1870-1982J are Joined IFigure 1:2).
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TAllL£ 1. ldEmtificatian and estiutian .--ulh of the ARI'IA IlDdels
for the 3 sub-s.,. iK of the 5ush Lake _an chronolDllIl (""" text);
res.var ... residual ",hite no~s" varianc,,; chi2 c n 1: rO:)2 ..h"re
n is the size of th" s.,.ies, r(k) is th" autocorrelation CDPffici~t
at lag k, th" 50. is done on 14 lags.
===r=:r~-=c:____
-.c.zca::a::::::::::J
IlDdel statistics 1480-1499 1480-1879 18615-1982
ARI'IA(B,III) varIance 48.1!l 24.7 195.8
AIC 386.1 1281.1 648.1
chi2 127.4 it 1245.5 it 5157.1 it
----
ARI1A(p,lII) p 3 2 11
(first rRs.var. 34.4 9.4 79.9
estilllation) AIC 356.9 9BI!l.3 561!l.8
chi2 11!l.1!l 15.3 94.4 it
final (p,q) (3,1l) (2,2) (2,2)
ARMA(p,q) res.var. 23.8 8.7 41!l.4
AIC 323.1!l 874.1!l 463.1!l
chi2 12.3 21.8 17.5
'l'(j) 1!l.29 1!l.19 1!l.21 1!l.39 1!l.33 1!l.4I!l 111.37
a(j)
-I!l.20 0.07 -I!l.20 -I!l.lI
close AIC( 1,2) 338.2 874.2 464.5
..ode Is AIC(2,1) 333.9 874.5 463.6
-=================~=-===~
2.3. The white no'ise ser'ies r"dden'irnl
The finlI1 master chronology maY not be a white noise s"nes because the
chlllate has usually a 1"", frequencies pattern. Then it is necessary to redden th1S
white noise series. But one must be careful not to restore the part of the tree-
growt-h trend which is not climatic. The reddening process is based on the estimation
of RCt) from Io'(t) bY using the corresponding ARMA model. Nevertheless, if the exact
model is applied to each sub-series, the raw series is restored (Rft)=Tlt». If a
IIlOde1 calculated on a stationarY sub-period is applied to the whole senes, a
stationarY reddened series will be restored. The maturity phase (1480-1879) has th,.
property.
In fact, after its Youth phase, the tree-growth is often a stat10narY process
unless an external factor modifies it. Here the climatic improvement has induced an
internal phYsiological mechanism. It is then interest1ng to know how the growth
would be under a favourable chmate influence but without this amphfying
phYsiological factor. This is done by the apphcation of the maturity phase model to
the whole series aCt):
R(t) c 0.39 R(t-ll + 0.33 R(t-2) + Io'(t) + 0.20 lo'(t-1) - 0.07 W(t-2) (S)
Figure 1 shows that I(t) reproduces verY well the short-term variations of Rlt). It
also shows that the climate improving from 1870 1S clear but that the maximum of
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1940 is hDrdly higher than the precedmll ..a>rima, as "'as shown by Fritts and Lough
~1985) for North A.erica and 1DOre particularly bY Guiot 0985a) for northern Canada.
3. M CORES if! fCUON
A _ster chronolollY is usually based on the ma>rimU1ll of cores available in
the site analysed (Fritts, 1976). The misinterpretation of the statistical law of
large numbers leads to include 'in the chronology noisY cores, i.e. cores sampled
from trees 'in a particular environment.
The site of Vallee des Merveilles, Frem:h Alps, (Serre, 1978) is of particular
interest to show the efficiencY of a standardization method inclUding a core
selection. In this site,· trees are old and sparse (some are 1000 Years old), so the
coherencY of sOllie llf them is not alwaYs good. T",enty cores were chosen because theY
yielded the longest chronologies. An ARMA model was fitted to each of these 20
series and 20 white noise series ",ere thus obtained (Guiot, 1984; 19B5bl.
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FIGURE 3. The f"irst two princ,pa1 component of the correlation matnx between the
20 cores of the Vallee des Merveilles, French Alps, on the 1200-1974 period, and the
clusters obta;ned by " hierarchical cluster ana1ys,s: the cont;nuous lines l;nk the
closest corps; the last four grouP5 c1ust.,red are il1so fi;uredi a broken hne show
an mtermed;ate 11Ok.
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In &iot n~; 1'385b)' 7 cores hevt been selected on the b.-. D1 their
correlation with the June-JulY temper.ture. But this may ....d to do • se1ect1on 0".,
a too short period, i.e. the period when chmatlc dat••re .v.il.ble. Therefore. it
is better to WO'rk on the full series as proposed by Guiot n !l62bl. The coherency
between cores may be checked through either the low or the tri;h frequencies of the
seT1es. Here, only the high frequencies v.riations of the growth .re .nalyHd 50
th.t the ability to reconstruct the short-t.,.. v.ri.tions D1 the clna.te ;s
OPti....ized. Moreover accidental f.ctors, such .5 f;'es. c ....ring, .re r_eel .nd
thus do not disturb the intercores relat1oM.
Figure 3 shows the first t",o pr~al c01llPonents (PC) of the correl.tion
mat"" between the 20 cores calculated on 1200-1'374. These two PC -..pl.in 60S of the
total variance. The cumulative eigenvalue product IPVP or CEPl baeo_s less than 1
after the 9th eigenvalue IGu1ot. 1985cl. Finally the 20 cores c.n be COM»ered es
equivalent to 9 indePendent variables. A hier.rchic.l cluster .nalys'is (LIIb.rt t1.
al.. 1979) is lIIade on these '3 PC, which exPlain together 85" D1 the total v.dance.
In Figure 3, the first clustered cores .re linked with • line. The twst two
digits of the labels indic.te the tree .nd the last digit the core in the tre•• It
is clear that cores coming frOlll the salRe tree .re clustered first. Cor.. 044 .nd 232
are clustered last: they .re rejected. Finally two groupS are distinguished. The
corresponding, cores are averall"d, so as to obt.in two white noise IReiln Chrono\ov'ies:
....lIt) and W2<t).
The ra'" series of the two groups are .lso .ver.ged into t",o _iln Chronolollies.
called TlIt> ilnd T2(t) (Figure 4). No"" as in section 1, an ARMA procns 'is applied
to TlIt> and TZIt), an the 1500-1974 sub-period, during which .11 the nries are
stationarY. The models obtained for T1It) and T21t) are finallY applied to WlIt) .nd
Zltl, giving the reddened series RlIt) and RZIt):
RlItl= 0.18 RlIt-1) +0.08 RlIt-Z) +0.04 RlIt-3) +O.lZ 1\'1It-.4) +0.13 1\'1It-5) +W1(t)
RZltl= 0.29 R2It-l) +0.16 R2It-Z) +0.13 RZlt-3) +0.11 RZlt-.4) + WZItl (6)
TlItl is clearly nan stationary (Figure 4): trH""1jrowth is larger than "un
before 1500 A.D. and weaker atter. It is not a climatic effect: ;t 'is rnloved bY the
standardization in RlIt>. The stahonnarity is not so ....11 ..arked for T2It).
The de visu comparison of series shows Ii) that the ARMA _del1ing is .n
efficient standardization technique, hi) that the h"o chronologies h.ve a dtHerent
pattern which is lo",-frequency dominant in I\'Zlt) and high-frequency domm.nt in
1\'1It) and Ini) that the indices chronology lit) C01llPuted by polYnomial
standardization is 1II0re similar to 1\'1It) than to R2It). This justifies the core
selection and the eventual computahon D1 two master Chronologies in order to obtain
add;tional informat1on.
An other point D1 comparison ..aY be obtained bY the colllP\lhtion of tho.
correlation between eaCh of these mean series and the .June t~r.ture wtrich ;s the
climatic parameter influencing at best the tree-growth in this site. Table 2 shows
that the sivnal-to-noise ratio is improved by the standardiz.hon: the correlation
...,.;th June temperature is the lo",est with the raw series. The comP.rison 01
corresponding· correlations for the various mean "ries RlIt), RZlt) .nd lit) Ith15
latter is obtained by pOlYnomial stardardization) shows th.t RlIt> ;s "IlOI'e related
to the June temperature than RZlt> and lit>: the ARMA technique optimizes better the
signal to noise ratio than the usual technique. If 1t is consured that the cluster
analYsis has enabled to remove same outlier series and to build two series with a
clearly different 10'" frequencies behaviour, it ;s object;velY evident that a
supplement of information is so obtained.
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TABLE 2. The correlatl0n between the aean chronologies (see text)
and the June teaperature at ~arseille, France. and Grand-St-Bernard,
~itzerland. The calibr~tion perl0d is indicated in brackets;
* 1"1 indicates a 8.ms (8.011 significance level.
stAtion T1 WI Rl T2 W2 R2
ltarwille 0.31 .. 0.36 ... 0.34 .... 0.17 0.31 .... 0.22 * 0.~ ..
<1851-19741
6d-St-BernArd 0.21 * 0.36 .. 0.32 .... 0.15 0.33 ** 0.27 .. 0.2b **
<1818-19b1l1)
FIGURE 4. The two n,w senes Tlltl and TZ(tl (llee textl obta,neo b\' .verag,ng tho
e-res tound ,n the two lIIain groups ot F,gure 3; the two correspondin!! reddenec
series RHtl .nd RZ(t1; the indices chronology !CtI computed o~ .11 tne cores b~
uSlng polYnomials curves. The smoothed values lire the rpsl.'V .,.- ill <:b9't~1 .-:1tp·
(the loadings, -e 0.16. 0." 0. 1 2. 0.09. 0.05. O.OZ:
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4. IN CONCL.l!SION
The exa..p1e of two sites with cOlllPlete1y dtHer.nt c111aahc condihons shows
the effic;ency of the ARMA mode11mg used for a standard'izahon purpose. Moreover,
this ..ethod is objective, as it onlY requires the determination of a _turrty phase
in the tree-9rowth. Now numerous methods are ex;sting to facllitate the
idenhfication of the ARMA process. so that this _thod maY be easily used and
considered as a real progress in dendroclimatology. Thus the tracHhona1 d;ff'iculty,
_t in separahng the non-climatic trend from the c1i_hc one, 'is now solved. It 'is
also shown that the analysing of the core coherency makes rt possible to avoid the
introduction of noisY ser;es in the master ct1Tono10SlY and therebY ftal>Toves the
climate reconstructions, especially in sites with a weak forest densrty.
I am grateful to F. Serre-Bachet. for providinSi the series of Vall~e des
Hervemes and reviewing the ..anuscr;pt; I also thank S. PaYette and L Filhon, who
provided the series of Bush Lake. and finally M. Pellet. who has corrected mY
english.
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5. REQUIREIIENTS FOR SPA1UL AND TEIIPORAL COVERAGE
5~ REQUlBEJlEMTS FOR !WI~ AJID TEJIPOBAL COVERAGE:
DlTBODOCTION
"K. Bqha
Biology Departmenl
Liverpool Polytechnic
Liverpool L3 3M -UNITED KINGDOM
L INTRODUCTION
In September 1983 a group of fifteen scientists fr~ six nations met at
the Lamont-Doherty Geological Observatory of Columbia University, New York.
Convened as the 'Global Dendroclimatology Working Group', they had come
together with two aims in mind. The first was to discuss the available
global coverage of tree-ring data and to assess its potential for use in the
reconstruction of past climate. The second was to explore the feasibility
of collaborative dendroclimatological research on very large spatial scales,
that is from sub-continental to hemispheric 4
These objectives arose from the recommendations of the 2nd International
Workshop on Global Dendroclimatology, held in Norwich, U.K. in 1980 (Hughes
et al, 1980). A systematic review of the prospects for progress in dendro-
climatology indicated that very large spatial scale palaeoclimate recon-
structions might become feasible during the 1980's (Fritts, 1982), Pioneer-
ing work by Fritts et al (1979) had demonstrated the potential and the
growth of the tree-ring database outside western North America promised
comparable spatial and temporal coverage in other regions of the Northern
Hemisphere.
The main outcome of the 1983 meeting was the establishment of the
International Project in Dendroclimatology lIPID) with clearly defined
scient1fic goals and an agreed set of protocols for the exchange of data and
the publication of results. The Working Group met at the University of
Arizona in March 1985 and will meet again in late summer 1986. I propose to
examine the experience of IPID up to spring 1986 as a potential source of
insights of wider applicability in considering requirements for spatial and
temporal coverage of tree-ring datasets.
2. WHAT IS IPID?
The International Project in Dendroclimatology (IPID) was conceived as
a pilot project designed to assess the feasibility of reconstructing
Northern Hemisphere mean surface temperature back to 1700 A.D. Large-scale
temperature provides a convenient measure of the state of the climate system.
The reasons for recent fluctuations in this variable are a matter l)f current
Conc~n (Bolin et aI, In press). In particular, there is a need to place
the large-scale warming of the present century (Jones et al, 1986) in its
proper long term context in order to assess the possibility that the warmin~
may be anthropogenic.
The study of changes thought to take place over decades and centuries
:tS limited i.n scepe h" the temporal and spatial limitations (.)f the
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instrumental record (Figure 1). The hemispheric database of high-quality
temperature records has only recently been extended back to 1851 and it is
unlikely that much further extension will be possible. This is well after
the great industrial expansion in Europe and eastern North America commenced
and hence this record cannot be used to determine the 'natural' pre-
industrial conditions against which anthropogenic effects must be judged.
Further, significant reservations have been expressed as to the reliability
of the detail of the Northern Hemisphere temperature record in the decades
immediately following 1850, although the broad trend of the series is thought
to be reliable (Jones et aI, 1985). These reservations arise in large part
from the limited geographical distribution of instrumental stations in those
decades (Figure 1) (Bradley et aI, 1985).
It was in the light of these limitations of the temporal and spatial
coverage afforded by the instrumental temperature record and of the consider-
able scientific interest in Northern Hemisphere temperature variation that
IPID was set up. It was clear from the review of the apparently available
tree-ring data that suitable chronologies have a spatial distribution in
major parts of the Northern Hemisphere landmass that is complementary to
that of instrumental records. Over much of the hemisphere, considerable
numbers of suitable chronologies with an appropriate degree of internal
replication were apparently available from 1700 A.D. Hence this period was
chosen for study L, the pilot project. Two main approaches were adopted.
In one a group of chronologies believed to be temperature sensitive and
drawn from throughout the Northern Hemisphere was to be collated and its
potential as a source of information on past hemispheric temperatures
investigated. In the second approach, regional networks were to be estab-
lished. These were to consist of all suitable chronologies, not only those
thought to be temperature sensitive. In this case the intention was to study
the feasibility of reconstructing regional mean temperatures and then to
determine whether either the regional tree-ring databases or the regional
reconstructions might be combined in some way to give an alternative recon-
struction of hemispheric temperature.
3. TI!£ APPARENTLY AVAILABLE DATA
A major review of the eX1st1I.Q tree-~..Lijg datat..ase suit2.~le for USf' in.
dendroclimatology was carried ~ut for the 2nd International Workshop on
Global Dendroclimatology (Hughes et aI, 1982). Using this as a basis,
Work1ng Group members at the 1983 meeting identified several hundred
chronologies fram the Northern Hemisphere likely to be of the necessary
quality in terms of adequate within-site replication and full cross-dating.
This was done by reference to the dendrochronological literature, members'
and their co-workers' unpublished collections and the list of holdings of the
International Tree-ring Data Bank (ITRDB) This latter source (the ITRDB)
was considered to be of particular value as it contains only data from
identified sites where the trees or timbers have been fUlly cross-dated and
where there is at least a modicum of within-site replication. Even more
important was the requirement that raw tree-ring measurements, usually ring
widths, must be lodged for each core. tree or timber contributing to any
chronology stored in the ITRDB.
The spatial and temporal o1stributior. of the chronologies identified
at the 1983 meeting is shown for tr~ee major regions in Figures 2 and 3.
The most diverse and dense network is to be found in Western North America
(Figure 2). This has been extensively documented in the published literature
but accounts by Brubaker (1982), Cropper (1984) and Fritts anc Shatz (1975)
are of particular relevance to our present conc~rns. The only extensive
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FIGURE 2 North American tree-ring chronologies
Dendroclimatology Working Group meeting, 1983.
ern I and -Eastern I North America referred to in
West_
listed for the Global
The division between 'West-
the text is at 100 degrees
region poor in chronologies in 1983 was western canada. There are many
chronologies cOIIDDencing beforff 1600 A_D .. in Western North America, and a very
high proportion predate 1700 A.D. There is a relative shortage' of pre-1750
A.D. chronologies in the far north. An enormous range of ecological condit-
ions is represented, fram the northern and high altitude tree-lines to semi-
arid sites in the American south-west and Mexico. Even so, the overwhelming
majority of these chronologi~ ~et all the ITRDB criteria mentioned above
and have been produced by a common system of standardisation and averaging
(Fritts, 1976).
Th", network of chronologies f= Eastern North America (Figure 2) has
been developed more recently than its western counterpart (Cook, 1982;
Conkey, 1982; DeWitt and Ames, 1978), but was already extensive and divers~
by 1983. Almost all chronologies start before 1700 A.D •• and many before
1600 A.D. The raw data for this dataset are generally stored in machine-
readable form, as are those for western North America, and so are'susceptible
of treatment by newly emerging techniques for standardisation and chronology
preparation. There has been a development of such new methods in association
With the growth of this dataset (e.g. Cook, 1984). The perceived need for
this arises from the very different growth conditions in mes~c, ~losed
eastern forest stands as compared with the more open stands often sampled in
the American West. A wide range of ecological conditions is represented,
from riverine· oaks in the relatively dry mid~est to conifers in mesic site~
in the north-eastern U.S.A. The 1983 survey indicated that the North
American continent was remarkably well provided with a large number 0: long
diverse and well replicated chronologies that meet the ITRDB criteria and
are suitable for use in dendroclimatology. Most of the North ArnerJcar
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FIGURE 3 Eucr"opean tree-ring chronologies listed for the Global Dendroclimat-
ology Working Group meeting, 1983.
chronologies shown in Figure 2 were either sampled or have been resampled
since 1960.
The situation in Europe was found to be rather more complex~ Eckstein
(1982) indicated the most signj.ficant reasons for this, namely the small
forest area, taxonomic paucity and intense human influence evident over most
of Europe. Although a considerable number of chronologies were identified
as being potentially suitable for use in dendroclimatology, many commence
only in the eighteenth century (Figure 3). Even in the case of chronologies
markedly longe1 than this, many of the individual trees included are relat-
ively young. This not only results in poor replication in the early part
of many European chronologies, but may limit severely their value in the
study of Low-frequency environmental change. The effects of human activity
extend beyond limiting the availability of old trees to a wide range of
influences associated with forest utilisation over thousands of years in
Europe and the Mediterranean area (Munaut. 1982). This necessitates consid-
erable care in the preparation of chronologies for use in dendroclimatology,
and has been a stimulus for developments in techniques for standardising
tree-ring series analogous to those taking place in Eastern North America
(Braeker, 1981; Briffa, 1984; Guiot et al, 1982).
The apparently available chronologies cover a very wide range of site
conditions, from subalpine to boreal forest and from mediterranean to mari-
time. In contrast to the situation in North America, dendrochronology and
dendroclimatology in Europe have developed in numerous laborator~es in
several countries. One important disadvantage of this has been that chron-
ologies have been prepared in a variety of ways and may be recorded in
mutually incompatible forms. In particular, the primary goal of much work
in Euro~ has been the construction of dating chronologies, usually presented
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~ mean ring-width series and hence unsuitable for use in dendroclimatology~
.A further llisadvantage of the polycentric development of dendrochronology i.n
£urOfE has been that if a smal.l laboratory based around an individual
scientist closes or changes direction, only mi~al information on sites
"","pled and same form of mean c:hzonology ",ay be all that remains in the
literature. This has the effect of making proper resampling and updating of
some chronologies bUilt in earlier decades very difficult and lilnits their
usefulness in studies of environmental change.. Fortunately, B number of
European scientists have lodged consi.derable volumes of ilie primary data on
·~·h.ich their chronologies were based with the ITRDB, along with precise site
information, so that these problems .will he much diminished in the future.
The IIk.ely aVailability of chronologies suitable for use in dendro-
climatology was reviewed for all of the Northern Eemisphere at the 1983
meeting. The data available to-'t::tIe Working Group members were very much more
1.Uaited outside the three regions described here, although considerable
attention WaS paid to the prospects for establishing collaboration with
sr.ientists ~ the other areas and for the development of new networks of
~hronologie~~
4 _ GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
1n any use of tree-rings as records of past envirorunent. or of tree
perfo£~ance~ it is necessary to construct an appropr1ate dataseto In the
..:ase of IPID the simpl_e collatiun of a number of chronologies from the Ii t-
eratur~. for example~ would have been quite inappropriate. It is necessary
co bUild site chronologie5 by methods that maxLmise the common external
signal at the expense of wjthin~· and between-tree differenc~so This in turn
means that Tbere must be adequate within-site replication r.o preserve this
cammon sig~ at the beginning ~f the period of interest as well as in
recen1 decades 0 Briffa et al (1983) demonstrate one method for assessing
this 0 Once such a grid of chronologies demonstrated to ~ good site records
throughout the period of interest is established it becomes possible to
explore the properties of the dataset as a Whole.. It i5 at this stage that
the consequences of prcrluciIll~ regional mean chronologies or other condensat-
iors of t~h€' dataset may he assessed objE?:-tively. It is also at this point
that thE" effects of includi..nq cO:::lpositE: chronologH:~s contal.ning, for e.xa.::::tr-:-1 ~~,
archaeological timbers, may 'be considered.. The precise provenance of such
timbers ~~ ~arely knoWDo Bence such composite chronologies are, in effect,
small l:egion lDean chronologies. These considerations are likely to be of
particllJ.ar import~ance in reg ions such as much of Eut"ope where trees older
than J(J() years are relatIvely rare.
Whf.!1·.her the primary interest is in tree-rings as records of past
climate. other features of the atmos,pheric environment or of tree performance
i.tself, it is essential that there be a good unde:r:standing of the behaviour
of the rldtaset used 1n both time and frequency domainso This is particulcu'ly
the Case where trend over decades or centuries is of interest.. Such an
understanl"l:i.:ng would make it possible to assess what part, if any, of the
dataset is Jjkely to yield a reliable record of the components of past
environment -,.mder investigation.. Ideally, the uriginal, unmodified, dated
tree-ring meas~rrements should be available for such analysis. The ITRDB is
the best means for making data available in this wayo If, however, it is
necessary to use site chronologies, it is extremely desirable that full
Jet_ails of the methods of chronology prepari\tion, chronology stat.istics and
nter:ial replication throughout the length of the chronology be available.
The consequence of all this is that the effective spatial and temporal
coverage Given by f.i tree-ring dataset may be considerably less than a
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compilation of apparently available chronologie. might indicate.
5. {;CTUJ\J..LY AVl}ILl\BLE DATA
In the period up to spring 1986 the major activity of IPID has beer. the
collation of the hemispheric and regional or BUb-continental tree-ring
datasets. This is now largely complete for the hemispheric ("temperature
sensitive"). western North American and eastern North American datasets.
Extensive further collections have been made in North America ill recent
year!:?
Very conSiderable progress has been made ~ith the European dataset, so
that analyses of the properties of the continent-wide tree-ring dataset are
now in progre"s. In fact, the actually available data for Europe constitute
an improvement on the apparently available data as assessed in 1983 in both
temporal and spatial coverage. This has arisen to a great e"tenT. as a
result of extensive new and up-dating collect.ions in six countries carried
out as part 0f a project conducted by the Belfast, Liverpool and ~orwich
laboratorie~ and funded by the Commission of tJle European Communities. In
contr, st to the North American case where almost all the available data come
from ~ctive participants in IPID, significant contributions have been made
to the European aataset by other workers. 1:n addition, a number of chronol-
ogies have been drawn from the literature.
Whereas good coverage is available for much of North America bac~ to
1600 A.D., there are severe limitations to the coverage in Europe before
1700 A.D. The number of chrOnologies meet.J,ng the ITRDB standards falls from
around 70 in the early eighteenth century too around 3D, with a U.mited
spatial ,-pread, in the early seventeenth century. If the IPIP Eu.rope data
set displays strongly coherent patterns of behaviour, then it may be
possible to use a smaller, but longer sub"et to almost equal effect in the
study uf environm~ntal change~ Schweingr1iberls (In press) analysis of
cross-dating throughput Europe suggests that this may be the case,
The major weakness of the existing IPID datasets for the Old World is
in their coverage of the U.S.S.R. and ~5ia. Bitvinskas (1982) has given
sciPu~ists in Western Europe and North America an introduction to the
exV,nsiv2 work of Soviet dendrochronolvgists and Zheng et al (1982) have
discussed potential developrpents in f'Jl:lna. The present meeting constitutes
an :i..mportant opportunity to progress ,:awards the degree of mutual under-
standing of scientific techniques and objectives needed to facilit8te free
and 'informed exchange of primary data.
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fi.2 LONG COIIPOSITE CBROROLOGIES AS INDICA.TORS 0,.
BACIGBOUIIlD VARlAnOlfS IIfTKEE GBOWTII
oI.1L Pileherand 1l.A..1L KUDrO
Palaeoecology Centre
Queen's UnlversiLy of Belfast.
Belfast. BTI 1NN, Nort.hern Ireland
UNITED KINGDOM
1. INTRODUCTION
There is much international interest in the effect of hUNn
activities on global clilllilte and the likely long term implications this
might have. One of the most powerful tools for studying recent changes in
climate is dendrochronology. However, over IlOst of the globe the trees
available for this research are seldom more than a few centuries old. For
example in a current research programme to study Northern Hemisphere
temperature this lilllitation has restricted the temperature reconstructions
to the range AD 1700 to the present (Hughes 1986). While this range is
enough to reveal some changes that may be ascribed to the activities of
man, it is not a long enough time-span to show the natural range of tree
growth variations. An understanding of these variations on a scale of
millennia would make the interpretation of recent Changes more reliable.
2. LONG COMPOSITE CHRONOLOGIES
Long composite chronologies include non-living trees from a variety
of sources. Ilorma11 ythe place where the trees grew is not known even if
it can be assumed that they grew close to the site of preser~ation.
ArChaeological chronologies are already being used for climate
reconstruction studies in .the American South West (Rose et a1. 1981 L
This paper explores the few very long chronologies that extend for five or
more mi 11 enni a.
The first very long l:hronology was the bristlecone pine (Pinus
aristata) chronology from the White Mountains in California (Ferguson
1969). This chronology is ideal for a study of natural variations in tree
growth as the trees are very long lived and were growing in a restricted
area. A further advantage is that there are trees of the same species on
the same site today, allowing the use of a modern analogue in the
interpretation of tne responses of the trees to cl imate. The only
pUb11 shed mill enni a-scale climate reconstructi on based on tree-ri ngs is
derived from the bristlecone pine (LaMarche 1974).
In the cool moist climate of western Europe there are no very
long-lived trees, but conditions are suitable for the preservation of wood
in waterlogged condi ti ons. Laboratories in Irel and and Germany have
constructed long chronologies using preserved wood of oak (Quercus
petraea and Quercus robur). The longest pub 1i shed European
chronology is 72/2 years rong-rrom Northern Ireland (Pilcher et al. 1964).
2.1. The Belfast Long Chronology
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The construction of the Belfast chronology started in 1969 and was
completed in 1984. The main impetus for the project was the need for a
continuous sequence of samples for radiocarbon cal ibration. At the time
the project started major road construction work was in progress in
Northern Ireland. The new motorway linking Belfast with the west of the
province passed through the fenland to the south of Lough Neagh. In
cutting the trench for the road foundations many hundreds of bog oaks were
brought to the surface. These were sampled from the unstratified heaps
left by the road builders. There was no indication of the depth. from
which the trees derived and no indication of age. Similar unstratified
heaps of sub-fossi 1 oak were collected from drai nage work at numerous
other locations in Northern Ireland. It was not possible to start to
build a systematic chronology starting from the present and working
backwards.
Each sub-fossil site was treated as a unit and studied independently.
From each site one or more chronologies was constructed from those trees
that cross-dated strongly. In the early years of the project many of
these site chronology units, typically of about SOD years length, were
radiocarbon dated (Smith et al. 1972). The radiocarbon dates seemed to
suggest that the bog oaks were distributed over the whole of the last 7000
years. By 1972 a nuot>er of these site chronology units had been 1inked.
In the the mid-1970's land reclamation started on the largest bog in
Northern 1re1and, Garry Bog, from whi ch many hundreds of bog oaks were
recovered. These were found to span most periods from 5000 BC down to 200
BC. By 1977 a floating section of chronology just under 3000 years in
length was completed (Pilcher et al. 1977) and used for radiocarbon
calibration (Pearson et al. 1977). This chronology spanned approximately
4000 BC to 1000 BC but was still "floating" i.e. not joined to present day
chronologies. In addition there were three short chronologies earlier
than 4000 BC and a chronology spanning approximately 1000 BC to 200 BC.
While this work was in progress a chronology of living trees and
archaeological timbers was being constructed back from the present day
(Baillie 1982). The final linking of the sub-fossil and archaeological
chronologies is a complex story, well documented elsewhere (Pilcher et al.
1984; Baillie and Pilcher 1986). It was not possible to link the
Northern Irish chronology using local timbers. The final links at 1000 BC
and 200 BC were made using timbers from England and involved extensive
collaboration with workers in Germany.
Long chronol09ies have also been prepared in Northern Germany
(Schmidt and Schwabedissen 1982) and Western Germany (Leuschner and
Delorme 1984). Oak wood preserved in river gravels in Southern Germany has
allowed the construction of sections of chronology that should soon enable
a chronology of over 8000 years to be completed (Becker 1981; Becker and
SChmidt 1982; Becker personal communication).
2.2. The sources of sub-fossil oaks
The oak chrono1ogi es descri bed above are all formed from trees of
relatively short age span, typically 200 to 400 years. In the case of the
oaks from bogs it is possible to get some indication of the conditions
under whi ch the trees were growi ng. These condi ti ons have few modern
analogues as the peat bogs of the present day do not normally carry oak
woodland. From pollen analysis and study of the peat it is possible to
enVisage a very wet WOOdland of oak, alder (Alnus) and willow (Salix).
On the other hand, the river gravel oaks were trees of dry land that were
carried by the river, perhaps some distance before being buried.
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In addition to these variations in conditions of growth and
preservation of the sub-fossil trees, most of the very long chronologies
depend on archaeological samples to bridge the gap between 1iving trees
and the sub-fossil trees. In the case of the Belfast chronology the time
span between 200 BC and 1650 AD was built mostly from archaeological
samples. A similar situation pertains in the Gennan chronologies. For
this reason only the section of chronology before 200 BC will be used in
the analysis that follows.
3. LONGER PERIOD VARIATIONS IN A 7000-YEAR OAK CHRONOLOGY
One may be able to reconstruct climatic fluctuations from a long
chronology without even considering the ring-widths of the trees
themselves. The sub-fossil timbers collected from many different sites in
Ireland are not uniformly distributed in time - it is difficult to find
trees from some periods. Baillie (1982, p.231) has suggested that changes
in rainfall were responsible for this effect, since trees growing on bogs
could be killed by fluctuations in the water table; this might not be a
simple matter of trees being drowned by high rainfall, since they will
also have been limited by the supply of nutl'ients. Figure 1 gives the
number of trees included in the first section of the Belfast chronology
for each year, and clearly shows these periods of scarcity and abundance •
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FIGURE The number of trees included in the first section of the Belfast
long chronology.
3.1. Long-period ring-width variations
If climatic changes caused these fluctuations they should also have
affected the ring-widths, and should appear as long-period variations in a
chronology, provided that these are not removed when it is being buil t.
Unfortunately if eac. tree is standardized before inclusion (e.g. by
converting it to a percentage deviation from some function fitted to the
ring-width series) it will be difficult to detect some variations, such as
a period of several centuries when all trees had narrow rings.
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Accordi ngly we buil t the full 7272 year Belfast chronology as the
arithmetic Ilean of the unstandardized ring-widths. Figure 2 shows two
sections of this chronology that hllve been slllOothed I!sing a filter that
halves frequencies with a period of 30 years and has a narrow transition
band (almost completely eliminating frequencies with periods less than 20
years). Surprisingly, the long-period variations in the chronology do not
seem to coincide with the maxima and minima of Figure 1. For example the
lower part of Figure 2 covers the rise to (and fall from) the highest peak
of Figure I, but shows no corresponding trend.
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FIGURE 2 The mean version of the Belrast long chronology filtered with a
30yr low-pass fj1 ter - two peri ods.
3.2. Medi~period ring-width variations
There are remarkable medium-period variations in this chronology,
noteaoly those shown in the upper part of Figure 2 where the deviations
from the mean of the whole chronology reach levels that can only be
paralleled in the last 250 years (when the chronology incl.udes liVing
trees from the unusual environment of carefully managed parkland). Could
this reflect some climatic influence? there are two objections to this;
the growth trend of the individual trees included in the chronology might
cause such variations (particularl) if several trees entered or left the
chronology at the same date). and if there was a period when most of the
trees came from a single site one might expect that strictly local Changes
coula be responsible (the effects of erosion or silting on the hydrology
of a single bog, for example).
The first objection could be disposed of by changing from mean tc
index chronologies, losing the lowest frequencies but also eliminating tne
effect of trees entering or leaving the chronology. and showing that the
variations occured on several unconnected sites would meet the secone
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FIGURE 3 Site index chronologies filtered with a 30yr Jow-pAss filter.
A - Ballymacombs More; B - Garry' Bog: C - Randal~town,
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FIGURE 4 Site index chronologies filtered with 4 30yr low-pass filter.
A - lisnisk; B - Balloo; C· Garry Bog.
objection. Figure 3 is an attempt to do this by decomposing the mean
chronology into three index chronologies from unconnected bogs in
different parts of Northern Ireland. The INDEX program from the
laboratory of Tree-Ri ng Research in Tucson (Graybill 1984 l produced tne
indices (percentage deviations from a fitted polynomial l, and the same
fil ter used on the mean chronology removed the hi gil frequenci es. The
three chronologies show clear synchronou~ variations corresponding to
those in the mean chronology, strongly suggesting an external cause.
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chronologies thet re$pOfld&!~ to c1f.~iC ~hlbge~ b'y • i!l..Pt.ri"d·~cl})nll"ts
1n ring width. SO th.t 'tt!e50e "Il!J"e iI'Isked b1 tii~ raJ\.i1gbI VjlriiltiPlls of 1;lie
other chronologies excJPt dl,l1"inQ "thi.5 fnUt~o\. 1,na"1 cate ~Mfe br'e
certainly no statiOnary low 01" ~diutJ f~~ue:nel elcl~$ in tile full j,lfast
chronolo91. since the pC*et spectra of P41n of cOJltig~OUs 512 'y~ilrbloc~s
taken froro it 're selck$1 .silllilor lit the l~r freqQencies. and tleither afe
those of lndi"i~l site ch"9,nologies.
4. CQNCL\LSIOJ/
Spatially coherent 1IIed1um frequency growth rate nri~ti.ons can be
demonstrated 1n ()ilk tree-ring chronologies fol" ~t le~5t sQl!le PE!,:iods of
the post-gla~ial. These variations 4re on a tl~~Cill~ cblnpara6le with
the -effeet.s of acid rain anI: those of CO~ _diated g)obal wal'llling.
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5.3 SOlIE~ IN TIlE DnfAJIICS or TIlE RADIAL DfCBEIIENT
0.. TIll: SCarcH PINE WITH RESPECT TO SPATIAL-ECOLOGICAL ..ACTORS
0 .. TIlE 1fI!:STERII DGlONS or THE SO¥II:T UNION
....a. 1huIri_aJUl T. HlhbwIraa
InsUt.ut.e of BoI.an7
Academy of SCiIJllC8S of the
Lithuanian SSR
Len1Do 3. Vilnius
Kaunas 23301.9. LlthllBIl1an SSR - USSR
1. INTRODUCTION
In the Institute of Botany of the Academy of Sciences of the Lithuanian SSR
and in the Lithuanian Scientific Research lnstitu~ of Forestry. elttenslve and
diverse dendrochronoIoeicai Investigations of the Scotch pine. Norway spruce.
English oak and some other local and Introduced species have been cerrted out.
The Scotch pine (Pinu.s sytvestris L.) is considered as one of the most widely
used species for dendrochronological Investigations. Its wood is suitable for
such Investigations. because it has a distinctly marked structure of the early and
late wood. As far as the ecoloeY of habitats is concerned. the Scot.ch pine is II
plastic species - it grows in sands. peat bogs. highlands. This is a widely
geographically spread boreotemperate EurBSian species. Thus a diversity can be
expected both In the quantitative VIl1ue of t.he I'8di.al Increment of .trees and In
its cyclic dynamics.
2. DENDROCHRONOLOGY OF THE SCOTCH PINE IN LITHUANIAN SSR
If possible. during an Investigation of the population of II species. a definite
area of Investigation. not separate trees. is reearded. The Investigation has the
aim to involve both exogenous and erniDllenous factors which Influence the growth
the plant community.
Using the Scot.ch pine data. t.he analysis is made of such exogeneous factors
as dependence of the increment on temperature IllId precipitation (Bitvinskas.
197&; Karpavicius. 1978), t.he relation between increment cycles and cycles of
the solar activity (Stupneva IllId Bitvinskas. 1978). and cycles of moist periods
(Pakalnis, 1978) and others. Among t.he exogeneous factors of pine populations
we distinguish bioeeocenosis factors. and firstly. those of soil and phytocenosis.
This is clear from a comparative lllIalysis of the Scotch pine dat.e from moors and
from normal conditions (Karpavicius. 1981; Bitvinskas. 1984).
The influence of endogenous factors which cause differences in the growth
and in the dynamics of increment among the trees of different phytocenosic
signifiCllllce in the population was studied. The increment of dynamics was
analyzed according to the tree classes by Kraft.. or to selective classification of
trees in the populations or in the forest stllllds. Finally, both exogeneous and
endogeneous factors have II complex influence and manifest themselves throueh
the general indices of the growth of trees.
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3.
PROFILE METHOD IN DENDROCHRONOLOGY
To reveal the regularities of the Scotch pine, radial increment dynamics
investigations were carried out in various points of the vast natural habitat along
the lines North-South and West-East. The Scotch pine radial increment
investigations along the Murmansk - Carpathians line (see Figure 1) were carried
out in the Dendroclimatochronological Laboratory at the Institute of Botany.
Academy of Sciences of the Lithuanian SSR in Kaunas. Investigations were
carried out in 41 sites, and annual rings of 2692 trees were studied.
The profile includes the entire :)col"n Pin€' "abetal a~on>! t":e peographical
latitude. In more southern parts the Scotch pine can be met only in highland as
well as in the Carpathians. This is a whole forest belt, from the tundra to the
steppe. The whole profile is in the suboceanic region (Meusel et al., 1978). Along
the profile, considerable changes in growth conditions are apparent both in
climate and soil. According to the botanical-geographical classification of the
European part of the USSR, the habitat of the Scotch pine covers the whole
latitude of the northern taiga province (see Figure l)(Isachenko and Lavrenko,
1980).
One of the tasks of the investigation along the whole profile was to check
the correlation between its cyclic and 22-year cycle of the Solar activity. The
results witnessed the expectation that the width of yearly tree-rings noticeably
decrease from the South to the North. The age dynamics characteristics of the
increment change noticeably (see Figures 2 and 3).
4. THE ACCELERATION EFFECT IN THE LOWER LATITUDES
In the northern part increment value changes little on the whole life-time of
the trees (see Figure 2; the investigation sites 1 and 2). It is characteristic to
the whole northern group of the profile (sites 9. 10, 12 and 13). In the middle
part of the profile (si~s 20-31) a noticeable decrease of the increment value
takes place at the end of the pericxi of investigation, Le .. when the trees mature
(Figures 2 and 3). There are sudden changes in the character of curves in the
investigation sites of Southern Lithuania, between 30. 31 and 32, 33 investigation
sites. This is explained by a qualitative change of site conditions. which is
confirmed by forming the boundaries of the phytogeographical provinces and
subprovinces at that latitude (Figure 1).
Further to the South (sites 38-41) increment curves show very sharp
recession of the yearly increment value (Figure 3). This is linked with the
acceleration of biological processes under the. most favorable growth conditions.
In the South the growth is intensive. but natural mllturity of forests comes
earlier. In the North. the growth is slower but ageing is less noticeable and
longer.
It is quite natural that the longest series involving 273 and 357 years were
successfully made in the northern part of the profile (investigation sites 1 and 2)
in the Kola Peninsula and 271-354 years in northern Karelia (sites 3-9). In the
southern part of Byelorussia and the Ukraine, the longest series involved
150-198 years (sites 32-37). •
Figure 1
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Location of the investigation sites aiOn" the Murmans•. - Carp~ lto \
ans profile
In the lower latitude~ both physical anc bIUiO~'IC", phenomena mamfe"
acceleration and distinctnes., tor exampie "'~enli\lio, of i~~' and n.,,'::,
maturing, aceing, etc. With regard to v"f'eli\~ion. the rna', ·.,riter;"" IS ih,·
intensity of the main vital processes, i.e., a"inll:alior: ami metab,,',sm Tn"
faster those processes proceed, the (asler th,· plan ..~ go th"')Il!?h ..he Iii" c:~''',(,
and more abruptly compiete it
Figure 2
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Series of the Bnnual tree-rings width in the northern part of the
Murmansk - Carpathians profile: Kola PenL'1:;ula, Karelia, Novgorod
region. The figures .in the right-hand column indj.cate the numbers
of investigation sites.
Along the Murmansk-Carpathians profile. 20-22 cycles prevail in the
northern p~rt. However. 30-33 year cycles take place in the peat bogs of
northern Kc:elia (Stupneva and Bitvinsk~. 19'78). In the Lithuanian SSR part of
the profile. 20-22 year cycles are distinct on peat bogs only, and an
approxim~tely ii-year cycle is distinguished under nornial site conditiotJ.s (see
Figure 4) (Bitvinskas. 1984). In the southern part of the profile, an appoximately
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Figure 3. Series of the southern part of the MUrDIansk - Carpathians profile:
A - Lithuania, Byelorussia: B - the Ukraine.
The figures in the right-hand column indicate the numbers of inves-
tigation sites
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ll-year cycle relllAins 115 well. lllId a 6-7 year cycle shows up sligbUy (Stupneva
IUld Bitv'.nskas. 1976).
1·--
flO
1.910 1920 19liO 1950
Radial. increment dynamics in wrtous sites of the Lithuanian SSR:
1 - in normal sites: 2 - in upland moor.
It is well-known that eeographical zones and mountain belts exert '" similar
influence on the vegetation types. Extremely adverse site conditions, whjch are
far from normal. can also 1"e met ~, the Sfll"P latitud" and altitude above sea level.
For the Scotch pine it is an upland moor.
An azonic phytocenosis growing in the upland moors of II. temperate zone has
representatives of northern vegetation. For example. in Lithuanlan. in the
middle pert of the profile in upland moors one CIln meet such boreal species as
Betula. nana L .• Rubus chamaemorus L., earn: chDraorhiza. L., C. li1l\OSQ L.,
C. Lolilu:frll L., C. pa.u.cifloro. l,ightf., C. pa.upe~ Michz.• 7'ri,c:h.ophorum
caespitoSUIft (L.) Hartm. and others.
It should be noted that according to the dynamics of the.radial increment.
the Scotch pine growing in the upland moors of LithlJ8n\l:1 behaves similarly to
that growing in northern Kll.relia. AccortUng to the character;.stics of the growth
dynamics, the increment of the Scotch pine in the upland moors lIleems to be more
to the North by one phytogeoert\phi"a} category.
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5. CONCLUDING REMARJSS
Cyclic l"e2lJleriUes' of the rlld1al increJIIent cUffer-. plant populations ~
the sallie species llTOWine in remote reaions lIOCCIr'dinlr to the eeorraPhlcal
latitudes. We can observe the MIlle effect in ~by habitats even If they have
extremely different environmental conditions.
In the taiga forests of the western pert ~ the European SSR. the Scotch
pine 1ll"Owi.ne in optimal condiUons of the central part of tbe natural babitat has
II. distinctive 22-year cycle. Le., the cycle of the Solar IICUYity. The reeu1.IlriUes
of the radial increment dynamics for other species of the farest zone in the
whole natural habitat end in sites beyond the borders of the entire habitat
should be studied.
Usl.ne a wider materi8l. conclusions could be mede about eeneral rerularities
of the radial increment dynamics, anc! better data camparillons of investi2aUons
carried out In the remote lind qualitatively different habitats could be made as
well. To describe the biological productivity, radial increment cycles should be
studir'i in typicel sites of the reeion. Samples taken from non-typical sites lDlIy
show regularities peculiar to other regions. but not to thOlle under invelltI2aUon.
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0.0. Bri.kt!r
EldaeD6sslBcbe Anstalt fiiT
deS ForsUJche VenJ"lIchllW_n
<Swiss Federal1Dst.ltut.e of
Forest.rJo' R~ch)
CH-8903 Bll'lIHJIllIdarf ZH - S1fITZERLAND
1.1 Aia of deta baae:
" netvork of tree attell of eabalplne and bor..l v.setatiOil t7Jll! has
been eatabUahed at tbe UJPV. At ..ch alte tree-rlus data baaed on a
unlfora plant aaaociation have heen compUed to fOnl a cbrODOlogy for the
rele.ant conlfer apeclea. The aia of the data baa. ia priaarlly to allov a
cll_tlc lDterpretation. altboqh the data can be used in ecology. foreat
econoaiea. or eD.lroDaental r ....reb. Today the netvork couiata of 130
European chronologiea. cODcentrated in the PyreDeea. tbe j,ppeDDinea. tbe
"Dinaric Alps, the Pindua Htu. aDd lalun "tu•• the Alpa. the Carpathiaoa
and the Tatrs "tu•• Scandinavia and ScotlaDd. The co~neat senUII 'apeciea
are: Pinus 'aU.estria (PISY). Abies 'alba (ABAL), Piees 'abiu (PCAJI).
1.2 Sample aelection:
A Swedish incresent borer (5 __ dla..) vas Wled to tab tIrO corea froll
each of the 10 to 15 dominant or co-doslDant trees at ..ch alte.
1.3 Data acquisition:
The preparation of the corea for _asure_nts and the :I-ray
deDBitoaetrlc seasurilli procedure as "ell aa the detilli of tbe tl_ aerlea
vere all done· by the aame person (aee LEIIIZ ET.AL.. 1976).
1.4 Dats traDBforaatloD8:
To build up aite chronologies. the rav .aln••• inclndlDS long-tera
.arlations dne to aging. are trauafor-ed to Indices. As tbe ..in functlon
for the agilli process. the ~g.rahoff" function (Y • aO * t**al 0 e**-t*a2;
t- tiae; aO,al.a2 - coefficients; aee BRAZIER. 1981) is 8800thed to each of
the core data vith a least aquare procedure. The indices are calculated
for "idtba as quotlents of rav value and ssoothed .alue. for deo.ltl.a a.
reaiduala of the abo.e tVl) .alues. The chronology ls couatructed fros all
indexed core aeries fros each aite Whlch crossdate significautly ( -95%).
Croa.datilli ia checked by correlatiou coefficients aDd tbe GleichlAufigkeits-
teat (aign test of inter.als. percentage of agreaaent).
1.5 Chronology data:
The DetVl)rk of chronology data is beilli publiahed in aerie. (with
microflches; aagnetic tapes available on request).
Vol.l: lberiache Ralbiuael. is avaUable nov (BRAEUR,SCHl/EUIGRUBEll. 1984).
VC!1.2: j,ppeuine....Ralbiuael. Vol.3: lalkan-Balbiuael. Vol.4: GroaabritannleD
are In preparat iou.
1.6 lefereuce.:
BRAEkER. O.U•• 1981: Der AlteratreDd bei Jahrrillidichteft Dud
JahrriusbreiteD von BadelhGlzera UDd aein Auasleicb. "itt. forstl. Bundes-
Vers.-Aust •• Wien. R. 142: 75-102.
ImlEll, O.U.. SCHl/EINGlWBEll, F.R.. 1984: Standort.a-ebrofto logien.
Teill: lberische Balbiuel. Bldg. Anat. f. forstl. Versuchav•• BlraeDadorf.
73 S.
-EAFV • ·E1dpnDlIlI1eche Anst.alt f'l.r do FonrtUche VennlctuFweeen
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LENZ, 0•• SCHAER, E•• UNO SCHWEINGIUIEI. '.B.. 1976: Methodl.che
Proble-e bel 4er r.dlolr.phl.ch-den.lto-etrl.chen ".ti.-unl der Dlchte uDd
der J.hrrlqbreltl!n "on Bola. Bo1&forach. 30: 114-123.
lellon
Loc.tlon Country Lat./Loq./Elev. Speele. CIIronol.
del.+.in. ./•• l.code IDENT
Pyrenee.:
lo.que de lab••••
Alcala de Seh.
CalYero.S.d.Gredo.
La. Il.nc... J.c.
Puerto d. N.".cerr.d.
Torrecill•• 10Dd.
Turbon. Orde•••
Arette. Col St. K.rtin
'oraiguere.
Lllpodere
Mir.ule. lefule, Pr.de.
Pic Aub••
Pic d'Anl~. li.rritz
Roc de Perches Ilanca.
AND 4232N00130£ 2100 PIMU
E 4023N00040W 1960 PIKU
E 4016NOO~36W 1400 PISY
E 4241N00034W 1760 PIKU
E 4048N00402W 20~0 PISY
E 3640NOO~0~W 16~0 AlPI
E 4240N00007W 1870 PIKU
, 42~9N0004~W I~OO AlAL
, 4236N00204E 1700 AlAL
, 4227.00223E 19~0 PIKU
, 4228N00224E 1720 AIAL
, 4246N00037E 1800 AlAL
r 4258N00044W 17~0 PIKU
, 4236N00203E 2100 PIKU
RAlAS
ALCA
CALVE
JACA
NAVA
ION TA
OIDES
AlET
'OIMI
LLIPO
MIlAII
AUlAS
AllIE
PEiCH
Appenninea:
Col de Sorba. lor.ik~ F 4204N00912E 1400 Plln SOIllA
Viaa.yona.lor.ike , 420~N00912E lSOO AIAL VIZZA
Abe tone I 4407HOI042E 1400.uAL AlET
Aetna.Lingualln••• I 3747NOlS03E 1800 PINI AETllA
Ceppo.lo.que dl Karten.e I 4241N01326E 1700 AlAL CEPPO
Gaabarie. &apro.onte I 3810N0155~E 18~0 AlAL ASPIO
Monte K.ttone. Abruzao I 4147NOl402E I~~O PINI MAn
Kt.r.lterona. flrenEe 1 4352N01140E 1450 AlAL 'ALT
Mt.Pollino. ~l.brlen I 3954NOl612E 1720 AlAL POLL
Sierra d. CrlB~Q.Mt.PQII.l 39~4N01614E 2000 PILE CRISPO
lI.lkena:
Sipeaaki prohod.IAaanl.k IIG 4244N02S20E 1300 PCAB lAZAlI
Vihren li.t.P.rk 8G 4146N02323E 1920 PILE VlKIEN
IAt.r. P•••• Metsoyon GI 3948H02113E 17~0 PILE UTAItA
Laq.d. (Sp.rt.) GR 370~N02220E 14~0 PINI LA1IGAD
Men.1011 Oro. GR 37)8N02217E 1620 AlCE HENALO
Oly.pos Oro. GR 400~N0222~E 2250 PILE OLYKP
P.netolikon-Dro GI 3843N02140£ 13~0 Al80 PANET
C.pr••Munt Ag.r••ulul R 4~33N02440E 1600 PCAB CAPRA
No".cl ~. 4~18N02340E 16~0 PCAB NOVACI
10nc.ll. GIW1 v." .. 4727N02~28E 1480 PCAI 10NCAN
C.kor P.... Pee YU 4238N019~6E 17~0 PCOM CAIOI
J.horiaa, Sar.jevo YU 4345NOl838E 1700 PCAB JAMOR
Peli.ter li.t.P.rk YU 410lN02111E 1900 PIPE PELIST
Ilaj In. c. Senj YU 4450NOI~00E 1550 PCAB S£NJ
Vlaale, Travntk \'U 4418N0173~E 1600 PCAB VUSIC
Vr81c.l.rajansKa GorB ytl 4628N01345£ 1600 PCAB VISIC
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Rei Ion
),oC.UOll Coaat ry Lat.ILoIll./E1...·• Spec 1•• Chroaol •
del·...in. • / •• l.cocle IDEIIT
Cre.t 'ritaIn:
laUocbbuite CI 5659100319V 381 P1St I4U.D
Coulin C' 57321f00521V 250 PISt COUl.
Di..i., .l.rlowie CI 56071fOO32OV 200 PISt DUM
Pr.ncbi.e VoocI, Caclnaa CI 505711OO141V 100 PISt PUll
Cl.a Affric, Illyerae•• CI 57171fOO455V 300 PISt APni
Cl.n Derry C' 57011OO334V 457 PISt DlUt
Inv.re" .r....r CI 57001100335V 500 PISt llYn
Locb Maree C' 57381OO52OV 100 PISt IIAUE
Mall.il,Locb Mnr.r CI S6S8l1oo545V 20 PISt tW.LA
Mar Lodle, .r....r C' 56591lO033OV 400 PeA, IWlLD
Mar ),odie, 'r.e..r CI 5659R0033OV 400 LADE MARLOL
Plocltton C' 5720R0054OV 100 Plst P1.DCI:
Sbieldaill CI 5730R00537v 12 PISt SHIEL
Sc.ndlnavI.:
Lofoten,Loeclilllen 1 6829110160ZE 200 P1St LDPOTIl
lI.nik 1 68291lO1744E 50 PISt aAKVIlt
Sltibotn 1 69151102035£ 80 PISt SI.1IOT
Sltjerat.d, JodI! II 67041101527E 40 PISY sun
Tu.,Steinltier II 63571101053£ 300 PISY TUA
VeoU. II 61251100859£ 880 PISY nOLlA
Arjeplol S 66041101759£ 600 PCAI ALJEPL
DuYberl, S··I S 62041101420£ 550 PCAJ DUVlEl
Pjall,Cl••ltosen lI.turre••S 59281101224£ 250 PUY PJAELL
C.llejoar,Cloaaeratarlt S 65101101 928E 480 PCAI CLOIQIE
Kidcl.pbers·K,c:ltellenaj. $ 63211101859£ 280 FCAB KYCUL
lIyteboda S 56091101404£ PCA. IIYTE
Totb...ln S 63251101311£ 700 PCAB TOTIIUH
V.acI.laltalet S 62301101359£ 800 !i'CoU YDlDAL
B••p.r••• ,II.t.P.rlt SP 62351103110F. .4;' PISY IlAAPAIt
lao S,ete SP 6537102736£ )01) PCOU ISOS!!
IDlibers SP 63061102529£ '00 PCAII IOLlIG
lD.ero SP 61501102329£ HIO PCAB IOYU.O
It".Dlrl, Liujlnell SP 60401102353£ '15 PCAB ItYYNRA
LaalellUua,,,hlnturin SP 67001102707£ J20 PISY LAAPOE
La·lellllua,,,hllltnrin SP 67001l02707r 270 PCAB LAAJ£N
Oula.IlI.1l SP 66221102926£ 260 PCAI OULllAN
P.la.jani SP 68021102406£ 270 PCAB PALASJ
Pyb.n Baltin, J,..••It'l. SP 62511102529£ 185 PISY PYIUlU
Iloku.n, Oulten UAni SP 64331102631£ 150 PISY 1l0ltUAH
Alp.:
Eat.cberp••• A 47021101338£ 1800 PCAI UT.PA
Mart••ell A 4747110U18£ 1380 PCAI KAIlIAZ
Stubait.l A 47081101117E 18~0 PIC! STU. A\(
Stubaital A 4708N01117£ 1850 PCAI STOIU
Aro•• C1l CB 4648N00941E 2000 PCAI AKDS.S
Aro•• Cil lot Tritt CB 4648N00941£ 1940 PCAI U.OS .N
Crinclelval4 IE CB 4636N00804£ 1310 PCAB CIlVALD
Lauellen .£ .rUcbli CH 46251100719£ 1500 PCAI IlUECH
Region
Location
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Country Lat.!Long.!81ev. Species ChronoL
deg.+'ln. _!a.l.code IDENT
Alps: (continued)
Konte Ceneroao TI CH 4556&009011 1600 PC~
Rlederalp VS Aletachvald CB 4624&00$018 2000 PI~
Rlederalp VS Aletachvald CH 4624&008018 ~OOO PC48
Rlederalp VS Aletachvald CB 4624ROQ8018 2000 ~E
liederalp VS Binna CH 4622N008011 1800 PC4B
alederalp VS Blnna CH 4622NOO&0~8 1600 tAb8
Rlgl ~16sterll SZ CK 4702N008298 1400 PC4)
Rlgl Staffel SZ CH 4703&008298 1600 P~
Col d'Alloa P 4416N006348 1900 pCA)
Col d'Alloa P 4416~006348 1900 A8~
Le Touraairet. Heeralpen P 4352N007208 2050 PC4B
Ht.Canis, Rt.Haurlenne P 4516N006558 1950 'CA.B
Hizza,Poret d'Alllon P 4353N007208 1700 PCAB
Nizza,Poret d'Alllon P 4353N007208 1700 A8AL
Blu_one,Halga, Trentino I 4553NOI0258 1650 PCAB
Cortina d'Ampezzo I 4632N012048 1820 PCA8
Cortina d'Ampezzo I 4632N012048 1900 PCAB
H.G~N.
~.AB
AU.tI
ALJ.1.A
B'l;8Jl41
JlIlnlA2
IlIGI k
IUGI S
C.At-VI
c.ALTA
tou~
H.C'!".
NlZ.n
NIz.tA
BLUM
GORT.N
CORT.S
Jura Hts.;
Chaaseral ME Jura
Chasseral ME Jura
Lac de Bourget Jura
CH 4708N007058 1500 PCAB
CK 4707N007058 1400 PCAB
P 4553N005448 1340 PCAB
CHAS.N
CRAS.S
L.BOUa
additional:
Andreasberg,Harz
Gasienieowy, Rohe Tatra
Sviato¥ko, Hohe Tatra'
Baikalae~, Irkutsk
troodos,Zypem
D 5143NOI0348
PL 49l5N019558
PL 49158019558
SU 53368105008
CY
900 PCAB
1500 PCAB
1500 PCAB
700 PISY
PINI
ANOllB.
GASI.
SIIlST
llUtUT
TRODOS
Alps: W.Lingg
BUrchen VS Bielvald CH 4617&007508 1740 PCAB
BUrchen VS Bielvald CH 4617N007508 1740 ABAL
BUrchen VS Hittl.Rellela CH 46191007508 1510 PCAB
BUrchan VS Hittl.Rellela CH 4619N007508 1510 ~~
Leuk VS Bannvald Nord CH 4620N007388 1240 PCA)
Leuk VS Bannvald Nord CH 4620H007388 1240 ABAL
Leuk VS Baonvald SUd CH 4620N007388 1230 PC~
Leuk VS Bannvald SUd CH 4620N007368 1230 Aa~
Leuk VS Baonwald SUd abstCH 46208007388 1230 AB~
Leuk VS Sus ten Zind CH 4618N007378 840 PC4B
Leuk VS Sus teo Zind CK 46188007378 840 AB~
Leuk VS SWlten ZIInd abst.CH 4618NO,07378 840 ABAL
Hiedergesteln VS Stockv. CH 4620H007478 1850 P~AB
Nledergeateln VS Stockw. CB 4620N007478 1850 ABAL
29.5.1986!oub
BBW PI
8ll.W TA
IlH\I PI
IlH\I TA
B\/N PI
BWN TA
IIWS PI
BWS TG
Blls n
%ND 11
ZND TG
ZND n
STw PI
S1'W TA
6.
6.1
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PREDICTING FUTURE GROWTH TRENDS FROM 'fRlo..""E-RINC SERIES
A DENDROCHRONOLOGICAL APPROACH TO FORECASTDIG
S.G. Shiyatov
Laborewry of Forestry and Dendrochronology
Institute of Plant IlJ1d Anlmll1 Ecology
Urel Scientific Center oflhe
USSR Acedemy of Sciences
St. B MIlrla 20:2. Sverdlovsk 620008 - USSR
Description, explanation and prediction are the basic !Unc-
tions of each field of the science. To make solution of maoy pro-
blems more efficient, preventive information is necessary. Ecolo-
gical forecasting by which is meant forecasting of ecological sys-
tems on varios organization levela 15 growing in importance for
rational use and conservation of natural resorc es.
If dendrochronology is a science of an ecological profile
(section of bioindication), tben it bas every right to prediction,
especially as tree-ring chronologies contain unique retrospective
information. Dendrochronological forecast is II. group of ecological
forecast based on tree-ring data. Tbe principal object of dendroch-
ronological prediction is forecasting cbanges in tree increment es-
timates. Knowledge of functional relations and correlations between
growth indices, environmental factors and natural processes allows
also a qualitative or quantitative prediction of tbe latter. The
commonly used ree onstraction of natural c onditions of tbe past
from tree-ring data ma,y be termed "retroprognosis".
Common methods of ecological predictions and approaches used
in predictions of dynamic systems ma,y be applied. It is necessary
to take into account the peculiarities of dendrochronological se-
ries, whicb are discrete time series and reflect the influence of
envirinmental and common factors, mainly climatic ones. Specific
characteristics of tbese series are also tbe relations caused by
tbe effect of the increment value and previous growth conditions
on tbe growth of the current year, and possibility of statistical
estimation for particular years.
Altbougb the problem of dendrochronological forecast~ng was
stated by F.N.Shvedov (1892) and. A.E.DougJ. ....SB (1928,1935) as early
as the end 01: the past and ·the begJ.nniug o.r the current centuries,
advances in this field are not considerable. Up to now the attenti-
on is mostly drawn to the reconstruction of natural processes, that
is to retroprognosis.
Methodological approaches used in dendrochl'onological predicti-
ons ma,y be diVided into intersystemic and intrasystemic (or para-
metric) ones. The essence of the intersyste~lC approach is to use
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the ~ics of one system (predictor) for forecasting another system
dynamics (predictant). The parametric approach is based on the use of
intrsseries relations in the dendrochronological series.
The intersystemic approach sho...s 1II0re prolllise and often used in
the dendrochronological forecasting. It is necessary to note, that
both systl!lllS should interact, the predictor systelll should be ahead of
the predictant one in tillle or parameters, and they should originate
from the BaIIle source. Predictioll systelll6 are dYnamical series of the·
sun activity, lunar and solar atmospheric tides, growth lillliting fac-
tors and dendrochronological series thelll6elves.
Possible correlations between different estimates of the sun ac-
tivity and the tree growth are of the great interest up to no.... It is
not occasional. Their existence ...ould support the hypothesis that the
sun activity affects geophysical and biological processes. Moreover,
the sun activity series are rather long and cyclic fluctuations are
clearly seen in the estimates. There is much experience in long-term
predicting of the sun activity.
The review of literature shows that relations between the sun ac-
tivity and the tree growth are distinct in some regions, in others
they are less pronounced, and in some regions they are absent at all.
The pattern and narrOW11ess of relations greatly depend on phases of
the sun activity. The correlation sigp. may unexpectedly change. Various
phase shifts have been observed. This presents dificulties in using
the sun activity estilllates as predictors. To obtain more reliable cor-
relations many authors transform them. I suggest that in those regi-
ons, where correlations are sufficiently stable in time, they may be
used for dendrochronologica: fore~a5ting. However, it is dificult to
expect much success from this method untill the sun activity mechanism
influencing on natural processes on the Earth is knOW11.
The promising lIIethod ...hich allo...s to predict the most anomalous
bydrollleteorological and tree growth estilllates is to use lIIaximal lunar
and solar atmospheric tides as a predictor (Javorski,1975,1977). The
tides produce blocking anticyclones and sharp changes in atmospheric
Circulation. The zone of the anticyclone attack becomes droughty with
increased precipitation around its periphery. The range of the maxilllal
atmospheric tides is 300-500 kro in the longitude. If atmospheric tides
arise over the precipitation forming regions (over North Atlantics
for example) vast territories may become arid. Sharp changes in th: re-
distribution of precipitation and temperature course affect the tree
grovth. Therefore, growth indices and atmospheric tidal intensity corre-
late rather well. Dendrochronologi~al series are usually long-ter~ and
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therefore are used to reveal such correlations (Javoraki,19??). Cal-
culations of lunar and Bolar atmospheric tideB can be made man;y years
iD advance. Thus, by applying this method it waB managed to succeBS-
fully predict the droughts of 1972 and 1975 iD the USSR. Han;y cycliC
fluctuations iD tree growth estimates trom two to Bome hundred yearB
are Bupposed to reBult from the effect of the atmoBpheric tides.
If we had relisble prediction of environmental factors, which
determine tree growth, then tree growth forecasting would be easier
and more reliable, eBpecially for the regions with one or two limi-
ting factorB. SiDce long-term predictions of hydroclimatic factors
are lacking or not reliable, their UBe as predictors iB imposBible
BO far. At present dendroclimatological BerieB Berve in the main to
reconBtruct the most important climatic factors (retroprognoBiB)
and evaluate the adequation of the prediction models. Of great help
in revealing correlation between growth indices and hydroclimatic
factorB may be the procedUres employing some self-training BYBtems
(Rozenberg,FekliBtov,1962).
During reconBtruction of natural conditions of the past a dend-
rochronological series Berves as a predictor. It may be a predictor
to any other time series, if there is a stable and reliable relation
between them, but which is shifted in time.
If we use the parametric method, one should know the extent to
woich the determiDed, regular random and purely random components are
displayed iD the series. There is disagreement about a determined
component in dendrochronological series. Some authors claim that cyc-
lic components may be regarded as determined only. Others do not en-
tertain this idea and apply the methods of the theory of random sta-
tionary sequences in the·analysis of cyclic components. Theoretically.
the parameters. of the regular random components should be predicted
from the probabilistic model. But sucb models have not yet been deve-
loped in dendrochronology and predictions are made based on determined
models, which approximate and extrapolate tbe observed fluctuations
by sinusoidB.
Intraseries development regular~t1es are impossible to study aDG
use for prediction purposes if suffic1ent:y lonf-term series are not
available. In this respect dendrochronological series have advantage
over hydroclimatic on~s. Accounting of prolonged cyclic fluctuatuons
of growth iDdices is very important, so proper techniques of tree-
ring standardization should be used. It sho~ld be noted, that para-
metric met~ods are leSs appropriate if significant qualitative chan-
ges in the predicted sYBtem are expected in fut~e.
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The cyclic procedure is most generally employed in dendrochrono-
10~ca1 forecast. It is based on revealing, approximation and extrapo-
lation of the moll1; important cyclic components. Each ser~es usually
conta.i.ns several such cycles. Rather powerful applied mathematics and
computers we have at our disposal permit apprizing the necessary pa-
rameters of the cycles. Concurrent with the maximal entropy method
this procedure looks promising for evaluations of spectral densities.
and bandpass filters. But reality of the revealed cycles, "";'eir sta-
bility in time, mechanism of formation - all these problems, "reated
by A.E.Douglass, remain actual at present. Untill mechanisms of the
cycles formation are known, the "only procedure to evaluate their rea-
lity is to analyse their distinction in sufficient number of long
chronologies. If the series contain distinct cyclic components, the
latter may be used for background predictions. If small cycles are
taken for extrapolation purposes, then annual forecast may be given,
though it may not very reliable.
Predictions based on autoregressive function were not practicable
in dendrochronology. They ma;r be efficient in maiJY cases, since dend-
rochronological series have better intrarelations than climatological
ones.
Thus, I may say, there is a theoretical and methodological base
iendrochronological prediction. It is primarily the knowledge of
tne main regulariries of woody plants growth, systematic approach and
the theory of random stationary processes. However, progress in the
development of concrete ways and means in prediction is not ·great. It
is very important t~ estimate prediction limits, that is to evaluate
how well and how far incre~ent changes ~e poss~ole to !~~cast. T~~s
problem. has not yet been rais~d or solVed. We suggest that prediction
would be more accurate il ·it is based on the series, obtained from ex~
tremal growth conditions. Better predictions are also expected for ge-
neralised series compared to mean ones.
Applied mathematics used for prediction at present is based on
the asaumption of stationarity of the processes. In nature there are
no purely stationary processes. Bow this contradiction would be overco-
me? Poaaibly, the theory of non-stationary random processes will be
developed to the level of practical use. In any case, the probability
approuch holda greater promise for prediction than the determinate one,
though predictions should be as COllcrete as possible. Uncertainty is
not to be overcome completly in predictions. Different forecasting
procedures are advisable to use. The main thing necessary for success-
ful forecasting is the availability of reliable and long-term dendroch~
ronological series.
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Increased anthropogenic impacts on forest ecosystems and new li-
miting factors having appeared (sir pollution, for example) make the
problem of dendrochronological forecasting more complex. One can not
rely on autonomy of the process and intraseries relations. Other appro-
aches and improved models involVing anthropogenic factors are necessary.
I think that dendrochronological forecasting is not onl3 possible,
but it is necessary. It also permits better understanding mechanisms
of tree growth variability.
In conclusion I would like to give several quotations trom R.N.
Engver (1976) to summarize almost everything that was said,
1. A poor forecast is better than none.
2. Predictions based on a standard procedure are better, than those
based on intuition, because the first can be always improved.
3. One may predict only what can be predicted.
4. A probability prediction is better than a determined one.
5. It is not science but a scientist, who is responsible for a poor
forecast.
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8.2 .ODIWlfG FLUCTUATIONS or DUDROCBROIfOLOGICAL IIIDICES TO
PbDIcT ICCD-CLIIIATIC R&CKG8OUIfD VARIABII-ITY
L.~"
Environment Proanun
InLernatlonal lnstUuLe for
Applied SJBl,ems Analysis
A-2361 LexenblJlll - AUSTRIA
BIld
J. DubiDakalte
LlthUllIl1anRe~h InsUt.uLe
of Forestry
Lithuan1an Academy of SCiences
Kaunas, Glrlonys
L1thuaniBII SSR - USSR
The authors report. on the InvesUllaUon of a model IIIld the prediction
of envtronmental (eco-elimaUc) baoklll'Ound nuctUflUons by mIne
DendrochronolOllIOfl1 ScfIles (DS) of 100-150 years and long-tenn (200-1250
years) from' the Lithuanian SSR lIS well lIS from northern "1I1ons of the
USSR and North America. UsIng the DS from dIfferent sUes of the
LlthQlUl\lm SSR. an eoo-cllmaUc background PrDllllosls _ obLelned with the
aId of a cyclic model; the authors used 76 series of d~caltlS for the
model consI.n1otlon. Subsequently. these daLe were used to predIct the yIeld
of grain crops for the period 1983-1995. Fluctuation cycles of 35 or more
years In dnraUoa have befIn s!nIIled out by the method of hfll"lDOllic fINllysls
In bot.h Ifl'01lps of DS from the lIO'r"thern parts of the USSR end North
Amarlca. For this p1lrpOlNl. the authors InvestIgated 17 dandrosOfl1t1S from
the northern paris of the USSR end 34 from the USA end Canada. The
authors thus found It possible to establish the Yfllues of the verlables In the
ecc>-clImaUc backeround on the tranB-reelODfll end hemispheric level.
1. IN1RODUCTION
DVrtng the process ~f 1If'OWI.h. tree rings accumulflLe lnforJllllUon on
environmental (eco-elllllflUc backsrround) phenomena and sI.oralt for along,
QIlllmlted time. This crfllltes the bllSls for a large spect.nlm of
dendrolndlcaUons. DendrochronolOlD' lIS a scIence and the method of daUne
events and verlatlons In tha environment by a comparative study of tree
rings have been hlllhly devaloped durlne the las\. de_des. Samplings (core)
used for study ..No QSQIllly taken from growing trees (modern chronology),
from archasolOlllcal ntllcs or from fossil tr_ (l.oae duraUon
chronolOllltlS).
Altho"llh not ell trees have rings which are lNlLeble for
dendroobronolOllIOfl1 purposes, there are m....ningful records In the rings
(when one meuures the ring width or density) of boI.h gymnospena tlIld
angiosperm species In the DOrthern and southern HemIspheres. The
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IDI.erDaUOIIIIll ~R1IIII Data Bomk, boDBed al Ule Unlverslly of Arizona, In
Tucson. USA, has been esLabl1sl:.ed iD preserve newly oolleDted data.-
In addlUon 1.0 !.he IIII.Uonal tree-ring data banks. the
DendrochnmologlcaJ. Data Bank of Ule USSR 10 Kaunas (al the 1nstllvle of
Botany of lhe Academy of Sciences of the Lithuanian SSR. and the Lithuanian
Forestry Research li1sUlvle) W8S also est.e,bUshed. A well-replicated tree-
ring ohronology nelwork is being established for North America, EuropB,
Asia, Australia (including iIDIIIe stales on other continents). Argenllna,
ChUe. Moroooo, New Ze!lland, elc.
Dend:roscales (DS) which have already been crealed In the USSR (over
4(0) IllS well llll ,",verB! hundred In the USA l!l!Id other counlrles reflecl pasl
cllmBlIe chBDgBS (FrIlts, 1981, 1985; BllvlnskBs and l{lllrl!lllls, 1981;
Kollshllk. 1979; ShlYllt.ov. 1971:, 1977. 1979, Kairtukslls, 1981). The DS can
also be used IllS III reliable basis for prediction of the main trends of acn--
climallc flncluallons which ue responslbl!J for forest aroWt.h and the
2mStaInabllll} or ecological i!<YSlems ftllogeth"r.
~, OBJ1!:CTIVES AND JD:TBODDLOGY
Already a visual examlilaUon of DS shoo thlll there are nucluallons In
lnle-rina Indlces, wbleh lSM> repeated mOTe or less regularly over lime.
These nucluBlions differ In O!lliIplllude and durel.lon; they reflecl the BOO-
climatic vmiallons of .. gtven region aver lime.
The IWn or our roo-..-reh Ms been t.be followlne:
!.o mv<8Sl.1ga1a n"",-uoos In the D:> rJf shart. end long duration;
1\0 find out. if llh'lrrn exist c;r",Uc i"egularltles g, "'Plicate of
fiucluBtlcms; and
W ~ to aBe the "'YeU" fiuelW'ltWos kl precllcl lIIe trends of '300-'
climDlIc bac~ flut.ll""tlom '!lin lhe regional a1Jd t.nmsrellIONll
level.
Relaled studies _i<>g ..1.alisl.loo.l models are to be noled. For Ui'l
ehwlclatlon of " 22-ye",· vynle in d"H'1r'ocllllll'lt.ologlcal time series, several
scienlists (FrIlts and SI,..I...... 1!;7~; l"d!.\.s. 1976; La Marche ....0 frills, 131'2;
Mitchell el ti., 1979; PHdher and !lallll;) , 1980; St.oct.on and Frllts, 1971;
St.octon at el., 1979) asEld Ole mel.....xl or "Peclrel analysis. A. Slupnevn omd
T. Bllvinskas (1978) al80 applied oJI.'eolnU analysis to study tr_rtng cycles
QV«r dlffenml areas bUll M\II"llI4I1Sk ~ the Carpathians. B. Bem.. , A.
Llebennan end S. Shlya""v (191B) investigated cycUc nuoluatlons of t.ree-.
ring Increments far lft,..,h (VuiI slbirtca) by the method or bftnlonic
IiUlelYSis. These Iluthon; lmggtlSlad th'" following model:
..
'" (t) '" n ,.. fJt+ l: AJ <lOll (2m / '1'J -lj) ,J*1
'"Seo CIlrDllololY 5orl_ I ~o v (1l1'1~ UIIO), Labora\.ory 0' Tree-Illal "'B...r~i>, IIntT.nd~,
ill ArtlS06'la, TDCIIOft Uld recent. t..._ of Lhe t'ree-Rt.nl 8uUeUft.
where
x(t)
e + bt
AJ , 1'J' lJ
t
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t.ree-rtng width indices,
r"fers lo e linear perl of the 8qUIIllon,
amplitude. period and phese of j fiuctuellons, enll
Inleger numbers.
As enother .example. D. Sipenyt.e end A. Zllevlclus (1983) oon~lIoled
the foll0w\n2 model:
where
M, = e Blowly ohenging function,
F, = f111& sum of hermonJc components, end
Z, =process of euloregression.
To echleve !.he objects above, !.he subject of our InvestigatIons .....s
m...lnly !.he dendroscales of !.he USSR covering the following lenglh of
record end for !.he following specles respecllve)y
00-200 years for Pinus sllvestris frun, the LIlhuani...n SSIi
Stl'flvinsklene (1979, 19B1) Bltvlnsk...s (1971, 1981);
270-356 years for P.sllveslrls from Kareli" • Bltvlnskas, Kal,-",Ili,
(1979);
413-505 years for P. sllvestris frOllllhe urals - Shlyalov (1979),
130-315 y....rs for Quercus robur fI'Of': Lhe Lithuanian SSR - K"'raltis
(1978. 1979);
103-120 yoars for PlcB8 ebie' from the Lithuania" SS~
SLrevlnsklene (1979. 19B1);
287 y....rs fqr P. ebies from the C..rpalhIfHl:. of th .. Ukraine - KoHshu l
(1979);
723 years for P. abies from Westen! Slbe,,~ - Shl~'''to\' 0972:.
279-B76 y....rs for Ler1x slbll'le.. from the L"-n)-' ..ne! W""t"rn ;';"'0-,. '"
Shlyelov (1975. 1979);
240-385 years for Pinus stblrica rr·Olf tr: ..· '~;>:rp.f1trilar;'- :Jf the !1.ttr-alne
- Kollshuk (1981);
697 years for P, slbtrlca from llies!.e"' Sib", '" .- SIl,.''' .u' ;1>!7J.
90-110 yea:rs for Alnus glut.1n~ !n-·!'"f 1.'1 ..... ~.ithuard,zn; S~··­
Slrevlnsklene (1979. H181)
AddlUolUl1 dendroscales for comff:r SP~,:':I~~:- f~>I"J, i,Jlc \.l~lnC: l11n,.", 10:-
foresl rrowUt tn lhe nor1.hern t.aiga h~\'e t){i!'T, "~(t"3 (L"'1'idlU~., 1P79; '*€"
also included lhe dendroscales coverinr U"Jf' :--{." :::)£.-12:')1 for DOllpl.:-:-- f;r
ponderosa. pine, limber pine and whIle S~:~'~i';r ,~. :'l , n ~iJ8 l;SA (~e.sr. ~neLor.,
Oregon) nnd from Gftnndft. The 1aUcr- "H~~~' (;·I~,S'..;u;·~ec ty~; D. Gro}le:", C
FergusQn, H. Frills, r. KnOWles, v.. Parke:-, ~r•..: r: ~«J(.'L{Jn. (CroPPBr lHIC'
Prilt_II)..1981 '1'ree-ring Chronoloric: or Wt!:";\;T: Ali,:'·;-i·';j·'. '97;3' Vols. l.'J,t-
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and "'re<t-rtDi Chronologies for Dendroclimatic Analysis", 1916).
3. ANALYSIS 0 .. cn:UC FLUCTUATIONS OF DS Qr SIlOi.n' PUIu'nok
Inillally, 1IIe InvesUpted 76 clendrosCOie !JeneS OPYl'rill¥ 811-160 y~
records for PlctlC! ables, Querc\!S robVI-, t'IpQS '\Iv~ .nji ~QS
II1lutinosa from the Lllhuanian SSR. Approx\Jnlllely 131 of l.tI... ~O fDosl,r
chronolOll/les for these species end sll,el;. A vl~l o\>al\1PliQl'l of 'U1~ llfl]1ts
leads to the Inference thai lIlasl of U1fJUl 11141 bll QOnlllMrQd V JI\b~loQUY
t.iJne series. On average, In 851 of UJ_ ,ories. ' fiuclU!'UmJs~~ \D Ule
sum of periodic colnpononls can be delect,ed vls~y. In ~"~~11
IncorporaUng a laree _ODDl of _~ripl (B1\vln$ke:;, 1974; S\.r1l'1J'l$IlIin1e,
1981) from damp slles, the 1\IUI/hO anQ 1Il1l}1_ avo l"ep.eae 'l~ every 9-12
years. Slgnlflcanl peaks (95% sl~lflcance) c0'TBSJ'OnlUJ:!B t,p \.be 'fI¢~
10-13, 3, 20-24 years are noled In denslly Sj)ecl.ril Qf e,I1Ill)al.l!lU "i1~. tn
70% of the dendroscales. lbe order of s1Jn1l1cli,pl COiIfflclol\\,s of the
correlation funcUon exceeQs 15. the correlatl.Oh ?qncLloh of
dendr'Cllchronologioal series from cluIp slles (tlllv1nskas, 1{l74;
Stravlnsklene, 1981) on the whole does nol decr8!lJle.
For descrtpUon of a s1aUonary time series (11,), the following lIlodel Is
usually applied:
where
11; row of indices each ealculaled from III!IJIY trees uslne lhe
KRIEG- program,
f(l) = delenninlslic function,
Z; process of auloregresslon, and
E , independenl random values.
The resulls of the correlation and spectral analysis of
dendrochronological series Indlcale strong cycles or II large order of
auloregression. AI. lne oulse,. we used lhe model lit '" Z, + E t
Ce.lculaUons showed thai the order 10 lIuloregression is more then 3 In 70%
of the dendroBcales, "hUe In 6Q% 11 Is more than 4. In 'T\ll of \he series.
dispersion of lE, l exceeds the dispersion of II seri. by 6$1. f'uri,her, ill DS
end In the series of Indices obtained \o8arlthmically, II cyclic obmponenl
1IIaB singled oul as follows:
f(t) =A. + f: AI cos (2m ITI -11) ,1-1
where lhe Index TI refers 10 the Inleger. We IIppUed this lIlethqd becllllSe
the 18Dll/U1 of cycles delermlned accordinl! to the peoks of deti,1I11y Sp8cl1"Wll
or according 10 lhe signlflcanl coefficients Of totlrtet' ttep<inc1s tlpon
smoothing. The values of the length of cyclell are eJ:preslled by f~ct\oJ;ld1'
"The KRIEG prO,TOm II _. C••~"'ct.a:d I.1'O~ ...d 10 .~ ~~e Cpnlp~er Ce.~pr of ~lIe
Ulllu••I... F.....sI. R rell _I~n_,Kau..... 4~1I~.I.nSSR, us$a
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I)wDb"ts (one assumpllon Is thal InteReT numbens conform more \.0 reallly).
'the borr"latlon functltm of ".s:lduals UI .. 111 - 1 (0 or VI .. Ln1lj - 1 (0
(hftre \.he Inl!ellt 111 refe", \.0 a series ¢ indices) decreases very' slo"ly. The
pr-4or of llul.OreRt"eBlllon UI and JIj nlI1lles from ~ \.0 10. In 701 of the series,
resl\iIW. dlliPerslon ellt.ceeds Ule dlspenlOll of series UI or JIj by 701. These
.lienes ve nol approl[\JlIIIted \.0 the series of au\.oreRresslon because ....
need models for pr9'dlcUon PurpDlleB fot a period of 10 \.0 1~ years.
The ~esulls d18c\1S98d above e/!able one \.0 assert thal the dynamics of
ItJcijCes x(l) of lbe lIeneB of dendrClllcaJes coverirlllthe 90-150 year records
for the I.ollhQanlan SSR ..,.e reflected besl by the models:
z(t) .. A" + t Aj cos (21tt / Tj - Yj ) + E I (1)j-1
or
n
.z(t) .. exp I A. + E Aj cos (2n1/Tj - Yj ) + Edj-1 (2)
where E I Is a random correleted series and n Is selected in such a ...y thal
the acl~ and approlltJmatlng .series miRhl sho.. a higher level of BRreemenl
wlUlsl !.he SUIll of squares of deviation miRhl be as lilLIe as posslble.-
1j. i"l, ~d n..,.e IlSUIll1y selected from the Inlervals 7-14 and 20-25 y....rs
(FIRures 1 and 2).
With regard \.0 the adequacy of models as shown in equaUons 1 and 2
above, almosl ell lIeries (or avel"aRe In 901) lhe approximating function
a.t..ecls 65-90% of slgniflcanl flucluatlons while in masler chronologies from
damp 1Iitos 9f lhe Lilhwmtan SSR the range is 9~-1001. Il musl be noled
thal considerable rises and fells In DS (8-22 y....ns In dnratlon)
ch!'U"llclerlze the general favorable or unfavorable growth conditions.
Th,erefore, the predicUon of these rises and faUs Is of paramounl
Importance. In lhe dendr09cales for the conslructlon of which a large
amo\lIll of malerial (Bllvtnskas. 1974) from dry siles of the Lllhuanian SSR
tras used, lhe aclual lIerles have been smoolhed wllh lhe sliding \.0 lhree
years. A comparison was mode belween the aclualand approlltimating serIes
of ~h.e dendrPllcaJes incorporatlrlll a lerge amounl of material
(Slt'rlv1nllkllll'le. 1981) fl'Qlll damp slles of the republic and belween lhose of
lJIe derodr08caJes from dry sll,es. Their agreemenl ranges from 74-641. The
residual diSPenl!on Is less lhe.n hal! the dispersion of a series. In 66 of 76
def\~les lIlqdled, the aueemenl belween lhe approximating and aclua!
119t"les 9IIloqthes with the sliding to lhree years elltceeds 6~1. In 601 of lhe
dendrosll,lU.• «>vjlring ~be years 100-150 (or lhe last 100-1~0 years of lhe
deIll:lrQSb81es of lona periods) for other regions of the USSR belween-series
COmpar\:lOnll avel'age over 65%.
c,uculal1p1lS revealed thal the JDPdels shown in equalions 1 and 2 are
Qol tlppltc~ble for l:lS Wilh ,reor dlsperslon (BOO and mo.e). Agreement
'!'alVAs (c.~(flclenl of synchronization) and a sum of squares of devialion in
:A, .r,d"'1'J .te estt~aLed by t.he method of least. squllres; TJ eelect.ed t.hose trt,onomet.rt-ur amplitudes wlI1ch are hicheet..
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Filr=e 1: Actual Lrend of increment lndlces (--.) 8Ild values for the
approxlmaUng funcLlon (-)
1, Z = Plc_ abies st.ands of Garex-calamagrosl.ls foresl type;
3. 4 = Amus 1l1utinosa st.ands of Carez-Gll1amBgrostls forest type
In the Llthmmtan SSR (according t.o the dendroscales)
(Sl.ravinsklene, t3f.lt).
this QlISBe are DOt .:arvenlent chm ..aLerlsLlcs for the adequacy of the
lIIo'hlls. It Is not. difficult t.o find 80lIIIe series which reflect the fluctuaLlons
vm-y s1mllarly. HOIOever. they hav" ".>1y 501 agreement.
Since DS x(t) dOvering the years 100-150 are approdmatel)'
staLlonary. it Is f....ible t.o predict" (t) for 10-U; years by equallons 1 and
2. In order t.o verify thls statement, we calculated the predicted values of
the Ind.lces. the pot'IUDeLers of approdmaLlng functions (1-2) of 23 series of
dendroscales (3, '7, Band 15) without the last 10-15 and 20-30 years. The
results were OOIIIPW"ed wlUJ '.he actual data. It IIppeared that In 19 series
significant fiuct...Uons (8~22 years) were reflected properly, although the
agreement of the ends of 801De series of dendroscales was less thlUl 50%
(FIgures 3 and 4)
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Jtigm"e.'l: Aclual tnmd of Incnnne"'l Indlo<l"i: (~~ an,] 'l'I!S1oes ,:>0/ ~hQl
ospproxlme.lIll2 tlmcllon (---).
PlnllS s!lveslr\s (1) I'1nd Piasa abl"''' (l) on very damp (Al &mQ dry
(B) slles of the Lithuanian ssa [""cording 1.0 denc1rooJ""las
(Slravlnsklene. '-981) (A) I'1nd (11l!_"I",I<Il.~, '974. UI81)(B)J.
4. AffAI.TSIS OF CYCLIC nnCTOATlOMSm os Oil' LONG DURATIO~.
A quesllon arises as to whether it Is possible to apply !.he liOOdels
(equallons 1 lllld 2 above) to appi"O"lmale end predlcL f1uelUllllons ill
dendr-=-1<'l" oyer 1002 periods. tor Instance 200-450 years. Such .."",Ies,
as a rule. laTe nolllleliOlUlr7; tm' ua~~ple, In some rows this may be noted
visually (FIgure 5). In these series. lhe speclral and h"rmonlc analysis 01
nan-erosslng InleMl8ls of 100-150 years resulL.--d in dYMmlcs ah"ll2_blllLy
ot IIIIIIft1..l IlYcles (8-13. 20-25 year-s In durallon). Th",re'ar-e, th_ "yc!ir.l
I!INl rev_eel beslln DS OO'1er1ng only the y.....-s too-·1.50. If Ti • Ai and lJ
are delenllined In the !'fhole serial of DS oove"lllO/ Lhe yeanl 200~450. these
lIlCJdels 8i"e DOl IIIPpropr1ale tor lUI epproxlmallon and predlcllan of "erles
l.nUl MJeIt c::ycles.
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I'iRurB S: Act.uIll trend of Incremenl indices ~. values or t.he
approxlDmUng funcUon (-) and predlct.1ng tuncuon (.... ).
1 = Pinus sllv88tr1s stand of Spbapum forest. t.ype fl'OlD t.he
KaIlMS region;
2-3 = Quercus robur stands of OXalls forest t,ype from t.h!l Ke~s
end Vl'nlulI re.'n"s of U'D 1.llhUllnlen SSR [eeQt)rdlng' t.o .
dendroecaIBs (SLrevinsklene. i979) (1) IIIl4 (KeJnsIt,is,
1979)(2-3J). The Pl'ORJlOll8llln 1 are calC\lJat.ed acCOrding
t.o equaUon 2. Md In 2-3 aoClOl"4lng t.o equation 1. The
qreement, values (1) bet.w_ the ect.1llI111Dd predict.ed det.e
ere lDd1oet.ed on t.he right band side.
Let, _ consider 1Qne-tliInD cyoles. Suppose t.hat k>na-term eyel"s ae/l
renect, Ule lIenenU favorable or unfavorable oUJIlllUo beck~ of a
region. Then sbDrl-tenol (8-1.3. 20-25 years In d\l!'eUon) cycles of lIf"OWt.h
proceSHS wtll be revealed on t.he beckllf"OUDd of a tovorabl, or 1DlI'avorabie
bnpeel of kxIlI-term cycles. In order to eluoldat.e Ule lIenerel tendency for
eco-eU_Uc beckllf"OUDd ohMgeablllty of Ule DOJ"Ultlrll~ of \be USSR
Md North America, we att.empled t.o single Dol long-tena orcles (~ end
lIKJre years In dll1"llUon) In DS from th....e reaidllll. For \hIll P1Ir'P088 we bllve
InvesUget.ed 17 dendrosceles f1"Clll t.he nort.her1l~ or Ule USSR (t.he
Urals, Karelle. West SIberia end Llthaenle)(BIt,vInIIkes. 1979; Komin. 1978;
J 5)
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"'iJ/l1.f"e 4: Jiclual trend. uf j_ner~1t":'-"'l;. Illj~C"': : ;'. ....'e'.i1J~., '.J:
JIlpProximaling function {--- " ,.,nn )Jrodlct"('E fUi1r.t.1c)41~ (
Pinus silvestris sL......~~d from v~r l dlllHP ~.I.i:.e~ (rnt1st.w
chronology for lb~; whole Lj;~n!JamAn SS~.L
2 Pinus :sllvestJ'"ls ~t~~nd Df Sphi,.~nun' forest type .frc~i; lh~
Svenc!onell,,1 r"liion of the 1.1Lhl;~n."r. SSh;
~ Picee. e.bies sll'J).rj of YacCln'lHn iT1yrl.i1hJ~ forsst Ly;.e !j"o.1
the Anyksclal r aglon; and
Pinus SHV6StJ-is sLand of V.e(.O::I~·l~um m)'TlillL's - O}(~i.1:·;
forest lYPfl reom t.he Keurl!J.~"'i ('~~l(m of Lhe LllhUZ!n~an SOS I":
(e:ccording t.':J dcndrosc~Ip.~ (~, .. i?l';l~lskj6nf], 19H1.' (1,3),
(Bllvinska- 1974) (2-4) i. '\ :If, ",~r·e".""n'.vl\lue" [I)
belween lhe actual Bod }In)l,i~,~tt:td .jal.r.i t'rl9 :!nd1c.~~.\ t'fO. (l':
lhe right ~,..nd side
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FIiUl"e 5: Enmples of dtsllncUy non-slatlonary 00. Pinus sllvestrls stands
from t.be Kolrl Pen1nslM (1) IUld t.be KareUa ASSR (2)
(dendroscales (Bllvinsk8s IIIId Kairaills, 1979». Absolulely
dlfferenl dynamics of Indloe~' flucltllllions ....e noted in t.be
inlervals 1650-1850 and 1850-1960 (1) IIIId 1750-1850.
1850-1940 (2).
Lo"ellus, 1979; Shiyalov, 1972, 11l73. 1975, 1977,1979) end 34 dendroBcales
from ClumdD IIIId t.be USA (stales of WllShlnglon, Orellon) (Cropper IIIId
Frills, 1981; '"free-ring Chronologies for DendroclimaUc AnalyslB", 1973:
Vals. 1,5,6 Bnd 1976). Each of lhese has a I!IPftI\ of more t.ban 260 years.
To stngle out long-lerm ""CI8S, w" calculaled the lr1lIonOlllelrical
ampliludes In _ch series for lhe periods from lwo to half of lhe row.
Cal"ulallons all.o Included denslly spectra wilh dlfferenl duration of
3llloolhlng. Illumed outlhal t.be I118Ilma of lhe lrIaonomelrical ampllludes
and denslly spectra ....e rev....led wllh a frequency corresponding to lhe
folloWing cycles: 35-40, 50-54, 56-50, 76-84, 90-93, 110-117 IUld
171-176 years in dttnltlon in lhe dendroscales from lhe USSR (Figure 6). In
lhe DS from lhe USA and Canada lhe maxima of lhe t.Meon<>melrlcal
IIJIIPliludes and denslly speclnl ue also revealed with B frequency
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.000Tespor.dtne to the ver,. IIIJDUar 0701.: 37-39. e-53. 1i8-82. 72-"/'8,
.1~ f\lId 178-192 yean In d1lMlUDID.
A synchr'QnlJ:aUon Is obll8rYed In Il1l eroups of O)'oles. The peaks at the
Lr1&'QDometrlcal ampliLucles appear aL polnt.s of maxima and mln1De at a1IIlosl
t!h. (901) tlucLuat.ion cycles In the l.em.pora1 InLerval 1880-1980. These
J)Q11)t.s dlffer from the mean polnL of appearanoe of the OOITespandlne
t!Zt.tem~ by DO more than 201 of the leneUl of the _ rbyl,bm of the
COI)fanaable fiuot.1laUon. It. m1lSl. be not.ed that. almost. half of the maxima of
tile Uitllllpmetrlcal _pUt.ucIes and dtlllldLy spect.rum Ue be10lI the 95%
confldenoe llmit..
Being concerned as to 'IItleUler the IDIIlI:Ima ..llht. or DOt be a
consequence of short-t.enD qcles. we creal.ed lItJvenU deDdroBoales
covering the years 3DO-4oo. acoordlnl to equaUon 1.
'e assume Ulat. E1 = O. Ii AJ TJ and lJ are the leJIlll.b of the oycles.
ampUt.ud88 and phll88ll adequaLe to !.he predlol.ed paramet.enl of lItJI1es of
100-150 y~. I'or suoh series. we oalculal.ed trlIonometrlcal ampUt.udes
lIIld denslt.y spltclra. It. t.urned out. that. with frequency corr8SJ)Clllld1ne to the
16ng-\,er1D cycles. the peaks of these funct.lons were not. observed. Thus, the
lSfof'jllllenUQIled r8S)J1t.s confirm !.he presence of 1011l-l.8rm cycles and enable
one t.o esLeblish the mean duraUon of It. TJ and phases of fiuct.uaUon lJ
where J =6.7. F011o.,111I the daLe of visual observaUons of DS dlsoussed
ab0ge ~d observaUons made by ot.her authors (Berrie et. e.l .. 1979; Komln.
1978) tbe follow!DI 1I811enU principle was accept.ed: with Inarease In TJ , AJ
~cr~ as well. On this basis we at.t.rlbul.ed an ampllt.ucIe for each rhyt.hm
appropriaLe to It.s leneUl. With !.he aid of the formula
..E AJcos (2'1rt/TJ -lJ)J-1
n = 6.7. t = 1.2.....
(3)
1Vbere the Index t. refers to Ume (Years) and we det.ennlned the avenlll8
variables of condlUonal chanee In !.he eoolollcal-elimaUc background.·
Fonnllla (3) d_crlbes fiuct.uaUons with respect. to some average value
(l!lO'\n FigUre 7). These valW!S In both groups of dendroscales (from the
nor\.hern~ of the USSR and NorUI America) haye e certain slmllarlt.y.
Hence UJe background Impact. of 10000-Lerm climaUc f. uct.ueUons on the
rhYt.lam of sliort-Lerm fiuct.uat.lons lilIly be similar In l,. e whole Northern
hemisphare durtne the COITespond\ne periods (for Ins\.ence, 1920-1980)
5. 4Pl"UCATlPM or CYCUC FLUCTUAnOJfS IN DS FOR PREDlcnOJf
or IcD-ClJ)Unc 11U!:lf])S
Let. :us DIIf1lJ'ze the appUcaUon of the resuJt.s menUoned aboYe for
SlredlQUon P~es. If we pat. the daLe of prognosis of short-LenD cyclic
fillCt.JIiIU(JlIS (d.et4lrllltned by eqaaUClllll and 2) for the Lithuanian SSR on the
~je,~'1JOo_ ~_ \0 I!- u. _ fIInllC\oeLl_ln ucon.atatn.lJ.
w:I~h 1 • 1.7.
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curve of the reneral climatic backRround del.enil!ned by th. iIlOd"l aown In
equation 3, we can obteln the forecast. of the Reneral allmeUc baokllrl"Ouncl
for the Riven l.errltory (F1.lfure 7). The variables of lonQ-te1"lll oyc1118
(equation 3) obviously _y be ased for the Reaeral chlll"llc\.ertzaUon of
forest growth base line and oarry1r111 _pac1ty of eoosysI.elllll
(blogeocenosls) In !.he northern Hem1sphere. Thla la partlouI.aTly the ClalJfl
when discussing forest dleback doe to anthf"OPOlrenic pollution. It la alae
applicable for .creatlng a nmnber of BceDlll10s related with Ul<l Jl)8nlpectlve
of forest use and "'Ith change In the CO2 conoenlrl!lUan In the al.lllo8pher<l,
etc. Let us consider these quesUons In more detail.
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Figure 7: The aveMll/e variables of ",ct...l Ineremeill (cll_Uc background
fluctuations) In long (> 35 years; _) and short (~ cyoles.
approximation and foreaast. (-) In vel, damp sites (1) IlJId dry
Bites (2-3) of the Lithuanian SSR
5.1 Application of eyeDe nuelaations "f Short Duration
The models shown In oquaUons 1 and :2 8pproximale well \.0 l.h"
generalized DS for different species over various slles. So Ills feasible t.o
use them for predicting the oarry\ng Cll.paclly or ecological systems I..el '"
therefore dlscoss the appllClillUon of predlcllons :n dlffarenl flold'
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~ qf ".. I/Utd qf~tunW trOF on II ti~ rWpion. $lJc/la
pl"OPIlIlls baa. for ..pIe. befjJI ClfllclJ\at.ea for the lJtp~ $S)t. We
InvesUpt.ea the d~CY of \be dyna,Iaics Qf tn!Jn orop, lh U\IJ
Lith_ian SSl.t em the fiuct.qa\iQD of Hrt-=s DS :Cl.(t) anci c,U).·• .IIe.fe C.1U)
reftll"ll t.o e lIIIrt. of 1n4i_ of lDcnniIent oJ PII)\1S .ll~ fliest.6r
chranoloc frail! dr7 1Itt.es of the L1th~SSR••~ C.r(t) t.o Ulal.froln
vffr1 damp Brees of the republic.
The lIIlIIIe eu-Uc faatars (t.emperature. PN!Clpl~UQIIl.~.) ~f_eotl.t1lJ
tree Increment 011 dr7 lIhd delltp 1Itt.es dttferenUy. It Is P!II8lble to~e
that vect.or (lI:1U). ~2(t» ~ect$ the lJIlJla.cI. qJ tAt ~t!C
backeround of the LlthUllhi!lp SSR. At t-he beetntzJn; QJ 14e~ Or yi~d of
aartcultural crops 1/ (1) (cent.nl!J1l/ha) 1ir6 lI!ni{~ oql. ~IJ 1>(0 P'end
oondlUoned by f~8I"lI.qt1cultural Pnl.cl.IOll!l. et.c. tqt' illls ptrfpQgle ._
applied the method of \he least.~. tur\.bc-. In ab~c~ wlt,b \he
fOnllula
tu (0 = (1/ U)/1>(t» • 10<*
.e determined tuU) )'ield Indlces free trDlJl the trend. The$e depend only
upon the .ea!.her cO!1dIUOIllI. With the belp CIt U!e~~ filetljod of
re£MlSS1on lIJla!ysls (by !.he method of st.ep-wtse reer~loh) ;!Ie Qbj.ainod
tu (t) apprmimllUon (st.and error ot regression coefflchmt 0,2-:0.44
respectively) In \he form of \he followtng s~es:
where
tu U) ,., 146 + 1.07£2 (t -1)-1.54£1 U + 2)
n
£t (t) =A: + 1: AJcos (2'711 / TJ-l1). t =1.2 •
1-1 .
(4)
Is \he Ilppraxlmal.ion of \he eC<Hillme.Uc background of the LlthllllJ)llm $S.R
(lI:1U),z~0>. The.coefflclent.s AJ. TJ end 11 for zl(t) ~ lt2(t) dlfferbecause these funcl.ions are approxlmaUOQll of In!Uces from cUttel'ent /loll
11118 condlLlons. CompariBOll beL.een apprmlmattn8 Bertti$ '(aCtuation 4) and
the actual '" U) Indices gave IIgreemeilL of 'l'21, On !,he bUls of "the yield
Lrend predlcUon. !.he forecasl of !.he eco-cUuiaUC b6bk~cl (Z"lU), Z2(1»
IlIId equaUon .....e calculated the data of \he en ex,emP1at? )'i!lld prOgriosis
(cent.ners/ha) (F1RUl"e B)
AppCtcattoft qf PNdteti.ofts in Forest PrrIt:tjr:e. 1>recUcUop Of eCO-Cl1l!Jatlc
fiucluaUons of short duraUon have ~y f~.. eil.pijil,~i.lo'imli:l tbe
pracUce of forestry For ex.ple. In U1~ Lll-h .. ~~ .c!¢l"\ilflll 10
I1118l1estlonsof the Lithuanian ~esearch IJ1st.lt.u~ Qt .~. lei1,l),£z-.rs In
\he forest. are applied each Ume ,,!ltel! twll 7"," 1Iit"' Itfttlof~ QI"
forUlCOlllin2 Increment IIIIl][lmU\ll pnl4lct.C,fCJl' IlIl~~ JqftsCby 1>5 pn
the basis of the ll-year cyclicity. ThO ~~ r'~~~t.t~ tit.t'e "lftacJli
with respecl t.o Umlnl! of forest. t,b!pJIlPJ· fbe ~~ t;<i~i.~~.\If IIlIlO
applied .hen 1-2 years ef1e~ Uie.foripl tncN!l)ll'tI~.~ ~ Yllt ~o
BOlls predicled by D5. This lIlflde It ~~le.t.P~ta,rn~~l~_l~-~i
wood Increment. while using \he mBllSllrBll~ ll.
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rtaure 8: The actual yield of arraln crops In \.he LI\.huanlan SSR (-), \.he
q1llUl1ily of mineral fertilizers kg/ha (~_). \.he lIeneraJ Lrend of
Increeslng orop yields (--) owing to ferlUI:r;ers, agro-technlque
Improv_enl and Its pl"OIInosls (- -), approxlmaliOll and
predicllon of orop yields on e dendrochronological basis.
5.2 s-.e App~che.to the Applicalion of Eeo-eliBlalic nuct_liem..
of Lone Daralion iD B.ectcmal Del'elopmenl
A series of price indices of wheal for \.he period 1500-1869 was formed
In England b1 Lon!. Beverille. 1l Is one of a more widespread economic
series. Series B(t) was obLeined from \.he series of price indices of .h....l
afLer removing \.he Lrend by \.he Z-year sliding. We sludled lhe correlallon
belween B(t) and P(t) series of dendrochronological Indices from treland
(pilcher and BelUle, 1980). 1l appeared \.hal lhe agreemenl bel.een series
B(t) and PU -1) avenllled to \.hree years Is u.n. Afler \.he year of
unfavorable IIrOWLh oondilions, prices for wheal Increase. Il lends supporl
to \.he explanallon of \.he reeularlly described. However, In Fillure 9 we
DOLe \.hal many of \.he peaks of \.hese series are of a oonlrary characler
(see, for ezample, 1571-1574, 1576-1578, 1603-1606, 1622-1626.
1648-1652, elc,).
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T\g<A-.. II: Price indices "f 8everl~" "fter removing the trends wllh the 2-
7ear moving ""Brage {- -7 and dendrochronological indices
("veraged 1,0 tin,,,,,, y",",. ,,)~ of 1rel"'ld by Pilcher and Baillie
(1980).
J:.xc:epUuns to the cui~ Ula) oe €xpiaii1ed in l\ way by social actions:
l~-l58ll: war wllh Spain, UU~··1648: r;jvll wal'; 1756-1763: Seven-Year
oraI'; 1767-1769, 1780 -1701. llQO-1792: Angle>-Mysore wars; 1799-1815:
N"poleon .en..,.; 1829: lUI 8CU<q.... lc crisis.
The 6X8Dlples mention"'" ..bove mlgM IIlllracL the allenllon t.o DS by
..=nomlsls. Aclurilly. In ec''',orulc IIle....ture. tilere ..re publloallons about
<:yc1l081 tlevelopmenl of th'" ""anomy (Schnmpeler. 1915; 1939). Al.tempts
h"ve also been I118de La expl~t" lhe "ycU",,) developmenl of lhe economy.
particularly Kondnllleff ,'ycl""S. by t.ne incrense and decrease of
enlrepr8lleuril'll Inler-esls oJf p",.•,,!p ""01' Ume (Krelle. 1983). Taking Inla
eonslderellon that KondraUeff C) <01e~ .....e quite o:ynehronlc with the "bove
..enlioned (Figure 7) eco-climallc b"ckground ..ve....ged f)uclu..lIons and
th..t these nucllll'1l1ons h"ve " great Imp"cl on "ll living !IObslrmees on
enrt.h. such e:a:p1anl'Jllons """ be "upported by dendrochronologisls.
A further 6X!lInple IR thac lhe ecologlcal-ellm"lie changes La "
consldere.ble e"lent Influence the sURlaln"blllly "nd productivity of fortlst
acosyst.8ms. BOmei.trnes slrenglher.1Ilt::. sometimes weakening them. The long
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UInn ohllDlles or the forest. Q'lIt.eIDS producUvity _ ..I_led by den4ro-
cllirlBtlc methods for forests In the Lithuanian SSR. The I'8InIIlll were asecl
to prec;lIcl the bvenill cut for the Lwenty-t'lnrl. oentory. The foUowing Input
qale "ere used: areas or tree species and IIl1e classes; ~IUIDes of the
stan4s to be out; and, distribution of the dendrooll.....tlc cyoles. The indices
of the Impact of cllmaUc cyoles em forest. erowLh Is oalculaled by the model.
1bpse Indices are UIIed to esUmale the cyollc ohllDlles or the vol_e of lIlend
In lime. Felling areas end volIDDe ere del.erJnlned by the lIlOdule (Deltvvas,
1982). Two eoenartos of the allowable out esUmaUon were alJlluiated: with
and without the IJIlpact or elImaUc C17cles with • f~ period or
1985-2135 yean.
~ccord1ng to s1mulaUon In the LfthUBn1an SSR forest. eeat.or, the
foUowlng slt_lIo"" ere possible:
a significant Increase In shorlel!8 of wood by the lIl1ddle or the 21B\.
ceptDr)' due 1.0 the unfavorable cll.....tlc chenges; this nlCIulnrs the
augmenlellon In percenlelle of wood ooverecl erea;
an Increase In negative Impact of cll_lIc ohllYllles on agriculture
Increase in forest areas Is excluded; tension in supplying tha reglDDBl
economy with raw materlals will be even lIIOf"e evident:
calculation of dale on cllmeUc variations will essenUally ohange the
nallonal model of opllmlzing the explolletlon of natural resources end
environment formation, lerr1t.or1el redlst.r1buUon end investments In
the economy sect.or ere needed.
6. CONCLUSIONS
nuctuellons In dendroscale renect eco-cl1maUc changes. liB far !lIS
these nuctuatlons hf!ve e cyclical character, they""" be Uged for pracUcal
purposes to forecast. the main trends In wood Inorsment d)'nBmlcs due to
eco-cllmaUc changes.
Short cycles or cycllc nuctuatlons of 8-13 and 20-25 y8ftnl In
duration are reflected best In DS covering the years 100-150. Therefore,
t.o pradlct changes In ec<>-cllmaUc background of growth for 10-15 years
accQrdlng to DS, It Is better to apply the cyclic models in equations 1 and 2.
Approximating nuctuallons In slallonary DS detect 85% of significant
fluctuallons (8-22 years In duration) of a series. In a 2llO-Y-r" (and over)
dendrochronological scales the d)'l18Dllcs of short-term cycles (8-13, 20-25
years in duration) ere chang....ble. The models depicted by equations 1 and
2 ere not appropriate for approximation and prediction of such scales In
the case when the parameters are determined In the whole series.
Long-term cycles (> 35 years In dunstlon) are refiected best In DS
covering the years 260-1250 using equation 3. From the northern part.s of
the USSR and northern America the following cycles have been singled oot:
35-40, 50-54, 58-50, 76-84, 90-93, 110-117 and 171-176 as weU as
37-39, 46-53, 58-62, 72-78, 98-105, Md 176-192 years In don>Uon.
respectively. P'luct~llon phases are ascerlelned In ell groups of cycles.
Variables of long-term ohanges In the ecologk.al-cllmatlc backllround
durlnll the last 60 years have been found r.o be conditionally similar to the
northern regions of the eastern and western Hemisphere.
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The variables of long-l.erm cycles of DS may be used for Lhe llenere.l
chal'"l!lcLertzatlon of tree arowUl base line end LhaL of Lhe actlvlLy of Lhe
production processes to Lhe NorUleMl hemisphere. Apparently IL is also
applicable for cr....lIng a number of scenarios I!ISSOCIaLed wtLh Lhe
perspective of foresL aruwLh. rellenerlltlon of naLural resources, ch!llllfes
In Lhe CO2 concentre.Uon to Lhe aLmosphere, eLc.
Prognoses of Lhe genera1lzed DS from dry end damp BIles, calcuJ.e.Led
by means of equaLlons 1 and 2, proved LhaL Lhey could be applied La pr.edlcL
Lhe trend of yield of agriculLural crops on a given region. Such proanoses
are obLalned for Lhe yield of areJ.n crops to Lhe LILhuanlan SSR up La 1995.
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Biology Department
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,. INTRODUCTION
The stu~ of past climate suffers from the liaited length of
instrumental records. Even in countries such as England relatively f_
continuous instrumental records extend before the aid-nineteenth
century, very few indsed before the md-eighteenth century. "1'bis l"ck
of long, dense datasets affects the study of the range of climatic
variability that may occur in a region, the nature of that variability,
whether it be systematic or not, and the mechanisms underlying such
phenomena. In order to advance our knowledge and understanding of these
important matters a number of additional.sources of information on past
conditions have been used. These are known as proxy records of past
climate and range from historical documents through geological
structures to biological records. In particular, workers in North
Americs and Europe (Fritts, 1976: Hughes et aI, 1982) hsve estahlished
the usefulness of the llIlalysis of the annual rings of trees as a flource
of proxy climate dats. Tree ring records are unique in their
combination of high temporal resolution (annual or better) all~ wid..
spatial distribution.
Not only instrumental records of a century or IIlOre duration but
also developed proxy records such as networks of tree-ring chronologies
are concentrated in the industrialised countries of the temperate ~on~
(Hughes, this volume). The Western Himalaya present an important
opportunity to extend this coverage using tree-ring series. There are
extensive temperate forests in this region, containing congeners of tree
species known to be useful for dendroclimatology elsewhere. In
particular, there are subalpine conifer forests with phytogeoqrapnical
and ecological affinitiea with thoae of Eu~ope (Aymonin ~ Gupta \965:
Meusel ~ Schubert, 1971). Schweinqruber et al (1978) demonstrated that
excellent reconstructions of past climate could be produced usi~9 series
of ring width !lJ1d wood density measurements from subalpine conifers. In
the project described in this article we have sought to apply thi.s
approach to the reconstruction of past climate in the Western Himalaya.
This was undertaken not simply because it appeared to be technically
feasible, but because the region is one of qreat importance. In hwnan
terms, there is a very large population affected directly and indirectly
by climate variability in the Western Himalaya, for example by its
influence on the qreat rivers of the Indian sub-continent. The region
has IIlOre general climatological significance, being at the western end
of the qreatest mountain barrier on Earth, where polar. tropical and
mediterranean influance§ Interact. An increase in knowledge of past
climate in the Western R1~laya should cast light on these interactions
and hence lead to improved understanding of climate variability in a
much larger area.
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2. THE APPROACH
Hughes et al (1984) used ring width and wood density measurements
from pines (Pinus BJjtveBtM.s L.) growing at cool moist sites in Scotland
as proxy records of summer t"""eratures. They were able to use very
long instrumental records available in the British Isles to examine
rigourously the nature of such proxy records and their reliability.
Further study confirmed that a relatively small grid of tree-ring
chronologies was an effective recorder of regional summer teJltlerature
variation and that the major source of this information 'W. maximum -
latevood density (Bughes. In press). The Vale of Kashmir and the
surrounding mountains mal<e up a region of similar size, wit-..h a
moderately long-established meteorological station (Srinagar, commenced
1893) at its centre. Although collections of tree-ring material were
made in the Indian states of Himachal Pradesh and Uttar Pradesh during
1980 and 1982. greatest success in establishing a network of replicated
=ossdsted chronologies was achieved in Kashmir. The properties of the
material collected in Kashmir will be described in this article. and the
potential for applying the methods used by Schweingruber et al (1 978)
and Hughes et al (1984) will be explored.
3. MATERIALS
The details of sites for which replicated =ossdated chronologies
have been established for ring width and wood density variables are
gh-en in Table 1. Only those chronologies of suitable quality for use
in dendroclimatology are mentioned. The distribution of these sites in
the iItlWltains surrounding th" Vale of Kashmir. where the Srinagar
meteorological station is found, is sh",", in Figure 1. The principal
tree species of subalpine conifer forests are Abies pindl'OlJ (Royle)
Spach. at higher altitudes and on cool. north-facing slopes; Picea
snrithUma lliallich.) Boiss. and Pinus mHichiana A.B. Jackson in less
cool. _diUIII aLtitude. south or southwest facing locations. SaDpling
was concentrated primarily on characteristic A.pindl'OlJ sites in order to
explore the dendrochronological properties of this species. and to
maximise the benefit gained from an analytical technique kn",", to work
well for conifers from cool moist subalpine sites.
- Several of the -chrOnologies extend back well into the seventeenth
century. bD.t the early eighteenth century marks the beginning of
adequate replication in some cases. It was not found possible to
identify particularly long-lived trees in the subalpine zone with any
great degree of reliability. In part as a result of this. and in part
to achieve SaDple diversity. the emphasis was on collecting from many
locations rather thlU'l establishing a definitive saDple at each. The
length of chronologies was further limited by the prevalence of butt rot
in A.pindpOI.l. Many trees that _re probably three centuries or more old
suffered this defect. Chronology length and replication was also
reduced by the difficulty of obtaining good density measurements from
many cores or parts of cores that would be acceptable for ring width.
Most of the remaining trees of moderate age (two hundred years or more)
are found on steep slopes (Table 1) and so display distorted xylem
structure. This increased the number of cores for which adequate
density analysis was impossible. Ten A.pindl'OlJ and two P.snrithiana
chronologies were established.
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Chronologies:
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Figure 1. Sketch map of the location of replicated, crossdated
chronologies in KAshmir.
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Most of the material vas sampled as increment cores. Billets were
also obUJ.ned frCllll One site (14.51:;5). For each site a subsll.mple of
cores showing clear, undistorted ring patterns vas cho~~n! 8urfa~ed to
reveal the details of xylem structure and ring widt}l fileries Inl!allured on
a Bannister incremental measuring machine to onl' hundredth of "
millimetre. This ....cldne was linlted directly to a microc.~uter ~ing
data capture progrlUllS written by J. R. Pilcher. The microcofnputer was
used to produce ring width plots for each core. Cross';"ting betw~en
cores and trees was cheeked by visual co~arison of theF . curves
supported by statistical co=parison 'using the program eRO~ (Baillie and
Pilcher, 1973). A mean ring width chronology for each site was produced
fr"", these crossdated materials and used to check the internal dating of
materials subjected to del'l$itometric analysis.
All other measurements were carried out in Liverpool Polytechnic's
wood microdensitometry laboratory. The technique of wood
microdensitollletry using X-rays was first developed by Polge (1963). The
equipment and procedures at LivefPool are based on those developed at
the Swiss Forest Research Institute, Ilirmensdorf (Lenz lOt aI, 1976).
All samples have resins r oils and heartwood substances extracted as
necessary. They are then cut to 1.25mm (+/- 1.5%) thickness at right
angles tL wood fibre direction and conditioned to standard moisture
content. Radiographs of these samples and of a secondary calibration
wedge of plastic are prepared usinq B moving carriage system (Milsom and
Hughes, 1978). The optical density of the radiograph has a simple
curvilinear relationship to the physical density of the wood.
calibration against standards of appropriate materials allows
measurements of radiograph optical density made using an optical
microdensitometer to be converted to wood specific graVity. This
primary calibration of wood density is achieved by a combination of
volumetTic/gravimetric analysis and use of a program to integrate under
the density curve for a sample of the timber being analysed. At
Liverpool this is done using" Joyce-Loebl IlleS microdensitometer
modifipd in three main respects. A linearising optical wedqe has been
fitted as described by Fletcher and HUghes (1970) and Hughes and
Sardinha (1975); a beam rotation d,,"ice has been fitted so that the
iaBge of the ring boundary is kept parallel to the measurement slit; and
the densitometer has been linked to an Apple microcomputer. This
controls a rteopper motor used to move the optical stage carrying the
radiograph and receives an analogue input from a potentiometer linked to
the optical wedge drive. This .input indicates the optical density of
the radiograph. Programs for the microcomputer are arranged 50 that a
secondary calibration wedge is analysed on each radiograph. The optical
stage carrying the radiograph is tracked in increments that may be
varied down to 2.5 micrometres by the program so as to ensure adequate
resolution Of fine peaks in wood density, whilst taking larger steps
across regions of little density change. For most material increments
of 30 micrometres are used in the earlywood and 10 mdcrometres in the
late,oood, which is where the ring boundary is detected by software. The
density trace for several rings is displayed on the microcomputer's
monitor as the measureJllent'.s are being made so that the Operator may
intervene if anomalies appear. Using an approach similar to that
described by Parker (this volume), the program records earlywood width
and latewood width in hundredths of millimetre and minimum and maximum
density in grams per millilitre for each ring. The ring-by-ring data
are stored on floppy disc by the mierocoqJuter. These records are used
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to prodbee t~erie8 plot:tl of all ftriablea for _c:h .....1. _ that
cross<!atJ..Dg _y be checked. '!'he <!ated vidth and dena it:]' -=-uta
are then tranaferred f~ the IR1crociaapatar to a _infr_ cc.patar by
direct hardwired llnIt.
The series of _a~nta for • .u.- and IR1nJaa 4enait:]'.
ear1yvood. 1atevood and tot:tll ring width for the c:ro-a<!ated trees at
each site vere then OOIIIb1ned to fOB the fi". chronolOCJ1" for that
8ite. '!'bis v .. lSone by Bt:an<!ard18ing the aeri.. of ~nta for
each core and variable 1:0 allow far the effects of a9" on -tree~
and then averaging the individual core aeries to proe!l>ce a aite
chronology. Stan<!ardisation .... effected by fitting a ca~ (••ing a
polynClll1al) to each core aeries and Uking the quoti.nt of the actual
and calClllated series as the in&ox (Fritta. 1976). The aaalya..
reported here COD08m a ...u.- of aixty aite chrcmolOCJ1... twelve each
for _XiDIUm latewood deMitY (MXD). IR1n~ earlyvcod dena1t:]' (JIINI).
earlyvood width (ElIWI. 1at:ewood vidth (IMW) and total ring width (TRW).
5. CHRONOLOGY S'J'ATIS'nCS
In order to ~are "the nature of the aixty aeries f~ lta8hm1r. a
rangoe of chronology atatistics _re calCl11ated for • _ period of
sixty years. For each site and tree-ring variable three at:atiatica are
presented here (Table 2). IlAIIIely the mean value of the variable. the
serial co=e1ation. and the proportion of the varanee of "the individual
series attributable to the CCIIIIIIOD betlPeen-year P'tttem (\Y). Apart frl>lll
l.arger rings (lII&inly Uflf) and higher MXD the two p • ..nthimuz chronology
sets resemble those for A.pi.'ldP(1l,J, Min1DmD earlyvood densitY (MNDI
shows little COIIIIIlOn pattem (....sured as \Y) for any CCIIIbination of s11:e
and species and so v11l not be d18cussed further in this article. Of
the remaining four variables LWW generally has the 81118lleBt \Y. but
tends to have a low ser1&l co=e1ation. a positive attribute in ter1llll' of
t1JJle series statistics vhich it shares with MXD. 1UD baa the lowest
serial co=e1ation in WIst cases. Ring vidth (TRW) nsually baa a _ch
higher serial co=e1a\:ion. '1'his persistenoe is -rofest pr1Darily in
the earlyvood width (EWW).
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'l'bere is DO 1!Vi1leDce of'«JOY systelllatic -variation in the three statistiC'S
for the A.piadzool.l chronD~ogies on any 9"ographica1 or habitat ~is.
'!'he _lIlea of ..,. and serial co=elation presented here are in aeneral
s1Jll1lar"to -t:hoIIe pnosented by Scbweingruber et al (1978) far sites in
'the Alps (lIS1nly Picea abies) and by HUghes (in 'Press) far PilllUl
BlIWestJ"iB in SC:otl.and. The one _jor exception to this .is that serial
corre1.atioDs are higher fur MXD in several Kasbm1r AbieB chronologies
than for th_ other species and regions. U ..nast (1985) reports B
...-ri4l c:orreJation.of 0.31 for an AbisB .alba chronology in.
Sw1tzerl.and. ~t -ay be tilat MXD in the .qenns Abies shows greater
persistence than in other !Jenera.
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PUE'll'i8e ~1a_ wen Mae "tIMeD the t:toel_ .ite chrcmoloqie.
for IUD, _, LlIlf and 'l'JaI accordiD9 U) tbII ~oc! of Baillie and Pilc:ber
(19731. 't' val_ are p ...en b Tabl.. 3 and 4. ~ lD 98neral, 't' valoa...
for paj.re of Abi.. KID .ert.. are _rll:e41y h1<;1her then for the other
...ariabl... 'Blere are part1ca.lerly h1<;1h vallie. for IIID f~ the Abi••
81_ f~ the. Pir Panjal Z'1In98 (GIlL ~ DI), ~ 8ind Vall.,. (vso.
SOH, 'l'BI, BAR) and _e 1D the Lidaer Vall.,. (CBA). PifJ1Jft 2 .h_. a
HCUCID of foar of th_ .ari.. and-1Ddieatee the cpality of _tchin9
...ociate4 with the 't' va.laee cite4. 81a1lerly, PifJ1Jft 3 .h_. the
correapon4iD9 'J'JII ..rta. 'l'Ile e1gbt l.oovut~~l09i.. for ..ch
variable _re .-abjact U) an analy.1a of variance that .h_e4 .tr,",9
reti_l coberence. 'ftIe percenta98 of variance attrlbatable to the
C~ ntional pattern varied th1J8 for the ninety yeare 1891-1980, IlXD
61\. BW 29\. LlIlf •.,\. 'l'JaI 4S\.'ftle two P.-.£tll'- ~109Y .eta (YUS
and BHAI .h_ed .trOD9 aff1D1tie. vith their Abi.. naiC)bboar. (GUL with
10II and PAIl with CHA, lIRA, 8iDd Valley respecti_ly). 'ftli. wa.
eapec1ally _rlte4 for 1111) (Tabl.. 3 and 41.
7. DEllDROCLIMATOLOGY
Jlot:h croa.datin9 and analy.ia of variance re.ulta- 4emon.trate the
ex18tence of &tron9 n¢onal patt:ern 111 the year-to-year variation of
the four tree rin9 variable., especially in A.pirdJ'CIII. 'nIi. ia
particularly ~ll:ed for IUD, there beiD9 great .1milarity in the .eri..
frca .Ue... far apart a. Galaarq (GUL) in the Pir Panjal and SOnlllllrq
(SON) 111 the Sind Valley ('reble 3). 'ftle .election of .ite. for
.lIIIplinq, the tlpecie. lJ8ed and experience ale_hare all .uqqa.t that the
larqa-.cale enviroDllllmtal faetora prodaciDq ncb ~rll:able COIIIDOn
variation b IlXD and riDq vidth variable. are likely to be related to
qr~ ....on tellperat:ures. '!'bere are .1mileritie. between the _an of
the lonqa.t eight Abi.. • ari_ laD eh~oloqie. (excludinq SES with
which there _re __=-nt prob1e1lla1 and ...... April to Septelllber air
temperature at Srinaqar (Figure 41. In fact the correlation coefficient
between th..e two .eri.. for the period 1893-1980 i. 0.53 lp < 0.0001)
and between their fi.rJIt difference .erie. 0.68 (p<. 0_00011. It appears
that the high-frequency ~ta of the two .eries are IIlOre .im11ar
than are the ~er frequencie.. It 1a alao evident (Fiq. 41 that the
_an IIXD .eries does not record .OIM particull\rly hot IIWIBIers
effectively (e.q. 19471. '!'here i. clearly potential for u.inq the
reqional _an AbiB. HXD .eries .. a proxy climata record, but its
reletionship with climate Deede further inve.ti'1ation before this is
done. 'rite dendroc:limatoloqical potenUal of the lta.hm1r AbiB. material
has been inveat1qate4 in another val" -Although IMlI ah_. alightly
.tronter between-aita correlation than '1'RIf, the latter ia a l80re
reliable _aaur_nt .ince it is relatively unaffected by the denaity
level choaen to demarcate earlywood frOlll latevood (.ee Parker, this
_vol_I. Bearinq thia iD a1nd, a .erie. of calibr.tion teats _re aet
up between the IIXD and 'l'RW chronoloq1.. for the eight lonqeat Abi••
• eri.. (other thau SESI a. predictor. and variOWl COIIIbinationa of
8K>Ilthly _an telllperat:urea at Srinaqar .. predietanda. 'nIe tree-rinq
data for yeara i-I and i+l vere preaented to the re,re••10n aa well as
theae for year i .0 .. to all_ for auU>reqrea.ion in the tree-rinq data
and fpr laq effecta. 'l'he combinationa of ....thly t...,eraturea to M
tested vere cheaen after examininq the correlation atrueture of the
t...,erature data for th" fifty year period 1894 to 1943, and aft"r
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Figure 2 Indexed _ximam latewood density (HXD) chronologies for Abies
pindzoow from four sites in Kashmir. The vertical axes are in the
standardised indices (5.1.). A key to site name abbreviations is given
in 'l'abl.e 1. GDL and ~ are frCIII the Pir Panjal range, SAR and Tal from
the Sind Valley.
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Figure 3 As in Figure 2 for total ring width (TRW)
VS SUI'1f'1ER TEMP
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considering the .tructure of the ._.ona 1ft ~.lIIIl1r (Ra",a et a1 1978) 0
The calibrations were derived using an orthogonali.ed .tepwi.e au1tiple
regression procedure described by Bughea et .1 (1984) .nd ba.ed 011 th.t
developed by Guiot (1980). Teaper.ture data were .vailable for th..
Srinaqar station frCllll 1893. The period 1894 to 1942 was used for the
calibration tests.
Two examples of prCllll1sing.calibratioDB viII be pr.....nt..d here. As
in several other cases (Parker and Renoch, 1971, Schweinqruber et a1
1978 Hughes et aI, 1984) the predictor .et including MXD yielded a
significant calibration on late summer temperature, in this case the
mean for August and September (Table 5). The predictor variable ..ith
the largest coefficient vas current year I!XD at CHA. The results for
late spring and early lIWIIIIler (mean April - May temperature) correll'POnd
with those recently reported by COnkey (In presB) for density series in
New England. In the case of ~hm1r the strongest calibration vas for
April-May temperature (Table 5), the largest regression coefficients
being for current year (+ve) and prior year (-vel MXD at GUL. Current
year TRW at SON...as also an important predictor. The contributior. of
current year MXD at GUL vas III1ch the greatest.
These calibrations vere then verified against instrumental data not
used in the calibration, namely those for the twenty-six years 1943 to
1968. The August-September calibration performed veIl in all tests
(Table 5). Its sole significant failure in the verification pp.riod was
in 1959 when August was extraordinarily hot (Figure 5). These positive
results indicate that it should be possible to produce a reliable
reconstruction of August-September mean temperature in Kashmir back to
the late eighteenth century and quite possibly back to the late
seventeenth century. The April-May calibration also performed well in
the verification tests (Table 5). excepting that its performance in the
sign test indicated a relative weakness at high frequencies (Figure 6).
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Figure 4 Mean maximum latewood density (HXD) for Kashmir Abies (see
text for derivation) compared with mean April to September temperature
(TEM) at Srinagar. The vertical axis for TEM is in degrees Celsius, for
"IXD in standardised indices.
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Fiqare 5 ADCJQ.8t-Sept8lber ...n tellpera1::1Zre of Sri_gar. Jtaahll1r 1890-1970.
AS - inau--ntal record
!lAS - .. reClOJUltructed ... in'1 tree riD'1 deDllitie. lUld .,iathe.
'1'be vertical ..... are .in deqreee cellli....
CAUIlIWIllN VER[F
17 ~
15
. '3•( 17
'5 "l'\'
'3
1890 1100 .910 1820 1830 1'.0 '150 117 0 1180
Fiqure 6 April-May ..lUl teaperature at Sri_gar. ~.hm1r. 1890-1980
AM - iDlltrumental record
RAM - as reconstructed usin'1 tree rin'1 deoaities lUld .,idths.
The ftrtical axea are in CSeqrees celsius.
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P1Mdiet:0r8. taD GUS 'I'BIr et COUL. 11311. 1180. ... ~. &All, NIl. CIa for
for )'eara !-1. 1. 1+1
Pre41.eta1Id8. IIelm ~tu£8 at 8r~ for aprll~ aDd Aagut-
hp~
~ period 1893-1942
1Iult1ple~ -U1cl....t
Pn4ic:tora~
F-vala.e
Veril.1CllUon period 1943-1968
Correlation ~ficient
Reduction of error (RE)
Sign test·
Product ....... 't ,b
0.728
5
11.6
0.0001
0.663 ••••
0.381 +
15/25
2.385 •
0.496
3
7.0
0.01
0.478 ••
0.389 +
19/25 •
01.060 ••••
•
••
...
.-.
p<o.OS
pcO.02
peO.Ol
peO.OOl
+ • v.lue of IlE c;rre.ter than zero
indicates IIOIIIe akill in tile ......1
cOllpared with the trivi.l
persistence estimate
a the sign test involves .. c:oap.riaon of the signs of first diff...ren~
of the two series.
b - A si9Dificant positive product _an indicates. ten4ency for both
.ctual and estimated dep.rtures frOID the .ver.ge to be large .men
the sign is correctly estimated .nd to be s_ll when tbe si9" is
incorrectly estimated.
8. COIICLtJSIONS
The project described bere v... envis.ged .s • study of the
feasibility of extrsctinq information on past environments. especi.lly
climate, frOID the annual rinqs of subalpine conifers in the Western
Himal.y.. The relatively amall collections of materi.l _de in 1980 and
1982 .nd subsequently analysed indic.te that not only is this feasible,
but th.t there 18 very considerable prOJDise for the successful
.pplication of dendroclimatoloqical techniques in 'l.asnlllir and
neiqhbourinq .r.... One type of suitable _terial has been identified.
namely auba1Pine eonifers fran primarily telllperature stressed sites.
The two example calibr.tions referred to in the previCJl1s paraqr.ph
indicate the consider.ble potential of the networl< of 1IIl11tiv.riable
chronoloqy sets frOID J:ashm1.r as proxy records of p.st cli_te. The
possibility of usinq MXD chronoloqies from sub.lpine sites tn
reconstruct 8prinq and early 81!11111ler telllperatures, or even whole .........r
teDperatures IIliqht well increase the utility of dendroclimatoloqy to
those interested in the effect of climate v.riability on sy8tems such .s
crops, rivers and qlaciers in the Western Himalaya.
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Pft.liJIli....ry toork unaer the auperviBion of V.C. LaMarehe
(A. llbattacbarya. pera.~.) baa ahawn that 900d _tedal frOlll
..,18ture-1ltreaaed aites in bsbmir is alao available. _sh et al
(1985) be takeD _jor ateps u.ardB the use of atable 18otope ratios
in the ann l rin9S of ltashlllir trees as proxy cliJllate racords. Taken
vith the positive oat~ of the feasibiLity study reported in this
arti.cle. these devel~ augar well for the incr.....e of oar knowledge
of cU-te 1».~ i1II>ortant region by B8lUUl of dendrocliJllatology.
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'7.2 ~&T.''''''''.nt&1ICE
... II-nw-....
LabaraLolre de Ba&an1que
Hl8tar1que eL PlI17DOlovle
V.A. u52.d11 CNRS
R_Poincar4
F-13397 IIIIne1l1e - !'RANCE
The reteareb at IlaraeiUe fa devoted to the lM4iterr-.a ana
sensu stricto aDd to t:be aau~atenpart of the Alpa where He4iterra_
influences are still prevaili!l&. Addi.tional chroaologiea fre. the DDrthern
French Alps provide el_Dts of ~ariaon. Couiferoua aDd deciduoua
species are analysed.
A comparati_ lID&lysia of the naponae fUDCtiona of ~rcus
pubesoens Willd. in soutb-easten Prauc:e and of QUercus canu.tensis Willd.
in Tunisia and. Morocco ia presented as an illustration of the relationships
between tree grawth aDd Hediterr~an climate.
An oucline is also given of temperature- reCODStructioaa already
achieved, _inly regardi!l& LariJt decidua Hill. fr_ the south-Veatern
Prencb Alps.
1. INTRODUCTION
During the last forty years dendrochrono-climatology has been
developlng in Europe. Scandinavia and Soviet Union. that is to say in
regions situated r04ghly north of the 4S' parallel (ECKSTEIN. 1972:
ECKSTEIN and WROBEL. 1983: 6RASLUND. 1984: FLETCHER and LINNARD. 1977.
HUGHES et d1•• 1982). Great progress in that field has also been made
during the last fiftel!Tl years in the Mediterranean aree (HUGHES et .1••
1982: SERRE-BACHET. 1985b).
In France. few laboratories are directlv concerned with
dendrochronology Dr Dendrocllaatology. thev are essentially: the Research
Laboratory on Wood Quality at the National Center of Forestry Research
(CNRF) at Nancy· Amanee (H. POLSE, F. HUBER). the Technical Cl!Tlter of Wood
(CTB) in Paris (Y. TRENARD). the newly created Laboratory of Chronology at
BeSan;on (G. LAMBERT). the Research Center of Medieval Archaeology at Caen
(L. LEBOUTET. E. CHARLES) and the Laboratory of Historical Bota",' and
Palyno.logy at Marseille (F. SERRE-:ilACHET, L. TESSIER. J. GUIOn (F1Q.1). In
most of these laboratories. only dendrochronological· researches are
conducted and often jointly with archaeology. But at the Laboratory of
Marseille aainly dend~climatological·and dendroecological researches are
carried on and long ring-width.series from living .trees are now avallable
which make possible cli~atic·reconstructions.
Owing to the geographical situation of Marseille. the researches have
been devoted. "ince 1966. to the French Medlterranean area senS<I str.i~t£'
and other Med~t~rFanean countries such as Italy. Mbrocco. Algeria. Tuni£ia
or Syria as well as to the southwestern part of the French Alps where
Mediterranean influeftCe£ are ~till prevailing. Specific studies (tree torm.
air pollution) are .lso-.~e in the northern French Alps.
wereus .ilex L.
~1uereus Cdn.1riens.is Wi 11d.
Ouercus .fd~S POlIIel
~'uercus suber L.
wercus cerr,is L,SUDsp.pseudoeerr.is
""ereus pubescens Wi lld.
wercus tOo"d Bosc.
/fIuercus 5ess1'I.iflorii 5a1isb.
Fil9US 51 "'iltiCii L.
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Thus. at the Laboratory of Marseille many ~oniferou5 or de~lduous trPE
soeCles have been and stlll are analysed: some spe~ies are restrlcted to
the I'Iedlterranean arH. but as a ,"",ole they have a wider geographical
distnbution :
Pinus ha}ElDE'nsJ..E Mill.
P1 nus pine" L.
PU1US leucoderl11.is Ant.
P.l.nus J.ric.iD P01.r.
P1'nus P1'ndster Sol.
P1nus s1'lvestr1s L.
Abies .ID. !'Iill.
P1eeil excelSd Lamk.
Ldrf" deciduil Mill.
Cedrus .tldntic. !'lanett.
Cedrus libdni Barr.
Tetrdchnis ilrt1t:'UJiltd Vahl.Mast.
Fig.1: Dendrochrono-climatol09i~al laboratories in France and
10~atl0n ot the sites stuoled at the laboratory ot f'larseille
Dendroclimatolog1cal results obtalned for /fIuercus and temperature
reconstructlons tor the last mlllenlum will be presented now.
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2. PENDROCLIMATOLOGICAL RESULTS FOR ~R~5
Analyses have been made of 18 populations of ~~S pubPs~ns Willd.
from various sites in southern France (TESSIER. 1984). 13 populat~ons of
~uercus CJndr~ens~s W~lld. from North Afr1~a I b near Tabarka 1n North-
western Tunisia (ALOUI. 1982). 7 in Morocco' 4 in the Rif. 3 ~n the M1ddle
Atlas (RAOUANE. 1985). The response functions were established on a 30 to
SO years period. usi"9 the October to September precip1tation and
temperature parameters as predictors. r~ng-widths as predictands. The
response funct10ns were successivelv calculated for each site with
precipitation-mean minimum temperature. prec1p1tation-mean maKimum
temperature and prec~pitat~0n-averaged mean temperature. In order to obtain
the best signal to noise ratio. the pred1ctands were corrected either by
only remOV1n~ the 1nfluence of the preced1ng year or pers~stency (ALOUI.
1981) or by applying the ARMA modelling (GUIOT et ill •• 1982bJ to each tree
core or ray measurements (TESSIER. 198,; RAOUANE. 1985).
2.1. 'ilercus pubesQfns in France
The analysis of the response functions obtained for ~ercus pubPscens
in southern France shows for that species a dom1nant sensitiv1ty of growth
to summer temperature. Precipitation ~s also involved in the var1ations.
especially April or May precipitat10n on the one hand. depvnding on the
date of the burst of annual tree growth. and June and accessorily July and
August precipitat10n an the other hand. The relat1onsh1ps are always
positive, ~.e. direct. for these months.
A negative. ~.e. inverse. relat~onship in 5eptApmber found in
northernmost populations seems to be related to fructificatlon.
As regards temperature. direct or posit,ve relat10nships are evidenced
from February to May. probably corresponding to cambial rea~tivation -
Slnce the more southern the sites are. the earl1er do these relationshlps
occur. In fact. mostly April temperature 15 concerned dur1ng this per1od.
Negatlve relationsh1ps between June-Julv temperature and growth are
evidenced in nearly all the sites analysed. They suggest an 1mportant
phYS1ological activity of trees dur1ng a per10d when the water supply 1n
the roots may suffer from drought. and confirm what has been observed by
AUS5ENAC and VALETTE (1982) 1n their measurements of ~ercus pubPscen5
sap pressure. One should note that these negative react10ns mostly concern
relatively old populations. whose well developed root system enables the~
to resist long dry periods.
2.2. ;uercqs ciln.r~e"sj5 in Ngrth Afr1ca
The analysis of the response funct10n obtained from ~ercu5
cilnilr~·ens~s in North Africa shows a marked heterogenn.y 1n the spec1es
behaviour. In Morocco. the oak is much more sensltlve to preCipltatlon and
to temperature than 1n Tunisia; in Tun1sIa the speC1es is markedly more
sensitive to precipitat10n than to temperature. The relationsh1ps w1th
precipitation are nearly always POSItIve, whatever the reg10n may be.
In Horocco the relationsh1ps essent1ally concern the months of
December and March. as well as May. June and August. w1th differences
between the R1f and the Middle Atlas (for e.a~ple. there are ~ore negat1ve
relationships 1n the R,l).
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In TUIUSia tilev eanc:ern the .mths a1 Oc:taber. Nov.-ber. April as _11
as "-y. .fUN and . August: h_ varat.ians uy oceur dellltndil'l{l 6n
.I_ban (lk:taber.And April at. IIlW .levaUan. Novellbel' At hillh el.vat.i~).
hleUcmships with the pNtipitRian af "-y are fcurl(l, in ~1l the Sit-•••
A neQAt.i_ -relat.ianship tIetloie.n Septeeer precipitaUan and the ring
of the year &t. ~ ~ el.vat.ian and bet_ Dl:tublrr Pl'llCipi~Ul;lfl and the
ring m t.he fpllowing year 8t. t11Vh .levat.ian is ~lllWd t.a frut:t.ificaUon.
No Uailar ~Iat.ianship _ 1aund in tIaracco 1= 1luftaJ. C".._#~ns.is but
it. has bftn evidenced in & lIQPUlaUan at lluerrrm toz. saaphtd in llhia
country (RAOIMNE. 1985).
Either posit.ive Dr ~at.i_. but.~ frequl!ntly 'N!9at.ive in tlDrar:ca
t:han in Tunisia. the relAtionships with temperat.ure in l'loracca uinly
CCITlCern Decetnber (+) and Fe\Jr..ry (-) during t.he period prior to the
faNat.ian of "the ring. whenNls in Tunisa t:hey distribute quite irregularly
frOtll Novftlber to l'ay depending an t:he sites. In Tunisia the SWIIIIll!r period
.01 July to September does nat. playa great role. contrary to f'Iar= where
reversed relationships are found :in "i;he Ri1 and ~n the l'Iiddle Atlas
(RAOUANE. 1985 ) •
Rif
f'liddl e Atlas
2.3. Discussion
June July
+
August
+
September
+
+
Owing i;a tileo.r geagraphical -situation,' altitude, eKpas:itian and
tJedral:k. all the sit.es ,of lIuerrus stUltied are diHerent as regards mean
sensitivity (!'lS). :percent varial1CE! related t.o prior growth (R2s) ) or
pereent variance -related to, climate R2cl (R2cl: (1-R2s). R2c, with R2c: =
percent variance eKplained by t.he response function). The range of
var1atian of 'these parameters 1S lat"ge :
1'15
R2s
R2cl
lluercus Dubesc-ens
0.15 to 0.27
05 to 79
19 to 76
~uel"C'US c4nar.1ens,is
0.13 t.o 0.21
o t.o 85
08 to 01
Nevertheless t.he, values of M.S. vary around' 0.20, the mean val4e for
central Europe ,(HUBER and van JAZEWITSCH. 1950: !'llJNAUT and S~RRE-SAtHET.
1982). and there appears no close relationship betw~en high valves and
altitude, though the sites in the Middle Atlas, with an elevatian'hicher
t.han 1500. show a better MS than the four sites in the Rif at 150 m or 1100-
1200 m elevation.
R2s is less m~rked in Tun~sia than in "orocco for ~ercus C4n4rJensJs
Dr in France for Q. pube~ns : 0.18 in average against 0.52 and 0.~8.
The frequency distribution of all the R2cl reache~ a ~x~m~ in the
0.31-0.40 class for Quercus pubes~ns and in the 0.41-0.50 cla~s for
Quel"C'US cdnariensis. However in the last group. th~ R2cl frQm Tuni&ia
concentrate an 0.41-0.50 and 0.51-0.60 classes with the highest frequency
in the second class.
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II ~pui.an • the _t.ail-' _lU abt.aiNll fl'Clll the ___
.unctian shows an almst. staLlar .-nsitivity to $'NCillitatian cd ltav al'lll
June and Quiw a-plell Dr~ Nlat.iaNhi... with w.s-ratuN 'I'CIII
June t.a s.gtMber.
It. 1s abv1~ -that the el..,at,ian .... than the 1IMt~."the e.llClSit.ian
or the g~raphiC!al sit.uat1an i. tapliC!at.ed in the NlatiClnlllUlls with
C!liNtiC! pal'-wrtl - .. _ al_ ..,i.de.... fal' a.~ CiflI'I'~". in .yna
(CHAlABI and aRRE-IlAO£T. 1.11) -.-I in the eoN O!' 1... Hl'1y
of Nlat1ansh1ps with lIN1:ipUau.an _ w.s-l'at.ure fl'Clll FBrual"y t.a ltay.
Thi. earli,... u also Nlated ta ttle ~_bJ.al Naet.ivatian of the t.~
wha~ the ...-cift. Fw __~ jIast. .. fw ~_MJ-.i. CERIE.
1976). the ne.cI of "Wl' is the gmtnt duri"ll the "-n:h to June ..riDlh
it. CDnti_ until~ with ~ int.enuptiDn in July fO!' _rail
mllM".i••i•.
Fl'Ul:t.ificatian tin • ...-rt in -the Ile9atiw Nlauan.t11p with the
preC!illitatian of fleatRlIft 11 OJ' CIc:t.aIIel' n-t. llependi"ll an the altit.l* DI'
latitude of the lIDPUlatilClM.
The MIiIat.iw Nlat.ianstlill with the June .... July tBperat.ure -.fIich
chuac:tetiz.. i/IIft'aIII /1&- 1£111/. in Fl'a1lC!e. is al_ ~ClUnd in~
~1MI'~".~... It. 1nvol_ a daainant ltait.ino eUKt. D' tBpel'atuN an
pNl:ipitatian. In Ixrth C!_ it indiC!ates a Nlativwly stl'Or1ll c:aetl1al and
phys1plDlJiC!al aC!t1vit.y in spiw of lIraulJht. Other .~i.. tIUdI a.~
.tl.nt.Uv ....netti intl'lldul:ed in SlIut.Mm Fl'a1lC!e (&IJ1Jo1lL. 1'15) .naw the
__ t.)'I'e of nlat:icmshi.p. wn.-. I'.i_ Il.iJ-u.i. <TESSlER. 1914) O!'
I'.i_ 1M1-.i. (SERlE. 1976) Ny stop their KtiVit.y dlIriftIJ this "l'ialI.
&c..ti_ -...mt O!' l1a.ited t.a _ -anth anly in Fu1IC!e. a=url'1"l1 in
June i1l t.he Rif. in JUly or AuQu.t in the fticlclle Atl....... harclly pNMIlt
at all in Tu~si.a. the Nlatianship with _ t.eIIperaturw NllKt.s well
tn. topagl'aphiC! anll~il:' l:ClIllIit.ians of the sites calantud by~ in
the tlediterl'a_ al'ea.
The -=-parillOh ...~ ttle l'WIIUlts abtailWll for the twa .~i.. and
t.hose abtai1lBl 'or #fR,rruI I'Dbur L. in the North of iel'N"y (ECl<STEIN and
5CHI'1IDT. 1974) lIr in E1Il;l1and (HJ&HES It .1•• 1971, '11.0£R and" 6RAY. 1.12)
hiQhliQht5 the ~s of the genus l'e9ardi1l9 wawr. nPKiaUy in 'lay, and
IhllWll" hEW fol' a ._ .peci.. theA ~s val')' fl'Clll _ site to anather.
However. it _ that in the "-diterulIHn artie... ~relI with -ar-e
northe", lWQiICIM, the "rtlec:t.ian t.awardI _I' tatlperatUl'e C!haraC!terues the
two specin .tudied. ~rwa. the pel'l:'ent vadare. of the n"ll~idth.
rwlat..cl to C!li_w a. a whale i. about the _ DI' 1_ (5chl..wi9-
tiel.tein 1 261 England , 310, 01 and 64).
3. Q.1,."UC RECONSTRUCTIONS
Cliawtic NC!onstructians froa t.r-ee rings i.ply that lD1ll;l series of
t.......l'i1ll;l. arw available. of C!DUrsi longer than the lanvnt. _ri.. obtained
from lletearolDlJiC!al r-ecords.
The lonq tl'el-l'inq series ued tar reconstructions in EUrDpe are
eit.her l:DIllposite series obtained frDII hvillQ trees tar the .ore l'eCent ti"e
and fl"oll "'nufaet,urecl or fossil woad tar alder periDd!5 (ECKSTEIN and IINIOL.
1981; JONES ,t ./•• 1984. BARTHOLIN. 1984) or series ellclusively provided
by acre or 1... old liVing trees I BEDNARZ. 1984 ; HUGHES ,t .1. 1964:
ANIOL and ECKSTEIN. 1984: GUIOT. 19811 1984a; 6UlOT,t .1. 1982a. Special
lIentian .hould be ...de of researches perforMed 1n Switzerland whiC!h. on the
basis at the variations of the lIaKillal density at woad and of lts close
relation to the summer teMperature. try to trace the holocene cli..tic
in a place such
one of the main
reconstructions
are based on
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t.rends frGlll wood re..ins bur..ed ..n mor;unes (SCHWEINGRUBER.t .l•• 1'778:
ROTHLISBERGER. 1976. 1980, ROTHLISBERGER.t .l•• 1980: BIRCHER. 1982).
3.1 The material used at ~.rseille
At l'Iarseille, four tree-ril'Uil series have been recorded f1'Olll liv1ng
trees sampled in four different sites at high elevat10n. The shortest
series (323 yrs. 1653-1975) ee-es from Ab~e.s .l~ l'Iill in l'Iont Ventoux near
AV1gncn (44'10' N. S'1S'E. 1750-180001 elev.tion , SERRE-BACHET.
unpublished). The three other series are longer than 600 yrs : a series
obtained trom P.il'ltllf leueDttert/lis Ant. in Calabr1a near Cosenza (39'2b' N. -
1b·12'£. 1900 m elevation SERRE-BACHET. 1985a) covers 827 yrs (1148-
1974a>: two series from L4r.ix d~.iduil l'Iill •• one from the Orgere massif in
Savoie near I'\odane (4S'13'N, ~40'E. 1900-2300 m elevation I TESSIER. 1981;
TESSIER et ill•• 198b). the other from the Vallee des l'Ierveilles in the
l'Iaritime Alps near Tende (44·03'N. 7'27'E. 2150-2180 01 elevation I SERRE.
1978. 1979) cover b21 yrs (1353-1973) and 1042 years (933-1974)
respectively•...~_"". "
These series have been used several times together or separately on
varioos ·pe-riods m1, 775. 825 yrs) in tentative climatical reconstructions
at the meteorological stat10ns of Grand St-Bernard in the ¥ennine Alpes,
Nice and Marseille in Franee, Rome in Italy (GUIOT, 1984a. b, 1985. 198b,
SERRE-BACHET and GUIOT, 198b). Only ring-widths were considered. The
.eteorological station ~e ehosen on account of the time covered by the
instrumental records they provided. In the computation of the transfer
functions used in reconstrurtions (GUIOT. .ib.id.). the time span of the
instrumental records is at. prime importance for calibrating the
relat.ionships between tree-ring and climate, verifying the calibration on
an independant period and then proceeding to the reconstruction _of
lIIrt.earolcgical data for .. period longer than that covered by t.he
instrwnental Ilata. uhich itseli depends on the length of the available tree-
ri.ng series.
3.2. ~
Because of the elevation of the sites and of the main relationship
between ring-.lidth and .._r temperature evidenced in thelll, we chose to
reconstruct the _r telllperature so as to obtain statistically reliable
results. Amonq the studies made at l1arseille, the following reconstructions
were achieved I 1) the low frequencies of the Ilean temperature of August,
Di!C1!ftlber. 5uaaer <June+July+August) and "Autumn (September+October+November)
as well as the interannual variation of the Ilean summer temperature at
Grand St-llernard (GUlOT, 1984a). 2) the interannual variation of the m"an
June-July temperature at Nice (GUIOT, 1984b). 3) The pluriannual and
interannual variation of the mean June+July temperature at Marseille
(GUIOT, 1985, 198b). 4) The interannual variation of the ..an Summer
temperature (June+July+August+ Sept.eeber) at l1arseille. Rome and Grand St-
Bernard (SERRE-BACHET and GUIOT, 198b).
A tentative reconstruction of precipitation at Nice did not provide
reliable results because temperat.ure ~as also involved in it (GUIOT,
1984b)
It WDuld be of interest to reconstruct prec1pit.ation
as the tlediterranean region. where summer drought is
climatic factors. It is remarkable that the only reliable
of riverflow related to precipitation made in Europe
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deciduous t~s (~rcus pptr4.. Liebl. and i/l6rr:uw rvlJul' L. I JONES ,t
al., 19&4). Up to now. at ltar-seiUe, _ h·av. only u.-d coni1ers 1n a
particular Ql!!o\lraphical situation: dllCiducus speci.. would perhaps be 8DN
suitable than conifers for l'ltCCln$truc:tions of precipitation, h~....r. in
view of the nn;ults prRSented in the first part of this paper conc:emi"ll
the tlediterranean (l)ufU'C'US. it is likely that such reconstruct.ions would
involve the vernal period rather than the ..tival period, dur1nQ which
Quert:us growth· is not markedly affected. The tree-rinQ senft fl'Oll
deciduous species now available at "-rseille are far too short; 10nQ
_ries remain to be constructed before any atteept at cliaatic
reconstructions.
I I I ~ I I
FIG. 2 Particularly cold ep1sodes (AJ and .volution of the ...n
Summer temperature (8) at Ka~ille during the last aillenium.
Meanwhile the evolution of the .ean Summer temperature (June to
September) at "arseille during the last millenium (1150-1970 : SERRE-BACHET
and GUIOT, 198b) can be schematized as in Fig. 2. A succeSS10n of
alternately cold and warm cr1ses rather than a cont1nuous trend
characterizes the analysed period. The longest cold phase. interrupted by a
warm ep1sode at the beginning of the XVIII century. corresponds to th~ sc-
called Little Ice Age; the XIXth century warming 15 also eV1denced.
The same schema is found in meteorolog1cal stat10ns a. d1stant from
one another as ~arseille, Rome or Grand St-Bernard. A detailed analysis of
temperature in the two mediterranean stat10ns and a stUdy of their
peculiarity (SUPPOS1ng that they are peculiar) as compared with more
northern stations. are now in progress.
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The European Silver fir in Poland reaches the north-eastern
boundary of its natunsl ranee. This boundary runs approximately
Illong the latitude of 52° North. In the Polish Tatra Mountains, fin
grow up to 1450m above sea level (Myczkowski, 1966) (Fi2Ure 1). Beside
the Norway spruce and European beech. the fir tree belongs to the
most important fOf"est forming trees in these mountains.
unfortunately, the decrease in fir covered area has been observed for
quite some time. This is the result of mislll8naeement in forestry on
the one hand, and the tragic and rapidly increasing phenomenon of fir
dieback. especilllly in older stands, on the other. The cause of this
phenomenon has not been unequivocally explained. liS yet. It is sought
in abiotic (Bernarozki, 1967; Dengler, 1944; Jedlinski, 1922; and
Krzysztofik, 1963) as well as biotic factors (Wiedemann, according to
Bernardzki. 1970). The complex nature of fir dieback requires
comprehensive studies irimed at a thorough knowledge of its bioloeY
end its silviculturlll. requirements (Jaworski, 1973; Bialobok. 1983) as
well as its sensitivity to environmental factors. In order to attain
these aims. a wide ranee of environmental studies have been
undertaken on fir trees in Poland. These are a continuation of
Ennich's study (Ennich, 1951) on the dendroclimatology of fir in the
Tatra Mountains. This paper reports on a part of these studies. It
aims at the presentati.qn of ring width chronologies of fir trees growing
contemporarily in Poland, as well as an illustration of spatial
differentiation of increment fluctuations.
Materilll.s for the dendroclimatological studies have been collected
in severlll. dozen localities in the mountain regions (Sudetes.
Carpathians. Saint Cross Mountains) as well as in the lowland areas
situated mainly at the boundary of the fir trees' natural range in the
localities placed under reserve protection. Some data represents
severlll. commercial fir stands, including one from outside the fir
naturlll. range, situated in the Manowo Forest Management Unit in
northern Poland (52° N latitude). Each locality is represented by the
dendroclimatological curve developed on the basis of ring width
measurements taken Illong two stem radia of at least twenty trees.
Before the development of the average curve. the material was verified
in detail by comparing the chronaloeY of increments of each radius and
ellch tree. ItI' was thus possible to eliminate all libnormalities and all
measurement errors. The average curves were smoothed through the
clllculation of percent deviations from 1O-year avef'llll'e values of ring
widths for consecutive increments. The longest annulll.l1rowth series
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were obleined for fir erowine in the Dxmlein nature reserves, e.l/..
Zezadnill in the Tatra. Doll.ne Szklarki in the KerkOllOBZe Mountains,
Babie G6ra and Rysianka Reserve in the Beskids. Some series
comprise 200 years, but unfortunetely they oril/inate from sinl/le
trees.
Mter development of mee.n erowth curves for fir trees from
individual localities, an interestinl/ problem known in
dendrochronolCl2Y lIS "teleconnection" (E. De Ger. 1935) bas erlsen. It
was possible to observe the variations in the rhythm of tree width
fluctuations within the area of Poland, and to determine what factors
decide these variations. Thus, the curves representinl/ the individual
fir localities were compared with one another utilizing the percentege
index of curve similarity used by Huber (1943) and Bitvinskas (1965).
It was assumed after Huber that 01 measn the highest l1imllarlty, I.e.,
the curves are identical. The index equal to 501 means a complete lack
of similarity between curves under comparison. The higher values.
e.g.. 100% means a "negative simiarity" - the curves ere a mirror
reflection for each other. Only the most interesting resutls of this
comparison have been included in this paper.
A most distinct similarity between dendrochronological curves was
observe din the case of fir trees from the mountain localities (Table 1).
The similarity index there varied from 15% for the neighboring
localities (Zazadania-Dol. Bialego Potoku) as well as for the localities
further away but from the same elevation (Zadadnia-Rez. Oszast), to
30% for the localities situated very far awy from each other (Zazadnie-
G6ry Izerskie).
The severe climate of the mountain regions decidedly affects tree
growth, marking its variations in annual rings. The similarity of curves
decreased with the increasing distance of the lowland localities from
the mountains, but most frequently, it was as low as 56% (e.2.,
Zazadnia-Leszno). But there were also cases where the similarity
index between curves for fir from the mountains and the lowlands
reached 74% (Zazadnia-Lubasz6w. Zazadnia-Antonin. Babia G6ra-
Szadek).
In the case of curves representin2 fir trees from the lowland
areas. the following simple regularity was usually observed: the
greater the distance between localities, the lesser the similarity of
curves. However, there were exceptions from this rule. It seems that
this phenomenon is connected with the uniformity of sites with
respect to soil, phytosociological composition of plant communities and
also with the extent and duration of anthropogenic effects, the degree
of environmental pollution, etc. These problems will be studied in
subsequent stages of the investigations. Generally speaking, the
spatial variability of growth curves is of a continuous character. When
comparing the curves from the localities arranged successively from
West to ~t, it was found that the curves of consecutive localities are
characterized by a high similarity. e.g., 9 and 10, 10 and 11, etc.
Curves for the extreme localities, I.e., from West and East !Ire less
similar (Table 2). This results not only from the distance between
extreme localities. but it appears that it is connected with an
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Table 1. Peraenblle siml1IIrtty indices for curves NprelleDtine In from
IlIOUDtein regions.
NIDIIberand IIIIJDe of Ioca1l.ties D1sWace Elevation above Percentage
under ClClIIlJ)IIriso bet,,~n 8tle.level curye
localities sbdlarity
22 ZlIZ8IlIl1a
...
1100 - 1200
2' Dal.Jl1aiellD PD'tom 10 IiII 1200 - "'00 15,6-
22 7ezet!n' • 1100 - 1200
-
21 IIBb1.a G6ra '5l11l 800 - 900 20,8
22 Z8ZIIdD1a 11QP - 1200
-
24 a-uvll't llazut 65 .. 1100 -1200 15,0
22 Zuedn
'
• 1100 - 1200
-
26 llezerwat JluiIDw1ec 100 .. 700 - 750 20,0
22 Zeudn'· 1100 - 1200
-
19 Kl7n1ca eo_ 8DO - 85° 18,2
22 7·zectnt. 1100 - 1200
-
18 f'IIZczel1Dy 200 Jml 700 - 8DO 26,0
22 Zazednt· 1100 - 1200
-
.,0 Aw1W Krzy.I: 190 JIID
"0 - 580 2',4
-2,2 zerec!n1e 1100 _ 1200
-
Z7 Juc6w 330b 700 -- 750 28,7
22 2··edn1 • 1100 - 1200
-
29 .JaFU~tk6w 400_ 600 - 700 28,7
22 zaz8dn1a 1100 - 1200
-
50 06r, 1zerak1. 450 lllD 900 - 1000 30,0
increasina deeree of contlnen~ in the clUPate~ the &$t. It
Is tmpected thJst this concluslon will be confirmed by further d.etailed
analyBes of rin2 chronologies.
Interesttna results were obtained from the COIllpari.son of the
erowth curve representine SO-yeer fir lte.ruV ¢ W\1f1¢ol origin
(Manowo-North Poland) with the relbe.l.nlrq! eur'Ves (see 'toble S).
On the basis of l"e$ults Ob~t;d by Ute cQJn~o}l pf ero~h
CUI"\It!S it may be concluded that fir trees ~1rlfIt Ilt PQl(hJi ,are
strongly affected by macrQCliDvJ.tic foetor's. tb\' IIQTI.p.bllity of ~blcb_t.s
expressed by ll. similll.r rhythm of ann\l81 OIlcUlatlpns ifl~ width of
fir wood in PolJmd es ll. whole.
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Table 2. Percentaee similarity indices for curves represent.inE fin
from lowland rellions.
Number IIJ1d rusme of localities
under construction
Percentaee of curve
similarity
1 Leamo - 2
1 Lesmo - 3
1 Lesmo - 4
1 Lesmo - 5
1 Leamo 6
1 Lesmo ~ 7
1 Leszno B
1 Lasme - 9
1 LeIlZDD 10
1 Lasmo ~ 11
1 Lesmo 13
1 Lesme 14
1 Lesmo ~ 15
l' Les~ - 16
l' Leszno - 17
Choclan6w
Rezentat Cola
Anton1n
f!.ezentat Olbina
Reze:ntBl; Juno
Rezentat Nowa Vlej
Olemuce
Reze:ntat Luh1&Bz6w
~w. Krzyi
Reze:ntat Grable
Rezentat Rudka
Rezentat Jate
SlemJ.en
Rezentet BukDwa G6ra
Rudnik
20,3
24,7
23.0
26.6
22.2
29.5
32.0
29.5
33.6
26.3
34.2
36.2
36.6.
35.3
. 34.2
Trr trees from. mountains Ilre8S are characterized by the highest
similarity of 2I"Owth curves. In that case, the value of the similarity
index depended not only on the distance between the localities, but
above all. on the elevation above sea level. A high similarity was
observed between curves representing localities of fir situated at
siJnil.ar elevations. In the lowland. the similarity between curves
.decreases with increasinl! distance between the localities.
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1. INTROIlJCTION
Complex ecological studies on the structure and functio-
ning of the most important forest e~osystems have been carried
out in Bulgaria over the past two decades. Investigation on
changes of radial growth of forests of the ~rincipa1 forest s~
sies under the influence of ecological factors were a part of
the investigation programme. The need of such data has grown
substantially Tecent1y, as it is linked with the historical ap-
~roach in the study of forest ecosystems, in particu1aT over s~
vera1 centures, as well as with possible variations over the
following decades.
The application of the tTee-Ting analysis best meets the-
se requirements in particular when the studied forest stands
are of considerable age. The purpose of this paper is to outli-
ne the changes of radial growth of representative forest ecosys-
tems in Bulgaria by means of the tree-ring method.
2. EXPERIMENTAL MATERIAL AND SITES
Subject of the experiment were Picea abies lars~ forests
of great economic significance. In order to obtain observations
from a longer period the source material was drawn from the Pa-
rang1itsa biosphere reserve known for its spruce stands. The
Paranga1itsa reserve is situated along the western slopes of
Ri1a Mountain in the central part of the Balkan Peninsula. Spa-
cious spruce forests grow on rich dark brown forest soils ly-
ing on basic rock (granite) in the lower parts of the reserve
beOween 1450 and 1650 m a.s.1., at cootdinates 42 0 02' N and E
23 20'. Mean annual temperature is 4.9 C; the growing season
continues about 115 days; precipitations approx. 933.7 mm (Raev.
1986). The site is on the border of a cool and moderate mountain
climate and part of the "zone of optimums" for the growth of co-
niferous vegetationin Bulgaria (Raev, 1983).
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Outlined is • spring precipitation maximum (April- May).
connected with continental climatological influence, however 8
secondary increase of precipitation (December - February) - a
indication of a Mediterranean cliaate influence is also noted, /
and strengthened by the Struma valley. Minimal precipitations
were .easured between July-October.
Under these ecological conditions spruce forests of the
Parangalitsa3reserve noted a exceptional wood-mass above grOllDI:
up to 1434 m fha. The forests are of uneven age, trees between
150-250 years llravailing, while separate specimens reach an !lge
of 350 years and more and a 'height up to 55 - 60 m.
3. METHODE
Twenty six trees witk a mean diameter 60.5 em (from 41 to
92 em) were selected for analysis with a mean height of 40.5 m
(from 21 to 54 m) - Table 1.
One stem disc was taken from each tree at a height of 1.3
m from the groUnd, half the tree (1)- from the bufferr zone of
the reserve , while the remaining 13 trees came from fallen
trees in the reserve (d). Each stem disc was urocessed after
the methods described by Stokes, Smiley (1968). Two radiuses
were measured on each disc, by means of a binocular microscope
type MBC-9, magnification 16 times and precision 0.05 mm.
Growth indices for eac~ sample were calculated after the method
of Fritts, Mosiman, Bottorff (1969) and Fritts (1976) by means
of the expression -bx
y ~ a.e + Ie
where y - width of annual ring; x ~ age of annual ring; a and
b - llarameters; e - Naper's constant (e .2.7182••• ); K - free
right hand side.
In these studies we used formula (I), ommitting the member
K as it is used wLth shorter periods. The data was processed on
a personal computer type' PRAVETZ-82 in order to study the dis-
tribution of rows of indices and all remaining analyses statis-
tical studies on the normal distribution of the obtained rows
of indices we carried out and are given in Table 2. (n - num-
ber of observation i-average; SE - standart errer of the mean
CV - coefficient of variation; tI'- standart deviation; As -sqew-
ness; Ex - kurtosis.
According to the results from this table normal distribu-
tion was evident in 16 tree samples, which provided data for
the establishment of Parangalitsa tree ring chronology.
The method of non linear regression analysis was applied
in the search of a link between changes of growth indices and
certain important ecological factors (tempera~ure, precipitati-
on, solar activity). An attempt was made to work out approxima-
tion and extrapolation curves: using periods of years (3,7,15,
25,35), after the method empoyed by Douglas (1933).
Climatic data was drawn from the neighbouring Ecological
station of the Forest Research Institute of the Bulgarian Aca-
demy of Sciences, located the same elevation and in similar fo-
rests at the Govedartsi stationary (1550 m a.s.l). some 30 km
from the investigated site (the period 1964-1982). Wolf's num-
bers were taken from vitinskii (1973) for the 1784-1971 ueriod
and from the Institute of Geophysics at the Bulgarian Academy
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of Sci.eDces. Sofia :£Dr the 1971-1981 JIetiod.
4. RESJLTS
Table 3 provides the _ values of Ue variatiem of tbe width of mIU'
,1111 rings in -..• obtaiDed frcIII 26 treees of Picea .tlies £rea the Parmga-
litsa biosphe~ 1'e5e1"Ve. Rila Mountain. A period of 200 yurs 15 """,1l'1elCi;
frcIII 1783 to 1982. Mean CIIIUIl1 radial growth with 1:bese sptUCe foresets va-
ry between 1.08 -. (1929) and 3.37_ (1837), i.e. it retains a bight If'O'Il:h
TIlte. which wnespcmds to tbe favcurab1e ecological CClDdit!ans of the re-
se:rve. The data em growth CIIIl be elll!'loyed for varicIus sdentific pzrposes
in forest science. dating in archeology etc.
This data asslIIIeS greater :iDportance when growth indices a'e used i.e.
arriving at a standardized c:hrcIlology. The values tbJs obtaiDed a'e DOt af-
fected by the biological peaalillrities of tree aging and am 5e1'Ve as Gl
objective 1IIDde1 of various ecological faculrs. as well as for the establish-
ment of cycles. dating various phencDena etc.
Fig. 1. shows tree ring c:hrcIlology in tbe Panmgalltsa nse:rve givm
in indices. The index c:urve is reprecented in 6 variants; 0 - without sc>-
othing Of indices; variant 3.7.15.25.35 - by~ avenge ~ting values
for sets of 3.7 ••••35 years.
A l'hytbDic pattern 0CQIl'S within a cycle of 11 to 24 ,.rs through
SIIDOthing of the au-ve of indices:
I frau 1784 to 1795 • 11 years
II 1795 1806· 11 years
rn 1806 1820· 14 years
IV 1820 1834· 14 years
V 1834 1858· 24 years
VI lB58 1874· 16 yeaTS
VII 1874 1896· 22 ,.ears
VIII . . 1896 1908· 12 years
.IX 1908 1929· 21 years
X 1929 1947· 18 years
XI 1947 1963· 16 years
XII : 1963 1981· 18 years
With cel'tain reservations it is possible to point to • rhyt!IIical pattemof
approximately 16 years for the 1784 - 1981 period.
A l'hytbDic pattern of a higher degree. between 33-36 (frcIII 1796 to
1832. frcIII 1832 to 1865 ~tc) appears with 5IIIDOthing of 7 years.
The greatest SIIIDOthing 25-35 years brings ClUt a f1Dctuatiem of about
85 years for the 1835-1920 period as well as parts of other large cycles.
What is the connection between changes in the growth of spruce fo~sts
and ecological factors? Table 4.· offers to a certain extent an answer to
this questiem through the mathematical link between indices (y) Gld ecol~
gical facton (x): tsaperature (T), precipitation (P). and tillf's DJIIIber (W),
R - atltip1e wrrelatiem coefficient, "1" V2 degree of fTeedam; F - the test
satisfies F • will have degrees of ~I' ,.2 with cri tical value of F-dUm-
wtian and CCIlfidence level • 0.05.
The analysis of the obtained results shows that tbe best link between
indices of growth and air tsape1"llture is obtained when the '"Dean IDlth tem-
pe1"llture variant" is used for the period May previous year (n-1) up to Sep-
t8Dber current year (n). where R· 0.93 and F • 42.29. A very good relation
is also observed during the periods October-Sept8DberGld January-December;
January-Sept8llber etc. showed the wea1cest relation with variJlnt 7 of the
studies cases. Hence not only tsaperatures during the vegetatiCil period are
of impoI'tllnc:e for the explanatiCil of the 1lIIDUll1 radial growth , in this
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case but also wevi.Dus~, IIltt1DI IIZId winter teaperatures. A similar ~
tnod 1IIIlS used for the study of the nlation with precipitat.iaDs (P). The
best cm-rd.atiDn trith precipita'l:i.m MaS over the J8I'IUllr}'-SepteIIIber period
(n). where R. 0.79, F • 21.1S;. good lXlrrelatian also occurs for the follo-
wing periods: Nay-Septeaber lIDd October-July. it is weak for the TfIIIIlining
variants. Hence precipitatiaDs is of substantial iJIIportanc:e far auoual
growth DOt only during the vegetation period, but also during the 1IIinter
season (January - Septsber). The weakest COJTe1atians appear with \ft>lf's
number, !»wever. 'this rather iD:Iicltes lUI absence of direct evidence of this
implct and does DOt exclude the i.nderec:t of solar activity. The results
of atteID!Jt to arrive at an af'Pl'OJdmated curves of .,othed series of inllices
3.7.15,25 are given in Table 5.
ParticulaIy good results are obtaiDed for SDlOtbed cmves wer 1S years (Rc
0.94), 35 years (R-O.90) and others. The values obtained through these fun-
ctions are used far plottiDg of aproximatian curves, as well as far extra-
polation of the TeSUlts up to the year 200 (Figure 2.). -SallIe treDds have
been worked out for SIIIa11er and larger cycles of the growth indices. inter-
vals of decreased growth are outlined (over the 1980-1987; 1994-2CXX: peri-
ods), together with the possibility af increased growth (1985-1994), through
the smoothing of 3,7,15 years. With the gTeatest SIIDOthing (25.35 years)
.Large cycles of gradual increase of growth (fran 1980) are outlined.
This study indicates that intersting results CIUl be obtained DOt only
fran forest ecosystems of the zones with limithiDg ecological factors. rot
also fran zones of optimal natural conditions for a given species.
5. ~CIlJSICNS
The experi.mts carried out for tree-ring analysis of 26 trees of Pi-
cea abies .in the Panmgalitsa biosphere reserve, Rila M:>untain established
the following CCIIIC1usions:
5.1. Obtained ttee-Ting cbrano1ogy - Parangal:l:tsa (given in DIl) covers the
1783-1982 period, and CIUl be elllployed for arc:helogical dating and other
purposes.
S.2. Tree-ring chronology Para:ngalitsa (in indices) allows the establish-
ment of cycles of growth over a cycle of 16 years, over 33-36 years. and a
century 10Dg cycle with a duration of aJl!lTOX. 85 years.
5.3. A good relation has been established between the change of indices and
certain priBci]llll climatic factors. Not only t8IIperature and precipitation
dur:ing the azrrent vegetation period is of substantial~e to annual
growth but also that the preceeding winter, autl.Dn. elTen SUIIIIIeT.
5.4. The results obtaiDed froID statistical analysis of the rows of indices
allow saDe extrapolation md lIl'OgDOsis of growth in the studied SJU=e
forests.
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TABLE 1.
JlI~JU'C CHARACTERISTICS OF TREES FROM THE
PAltANGALITSA lIIOSPHEJU: RESERVE SDBJECTEDTO
TREE-RING ANALYSIS
No Jlegining End D- h dl •3 No~e
year years m em
1- 1854 1982 129 42 ti2 1
2. 1793 1982 190 49 72 1
3. 1697 1979 286 54 86 d
4. 1805 1980 176 41 49 d
5. 1866 1982 117 39 48 .1
6. 1813 1978 166 43 59 d
7. IBIS 1982 168 47 65 1
8. 1797 1982. 186 50 82 1
9. 1826 1982 157 47 65 1
10. 1844 1982 138 44 63 1
11. 1856 1982 127 42 M d
12. 1836 1972 137 46 67 d
13. 1840 1974 135 43 60 d
14. 1851 1980 130 44 67 d
15. 1799 1981 183 51 92 d
16. IB39 1967 129 40 58 d
17. 1850 1972 . 123 41 48 d
18. 1860 1982 123 36 47 d
19. 1841 1978 138 3fl 46 d
20. .1783 1963 181 42 60 d
21- 1940 1985 46 24 62 1
22. 1837 1985 138 30 49 1
23. 1872 1985 113 29 60 1
24. 1904 1985 82 28 46 1
25. 1922 1985 64 30 41 1
26. 1903 1984 82 34 54 1
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TABLE 2.
STATISTICAL CHAAACtERISTICS l'JF TIlE LINES (J=
INDICES a: PAlWfGALITSA TBEB-ltING' CHRONOLOGY
No n X C.V SE ~ As Ex Disuibution
1. H9 105.97, 0.33 ,:.0."1. 35."5 .0.40 ...0.31 'Dorma1
2. 190 107.70 0.34 0.35 36.96 ~0.23 ...0.59 Dorma1
3. 194 105.55 0.38 0.34 36.97 -0.43 -0.20 nonaa1
4. 176 104.68 0.29 0.36 30.70 0.23 -0.34 'Donaa1
5. 117 110.53 0.47' 0.43 51.53 0.83 -0.55 abnonaa1
6. 166 102.63 (l.22 0.37 23.02 0.29 0.06 'Donaa1
7. 168 107.98 0.35 0.37 37.97 ...0.13 -0.71 noraa1
8. 186 109.65 C.41 0.35 44.50 0.66 1.66 abnonaa1
9. 157 106.90 0.37 0.38 40.04 1.05 -1.57 abnormal
10. 138 106.14 0.34 0.40 35.63 0.42 0.01. nonaal
11. 127 101.93 0.20 0.41 20.05 0.40 0.04 normal
12. 137 100.34 1>.21 .().40 21.21 1.23 2.19 abnonaa1
13. 135 103. tl2 1>.28 0.40 28.84 1.12 3.97 abnormal
14. BO. 102.52 0.22 0.41 22.62 0.21 ...0.33 nonaal
15. 183 106.51 0.34 0.35 36.58 0.28 -0.59 nonaal
16. 129 104.95 0.32 0.41 33.53 0.75 -0.06 abnormal
17. 123 105.09 0.32 0.42 33.72 0.67 -0.14 abnormal
18. 123 103.82 0.27 0.42 28.33 0.39 -0.19 normal
19. 138 105.34 0.32 0.40 33.29 0.70 1.43 abnormal
20. 181 108.71 0.48 0.35 51.85 3.04 15.34 abnormal
21. 46 109.59 0.37 0.64 40.67 0.00 0.30 nonaal
22. 138 141.45 0.66 0.40 93.95 0.26 -0.66 nonal
23. 113 127.40 0.71 0.44 90.00 2.00 7.13 abnormal
24. 82 110.63 0.40 0.51 43.80 -0.17 -0.78 normal
25. 64 104.13 0.28 0.56 29.21 0.00 -0.11 nona1
26. 82 104.68 0.30 0.51 31.11 0.38 -0.19 nOTJllal
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1. 1NTRODUCTION
T~e Eurasian and North American rivers draining into the Arctic Ocean
and its approaches carry huge quantities of driftwood. Huch of this wood is
caught by ocean currents and eventually deposited along the barren shores of
the Arctic. figure 1 (e.g. Murchinson 1655. Agardh 1869. Ingvarsson 1903.
Kindle 1921. £uro1a 1971. Haggb10m 1982). Contingent on the exposure of
these coasts to the currents •. the sea ice conditions. and the local topo-
graphy•. etc •• the driftwood can be found ashore as scattered pieces. or the
beaches may be quite literally covered with it. on occasion by thick piles
of logs. In addition to the logs there may be old barrels. pieces of wrecked
ships. wooden boxes. beer cases. etc •• on the lower. beaches. Depending on
the local climate the driftwood can remain for a substantial length of time.
The drier and less vegetated the area is the longer the wood can be preserved
and driftwood several thousand years old is not uncommon (e.g. Haggblom
1982) •
This driftwood represents a very useful and valuable geological aid.
particularly if the coastline, as is usually the case in the Arctic region.
has been rising for most of the last 10.000 years. For instance:
1) The driftwood may be used for dating the elevated beaches (usually done
with 14C method). and for constructing shoreline displacement curves. These
curves. among other things. reveal the speed of the relative rise of the
land throughout time.
2) Increased amounts of driftwood within certain altitude zones on the
beaches may indicate marine transgressions. when yoUnger wood from lower
zones is redeposited upwards by the rising sea (increasing the spread of
ages within the sampled material). or it could reflect changes in the general
influx of driftwood. The latter may be caused either by climatic changes in
the source areas, e.g. leading to increased erosion there. or by changes in
forestry practices (relevant for the youngest beaches only). Moreover. it can
also depend on changes in the ice cover on the Arctic Ocean. as much of the
driftwood is actually transported for long periods on the ice (Haggblom
1982). The final deposition can also be compounded 1iY the varying accessa-
bility of the shores. as delimited by the extent and duration of open water
along the coast (e.g. Blake 1972. Haggblom 1982). If, however. the primary
IT. Bartholin is a dendrochronologist and C. Hjort a polar geologist at the
University of Lund.
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factor behind increased accumulation Df driftwood Dn certain beach levels is
an increasing influx rather than a redistribution, then the age spread within
the sampled material should be small.
3) A knowledge of the geographical distribution patterns, within the Arctic
region, of driftwood from different source areas, and of time-dependent varia-
tions in those patterns, can also tell US much about the dynamics of currents
in the Arctic Ocean (Nansen 1897, Eurola 1971). This information has hereto-
fore been derived either from genetic and specific identification of the wood
(e.g. Eurola 1971), or from markings on anthropDgenic driftwood and flotsam
found on the beaches (e.g. Haggblom 1982).
""
FIGURE 1 An extirlf'le of criftwood concentrations (Glenhalvoya, Nordaustland,
Svalbard). Photo: A. H:ig"blom 1980.
2. THE PRESENT STUDY
This study is a pilot project aiming at evaluating the potential for
constructing dendrochronological series on samples of Arctic driftwood. Such
a chronology could give valuable information on the rhythm of driftwood
production in the source areas, as well as data on the rates of driftwDod
influx onto the Arctic shores. The viability of a driftwood chronolDgy will
naturally be enhanced if it cen be supported and complimented with dendro-
chronological samples collected from the source areas.
A driftwood dendrochronDlogy can alsD greatly reduce expenses for the
scientific study of raised beaches. For example, the ages of samples from
different beac, altitude Cn!,le~ be quantitatively studied at much lower CDst,
88 samples
56 samples
1 sample
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and much more precisely, than if each log has to be 14C dated. A driftwood
chronology would also improve the internal coherence and general reliability
of the shoreline displacement curves, especially in areas rich in driftwood.
and once available would almost completely dispense with the need for
14C datings. .
3. METHODS AND MATERIAl
In 1984 geologists from the University of lund arranged an ~xpedltion
to the Bohemanflya peninsula in Isfjorden, 40 lcm northweat of t~ town of
longyearbyen on Svalbard's main island, Spitzbergen, (78 25'/14 30'E), an
area known for its concentrations of driftwood. This expedition offered an
excellent opportunity to initiate a pilot study in dendrochronology on Arctic
driftwood, with a minimum of cost and organization.
The results from the construction of a long-time chronology on Pinus
silvestris from Swedish Lapland (Bartholin and Karl~n 1983) had revealed a
high correlation with a similar series from Finnish Lapland. A t-value ~
9.36 was found even as far as the Kola Peninsula (locality 2, figure 2).
This indicated that a strong dendrochronological similarity might be expected
even over very long distances in the Sub-arctic zone. where Arctic driftwood
would have its origins.
It was nonetheless decided for the project's initial phase to restrict
the first sampling to modern driftwood alone, in order to limit the spread
in time of the samples. For this purpose the Isfjord area was ideal. Human
presence has been regular there since the 17th century (whaling), and until
as late as the 1920's collected driftwood played a vital role as both fuel
and building material. for this reason, and due to a relatively humid local
climate which promotes natural decay of the wood, much of the driftwood
older than circa 1920 can be expected to have disappeared from the area.
There was in fact a considerable assortment of driftwood available
within a distance of only 1 km from the camp on the shore of the fjord: a
few whole logs, many butt and top logs, some longer and shorter logs with
nails and cut-outs once possibly used in rafting, and a variety of sawmill
materials in different stages of preparation. Samples exhibiting obvious
signs of secondary useage were for the most part deliberately avoided to
ensure source representability. Most of the logs had been felled with a
chain saw, and no naturally fallen whole trunks from river bank erosion were
observed. There was, of course, also great amounts of plastic mixed with the
wood, from countries allover the world.
A disc was sawn from each of 145 randomly selected beached logs, which
were also paced to determine length and thoroughly examined visually. The
diameter was later measured in the laboratory from the sawn disc. The length
of the logs varied from 1.5 to 7 meters for both Pinus and Picea, with
concentrations of lengths at 4 and 6 meters (tabl~ The Sllclirter logs seem
to have been cut in accordance with the above-mentioned functions. The
diameter varied from 10 to 40 cm for Pinus, and 10 to 25 cm for Picea. The
43 top logs of Pinus had an average dlameter of 16.6 cm, and the~utt
logs 19.6 cm. ~cea the 30 top logs averaged 15.2 cm and the 26 butt
logs 17.3 cm. ------
Awood anatomical investigation of the samples gave the following
distribution of the species:
Pinus sp. (Pinus silvestris type)
PlCea sp.
[arlX sp.
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Length of the logs. _ter.
Year of Pinus $p. Pleee sp.
Cutting 0 2 3 4 5 6 0 2 3 4 5 6
1930
1
2
3 ~
4 x
1935 ~
6
7 ~
8 ...
9
1940
1 ~
2
3
4
1945 •
6 x • •
7 • xB
9
1950
1 x
Z
3 •4 • x1955 • • •6 xx. x .n
7 x
8 • x9 • •1960
"
x
1
Z
3 x • • •4 x x
1965 • ••6 • xi ax ... xx. x•7 • .xx8 x. • x • x9 x x • x1970
• x1 x
Z xx
3 x x
4
1975
6 •7
8
9
1980
Z 3 4 5 0 3 6
TABLE 1. Length of the dated logs.
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The_thod described by Bartholin (1979) was used to distinguish the anato-
.ically similar Picea and Larix.
A radius a~ em w~as cut with razor blades into the surface of
the sawn discs in preparation for measureJllent on an ADDO Tree ling Measurins;
Machine. Only one radius was measured on most samples, and the ring widths
were recorded in 0.01 ... Semi logarithmic curves for visual synchronization
were drawn from the measured data. The tree ring series were correlated with
the help of t-values (Baillie and Pilcher 1973) and 'percentages of agree-
ment' (Eckstein and Bauch 1969). and by optical evaluation.
Of the Pinus samples 62 could be synchronized, and 4' of these were
~sed to constrUCt a relative. mean curve for that species. For.Picea. S' were
synchronised and 25 used in the Picea curve. The mean curves we;:ecalculated
as a mean of the measured ring wiicRll:S for each year of selected samples. and
dated samples not chosen for use in the mean series generally had serious
anomalies. such.as missing rings. that precluded their use.2
Many of the·Pinus samples gave very high significant values in correla-
tion with the Picea mean curve, and vice versa. The two IIIl!In curves could
also be synchronlZed, but the values were relatively low (table 4). The
relative datings of the material are shown in table 2.
The relative year of cutting was presumed to be identical .ith the
dating of the outermost registered ring. even in cases where no bark was
found. The influence of the elements can have eroded a few rings on some
samples, but no such absences were noted in the field or laboratory. The
undatable samples were not subjected. to cOntinued investigation. ~ny of
these had very few rings, evidenced atypical growths. or were obviously
missing rings. and therefore rejected.
4. RESULTS
The large number of relatively datable samples was a welcome surprize.
It apparently indicated that the driftwood originated in a region (of yet
undetermined size) with very homogenous growth conditions. and deliberately
exploited to supply uniform logs for the timber industry.
The first attempt to obtain an absolute dating was made on a chronology
for Pinus from Lapland (8artholin and Karl~n 1983). No significant correla-
tion was found. The Svalbard Pinus mean curve gave a value of t ~ 2.30 and
a percentage of agreement = ~However. it was unlikely that the end
year could lay more than a few years in the past, and a good, visual syn-
chronization was eventually discovered for the year 1979; continued investi-
gation proved this dating to be correct. Nevertheless, the most recent sample
was dated to '980, a Picea log with one unmeasureable outer ring representing
that year. The Pinus mean curve terminated at 1969. but some Pinus samples
contained up to~ unmeasureable rings after that date. ------
There presently exists an extensive Russian literature in dendrochrono-
logy, and the published mean curves represent many different forest types
from allover the Soviet Union. A survey of the Russian series used in the
efforts to localize the provenance of the Svalbard driftwood is given in
table 3.
The first attempt to locate the origin of the Svalbard driftwood to
within the Soviet Union was made by correlating an open network of localities
2We wish to specially thank the Ordinariat ~ur Holzbiologie at the University
of Hamburg for kindly placing their excellent computer facilities at our
disposal for this project.
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_r of SUlPles x • 1
Rel.the JRr Pinus Sp Pit.. sp ce lender year
186 •187 •188
189
190 19ZO
191
192
193
194
195
'196
197
19B
199
ZOO .. 19JO
tDt
Z02
lOJ
lO4
lOS
ZD6
207
20B
Z09
210 1940
Z1I
212
213
214
215 •216 •••217 ••218 •219 •220 • 1950221 •222 x
22J •224 xx.
225 ... ••226 .... .,t:ltltX
227 •22B XX
229 •• •2JO • XX 1960
. 231 •2J2
23J xuxx
2J4 •••2J5 •• ••236 J[Xxu QU. J(IUtJ{X x
2J7 x xxxx
2J8 ... ...
2J9 xx. x
240 x. 1970
24\ x •242 x XX
243 ••244
245 •246 ••247 •24B •249
•250 • 1960
TARLE 2. Dated samples of Svalbard driftwood.
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Tree specles Mean cur .... e Reference
No. Loca Ii ty Length
Pinus Svalbard 1731-1969
P;cea
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
Kola
Karelia
Karelia
Karelia
Karelia
Karelia 11
Karelia 13
Karel ia IS
Karelia 17
~~5~~~~e ~~~39' [
Rep. Komi
Rep. Komi
River Taz
Arctic circle 850 E
;~W~;8~k
Ural M8untain 0
ca. 60 N ca. 60 E
Svalbard
~~5~;~~e~~~20'E
Archangelsk
63049"N 40°39:[
Rep. Komi
River Tal
Arctic Circle 850 E
~~~~r6~Wob
Nernzen
Nemzen
Nemzen
1698-1971
1648-1973
1697-1973
1684-1973
1617-1971
1755-196.9
1744-1968
1823-1969
1720-1968
1832-1975
1862-1975
1861-1975
1642-1969
1857 -1968
1557-1969
1753-1979
1788-1979
1822-1975
1881-1975
1604-1969
1727-1973
1707-1968
1713-1968
1716-1968
Bitvinskas, ed. 1979
fig. 5, p. 58, tab. 1
8itvinskas, ed. 1979
fig. 5, p. 59, tab. 3
8itvinskas, Ed. 1979
fig. 5, p. 61, tab. 5
Bitvinskas, ed. 1979
fig. 5, p. 62, tab. 7
Bitvinskas, ed. 1979
fig. 5, p. 64, tab. 9
8itvinskas, ed. 1979
fig. 5, p. 65, tab. 11
Bitvinskas, ed. 1979
fig. 5, p. 66, tab. 13
Bitvinskas, Ed. 1979
fig. 5, p. 67, tab. 15
Bitvinskas, ed. 1979
fig. 5, p. 68, tab. 17
Anikejeva et aI., 1984
p. 52, tab. 1
Jevdokimov, 1984
p. 44, tab. 1
Jevdokimov, 1984
p. 44, tab. 2
Sijatov, 1984 a
p. 63
Komin, 1981
p. 66, tab. 68
Bitvinskas, ed. \979
fig. 8, p. 110, tab.
Semenov et a 1. 1984
p. 47, tab. 1
Anikejeva et a1. 1984
p. 52, tab. 2
Jevdok imov, 1984
p. 45, tab. 3
Sijatov, 1984 a
p. 59
Sijatov, 1984 b
p. 71, tab. 7 (43)
Siyatov, 1981
tab. 1 (31), p. 82
Siyatov, 1~81
tab. 2 (32), p. 82
Siyatov, 1981
tab. 3 (33), p. 83
TABLE 3. Survey of the investigated localities.
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(Nrs. 2. 11. 14. 15. 16. la. 21. 22) representing both Pinus (silvestris)
and Picea (obovata). see table 4 and the map. figure 2.""lfclCorrelation was
fournniif"tween the -Svalbard mean curves (1 and 17) and the Siberian mean
curves (14, 15. 16. 21, 22). which with the exception of locality 15 show a
high similarity to each other, nor was there any noticeable correlation
between the Siberian and the European (2, II, 18) mean curves. However. high
significant values ~re found to exist between Svalbard and the European
curves.
To expand and continue the effort. the network was increased by 15 .
sites, table 3 and ~he map, figure 2. Locality 18 was excluded from further
investigations because its high correlation values with localities 19 and 20
indicated that ~he series was dated one year too young, and/or that it was
calculated without cross-dating the component curves. This demonstrated error
was necessarily taken into accoant when considering some of the other mean
curves used in ~he investigation. For instance, it is remarkable that the
locality 8 mean curve (Karelia) did not show similarity with any of the other
tested curves. Similar problems can be experienced with other single curves
used in the mean curves, when localities close to one another correlate with
high t-values but very low values for percentage of ~greement; see, for
··EAampTe, mean curve 3 as compared to mean curve 4. The value of t = 7.19, yet
the percentage of agreement is only = 59.6 (table 4).
The results of the correlation tests between all localities in the
expanded network are shown in table 4. Where no figures are registered the
percentage of agreement.was below the 95% limit of probability. and there-
fore not printed. It cannot be seen from the table that the subsequently
added mean curves for European Picea (23, 24, 25) were the only ones to show
strong correlation with the Siberlan mean curve (22), t = 8.10 and percentage
of agreement = 67.6. Similar values were registered with the other Siberian
localities. In figure 3 the t-values from table 4 are plotted to allow a
comprehensive view of the Svalbard curves in relation to the European curves.
As can be seen. xhe ~rrelation values in certain cases are exceptionally
good.
5. CONCLUSIONS
When one considers: 1) the mutual correlations between the European
~an curves, 2) the non-homogenous network of localities east of Archangel.
and 3) the few localities west of Archangel with Picea, it can be concluded
that the driftwood from Isfjorden on Spitzbergen.-svaTbard, originased in
an area north of the 60th parallel and between longitude 350 and 60 E. This
conclusion is augmented by the fact that the Soviet saw and paper mill
industry is centered on the Archangel region, and that judging by the log
dimensions (see above and table 1) much of the driftwood was originally
intended as pulp. This finding is also well in accordance with the primary
counter-~lockwise surface current system in the Barent's Sea (figure 2).
The limited number of dated logs does not permit us to draw extensive
conclusions at this time, but several observations can be made with regards
to the year of cutting for the dated samples, table 2:
1) The oldest samples are all Pinus, only one Picea sample is dated to
before 1945. No Pinus is dated tOliTter 1972, ancrno-finds have been dated
to the years after-T980. The year of sampling was 1984.
2) The concentrations of datings in the middle of the 1950's and 1960's
might be explained by a higher level of 10g9ing activity. and/or special
conditions such as intensive spring flooding and changes in the ice cover in
the Barent's Sea.
3) The increasing concentrations of datings in these decades is first
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fIGURE 2. Map of the investigated localities on Svalbard (nrs. 1, 17)
and of the reference localities in the Soviet Union. Direction
of the major surface currents are indicated by the arrows.
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PINUS SP.
60'
t 4-5, t 3-4. I 1-3, t'1.
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FIGURE 3 (a+b) Correlation of Picea sp. and Pinus sp. from Svalbard and
the European part of the northern Soviet Union (t-values).
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detected in the Pinus material, and after a few years delay in Picea.
4) No datings are-Tound for the growing seasons 1942-1944. ------
The results hereto demonstrate the feasibility of applying dendrochrono-
logy to Arctic driftwood, but much work remains before the full potential of
the investigation can be ascertained. Additional studies on modern-beach
driftwood must be performed, also including shores more exposed to the trans-
'polar drift, and thus to even larger source areas than those merely feeding
the Barent's Sea. It is absolutely necessary to extend the chronologies
further back in time, and to eventually establish curves for dating raised
beach sequenceS. An enhanced knowledge of the dendrochronology, hydrology,
forestry, etc., in the source areas is imperative for the future success of
the project, and this requires much closer cooperation with Soviet colleagues
than has been the case in the past.
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7.8 WIlE BESULTS OF DENDBOCUllATOLOGICAL IIESEARCII Of BUl'lGARY
It. Bedci
lnsUtut.e of Forestry
Keczekm4t Research Slation
E.R.T.I Keosk8DI4t
J6szef AtUla u. 4
H~ Kecskem4t - HUNGARY
Dver tke period 01 tfte latest ~ years. the perceKt-
age of H1ctlgltty's forested ar84 has increased frOlll 12 j;
to 1,-3 S• .ker~ the totAl Grea of forests nas been
expallded frOlJl I 100 na to I (Ho kG. NOWGdays B1Wlt ipwrpose
silvicwltKre is geMerally expected to .eet the following
.,.eqwi r_eKt s:
- {KII exploitation of ftatHrAI resources
- cGllpI.e" Kt itbat ion of t iaber-grolring stock
- per-.attentGUgllletttation of tiMber crops
increase of value prodwction.
Wood Tepresents A killd of reprodwoable raw ~terial.
thMs.researDh focws.ed on exploitation of correlatio~
bet_en 8UlIId developuttt and growth rAte of illdividwal
tre.. On OKe hand and factors exertitlg inflKence OK them
sKch AS cli-.atic conditioHS on the other is of great
brportAnce itt respect of OKr endeavowrs AUlftd At increasiKg
the prodwctive capacity of Hungary's forests.
The syst_ of HHtl9Gry's ~iu types is based OK three
enviro~entAI factors' clu.ate, hydrologiCAl condido"s
and gettetic 80il type. In the cowrse of evalKGtion attd
systeMatization of forest sites .e dete~ineclt.atic
fActors - with the exception of One ~ indirectly by
.eans of tree species and forest associAtions. respectively.
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Accordi..,ly. va diffwNfrci.8*e ike follmri.., cIilmtic
zones:
- 20_ cfbeecJt-forests
- zo"e of hornb.. - oak-foresu
- %o"e of EMrop~ ~-forests
- ZOfte of TIa'Rey O4Ir-s88Sile oak-forests
- 20Ile of fores&-Jilt-eppe forests.
dLbcnd ~3 'I of Ola' woods 41'8 sit_ted iM tJte climat-
ic zo,.., of forltst-steppe forests. HDwev•• lor tree growth
tlda type of clu.a.te is tke MUst .tlfiSG!lv4DltageoMS of all.
OItrimy DeCGWBe average GJmWIll precipiuatioM is .p liule
AS tfDD-5OO _. This is lIky the _jorUy of de_rocl illlato-
199ical .t&ulies CIlt'ried Oft iM HNMBIJr7 Juwe beeta cJdef1y
lUlitsl to forest stands of the ab01l''''llIdiOtted climlltic
zo"e.
The _lin reswl·ts llCJtieved 1M this d18ldn of science
by HimgCl1'Uaft rese~ch workers of forestry ca" be m-ned
.." - withowt aiBIiMg Qt cowpletett8Ss - as follows.
u.
'ft HioIBllry ROTH (1935). Z.FEICET.E U9Sl) GrId JC01.TAY
(1953) were the first to poiMt .0Mt that ckanges in aM-
tuu.ll ri..,s pro,vi4e UlportAftt iMfoa-atio" OM i"terre-
latiD_hips bet_en tree growth IIJIll elWir_tttal fac-
tors.
COlIfI1l'eKettSive stNdies were carried OJd by SzDNYI
lI9sB) OK the Great HJoIglll'i1Ut pJaiM i" order to iK-
vestiBGte fllctWAl rellltiotlShips bet_8ft the di__eter
iftCr"'Kt of locwst trees {&obiMia psew40ACACia 1..)
an4 the 4MQfttity of precipitatioK fall,," 4wri"9 the
veeetatioM SDaSOK.
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On the evidence of rLetAi1ed cusalysis "erforaed em I»
sites he established a rLefinite correlQtion oetween the
two factors in 8 I. a~8rQte one in #1 S. a poor one
in 39 S. 1liHer8Cls neu.tral relat ionsJtip IIlU fOlOlll in .P I
of the cases.
Cases indicating distinct correlation originated Ira.
sites principally switable for safe and P70fitable growing
of ca.mercial forests: i. e. in suck sites lOCKBt trees
possessed the best precipitation-wtilizing capacity
Yeswlting from favowr4ble effects of other ecological
fQctors.
The fQCt in itself that t!I particwlar area WQS sup~
'plied with larger 4uantiti~s of precipitation did not
reswl~ in increased diameter incy..ent of locust trees.
It has also been proved that locwst groves beyond fel~
1ing 41ge and those having been coppiced IlOre times th_
expedient are incapable of wtil izing precipitat ion
originating from the atmosphere satisfactorily.
1n the cowrse of his studies on the growth of Scotch
pine (Pinws silvestris L.) SOLYiMOS (1963) ascribed
differences in growth not only to climatic conditions
bwt also to factors of stocR composition as well as to
••thode of silvicwltwral treatMent.
JiALUPA (1967) perfOrMed st_ analyses on Populws
ewrQlllericana Dode (Gtinier)' cv. robusta' and COlllPlIred
the reswlts achieved in this respect with data on pre-
cipitation. He fownd that both diGMeter growth and basal
area incr_ent were significantly inflwenced by the
quantity of precipitation fallen during the vegetation
season. If the quantity of precipitation was less than
during the preceding year, diQllleter growth decreased.
and so did generally basal area incr_nt as well.
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The stwdies of MAJER (1P73) accc.pl ished 'bl the
scope of H1Cngarian dendrocl~tological resecrrch. are
also of 1J1'e4t illlQ'ortance. FrOlll the resul ts of his itl-·
lI'estigations ccmcerni"9 GmDU.ll ring chrotlology 4ItId
dtmdrocH!llAtolol1Y the following fJIt1jor cOJICluioJlS -CtuI
be clra-:
Between brelZSt height dilDleter 4"d 4pUPltity of pre-
. c~itatiotl a MOderate correlation is provable. (Linear
correlation being taken for granted.)
DetendJUltion coefficient of correlation between
diaMeter increNent and precipitation fallen in May GKd
JICHe is 15.2, whereas that of correlatiOK between dia-
.eter increment and precipitation fallen dKring the'
total vegetation season amounts to 19.5.
Deter~nGtion coefficient of correlation between the
opuuttity of precipitation fallen in May-J-e ealcwlated
for ZO c and dilDl~ter incr_nt was fownd to be 17.1:
that of correlati~n between the quantity of precipitation
fAllen dKring the total vegetation season calcwlated for
10 C eack proved to be 21.9.
MAJER poiKt.t out the folZowing AS .ell, in the years
Feceding those of crucial iJIportance ift respect of beech
tree (F~ silvatica) growing, qICGntity of precipitation
~ fllYowrable: ka.ever. in the year that ~ directly
folIo'" by Gbwndant seed-crop it was Kec:esBary that
aida-er should be sunny 4"d waDI i" order to per:.i t
II pZefttifMl crop.
. CorreZattDft was also provable beh.een illdivid&CGl
clt-atic factors on 0'" hand and .ajor biotic ~es
on the other.
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hBOS (IpB4) perfon.ed year ri.., _ly..a 011 at_
of Twrkey oak (QwercKs cerris L.), eu. (Ul~ ap.) aNd
variows CltltivGrs of Popwlws ewr..eriC4DIA. The total
JUGllber of speciJaeHS Oft wIIich ri.., widtks ,"""e ..-Mred
GIIOlOlted to 54. Oft the evicUmce of his stwdi_ on
correlatioHS between average ri.., widtks aNd eke qwGntity
of atu'DUl1 precipitation tIS well as tke ,,_ntHy of
precipitation fa118" dwring the vegetatiOtl aeason, BGbOB
stated the followi..,:
- valKes of the correlation coeffici8"t ~y Yary with-
it! a very wide rGt2ge (0.01.p-D.4PlsJ I
- significGt2t correlation betw"K the 'two variableB
ra..,es fro.P. 1 S to p. 10 S.
RtDEI (1~B4J perfon.ed deKdroclt.atological stMdie.
on steMS of locwst trees and proved that a close cor-
relation exists betw..n the followiNg veriables:
- rate of di..eter iKCreMent and qwGntity of precip-
itation fall8" dwriKg ,the vegetation season,
- rate of diCllll8ter iKCr_ent aKd kJenidity iKdex based
on joint effects of precipitatioK GKd t-.peratMre.
TakiKg 1inoar relat io_hip i:.;r graKted, he fownd
sigKificant correlation (r. 0.43) only betweeK the kw-
aidity index aKd the a""_l iKcr..-nt of breast height
(1.3 a) diaMeter.
Rldei alBa Btwdied correlations betweeK the rate
of a""_l riKg increMent aKd the cliaatic factors ef
the year preceding the period IOlder S\(rvey. Ho_ver,
aeth-.atically verifiable correlations were'not to be
foKKd.
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111.
The ckief objective of 0ICl' pre.em .tNdy MIS to old-
H_ ..... __hs acki_ed ill tke .cope of eleNlroclu.-
tolo,ical resea:rck. directly related to practical tillber
grOlriIlg. III our brief acCOlOlt we elicl fIOt eleal wUk
tkeoretical IDfd _tkodological qwe.UoftB of .....rochro-
JIOloBY CIJId d.....ocl~toloBY. _Hher eliel 118 treat ._eral
fCll'~2'eaCkillB possibilities of '!'esellTc:k provided by the
~tionad6iisci"lille.
The fMJICtiOll 4ZM Urport4ZlICe 1IIkteh cleJdroel~tology
possesses ill revealillB tke CCDtSes of illviro'lUlltal
cOII~inatiOll getting .are and ~re exte...ive 4ZMd Beriows
all over tke wor14 and of forest elest'!'lCCiiOll closely
.do.otectecl wi tk envi'!'otlllUJKtal COIItc.illlltiOIl are fIOt ref erred
to ill OMr paper, either.
III the _r fMtwr. sa-e 'l'eseardl bases lIre.goillB to
be e.tablUhed ill Hungary in Dreier to facilitate iK-
vestigatio... Oil forest ecosy~t8BS. It will be their task
tD a:pGJd re.-rdu ill order to explore tk. cawses of
~s~ QCCMl"CItely CIS ever ·possible.
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7.7 DDIDROCIIBONOLOGY OF ou: Of POLAKD
T. Wai:ny
Academy of FIDe Arts
Conservat.ion Facully
Wybrzeze Kollcluszkowskle 37
PL-OO 379 WanIllW - POLAND
INTRODUCTION
Dendrochronology in Poland can be traced back until 1938 when
some bronze aged wooden samples from Biskupin were .ent to Ebba
Hult de Geer at the Institute for Geochronology in Stockholm.
She placed two pieces of wood in the 7th century B.C. usinq the
then existing tree-ring chronology of Sequoia in N.-America and
the Scandinavian varve-chronology. These results gave rise to
some doubts.
More serious dendrochronological work in our country started
after the Second World War. For example, Zinkiewicz (1946)
studied the influence of climate on tree growth and Ermich
(1960) compared polish and bavarian oaks to test the possibili-
ty of teleconnection. In the 60ies and 70ies dendrochronology
was several times applied to date timber from archaeoloqical
excavations, above all by Dqbrowski (1972) and his coworkers in
Opole and Lublin and by GorczyTIski and Molski (1965) in
Szczecin. But these investigations should rather be considered
as preliminary. More recently Bednarz (1984) and Feliksik
(1972) elaborated essential dendrochronological contributions.
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Since 1983 4eIldrochronoloqica.l research on oak is being carried
out AS a COllllllOn project of the Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw
and the University of Hamburg. The A1m of these studies is to
establish a reference chronology for Poland. "'~e sampling
started in GdaDsk and the surrounding region because of the
significance of this t~ for the polish history and culture.
This area will be gradually extended in .order to include
Pomerania, the delta region of the rivers Vistul.a and Nogat,
and the Wysoczyzna Elllli\ska, that means from the Zarnowieckie
Lake in the west as far as FrCllllbork in the east (Fig.1). From a
climatic point of view the region is fairly homogenous and is
determined .both from oceanic and continental influences.
LIVING OAKS
The Gdansk-chronology for living oaks is 24-times replicated
and covers the period frOiD 1984 to 1780. In order to check the
geographical range of this chronology, further. sites were
sampled. The chronology for the Warsaw region represents a
transition zone to less precipitation. whereas the chronology
for BiaLowieza cont6ins stronger continental influences.
However, the GdaOsk-chronology is rather similar to the Warsaw-
chronology and even to some chronologies from Lithuania
(Rai.raitis 1979). The reg.ions around Warsaw and Bialowieza were
chosen since they p:layed an important role for the supply with
timber in the 50-c~led Gdahsk timber trade during the 13th to
the 17th century. Additional sites for living oak trees are
Wolin, Poznan, Krakow, Wroclaw. eventually Opole. With the same
material a dendroclimatological evaluation is planned.
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Besides of llvinq oaks, t1JlIbers from arch1tectural IICmWll8ntB,
art-historical objects and archaeolOQ'ical -excavatiODll are bein9
dendrochronolQ9ically analysed. FrCllll 16 SlUIIPled buJ.J.diDgil 13
could already be dated. the olc1est one to the aeccm4 balf of
the 14th century, the younqest one to the .ecoDl1 half of the
19th century. ~e larCJl! scatterin9 of the felllD9 years of the
trees and the 10n9 tree-ring series eD&!llecl the est&tlJ 1sbweDt
of a chronology as ~ar back as 1100 A.D. (1"i9. 21. 'l'Wo dat.1Dg
results should be shown as examples:
- -rhe St. Nikolaus Church in GdaUJt haS been bu1lt by the
Dominicans in the 13th century and is one of the oldest
churches of the town. Its roof 18 one out of few which have
survived the last War. The !)ell tower is constructed with oak
tirnher, the dendrochronolOQ'ical dat1n9 of which is 1398 A.D.
(Fig. 3 ).
- In Gda%isk-Lipce there is still an old-fashioned faxmhouse,
the oldest one of this type in the Vistula delta re9ion and
the only representative of the early developmental stage of
this type in Poland. The building has been dated by architec-
tural historians to the middle of the 17th century. However,
the dendrochronological analysis resulted in 1571 as the
cutting year for the oaks used for the timber frames (1"i/;.4).
In addition to the historical monuments art-historical objects
of GdWk painters were included. Up to now 32 panels of
paintings of one to five boards each were llle&sured. All
paintings were created between the 14tk and the 17th century
and mostly contain more than 200 tree rings.
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An extension of the GdaMk cbranoloqy into the past was Jllade
possible by mellDB of arcbaeo~ical aDjects:
- The excavations in Llbl,g try to t;et the oldest traces of
settling and therefore concentrate.on those areas within the
old town which were destroyed through the War.' Out of 27
slIJIIPles 15 could be absolutely dated covering the time
.between 996 and 1332 A.D. and thus belonging to the first
settling phase (Fig. 5). These excavations will be continued
for several yeart; aDd will also be extended to new areas.
Afterwards the old town of .E.1bl.Jlg will be rebuilt.
~ In the Puck bay sane 4 metel':S below the water and some 100
meters off-shore hig 'Wooden constructions were found. They
cover an area of +2 hectares and represent the remnants of
the former :fortification of the early medieval. harbour. The
ship wrecks are carbon-14 dated to be from the 6th to the
l:;!til century. OUt 0.£ 10 samples from various parts of the
harbaur 'DIlly one could :be dated dendrochronologically, that
is Ul the 1IIiddle 1:If the 13th century. There are no archival
sources at aJ.l a..bout,the harbour of Puck.
At the time being the dendrochronological analysis of the
arcb:leoloqical timber Linds from Wolin is performed. Wolin is
locllted at the 'lDouth of the river Odra and was one of the most
:i.tlJpo:etant trade centres of North Europe during Medieval times;
todAy II. small town with the same mime is located there. The
wooden samples are assumed to belong to the 8th to 10th (even-
tually 11th) century according to archaeological-and carbon-14
datings. Wolin is situated outside of the initially defined
study lII.r",a. bitt its location jtlSt between Gdansk and LUbeck in
North-Ge~<y way enable a te1econnective cross-dating between
these sites along the Baltic Sea.
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A further material worthwhile to be ~Ddrochronolo;lcally
evaluated are subfossil oak trunks from the Gardno-~ Lowland
close to the Baltic Sea. Sane of the trunluI were already
carbon-14 4ated to be from 1115 :t 60 BP. It 18 plaDned to
intensify the project, also in order to cc:mpare datu derived
by means of C 14-analysis and dendrochronology.
CONCLUSION
To conclude, the dendrochronology of oak in Poland make. Bane
prom1s1ng progress with regard to the establisbment of a dating
tool as well as the dendroclimatological analysis. There is one
by-product to be mentioned. By means of the Gc1AJisk-chronology
coming into existence, a tree-ring chronology from paintings of
Dutch and Flemish masters being floating up to nowadays could
be placed in time and thus a long-lasting puzzle as to the
provenance of the timber used solved (Eckstein et al. 1986).
Last but not least it has to mentioned that besides of oak also
pine is dealt with dendrochronologically since few years by
common efforts of the Universities of Torun and Lund/Sweden.
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Fig.l Dendrochronological atudy area within Poland.
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8. APPUCA1l0N OF DENDROCHRONOlDCY ASSJi':SSMFNT
DEVIATIONS OF FaRESI' CROYrH
8.3. DETECTING TIlE EFFECTS OF ACIDIC DEPOSlTION AJID CO.
n:RI1LIZAT10N ON TBD: GBOWTII
T.ILL. WiKle,>. P.D."_ .ad IUl. Briffa
Cl1JmIUc Research Unit
School of Envlronment.B1 Selenoes
University of East. Anglle
Norwlch NR4 7TJ - UNITED KINGDOM
ABSTRACI
In recent 'years tbere baa been groviDg interest in alld concern about
the need to identify pollutiou effects on tree growtb. both the detru.ental
effects ot acidic deposition and related industrial pollution, alld the
enhauced productivity expected to result from increasing at80apheric CO2
concentratiol18. These are complex probl..... iovol ving the detection of
uncertain signals in the presence of considerable noise, i.e. tbe varia-
bility that results from the otber factora which influence tree growth.
Many of the problems to be faced in detecting these effects have already
been addressed in tbe CO2-climate iaaue, where the unaquivocal datection of
a CO2-induced warming is a -ajor concern of climatologista. Climatic chaDgedetection methods and problems are reviewed and their analogues in the tree
growth cases are described. A framework for the rigorous identification of
acidic pollution or CO 2-fertilization effects i. proposed, which, iffollowed, ..ill belp to eosure the credibility of future..ark in this ..rea of
dendrochronology.
1. INTRODUCTlOli
In receot years, the possible effects of pollution On tree growth have
become major enviroDlllental' concerns. There are two distinct iSSDes. The
first is the direct int lDence of increasing atlllos.pheric carbon dioxide (C02)
on plants, the '~02-fertilizationneffect, thought to increase plaut
productivity; and the second is the problem of "acidic deposition" where a
bost of pollutants associated witb indnstrialization bave been implicated as
causal factors in forest "die-back".
Dendrocbronological intereat in tbese problems ceatres around tbe
effects On tree ring characteriatics, widtb, density, etc. Botb issues, as
far as tbe dendrocbroaologiat is eonceroed, are detection problema; i.e. we
are attempting to detect a significant change in tree rings tbat can be
unequivocally attributed eitber to COz":,fertiluation or to ..cidic
deposition. A considerable effort has 'recently gone into a su-ilar problem,
that of detecting the effects ofincreaaing CO2 aIId other trace ga.
concentrations on globat' climate (e.g. MacCraclten and Lutber, 1985). In
order to luke these climate atudies and tbeir implications for dendro-
chronological ,atudies 1II0r.• acce88ible, we preaent bere • review of the CO2-
clUnate,detection problem and demonatrate the parallela with the ,tWQ dendro-
chronological issues. Guideline. for atudies of,C02-fertilizatioa and
acidic deposition effects are'preaented that, if followed, will belp to
ensure the credibility of future ,work On the.e i.auea.
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Altbm!gb u.e- tlmae c1etectim> probl_ b....e -.ny similaritiea. tllere
are i!IlUI)' conceptual differencea. In the CO2"'Climate and CO2-fertili&.tion
ca_a. CAua.l factDra have been identified aSIII their qlllllit.ti"e effecta
eatablbbed ,..ing _dele and/or ....ll...c.le e:q>eriJDenta. TIle.im is to
identify theae effects in the re.l _rld. In the climate caee. 1iIOdel.. of
the climate llIyatem predict tb.t incre.aiDg concentr.tiona of CO2 and otber
tr.ce g._s u.ethaDe. nitrOIlS oxide. ozone. cblorof lurorcarbou) rill h."e a
"greeah0u8e effect" whicb .ill be 1IIIU1ifest aa a val1lliug of tbe l_er l.yers
of the at:lllospbere. a predicted "signal". TIle =ent _gni~ude of this
predicted aignal is ....ll. partly because tile CO 2 changes experienced 80 far
.re relati"ely amall and partly becallse the oce.ns cauae • damped response
(Wigley and SchhaiDger. 1985). Bec....e the 1IIOdels are only simplified
repreaentatiou of the Teal cl:ima~e syatem. empirical "erification of the
greenboll8e effect u required. -"i.e. ... need to detect the Bmall predicted
lIisnal ia. the observ.tional recOTd. This ia difficult beCAWle any signal
tellcU to be obacured by the large "noise" le"el of l!IIltural climatic
v.c-iUilixy. n.e signal baa DDt yet been convincillgly cIemonstrated (Wigley
aDd Jones. 1981; Wigley et a1.. 1985a).
In the C02-fertiliaatipa caAe. 8lIUl119lcale growth chamber a;perimenta
ha"e _bawn u.at large CO2 cbaJlges can cauSe large changes in plant growth
rate (the signal). at le88't for C~3 plants. a category that embracea all but
a f_ apecies of tree (fer reviews see Strain Mnd CUTe. 1985. tmd Warrick et
aL.. ~986). ~ projected real-.orld effeets to date <In! probably aD .....11
to be i>lmediuely ob"ious (an _10% increase in growth rate for the obser'll'ed
•..25% iDaeallll! in CO2 amcentr.tion th.t baa occurred since -1850) and are
obscured by the hackgrDUlUi uoiae of l!IIltural growtb flllctuationa. Furtber--
"""re. jut .. elUate GDdels only appr(l:ltimate the relll _rld. ao tbe results
of~ chl!lllber e:q>erimenu need not apply in the Teal world where plant
gneth u iDfu.e-d by 1IUDIY factors which .are not simulated in the growth
~-n.r~ Empirical verification is tberefore requiTed.
in the ecidic deposition ClIBe we bave a fwuiameutally different
...ii:.....tio... ~entially an effect looking for a cause. The effect is the
<eXi:,._i"e foreat die~wich has becOllle iuc:reasingly e"ident in both
E=ope and Ilorth ......rica in recent years. The clluse is ~bought to be air
Jlollottion.. probAbly tile -synergistic effects of a n_ber of different poIlu-
t:.al>l:s and DDt SAmply "acid -rain". However, because of tbe complexity of the
bio:WSical proceHes invol yed. the cause~ffect 1 iulr. is still eontroversial.
Then! is lID aa:epted specific pollutant""1:elated call1lal ",ecbani""" and the
.,bsex"ed aympt:a118 ."e other possible -.:auses nrelated to pollution.
Althimgtl the aaiD evidence of forest die-back is visible external damage to
tteet<. dendrocbronologins all8pt!c:1: that acidic deposition should also cause
growt;h changes. Bowever, al though there is DO doubt that high po1111t.nt
l ..~b have sn-tb effecta. ~ere is no definite evidence of .ignific.nt
effec". onaature trees oAt the lower r2gioual_cale pollution levels that
pre1rail today :ill Europe aDd JlDTth aerica. In other VOTda. the stroll8
tlleoreti~l or 8i11811_cale experimental basis that firmly underlies the CO 2-
eli.ate .and 002-fertiHzation <:8ses is far lellS conclushe in the acidic-
deposition case. Att"llpts to <Ietect An acidic deposition effect 011 tree
growth sre therefure leu .ell~efiDed than in the other two cases.
1.1. Direct yeTsuB indirect effects
Cue otbeT factor links the CO2-fertilization 4Dd scidic-;lepositi01ll
eaSes to the CO2-climate case, tbe existence of both direct and indirect
effects. In the former two cases. most discussions tend to focus only on
identifying the_dir~c~ effects, althougb ve believe that there may be botb
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direct aDd indirect effects. Let ns consider the three cases separately.
Por CO~-fertilization,we kDov that, not only do plants tend to arow
faster at h~her CO 2 levels. but they alao use vater aore efficiently.Thus, in a high CO 2 enviromaent, one might eKpect planu (and this appliel
to both C-3 and C-7t planu) to be le.. subject to lIOisture stres.. Use of
nitrogen is also more efficient, so growth limitation through nitrogen
deficiencies could be reduced. Pinally, any cliaatic change caused by
increasing CO 2 levels could well be in a direction that improves plantgrowth. In principle, these indirect effects might be distinguishable from
the direct fertilization effect. In practice, however, they are likely to
be indiltinguishable. Does thil matter? Prohably not, but seekers after a
CO 2-fertilization effect should be cognilant of the fact that attribution ofgrowth changes to the direct effects alone is likely to be oucb -are
difficult than attribution to the sum of both direct and indirect effectl.
The indirect effects ot acidic deposition are IIOre aubtle, and lesl
easy to describe e:o:plicitly. In fact, since the mechanisms involved are so
poorly understood, one might aay that all of the effects are indirect. To
clear this aemantic hurdle, we give an eKample of what ve mean here by
"indirect". Just as changing CO 2 leve 1& may al ter the ausceptibi 1ity ofplants to water stress, ao too may acidic and related forms of industrial
pollution alter the way plants respond to climate. Por eltalllple, a pollution
stressed plant is more likely to be adversely affected by Ipring cold or
aummer dryness. On the other hand, higher nitrate fluxes from large-acale
pollution may counteract nitrogen deficiencies in aome aoils and allow
plants to capitalize better on the positive climatic resourceI of a good
growing aeasoD. Aa for the CO2-fertilization case, auch indirect effects
may be diatinguiahable from more direct effectl in principle, but probably
not in practice. In the acidic deposition case, however, distinguishing
direct and indirect effects is rather more important. For e181llple, if
someone were able to show that forest die-back in Europe was a result of
climate stress, then it is clearly important to know whether or not this is
due to a pollution-induced increase in the susceptibility to such stresses.
In the CO 2-elimate case. it is actually the indirect effects that are
most important. The greenhouse warming due directly to changes in carbon
dioxide and other trace gas concentrations il amplified by s variety of
feedbacks within the climate system. Por example, CO 2-induced wanDing
causes an increase in the ataosphere's vater vapour content which, because
water vapour is also a greenhouse gas, causes further wanDing. Although
there is some small uncertainty in the direct effects, the main uncertsin-
ties lie in these feedbacks. In other words, the focal point in the
detection of CO 2-induced cl±matic change is actually the detection of theindirect effects, which are thought to be around 2 to 5 times stronger thsn
the direct effect.
2. THE CO 2-CLIHATE ISSUE
The ataospheric concentration of carbon dioKide even under nOnDal
circumstances is not constant. Since about 1750, however, and particularly
since the middle of the 19th century, COl concentrations have increased
steadily as a result of the activities 0 Han (Wigley, 1983; Neftel et al.,
1985; Raynaud and Barnola, 1985). The global_ean CO 2 concentration in 1985
vas 345ppmv, approximately 25% more than the level that eKisted before about
1850. In recent years the climatic importance of other radiatively active
trace gases such as CH4, H20, 03 and CPCs has been recognized. These gaseshave greenhouse effects like CO 2 and may be considered in equivalent CO 2
tenDs. Besed on projections of future energy use and eccounting for the
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eontribntioDB of theBe otber greenhouBe gaBeB, it iB .idely accepted tbat
tbe equivalent atllloBpberic CO 2 concentration will reacb double the "pre-industrial" level by aa early as 2030 (llolin et al., 1986). The importance
of tbe otber trace gases is Bucb tbat, wben tbey are included, the equiva-
leIlt daub 1 ing time iB 80me SO yeara ear lier tban wou 111 be ezpected frOlll CO2
alDIle.
Both Bimple aDd c:ompleJt,_deh of tbe global climate system bave been
used to eatimate tbe global-mean surface air tempera tore chAnges that might
result from the increases in greenhoose gaa concentrations. The lateat
numerical models indicate cbst tbe equilibrium global..".ean cemperature .
mereaee due to a CO 2 doubling would be between 1.5 and ,,-SoC (NoLC., 1983;W.M.O., 1986). The greenbcu.e gas signal, however, is not this doubling
temperature change, but the varying, cran.ient xesponse change tbat bas
occuxred siDce the late 19th century. Wigley and Schlesinger (1985) esti-
mate tbat this 1ies in tbe range 0.3-1.10 C for todays greenhouse gas
cone.entrations. Observed global "",an temperstures hsve risen by 6bout a.50 C
(Wigley et al., 1985b; Jonel et 11., 1~B6) .ince the late 19th century. The
cbange to a warmer climate should occur, if the theory and models are
corr-ect, witb increlsing rapidity over tbe next 50-100 years. The projected
ris. in temperature over che nexC two decades is 0.2-o.50 C (Wigley er a 1.,
1986), noticeably 1!lOre than that which has occurred over the lalll tuo
de(,:lI.deso
Xn the CO2-elimate ease, therefore, ve have a tbeoxetical signal (based
on hi~hly sophisticatedmo.els of the resl-world climate system) and obser-
vlltional evidence (based on a I2l!sr-globlll network of iDeteorological data "nd
many hundreds of .illion. of obse1vations) that there bas been an obllexved
wRrming which agrees veIl with theory. Rowever, even though same
illdiv~d.uals have claimed to have positively identified the CO2 effect on
"limat.. , proof ot detection has not been accepted by the scientific
communicy (see Xaceracken and Luther. 1985, for a receIlt review). The
xeason for this conservatism is partly because of the signal-to-noise ratio
(where ~he signal is the expected anthropogenic warming and tbe noise is thp.
background variabiLity of natural climate fluctutions) is not yet higb
enoug~ Rovever, the main reasou is that the causes of climatic change are
.wt veLI understood, so ve cannot be Sure tbat the observed lOO-year time
1'icale ""arming trend is not simply a ma:-.:':estnti0D of natural t::limatic varis'-
bility. In otber vords, the difficulty li..s DOt so much in tbe stati.tical
aspect. uf detecting a climatic c.bange, but in I1ttributing tbe observed
cbange ~o greeabouse gas concentration cbanges. Similar difficulties Await
the iuvewtigators of C02-fertili~ationand acidic deposition effects.
Refoxe going further into these details, let us con.ider tbe vays in which
the -problems of detection in tbe CO2'''''lwte case bave been approacbed..
In effu~r.s to det.ect • CO 2 effecl on climate tvo ...pect.. may be
diatingnilbed, tbe 8tl1tisti"al and the .ttribution aspects. In practice,
t.be distinction is rather vague because some statistical approacbes also
contribute to the attribution problem, while attribution itself should be
quantified using statistical techniques. Nevertbeless, this separation
helps to clarify some points. We begin with an outline of the basic
statistical principle used in detection problema, tbe signal-to-nois" rstio
concept. Note that the gene~al points discussed here apply, not only to th~
COZ-climate detection probl!"l1l, \Jut also to tbe COZ-fertilbation and .cidic
deposition cases.
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I~<!. SiRnal-to-tioi.e "tio (SRR) Apaly.i.
I In detection probleml 8e ape.k of detecting the .iln.l .bo~e .ome
:b.ekground noi.e level. aut juat vh.t do ve .e'D by ".ilnal" .nd "Doi.e"t
The overall v.ri.bility of • record i. made up of part lign.l. part noiae.
ao the noi.e is that part of the v.ri.bility vhich il not lignal.
From ••t.tistic.l point of viev. detection requires u. to te.t. Dul!
hypothesis. The moat .ppropri.te null hypothe.i. i. th.t there i. DO
.ignal. Dnder thi. hypothe.i•• JUll '.pects of v.ri.bility au.t be
conlidered al noise. The preci.e definition of the DOi.e dependl On the
particular stati.tical telt we u.e. and tbis must depend On the type of
aignal we are se.rchina for. fbi. in turn is determined by theory. i.e. by
what we know of the expected .iln.ls ba.ed on theoretical or experimental
grounds. In the CO2-climate ca.e there are many po•• ible sign.l •• (e.g.,predicted rises in global-mean temperature. Arctic temperature, global-mean
precipitation. et~) e.ch of whicb has lome theoretical expectatio~ All
these have varying theoretical legels of confidence and tbe be.t choice of
aigna' variable would be one vho.e changes vere most firmly elt.blilhed on
theoretical groundl. In addition to tbis multitude of po.sible detection
variables. each variable may be eXBmiDed in different vay. uaing different
statistical parameterI. For example, we could choose to .earcb for a cbange
in the mean be~een two time periods. or for a trend over a cbosen time
interval.
In general. tbe noise level is proportional to tbe standard error 01
tbe sampling distribution of tbe chosen detection parameter. The parameter
under telt is tbe observe~ signal (wbicb i. distinct from tbe tbeoretical or
predicted signal). We now bsve two choices of statistical Itrstegy. Either
we Can test the hypothesis tbat the observed and predicted signal are the
name, or we can test tbe bypothesis tbat tbe observed signal is signifi-
cantly different from zero. The former can only show whether observed and
predicted aignal are significantly different, sud it is tbe latter null
hypothesis that is mo.t commonly uaed.
As an example, ~igley and Jones (1981) have examined changes 1n global
mean temperature. The signal here is a mean value, tbe average temperature
over, say. a thirty-year period, and tbe noise is proportional fO tbe
standard error of the sampling distribution of the mean (SE(X», which in
turn is determined by tbe variance of the data snd by its autocorrelation
structure. A,'tocarrelation cannot be ignored, since it can inflate SE(X)
considerably. In Wigley and Jones' analysis of Nortbern Bemi.phere data,
observed cbangea in tbe mean were judged not ststistically significant,
altbough with more recent and more spatially ex~ensive data this conclusion
may bave to be modified. In the Southern Hemisphere, for example, there ha.
been a atatistically significant wsrming over tbe past 80-100 years. A
parallel ¥arming. punctuated by cooling between 1940 and 1970 hss occurred
in tbe Northern Bemispber~ But ~re these change. due to CO, and other
greenhouse gases?
3.2. Attribution
Even if a statistically significant change were ob.erved, this would
~till not be enougb to claim tbat tbe theoretical signal bas been detected.
The observed signal must still be attributed to tbe proposed cause. This
difficult task should aleo be approacbed statistically. One metbod that has
been proposed i. baeed On pattern recognition (where the pattern may span
both variable-space and physical-space), and i. essec ,ally a quantificatioo
of tbe '~ingerprintnmetbod (eee helow)" Furtber details are given by
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ll&nlett (1986). Bov",ver, 1ft do DOt _ed to go into tbe atatiatical
cOlllplexitieB in order to aee aaae of the cliffi.cul tiu that can ariae in tbe
attribution pbaae of detectio~
In tbe CO;!~liJaate caae, aa noted earlier. tbe magnitudea of obaerved
and expected a1gnal are compatible. Tbis compatibility muat be tbe firat
tbing to examine in attribution. Large differencea between obaerved and
expected aignal (as in the work on CO 2-fertilization by LaMarche et al.,1984) sbould lead one to re-examine the original hypotbesia. The DeXt stage
in attribution ahould be to ~ine other aspecta of the data to aearcb.for
cOlllpatibility in greater deptb (i.e. ve 1IIWlt bead towards a more complez
pattern). In tbe CO2-climate case there are aapects of tbe global mean
temperature record (e.g. tbe 1940-1970 cooling in tbe Borthern Hemisphere)
that are not illlmediste ly compatible witb CO2 and trace g88 changes as the
.2!!.l.I. cauae of warming. TileBe require ezplanation. Finally, we need to
examine other hypotbeses, since one way to strengtben tbe caae for tbe
greenhouse effect is to eliminate otber possible causal mecbaniems.
Tbe task of attribution is a difficult one, and tbe preliminary
statistical aapects thst abould precede it are esaily misapplied. One item
is clesr, bowever. For both pbssea of detection, tbe variables and
par_eters tbat can be used are limited by two tbinga, our confidence in tbe
expected signal, and data availability, particularly inaofar as tbe way tbis
defines tbe lov-frequency characteriatics of tbe noiae. Let us now conaider
a number of etrategies that bave been developed to facilitate eitber tbe
statistical or attribution"aspects of detectio~
3.2. Signal maximization
On the baais of 'the SIIIl. concept, one flay to improve tbe chance of early
detecLion is to chooae a variable tbat bas a large predicted signal.
However, .. large signal alone is not enougb, as an eXlllll.ple "ill abow.
Numerical climate models predict tbat, for surface temperatures, tbe largest
flarming signal will occur in polar regions· and tbe smallest in tropical
regions. Bowever, in polar regions tbe level of natural variability is also
higb, 80111e 5 to 10 time. greater tban in low latitudes. Greater signal does
not necessarily imply greater SIlR. Tbe regions witb bighest SNR are, in
fact, the .un-latitudes, viJh the spatial and seasonal variations in the
noise ratbf!r Ulan in the signal .being more important in <1etennining the SIlR
(Wigley alld Jones, 1981).
3.3. Boiae:reductipn studie.
Boise-Tedu~D1I studies are an alternative approach. Tileae attempt to
reduce noiae levels by attributing aome of tbe climatic variability to otber
causes (such as volcanic aerosols) and tben factoring out tbese effects,
thereby reducing the background noise level. Of course, any attribution of
a part ot climatic variability to a specific cause must be botb pbysically
and statistically aound. Thus, botb tbe past record snd tbe tbeoretical
climatic signal of tbe non~02 forcing factor(s) IDI18t be "ell understood,
otberwise we migbt actnally increase tbe noise by introducing tbe additional
uncertainties tbat surround its estimated signal. For a number of reasona,
all attempts in this area to date bave been unconvincing (Wigley et al.,
19 85b).
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Bere, iutead of 1&8iug a aill&le cliaatic variable, a _bel' of
variables are c:onaidered. The philoaop!17 here ia that the attributio"
aapect of detection _y be facilitated if variablea are vi..d togeth....
For ex.mple, the climatic aigna~ of inereaaing CO2 and a larger aolar
eonatant are tile __ for a~face _an t_perature, a warming. Rowever,
vhile an increaae jn CO2 ia expected to deereaae atratoapheric temperaturea,
a larger aolar COIUlt.aDt ia ezpected to incr_ th-. The two effecta can
be diatinguiahed by .aiug aurface and stratoapheric temperaturea together
(aee, for ezample. Epatein, 1982). The ideal fingerprint i.a one that ia
unique to the proposed forciug _chani_ (aee Barnett, 1986).
The dr_back of uaing IIOre than one variable ia that the predicted
aignal and obaerved Doiae _at be veIl defined for all variablea Wich aake
up the fingerprint. The lIlethod ia therefore limited by the UDcertainties
~hicb apply to the worat variable in the fingerprint group. For example,
considering the above caae. the leugth of the atratoapheric tempelrature
record is _a abort that its nstural variability ia DOt Dearly 00 "ell
estab liBhed as ia that for aurface teaperatures.
3.5. Unprecedented changes
The aimplest. but leaat satisfying detection atrategy iD the CO 2-
climate caae is the "Wait and aeen atrategy. If climate model predictions
are correct, then it ia likely that global lIlean telllPeratures "ill reacb auch
a high level by aome time iu the early decades of the 2l.t century, that uo-
one "ill be ab Ie to deny the £02 and trace gas int luence. '!'be vaTllling "ill
have reached ~imita that have no parallel in tbe history of paat climatic
chauge .u which could DOt .feasibly be attributed to any other cauae.
Bowever, whether or DOt temperatures e&n be judged to have reached
unprecedentfld levels depends on how well we know the past record. Present
global lIleau temperatures are certaiuly warmer than anything experienced i"
the instrumental record, whicb goes back sOlDe 130 years (Jones et al.,
1986), but what about earlier conditions? Tbe Hedieval Warm Period (:800-
1200 AD), the early Bolocene (=6000-9000 BP) and the last interglacial
(around 125,000 BP) are times "hen sOlDe authors believe the globe vas warmer
tban today (see, for ezample, Webb and Wigley, 1985). Although the evidence
for tbia is equivocal. we caunot yet aay that tbe globe haa already reacbed
a level of unprecedented ..armtb. Bovever, by around 2l110.±10 years it should
have, if the 1IIOde 1s are correct.
4. THE TREE GROllTII CASES
In recent yeara, aame dendroehronologiats have sougbt to identify
change. in tree growth that can be attributed to acidic deposition or to tbe
biological effects of increaaing atmospheric CO 2 concentrations. Thesedetection problems are similar to the CO2-climate case deacribed above. 1"
eacb caae there is s predicted signal, a number ot possible causal factors,
aud considerable nstural noise on inter-anDUal, decadal aDd longer time
seales. It ia e ••ential that tbe .ame degree of rigour sbould be applied to
l1Iuen atudiea as has been applied in the CO2-climate case.
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401. ".ie .tpuircpcnt'
In the C02-e:limate can the baaic nqDiremenu vere a bGvle4ge of the
time hiatory of the forcillg facton (i.e. CO~ and other trace pa changea
through ti.e). .a.e idea of the expected reaponae baaed on theory or
iIIOdelliDs atadiea. and anitable obaenationa of the potential napoDding
climatic uriablea. What are the paralleh in th. acidic depoaition and CO2
f ertU ization caaea?
In both tree growth caaea, the reapondillg varialea (ring widtha,
dellaity. etc.) have long recorda frOll a number of individual .itea widely
acatURd around the globe ouuide the tropica. Theae individual aiU
aeries are analogolUl to individual aite climate records (ancb .. temperature
aeries). The aulol)' ia IIOt perfect. bowe-wer. becauae the .IUi. growth-
variable aeriea are geDerally"llverage8 ba8eel an a large ntaber of tree8.
There i8 no aJIlllogue for tree-t:o-tree variability in teaperature
ob8ervatiolla. aDd thi8 variability adda a new and mporta1¢ c:aaplicatiug
factor.
For the forcing hi8tory -aDd the predicted aigual. the CO2 fertilisation
and acidic depoaition C48e, must be considered aeparately. Ve con8ider the
CO 2 fertili.&atioll case first. DiTect CO2 effecta on plaut growth are ...ell
underatood at the 8IIl8ll-scale experimeutal level. lIaaed on 8uch
~eriment•• the ezpected signal aa CO 2 levela riae is an increaae in the
tree growth. One might a180 expect indirect growth change8 as de8cribed in
section 1. :lbe history of, the rise in CO2 concentration 8ince 1850 is
generally as8umed to be the aame aa for the climate queation. In fact. this
need IIOt be the caae in densely vegetated areas where the CO 2 level differs
markedly frOll that in the ambient atmo8phere and i8, in part. controlled by
the biological activity in the local i!nvironment. We can, of coune, use
the slobal CO2 curve as a proxy for local variations (jU8t aa, in the
climate -Caae. we nse the history of volcanic eruptions as .. crude proxy for
the associated forcing by Itrat08pheric radiation ba.lance cbaDge8). nae
linlta betweeD larse-acale CO2 changes.Jlnd changes in the forest envi%onment
require further atudy. '
For aci4i.c deposition the proble. ia much more COIIIplicsted. Ph8t, it
i8 very IIIllike ly that there will be a long record of the forcing variab Ie.
Indeed. for large-scale pollution effects in general we dont even knOw with
8IIJ confidence what ·the fOJ;ICing factors arel Second, we do not have aD
accepted _del or theory from whiCh to determine the expected 8ign8l. It
ba8 e_ been argued that the 8ignal lIUly change with time. with the ·initial
effecu beiDa beneficial (e.g. in the generally Ditrogen deficient high
latitude fore8t areas) and later effects detrimental. 'lhe effects may a180
vary fnJs 8ite to aite depending on auch factors a8 aoil type, and from
apeciea co 8pecies. To =acerbate the problems. any CO~-fertilizati(ln
"signal" _ld represent "noiae" as far as acidic depo81tion effecta are
CUDCeraed. aud vice versa.
~.2. Detection variables
In the C02-climate ca8e selection of the moat auitable detection
variable ia based on knowledge of the expected aignal and of the background
noise levels. Consider firat the 8ignal.
In tree growth studies there are a nQmber Df possible variables that
characterize different aspects of. growth - total rina width, early and late
wood widths, mean densityo maximum and minimum densitie8, al1d various
combinations of the8e·(8uch as total width time8 mean density as an
indicator of net biomass productiVity changes). The predicted signals for
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alat of t:heN vAriablea .are, et .It, biabl, UDCertaiD. '011' -.plea, will
increaaing CO2 concentrationa bcrea.. or" deerelae aazia.. lat.-ddeDlityt Do low leveh of acidic pollution enhance all' Teduc:e srOlftht
In 8l11U eaaes~ tbe aignsl .ay vary botb witb time and .ntll epatial
loeation, jUlt .•a in tbe CO2"'Climate c:a3e. XII tbe cliaate caae. apatial
variations in tbe aignel are eliminated by uaing large...cal. area aver..ea.
There are probltllll8 in tryiug to do this in tbe tree-Ting cue becluee of 01111'
lack of UDl!.erstanding of apecies-ielated aDd t_poral diffuencea in
reaponae.
In general. tbe DOhe is lilly ~iabilit, DOt nleted to tha .i.gul.
The noise in the" tNe-Tiug cases ia tberefore the _uife.tatioJl of tbe
effects of climate, age, pesta, -diseaae. _gemnt, -competiti.on, etc. In
the CO2-climate caae our knowledge of the noiN il often limited by the
leugtb of the a"ailable record. Tree riuga are often l.aa liaited in tbis
""ay, althougb in many _erciallY lIlBuged atanda tteaa_y be nlatively
young.
4.3. Noiae reductiop
The large number of noiae contributors demanda that oome .trategy be
adopted to reduce the noise level. The noise level, however, dependa on tbe
spatial acale beiug considered. Many tree growth .tudiea have uead data
from a siugle site or 8IIl.811 region. In th.; C0;Z-climate caae the parallel
~ould be tryiug to detect a CO2 aignal in a a1ugle-aite climate record.There are two reaSODS why aingle-site climate data are of little value in
the detection context; the regional ...cale aigneh are UIIkno1lll and tbe Daiae
leveh at thia acale are too bigh. The latter problem aho appliea to tbe
tree-growth cases. Since a large part of tlle Daiae u a siugle... ite
meteorological record ia apecific only to that aite, tbe noise lev"l may be
reduced by area-averagiug. The 8ame appliea to tree-riug data, 8I1d a
similar averagiug atrategy -would aeem to be _ndatory for snch data.
Rowever, as noted above. apatial averagiug may distort the aignal, and the
strategy requirea more thougbt than in the climate caae.
In riug-vidth time aeries from a aiugle site, averagiug ia commonly
used to reduce the noiae that exiats at the individual tree l ....el. In the
dendroclimatological contut, the raw data are also generally filtered
("atandardized" or "iudexed") in aome way beforehand to "rl!lllOve uuwanted lov-
frequency variationa. Thia procedure may be conaidered as oue which takes
advantage of the frequency dependence of different forciug factors in trying
to reduce the noise level (Briffa et al., 1986). The filteriug strategies
normally uaed in dendroclimatology, bowever, are clearly inappropriate in
the pollution and CO2-fertilization caaes, aince, in theae caaes, the
forciug factora act primarily at lover frequenciea (although acidic
depoaition may alao have higb frequency effect a). In this coutut, we JIlUlIt
concentrate on tbe parta that are rejected in most dendroclimatological
. analyaea. lu tbe pollution and CO2-fertilization caa.. , however, we need tobe mucb more careful in tbe chosen metbod of filteriug. It lIIay even be
preferable to conaider the raw data directly (cf. LaMarche et al.; 1984).
If we are primarily intereated in tbe ~v-frequency cbaracteriatics of
a time aeriea, a filteriug metbod muat be cboaen.wbicb doea ~ diatort tba
low-frequency data cbaracteriatics. The importance of knowing how the
indexing procesa affects tbe frequency cbaracteriatica of a ring-vidtb time
aerias is diacusaed by B~ffa et al. (1986). Works whicb fail to consider
tbe poaaibility of apurioua low-frequency variance beiug introduced througb
tbe uae of an inappropriate indexing procedure, ahould be viewed with
.akeptic:illlll.
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Because of this focus on low-f~equency effects, obfWlcatiD& aspects of
tree growth that c:an be largely cirC1Jlllvented in deDdroclu..tology may
present real difficulties in the CO 2 -tutilizAtion and acidic deposition
" .....es. For elUllllple. both effects are liltely to be obscured by ~ing and
~aD8geaent effecta. By conaidering the low f~equency cha~acteristics ot a
nUlllber of chronologies zrlllll different aged atanM the I!!ffects of age and,
perhaps, "1III1IUlgement lIlight be minimized.
For cienliroclimatologicaL analysis thue i.a a e:ertain ",in.imum aumbe1" of
trees that need ~o be averaged together in order to produce a statisticaJly
'lie 11~efiDed average. There is a180 an upper 1 imit to the required number
of time aeriea, above which the addition of wore aamples cioes not signifi-
cantly affect the higb-frequency chronology. 'the DUIllber of trees required
to reach a certain level of conficlence in a high-f~equency chronology
dependJI on the c.-on varilUlce,~>or mean inter-series correlation i (Wigley
et al., 198•.&). The va~iance of the hypothetical population chronology that
M explaiDed by .a ai.z~ """'PIe chronology is
Thia f01<i!D11a all.....s the !ltTength of a chronology 1;0 be 8 ••essed as a
functiou of ~be DmDber of cores in tbe Gendroclimatological, high-frequency
case. but its application in the low-frequency chronology case (i.e. tbe
eaBe that is .or~ appropriate to tbe CO2-fertilization .and acidic deposition
problema) is IIOt BtraightfClalard (see llriffa etal., 1986). In fact, r
iUelf may be affected by pollution or increasiD& CO2 and could perhapB be~oDSidered as a poBsible detection variable.
~e Dote finally that the noise reduction atrategy of factoring out
Imotro effecta. tlbich haa been applied (albeit rather unconvincingly) in the
C02~limate case, is much more difficult to apply in the tree-ring cases.
For the factors that may contribute low-frequency effects, neither the time
historie.s of tbe forciD&s. uor the e%pected effects are generally known -
<l!Xcept perhaps for the effects of low-frequency climatic change on tree
growth.
In principle, the idea of factoring out low-frequency climatic effects
may se... attractive. but it has great practical difficulties. The statisti~'
e81 problems are the aame as those for the CO 2-climate case, discussed at
length by Wigley et '11. (198Jb). In dendroclu..tology, aucceas in relating
tree growth to high-frequency climate variations using responae function
analysis has been limited aDel f_ such relationships stand up well to·
independent testiD& (Briffa. 1984). J.ow-£requency response function
relatiouships are IlllUCh more difficult to eatablish, and a11llOst impossible to
test because there is never enongh climate data to permit adequate statisti~
cal validation. One BlUst. therefore, either~ that a high-frequency
response functiojl relatiouship can be .applied with equal coll1fidence to the
10v-freqlll!Ilcy data, or avoid the use of respouse functions completely. If
respose functions are used. then due allowance must be made for the
~certainty in tbe response function relationship. Response functions
rarely account for more than 50% of the variance in calibration, or 30% in
verification, so the climste-dependent factor that is removed as part of the
noise reduction strategy must bave wide confidence limits. Given· this
uncertainty, an alternative approach would be simply to filter out the high
frequency variability, making use of the fact that most local climate
variance is in the high frequency range. :Ihia would; of course, remove sny
high-frequency pollution effects which may, themselves, be of considerable
interest.
To compound these ~roblems, both CO 2-fertilization and air pollution
may actually change t',· way tree growth responds to climate .- this is almost
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certainly true in the foraer ca.e becau.e of tbe effect. of CO2 on .ater u.e
efficiency. Thu•• even ~ a gr~th- or den.ity-climate relation.hip could
be developed u.ing unperturbed tree data. tbi. may .imply DOt be applicable
to the perturbed ca.e. Ko.t analy.e. in the literature that have adopted
thi. particular noi.e-reduction approach have failed to adequately addre••
the above-mentioned problem••
We noted above that pollution may alao have high frequency effecta on
tree growt~ Tbi. i. likely becau.e of the epi.odic nature of .trong
pollutant concentration event.. The complex nature of the pollution
influence. involving many chemical agenta with high apatial and t ...poral
variability end numerou. hypothe.ized damage .echani.... i. euch that Irovth
(including density) effect. can be expected on all time .cale•• Identifying
Ghort time scale effecta is no eaaier than identifying long time .cale
effecta. Although some statistical problema may be reduced becauae of
larger effective sample sizes. other problema ariae through the synergiatic
interactions of the effecta of climate and pollution. As noted in aection
1. if a tree is stressed by climatic conditions. a severe .pring or dry
aummer for example. then one would expect it to be more vulnerable to
pollution. Similarly. pollution streas _y well increaae the vulnerability
of trees to climstic damage. To compound this synergiam. at leaat in
Europe. high pollution levela often occur during tbose weather aituation5
which are thought to be streaaful to trees. namely anticyclonic conditiona
which are generally accompanied by high temperatures and minimal
precipitation. Dnravelling tbe interactions between the influence. of
pollution and climate is a formidable uak. one that has no clear parallel
in the COZ-climate detection issue.
4.4. Signal maximization
In climatology it has been auggested that the be.t place to look for a
COZ effect is in regiona where the expected aignal is hig~ Similarly. in
the COZ-fertilization case. it haa been auggested that the signal. i.e. an
increase iu growth, might be maximized in nigh elevation trees (LaMarche et
al., 198/" 1986). Altnough this seema to be a direct parallel. there sre
important conceptual differences. In the climate case. the regions of high
signa 1 were estab lished .!. priori uaing climate mode la. In the CO Z-
fertilization csse. however, reasona for an enhanced effect aeem to hsve
been proposed .!. posteriori. Although Bcience doeant always follow the
strict principles of the acientific method. and .!. posteriori arguments do
sometimes turn out to be correct. this is certainly not a very aatiafactory
situation.
As an example. consider the growtb changes in high-elevation
Bristlecone pine noticed by LaMarche et al. (1984). These authors argue
that COZ-fertilization effecta might be enhanced at high elevations. They
need to do this becauae their reported growth enhancementa, 75-100% over the
past -100 years, are so much larger than expected from small-scale COZ~
fertiI iution experiments (see Wig ley et a I., 1984b). Their arguments
regarding the supposed amplified signal (laMarche et al., 1986) are
unconvincing. Rather than try to salvage their initial hypothesis that the
observed growth changes are a result of COZ-fertilization. an alternative
step would be to reject the hypothesis and search for another mechanism that
fits the facts better. Wigley et al. (1984b) note that other sites in the
same ares and of the same species show nO enhanced growth. In the absence
of an explanstion for these site-to-site differences, this must be counted
.s evidence against the C02-fertilization hypothesis.
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4.5. fingerprint .tudies
Such .tudies require a cOll8iderable .!. priori knowledge of the
multivariate nature of the signal, something that is di.tinctly lacking in
the C02-fertili~ation and acidic deposition cases. Nevertheless, it is a
strategy that may well be worth pursuing, particularly in the CO 2-fertil~ation case. Wigley (unpublished work) bas shown, using the model of
Francey and Farquhar (1982), how tree-ring delta C-13 should change as a
result of CO 2-induced growth enhancement. Experiments could be carried. outto investigate how wood density should change as CO 2 incres" The use of
three variables. ring width, delta C-13 and density. should allow CO 2-
fertili~ation effects to be, not only more easily identified, but slso more
readily attributed to the direct biological effects of increasing CO 2,
4.6. Dnprecedented changes
This strategy can be applied in the C02-fertili~ationand acidic
deposition cases, but it haG the same drawback as in the CO2-climate case,
tha t of hav ing to def ine ''unprecedented''. Host tree-ring records far exceed
the length of available quantit.tive climate records. Nevertheless, care
must be taken to examine JWLl of the available data .(not just the most recent
parts, as in the study by LaMarche et al., 1984), and also to ensure that
the ''unprecedented'' change. are not .imply an artefact of the indexing
method. In judging unprecedentedness, one ~an argue that data from a number
of sites should be considered.
The basic premise here is that. if one or more characteristics ot tree
growth (physical properties such as ring widths and densities or sts~istical
properties such as common variance. inter-annual variabiLity, etc.), attains
and sustains an unprecedented high or low level, then this must indicate
that some new forcing factor has entered the scen~ In Europe, there are
certainly examples of growth characteristics that have reached unprecedented
values in recent decades. Although air pollution is a possibie explanation
in these csses, there ar~ alternative explanations which need to be
examined. Perhaps management or recent unusual cl imatic conditions have
caused these growth changes?
The possibility that future (or recent past) climatic changes may
greatly influence tree ~rowth must be considered. If CO 2 does cause a largeglobaL warming, unprecedented climatic conditions may occur leading to
unprecedented growth effects which would obscure the effects of pollution on
tree gr~h. These climatic changes are as likely to be noticeable in the
frequencies of extremes as they are in changes in the mean. For example,
although there are no obvious trends in mean rainfall in England and Wales,
there is evidence of recent chsnges in the frequency of extremes (wet
springs, dry summers, high growing season soil moisture deficits). Karl et.
al. (1984) have noted statistically unusual aspects of the recent U.S.
climate record. However, even though climate cannot be discounted as a
cause for recent highly anomalous growth changes observed in parts of Europe
and Horth America, identifying the unusual climatic conditions that may be
associated with these unusual features of tree growth is difficult.
The work of LaMarche et al. (1984) can be viewed as an e18Dlple of the
unprecedented change method. This work, however, would benefit from a more
complete demonstration that the recent growth changes are, indeed,
unprecedented. The author. also fail to consider the possibility of other
explanations, e1<cept for a cursory attempt to "disprove" the possibility
that climatic change was invo 1ved.
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5. mJ!!MARY AND CQI!CLUSIOHS
Determining tbe effects of large-acale pollution ou tree growtb b""e
beeu cousidered as a problem of detecting an UDcertain silnal in the
presence or considerable noise. The CO2-fertilisation and acidic depositionissues therefore have atrong parallela witb the problem of detecting the
effects On climate of iucreasing concentrations of CO2 aDd otber Ireenbouaegases. Strategies for the tree-growtb cases may be defined by draviaa
parallels witb the greenhouse gas-climate case.
Detection bas tva aspects, tbe statistical detection of • aignal iu tbe
observed data (generally based on sigaal-to-ooise ratio arguments), aDd the
attribution of tbis signal to tbe proposed causal factor. Attribution
should also be approached statistically and this ..y be done by comparing
the magnitudes of the observed and predicted silnal and/or by pattern
recoauition techniques which rely on prescribinl aD expected mult1variate
signal.
The fOllowing strategies for facilitatinl detect10n were discussed:
noise reduction methods, signal maximisation, fingerprint Btudies and the
identification of unprecedented changes.
Under noise reduction, area averaging is of the utmost importance in
the greenhouse gas-climate case, but its applicstion to the tree growth
cases is less clear. In tbese cases, although the noise level msy be
reduced, averaging may alao distort the signal. The main noiae reduction
method in the tree growth cases, therefore, must be based on attempts to
factor out the effects of other Causes of tree growth variability. The
chief obfuscatiug factors are age-related growth effects, and the influences
of climate, competition and manalement. Factoring out these effects is
exceedingly difficult. For example, separation of the natural age-related
growth curve from the effects of pollution is difficult becauae both operate
at low frequencies. Standardisation methods that are commonly used to
remove growth trends caunot, in general. distinguiah between different low-
frequency forcings. To overcome this, standardisation might be performed
over a period of growth unlikely to be affected by large-ecale pollution,
and the results extrapolated into more recent years. Unfortunately, this
introduces new uncertainties related to the validity of the extrapolated
curve. Separating out the effects of climate is equally daunting and is
generally severely limited by uncertainties in the statistically derived
response functions that are usually used for tbis purpose. Tbese
uncertainties are rarely accounted for quantitatively. The problem is
furtber complicated in tbe acidic deposition case by tbe possibility tbst
sucb pollution may change the way tree growth responds to climatic
variability, and by tbe fact tbat industrial pollution levels tend to be
higber in precisely tbose circumstances wben climste stresses are highest.
The signal maximization method relies on identifying some variable Dr
location where the expected siaual is much higher than elsewhere. An
example here is the possibility that CO 2-fertilisation effects msy be
amplified at high altitudes. There ia a danger here of arguing A
posteriori; ideally the maximised signal variable or location should be
selected .!!. priori in' order to avoid circularity of argument.
Fingerprint studies aid in the attribution phase by identifying a·
specific combination of signals that is unique to tbe hypothesised forcing
mechanism. In tree Irowth studies there is the possibility of using ring
width, density and isotopic data (delta C-IJ in particular) to form a mult1-
variate signal whose variations can be attributed to only one forcing
mechanism. Present uoderstaudiug of tbe CO2-fertilisation and acidic
deposition effects on density and isotopic values is insufficient to be able
to employ this method, but further work is clearly warranted.
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The unprecedented change aethod requires identifying changes 1n one D~
in a combination of variables which have no analogue in the past record.
The influence of an entirely neY forcing factor may then be hypothesi••d,
but unequivocal proof of the existence of such a DeV factor would still be
bclting.
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8.2 ON THE C-13/C-12 RECORD IN TREE 8INGS: arnROIIlIEJITAL
AND CLIIIATIC EFFECTS
B.D. Freyer
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Nuclear Researcb Cenler (ICFA)
D-5170 Jiilicb
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
1. INTRODUCTION
CO. from fossil fuel burning and CO. released as a result of deforesta-
tion and agricultural manipulation of the soil are marked by a 6C-13 deficit
of about 18 to 20% 0 with respect to atmospheric background CO. (PDB scale;
e.g. Freyer 1979c). Thus, parallel to the long-term increase of atmospheric
CO., the ratio of its stable carbon isotopes decreases with time. Measure-
ments by Keeling et a1. (1979, 1980) show that the C-13/C-12 ratio of atmo-
spheric CO. has decreased from -6.69 % 0 (POB scale) in 1956 to -7.34 % 0
in 1978. The C-13/C-12 ratio of preindustrial CO. is unknown. Since carbon
in wood is assimilated from atmospheric CO., a historical record of this
ratio could be stored in tree rings. For the recent period, mean C-13/C-12
tree ring data obtained from measurements on 22 free-standing trees of
different origin in the Northern Hemisphere (Freyer 1978, 1979a) compares
favorably (Freyer 1981) with the C-13/C-12 decrease found in atmospheric CO••
Existing multi-tree records (Freyer and Be1acy 1983; Stuiver et a1.
1984; Freyer 1986) leave no doubt that the C-13/C-12 ratio in modern wood
has decreased significantly. However, whether the stable carbon isotope re-
cord in tree rings can be used for reliable determination of past C-13/C-12
levels of atmospheric CO. is a matter of some contention (Francey 1981;
Freyer 1981). Measurements have shown that the atmospheric C-13/C-12 infor-
mation in tree rings is often masked by scatter, which is supposed to depend
on local environmental and climatological as well as physiological factors
(Freyer 1980; Francey and Farquhar 1982). This paper summarizes some of
these effects and, in addition, gives a mean C-13/C-12 tree-ring trend for
the Northern Hemisphere which has been reported and interpreted elsewhere
in detail (Freyer 1986; Peng and Freyer 1986).
2. OTHER EFFECTS THAN INCREASING ATMOSPHERIC CO. LEVELS INFLUENCING THE
C-13/C-12 RECORO IN MODERN WOOD
2.1 Choice of the wood constituent
The chemical form of carbon analyzed in wood is important. For examp-
le, a network of resin channels permeates the wood tissue and contains
soluble organic material that cannot be correlated to the age of the wood
structure. Furthermore, the components that fOrm the wood (cf. TABLE 1)
differ in their isotopic content, and relative abundances of the components
may not be c?nstant over the entire age of wood (Nikitin 1966). Therefore,
the preparatlon of ~ne pure component ;s necessary, and in most tree-ring
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records cellulose was analyZed. The reproduc1bility of measurements, in-
cluding'sample preparation, is of the order: 0.1 "/00 (10).
TABLE 1 C-13/C-12 data on 14 oak samples (Ft'eyer 1979a)
lignin ~.8 ~ 0.2"/00 cellulose (OC-13 = ~?O.9 ~ 0.6"/00)
+ 1.3 ~ 0.3"/~0 hemicellulose
2.2 Inner-ring variability
The carbon isotope data within the circumference of a single ring
closely agree during the juvenile stage of a tree (Freyer and Belacy 1983),
whereas those in the older wood show a variability of between 0.1 and 1"/00
(Freyer and Wiesberg 1975; Freyer 1979a; Harkness and Miller 1980; Maza~y
et al. 1980; Freyer and Belacy 1983; Long and Leavitt 1983), but somet1mes
as large as 4 to 5"/00 (Tans and Mook 1980). This later differentiation in
the circumference of a ring is probably associated with the growth and de-
velopment of the crown, indicating different environmental conditions
around the tree. Some causes of this differentiation have been discussed
by Francey and Farquhar (1982). Changes of the carbon isotope content with
height especially 'in the same wood fiber, seem to be negligible (Freyer
and Wi~sberg 1975; Tans and Mook 1980), and no consistent longitudinal
gradients have been detected (Long and Leavitt 1983). To avoid inner-ring
variations, Tans and Mook (1980), Leavitt and Long (1983), and Long and
Leavitt (1983) have analyzed wood material from the full circumference of
the ring. In other studies, mainly only one radial cut was analyzed for'
each tree, because nearly Similar relative C-13/C-12 changes in different
radial cuts have been found (Freyer 1979a; Mazany et al. 1980). Long and
Leavitt (1983) have concluded from their careful studies that measurements
of two radial cuts opposite in directior may providE a r~Dresentative trend
of the tree.
2.3 Site selection
During the juvenile stage of trees, incr'easing trends 1n ~-13/C-12
data have been observed in several stUdies, which' were explained as a
result of the partial uptake of C-13-depleted soil respiration CO. (Freyer
1979a). This effect lasts for about 50 years at most (Freyer and Belacy
1983) and disappears at a certain height or age of the tree, indicating
that the C-13/C-12 record of an older tree is more representative for the
free-atmospheric C-13/C-12 signal. The same effect has also been observed
in forest trees after clearing of neighboring trees (Freyer 1979b). Simila'
canopy effects could result from death or regrowth of trees in a Torest
stand adjoining the sample tree. It has been found by Freye~ and Belae-
(1983) that sudden jumps and nonsystematic variations uf G-13/C-1Z dut~
with a s~t o~ forest oak trees (from the Spessart, Germany) occur, but no
correlat10n ls.observed with respect to time. In contrast to forest trees,
most of the pa1rs of C-13/C-12 records from free-standing Scots pine trees
(from Muddus National Park, Northern Sweden) correlate at confidence limits
of > 99.5 % (cf. TABLE 2). The scatter for the coefficient Of rearessio" ~f
eacn record on the mean C-13/C-12 trend of the time series amounfec tc
! 51 % for the forest trees and to ~ 26 I fa· thE free-st~ncinc "eE~. ~
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latter scatter is comparable to + 20 S observed as inner-ring variations in
a free-standing Scots pine (from-the Black Forest, GermanY)l which was ana-
lyzed in four different radial cuts (Freyer and Belacy 1983 • From these
facts, it has to be concluded that forest tree records are not usable for
either C-13/C-12 changes of free atmospheric CO. or climatic variations.
The effects should be minimized by proper selection of free-standing trees,
TABLE 2 Coefficients r for linear correlation of C-13/C-12 data between
each pair of records from forest oak trees and free-standing
Scots pine trees (Freyer and Belacy 1983)
I"a
Spessart oak trees (1741--1940 time interval)
Qu 17 QU 18 QU 19 Qu 20
QU 16 0.16 0.10 0.50 0.22
Qu 17
-0.20 ~·0.04 0.23
Qu 18 0.01 0.33
Qu 19
-0.16
Muddus National Park Scots pin~ trees (1780-1969 time interval)
Pi 8 f'i 9 Pi 10 Pi 11 H -l- M
Pi 7 0.82 0.86 0.67 0.78 0055
Pi 8 0.90 0.86 0.74 0.82
Pi 9 0.77 0.67 0.76
Pi 10 0.57 0.76
Pi 11 0.35
~easurements of C-13/C-12 data were performed on 10-year blocks of wood.
The number of data points differ in the sets. With 17 degrees of freedom
for the 1780-1969 data in the Muddus National Park series the 95, 99, and
99.5 %confidence limits for linear correlation are r ~ 0.39, 0.53, and
0.58, respectively.
2.4 Pollution effect
Tree-ring stUdies of C-13/C-12 have shown that heavy air pollution
(e.g. from 502 ) lowers the photosynthetic carb0n isotope fractionation(Fr'eyer 1979b). This effect was explained by a known inhibition of photo-
synthesis in plants exposed to air pollution; however, the mechanism of
this inhibition is still unproven. It could be caused by the reduction of
stomatal conductance, which, according to the model of Francey and Farquhar
(1982), would cause increasing C-13/C-12 data in the plant material. Similar
effects have been observed by Leavitt and Long (1983) in Juniper trees from
Arizona. Trees taken from open sites in rural localities s~d a decreasing
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C-13/C-12 trend during the last 20 years, whereas a tree in the vicinity of
a copper smelter showed an increasing trend approximately coincident with
the opening of the smelter. Another example of C-13/C-12 variations in a
diseased and a till now visible non-diseased tree from the same site is
given in FIGURE I, showing that the C-13/C-12 pollution effect 'is one way
for early assessment of a damage to a tree.
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FIGURE 1 C-13/C-12 variations in a diseased (full dots) and a till now
visible non-diseased Norway spruce (open dots) from an open site
at Ruhpolding, Germany (Freyer, unpublished). The diseased tree
shows a rapid C-13/C-12 increase since 1940. The reference tree
shows a delayed increase since 1960. Decreasing C-13/C-12 tree
ring data at other periods correspond to data of the mean C-13/
C-12 trend of the Nerthern Hemisphere (full bars; cf. CHAPTER 3)
It has been pointed out (Freyer 1979b) that trends of C-13/C-12 data
in trees during the 19th century similarly decrease, whereas the C-13/C-12
records of individual 20th century trees exhibit larger variations. This
may partly reflect the increase in ambient pollution levels or in acidity
of rain during this 'century, which could cause changes even Where the trees
had not been exposed to local pollution sources.
2.5 Climatic effects
A summary on C-13/C-12 temperature effects in trees and other nonwoody
plants has been 9iven recently by Long (1982). In addition, other climatic
effects have been rerorted by Freyer and Belacy (1983) and Leavitt and Long
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(1983). These effects may disturb the atmospheric C-13/C-12 signal in tree-
ring records, especially during the 1920 to 1960 period, in which larger
climatic variations have occured. Freyer and Belacy have observed in Scots
pine trees from Muddus National Park (Northern Sweden) that first differen-
ces of C-13/C-12 and combinations of seasonal climate data correlate signi-
ficantly (i.e., differences between following 10-year blocks of data, which
take into account the sign and magnitude of change in the C-13/C-12 and
climate series; the measurements of C-13/C-12 data were performed on 10-yea r
blocks of wood). Correlations at the highest confidence limit (R' = 0.89)
gave a mean temperature effect of +0.18 °/00 (6oC-13)/6T(OC) for autumn and
a mean precipitation effect of +0.019 °/00 (6oC-13)/6mm (mean monthly) for
spring. Leavitt and Long have observed in Juniper trees from Arizona nega-
tive responses of -0.27 °/00 (oC-13)/T(OC) and -0.04 °/00 (oC-13)/mm for
December temperature and precipitation, respectively. It has been shown in
both studies that when applying climate corrections on the original C-13/C-12
data, unexplained variations of the tree-ring records were reduced and a
smoother trend was obtained (cf. FIGURE 2).
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FIGURE 2 (Upper figure) Uncorrected C-13IC-12 record of the Scots pine
trees from Muddus National Park in 10-year blocks from 1871-1979
(open triangles, broken line) compared to the weighted corrected
record (full line), usi,·-' autumn temperature and spring precipi-
tation coefficients from cl imate data of two near-by meteoroID..
gical stations, Jokkmokk (open dots) and Gallivare (full dots).
The bars give the range of data if other significant seasonal
climate coefficients are used for corrections. The scale is
adjusted to the 1600-1800 mean of the record. (Lower figures)
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Autumn temperatures (in °C) and spring precipitation (in mean
monthly mm) in la-year blocks from 1871-1979 as deviations from
the 1901-1979 mean for Jokkmokk (open dots, -6.78 °c, 38.0 mm)
and Ga11ivare (full dots, -6.18 ·C., 37.7 mm) (Freyer and
Be lacy 1983).
lhe response of C-13/C-12 data on temperature and precipitation is co~
plex and even opposite in sign. A change in sign of the temperature effect
is not unreasonable for both sites. Data for C-13/C-12 should be.maxima1·at
the temperature optimum for photosynthesis, as discussed in the model of
Farquhar (1980) and Francey and Farquhar (1982). Therefore, in cooler c1i··
mates (Northern Sweden), C-13/C-12 data should increase ~ith increasing
temperatures favoring optimal cwnditions for photosynthesis, Mhereas in
warmer climates (Arizona), the reverse effect should result. A similar po~
sitive and negative correlation of temperature with growth is also observed
in ring-width studies (Fritts 1976).
3. ~EAN C-13/C-12 TREND OF THE NORTHERN HEMISPHERE FROM iREE RINGS
It is assumed, that to first order, the C-13/C-12 trend obtained from
average tree-ring studies represents C-13/C-12 changes of atmospheric CO•.
However, sane effects discu~sed above may be included in the trend. The
choice of the wood constituent could not cause large variations, because
cellulose was analyzed in most of the studies. Effects of inner-ring vari~
ability, although important within a single tree-ring record, should also
be negligible, because data from about 65 trees have been used. Data from
obvious forest trees were rejected, as ~11 as data for evident juvenile
effects in the trees. Some other ~anopy effects and effects due to ambient
air pollution may be included in several records. All of the records, how-
ever, include climatic effects, since only uncorrected data have been used
or have been published. Climatic effects should influence the C-13/C-12 data,
especially during the 1920 to 1960 period.
All known published C-13/C-12 records for trees from the Northern Hemi-
sphere were used for calculating a mean trend, which has been reported else-
where in detail (Freyer 1986). The data were first reduced into 10-year
block averages. A normalization procedure was performed for construction of
13 different regional trends. The long-lasting record during the 1800-1979
perio~ was used as reference record. The other records for the same region
were lncluded by center-of-gravity coordinates. Data measured before 1800
were added without normalization. The same procedure was performed for con-
struction of the mean trend of the Northern Hemisphere from the regional
trends~ The regions of analyzed trees, recorded years and tree species are
summarlzed below (references are given as footnotes).
. Record A: Sweden, Norway (1530-1979), Scots pines (Pinus silvestrisJ,
flve trees from No~her~ Sweden l , one tree from Norway'. ---~--
R~cord B; Ca1lforn18, Oregon, Washington/USA (1530-1969) two Bristle-
cone .pl~~S (Plnus l2!:!9aeva) from California' ", two Douglas firs (Pseudotsu!'"~2lesll) from Oregon~nd WaShington'. ~~rd C: Ar-~zona/USA (1700-1981), nine Pinyon pines'.
Record D: Arlzona/USA (1710-1969J, one Ponderosa pine (PinusRonderosaJ 7 • __
Record E: Arizona/USA (1930-1979), six Juniper trees·.
Record F: Black Forest, Eife1/FRG (1800-1975), two Scots pines
(Pinus silvestris)I'9,IO, one chestnut tree (Aestu1us hippocastanum)·,lo,
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four oaks (Quercus robur)"IO, two ash trees (Fraxinus excelsior)"lo.
Record G: Netherlands (1850-1969), three oaks {two guercus robur, one
Quercus rUbra)II, one beech tree (Fa~us s~lvatica)1 •
Record H: Massachusetts, Northarollna/USA (1880-1975), one American
elm from Massachusetts l2 , four oaks (two uercus rubra, two uercus alba)',
two pines (Pinus serotina and Pinus virginlana an one pop ar~
alba)9 from North Carollna.
----- Record I:· Ural/USSR (1890-1959), two spruces l '.
Record J: Wisconsin/USA (1900-1978), three Bur oaks ( uercus macrocar a "
Record K: England, Scotland (1900-1968), one oak ( uercus ro ur
one larch (Larix decidua)ls.
Record L: Hawall/USA (1920-1978), two False sandalwood trees
(Myoporum sandwicense)l.
Record M: France! S~ain (1920-1969), four oaks (two 9uercus robur, twoQuercus lusitanica)9, " " two pines (Pinus maritima)9,! 'il.
TABLE 3 summarizes mean C-13/C-12 trends found in the regional records.
Whereas no trends or slightly decreasing C-13/C-12 data are observed during
the preindustrial period from 1550 to 1800 in three regional records, the
data in all records decrease since 1800. The mean decrease from 1800 to
1850 and from 1850 to 1920 amounts to about 0.2 and 0.6 % 0 , respectively,
Without exception, all regional records exhibit this decrease. From 1920 to
1960, however, the data fluctuate strongly.
The fluctuations in record A were found to be correlated with climatic
factors (Freyer and Belacy 1983: cf. FIGURE 2), Variations in seasonal
temperature of about 2 °C and in monthly mean seasonal precipitation of
about 15 mm were observed at the site of record A trees from 1920 to 1960.
By using a temperature coefficient of +0.2 % 0 (~6C-13)/~T(OC) and a
precipitation coefficient of +0.02 % 0 (~6C-13)/amm, a total shift of
0.7 % 0 would be obtained (if temperature and precipitation effect coincide),
for which the measured C-13/C-12 data could be corrected. If ether tree-
ring records were also influenced by climatic effects of this magnitude,
much of the disagreement between regional trends from 1920 to 1960 might be
explained. In other periods, less regional and global climate variations
were observed"
Ref~rences: IFreyer and Belacy (1983): 'Harkness and Miller (1980);
'Grl~sted et al. (1979): 'Wilson (1978): 5Stuiver (1978): 'Long and
~eavltt (1983): 'Lerman and Long (1980): 'Leavitt and Long (1983);
Freyer \1979a): IOFreyer 11979b); 11Tans and Mook (1980)' 12Farmer
(1979): 'Galimov (1976): 'Bender and Berge \1981): 15Fa;mer and
Baxter (1974): lbFreyer and Wiesberg (1973): 'Freyer and Wiesberg (1975).
TABLE 3 Mean 6t-13 chanoe ;n the regional trends from pre;ndustr;al time
up to 1960 -
Change ;n ~6C-13*
Record 1550-1800 1800-1850 1850-1920 1920-1960
-0.1 % 0 -0.7 % 0
-0.2 :. 0.1 % 0 -0.6:, 0.2 % 0
+0.4%0
-0.2 % 0
-0.5° /00
-0.1%0
+0.4%0
+0.1 % 0
-0.6 % 0
(1930-1960)
-0.5%0
(1930-1960)
-0.1:. 0.5 % 0
-0.1 % 0
-+{).6 % c
_0.5° /00
(1940-1960)
-0.9 % 0
+0.8 % 0
(1920-1950)
+0.1%0
-0.6 % 0
-0.5%0
_0.6%0
-0.8 % r
-0.8% 0
(1860-1920)
-0.3 % 0
"1890-1920~
-0.6% 0
(1900-1920)
-0.2 % c
(1910-1920 )
-0.6 % 0
(1910-1920'
-0.4 % c
-0.2% c
-0.2% 0
-0.2% 0
:1810-1850)
-0.3% 0
(Variable. + 0.3 % 0)
-0-:4 % 0
(Var;able. -+ 0.5 % 0)
-OJ%o
(1710-1800)
(Variable. + 0.3%0)
(1720':'1800 )
'ecord _0.4 % c
(variable. :. 0.4 c /oo,
G
A
B
C
o
H
F
K
*The changes were calculated from means between followin9 10-year block
data (e.g. data for 1800 are the 1790-1799 and 1800-1809 means).
Polynomial f;ts of the tren<1~ during the iast two decades from 1960 to
1980 covering the last decade closely agree with the C-13/C-12 decrease in
atmospher;c CO. of -0.65+0.13 % 0 for 1956 to 1978. as meaSured by Keelinc
et al. (1979. 1980). In contrast. some records without data for the last -
decade would extrapolate to -increasing trends. The agreement of the more
detailed record (2-year blocks of data) reported by Freyer l1979aJ. with
the atmospheric C-13/C-12 change, has been shown elsewhere (Freyer 1981),
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FIGURE 3 C-13/C-12 variations from 1580 to 1970 in a Juniper tree from the
Sinai (full dots, Freyer unpublished) compared to the mean
C-13/C-12 tree-ring record of the Northern Hemisphere (Freyer
1986). Heavy marks of the mean record are mean data for each
lo-year block; the vertical extension of blocks represents one
standard deviation (lcr) of scatter of individual from mean data.
The scale is adjusted to the 1600-1800 mean of the mean record.
The data of the Juniper tree are adjusted by center-of-gravity
coordinates in the 1800-1970 time period.
The mean C-13/C-12 trend of the Northern Hemisphere. as calculated from
the regional tree-ring trends, is shown in FIGURE 3, which also gives com-
parable C-13/C-12 variations observed in a desert tree. This revised trend
(Freyer 1986), including new C-13/C-12 tree-ring measurements, shows a lower
C-13/C-12 decrease than the trend reported by Freyer and Belacy (1983). After
completion of this calculation, Stuiver et al. (1984) have published an ad-
ditional trend based on C-13/C-12 measurements of six trees from the Pacific
coast, four of the trees were of forest origin. This trend shows a C-13/C-12
decrease since 1800, which is still 0.5%0 less than that obtained from the
revised trend of Freyer. One argumentation of Stuiver et al. is that increased
~oil acidity in Europe and the eastern United States, from which most of trees
considered by Freyer and Belacy and Freyer are orginiated, and increased
fossil fuel CO. contributions as well, could cause a steeper C-13/C-12
gradient than in their Pacific coast trees. This argumentation seems to be
invalid. FIGURE 4 shows that the 20th century data of the Stuiver et a1. and
Freyer trends very closely correspond to each other. The main reason for the
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deviations of trends is the jump of the Stuiver et al. data between the years
1891/1900 and 1901/1910, which is observed in none of the regional trends
used by Freyer.
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FIGURE 4 Mean C-13/C-12 tree-ring variations in the Stuiver et al. (1984)
and Freyer (calculation 1984; in press 1986) records from 1800
to 1980. The scale is adjusted to the 1900-1980 mean of both re-
cords. The histograms in the lower figure stand for the number
of analyzed trees at quoted time intervals.
A controversy also exists with Southern Hemispheric tree-ring records,
which should be expected to give the same C-13/C-12 trend, although with a
decrease of some tenths of a mil less than Northern Hemispheric trees (Francey
and Farquhar 1982). In fact, measurements by Rebello and Wagener (1976) on
a free-standing Brazilian tree agree with the trend for the Northern Hemi-
sphere. Also C-13/C-12 trends obtained on whole wood from three Tasmanian
trees, and publ ished by Pearman et al. (1976) and Fraser et a.l. (1978), are
consistent with those of some Northern Hemispheric trees used in the calcu-
lation of Freyer (1986). Francey (1981), however, using the cellulose frac-
tion of wood of the same three Tasmanian trees and including measurements
on four additional trees in his record, has reported the absence of any
C-13/C-12 trend in tree rings. This is contrary to the findings for Northern
Hemispheric trees. However, five of the Tasmanian trees were of forest origin.
From In,,asurements on trees within forests, Freyer and Belacy (1983) have
observed neither correlation of C-13/C-12 data between individual records
nor trends, and they have concluded that forest trees record no C-13/C-12
changes of free atmospherir CO f •
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With inclusion of additional tree-ring data and also slight modifica-
tions for normalization of data. a smaller C-13/C-12 decrease from preindu-
strial time- until now was obtained in the Freyer (1986) trend than in the
trend pUDlished earlier by Freyer und Belacy (1983). The earlier trend has
been adopted by Peng et al. (1983) for calculations of past atmospheric CO.
levels and evaluation of the net biospheric CO. input. Accordin9 to the m0-
del of ~eng et al., fossil fuel CO. emissions would account for a &-13/C-12
change of about 1.1% 0 from 1860 up to 1980. The residual change from the
tree-ring data has been attributed to the input of forest and soil CO. in-
to the atmosphere. 8y deconvolution of the residual change using 2O-year
running means, the integrated forest-soil CO. contributions amounted to
22 x 1015 11101. Due to the SIIlaller &-13/C-12 decrease obtained from tree-ring
data in the calculation of Freyer (1986), these biospheric CO. contributions
have to be reduced considerably and revised estimates are given by Peng and
Freyer (1986).
The main conclusions from this study are summarized below:
a) The total release of CO. from the terrestrial biosphere (as of 1980) is
estimated to be about 12 x 1015 mol, which is only 55 S of the previous
estimate. Campared to the total fossil fuel CO. released. the biospheric CO.
input since 1800 is about 90 %of the fossil fuel CO. input. Two maxima are
observed for the biospheric CO. input, a smaller one centered at 1860 and
a larger one centered at 1910. A similar time histury of the biospheric CO.
input follows from model calculations of Oruffel (1985) based on C-13/C-12
studies of scelerospDnges in surface waters.
b) The atmospheric CO. increase over the last 20 years is predominantly ge~
nerated by the release of fossil fuel CD•• The input from the biospheric
source .during that period is only about 15 %of that from fossil fuels.
c) The pre-1aSO atmospheric CO. concentration is estimated to be about
266 ppm, which is consistent with data obtained from polar ice-core studies
by Barnola et al. (1983) and Raynaud and Barnola (1985), but it is lower
than the data reported by Neftel et al. (1985) and Pearman et al. (1986),
which are in the 280 ppm range.
Considering the changes in the averages of the global composite C-13/
C-12 record from tree-rings when more data became available, it is clear
that C-13/C-12 based estimates of atmospheric CO. variations are highly
volatile and that further changes are likely.
It has to be emphasized further, that the calculated trend. and thus
any conclusions, are based on C-13/C-12 tree-ring data, that were not
corrected for climatic influences. These corrections could be especially
important f~r ~he 1920 to 1960 period, in which larger regional and global
climate varlatlons have occured. Further studies and calculations are re-
quired to improve the tree-ring usefulness during this period.
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8.3 Tm: US': OF CLIMATIC RESPONS': MODELS OF TRE': RINGS IN
Tn': ANALYSIS AND PREDICTION OF FOREST DECLIN':
E.R. Cook
Tree-Ring Laboralory
Larnonl-Doherly Geological Observalory
Palisades, New York 10964 - USA
1. INTRODUcrIOO
The recent decline and mortality of red spruce (Picea rubens Sarg.) in
the northern Appalachian Mountains of North America (Johnson and Siccarna,
1983) has lead to speculation that the cause of the decline is related to
atmospheric pollutants. Although there is no shortage of hypotheses regard-
ing the cause of the decline, no cause has yet been found (McGlaughlin, 1985).
one of the principal impediments to the analysis of suspected forest declines
is the lack of a long-term, pre-declin~ database for comparison to current
conditions in the forest. Ideally, this database would be in the form of
frequently remeasured permanent plots located randomly throughout a forest
ecosystem. Without a database to provide expected values of tree and stand
vigor as a functio~ of tree age, stand density, and site character, it is
extremely difficult to determine if a suspected forest decline is truly
anomalous or a result of natural stand evolution.
The annual radial growth increments of trees provide an expression of
tree and stand growth that can be used to investigate certain aspects of the
forest decline problem. Such tree-ring series, which are usually obtained
from the DBH region on the bole, are very complicated reflections of past
and present stand conditions, competition, tree aging, and climatic influ-
ences on tree growth. See Cook (1986) for a detailed discussion of the
complexities of interpreting tree-ring series in forest decline studies. In
particular, tree-ring series can be extremely useful for modelling the influ-
ence of climatic variability on tree growth and vigor. Historically, such
climatic response models were often computed as a prelude to reconstructing
past climate from tree rings (e.g. Fritts, 1976; Hughes et al., 1982). In
such studies, the purpose of predicting tree rings from climate was to dis-
cover which, if any, climatic variables could be reconstructed from the tree
rings. The actual reconstruction or retrodiction of climate from tree rings
involved reversing the direction of dependence in the equations relating tree
rings to climate. These new equations were then used to estimate past climate
from tree rings. The remarkable success of dendroclimatic reconstructions in
many parts of the world (e.g. Cook and Jacoby, 1977, 1983: Fritts et al.,
1979: Jacoby, et al., 1983: Briffa et al., 1983, 1986; Norton and Salinger,
198 ) attests to the way in which climate can exert a strong and predictable
influence on tree growth.
Climatic response models of tree-ring series have great application in
the study of forest decline. Such models can be used to identify key climac-
tic variables thaL are especially influential on the growth and developmenL
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of a declining tree species. Such ..i:lfomatian could reveal a change in
climate that is. in B~ way.• responsible for the observed decline (e.g.
JobnSCD and CooIt. 1986). '!he concept 1:bat cbanging c:li.mate could 4irectly
or indirectly iJUtiat:e a ~oDlst decline was described by Hepting (1963) in
a seminal paper. In that paper, Bepting disCIIBsed bow cliDate =uld act as
a secondary agent of forest decline by creating optimal conditions for the
development of tree pathogen populatioos. '!his is a _11 known cxmcept in
forest pathology. More iJIportantly, he advanced the idea that changing
climate could be the primary agent of forest decliJ>e in those cases not
associated with any identifiable p:ciJDary pathogen. Hepting cb."·~ed such
declines ·physiogenicft • '!be recent dieback· of red spruce is an example of
a physiogenic decline of 1:bat species. gi""" the present lack of any prmary
pathogens (Johnson and McGlaughlin. 1986).
Climatic response models calf also be used to search for .. change or
intervention in the operational environment of a tree species that causes an
alteration in the trees' response to clmate (Cook, 1986). When used in this
way. clmatic response models are used to predict tree rinqs from clmate in
much the same way that tree rings 'are used to retrodict climate. Siqnificant.
departures of the actual tree rings from the cli.JDate predictions may indicate
the intervention of a new, non-climatic stress agent. into the trees' environ-
ment.
:In the following sections. same estmatian procedures for clmatic
response models will be briefly described. followed by BaDe recent applica-
tions of this methodology to.the red spruce oecline problem,. I will assume
that the tree-ring series being analyzed have been cross-dated and transfor:n-
ed into stationary tilDe series via SClll!! method of standardization (Fritts,
1976, Cook. 1985) prior to regressiem analysis with climate. In addition.
is iJlportant that a sufficient number of trees be SSIIIpled t:o pn>vide a
, _,,-sonably precise estimate of the CODIDIOI1 tingwidth patte:rn IIIIlOIlg trees in
the stand.
2. CLIMATIC llESPCNSE JI:)!JEL ESTIMATION
Typically. climatic response models are esti.:mated using ordinary least'.
squares (OI.S) or lIIOre complicated procedures. such as principal components
regression (PCR). when oerta:i,1>. oOIS assumptions are violated. Since the more
=mplicated techniques are all based on OU;. 1lIOdel estimation procedures
based only on OI.S will be described. A description of the peR pn>cednre and
examples of clmatic resPonse models based on peR can be fcund in Fritts
(1976). other potentially useful techniques. such as generalized least
squares and ridge regressi..n, are described in Koutsoyiannis (1977) and Draper
and Smith (1981). In addition. the OIS procedure described bere will be
strictly linear in form.. Non-linearity may be in=rporated by transforming
intrinsically linear variables 'or by allowing for multiplicative interactions
between variables. Again. any regression analysis textbook will describe
these operations.
Using OLS. we ..:ish to creau. .. regression equation to predict tree rings
from climate. In its qeneral form. a tree-ring series, Yi • of lengt.h n will
be modelled as a linear function of m climate variables. the Xi' also of
l£ngth u. nus multiple ngression equati.on has the fonn
wbere b O is the y-intercept. the br ••bID az.., the regression coefficient~
relating the Xi to Yi • and t.he e i is the error term that is assumed
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di.stributed 1i[o,a2e J and serially random. In _tri" notation, thh nllation-
ship becomes
nYl K nXmbl + nel
and the b's a:re estilllll.ted as
Assuming that t.be assumptions of OIS are met, the difficulty in creating a
valid climatic response =del comes not in the actual co""utatial of the b i ,
but in the selection of the appropriate climatic variables, Xi Ill' for pre-
dicting tree ring, Yi. Clearly, for the above model to be ~ful in predict-
ing tree rings from climate, the selected Xi,llI must have a tillie-stable rela-
tionship with the Yi' which will enable the model to malte accurate predictials
or forecasts outside of the tillle period used for estimating the b.. Although
best-subset :regression procedures, such as stepwise regression, cin be used
to reduce the number of spurious variables in the model, there is no theoret-
ical method that guarantees the correctness of the regression model during
its creation. Much of this problem stems from the ~ posteriori way that
climatic variables are usually screened and entered into the model. Rarely
is the general structure of the climatic response model for a tree-ring series
known a priori. Hence, a large number of candidate climate predictors are
usually inClUded to allow for the search .and development of the "=rrec~"
model. As the number of canllidate predictors increases, the probability of
spuriou..~ correlations between tree rings and climate likewise increases.
See RenrJ-Jer and Pun (1980) for a very sobering analysis of the problem of
spUriOl1'i regressions given a large number of candidate predictors.
Given that there is no theoretical method to always avoid spurious
regressions during the estimation phase, dendroclimatologists traditionally
verify the time stability of the regression equation (Pritts, 1976). This
is done by withholding some of the actual data from the regression analysis
and, the, testing to see if the regression estimates for the period of with-
held data agree with the actual data. In the context of climatic response
model development for forest decline studies, Cook (1986) advocated two
verification periods: one prior to the start of the suspected decline perioc
and one during the decline period. The model forecasts are estimated as
nlYl = nl~bl
for the [n+l••• nl] pre-decline period, and
n2\ = n2~bl
for the [01+1••• n2] decline period. Of course, there is no inherent reason
to constrain the pre-decline verification period to lie between the regres-
sion analysis and decline periods. In addi. tion, if there is enough climatic
data, more than one pre-decline verification period can be tried. If the
amount of climatic data is very limited, subsample replication techniques,
such as the "leave-one<-out 'l method, can be used to verify the model (Gorco:;,
1982) •
Numerous statistical tests are available fox verifying model forecasts.
These include the product-moment correlation coefficient, sign test, and
reduction of error test (Pritts, 1976; Gordon, 1982). other methods of
evaluating forecasts are found in Granger and Newbold (1977) and Abraham and
Ledolter (1983). Once the forecasts have been made. these values can be
compared to the actual values using ale or all of the above tests.
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If the regresuoo mdel verifies in the pre-decl.ine period, the JD04el
CIlln be accepted as~ stable and extrapolated throu¢l the ~~ine period.
'lbe decl.ine period forecasts CAD t.ben be tested for aceura!:y a9~t tlJ*
actual data to see if a breakdown in the cliJIlatic rE!Sponae .,gel is 1ndi~ted.
Such a breakdown woll1d stxongly support 1:he ~lity of .. d.ec.1,iz,.e ~~ted =
-noma!- climatic variability and~ indicate the intervention of .. non-
c:l..i.mBtic ..gent such as lDlt:h%Opogenic pollutioo. l'ailu:te to verify in the
pre--declille pe:d.od zenders the climatic ftllpOD$e JlIOdel useless for fote-
cllSt:1ng pmposes and highly suspect .... .II true e>l1'rel;sion of the climatic
respcnse even dlIz:ing the Z'egxession analysis period.
In the followinq sect:i.oD, llIcae applications of "the cliJllat1c response
1DOdeJ. to £omst decliJl" xesearch will be :reviewed.
3. EXllMPlZS OF CLDIATIC 1lESPCliSE tli?JEkL!NG
'!he 1IlI!thodology of cJ.iJIIati.c respcmse 1IIOde1ling, described above, was
initiBlly tested by Cook (1996) ofl. a red spruce tree-ring chronology from
Lake Al:n01.d in the Adirondack. NoWltainsof Ne;w York. :rtl1s chronology W48
deri......d from the tree-ring series of 38 inc:nmwmt COLlI'S taken at Ii!B frQm
20 daminlDlt and codominant~ in the st4nd. The corell .-ere c:oUe~d in
1976, several years before the red spruce decline was clearly reoognized U
a broadscale plJenomenon. 'DIe stand is neljr the upper elevational limit .of
grDIfth for the species U15Q .etez:s) Jmd has an aver..ge age of about 220
years.
'!be 38 txee-ring series were standardized as des=ibed in Q:>ok (l986)
BOd a_raged into a _<IIl-value function for analyEds. Based on previous
:1drocliDatic studies of red spruce {e.g. Conkey, 1979; Cook, 1982), a
'llP"rature response model WilS' de_loped using regional 'average lIIOIlthly
cemperatums extending back to 1889. 'TWo regression modeJ.s, using stepwise
screening, ..ere developed for the period lB90-l950 using the original tree-
ring chronology and the same after autoregressive persistence was rellIDved.
'Ibe 1110121& expl.ained 43\ and '48\ of the tree-ring variance, rel>pectively,
and differed by one cliJllate variable. A pre-decline verification periods of'
1951-1960 and 1951-1967 were selected based on the timing of an extremely
visable step-like decline in' the tree-rings after 1967. Consequently. the
decline period was chosen as j 1968-l976.
In each vetificatioc, period, the actual and forecast tree-ring data were
compared using the correlation coefficient, .:eduction of error (RE), and an
equality-of-means test. In the pre-decline _rification periods, the fore-
casts significantly correlated (p<.05) .with the actual data and had s=gly
positive RE's (a sign of forecast skill). In addition, the equality-of-neans
tests indicated no significant di-£ference be~n the lllBans of the actual and
forecBSt values. 'nlu.s, there was no significant biBS in the fOll'CASt.!!.
However. in the 1968-1976 -decline"'peried, the correlations were not signif-
icant (p<.05) althouqh the RE's were still positive. More ilIIpo~tly, the
equallty-of-means tests re1lealed a significant (p<.Ol) bias of overesU-ination
in the forecasts. 'Ihis means that the trees were growing m',lch lIIOre poorly
than the climatic response JlDdel forecast. 'rhus, there is evio;lence for a
breakdown in the :relationship between red spruce tree-rings and c1±1na..te after
about 1967. '!his may be due to the inte;rveption of .. new to;t1ll of stn\$s.
Figure 1 shows the actual and estimated stanllardizep tree-rings ~;;ed on ooe
of the temperature :response models. Note 1;)1e e~cellent guality Of the fQre-
casts up to 1967. The anamalous decline and lack-of-fit of the forecasts
after 1967 is quite apparent.
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Fl:GpRE 1 Actual end estiluted md spruce txee rings .at Lake Axnold
based an .. tellperat=e %lIlBpOI18e B)del.
AlthoUgh the case just desc:ribed ~s strang evidence for an anOllWl1ous
de~e in red spruce txee rings at Lake Amold, this finding cannot be ex-
trapolated to the red spruce ecosystem as a .mole. In order to get a
regional pictnre of the red spruce de~ in the nortbem Appalachian
!'Iountains, JohnsOlD and SicclIIDa (1983) surwoyed stands of red spruce in
New York, Venucmt, and Rev Hampshire. Except for law JQCnIntain sites, eleva-
tional transects on the east and west sides of the mountains were established
from the low el.evatian har/lwood forest zone to the upper l1Jllit of red spruce
in the spruce-fir boreal forest zane. AloDg each transect at 50 meter inter-
vals, red spruce larger than lOan IlBB were cored at specified sampling points.
Cklly the more vigorous trees were selected for sampling to exclude trees that
were strongly declining and; perluops, dying. see Johnson and sicc:ama (1983)
and JoImsan and McGlaughlin (1986) for details concezning the sampling
design.
A total of 18 tree-ring cbrcnologies from the survey data and 3 frem
other collections were used .in clilIIatic response model analysis (Jobnsan and
Cook, 1986). The survey data· produced chronologies corresponding to natural
elevational >:cmes of red spruce habitat: hardwood foxest (low elevation),
transiticm forest (medium elevaticm), and boreal forest {high elevation).
All of the chronologies began no later than 1854 and ended (except for 2) on
or after 1981.
Johnson and Cook (1986) were primarily interested in determining if the
climatic signal in the outer 20 yeaa of q:rowth was indeed anomaloUs compared
to earlier periods. For this reason, they removed as much of the actual
ringwidth reduction as possible by using tight-fitting cubic smooth.ing
splines (Cook and Peters, 1981) during the standardization process. In addi-
tion, they lDOdelled and removed any remaining persistence in the tree-ring
chronologies through autoregressi'<le 1IIOdelling. Tbe result was a suite of red
spruce tree-ring chronologies with virtually no persistence and no indication
of an anomalous decline as indicated in Figure 1.
In order to test the usef.ulness of the climatic response models in II
highly rigorous way, a long-te= monthly temperature aeries extending back to
1820 W;lS created for the Adirondack Mountain xegian of NeW York. by linearly
interpolating nearby long-term records to the region. 'Ibis enabled the cli-
lIIatic respQnse model to be based on the 1885-1940 tiJne period with uple time
for two pre-decline '<Ierification periods: 1856-1884 and 1941-1960. Tbe
1961-l98l interval was set aside as the decline peri~
Tberesults of the IIIOdelling are as follows. The t:emperatum response
IIlOdels explained between 9\ and 55\ of the tree ring variance, "ith the
IIlajority in the 15\-30\ class. Each result was statistically significant
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(p<.~O), but &"""" were very JDAr1;inal.. 'DIe _t cansistent variables to enter
the model were July and Auqust of the previow; groving seuon (negatively)
and December and January (positively) prior to growth. That is, a COol prior
SUlIIIIIer and a wann late ant~rly wbtter rellu11;s in abo"" ;""'l:age radial
qrowth for red spruce the £ol1owing ~q &eastlll. In the l8!i,6-~8~4 'Oeri£i-
cation period, 11 out of 15 cases vertfied at the p<.lO ll'vel, ano;!. 9 out o~
15 passed the p<.05 level. :In the J.94l-196O pl!r.1od, 20 out of 21 C<lses veri-
fied at the p<.10 ~evel, and 18 out of 21 pasSed tile p<.05 level. Thus, the
cl.iDatic response JIlOdels 4%1!, .in general, quite t:iIlIe stal;>le lip to 1961 even
though the variance explained t!y D9%"'SSicn is sollleti1Qes low. llowewr, "for
the 1961-1981 decline period, DIlly 3 out of 21 cases patls verificati<;m at the
p<.10 level. In every case, the ""rified sites we're from the low-elevation
hardwood zone, a result consistent with the obSl!rvation that the :red Spruce
decline beoomes less severe wi1lft deC%"Gasing elevation (Johnson and siccama,
1983) •
These results provide .convincing evidence that red spruce entered ,m
anomalous period of radial ~rowth around 1960, which changed the way in which
the trees :responded to climate. Although this CQIlclusion se~ to indicate
that climate is ruled out as B cause o£ the decline, an adcht,iun.al examina-
tion of the tempen1t=e data suggests otherwise. Johnson and Cook (1~86)
exalllined the oc=:rence of extreIqes in the August ilDd .December tefi1peratute
series by tr..nsfox:ming each, to standard no:J:lDB.l NCO,l] deviates. Those years
whEm either deviate exceeded ±1.64 standard deviations were tilPul.ated arld
plotted as a "stress index",. Tbat is, positive AugUllt and December lwith
sign reversed) deviates were plotted to indicate cliDlatically stressful tirres
that should -result in below-average radial growth the following summer. This
stress index is shown in Figure 2, along with known periods o£ abnonnal n,~
spruce mortality in the past (Johnson et al., 1986).
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FIGURE 2 The August-December stress index for red spruce growing in the
northe= Appalachian Mountains. Positive values indicate 1llOre
stress. Solid points are August and dotted points are December.
Solid hori,zontaJ lines mark period$ of notable red spruce
mortality in the past.
There is a clear association between periods of clUlatic stress and spruce
:mortality. Most significantly, the 1870's DIOrtillity pez:iod,' which .l.s the
only previous decline thought to be as severe e,s the c,lltrent one, shows a
conjunction of August and December stress siJuila:r to the nei\r-conjunction in
the late-1950's. The late-1950's is believed to mark tl>e beginning of the
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eur:nnt decline hasedon field ntportB of wintert1Jlle fol1.&r d8IIIage
(JQMSon et al., 1986: JOMSon and Cook, 1986).·
'!'bus, it is probable that abnomally high climatic .tntSS acted as a
fttrigger" for the present decline. It is not clear at this tiDe if anthropo-
gen.ic pollution is intensifying tile ·severity of the decline. However, any
experiJqental exposures of md spruce to different pollutants should incozpo-
rate climatic stress in the ezperimental design. .
4. DUlpl§SION
The successful examples of clbnatic responee.1IIOdel aJl4lyais cited above
indicate that the 1IIethod should have amsiderable utility in forest decline
stl,ldies. The telJp!rature response modelling of red spruce has resulted in
new insights into the sensitivity of that species to climate. In addition,
the stress index results, which were only possible through the climatic
response mociel results, suggest that red spruce declines are related to a
physiologically-based, temperature-related threshold phenomenon. This empir-
ical result provides a clear hypothesis for Uee physiologists to test exper-
imentally.
The utility of cliIDatic response modelling for other tree species and
forest declines (e.g. in central Europe [Schutt and Cowling, 1985]) has yet
to be tested. However, jUdging frozn the success in reconstructing past
climate from numerous other tree species, it is highly likely that the basic
methodology presented here can be applied, and when necessary modified, to
other forest decline problems.
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1. lln'RODUCTION
Recent variations in forest productivity are a ..jar interest in
North America and Europe a. concern grows over reports of forest declines
due to acid rain and atmospheric deposition (Johnson and Siccaaa 1983.
198, Kra~e et al. 1983, Morrison 1984, Prinz et ale 1983). The accurate
aseeegment of production losses from these factors requires a knowledge of
the productivity ~f forest stande in the absence of air pollution and the
uatural variability of production over time. Unfortunately, est1mates of
forest prodnction require intenaive research projects (Grier and Logan
1977, Spragel 1984, Cooper 1981), and, as a consequence, tbe productivity
of Jll8IlY foreet types in these regions are not well known.
Net pr1mary productivity (annual production of biomass per nnit area)
has studied more intensely in conifer forests than in any other forest
type (Spragel 1985). Emperical studies of several different species ill
different climatic. and geologic settings have documented productivity
changes following major stand disturbances (Grier and Logan 1977, Tadaki
et al. 1977, Yarie and Van Cleve 1983, Spragel 1984). Although the
absolute rates of change differ among forest types depending on the
lifespans of the speciea involved, all studiea show generally similar
trends during stand development and aging•• These trends are summarized in
the following below as described by Sprugel (1985).
Annual prodnctivity decreases immediately after disturbance, but
increases rapidly as new trees become established on the site. The
largest component of production during early stagea of stand development
comes from the production leaf biomasa. Following crown closure, leaf
production stabilizes and the relative contribution of woody tiasue
inCTeases. Total stand productivity stabilizes in mature stands, but
generally decreases as standa reach old age. Production declines in old
stall~s ~re presumably due to increased stand reapiration related to the
tncteasing biomass of woody tissue, or to a decrease in nutrient
avail.BbiHty.
The objective of our study was to asaesa the natural varia~lity of
net prtmaty production of old-growth conifer stands on upper slopes of the
C8sc,de Mountains, Washington. We were particularly interested in the
eftect of ennual variationa in climate on the forest production, as prior
wprk (Grier and ~nlling 1977, Gholz 1979) suggeats that theae foreats
should be susceptible to annnal variations in temperature. Our study also
prOVides baseline information for aaaeasing preaent and future pollntion
effects in these mountains.
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2. STUDY AREA
2.1 Geology
The Cascade Range. WA, is a north-south tTending mountain chain with
maximum elevations typically reaching 2000 to 3000 m. Several volcanic
cones rise more than 1000m above the major peaks of these mountains
(Highsmith 1973). This range was covered by extensive alpine glsciers
during the most recent glaciation (Porter 1984). Soils are generally thin
and developed in glacial till capped by numerous tephra layers originating
from nearby volcanoes (Franklin and Dyrness 1973).
2.2 Climate
Westery air from the Pacific Ocean dominates the western slopes of
the Cascades during all seasons of the year (Highsmithe 1973). Orographic
lifting of moist air results in high precipitation in the mountains,
particularly as snow in the winter. Annual snowfall is commonly more than
1500 em at upper elevations (1500-2000 m) in these mountains. Snow often
remains on the ground at upper elevations until early July. Precipitation
is stongly seasonal, however, with only 20% of the average annual
precipiation occurring during the growing season.
The proximity of the Pacific Ocean has a mitigating effect on
seasonal temperature fluctuations in the western Cascadea. At upper
elevations in these mountains minimum January temperatures are
approximately -10 to -15°C and average maximum July temperatures are
generally +15°C.
A recent dendroclimatic reconstruction for the west Cascade Mountains
shows a 1°C increase in mean annual temperature between the mid 19th and
20th centuries (Graumlich and Brubaker 1986). This warming trend has
caused a rapid recession of alpine glaciers (Burbank 1981) a and recent
increase in tree establishment at treeline (Franklin et al. 1971) in these
mountains~
2.3 Forests
Three major forest zones (Franklin and Dyrness 1973) cover the
western slopes of the Cascade Mountains. The Tsuga hetepophy2La zone
extends frum lOWland areas to approximately 700 m. Old-growth: forests in
this zone are dominated by Pseudotsuga menziesii (Douglas-fir) and/or
Tsuga hete1"OphyHa (west-ern hemlock). with lesser importance of Thuja
p2icata (western redcedar). These species are generally long-lived
(600-1000 years) and reach massive sizes (3m in diameter. 100m in height).
Stands within this zone have shown some of the highest biomass and annual
production rates recorded for coniferous forests in the world (Lassoie et
a1. 1985).
The Abies amabi2is zone, extending from apprOXimately 700 to 1500
meters, is dominated almost exclusively by Abies amabi2is (Pacific silve~~
fir). Trees in this zone are smaller than those of the Tsuga hetepophy22a
zone and net primary productiVity is generally two-thirds that of the
Tsuga hetepophy22a zone (Lassoie et al. 1985). The lower productivity of
Abies amabi2is forests is thought to result from the detrimental effects
of ahorter and cooler growing seasons on rstes of net photosynthesis and
nutrient release by decomposition and mineralization at high elevations
(Lassoie et al. 1985).
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The Tsuga mertensiana zone (1000 to 1500 m) is the bigb.at for.at
zone of the western Cascade Mountains. These fore IrQ .re dOiiit_ted""Y
Tsuga nrer1;67IBiana (mountain hemlock) with varing proportiona of Abies
amabitis. Chanraecyparis nootkat67lBis (Alaska yellow cedar) and Abis8
lasiocarpa (subalpine fir). Old trees (600-1000 yrs) are relatively
common; hovever, tree sizes are generally small compared to thoae of lover
forest zones. The productivity of these forests bas not been previously
studied, but is considered to be less than that of lover forest zones.
3. METHODS
3.1 Field slllllpl1ng
The folloWing criteria were used to select plots for sampling: 1)
tree ages of at least 300 years. 2) no evidence of tree mortality within
the plot and within 10 meters of the plot perimeter. and 3) no evidence of
unusual crown damage· to trees within the plot. In each plot, increment
cores were collect at 1.4m height from all trees greater than 15 em in
diameter. The diameters of all sample trees were measured at 1.4m height.
The locations of tbe plots analyzed in this study are shown in Figure 1.
1"""C~i:-- --r--..:IT2O=-- ---'-iIl~
48
46
124 120 116
FIGURE 1 Locations of sites analyzed for net primary production and the
Seattle climatic station. The dashed lin.. represents the crest of the
Cascade Mountain Range.
3.2 l.aboratory snalysis
All cores were mounted in permanent bolders, sanded to a bigh polish
and cross-dated with other cores from the plot and witb existing tree-ring
cbronologies from the west Cascade Kountains (Brubaker 1980, Graumlich and
Brubaker 1986). Annual ring widths were measured to the nearest O.Olam
using a Bannister increme~tal measuring machine.
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3.3 Estimation of net primary production
Net primary production (NPP) is defined as the exess of annual gross
photosynthesis over respiration (Odam 1969). In practice, gross
photosynthesis and respiration are difficult to measure in field
situations and few studies have attempted to quantify these processes in
forest stands (Assman 1970, Sprugel 1984). More eammonly, NPP is
estimated by the equation (Grier and Logan 1977. Fujimori, et al. 1976):
NPP - B" D" G9here,
11 - annual increment of living bi.omass of trees, shrubs aud
herbaceous plants
D • annual loss of livi'bg bi.omass of trees, shrubs and
herbaceous plants due to natural mortality
G • annual loss of living biomass of trees. ahrubs and
heTbaceons plants due to grazing.
Several silllplifying assumptions enabled us to use this eqnation to
reconstTDct NPP back in time. Biomass losses to grazing were considered
negligible because insect defoliation and grazing by mammals aTe
unimportant' in ~ture stands of western Cascade forests (Grier and Logan
1977). Similary, the contribution of understory species and small trees
(<15 'CD1 diameter at 1.4.meters) to total primary l'roduction of old stands
is negligible (Grier and .Logan 1971). EstiDating NPP was thus reduced to
determining the biomass increment and mortality of large trees.
The major difficulty in assessing NPP by this equation is in
deteTmining the dates of tree mortality and sizes of such trees at the
time of their death. In order to avoid the uncertainties of
characterizing tree mortality, we selected plots free of signs of
mortality (downed logs and raised linear surfaces). The death of trees
less than 15-20 em in diameter may have gone undetected, but trees of this
~ize are unimportant in production budgets of old-growth forest stands
(Grier and Logan 1977).
We weTe thus able to estimate past NPP solely by determining the past
biomass increments of trees alive at the time of sampling. Biomass
increments were calculated by substracting the estimates of total tree
biomass of the plots betWeen successive years. The components of tree
biomass (foliage, stem wood, stem bark, and living and dead branches) for
each year vere calculated from standard regression equations (Gholz et al.
1979) relating stem diameters to tree biomass components. These equstions
are of the form:
lnY - a .. b lnX
where,
Y biomass of folige, stem wood, stem bark, or branches
X - stem diameter
B,b • regression coefficients
We used species-specific regression coefficients established in previous
studies (Gholz at al. 1979), which had distructively sampled trees of each
species and compared tree diameters to weights of tree 'biomass Components.
The total plot biomass for each year was calculated by summing the biomass
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components aeross all tress in the plot. as calculated fro. the dis_tara
of trees in that year.
3.4 Comparisons·of Productivity and Climate
The variations in NPP at the four sites vere summarized by principal
components analysis. Factor scores of the first principal component.
representing the most important common variation in NPP among the series.
vere used as a record of variations in regional forest productivity for
comparisons vith climtic data. These scores vere compared to climatic
4ata from Seattle, WA (47 39. 122 18) using simple correlation and
cross-spectral analyses. Seattle is the closest station to the sampling
sites having a long meteorological record (1983-1980). Climatic data vere
summarized as average summer (June-September) temperatures and vater year
totals (the sum of pre~ipitation from the preceeding October through the
September of the growth year).
4. ,RESULTS
The sampled stands come from each of the three major forest zones of
the vest Cascade Mountains, WA (fable I). Stand ages, as indicated by the
age of the oldest tree, ranged from 370 t.o 630 years.
TABLE 1 Characteristics of sample plots.
Tsuga Abies Tsuga
Foren Zone hete1'ophyZ 1.a amabiZis me,.tensicma
Site TR TL RL JR
Latitude :,2 ' 47<;;45 1 .47°02' 46°45'
Longitud.. 122°05' 121°15' )21°50' 121°56'
Elevati.m (m) 1200 1400 1440 1460
Plot lli>:e (ha) 0.032 0.046 0.051 0.026
No. tl"eeS 27 20 14 24
Oldest. tree (yrs) 630 510 370 560
Percent of total biomass by species (1979) data:
2'. hete1'ophy ZZa
A. amabiLis
1'. mertenaiana
Chamaeaypa:ria
nootkatenaia
100
52
48
27
69
4
4
96
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Current (1980) Det pr1Jllary produet1nn ranged fl"O'iil apprcx1lliately 5 to
10 metri~ tonnes per hectare per year. The re~ords ~~ at all sites shows
strikingly similar trends (Figure 2): 1) in~reasin~ fram la80-1980. 2)
de~Teasing or remaining stable fro~ 1910 to 1935. 3) increasing from 1935
to 1960. and 4) remaining relatively stable from 1960 to 1980. The
average in~rease in NPP at ea~h sites between the first three de~8des
(1880-1909) amd last three decades (1950-1979) of the re~ord was 60%.
Correlations of NPP among sites are positive and highly signifi~ant.
ranging from .46 to .83. The first prin~ipal component explains 81% ,Of
the variation :In !:be data and represents the positive l:orrelation of NPP
among all sites.
1D1lO 1llOO 1910 mo '1930 1940 1950 1960 1910 1980
Year
-FIGURE 2 Annual estimates of NPP for forest stands on the upper slopes
of the Cas~ade Range, Washington. (A-D) NPP estimates for four tndividua1
sites (see Table 1). (E) Factore s~ores obtained from the prinCipal
~ampenent analysis of tbe four series (A-D).
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The time aeriea of factor acorea for the firat component repreaenta
the common variation in NPP at the four aitea. In auhaequent analyaes
this series was considered to be a record of regional NPP, which
repreeents diverse forest types in the vest Cascade Mountains. The
regional NPP record shows atrong similarity to sammer temperature trende
(r - .46). The correlation of NPP with precipitaion, although
significant, is less atrong (r ~ .21).
1200
1900 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970 1980
Year
FIGURE 3 Annual precipitation and summer temperature, Seattle,
Washington, (1893-1979) and time series of NPP factor acores, ss in Figure
1 E.
The porpose of the cross spectral· analysis was to identify over which
temporal frequencies NPP is most closely associated with temperature and
precipitation. The squared coherency, analogous to the square of the
correlation coefficient between two time series calculated at different
frequencies, revealed that NPP is associated with temperature over periods
of 6 years and greater and with precipitation at periods of 3 years and
less. In agreement with the results of the correlation analyses, the
- association of NPP with temperature is much stronger than that of NPP with
precipitat ion.
5. pISCUSSION
The net primary productivity of stands sampled in this study are
similar to values reported elsewhere in the west Cascades (Lassoie et al.
1985). Thus, the current and, by implication, past productivity of our
stands appears to be representative of forests in much of the western
Cascade Mountains.
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Ibe au.u..rttY of BPP ~d••t the four 8ite• .1s stroDll ev1.dell!:e
that factors operat1D& at a Tellioual a<:ale are important in .detendning
the productivity of forellts :in these lIlOuntains. Although local
distnrllance. and prol:esees of stand dynam1C8-may be important deteninants
of productivity 1n 1ndividual atands, these factors cannot explain the
consistent productivity trends that we have observed in .stands of
different ages•.species, and geographic lo<:ations. The significant
statisti<:al 8.Bsocistion of regional NPP records with temperature and
precipitation records suggests that recent climatic variations,
partieulary variations in summer temperture, have been important factors
controlling the productivity of western ~ascade forests over the past
century. Variations in global acmospheric carbon diOXide have apparently
not directly affected forest productivity in this region (Graumlich et al.
in review). Likewise, no ev1dence exists for a production decline due to
air polation (Gaumlich et al. in review).
Temperature and precipitation can influence NPP through a variety of
processes (Lassoie et al. 1985). Precipitation variations predominantly
affect short-term~rocesBesTegulating tree water balance, sucb as
stomstal Tesponses to xylem pressure potential and vapor pressure
deficits. The effects of temperature are more complex, including
short-term influences on photosynthesis, cell division, and water and
nutrient uptake. as well as longer-term controls over leaf production,
allocatio of carbon to above- and belovground parts, and rates of
decomposition and mineralization. Differences in the way teuperature and
precipitation affect production-limiting processes ~y be, responsible for
the differences in the time scales over which NPP is correlated with these
factors.
Our results also bave implication for other studies of forest
prodnctivity in this Tegion. and possibly in other regions where
productivity responds strongly to tempera tare variations. Because the
strongest relationship between temperature and productivity is over long
time periods (greater than 6 years). short-term measurements of
temperature and prodnctivity may not adequately specify the' nature of the
relationship be1:Veen these variables. In addition, since NPP at each site
varies substantially over short time periods. conventional practices of
estimating WPP based on I-to-5 year records of biomsss increment may not
accu~tely reflect long term forest prduction rates.
7. CONCLUSIONS
The uatural _riabUity of productiVity of upper .elevation Cascade
Koanta1n sites .1s ilTeat and controlled primsrily by variations in ll_r
temperature. BPP increased by 60% over the period 1880-1979. Thus, prior,
to 1980 these fDrests show no evidence of a substaatial decline in
productiVity that ~oald be attributed to atmospheric pollution.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Time series nf radial tree increment are, 1n some cases, useful
indicators of the adverse effects of environmental pollution (Eckstein et al.
1983, Schwetngruber et al. 1985, Schweingruber 1985). It has been suggested
that an international network of tree-ring data points could be used for
monitoring the past and present development of forest ecosystems. This
approach was discussed at the IIASA Workshop on 'Regional Resource
Management', held in Bulgaria, in 1985. In principle it should be possible
to construct 'base-line curves' for radial growth of trees by choosing sites
which have experienced natural conditions over a long period of time. The
effects of environmental pollution in time and space could be tested against
this "base-line' data.
. One would imagine that in Finland, which is a relatively sparcely
settled country, it would be easy to find many suitable sites for the
collection of such dendrochronological base-line data. History shows,
however, that human impact on Finnish forests has been extremely strong
during the past centuries. Forest cuttings for different purposes have been
very common, while in the present century the natural growth of forests has
been changed by effective forest management.
2. LONG-TERM BACKGROUND DATA
A forest vegetation spread over Finland after the end of the last ice
tge. The whole country was free of ice by around 9000 years ago. but even at
that time large areas of southern and western Finland were still covered by
water. Land uplift, which is still proceeding, raised those regions above
sea level. Because of this development, the soils in eastern Finland can be
over 10,000 years old, whereas the land surface near the present coast has
emerged from the sea only recently. Rich clayey and silty soils deposited
originally in deep water are common in the west and south, contrary to the
poorer ground-moraine soils predominant in other parts of the country (Donner
1976, Eronen 1983).
Climatic variations during postglacial time affected the contemporary
forest composition which, in turn, is a source of information of past
climatic development. The warmest period of the postglacial was about
8000-5000 years ago. Since then climate has been slowly deteriorating, but
there have probably been many fluctuations within that trend, each lasting
decades or even centuries. Such fluctuations were experienced relatively
recently during the 'Little Ice Age' (cf. Eronen et al. 1985).
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Pollen-analytical research has shown that different t~-species iPread
to Finland at different times. Nevertheless, all tree species growing
naturally in Finnish forests arrived there several tho~sands of years ago
(see e.g. Donner et a1. 1978).
The humid climate of the postglacial has favoured peat growth and
accumulation so that about a third of the land area is covered by peat. The
iPread of .ires Ms cons1<lerillbly changed forest co~osition and growth (LainI:'
1982).
If only those factors mentioned above had affected forest development
and growth in Finland, it would certainly be possible to determine base-line
trends for radial tree increment without any great difficulty_ However, the
anthropogenic conversion of na~ral forests ~ different uses has changed the
picture ndica11y.
3. SU\SH~I\NJ)-8URNCUlTIVATION AND ITS CONSEQUENCES
Although there are records of cultivation in prehistoric times in
southern finland. the area of fields was relatively small until the past few
centuries. when a strong expansion of agriculture occurred. Most fields were
cleared during that period using the slash-and-burn technique; i. e. trees
and bushes ~ere cut and the logs and brush piles were burned. The soil was
fertile for some years, after ~hich time a new field had to be cleared in ill
new place.
It can be seen from Fig. 1 that slash-and-burn cultivation was very
common practice in the southern half of Finland in 19th century and was still
ciliTied on to a relatively large extent in the early part of this century_
Vast forest areas became subject to destruction in this way. Only
fDt~sts growing ~ peat bogs. very wet (paludifying) and very dry {consisting
of cOiIIPSe sand and gravel) mineral soils and barren rocks were saved from the
cultivators. With increasing population numbers the same areas were cleared
at shorter and shorter time intervals. The proportion of coniferous trees in
the forests ~ecreased 1n line with this development, because there was
insufficient time for the forest succession to reach the conifer-dominated
stage. The nutrient content of the 50;1 decreased step by step because'the
period of reforestation was too short to compensate for nutrient loss during
the cultivation phase.
This clearance of forest for shifting agriculture was especially
destructive Ul spruce. which in some regions disappeared almost totally from
tJle forest flora and there lire still many forest areas in central and eastern
Finland which are dominated by deciduous trees. primarily by birch. Still
$pruce forests have also recovered over large areas during this century
(Heikinheimo 1915, Alho 1968. Yli-V4kkuri 1980, Huttunen 1980).
~. TIlE EfFECTS Of TAR MAKIN(i
Some COlrnll!rcial tar 1IIaking was practised in southern Finland as early as
16th century. During 17th century Sweden became the center of the European
tar production 1tnd large amounts of tar were produced especiany in the
<"astern pal-t of the Ie ingdom of that time, that is in Finland. 'Over tile
"'~llturil;S tar formed one of the most important goodS for export for the
.- ittns. The cessation of tar mak ing came at 4bout the same time as tile end of
~lash-afid~burn cultivation. that is early in this century.
Ta~ making led to a devastating use of forests. Pine provided the raw
materiilll for tar distillation and, in consequence, the area of pine forests
shrank Imd spruce \'Ii! .. ' to spread into the tar production areas even onte
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relatively dry areas which were naturally occupied by pine.
A.D.1913
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Fig. 1. The extent of slash-and-burn cultivation in Finland AD 1860 and AD
1913. Although wide reforestation has occurred the former use of land for
shifting agriculture still affects the forest composition and growth over
large areas. Redrawn after Heikinheimo (1915). 1. Ended in early 1900s,
2. Rare, 3. Moderately common, 4. Common, 5. Very common;
Tar making was concentrated in those areas which had good connections to
the coast of the Baltic Sea (Fig. 2). From 18th century onwards the
Ostrobothnia region (east of the Gulf of Bothnia) took a leading position in
tar production, the peak of production being reached in mid-19th century. In
1863 227,000 barrels of tar were exported from Finland (Alho 1968).
The wood for tar making was taken in the first place from forests
growing on dry, relatively poor soils, which were usually not used for
slash-and-burn cultivation. So these two modes· of action together destroyed
different forest communities.
5. FOREST FIRES
Both slash-and-burn cultivation and tar making involved the careless use
of fire, which led to the frequent occurrence of forest fires during the
summer. The number of fires has decreased in this century due to a radical
change in forest use and effective fire-fighting (Heikinheimo 1915, Laitakari
1960, p. 89-91, Alho 1968).
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Fi9. 2. The proportiuns of different regions of Finland contributing to tar
production, AD 1650 and AD 1750. Fig. 2B shows, how the Ostrobothnia region
took a leading position in tar making in 1Bth century. It was still the
centre of tar production in 19th century. In many places in that region the
forests have not yet fully recovered from the devastating effects of
large-scale tar making. Redrawn after A1ho (1968).
Charcoal layers found in lake sediments indicate that in southern
Finland the average frequency of forest fires was one in every 80-160 years
before the period of wide-spread slash-and-burn cultivation. The sedimentary
record of one particular lake (Lammi, southern Finland) shows that in its
surroundings the fire interval was, on average, 57 years between AD 1100 and
1600 .while between AD 1600 ~nd 1900, when slash-and-burn cultivation was very
common, the time interval between fires was only 30 years (Huttunen 1980,
To10nen 1983).
Recurrent fires decreased soil acidity (as also did slash-and-burn
cultivation). because organic acids ·were burned with other humus substances.
On the other hand, the fires encouraged the spread of mires on wet mineral
soils, because evapotranspiration was reduced after a fire. Spruce trees
were often killed in fires but the more deep-rooted pines could even
withstand many forest fires during their life time, the damage caused by
fires being only visible in the shape of the trunk and in the ring patterns
of old trees (e.g. Zackrisson 1977, Eronen and Zetterberg 1986).
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6. SOME OTHER FORMER FOREST USE TRADITIONS
Houses were commonly built from logs in earlier ti.es and wood was used
to head the roOftlS during the cold season. During the briskest period of the
tar trade ships were bu fl t in great nudlers from heavy pine tilllber.
Traditionally the forest was used as a pasture ground, with a large
number of cattle being grazed in the Finnish forests during the summers right
up until the past few decades. Animals roaming in the forest destroyed the
young tree shoots and pasturing also retarded the reforestation of fields
cleared for slash-and-burn cultivation.
It is evident that all these activities described above lUst have had a
very strong and profound effect to the condition of Finnish forests. Fig. 3
shows how wide-spread forest destruction was in 19th century. The shortage
of wood, especially of heavy tiniler, was very common in the southern half of
Finland. There were some larger untouched forest areas in the watershed
regions, which were difficult to reach at that time (Alho 1968, Yli-Vakkuri
1980, Huttunen 1980).
7. MODERN METHODS OF FOREST MANAGEMENT
The wood processing industry began to expand vigorously in the latter
part of 19th century and during the present century it has developed to
become the backbone of the Finnish economy. The timber needed by the
industry became extremely valuable, which swiftly changed attitudes with
regard to forest treatment. It became profitable to take care of the forests
and to grow them for tidier cuttings. Reforestation occurred over wide
areas. Nation-wide general forest surveys were organized to estimate the
amounts of timber and to follow forest development (Ilvessalo 1927). These
forest inventories have already been repeated seven times (kuusela 1986).
Forest management for economical purposes has become particularly
effective during the past decades and large areas of wet Itineral ground and
peatlands have been drained. About one half of the Finnish mires are now
artificially drained and in southern Finland only a small minority of mires
remain under natural conditions today (Laine 1982).
Fertilization of forests became common in 1970's when the yearly
fertilized area grew to over 200,000 hectars (Yearbook of Forest Statistics
1984). Modern forestry practise also involves the planting of saplings and
thinning the young forests.
Effective forest management has increased forest growth to such I degree
that, despite large c1ear-fellings, the volume of timber in Finnish forests
has increased during this century. On the other hand, clear-felling has been
extended far to the north and to other remote areas where some relatively
large Virgin forests still existed in 1950's (Alho 1968, Heikurainen and
Seppala 1973, kuuse1a 1976, Paavilainen and Tiihonen 1985).
8. POSSIBLE EFFECTS OF ATMOSPHERIC POLLUTION
Air pollutants, which have caused forest damage in many industrialized
countries, present a serious problem in Finland, too. Conifers with reduced
foliation can frequently be seen in southern Finland, especially in the
surroundings of the major cities. According to a survey made 1n summer 1985
about 11 ~ of the conifetous trees in southern and central Finland had
suffered such serious damage that they had lost over 20 ~ of their needles.
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A.D.1850
Fig. 3. The condition of Finnish forests around AD 1850. After C.W.
Gylden. Redrawn from Yli-Vakkuri (1980). slightly altered. 1. Common
shortage of all kinds of timber and fuel. 2. Shortage of fuel and timber.
3. Fuel for family use. shortage of heavy timber, 4. Mainly young or inferior
forests,S. Mature forests.
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However, the reasons for these injuries could not be deterwined and there Ire
no accurate data of similar damage in earlier ti-es to forw a comparison.
therefore, the rate of spread of damage fs not known IJukola-Sulonen et al.
1986). Ffnland is one of those industrialized countries who agreed, fn 1985,
to reduce their sulphur emissions by at least 30 ~ by 1993. Reliable
estimates of the future effects.of air pollutants are impossible to .ake at
present, when even the mechanisms of damage are largely unknown.
Of global concern is the increase in atmospheric CO2 and its
"greenhouse effect", a global warming attributable to that change in
atmospheric chemistry IManabe and Wetherald 1980, Ratty 1984). An increase
in mean temperature of several degrees centigrade would certainly enhance
forest growth in Finland. The shifting of natural vegetation zones and
possible changes in seasonal wetness might, on the other hand, bring about
many negative consequences. There is experimental evidence for an
acceleration in plant growth following increased atmospheric carbon dioxide
but there are still uncertainties as to its effect under ambient conditions
lsee LaMarche et al. 1984, Cooper et al. 1986).
9. DffiRMINING A BASELINE TREND FOR RADIAL TREE INCREMENT
As is evident from the earlier chapters, virgin forests have disappeared
almost entirely from Finland and present-day forests are mostly relatively
young and managed for economic purposes. Pine is the most common tree
species (approx. 55" of forests are dominated by Scots pine, 32 t by Norway
spruce, and 7 " by birch species, Kalliola 1973). Pine ought to be the most
suitable tree species for establishing a base-line growth trend. Old pine
stands are rare but some still exist ICf. Fig. 4). In northern Finland
there are some protected \reas with relatively large old forests (Mikola
1976).
In southern Finland pine forests growing on barren rocks have often
remained undisturbed, partly because such places could not be used for
agriculture and partly because the quality of timber of these somewhat
stunted trees is not good. Trees growing in these poor habitats could be
useful for monitoring the effects of air pollution, because they are likely
to be very sensitive to that kind of environmental stress. Additional
material for comparison could be obtained from conservation areas. That
study remains to be done.
The curve in Fig. 4 serves IS an example of a ,~latively long tree-ring
record that theoretically could be useful for monitoring environmental
changes. At the same time it elucidates the problems which will be raised in
such studies. The curve, extending to AD 1450, is based on pine material
collected from eastern Fi.nland lsee Eronen et a1. 1985). Most of the
material consists of living trees but tree-ring series from logs used as
booms in ti~er floating and beams from old houses have also been utilized in
the curve construction. The oldest living trees in the material are a little
over 400 years old.
It tan be seen that the biggest variations in ring width are in the
early Part of the curve. The reason for this is that ring series available
for that period are very few. The average width of rings diminishes
gradually towards the present time. The explanation for that trend is that
the younger parts of the curve are based on material derived, on average,
from older and older trees. That tendency in the curve, resulting from
biological factors, makes it impossible to detect in this material
centuries-long trends of climatic development or other correspondingly slo~
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shifts in enviTOlllIenQl conditions. The scale of yearly Vllriati~ns in ring
'thickness also dilllinishes in pace with the ageing of the trees.
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Fig. 4. Dendrochronological master curve for eastern Finland extending from
the present time to AD 1450. The number of pines used in the tree-ring
counts for each part of the curve is indicated. The initial rapid growth
typical of young trees is omitted from each individual growth curve before
the average Ting widths have been calculated (cf. Eronen et al. 1985).
Thus 'the shape of this kind of tree-ring curve depends largely on the
quality of the material used in constructing the curve. An indexing of the
curves does not necessarily help. because some informative trends are easily
removed by that procedure. Suitable series for certain tinds of
environmental monitoring can be found by means of careful site selection.
The curves from such sites can show the natural trends in radial growth and.
in some places subject to recent pollution. even the effects of that
environmental stress. The question remains. however, as to how
representative such curves are. How can we compare the curves from specific
. natural" sites to forest growth in general? The fact is that the
overwhelming majority of forests in Finland are· not under natural conditions.
The growth of managed forests does not necessarily fol low "natural" growth
trends and the effects of environmental pollution can also be different. The
specific tree-ring curves can provide some background data •. but a lot of
different kinds of data are needed for-monitoring the productivity of forest
ecosystems. which is determined by many. complex historical, cultural and
natura1 factors.
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1. DITllODUCTION
The future development of the forest sector is very uncer-
tain. "1'his uncertainty i.a being increased due to increasing
influence on the for_t sector of economical, democ;rraphical. and
social-genetic factors, being much exposed to the change them-
selves. But since the forest is a natural phenomenon, it has
also a strong reaction to the influence of change of the climatic
medilJlll beUlg cSetezmined by the inconstancy of the solarterrestrial
connections. The ecoloqical-climatic changes to a considerable
extent influence the sustainability and efficiency of the forest
ecosystems, sometimes strengthening. sometimes weakening them.
We are preparing 11l a stmulation system to analyze different
scenarios of the forest sector development taking into account the
anthropogenic factors and long term ecolo-climatic environment
changes. The long term changes of the forest systems productivity
and sustainability can be estimated by dendra-climatic method [2].
In this paper, the impact of the climatic environmental changes on
the long term forest use policy in the Lithuanian SSR is analyzed.
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2. BLOCJt SCHEME
'1'he sc:enario saa.- 18 presented in Fiqure 1. Input: areas of
the tree ~cies and age classes, vol_s of the stands to be cut,
and description of the dendroclimatic cycles. The indioes of the
climatic cycles impact on forest qrowth is calculated by module
110. 1. In the aodul.e 110. 2, those :indices are used 1:0 estimate the
cycli.c changes of the stands volume. Felling areas are determined
by the module 1110. 3. The vo11alle is calculated by module No.4.
Afterwards, the ltifferent .forest "CUtting scenarios are analyzed.
The variant accepted is applied to an ecologo-economical model
for a region.
Figure 1. Scheme of the cutting volume estimation.
3.. DENDROCLIMATIC IND1CES
Long-term dendroclimatic cycles are used for simulation pur-
poses. They are described in Table 1; on the basis of data given
in this table. the results of all cycles' dendroclimatic indi.ces
can be estimated by the following formula:
Y(t)
7
I A
J
, cos
j=1
(211 (t-19~ - Y
J
,)
T.
J
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Table 1. Description of the 4endroclimatic cycles.
Supplementary influence Cycle
Number of cycles' indices Phase 4uration
(ampli tude) ,
"
(years)
1 0,76 -2,578 39
2 1,08 -2,0511 52
3 1. 18 -3,037 60
II 1,60 -3,625 78
5 1,82 -9,478 92
6 2,26 -2,1495 1111
7 3,112 0,91859 171
where: Y (t) dendroclimatic index in t years,
j no. of climatic cycle,
Aj supplementary influence of j cycles' indices
(amplitude) ,
Yj cycle variation phase, and
T j j Gycle duration.
The supplementary influence of the cycles' dendroclimatic
indices are giver) in Table Z and represented in Figure 2.
During the period of stand growth, a change can be noted in
the dendroclimatic indices. The timbp.r volume increment is
also not constant. That is Why the average index for the
cutting rate should be estimated, In order to achieve th~s
goal, the dendroclimatic indices lines (al must be formed,
a 1 y (t1) where t 1 t - 10(Nn ,k- 1l
a 2 yitz) where t z ~ t - 10(Nn ,k-Z)
al( y(~) where t.!': t . 10(Nn ,k - Nn,k"
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Table 2. Indices of long-1:eXlll dendroclimatic cycles, ".
Cycle j,IlCez
1
1
2 ,
2 , 4 5
456 7
6
8
7
9
1.BSO
l860
.l870
l88C
1890
1900
191.0
1920
19)0
1940
1950
1960
19'70
UlIO
1990
l«Xl
201.0
i!02O
20)0
2040
~50
2OliO
2070
lOllO
l090
Zloo
2110
ZlZO
21)0
~H()
-z,e 0.6
-4.6 -0,5
-4,9 -(l,~
-),7 0,5
-Z,5 0,5
-1,0 -0,6
l,B -0,5
',6 0,6
1,8 Q,4
-1,' -0,6
-1,0 -0,4
2.' 0.7
4,0 0,3
2,5 -0,7
0,5 -0.'
-0,2 0,7
0.3 O,i!
1.,6 -0,7
2.6 -0,2
0,7 O,B
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where: k ~ specialized forest sector (exploitative and non-
exploitative forests) ,
tree species,
number of the age classes (10 years) in the rota-
tion age.
The data of Table 3 serve as a basis for the volume
increment intensity (b) lines:
The average index of the forest productivity change is
calculated as follows:
lln,kit )
where i = number of an age class.
The allowable cut is estimated using the average real volume
of the mature stands (forest inventory 1980). It is impacted by
the climatic fluctuations and that is why the cycle impact on the
volume must be eliminated:
vn,k (1980)
lln,k (1980) ,
1 + 100
where
volume of mature stands,
productivity change as a result of the climatic
impact on the stand volume. ~.
3The average volume to be cut in mature stands (m /ha) is
estimated as follows:
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• It· lIn,ltlt»)Vn,ltlt) c Vn,lt (1 +
100
where k c coefficient; to estimate the exact value of it, a
special study is necessary; we asoume It • 1.
Table 3. Increment intensity Im3/ha) •
Age T r e e B p e c 1 e s
class Pln9 Spruce Oak Ash Bircn Alder Aspen Alaer
black gr9y
I 1,8 1,9 1,8 3,0 4,3 4,0 5,6 4,6
II 4,0 5,2 2,5 5,3 6,8 5,4 3,7 4,6
III 4,3 5,0 3,7 4,7 5,0 4,5 ),7 3,0
IV 4,1 .4,2 3,7 3,6 4,0 3,4 3,8 1,B
V 3,7 J,8 >,8 2,8 J,l 3,0 3,3 1,1
VI 3,0 3,1 >,7 2,2 2,1 1,9 2,9
. VII 2,4 2,9 3,6 2,1 1,4 1,4 2,3
VIII 2,1 2,6 3,4 1,8 0,9 1,1
IX 1,8 2,2 3,4 1,7 0,5 1,0
X: 1,6 1,8 3,2 1,7 0,7
XI 1,5 1,7 3,2 1,6
XII 1,4 1,-4 3,0 1,5
XlII 2,8
xiv· 2,6
4. DETERMINATION OF THE ALLOWABLE CUT
For the. final yield regulation, an area method OPTINA (3)
has been developed. It is based on a growth rotation and the
age class distribution of the manage~ent classes. In the Soviet
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Onion, the .ana~t claas.. an! combi ned anthe level of a
forest en'terprt.e afUr d1e sUDd .1Dventory has been carried
out and 1:bey are cbaracterized by t:be dominant tree ~~ie, i til
rotation and areas of age Clas888 in 1:en-year intervals (i:here
are 8 main tree 8peci811 in Lii:huania). When estimating i:he
allovable cut for 8ucb a man.ag~ class, we seek a normal
(regular) age-class aDIa distribution in it in order to ensure
a sustained yield. ~ erea"Yield -for a un-year peti.od can be
calculated by the folloving foz:mula:
! r.-k -k
r ( I x: + a%~+l)
isl 1. 1.
where L~ - possible arel!l yield of k tree.species WIAJ1agement
c.lass for a ~year planning period,
~ ares of i age class (beginning.fran i:he 1IUltore stand),
Tk nl1lllber of 'teJ1ayear age class in the k tree specie ro-
tation, and
a - coefficient, a < 0,9. -nus coefficieut. is based on
the theoretical presmaptian 1:Jaat the >stands of every
year in an agp:.class are occupying equal areas and
gradually UKnring 'Up to the next age class.
The volume cut would pe the average volume per unit of the
area, IllUltiplied by the area cut.
5. SCBIIAlWlS
The following inpats hBve been used: age c1ass table (Tables
4 ,5), rotation age ('!'able 6), average vol.1mleB of _tore stands
(Table 7). Two scenarios of the allDlRlble cut estimation have
been simulated: vithout and with climatic cycles' impact. The
forecast period is 1985 to 2135. The results of the first
scenario are given in Tables 8 and 9. and those of the second
scenario in Tables 10 and 11. The allovable cut amendments caused
by climatic fluctuations are depicted in Table 12.
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Table 6. Rotation age
Tree species
Pine
Spruce
Oak
Ash
Birch
Alder black
Aspen
Alder grey
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Explo1 tative
rorests
101
81
121
101
61
61
41
Jl
Nonexp1.o1tative
rorests
101
101
121
101
n
n
51
31
Table i. /.verB88 "VoJ.ume i.n the mature stands. mJjha
.Tree species Exploits1;1ve Nonexploitat1ve
rorests rorests
Pine 224 252
Spruce 221 2J4
Oak 175 210
Ash 199 225
Bircb 179 186
Alder black 210 229
Aspen 242 2J8
Alder grey 170 162
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Table B. .ulowa1»le cut ror the exploitative rorests
(SCenario Ho 1), 1000 m)
Year Tree species Total
Pine Spruce Oak Ash B1rcb Alc1er Aspen All1er
black grey
1985 190,4 331,7 7,6 5,6 420,2 110,7 155,0 79,6 1300,8
1995 19J,4 »1,7 '1,6 6,) <420,2 110,7 155,0 79,6 1304,5
2005 375, ~ )Jl,'1 7,6 12,1 420,2 110,7 155,0 79,6 1492,2
2015 452,8 »1,7 7,6 26,0 420,2 110,7 155,0 79,6 1563,6
2025 452,6 3)1,7 7,6 26,0 420,2 110,7 155,0 79,6 1563,6
2035 452,8 331,7 7,6 26,0 420,2 110,7 155,0 79,6 1583,6
2045 452,6 331,7 7,6 26,0 A120, 2 110,'1 155,0 79,6 156J,6
2055 452,8 3)1,7 7,6 26,0 420,2 110,7 155,0 79,6 156J,6
2065 452,6 :;31.7 7.6 .26,0 420.2 110,7 155,0 79,6 1563.6
2075 452,8 »)1,7 7,6 26,0 420,2 110,7 155,0 79,6 1563,6
2035 <452,8 3J1,7 7,6 26,0 420.2 110,7 155,0 79,6 158J,6
2095 452,8 3)1,7 7,6 26.0 420,2 110,7 155,0 79,6 1563,6
2105 452.8 331.7 7,6 26.0 420,2 110,7 155,0 79,6 1583,6
2115 452,8 331,7 7,6 26,0 420,2 110,7 155.0 79,6 156J.6
2125 452,8 331,7 7,6 26,0 420,2 110,7 155.0 79,6 1583,6
2135 452.8 331,7 7,6 26,0 420,2 110,7 155,0 79,6 1563,6
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'fable ,_ Al10wable cut ror the Donexp101tat1ve rorests
(SCenario )10 1), 1000 .)
Year !'ree species Tota1
Pine Spruce Dale Ash Birch llder Aspen Allier
black grey
1985 --226,6 75,~ 6,1 ),B 109,1 4),) »,7 )0,6 528,6
1995 226,6 8).5 6,1 6,1 1)1,2 4),) )),7 )0,6 561,1 .
2.005 309,) 127,B 6,1 fi,l 131,2 4),) )),7 )0,6 688,1
2015 369.1. 121.8 6.1 9,7 1)1.2 4),) »,7 )0,6 751,5
2025 369.1 127,8 6,1 9,7 1)1,2 4),) )),7 )0,6 751,5
20)5 )69,1 127.8 6,1 9,7 lJ1,2 4),) )),7 )0,6 751,5
2045 .)69,1 127,8 6,1 9,7 1)1,2 4).) )),7 )0,6 751,5
2055 }69.1 127,8 6,1 9,7 1)1,2 4),) )),7 )0,6 751,5
2065 )69,1 127,8 6,1 9,1 1)1,2 4),) )),7 )0,6 751.5
2075 )69,1 327.8 6,1 9,7 1)1,2 43,) )),7 )0,6 751,5
2085 )69,1 127,B 6,1 9,7 1)1,2 4),) )),7 )0,6 751,5
2095 369,1 127,8 6,1-9,7 131,2 4),) )3,7 )0,6 751,5
2105 )69,1 127,8 .6,1 9,7 1)1,2. 43,) )),7 .)0,6 751,5
2115 )69,1 W.B -fi.l. 9,7 1)1,2 4),) . )),7 )0,6 751.5
2125 )69,1 327,8 6,1 9,7 1)1,2 4),) )),7 )0,6 751,5
21)5 )69,1 127,B 6,1 9,7· 1)1,2 4),) »),7 )0~6 751,5
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~ble 10. lo1lowal»le cut %or &:b8 e%p1ottaUn forests
(scenario 110 2), 1000 .)
r.ree species
'fotalYears
Pine 08Ic Mb B1.rcb Alcler Aspan AlclerSpruce black ~ra1
1985 191,5 )31.8 7.6 5.8 417.9 110.1 155.f BO.4 1)00. '1
1995 195.i »0.) 7.7 6.4 418.l 110.1 156.) BO.O lJ04.1
2005 379.7 )29.1 1j1 U.1 421.1 110,1 156.0 79.1 1494.2
2015 456.0 ))0.4 7.7 26.) 42).9 111~) 155.0 78.6 1588,2
2OZ5 455.8 )JZ.2 7.7 26.2 421.) llO.9 154.7 78.8 1587.'
20)5 456.7 ))2.2 7.7 26.J 418.4 llO.2 154.7 79.) 1585,5
2045 456,8 }.!9.6 "'.7 26.3 416.) 109.6 15).7 79.0 157'9.0
2055 454.6 )l6.1 7.6 26.2 414.7 109.1 151.7 77.6 1567. 6
2065 451,1 }l).7 7.6 26.0 412.6 108.5 149.4 75.4 1554.3
2075 448.2 }l2.4 7,6 25.8 409.> 107.6 147.) 7).7 15111,9
2085 446.5 ll1,2 7.5 25,7 40).7 l06.l i45.7 7J.6 15)0.1
2095 . 445.4 )],9.5 7.5 25.7 397.4 104.7 146.2 75.1 15l1.,
2105 444.5 )17.7 1.5 25.8 )95.1 104.2 149.4 76.9 1521.1
2115 44).6 )17.5 7.5 25.8 400.1 105.5 15),8 78,9 15JZ.'l
2125 442,6 )20,2 7.6 25,7 409.6 108.0 157.5 81.2 1552,11
.21)5 442,6 325,) 7,6 25.5 419.0 110.5 160.4 8),2 1574.1
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T&ble 11 Allor-able cat ror trw n:mexplo1 tatiyCl rorests
(SCenario No 2). 1000 m3
Tree species
~ears Total
Pine Spruce oak Ash Birch Alder Aspen Alderblack gNy
1985 227,9 75.9 6,1 3,9 108,8 43.2 )),6 30,9 530,';
1995 .!~S,5 84,4 ' :> C,.! 130,1 43,0 3;,7 JO,3 562,90,_
200; )1~,9 129,2 <-,2 ~,2 13:::l,2 .";'391) )},3 3<:,4 ~~r",9
2')15 }7l,4 123,3 6,2 9,3 131.2 43.' 33,8 )O,~ 754.7
2025 37l,3 129,6 6,~ 9,9 131.7 43.5 33,7 )0,) 755.1
2035 372,0 126,9 6,2 9,9 131,2 43.3 33,5 30.5 7::l),4
20/,5 372,0 129,1 5,.? 9,9 130,1 42,9 3J,) . 30, 4 753,8
20)) )'70, : 123,5 S.l 9,3 129,3 ..2,5 33,0 'la, q 7 ~9, ;
205: 35",4 127,., 5,1 9,7 129,9 42,5 J2," 2c ,J 743,"
2075 355,1 126,5 ~,1 9,7 123,4 42,) 32,4 28,3 7}3,3
2085 ;63,7 125,9 5,1 9,5 127,4 42,0 32,..-> 23,; 735,';
2095 352, '3 125,7 6,0 9,5 125, '3 41,5 }1,3 29,9 732.,1
2105 )62,0 125,6 6,0 9,6 124,1 41,0 3d,1 29,6 730,0
2115 361,3 125,6 6.,1 9,6 123,6 40,9 32,8 30,4- 730,3
2125 350,5 125,) 6,1 9,6 115,1 41,4 )3,7 )1,2 73.!,9
2135 )60,5 llS,l 6,1 9,5 127,9 ~,) )4,3 32,0 737,7
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1'ab1e 12 Comparison o~ the two scenarios
Allowable cut ~~rerence
Years
1 I 1000 ~ 1SCenario No scenario No 2 J
1985 1829,5 1831,0 1,5 0,08
1995 1865,7 1867,0 1,3 0,07
2005 2180,4 ~185,1 4,7 O,~2
2015 2335,0 2342,9 7,9 (l,n
2025 2335,0 234~,7 7,7 O,)}
2035 2335,0 2340,9 5,9 u,~5
2045 23J5,O 2J32,8 2,2 0,09
2055 2J)5,O 2317,i -17,8 -0,76
2065 23J5,O 229B, 0
-37,0 -1,58
2075 ~335,O 2280,7
-54,3 -2,»
2085 23J5,O 2265,1
-69,9 -2,99
2095 2))5,0 ~253,6 -81,4
-J,49
21C5 ~3)5~ 2251,1 -B3,~ -J,59
2115 2))5,0 2263,0 -72,0 -J,08
21~5 23)5,0 2285,J -49,7 -2,lJ
21)5 2335,0 ~Jl1, 8 -2J,i
-0,99
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In the forest sector of the Lithuanian SSR, the following
situations are possible:
significant increase in shortage of wood by the middle of
the 21st century due to: unfavorable climatic changes,
growth of forest which perform protective and social .functions
and of forests used for secondary products. This requires
a percentage increase of wood covered areal
in case of negative impaets of climate change on agriculture,
an increase in forest areas is excluded. Tension in supplying
the national economy with raw materials will be still more
evident. To meet the demands for wood, intensive forest
management is necessaryl
calculation of data on climate variations will essentially
alter the national model of optimizing the exploitation of
natural resources and environment formation. Territorial
redistribution and investments in the economic sectors are
necessary.
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e. COfIICUJDDfC UJlARJtS
L.~
Iat.8rPa\.lcmal IJI8t.It.ute for
Applied S7S\.ems Analysis
A-2351 Luenbllr& - AUSTRIA
The 'PBMJclpants of this Workshop 4mPlIed In frultful d1souss1ons a~ the
conclusion of the meeLtn8. Praf_ra B.C. FrAtt.... Buch-. II. Parker. J.
PUcber. aad the .aUlar took OIl the responsIbUl~y of dnswlnll the follOllrina
conclllSlons from the discussions:
A. The Krak6w Worksbop bas _de fttden~ lIOIIle reoen~ t.nmds In Lbe
cWvelopmen~ of dendroohronolOllY:
1. 111m" new Jabora~esare beIDa establlBhed throullhaot the world.
Z. There Is Inc~ tn\.eresl. In Inwrnatlonal cooPeraUon aDI011ll the
wrIous labora~es. A Recommended Agreemen~ was established 1.0
further cooperaUon be~w..n the Int.8rnatlonal Tree RInll Dolts Bank
(USA). the CommIssI.on on Dendrocllmal.olOU of the USSR Academy of
Sciences (USSR) and the lnWrnational lnstl~uw for Applied Sy~ems
~yS!s (Austrla); the Agreemen~ was signed be~een Professor H.C.
l'r1~ts of the ITRDB (lInlversl~" of Arizona. Tucson. USA) and Academician
L. l(alrI\Ikst.1s of the Int.8rPaUcmal Inst.I~uw for Applied SyBt.ems Analysis
(Luenbm-ll. Aust.rI.e.) dur1nll the Krak6w m..~.
3. Teclmoloe1oe.l advances have made possible Improv_ents In dats
oollect!nt. processIna.~e.~ and InWrprel.sUon.
.8. A \bit. of the topics of the pepers~~ Indloaw t.ha~ Lbe _In 1n\.eresl. of
dendrochrono1oEiBts lies In the followinll:
1.. StsUsUoe.l aet.badll of dats prooessIne and analysis.
Z. ReJa\.lveJy lIew meLhocls of dats prooess1ne and analysis such as
\.nI.cheldOlll'llJll. X->, dAmsltoJDeU-y and Imqe analysis.
3. Ilet.hadll of analysis of cycle camponents of t.ree-rtng series 1.0 predlcl
fut.ure eroort.h trends.
4. lletbocls of deWc~ enV!roDlllental tnflvences. such as Increased
atamlpherlc CO2 or air pollut.ian. from tree rtDlls.
5. Esl,e.bllshlDa auldellnes for collectlDa tr_rtna sl~es (s1w sampllna and
881eQtlonBtraw llles).
6. l>at.inll drlft.'Mxld. archaeo1oll1cal and hIsI.ortce.l slWs (lncludlDll sunken
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Preface
The organization, information, and principles in this volume represent
my views on the current status of the interdisciplinary field of
dendroclimatology. This science is broadly defined to include tree-ring
studies involving climate-related problems which touch on such diverse
fields as archaeol9gy, hydrology, oceanography, biology, forestry, and
geophysics. Subject matter is presented iQ a set of graded chapters,
starting with the basic biological facts and principles of tree growth,
developing important quantitative methods, and ending with examples
of reconstructing past climate.
Chapter I introduces and pefines the most important terms, principles,
and concepts of the science; chapters 2 through 4 cover the basic biology
governing the response of ring width to variation in climate; and chapter
5 describes details of the climatic and environmental system and presents
models of the growth-climatic relationships. Chapters 6 and 7 treat basic
statistics and methods of analysis of these relationships; and chapters 8
and 9 describe various examples and applications using the methods
described earlier in the text.
The reader is assumed to be at least a third-year college student with
some experience and background in at least one science. However, most
technical terms are described when they are first mentioned, and for
purposes of review, definitions are provided in the Glossary at the end of
the text. Because of the international interest, scientific names of tree
species are used throughout, although they are listed with the common
names in the Appendix, for which the following are among the references
consulted: Bailey (1970); Kelsey and Dayton (1942); Little (1953); and
Willis (1973).
The origins of this book can be traced to my graduate studies on forest
tree growth. They began with the development of a dendrograph which
was used ·to record reversible variations in stem size as well as the
cumulative variations representing radial growth. At that time I was
skeptical of tree-ring dating and of the possibility for climatic inference.
because I had read criticisms of the science by Waldo Glock (1955),
Sampson (1940), and Sampson and Glock (1942).
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Therefore, after joining the staff at the Laboratory of Tree-Ring
Research in 1960, I embarked on an extensive program to examine and
test the fundamental basis of such work. As it turned out, all major
principles and concepts originally formulated by the founders of the
discipline proved correct. Results of my tests and the botanical basis for
them are treated in this book.
During the first years at the Laboratory ofTree-Ring Research, David
G. Smith, Marvin A. Stokes, and a number of students worked with me
on various aspects of these tests. Studies were conducted in the San
Francisco Mountains of Arizona on the effects of moisture stress on ring
width, and at Mesa Verde, Colorado, on the biological basis and
climatological relationships governing the ring-width response.
Subsequent investigations, which involved other students and associates,
focused on Pinus longaevq. (bristlecone pine) in the White Mountains of
California and Pinus ponderosa (ponderosa pine) in ,the Santa Catalina
Mountains north of Tucson, Arizona.
As the principles of dendrochronology became more firmly
established, attention was increasingly directed to the utilization of
climatic information in tree-ring widths. A resultant paper (Fritts, 1965)
is the first major effort to analyze both the spatial and temporal variations
in growth and to use them to 'infer variations in climate. Increased
experience with st,\tistics lead to the most important single discovery of
my work which was made while on sabbatical leave at the University of
Wisconsin in the spring of 1969. I t involved the use of eigenvectors along
with multiple regression and canonical analysis to calibrate climate and
ring widths for objectively reconstructing past Climate. At the same time
Webb and Bryson (1972) were applying the technique to pollen analysis;
Imbrie, several years earlier (Imbrie and Kipp, 1971), had applied
similar methods offactor analysis to calibrate marine fossil data with sea-
surface temperatures and to reconstruct past climate. T.]. Blasing, Bruce
P. Hayden, and]ohn E. Kutzbachjoined me in the formal development
<''1d docummtation of the method. and thev are responsible for the
precision and clarity of the mathematical descriptions in the paper that
resulted from this work (see Fritts el al., 1971).
There are physiological and ecological details of tree growth which,
according to our present knowledge, appear to have little bearing on the
year-to-year variations in ring width, and are therefore outside the scope
of this book. These include some factors that could have an important
influence on growth, but which have not as yet been proven to exert a
significant effect. Other factors which are highly influential receive more
attention than is usually given to them in standard texts. For example,
genetic variation. soil factors, and many forest influences are considered
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only briefly because these particular factors are more or less constant for a
particular tree and site, and they do not contribute markedly to the year-
to-year variations in ring width. On the other hand, factors affecting
diurnal, seasonal, and yearly variations in stem growth receive more than
the usual attention because the net effC(:t of these variations can obviously
contribute markedly to the variations in the resultant ring width. In
short, the emphasis in the biological discussion is upon those factors and
conditions that appear most relevant to tree-ring research.
It is recognized, however, that future studies of the growth-climate
system will undoubtedly lead to new possibilities and refinements in
which factors originally thought to be irrelevant will turn out to have a
measurable effect. When this occurs, the newly discovered factors must be
added to the list of others already considered important.
In addition, I would like to emphasize that this particular text is
essentially a progress report on a rapidly developing subject. I hope no
reader will consider these pages as unquestionable statements of fact.
Rather, they should be viewed as a treatment of best inferences of
dendroclimatology as we know it, including applications, conclusions,
and principles that are reasonable deductions from the accumulated facts.
The treatment of statistics is equally pragmatic in that only the most
pertinent te~hniques are included in this text. The juxtaposition of the
biological and statistical discussions is a result of my firm belief that
biological insight is essential for obtaining the most meaningful statistics,
and that statistical methods are similarly important for the accurate
quantifying and testing of the biological results.
Since this volume does not attempt to give a comprehensive review of
all tree-growth research, the bibliography is designed to direct the reader
to the most recent data sources and to provide more in-depth reading for
'the interested scientist. Because a large part qfthe text represents my own
experience, the reference choices are heavily weighted towards my own
work and the work ofmy close colleagu~ and stud~nts. I am wetl aware of
the fact that important work has been accomplished elsewhere, both
inside and outside the United States, and I regret that the focus on my
own views and experiences excluded valuable studies from. being
individually'cited in the book. I hope the texts and review articles that are
included will assist the reader in finding some of the omitted works.
I am indebted to colleagues, friends, and students who have played a
very important role in the development of this discipline as described in
t,he text. The present and past staff of the Laboratory of Tree-Ring
Research should be mentioned at the outset, as well as the many
colleagues in botany and dendrochronology scattered throughout the
world who have participated, either directly or indirectly, in this work.
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Some of the most important contributors appear as authors and cO'-
authors of papers cited in the texl.
The lollowing people deserve special mention lor their important
contributions to the development, preparation, and critical review of this
book. First and foremost are Karen Babcock McDougall and.J udith A.
Sherwood, who most ably carried out many editorial responsibilities
during the three most important years of the preparation of this work.
Others who shared this resp.onsibility are :"ielle W. :"ioble, Marna C.
Ares, and Emily De Witt. Marilyn J. Huggins is responsible for most of
the scientific drawings and figures in the text.
A number of scientists made specific contributions in addition to their
publications listed in the references. The most important of these are T.].
Blasing, Charles W. Stockton, and Valmore C. LaMarche,]r. Prodyot
K. Bhattacharya and]ames R. Gebart advised me on various statistical
problems; William D. Sellers made constructive suggestions regarding
the energy and water balance, and Fiorenzo C. Ugolini assisted with the
section on soils development. Others, among them Martha A. Wiseman,
G. Robert Lolgren, C. Larrabee Winter, and Linda G. Drew, also
contributed to the scientific content.
Many of the above, as well as others, have read at least portions of the
manuscript a.nd have made numerous helpful suggestions and comments.
Special thanks are expressed to Linda G. Brubaker, David]. Shatz, T.].
Blasing, G. Robert Lofgren, Martha A. Wiseman, Thomas Nash I II, and
Miriam Colson, whose reviews were most helpful in the editing of the
text.
Various unpublished materials represent work funded by NOAA
Grants E-231-68(G) and E-41-70(N), NOAA contract 1-352441.
National Science Foundation Grants GB-I025, GB-3658, GA-2658I , and
ATM75-17534, and AFOSR Grant 72-2406. The opportunity to
undertake this particular volume was made possible by a sabbatical leave
from the University of Arizona and by a John Simon Guggenheim
Fellowship for 1968-1969. Facilities of the University of Arizona
Computer Center were used both for statistical analyses and for
preparation of the manuscript.
HAROLD C. FRITIS
September, 1975
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I. Introduction
It is well known that the approximate age of a temperate forest tree can
be established by counti'ng the growth rings in the lower part of the stem.
I t is less well known that the patterns of wide and narrow rings can be
compared among trees to establish the exact year in which the rings were
formed. The same sort of comparison can be mack among wood
fragments of unknown age and the rings in living trees in order to
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establish the date when the fragment was part of a living, growing tree.
Thus, tree rings can be used to establish the year in which an event took
place, as long as the event involved the maiming or killing of a tree.
Precise dates can be established for the building of a medieval cathedral
or American Indian pueblo; the occurrence of an earthquake, landslide,
volcanic eruption, or fire; and even the date when a panel ofwood was cut
for a Dutch painting.
Such precise dating is possible from ring widths for a very simple
reason: tree growth is frequently affected by variations in climates, and
the yearly sequence offavorable and unfavorable climate (wet and dry or
warm and cold years) is faithfully recorded by the sequence of wide and
narrow rings in large numbers of trees. These patterns ofwide and narrow
rings are observable not only in living trees in an area, but also in stumps
and the wood of trees that have grown in nearby areas. The procedure of
matching ring patterns among trees and wood fragments in a given area is
referred to as crossdating (Fig. 1.1). The procedure is used to identify the
vear in which each ring was formed and to assign exact c'alendar dates to
the rings. The matching is necessary to identify special cases where rings
may be absent or where two or more apparent rings have been formed
during one vear. When the ring patterns are matched carefully enough to
identify the problem rings, the date of the ou termost ring of a tree
indicates exactlv when it died or was sampled and the innermost one
when the tree was a seecUing. In addition, an old tree used as a
construction timber can be crossdated with the early record in a living
tree of the same area, as long as their life spans overlap. The rings of the
construction timber in turn can be crossdated with a beam from an older
structure to extend the ring-width sequences back in time (Fig. 1.1).
In dating ofpast historical and natural events, the climatically induced
sequences of wide and narrow rings are used only to identify the year in
which each ring was formed. The climatic information in the rings can,
hown'er, be analyzed in its own right to give a \·iew of what the climate
has been in the past and what it is most likely to be in the future. The
science of reconstructing past climate bv use of tree rings is known as
dendroclill/a/%gr, which is a branch of the more general discipline of
delldror!l/'oll%gr. The prefix dflldro is from the Greek word for tree, deT/dron,
and the word r!lrollo/0l'J is the name of the science that deals with time and
the assignment of dates to particular events.
Such reconstruction of past climate is accomplished by taking the
{()lIowing steps: I II Comparing modem meteorological records with the
widths of treC' rings produced during the same paiod of time; (21
establishing a statistical equation fill' the rl'1atiollShip bCl\\"(Tn the two:
and, :{ , Sll bsti tuti ng the wid I hs oftht' da tt'd rings in the eq ua tion to obtain
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4 TREE RINGS AND CLIMATE
a statistical estimate of the climate for previous years. Thus, the estimates
of climate from tree rings can substitute for meteorological records and
provide valuable information for periods and areas where no
meteorological information exists.
However, as simple as the principle of reconstruction' sounds, a variety
ofbiological and statistical variables and many complicated relationships
must be understood to make accurate reconstructions. When the
principles and techniques are applied properly, dendroclimatic analysis
can n;solve a surprising variety ofproblems encountered in many fields of
research. This volume will deal with both the basic knowledge and the
specific techniques, necessary for making many types of climatic
reconstructions and for testing the validity of the results.
I I. Historical Background
Andrew E. I;>ouglass (Fig. 1.2) is the acknowledged father of
dendrochronology. He started his career as an affiliate of Harvard
College Observatory and in 1894 traveled to Flagstaff, Arizona, where he
became the "First Assistant" to the director of the Lowell Astronomical
observatory.
One of Douglass's research interests was sunspots. He thought sunspot
activity might influence the weather on earth and was looking for a
relationship between the cyclic activity of sunspots and 'the behavior of
climate, particularly precipitation (Dean, in press). The records of
weather available at that time were too scanty and discontinuous to
establish a clear relationship between the two.
In 190 I, while Douglass was on a long buckboard trip through the
forest of northern Arizona, he hit upon an idea which allowed him to test
the weather-sunspot relationship. He noticed that the rings exposed on a
log cut from a pine at Flagstaff exhibited variations in width. He had
already been struck by the differences between the forests in Arizona and
those he had known in New England (Dean, in press). The trees in
Arizona forests were widely spaced, while in New England the forests
were dense with much undergrowth. He knew that the growth of New
England trees was influenced mostly by shading and competition within
the forest. Douglass wondered if trees in Arizona were influenced more by
available moisture than by competition within the stand and if moisture
stress had a corresponding effect on the wid th of the rings. He reasoned
further that if this were so, the dry years might be recorded as narrow
rings, and he could use the tree-ring widths as a proxy for a long record of
weather and climate.
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recognized could be applied in areas where ring growth is frequently
limited by climate.
Dean (in press) in describing Douglass's contribution points out
Douglass was not the first to discover crossdating (Heizer, 1956; Studhalter, 19551-
That honor goes to the French naturalists Duhamel and Buffon, who in 1737
discovcred that a conspicuous frost-damaged ring occurred 29 rings in from the
bark on each of several newly felled trees. Other investigators confirmed their
observation, and this feature was subsequently used as a marker for the 1709 ring.
Crossdating based on relative ring ,.... idths was independently recognized in 1827 by
A. C. Twining in Connecticut, in 1838 by the mathematician Charles Babbap;e in
England, in 1859 byJacob Kuechler in Texas, and in 1904 by Douglass. Although
Twining was the first io grasp the full significance and potential of crossdating, it
was Douglass who utilized the principle as the basis for the development of the
science of dendrochronology.
Douglass noted two major implications of his' discovery (Dean, in
press). The first was that crossdating could be used as a chronological tool
to identify the exact calendar year in which rings were produced by
studying the pattern of wide and narrow rings. All that was required was
that the year for the outermost ring of the stem be known, and that the
same relative variations in ring structure be observable in many trees.
Wood samples of unknown age could be dated to the year by matching
their ring-width patterns with that of a previously dated ring-width
chronology.
The second implication of Douglass's finding was that the ring-width
patterns themselves represent a record of environmental conditions over
a re~ion.While some ofthe rin~-widthvariation was attributable to local
conditions within and surrounding the habitats of the trees, a large
portion of the variation was observable in all trees and thus could only
reflect factor.! occurring over the entire region, such as the yearly
variations in climate,Douglass hoyed that this surrogate ofclimate would
allow him to test for a causal link between sunspot variations and climatic
conditions, as well as to extend the record of sunspots several centuries
back into the past.
He proceeded to derive this record of climate by comparing and
combining the ring records of many trees, a procedure now called
chronology building. After studying hundreds of trees from the
Flagstaff-Prescott area, Douglass noted that the most reliable patterns for
crossdating were found in the narrow rings. He also observed that the·
trees at the lower elevational boundary of the species exhibited the most
variability in ring width.
By 1914, Douglass had succeeded in building a composite chronology
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of nearly 500 years from the rings of Pinus ponderosa.* He demonstrated
from the available weather records that ring width was directly related to
precipitation of the preceding winter. From these observations he
hypothesized that precipitation replenished soil moisture which in turn
affected the amount of growth in the spring. He also noted that trees
exhibited "a reserve power or vitality which may run low or be built up
by varying environment". He called this the conservation term and
adjusted a chronology for it by obtaining a running mean or by applying
a numerical coefficient which was thought to adjust the ring widths for
the effects of prior conditions (Douglass, 1919). Modern statistical
techniques have now replaced many of Douglass's early quantitative
procedures.
Douglass traveled to the eastern United States in 1914, where he
presented a talk on his research at the Carnegie Institution of
Washington, D.C. Among the dignitaries in the audience was Clark
Wissler, an anthropologist at the American Museum ofNatural History,
New York, who was attempting to date the prehistoric and historic
pueblo sites ofarid southwestern North America and was intrigued by the
chronological implications of Douglass's method. Would it not be
possible to date the rings from logs in the pueblos as Douglass had dated
the old stumps? Wissler discussed the possibility with Douglass and sent
him specimens of the prehistoric wood (Douglass, 1921, 1929, 1935).
After studying several specimens, Douglass was able to crossdate .six
that had been collected from a huge ruin at Aztec, New Mexico, and he
used them to establish a composite chronological sequence of 139 years
(Dean, in press). He could not match this Aztec chronology with the
living trees from Flagstaffso calendar dates could not be applied to it, and
it remained for several years as a chronology "floating" in time. In 1920
Douglass received nine sections fr~m the large ruin of Pueblo Bonito
located in Chaco Canyon 50 miles (81 km) south of the Aztec ruin.
Douglass found that seven of these specimens crossdated, yielding a 100-
year-long chronology, and the series crossdated with the Aztec
chronology. The Pueblo Bonito 'series en<:Jed 39 years earlier than the
Aztec rings from which he concluded that the Pueblo Bonito was under
construction 40 years before parts of the Aztec ruin were built. Thus, the
first .precise time-relationship among the prehistoric pueblos was
established, although the absolute dates of the chronologies were still
"floating" in time.
According to Dean (in press), Neil M. Judd, who was excavating
Pueblo Bonito, was one of the first archaeologists to realize the dating
• A full list of specie, referred 10 in ,hi, lex, i, given in the Appendix, IOgethcr wilh the Common
names of t'acn.
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potential of tree rings. He envisioned extending the prehistoric floating
chronology forward in time toward the present by crossdating ring series
from sites known to postdate Aztec. At the same time the Flagstaff
chronology could be pushed backward in time by selecting materials
from early historic structures, such as Hopi Indian pueblos, and from late
prehistoric sites. He realized that when the Flagstaff and Aztec
chronologies overlapped sufficiently in time to establish the dating, it
would be possible to assign calendar dates to all prehistoric sites linked to
the floating chronology. In 1922 Judd proposed his scheme to Douglass
and helped him obtain funding from the National Geographic Society,
with the result that three expeditions to archfleological sites were
arranged. The first and second, in 1923 and 1928, resulted in a 585-year
floating chronology for the prehistoric sites, and an extension of the
Flagstaff chronology back to A.D. 1260. No overlap appeared to exist
between the two sets, however.
The third expedition focused on sites that appeared to occupy the
temporal gap between the two tree-ring chronologies. On June 22, 1929,
a charred beam marked as HH-39 was excavated which extended the
Flagstaffrecord back to A.D. 1237. Work that evening revealed that the
inner rings of HH-39 crossdated with the outer part of the floating
sequence. Absolute dates could now be assigned to all the prehistoric sites
that had been crossdated with the floating chronology (Douglass, 1929;
Haury, 1962). The spectacular cliffdwellings of Mesa Verde, Canyon de
Chelly, and Tsegi Canyon were dated in the A.D. 1200's, Aztec was built
between IIII and 1120, and Pueblo Bonito was constructed in the late
lith century. The ring chronology through the former gap period was
confirmed by many additional materials. Douglass had made a
significant contribution to archaeology and he had obtained for himselfa
tree-ring record of climatic variations that extended from A.D. 700 to
1929.
Today the southwestern archaeological tree-ring chronology has been
extended back to 322 B.C. and more than 20,000 dates have been derived
from nearly 1000 sites (Dean, in press). Tree-ring dating has also been
extended to many other regions of the world, including nonarid sites, and
it has been applied to many different kinds of phenomena.
In 1906 Douglass moved to the University ofArizona in Tucson and in
1937 he- established the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research, which
became the first institution devoted exclusively to tree-ring studies. Two
students were especially helpful to Douglass in developing and extending
tree-ring analysis to other problems, new species, and a wide range of
sites. Waldo S. Glock, a geologist, was instrumental in developing
qualitative analytical techniques while Edmund Schulman (Fig. 1.3), an
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Eklund in Sweden, Peitsa Mikola and Ilmani Hustich in Finland, and
Erik Holmsgaard in Denmark, to mention only a few.
II I. The Scope of Dendrochronology
A. Subfields of Dendrochronology
Some authors have restricted the term dendrochronology to the use of tree
rings to date events (de Martin, 1970; Bitvinskas, 1974). However, the
techniq ues of dendrochronology are applied to a variety of problems of
environment and climate. In this volume the term is defined broadly to
include all tree-ring studies where the annual growth layers have been
assigned to or are assumed to be associated with specific calendar years.
Dendrochronology may be divided into a number ofsubfields, several
ofwhich focus on its application to problems ofenvironment and climate.
The prefix dendro is used in conjunction with the name of the particular
scientific discipline, so that just as the term dendroclimatology refers to
dendrochronological investigations ofpast and present climates, the term
dendroclimatography refers to the application of tree-ring analysis to the
mapping of past and present climates. Similarly, dendroecology,
delldro}~ydrology, and dendrogeomorphology (Alestalo, 1971) refer to the
application ofdendrochronology to the study of, respectively, the ecology
of past biotic communities, river flow and flooding history, and
geomorphic processes. The choice ofthe indentifying term is arbitary and
many dendrochronological studies may fall legitimately into more than
one of these subfields. In this volume examples are drawn from many
subfields.
B. Value of Dendroclimatology
Tree rings have characteristics which make them an exceptionally
valuable source of paleoclimatic information. Among such attributes are
the facts that (I) the wid th of rings is easily measured for a continuous
sequence of years, and these measurements may be calibrated with
climatic data, and (2) the rings can be dated to the specific years in which
they were formed, so that the climatic information is precisely placed in
time. Few other sources of paleoclimatic information can provide both
continuity and precise datability (Gates and Mintz, 1975), and few can
be replicated and quantified as easily as tree rings.
Tree-ring data can be used to reconstruct the yearly variations in
climate that occurred prior to the interval covered by direct climatic
measurements. These reconstructions can extend the climatic record
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backwards in time and increase its length sufficiently to improve the
existing statistics on climatic variability. Such improvements could help
man to better anticipate possible future climatic changes as well as to
better understand those of the past (Gates and Mintz, 1975). For
example, the works of Lamb (1963, 1969a, 1972), Lamb tt al.
(1966), and Ladurie (1971) have served to establish estimates of the
characteristics ofnatural climatic variability for the past thousand years.
These data, however, are largely restricted to the North American and
North Atlantic-European sectors of the world, and climatic variability
elsewhere in the Western Hemisphere is not well known.
It will be shown in Chapters 8 and 9 that tree rings of North America
do provide significant information on past variations in climate over
eastern Asia and the North Pacific Ocean as well as over the North
American continent. In addition, as tree-ring analysis is applied to new
areas and species, it is reasonable to expect that information will become
available on past variations in climate for additional large sectors ofboth
the Northern and Southern Hemispheres (Fritts el al., 1971; LaMarche,
1974a).
Although the actual prediction of future climatic change is a task for
the atmospheric scientist, the detailed reconstructions of past clim~tic
variability obtained from tree rings should give these scientists an
improved base from which to estimate the possible climatic modes, their
frequencies, and geographic extent. Such knowledge also can help to
improve the modeling of atmospheric circulation (Sheppard, 1966),
allow man to discriminate between natural climatic variability and
unnatural changes accentuated by him, and help to estimate probable
future occurrences of devastating climates, such as prolonged drought.
C. Biological Constraints on Dendroclimatology
The link between past climate and ring width occurs because plant
growth is affected by certain conditions in the forest environment. A large
number of these environmental conditions vary throughout the life of a
plant, and at times they may limit growth and affect the form of many
plant structures.
The specific limiting conditions which can affect plant growth may be
classed as either external or internal factors. Some of the most important
external limiting factors are water, temperature, light, carbon dioxide,
oxygen, and soil minerals. Some of the most common internal limiting
conditions are the amounts of available food, minerals, growth
regul~tors, enzymes, and water. In reality the level of the internal factors
is often a result ofexternal factors that were limiting at some prior time in
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the life of the plant. Complex interactions can occur between external
factors, internal conditions, physiological processes, and growth, but few
of these interactions have been studied adequately.
There is a considerable lack of understanding, especially of the
relationship between large trees and their environment. Most of our
knowledge has been obtained by laboratory experimentation on
seedlings or relatively small plants grown in controlled environmental
chambers, green houses, tree nurseries, or plantations, and measurements
may not accurately reflect the same processes as they occur in mature
trees in the complex natural environment. In spite of the limits of our
knowledge and the obvious complexities in biological systems, however,
there are many valid inferences that can be made using existing
information about environmental factors, internal conditions, and
structures in plants.
In recent years the growth layers, or rings, in woody plants have been
studied in this light and used to make many inferences about conditions
within plants and their surrounding environments. These growth layers
are, in reality, sheaths of cells that appear as concentric rings in a cross
section of the stem. Each ring is usually the result ofa single yearly flush of
growth which begins in the spring and ceases in the summer or in early
autumn, so that one layer is 'produced every year. A sharp boundary
occurs 'between rings (Fig. 1.4) because cells along the inner boundaries
of rings are larger and have thinner walls than those along the outer
boundaries.
Not all rings are distinct annual increments of growth, however.
Sometimes when factors are highly limiting, growth cannot begin and no
ring is produced. At other times, a stress period occurring in the middle of
the growing season may cause two or more growth layers to form within a
particular year. When there is a possibility that no ring has been formed
in some years and more than one ring may have been produced in other
years, a simple count from the outside to the center of the stem obviously
cannot be used to determine the year in which each ring was formed, so
crossdating with other specimens is necessary.
There are many species, geographic areas, and instances where
dendrochronology and its related subdisciplines cannot and should not
be applied because tree-ring patterns cannot be or have not been dated.
For instance, ma~woody species, such as those growing in the tropics or
semitropics, can produce several growth layers per year, and the number
and features of the growth layers are often not coincident from tree to tree
or on opposite sides of the stem from the same tree (Alvim, 1964).
Similarly, Cupressus arizonica, several species of Juniperus, and other.
troublesome species have traditionally been avoided by dendro-
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chronologists, because several rings can be produced during a single
growing season and crossdating cannot be obtained '(Glock, 1951;
Schulman, 1951; Glock et ai., 1960).
FIG. 1.4. Annual rings result from varying physiological conditions that affect the cells
formed throughout the growing season. At the beginning of growth in the spring, large
thin-walled cells are produced. As the end of the season nears, smaller cells with thicker
walls are formed. The ring boundary is the abrupt change in cell size between the small
cells formed at the end ofone growing season and the large cells formed at the beginning of
the next. The large openings are resin ducts. Pinus sylves/Tis is on the left and Pinus cembTa on
the right. (Photo courtesy of Fritz H. Schweingruber, Eidgenossiche Anstalt fur das
forstliche Versuchswesen.)
Other species may exhibit anatomical features that provide little
contrast in the cell structure throughout the ring, so that the boundary of
an annual growth layer is not visible except when thin cross sections of the
stem are made (Fahn, el ai., 1963).
In still other cases the woody plants may produce an annual growth
layer, but there may be little difference in structure or appearance from
one ring to the next. This can arise because climatic factors do not vary
sufficiently to limit processes affecting growth. In such cases, factors
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arising from local site conditions and internal conditions of the plant
override the climatic factors of the forest environment. Effects of climate
on ring growth are not apparent when the rings are wide, when their
structure is the same from year to year, or when the structural variations
are unique for each individual tree and therefore cannot be associated
with any particular condition ofclimate. A wood specimen is considered
undated if there is 0'9' doubt about the synchrony of the growth rings.
Table 1.1 lists those genera known by the author to have been utilized
successfully for dend~hronological work.
TABU: 1.1 Genera with at least one species that is known to crossdate
Abies
Agathis
Aillus
A""lalllhit1'
Araru:aria
Arttrnisia
Austrocedrus
Betula
Carya
Cedrus
Celtis
Ct1'cocarpus
Cupressus
Ephedra
Fagus
Fit{.roya
Fraxinus
]uniptrus
Larix
Libocedrus
Pieta
Pinus
Pis/acia
Podocarpus
Populus
Pseudo/suga
, Purshia
Quercus
Sequoia
SequoUzdendron
Taxodium
Thuja
Tsuga
Ulmus
.<ygophyllum
IV. Some Basic Principles and Concepts
of Dendrochronology
Every science accumulates a body of knowledge from which
generalizations can be made. These gent>ralizations, based upon
repeated observations and experience, may be described as principLes or
concepts which embody the fundamental truths of the science. The
following pages will describe the most widely used and basic principles
and concepts in the field ofdendrochronology, with primary focus on the
subfield dendroclimatology. Some principles and concepts may be
familiar, as they often represent modifications borrowed from other
sciences. The actual biological and physical bases for these principles and
concepts will be described in subsequent chapters.
A. The Uniformitarian Principle
A principle basic to any study ofthe past is the principle of "uniformity
in the order ofnature," originally proposed byJames Hutton in 1785. It is
commonly stated as:
The present is the key to the past.
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Applied to dendrochronology, the uniformitarian principle implies that
the physical and biological processes which link today's environment
with today's variations in tree growth must have been in operation in the
past. Likewise, the types of weather variations and climatic patterns
observed today also must have occurred in the past. This does not imply
that the paleoclimate was the same as the climate at the present.
However, it does imply that the same kinds oflimiting conditions affected
the same kinds of processes in the same ways in the past as in the present;
only the frequencies, intensities, and localities of the limiting conditions
affecting growth may have changed. Therefore, one can establish the
relationship between variations of tree growth and variations in present-
day climate and infer from past rings the nature of past climate.
In orderto make this kind of inference, however, it is important that
the entire range of variability in climate that occurred in the past is
included in the present-day sampling of environment. For example, at
least one year's climate should be as dry and one as wet in the modern
period of calibration as was the extreme climate of the past. If this is not
the case and the past conditions lie outside the domain ofmodern climate,
then the inferences from tree rings may be inappropriate and inaccurate.
The uniformitarian principlt is assumed in all dendrochronological
inferences, and, as in all sciences ofthe.'past, if this principle does not hold,
no conclusions regarding the past can be made. Checks of actual past
climatic conditions, using data and evidence independent of tree rings
(examples given in Chapters 8 and 9), support the validity of the
uniformitarian principle to dendroclimatological research. Thus, it is
reasonable to conclude that inferences may safely be made about climates
of the recent past by applying dendroclimatological techniques.
B. The Principle of Limiting Factors
The well-known biological law or principle oflimiting factors may be
simply stated: a biological process, such as growth, cannot proceed faster
than is allowed by the most limiting factor. The same factors may be
limiting to some extent in all years, but the degree and duration of their
limiting effects vary from one year to the next. Ifa factor changes so that it
is no longer limiting, the rate of plant processes will increase until some
other factor becomes limiting. For example, during periods ofample but
not excessive moisture, 'growth will increase until it is limited by some
other condition. This principle is important to dendrochronology
because ring widths can be crossdated only ifone or more environmental
factor becomes critically limiting, persists sufficiently long, and acts over a
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wide enough geographic area to calise ring ·.vidths or other features to
vary the same way in many trees.
The principle implies that the narrower rings provine more precise
information on limiting climatic conditions than do the wider rings.
During- years when ring~ are ~enerallywide, factors may become limiting
to ditTerent degrees in each tree, Qepending on its locale, ecological
oositiop. in the site, and a great variety of nonclimatic factors. As a result
considerable variation in growth patterns may occur from tree to tree. If
the growth of a tree is r..ever limited by some climatic or environmental
condition, there will be no information on climate in the widths of rings
and they will not crossdate. No amount ofstudy 0fring widths from such
trees can be expecteo to reveal information on past climates. The
principle of limiting factors incluning nonlinear complications is
described more fully later in Chapter 3 and in otlier sections of this book.
C. .The Concept rif Ecological Amplitude
Each species, depending upon hneditary factors which determine its
phenotype, may grow and reproduce over a certain range of habitats.
This range is referred tn as its ecological amplitude. Some species grow on ;;i
wide range of habitats because their heredity allows a large ecological
amplitude. Other species are limited to a small number of specific sites
because their heredity allows a small ecological amplitude, and still other
species such as Pinus radiata and Sequoiadendron giganteum, which appear to
have large ecological amplitudes, have become restricted to certain
natural localities because of isolation resulting from geographic factors.
Near the center of its geographical distribution, a species is often found
on the widest varieties ofsites, and climatic factors may rarely be limiting
to growth except in years ofmost extreme climate and in the most lilTliting
local situations. Near the margin of its natural range, a species may occur
on a relatively small variety of sites, and climate frequently becomes
highly limiting to physiological processes, including growth.
Often the growth of trees near arid forest limits is most affected by
drought, while the growth of trees near the upper elevational or high
latitudinal forest limits is most affected by low temperatures. Species
differing in ecological amplitude may be limited by the same climatic
factor if the individual trees are growing in comparable habitats within
their own ecological amplitudes. For example, a high elevation or
northern'species and a low elevation or southern species which are both
near their arid limits can respond similarly to a year of drought, even
though they may be responding to different moisture amounts.
In many situations such factors as length of the daylight period, shade,
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and low amounts of soil minerals, which do not vary significantly from
one year to the next and do not involve variations in climate, can limit
plant distribution but have little influence on the variability in ring
width. Other nonclimatic factors such as fire, insect attack, or disease can
affect both plant distribution and ring width, and the latter ~annot be
used to infer climatic variation except in cases where these factors may
themselves be affected by variations in climate.
D. Site Selection
Critics in the past have questioned the validity of selecting the
most drought-sensitive trees for sampling rather than selecting trees ran-
domly (Glock, 1955). Such judgment fails to recognize that the
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FIG, 1.5. Trees growing on sites where climate seldom limits growth processes produce
rings that are uniformly wide (A). The ring widlhs provide little or no record ofvariations
in climate and are termed complacent. Trees growing on sites where climatic factors are
frequently limiting produce rings thaI vary in width from year 10 year depending upon
how severely limiting climate has been to growth (8). These are termed sensitive.
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dendrochronologist has a particular strategy in mind which requires that
his samples be affected similarly by a given .set ofgrowth-limiting factors.
The sampling is deliberately stratified to draw observations from that
population of ring widths which contains the desired information, and it
is further restricted to a particular species to keep genetic response more
or less constant. Within these restrictions the sampling may be drawn by
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FIG. 1.6. A diagram modeling the changes in the amount of correlation expected
between variations in ring width and variations in precipitation and temperature plotted
as a function oflatitude of the tree site. Solid lines represent the percentage correlation
and the sign ofthe relationships, and the dashed lines express the total amount ofvariation
accounted for by both climatic variables neglecting the sign of the relationship. At low
latitudes, as well as at low elevations, variations in ring width often are highly and
positively correlated with variations in precipitation and negatively correlated with
variations in temperature. These values diminish in· magnitude toward midlatitudes
because the two climatic factors are less often limiting to growth. At high latitudes, as well
as at high elevations, the correlation with temperature is likely to reverse in sign and to
increase as temperature becomes directly correlated with growth. There is little
correlation of growth with precipitation in many high latitude and high elevation sites.
though sometimes the correlation becomes inverse and has a negative sign.
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some random design. The selection of drought-sensitive arid-site trees is
no different than a forester's selection of a homogeneous stand to test a
particular management practice. Selection involves limiting the
sampling space to a small number ofvariables, thus eliminating a variety
of possible circumstances not relevant to the question at hand.
Dendrochronologi'sts must apply the law of limiting factors and the
~oncept of ecological amplitude when they obtain their research
materials in order to assure selection of trees which will give them the
information they desire. This selction is referred to as site selection. Thus, in
studies of ring widths and drought, it is important to rely upon trees
growing in the driest sites, for those are the individuals in which ring
width is most likely to have been limited by drought (Fig. 1.5b). In
studies of temperature, the ring widths of trees near the species' upper
elevational or latitudinal limits will yield the most reliable information on
temperature. In regions of temperate and moist climates, only the ring
widths of trees in the most extreme environments are sufficiently limited
by climatic factors to allow easy cfOssdating and dendroclimatic analysis
of the tree rings (Fig. 1.6). Certain techniques that are described
elsewhere in the book can be applied to facilitate analysis of materials
from temperate and moist climates.
E. Sensitivity
An inspection ofrings under a magnifying glass can provide a clue as to
how often climate becomes limiting to growth. The more the tree has
Deen limited by environmental factors, the more the tree will exhibit
variation in width from ring to ring (Fig. 1.5a). The dendrochronologist
refers to this variability in ring width as sensitiviry and to the lack ofwidth
variability as complacency. Such fluctuations in ring width can be
estimated qualitatively by visual inspection of the rings; or it can be
calculated from measurements ofwidth and expressed as a statistic called
mean sensitiviry, which is a measure of the relative differences in width
between adjacent rings. The details of this statistic are described in
6hapter 6.
Douglass (1937) likened the contrast between sensitive and
complacent ring series to the difference between the Morse telegraph
code ofdots and da~hes and an undifferentiated continuum ofsound. By
breaking the sound continuum into discrete contrasting units, the dots
and dashes, we can produce coherent messages. In much the same way,
the sequence of narrow (dots) and wide (dashes) rings in a sensitive ring
series conveys messages about the life of the tree (Dean, in press) .
•
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different trees and the sample is large enough, the year in which each ring
was formed can be correctly ascertained.
Crossdating is possible because the same or similar environmental
conditions have limited the ring widths in large numbers of trees, and the
year-to-year fluctuations in limiting environmental factors that are
similar throughout a region produce synchronous variations in ring
structure. The fact that crossdating can be obtained itselfis evidence that
there is some climatic or environmental information common to the
sampled trees.
To continue Douglass's Morse code analogy, crossdating involves the
recognitiOl\ of identical "messages" in the "dot-dash" sequence of ring-
width variability in the sensitive ring series of different trees (Dean, in
press) .
Sometimes during a year ofextreme climate a tree may not form a ring
on all portions of the stem. The ring is then said to be partial, locally absent,
or missing along certain stem segments or radii. At other times a change in
cell structure will occur within an annual growth increment so that the
layer resembles the boundary of a true annual ring. Such features are
called intra-annual growth bands or false rings (Fig. 1.7).
When rings are absent from a sampled radius or if an intra-annual
growth band appears to be an annual layer', the variations in ring widths
for that particular specimen do not crossdate exactly with variations in
wid ths seen in samples from other trees or from' other portions of the stem
(Fig. 1.8). The problem rings can be spotted because, if the rings are
properly matched on one side of the problem area, they will appear not to
match on the other side. When the discrepancy is recognized (see arrows
in Fig. 1.8) and the ring-width sequence is corrected for the absence of
certain annual growth layers or for the presence of false layers, the
patterns of widths throughout the entire length of a specimens are
observed to be consistent with respect to variations in other specimens
from nearby sites. If, however, there is little sensitivity and low
correlation of ring-width variation among trees, or if there are large
numbers ofIocally absent or false rings, the dating may be uncertain, and
the !\ampies must be laid aside as unsuitable for dendrochronological
work.
Thus, crossdating includes matching of ring-width patterns among
specimens; examining the synchrony; recognizing any lack of
coincidences; inferring where rings may be absent, false, or improperly
observed; testing the inference by examining carefully the ring structure
in other specimens; and finally arriving at the correct regional
chronology with agreement among the growth sequences of trees in
neighboring stands.
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FIG. 1.8. Crossdating makes it possible to recognize areas where rings are locally absent
or where an intra-annual growth band appears like a true annual ring. The patterns of
wide and narrow rings are compared among specimens. Every fifth ring is numbered in
the diagram and in A the patterns ofwide and narrow rings match until ring number nine,
after which a lack ofsynchrony in pattern occurs. In the lower specimen ofA, rings 9 and
16 can be seen as very narrow, and they do not appear at all in the upper specimen; while
rings 21 (in the lower) and 20 (in the upper) show intra-annual growth bands. In the
upper specimen of B, the positions of inferred absence are designated by two dots, the
intra-annual band in ring 20 is roecognized, and the patterns in all ring widths are
synchronously matched. (Drawing by M. Huggins)
It was shown in Figure 1.I how ring-width chronologies are
constructed and lengthened beyond the age covered by living trees by
crossdating their ring-wid th patterns with those of older pieces of wood
which have inner portions that extend the chronology back in time
(Stokes and Smiley, 1968; Bannister, 1969; Dean, in press).
Remnants of dead bristlecone pine Pinus longaeva (recently P. aristata;
renamed by Bailey, 1970) from southern California have been crossdated
with living trees and with each other to develop an especially long
chronology. The arid-site chronology developed from the ancient
bristlecone pines is now more than 8,200 years in length, which is
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considerably beyond the maximum age of4,600 years for the oldest living
tree (Ferguson, 1970b). Also, a 5405-year-Iong chronology has been
developed for the same species at the upper tree line (LaMarche and
Harlan, 1973). In other areas wood and charcoal from archaeological
and historical sites have been used to extend the chronologies backward
in time (Dean, in press).
G. Repetition
A number of specimens must be examined and crossdated from any
given site to avoid the possibility that all collected specimens could be
missing a ring for anyone year or could have an intra-annual growth
band appearing like a true annual ring. Further verification is obtained
when several independently dated samples are compared and no
inconsistency appears.
In addition, the average of replicated measurements from a large
number of trees provides the best estimate ofclimate, because the growth
variation that is associated with climatic variation, which is common to
all trees, is retained when such averages are made. A large portion of the
effects ofnonclimatic factors which differ among individuals and from si te
to site is minimized by the averaging process.
Repetition or replication in sampling ofmore than one stem radius per
tree, as well as from more than one tree, allows statistical comparisons of
variability within the same tree as compared with variability between
trees and between groups of trees. Measurements of this variability
provide valuable information on how factors of the site and climate
control tree growth. Ifclimate is highly limiting to growth, all replicated
samples within and among trees will show approximately the same ring-
width variation and the rings will be easy to crossdate. In such cases, a
reliable ring-width chronology may be developed from a relatively small
. number of radii and trees. If climate is not highly limiting, variations in
factors of the site may cause marked differences in ring sizes between
trees, and differences in growth on opposite sides of the same trees may
result from variations in the structure of the forest stand, lean of the stem,
and competition from neighboring trees. A greater amount of replication
may be necessary to achieve a reliable chronology from such a site.
Statistical techniques described in Chapter 6 can be used to ascertain
the amount.of replication needed to obtain the d«;sired reliability. These
techniques utilize the amounts of ring-width variability in a particular
sample to estimate what is referred to as variance, including not only the
IJ.verage variability in the chronology of a site but also the differences
within trees, among trees, and among sites.
RING MEASUREMENTS and STANDARDIZED INDICES
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FIG. 1.9. Standardization ofring-width measurements is necessary to remove the
decrease in size associated with in'creasing age of the tree. If the ring widths for the three
specimens shown in the figure are averaged by year without removing the effect of the
~ree's ag~. the mean ring-width chronology shown i'Pmediately below them exhibits
intervals of high and low growth associated with the varying age ofthe samples. This age
variability'can be removed by fitting a turve to each. measured series, and dividing each
ring width by the corresponding value of the curve. The resulting values shown in the
lower half of the figure are referred to as illdices and may be averaged among specimens
differing in age to p.roduce a mean chronology for a site.
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H. Standardization
Standardization is such a basic procedure in dendrochronolog-y that it
is considered by some to be a principle. I t will be shown in Chapter 2 tha t
ring widths can \'ary not only with fluctuations in environmental
conditions, but also with systematic changes in tree age, height within the
stem, and conditions and productivity of the site. In studies of ring-width
variability associated with climate, it is usually most convenient to
estimate the systematic changes in ring width associated with age and to
remove them from the measurements (Fig. 1.91. This correction of ring
wid th for the changing age and geometry of the tree is known as
standardi;:;ation and the transformed values are called ring-u'idth indio'.I.
The indices generally have no linear trend; their mean \'alue is one; and
the larger variability in ring width ofthe younger, fast-g-rowing portions of
a tree is made comparable to the lesser variability in the ring width of the
older, slower-growing portions of the tree. The standardized indices of
individual trees are averaged to obtain the mean chronology (mean
standardi;:;ed indices) for a sampled site (see lowest plot, Fig. 1.9). The terms
chronology or ring-width chronology as used in this text, refer to the a\'eraged
yearly standardized indices for a number of trees sampled from a
particular site. Details ofthe standardizing procedure are described more
fully in Chapter 6.
I. Modeling Growth-Environmental Relationships
Inferences about past environments and climates are based upon some
idea or model of how the' environment affects growth. A model may be a
statement, equation, or diagram'which represents a basic set of facts and
their interrelationships. They can range from extremely simple
preconceived notions to highly complex equations derived from
literature reviews, field observations, and extensive experimental
research. Models may be used in many different ways.
Models presented as diagrams or equations may be used to illustrate
particular phenomena, such as the model in Fig. 1.6 which illustrates the
assQciation of ring-width variations with variations in two climatic
factors.
Models of various types may serve as ~ypotheses which are checked by
comparison with information derived from observation. Such models are
often revised repeatedly when inconsistent situations appear or as
contradicting data dictate. When models closely resemble actual
relationships, the model may be accepted as the best available inference,
though it is subject to further testing and revision as more knowledge is
obtained or as new ideas suggest improvements.
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A model in Ihe form ofa mathematical or statistically derived equation
can serve as an objective and precise description of the linkages between
the inputs and outputs of a particular system. In such models numbers
can be assigned to the variables and the equations can be solved to obtain
statistical or mathematical estimates of the effect of changes in inputs on
the system outpu~s. Observations of the modeled phenomena can then be
compared with the estimates, and equations adjusted to improve the
estimates.
Climate year t
Heat Wind
C02 HrO
f)
e."~~-o-.
carrelation
I-I 1+1 l+k
FIG. 1.10. Climate of a given year / is modeled to have a large effect on ring width for
the same year through the heat, wind, carbon dioxide, and water that impinges on the
tree. However, it can also affect ring width in the following years, /+J up to /+k, through
effects on buds, sugar, hormones, and the growth of leaves, roots, and fruits. Because of
these linkages the width of the ring in year /- tis statistically related to the ring width in
year /. This effect is modeled as autocorrelation in ring width. (Drawing by M. Huggins)
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The diagram in Fig. 1.10 is a pictorial representation which models the
way climate ofa given year (I) affects ring widths in a tree not only for the
same year 1 but in subsequent years so that the response lags I to k years
behind the occurrence of climate. The diagram also portrays the lagging
effect of autocorrelation, an association between ring width of year 1-1
and the widths of the subliequently formed rings for years I, 1+ 1 up to
1+ k, which can perturb the causal relationships.
Some early workers thought that ring growth of trees on dry sites was
influenced only by soil moisture available during the period of growth.
Others working on trees near their polar limits or at high elevations
modeled growth as a simple and direct function of temperatures during
the period of growtll (see Fig. 1.6). Both models, especially the one for
arid sites, have been shown to be overly simplified. They were good first
approximations for the relationships known at that time, but as
knowledge has increased and better statistical techniques have become
available, new and more complex models have been developed. The most
recent ones, which describe the important biological relationships
between climate and ring widths are presented in Chapters 5 and 8, and
details on development of statistical models are described in Chapters 6
through 9.
J. Calibration and Verification
The units of ring widths, like those ofa thermometer, can be calibrated
with units of environmental variables. This can be accomplished by
constructing a statistical model (Fig. 1.11) resembling the actual
relationships (Fig." 1.10), establishing the values for the statistical
coefficients of the model, and then applying the coefficients to tree-ring
indices to reconstruct climate for early time periods where ring-width
indices are available but where no record ofpast environments exists. The
statistical association giving rise to the calibration may result from a
cause-and-effect relationship between tree growth and climate, or it may
represent purely correlated effects. Such correlated relationships are
useful for reconstructing past climatic variations even though it may be
impossible to determine the actual chain of cause and effect.
I t is desirable, especially when dealing with correlated relationships, to
hold back some of the environmental data for use as an independent
check.· The reconslructions derived from tree rings are compared to
actual environmental data to verify the accuracy of the estimate. Such
verification is the proof necessary to demonstrate that the reconstructed
variations did in fact exist. Historical records, qualitative paleoclimatic
information, and other data about past environments can also serve as
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FIG. 1.11. A 'model for the statistical calibration of the system portrayed in Fig. 1.10,
which is achieved by obtaining coefficients or scaling factors, b, _]. 13,. br~]. and b, + ko
which can be multiplied by the corresponding ring widths and indices, x, _], X" X, +], and
x, +k' and the results added to obtain an eSlimate or reconstruction ofth(" c1imale in year I.
The scaling factors are then applied to ring.width indices for ("arly time periods to
reconstruct past climate. The scaling factor b,_] is included in the model to correcl the
causal linkages for any statistical autocorrelation effects. (Drawing by M. Huggins'
additional checks. A variety of approaches to calibration and
reconstruction have been used. Those which have proven most useful arc
described in Chapters 7, 8, and 9.
V. Dendroclimatic Procedures and Analysis
Now that the terms dendrochronology and dendroclimatology have been
defined and the major principles of the field have been described, one
might ask a number of questions: Just what is dendroclimatic analysis?
How are the principles to be applied? What kinds of problems can it
solve? How are the appropriate trees found and sampled? What arc the
actual laboratory procedures that arc employed? How are the data
processed and analyzed? What kinds of analyses can be made regarding
past climates? This section includes a step-by-step description of how a
hypothetical problem might be approached and how the principles arc
employed. The details and the scientific basis for these procedures arc
described throughout the remaining pages of this book.
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For purposes of illustration, let us follow a present-day study through
the basic steps of dendroclimatic .analysis. Let us assume that a
climatologist is working in a semiarid area for which there exists only a
20- or 3D-year climatic record: By using the extended record provided by
tree rings, he !lopes to answer several questions: Are the mean and the
variations expressed in the climatic records representative of the long-
term mean and variations as reflected by the rings of200- to 300-year-old
trees? Is the recorded climate wetter or drier than that ofthe past? What is
the time structure of recurring climatic extremes, such as drought? He
may wish also to model the atmospheric circulation in hopes ofevaluating
possible climatic changes in the future and in the more distant past. For
such an endeavor he could use available meterological records, plus the
extended record from tree rings as a proxy of climate, to ascert,!-in
variability of past climate and to guide him in deciding whether his
estimates of future changes are within the ranges of past climatic
variations.
How could this scientist proceed to collect materials, process data, and
exploit information in tree rings? He would first collect data from a
selected site, perhaps a relatively undisturbed and open forest where the
climatic factor of interest (in this example, drought) is most limiting to
tree growth. If he wishes to calibrate his collections with a particular
weather record, he would choose an area where a weather station has
been maintained for a number ofyears. He need not be overly concerned
about the precise location, as trees may be sampled at distances of 20 or
more miles (32 km) from a weather station without substantially
reducing the correlation between ring width and climate at the recording
station 0ulian and Fritts, 1968). It will be shown in Chapter 9 that not
every tree-ring sample need be associated with a nearby weather station
when large-scale variations in climates are to be reconstructed from tree
growth.
The sampled trees would need to be of the sensitive type and located at
the lower elevational or drier limits for the particular species. The form
and structure of the tree often J1rovide clues as to its age and the quality of
the ring-width record (Fig. 1.12). Within these restrictions of site, the
researchers could select trees randomly, though most workers search for
the oldest trees with the most ring-width variability to maximize the
amount of information on climate that can be obtained.
The samples are usually collected with an increment cOrer (or borer) (see
Fig. 1.2), which is used to extract a thin cylinder of wood from the stem.
The corer usuallv does not harm the tree and exuded resin from conifers
soon seals the wound. The core holes have, however, been shown to be
penetration points for certain diseases (Hart and Wargo, 1965), and in
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little width variation, then the researcher can conclude that climatic
factors have not been very limiting to tree growth in the site, and he can
move to drier, more exposed, or rockier sites where climate is likely to be
more limiting. If the second choice ofsites is too extreme, the worker will
find that the samples exhibit many partial (locally absent) rings, so that
the accuracy of crossdating is questionable. He would then move to
slightly less extreme sites or sample a different species. A knowledge of
nearby chronologies and a brief visual examination of the specimens for
synchronization during the critical growth years can be a great help in
selecting the optimum sample.
Once the general ecological niche and appropriate species for good
crossdating and high sensitivity are located, at least two radii from 20 or
30 trees of the same general age in a given site are sampled. Replication
by sampling two radii per tree is sufficient to allow analysis of the
variations within and among trees. If one is interested in evaluating the
chronologies and the site factors of specific trees, he may choose to
replicate with a large number of cores per tree, although collection of
more than two radii per tree is usually not worth the effort for many
dendroclimatic analyses.
After returning to .the laboratory, the scientist will dry, mount, and
surface the cores for purposes ofexamination. Crossdating, as practiced in
North America, is a time-consuming process (Table l.ll) in that it
TABLE 1. I I Average work time required to collect and process a 200-400 year ring-width
chronology
Time (in person-hours),
Mean Mean Mean
Task mInImum Mean maxImum %
I. Collection' 11 15 23 7
2. Specimen preparation 7 12 17 6
3. Dating 51 72 120 33
4. Dating check 10 17 28 8
5. Measuring 30 39 53 18
6. Measuring check 20 22 27 10
7. Keypunching 6 6 7 3
8. Computer set-up 4 6 8 3
9. Output check 5 15 19 7
10. Project supervision 8 11 15 5
TOTALS 152 215 317 100%
"Based upon estimates for each category made by 8 persons, figures rounded to nearest
hour. 'Assuming collection of 50 cores from 25 trees by 2 persons. Figures include field
documentation but not travel time.
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requires both tedious examination of the specimens by eye, an operation
·that can be facilitated by certain graphical techniques (Stokes and
Smiley, 1968; Ferguson, 1970a; Bitvinskas, 1974), and computer analysis.
It may be helpful to start with a small number of the most easily dated or
oldest specimens and to gradually incorporate the more difficult
specimens in this group.
In areas of mild and moist climate, such as western Europe, the
variations in ring width may be too small to permit easy dating by eye. In
such cases all specimens may be measured before dating, and certain
computations can be made to help identify the correct yearly sequence
(Eckstein and Bauch, 1969; Baillie and Pilcher, 1973; Bitvinskas, 1974).
However. ifsome rings are missing from any portion of the samples, it is
difficult to use these particular computer methods and dating may be best
accomplished by eye first. Even when a computer program is used, t~e
worker must reexamine the various matches made by the computer and
make a final judgement based upon his knowledge of the sample and
visual inspection of the wood. Only after exact dating is obtained for each
ring can the data from many trees be pooled and the attempt be made to
reconstruct variations in past climate from the mean ring-width
\'ariations in the trees.
At the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research, Tucson, as each core is
dated the specimen is marked to facilitate the process of measurement.
The rings identified with the end of each decade, each half century, and
each century are marked differently with a needle prick, as are difficult
areas where rings may be partial, absent, or hard to see (Stokes and
Smiley, 1968). In the case of extremely arid sites, 10 or more trees are
selected which have the longest, most sensitive, and most complete ring-
width records. as shown by the two most complete radii sampled from
each tree. If the sites are less extreme, if the rings do not vary greatly in
width, or if crossdating between trees is poor, a sample of 20,30,40, or
more trees may be an appropriate sample size. Sometimes samples 01'60
or more trees have been obtained.
After the width ofeach dated ring is measured, the values are coded on
computer cards or written on magnetic compurer tape. All of the coded
data are computer-processed through a preliminary cleanup routine; the
data are listed to assist checking for tabulation and coding errors; and
certain calculations are made to facilitate selection of materials for
subsequent analysis. The mean ring widths for 20-year intervals,
overlapping by 10 years, are plotted to assist in choosing the appropriate
standardizing curve. After the output from this cleanup routine has been
checked, errors corrected, and obvious anomalies of growth deleted, the
data are resubmitted for final processing and analysis. Table I. II
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includes estimates"of the time involved in collecting and processing a
typical dendroclimatic sample.
With field work and laboratory work done, the researcher is ready to
analyze his data. Analysis usually proceeds in four basic phases:
(I) A growth function of some form is fitted to each measured radius by
means of a curve-fitting computer technique (see Chapter 6).
Different curves for different specimens may be specified by using
appropriate computer control cards. Standardization is
accomplished by dividing the ring width by the value of the fitted
curve for the particular year, which removes the systematic changes
in ring-width values associated with increasing tree age. The
resulting indices from all rings formed in each year are averaged to
obtain a mean index chronology for individual trees, subgroups, and
sites, depending on the sampling design (Fig. 1.9).
(2) Certain statistical characteristics are calculated from the indices of
each measured series. Additional statistics are obtained from all
chronologies representing the merger of two or more sets of ring-
width measurements. Finally, if a worker desires more extensive
statistical measurements, the necessary computations are made. A
variety ofstatistics described in Chapter 6 can be used to characterize
a sample, which in turn can guide further collection or subsequent
analysis.
(3) The relationships between ring-width indices and climate are
modeled, and the degree and character of the relationships are
assessed. A variety of statistical tools is described in this text which
can assist in this part of the analysis.
(4) The relationships between ring 'width and climatic variation
established in phase 3 are then used to reconstruct past climate, and
these reconstructions are verified by independent data. After
verification is obtained, the reconstructions may be compared
directly with meteorological records to test the proposed
climatological question.
The most rapid dendroclimatological advances in recent years have
been made because new statistical techniques have greatly increased our
capabilities in the last two phases of analysis. Models in the past were
developed in a rather rigid a priori fashion, often using preconceived
notions about growth processes. Meteorological data were transformed
by the model to a single synthesized variable which supposedly resembled
the way the trees responded to climate, and the growth data were used
only for comparison with the synthesized variable to see whether a
relationship existed. If the results were judged to be unsatisfactory, the
model was abandoned and a new a priori model developed.
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For example, precipitation sometimes was summed over an interval of
several months to a year, because the ~um was thought to represent the.
moisture available for tree growth. In more sophisticated studies
precipitation and temperature wer~ combined in a way to simulate
conditions of water stress (Paimer, 1965; Zahner and Stage, 1966). In
studies at high latitudes temperature was averaged for several-month
intervals or transformed in a fashion to resemble the energy available to
growth (Dahl and Mork, 1959).
However, the growth itself provides valuable information which can
be used in model development. This is accomplished by starting with a
general and flexible a priori model and applying statistics in a posteriori
fashion to shape the general model to the specific yearly tree-ring
responses.
For example, variables of climate derived from monthly mete-
orological records, such as precipitation, temperature, or evapora-
tion, can be compiled for a number ofintervals corresponding to different
seasons (Fritts et at., 1965c; Fritts 1969). Several of these variables are
used to estimate ring-width indices statistically, using multiple regression
techniques to obtain the optimum relationship. The resulting statistical
equation is an a posteriori model in which coefficients are the statistical
expression of the way the trees are responding to variations in climate. A
number ofstatistical equations may be developed using different types of
measurements and applying more and more complex models in a
stepwise fashion, adding one variable at a time, and testing for
improvements. The gradual increase in complexity of the general model
allows assessment ofthe relative importance ofeach variable at each stage
of complexity. The final models are derived in a p.osteriori fashion by
selecting those that appeared physiologically most reasonable, as well as
those that provided the most significant statistics.
The final models may become so complex that the individual
coefficients of the equations cannot be interpreted directly. In such cases
the statistical equations can be solved by substituting values for one
climatic variable at a time. Calculated changes in growth associated with
specified changes in each climatic variable are used to estimate the
relative importance to growth ofeach climatic variable. Now, however,
through the use ofprincipal component analysis it is possible to utilize the
characteristics of the meteorological data in compiling the variables for
regression analysis. Fewer a priori decisions are required, the statistical
problems are simplified, aDd more precision is obtained in the final
analysis. Details on this new approach to statistical modeling are
described in Chapters 7 and 8.
Once the tree-growth responses to climatic variables have been
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suitably tested, past variations in tree growth can be used to deduce
climate. The simplest approach is to plot the variations in past growth,
observe the intervals of unusually high and low growth, and to use the
best tree-growth response model to deduce past climate;
A more elaborate approach is to select ring-width chronologies which
respond to the same climatic factors and to use the spatial variations in
growth to infer spatial variations in climate. The growth values can be
scaled for purposes ofcompariSQIl; the data are then averaged by decade,
these values plotted on maps and isograms drawn to facilitate analysis
(Fig. 1.13) (Fritts, 1965). The areas of higher than average and lower
than average growth are inferred to be areas dominated by the
appropriate anomalies in climate. Hence, the extremely high growth at
the beginning of the 20th century followed by low growth in the 1930's
(Fig. 1.13b) is one of many lines of evidence suggesting that the climate
changed around the turn of the century.
The anomalies in growth for a pat'ticular period of time maybe
compared to the anomalies in another period of time to deducethe extent
of a change. For example, the mean ring width and its variability as
measured by the standard deviation for western North American
chronologies from 190 I to 1960 were compared to the same variables for
the longer period from 1631 to 1932 (Fig. 1.14). Large positive anomalies
in growth and, by inference, high moisture supply can be inferred for
many areas in the West. High variability in moisture may also be inferred
especially for the Pacific, Northwest. As in the previous example, the
particular climatic anomaly is inferred from a knowledge of the growth
response to climate,
However, the same multiple regression and principal component
techniques used for a posteriori modeling of the tree growth response may
be applied to the calibration of the tree-ring data and the statistical
reconstruction ofpast climate. For example, it will be shown in Chapter 7
that spatial patterns in tree growth throughout western North America
can be calibrated with spatial patterns of surface air pressure during
1900-1962 for half of the Northern Hemisphere. A series of equations is
derived which transfers variations of ring-width indices into estimates of
variations in pressure. Ring-width indices are then applied to these
transfer functions to reconstruct the associated patterns of surface
pressure as \VeIl as other variables ofclimate. Maps are constructed of the
estimated anomalies in pressure for past periods and areas where few
measurements of pressure are available.
Such statistical methods are significantly more powerful than the
simple mapping and inference techniques, because a large number of
tree-ring chronologies can be handled simultaneously and their
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FIG. 1.14. Ring-width data for different time periods can be compared to reveal
particular anomalies in climate. The means and standard deviations of 38 tree-ring
chronologies for A.D. 1901-1960 are expressed as a percentage ofthe means and standard
deviations for the longer period, A.D. 1631-1932. The mean growth and, by inference,
the moisture supply have been anomalously high in the extreme Southwest, along the
western slope ofthe central Rocky Mountains, and in the Pacific Northwest during recent
times. The variability ofmoisture. as revealed by the standard deviation ofring width has
been high in the Northwest and locally in the Southwest. (From Fritts, 1971)
VI. Examples of Analysis
While the sequence ofsteps and the data used are similar for many kinds
of dendroclimatological analyses, there are alternative procedures and
innovations that have been applied. The following paragraphs describe
some of the most interesting examples.
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LaMarche and Harlan (1973) sampled and built a ring-width
chronology for Pinus longaeva at the upper elevation limits for the species.
The chronology in thes<; trees was statistically modeled with temperature
and precipitation, and narrow' rings were found to be correlated with low
temperatures (LaMarche, 1974a). Also it was noted that the tree-growth
response lagged behind and averaged the effects of climate for periods as
long as 15 or more years. LaMarche recognized that if he used the
standard indexing procedures, a large portion of the averaged and lagged
response would be removed. There were portions in the earlv part of the
trees' ring records, however, that reflect the vigorous growth of youth.
Therefore, he discarded those portions of his ring-width record and then
averaged the actual ring-width measurements occurring in the re-
maining record. In order to bring out the long-term changes in growth,
he averaged the ring widths for IOO-year intervals (Fig. 1.15).
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FIG. 1.15. Upper plot shows the average ring-width in temperature-sensitive Pinus
longatva in the White Mountains of California taken for successive IDO-year periods
centered on the first year ofeach century during the past 5300 years. Lower plot shows the
periods of expanding and contracting mountain ·glaciers. Good comparison is seen
between periods of inferred low summer temperature and periods of growth and advance
of glaciers. (Courtesy of V.C. LaMarche, Jr.)
Since LaMarche lacked sufficient climatic data to verify his results by .
IOO-year intervals, he examined the glacial record in the nearby Sierra
Nevada of California and in other regions of the Northern Hemisphere
and found good agreement between periods of inferred low temperature
in summer and periods ofgrowth and advance of mountain'glaciers (Fig.
1.15).
Another study by LaMarche and Fritts (1971 b) involved two
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replicated samples from high elevation Pinus cembra in the Alps for which
ring-width variations were associated with the percentage ofglaciers that
were advancing in the Alps. The relationship between the two variables
turned out to be linear, so that plots of the tree-ring chronologies were
used to identify times in the past marked by glacial advance and retreat.
LaMarche and Fritts (1972) utilized a variety of tree-ring chronologies
from arid southwestern North America in making statistical tests for
possible linkages between ring width and sunspot numbers. They were
unable to establish the existence of any significant relationship and
concluded that further search for empirical associations between tree-
ring indices and the record of sunspot numbers is likely to prove
unrewarding. However, they noted significant periodicities in many tree-
ring records at frequencies of approximately 2 years and 22 through 29
years.
Stockton (1971,1975), and Stockton and Fritts (1971a) describe a
study which utilized ring-width chronologies from sites throughout river
basins to extend the relatively short streamflow records backward in time.
Replicated tree-ring samples were obtained from 3 different river basins
ofvarying size and the several chronologies calibrated with the sequence
of streamflow, precipitation, and temperature data for the area.
Equations were derived which were applied to the variations in past ring
wid ths to reconstruct streamflow in past years for which no hydrologic
record exists (Fig. 1.16).
Stockton and Fritts (1973) studied an environmental problem in
Canada created by the construction of a dam. Closure of the dam gates
had reduced thc normal high flow in the Peace River during the spring
and early summer. Before closure of the gates, the high water impounded
the water in Lake Athabasca and caused flooding in the waterways
forming the Peace-Athabasca delta system. The record of water levels
began in 1935, and it was thought the characteristics of flooding for the
1935-1966 period might not be a proper representation of the long-term
features of the ecological system in which the plant and animal
communities of the area developed. An estimate of the character of
flooding for a longer period of time was needed to make decisions for the
proper management of the delta area and the releasing of water from the
dam.
The nearest trees with a record of climate were at the Arctic tree line
some 300 miles (483 km) to the north. Howe\'er, stands of Picea glauca
growing along the channels, sloughs. and minor depressions within the
Peace-Athabasca delta were found to crossdate and certain differences
in the ring-width chronologies were apparent from site to site. It was
inferred that soil moisture regimes associated with the water levels in the
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channels had influenced tr~e growth. These relationships were
statistically modeled, and the water level records for the lake observed for
May 21-30,July 11-20, and September 21-30 were calibrated with the
ring-width variation for each year as well as for the following year.
Calibration accounted for 57% to 80% of the lake level variation. The
calibration equation was utilized to reconstruct the water levels from
1810 through 1934 (Fig. 1.17). The variations in water levels, especially
those early in the season, were found to be considerably greater in the
longer reconstructed record than in the 33-year calibration period. That
is, if the variations in water levels had been estimated from the short, 33-
year period, those for the early spring would have been only one-third the
amplitude observed fdr the longer period of 1810-1967. The extended
record of lake levels obtained from the trees helped the Canadians to
decide on an appropriate management system for the delta area to
counter the deleterious effects of the dam.
Dendrochronol<?gical studies may be used to solve mall\
environmental problems. There is considerable interest in air poilu tion
damage and its effect upon the growth of trees (Vins and Tesar, 1969).
Trees in the San Bernadino Forest in Southern Calif()rnia that were
supposedly killed by the Los Angeles smog (Taylor, 1973) show reduction
in the width of the outermost growth rings (Fig. 1.18).
Another study (Ashby and Fritts, 1972) represents an attempt to usc
tree rings to measure possible inadvertent climatic changes at LaPorte,
Indiana. An increase of rainfall had been attributed to increased
industrialization and subsequent air pollution. Growth at first increased
with the supposed increase of rainfall; but, as the amounts of poIlu tion
and rainfall.reached their apparent maximum extent, growth became
markedly reduced. It was thought that deleterious effects on the trees due
to the increase in pollution may hav~ countered thr more favorable
effects of increased precipitation, and it was concluded that the ring
record in oak neither supported nor refuted the anomaly in precipitation.
The studies of tree rings and air pollution suggest that tree-ring anah-sis
can be used in a variety of ways to diagnose poll ution effects in their earlv
stages before death begins to take its toll on the trees.
New techniques have been pioneered by H. Polge (1966, 19701 in
France and developed by M. L. Parker (M. Parker, 1971, Parker and
Mel.eskie, 1970;.1ones and Parker, 1970; Parker and Kennedy, 1973) in
the use of X-rays and densitometry to obtain measurements of wood
density within the ring (Fig. 1.19). The X-ray film nrgative is scanned
with a beam of light, and a photocell measures the intensity transmitted
by the film. The resulting electrical signal can be plotted or cOI1\'l'rted to
units of wood density by comparison with a standard. Measurements at
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temperate regions and on mesic sites, where vanatlOns in the
environment of the growing season are often more highly correlated with
changes in cell structure and wood density than with variations in ring
width.
The X-ray method is now included as an important part ofcertain new
dendroclimatic and dendroecological work. The applied aspects of the
field are changing very rapidly as new improvements are made. This
volume calls attention to some of the possibilities, but does not attempt to
cover systematically all the important developments, nor does it do
justice to the new innovations and applications. The interested reader
should watch the forestry, wood technology, and dendrochronology
literature for current developments.
VII. Further Definitions and Concepts
This chapter has reviewed some of the historical roots of
dendrochronology as practiced in western North America. The field and
its various subfields have been defined, and some of the basic principles
and concepts have been described. A few selected applications have been
mentioned, and the value of dendroclimatology has been stressed. This
chapter will conclude with discussion of a few additional terms and
concepts which apply to the phenomena which actually link variations in
ring width with variations in climate.
A. The Domain of Climate
Climate may be defined simply as an expression of meteorological
phenomena representing weather occurring over a long period of time. It
includes processes ofexchange ofenergy and mass between the earth and
the atmosphere. Energy may be represented by temperature, by radiant
energy, and by the movement and condition of the earth's fluids,
including both the liquids and gases. The aggregate ofclimatic conditions
expressed as means, variance, and extremes for a region over a period of
many years is referred to as the macroclimate. The data used to describe the
macroclimate are often based either upon 30 or more years ofobservation
from a single station or upon the average of several measurements from
stations at diverse locations within a particular region.
According to Gates and Mintz (1975) the climate may be regarded as a
system with certain properties and processes that produce the climate
including its variations:
The properties of the climale syslem may be broadly classified as thermal
properties, which include the temperature of the air, water, ice, and land; kinetic
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properties, .which include the wind and ocean currents, together with the
associated vertical motions, and the motion of ice masses; aqueous properties,
which include the air's moisture or humidity, the cloudiness and cloud water
content, groundwater, lake levels, and the water content of snow and ofland and
sea ice; and static properties, which include the pressure and density of the
atmosphere and ocean, the composition of the (dry) air, the oceanic salinity, and
the geometric boundaries and physical constants of the system. These variables are
interconnected by the various physical processes occurring in the sYlltem, such as
precipitation and evaporation, radiation, and the transfer of heat and momentum
bY advection, convection, and turbulence.
The term macroclimate implies that climate. is the expression of a
steadystate or a more or less constant system when, in fact, macroclimate
mqy be more appropriately portrayed as an averaKe frequency of
occurrence of different climatic states which may persist -for periods of a
month to many years (Table 1.111). Changes in the frequency of these
climatic states may be attributed to slowly varying characteristics of the
climate system, such as variations in temperatures of thf' ocean and its
circulation, changes in the coverage by permanent ice and snow, changes
in the transparency of the atmosphere, or possibly changes in radiation
output from the sun. Sometimes clima;tic states in the past have persisted
long enough to be considered climatic change (Gates and Mintz, 1975).
There is no general agreement, however, among scientists as to how long
a climatic state must persist or how large the variation rnust be to be
designated a climatic change.
TABLE I.IB Components of the climate-tree system involved in dendroclimatology and
their spatial and temporal domains
Level Component Spatial Domain Temporal Domain
I Macroclimate Regional Many years
2 Climatic state Regional One month to a
number of years
3 Weather Regional and Minutes to days
local
4 Microclimate Local Minutes to years
5 Operational Plant surface Instantaneou~ to
environment years
6 Plant process Molecular I nstantaneous to
hours
>
Estimates of the earth's actual macroclimates from station records can
be in error if the number of meteorological stations for a given region is
small, ifstation locations are not representative ofthe area, ifobservations
are POQrly made, if the instruments are unreliable, or if the records are
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short. For. example, the averages of climate for the first 30 years of the
current century as reported by many stations in western North America
can be shown to be biased by anomalously high precipitation and high
tree growth (Figs. 1.13, 1.14).
The term climate includes a seasonal component representing
variations throughout the annual cycle. The term weather refers to short-
term variations in the climate system, including all observable
meteorological phenomena which can change abruptly within a few
minutes and vary from day to day. Such phenomena include the
precipitation, hea"t, light, wind, and related factors that affect the day-to-
day conditions of the biosphere.
A particular organism experiences only that portion of the weather
that occurs within its particular site. A tree, for example, is affected by the
moisture conditions of the soil around its roots, the radiant energy on its
leaves, and the temperature and movement of gases surrounding its
leaves, stems, and roots. The aggregate of meteorological elements
occurring within a localized site may be defined as a microclimate.
The term microclimate, like macroclimate, may refer to the aggregate of
local weather for many years. However, in practice, the word microclimate
often includes rel,atively short-term measurements in a specific locale
which just as easily could be considered the weather or micrometeorology
of the local site. In this text the term microclimate will be used for both
short-lived micrometeorological conditions and the longer-term ag-
gregates of measurements for a local site (Table I.III).
The microclimate varies markedly for different organisms and
different parts of the same organism. For example, the top of a forest
canopy on a clear day may be exposed to relatively intense light, heating
of the leaf surface, and wind, which can dissipate energy and remove
moist air that surrounds the leaves. Simultaneously, near the forest floor
there may be little light and air movement, high humidity, and leaf
temperatures near those of the surrounding air. The microclimate ofa hill
crest may differ from that of a valley because of marked differences in
exposure to wind or because of cold air drainage at night.
B. The Domain of Environment
Not all elements of the microclimate influence plants; only those that
limit some physiological process will exert an effect on growth. Mason
and Langenheim (1957) propose that the term operational environment be
used for all relationships occurring between rfticrometeorological
elements and the physiological processes which produce such an effect.
They propose further that only the specific phenomena which enter such
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operational relationships at a given time should be considered to be
environmentalfacton (Fig. 1.20). Thus the specific factors of the operational
environment may change markedly throughout the day, season, and year
as well as throughout the life history of the organism (Table I.IlI). For
example, temperature and moisture may be the most important factors of
the operational environment to the germinating seed, while light and
minerals in the soil become more important as the seedling grows older,
and the operational environment may become increasingly complex as a
seedling grows into a mature forest tree.
OPERATIONAL
ENVIRONMENT
History of
environment
------+~======= ...~ t
- ~ ONTOGENY OF
o ';0 ORGANISM
t: g.
iii ls DURATION OF ENVIRONMfNT
End of environment
End of environmental
relation
'0 Er~
Cl 0
FIG. 1.20. A diagrammatic representation of the concept environment as described by
Mason and Langenheim (1957). The environment is an organism-related concept and
exists only when it has an operational relationship with the organism at time t, shown in
the diagram as NOW. The components of the operational environment vary with the life
history of the organism. The environment begins with the birth of the organism and ends
with its death. Portions of the potential environment become used in the operation. Old
relationships become history of the operation. The operational environment may be
influenced by the history of the environment as it is evolved through geological time and
successional changes in the biotic community on the site. (Redrawn from Mason and
Langenheim, 1957)
Each environmental factor can entel into numerous interacting
relationships in different parts of the plant, at different times throughout
the year, and at different times throughout the life of the tree. For
purposes of growth analysis it may be practical to consider an
environmental factor as detrimental or beneficial only ifits net effect is to
decrease or increase growth. For example, an increase in solar radiation
may increase light intensity and raise leaf temperatures. With more light
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there is an increase in photosynthesis and the making of foods, but with
the increase in temperature there is also increased respiration and
increased consumption offood. The higher temperatures can enhance the
potential for loss ofwater from the tree, and the increase in solar radiation
may influence processes in other parts of the plant. It may heat the soil
surface, increase the evaporation of water from the soil, and reduce soil
moisture. If the reduction of moisture in the soil impinges upon water
absorption, growth can be severely curtailed. The net effect of increased
solar radiation, then, is favorable only if the beneficial e.ffects of increased
photosynthesis are not offset by the detrimental effects of increased
respiration and reduction in available water.
There are many phenomena that we have traditionally regarded as
environmental factors which are not a part of the operational
environment as defined above. Some of these factors such as the presence
ofa disease or insect pest in the area, the potential for fire, or the absence
of an important insect pollinator are capable of entering into a reaction
with an organism but may not yet have done so. Mason and Langenheim
(1957) class such factors as the potential environment (Fig. 1.20). As the
environmental relationship between the microclimate and plant
processes proceeds through time, the potential environment may be
portrayed as being used in the operation, and a history ofthe operation is
generated. The variations in ring width and cell structure are in one sense
a recorded history. of the past variations in the tree's operational
environment.
Any phenomena not directly affecting the organism should be
excluded from the concept of environment (Mason and Langenheim,
1957). Factors excluded are indirect factors and interactions that
ultimately result in a phenomenon to which an organism later reacts
directly, and facto~s to which the organism is indifferent. Such
phenomena are a part of the history of the environment as depicted in
Fig. 1.20, but they are not a part of the operational environment. The
history itselfcan be important, however, because ofits place in a sequence
of events which leads to the final conditions that become part of the
operational environment.
The difference between the history of the environment and history of
the operation is also illustrated in Fig. 1.20. The latter, which is most
important to tree-ring analysis, starts with the birth of the organism and
extends through the development of the organism which can be viewed
from any given point in the plant's development shown in the figure as
time, t, or NOW. The operational environment ends at death of the
organism because death marks the termination of the environmental
relationship.
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C. The Domain of Physiological Processes
The physiological processes are the physical and biochemical changes
(such as diffusion phenomena and chemical reac tions) which occur along
plant surfaces, throughout all living structures of the organism, and
sometimes in structures that are dead. All reactions, developments, and
structures of an organism are the cumulative effects of the environment
acting on growth processes. However, all processes also depend upon the
genetic constitution of the individual organism. The relationships
between heredity and environment as they affect processes and plant
structures, such as ring width, may be diagrammed as follows:
hereditary
potential
~
processes and -+
internal conditions
/"
environment
growth -+ structural
characteristics
such as ring wid th
Heredity determines what processes can occur, what environmental
factors can affect them, and what range ofeach environmental factor will
have a limiting effect. As mentioned earlier, internal conditions can also
occur which modify the effects of the external environment.
Some factors of the operational environment, such as frost or extreme
summer drought, may have immediate effects on ring growth and
structure. They influence plant processes and can produce a chain of
reactions in the tree which, over a period of minutes or hours, affects
processes that modify or limit growth. Other factors of the operational
environment, such as wintertime drought, may have no immediate effect
on growth, since the growing tissue is dormant. They may, however,
influence plant processes or change conditions within the plant so that at
some later time they become limiting to growth. Factors such as
competition for moisture, shading, and soil development also produce
systematic changes in the operational environment. The effect of these
factors is seen as variation in ring structure and size, which change
systematically or vary slowly throughout the life history of the plant.
Other factors such as death of a neighbor, fire, pollution, and defoliation
by insects can result in sudden changes in the environment and in the
structure of the tree. An abrupt increase or decrease in growth is-usually
followed by a systematic readjustment while the tree and its neighbors
gradually attain a new equilibrium with the imposed change.
c
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VIII. The Climate-Growth System and
Its Dendroclimatolog~cal Significance
For purposes of this book the components listed in Table 1.111 are
considered parts ofa system in which the elements ofweather and clima te
affect the tree microclimates, the operational e~vironments, and the
physiological processes which in turn control growth. Chapters 2 through
5 deal with the variety of physical and biological processes that are
involved in the environment-growth linkages, and models described in
Chapter 5 illustrate the many interactions and interlocking relationships.
However, in spite of roany interactions and complicating feedback
relationships the primary flow of the system is unidirectional, starting
with the climatic input and resulting in the ring-width output,
The degree ofcause-and-effect linkage, that is, the influence which one
phenomenon has upon another, is referred to as coupling; while the
association between variations in two phenomena without regard to
cause and effect is referred to as correlation. Phenomena that are directly
coupled are generally correlated, but there are many phenomena which
are correlated but not directly coupled. Usually, however, correlation
between two phenomena is due to at least indirect coupling. Long chains
of interacting cause-and-effect linkages can be involved. .
For example, variations from day today in the microclimates ofa forest
are more or less coupled with variations in the regional weath~r, because
the weather systems control the inflow and outflow of energy and
moisture available in the microclimates. The temperature of a single leaf
is tightly coupled to the temperature of the surrounding air, the energy
that is absorbed and lost by the leaf, and the disposition of the el1'Crf'~
within the leaf. A number of physiological processes in the leaf can be
affected by temperatures, which in turn can be coupled with conditions
affecting growth. However, if growth is limited by other conditions or
processes at the particular time, there can be no immediate and direct
coupling between leaf temperatures and growth.
Since there are many leaves in the crown of a tree, the .activities of
growing tissues at the base of the stem are loosely coupled with the
conditions in any particular leaf, but they can be more tightly coupled to
the mean condition of all the leaves. In addition, the width of the ring is
the average ofgrowth processes throughout the entire growing season; so
the width is very loosely coupled to conditions within the tree at any
particular time. Thus, ring width is not correlated with specific
conditions within the tree but with conditions averaged through both
space (the tree tissues) and time (a number of months throughout the
year).
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In the discussion that follows concerning the many processes occurring
throughout a tree, there are so many alternatives for caus~-and-effect
relationships and there is such a variety of microclimates from the top of
the crown to the deeply buried roots, that possibilities for significant
correlations between growth and climate appear exceedingly remote.
However, the practice of site selection assures that only those trees are
sampled in which growth-eontrolling processes are correlated with
variables ofclimate; and the procedure of replication assures that a large
number of rings are sampled so that much of the variation within and
between trees is averaged for each site.
Thus the variations from one year to the next in the ring-width
chronology are correlated with the variations in macroclimate not only
because plant processes are coupled with environment, but also because
the diversity in the microclimates and the physiological relationships
have been averaged by the growing tree as well as averaged in the
procedures of chronology development. The correlation between ring
widths ofmany trees and regional climate makes it possible to statistically
calibrate ring widths with certain varIations in regional climate and
thereby to reconstruct past climati.c variations from past variations in
ring widths. . .
If trees are in environments altered by nonclimatic factors such as fire,
disease, or logging, changes in growth may occur which are not
correlated with variations in the macroclimate. The ring record from
such trees will show anomalies in growth which are not the same in ot~er
trees of the region. In such instances ring-width variation should not be
used to represent variations in macroclimate. However, an investigator
who is more interested in nonclimatic factors may seek out such trees,.
because the anomalies can be used to date and measure the magnitude of
a nonclimatic change. Intensive sampling of rings from trees throughout
a disturbed site can document the extent of the disturbance. Aff~cted
trees may be limited to some extent by both climatic and nonclimatic
factors, however, and when this is the caseit is possible to estimate the
variations in past climatic factors while documenting site disturbance.
Climatically related patterns are subtracted from those of the affected
trees, and the remainin~ variance is attributed to the nonclimatic effects
Uonsson, 1969; Alestalo, 1971; Nash et ai., 1975).
The sampling, evaluating, and ultimate use of ring-width data can
vary depending upon the problem under investigation. In most cases, the
success of a study depends upon the investigator's ability to decipher the
anatomical evidence in the tree ring, to relate this evidence to the
processes of the tree that affect growth, to model appropriately the
relationships between variations in environmental factors· and growth,
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and to infer or estimate statistically the reconstructed environment or
associated anomaly in climate.
The following four chapters describe the features ofgrowth and discuss
the physiological processes that contribute most to yearly variations in
ring width. The important environmental variables that may limit each
process are described, and these are related to the meteorological factors
and energy and water budgets in the site. Biological models are then
presented which relate climatic factors 6f precipi.tation and air
temp.erature to variations in ring width. Chapters 5 through 9 deal with
statistical characteristics and statistical analyses of tree rings and describe
ways of calibrating variations in ring width with variations in climate.
Various approaches to reconstructing climate using tree-ring data are
presented, along with illustrations drawn from published as well as some
unpublished works including current efforts.
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I. Introduction
A knowiedge of tree growth and wood structure is necessary for
constructing realistic models relating environmental factors to ring
widths or other anatomical features of the ring. For example, it would be
difficult to specify in what ways variations in climate affect the width of
rings without knowing where and when a tree grows, how growth can
vary during each season and throughout the life of a tree, and how
climatic factors affect the various chemical and physical processes that
influence growth. An understanding of the manner in which seasonal
growth begins and ends is also essential to explaining how two rings can
form in one growing season or how a ring can be absent in certain pCj.rts of
a stem. This chapter will describe the variety of ways in which the
growing processes and woody structures can vary throughout the stems
and roots of a tree. It also will set forth other relevant facts about growth
and structure necessary to the application of dendroclimatic techniques
dealt with in subsequent chapters of the book.
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II. Gross Structure
In order to establish a working vocabulary for dendroclimatology, it is
necessary to review some basic botany and to define several of the
important terms and processes related to tree growth, beginning with tree
structure. There are six principal 9rgans of a tree: the roots, stems, and
leaves, which are vegetative organs, a~ the flowers, fruits, and seeds, which
are reproductive organs. Each of these ~rgans is made ofcells organized into
various tissues, which are identified dn the basis ofappearance, structure,
location, or function.
For example, a tissue named on the basis ofappearance, its green color,
is chlorenchyma, which includes all cells colored by the green pigment,
chlorophyll. A tissue named on the basis of appearance and structure is
parenchyma, relatively large ceUs with thin walls. Both epidermis and
mesophyll are tissues identified on the basis of location, the former being
Cork Cambium
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FIG. 2.1. A cross section of a young stem of Populus del/aides showing various tissues.
(Courtesy of Tillman Johnson, Ohio State University)
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one cell in thickness and located on the outside of leaves, young stems,
and young roots, and the latter including all cells located between the
upper and lower epidermis of a leaf. Two tissues named on the basis of
their function in the vascular system are xylem, the water-conducting
tissue which makes up the woody cylinder ofa tree, and phloem, the food-
conducting tissue in the bark (Fig. 2.1).
All tissues which contain cells that are capable of dividing and
producing new cells make up a functional class of tissues called meristems.
The thin layer of meristematic tissue joining the wood and the bark
produces most of the vascular system and is referred to as the vascular
cambium, while the cork-producing meristem (ifpresent) in the outer bark
is referred to as cork cambium (Fig. 2.1). Whenever the word cambium is
used without its modifier, it refers to the vascular cambium. The apical
meristem is the tissue capable ofdividing at the tips ofroots and stems (Fig.
APICAL
MERISTEM
FIG. 2.2. A diagrammatic sketch ofa three-year-old seedling showing the relationships
of the various tissues to the growth layers in the phloem and xylem.
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2.2). Meristematic tissue, which is fouad in all buds, is capable of
producing new stems and leaves (vegetative buds) or flowers, fruits, and
seeds (reprodru:tivt buds).
All organs and structures, except for certain parts of seedlings,
originate either directly or indirectly from the meristems. A longitudinal
section throul{h a veKetative apical bud (FiK. 2.2) would show a meristem
at the stem tip to be made up oftiKhtly-packed, small cells with thin cell
walls and dense protoplasm. The short appendages surrounding the ste~
tip in the drawing (Fig. 2.2) are embryonic leaves. Cells produced in the
lower and central portion of the meristem enlarge and become the soft
parenchyma tissue at the center of the stem called the pith (Figs. 2.2 and
2.3). A sheath ofcells surrounding the pith becomes the first xylem and
phloem. Other cells between the xylem and phloem continue to divide
and this tissue becomes the vascular cambium. Parenchyma tissue, which
lies outside the phloem in young stems, becomes cortex and epidermis
(Fig. 2.1). Eventually, the cortex and epidermis are ruptured and are
replaced by the corky tissue which develops from the cork cambium
formed first within the cortex and later within the phloem (Fig 2.1).
Although the first-formed xylem ami phloem originate from the apical
meristem, all subsequent xylem and phloem cells formed in the stem are
generated from vascular cambium. Cells that are produced on the outside
of the cambial layer become phloem, and cells that are produced on the
inside become xylem (Figs. 2.1 and 2.2). The tissues outside the vascular
cambium are referred to collectively as the bark.
Apical buds at the tips of dormant branches contain a meristem that
can grow into a shoot ifdormancy is broken. There are also lateral buds at
the base ofleaves and below the apical bud that contain similar meristems
which can develop into lateral branches or shoots. As the bud grows
throughout the season, new embryonic leaves or flowers are produced.
The lower and older appendages expand and grow into well-defined
leaves. The entire bud expands and grows into the one-year-old stem.
The root differs from the stem in that no buds are formed, the meristem
is under a structure called a root cap, no pith is present, and the lateral
roots originate from internal meristems within young roots, rather than
from buds. For a more detailed treatment of meristerns in woody plants,
see Romberger (1963) and Kozlowski (1971a and b).
Figure 2.2 is a diagrammatic sketch of a three-year-old seedling
showing the Telative positions of the layers of xylem and phloem in the
successive segments of growth. At the end of the third year, the stem
segment formed during the first year includes. three layers of xylem
surrounding the pith which are in turn surrounded by the vascular
cambium, three layers of phloem, cortex, and an epidermis. The most
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produced along the paraboloid surface. The oldest phloem which lies
nearest the epidermis or bark is crushed and becomes part ofthe bark, but
the xylem, which is more rigid, maintains its shape.
A transverse or cross section through the stem of a tree (Fig. 2.4) will
expose the growth layers as concentric rin~s. Tracheids are the
predominant elements in. the rings of gymnosperms, the nonflowering
seed plarih' (Fig. 2.5a). These are vertically oriented cells with relatively
thick lignified walls which die wheh they become functional as compared
to parenchyma which have thin 'walls and can fUJlction as living cells.
The tra,cheids may range from 0·5 to 15·0 mm in length (Kramer and
Kozlowski, 1960), and their breadth (in a circumferential direction, see
Fig. 2.4) can vary from 15 to 80 microns (Brown and Panshin, 1940).
However, the tracheid width and wall thickness in a radial direction, that
is, from the center to the outside of the stem (Fig. 2.4), can vary markedly
within anyone annual ring. Tracheids along the inner portions of a ring
are wide and have the thinnest walls. These wide cells form the earlywood,
sometimes called springwood, which is a porous tisSue, low in density, and
light in color (Fig. 2.3). Somewhere in die midportion of the ring the
tracheids become markedly flattened along the radial dimension, and
toward the outside ofthe ring the walls ofthe tracheids appear noticeably
thicker. These ~arrow and 'flattened cells with thick walls form the
latewood or summerwood, which is less porous, more dense, and darker in
color than the earlywood portion of the ring (Figs. 2.5a and b).
A
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EG F Circuml..."t;al·
C, Ba.ip.tal (within .t.m only)
C l Acrop.tal (within .t.m only)
FIG. 2.4. Terminology used to describe directions and surfaces in a stem.
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The transitIOn in cell size and wall thickness from earlywood to
latewood is gradual in many species. In the so-called hard pines, such as
Pinus ponderosa, the transition from earlywood to latewood is more abrupt.
Some workers describe and have tried to distingnish as many as five
different layers within IVowth rings (StudhaIter et aI., 1963). However,
such minute distinctions, when discernible at all, are not needed for
dendroclimatic analysis at present, although the future for such
distinctions looks good through the use of X-ray densitometry. Two basic
types of cells as represented in the earlywood and latewood will be the
focus of this discussion.
A widely used quantitative definition of latewood in Picea was put
forward by Mork (1928), which includes as latewood all tracheids in
which the width of the common wall between two cell cavities is equal to
or greater than the wiClth ofone cell cavity. All measurements are made
in a· radial direction. Mork's formula is simple and objective, and has
been applied to a variety ofother gymnosperm genera, but Larson (1957)
and others have found that the marked color change from earlywood to
latewood in the rings ofcertain gymnosp~rms is equally satisfactory and
much simpler to use. The formula is not applicable to angiosperms (the
flowering plants) because they form vessels and fibers rather than
tracheids (Fig. 2.5b).
The sharp transition between the last-formed latewood cells of one
growth layer and the first-formed earlywood cells of the next is usually
distinct from the more gradual transition between the earlywood and
latewood within the same ring. Usually a trained worker with an
adequately surfaced specimen wiD have little difficulty using low
(10-20 x) magni.fication to distinguish the sharp boundaries. between
most rings from the more diffuse variations ofstructure within the annual
ring.
Figures 2.3 and 2.5 show most ofthe. cell types which make up the wood
of gymnosperms. Thin-walled cells forming lines or ribbons radiating
from the pith are called wood rays and often remain alive for many years in
the sapwood, the o~ter light-colored portion of the ste,m. Metabolic wastes
move inward through the living rays. and are dumped at the Point where
these cells are no longer living so that the wood inside the sheath ofliving
rays turns darker and is referred to as heartwood. The sapwood-heartwood
boundary is influenced by the vigor of the tree; ~he retention of leaves,
and the area of the crown (Grier and Waring, 1974).
In gymnosperms the vertically oriented tubular spaces sheathed by
living parenchyma are resin ducts, which form an interconnected
intercellular system both horizontally and vertically within the tree (Figs.
2.3 and 2.5a). Resin ducts may be scattered throughout the annual
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growth ring, clustered, restricted to the outer ring boundary, or totally
absent. The exudation ofresin fronrthe ducts into wounded tissue helps to
protect the living tissue from insect attacks or disease. As the vigor of a
tree decreases with increasing age, or with increasing stress of the
environment, the pressures of the resin in the ducts usually declines and
the 'tree thereby becomes more vulnerable to disease. '
The wood ofangiosperms, or so-called hardwoods, is made up ofvessels,
various types. of fibers, and longitudinally oriented parenchyma called
wood rays or xylem rays (Fig. 2.5b). The most prominent feature is the
vessels, which consist of joined vertically oriented tubular cells from
which the end walls have disappeared. The widths of vessels range from
20 to 400 or more microns, and their lengths vary from a few centimeters
to many meters (Kramer and Kozlowski, 1960).
. The wood of angiosperms is designated as either ring-porous or difJuse-
porous. In ring-porous wood, such as Ulmus, Fraxinus, and 'Quercus, the
vessels in the earlywood are markedly wider than those in the latewood,
and therefore yearly growth rings are relatively simple to identify. In
diffuse-porous wood, such as Fagus, Acer, and "Liriodendron, the vessels are
approximately the same diameter throughout the ring. The greater, part
ofthe xylem in angiosperms consists of thick-walled and narrow diameter
wood fibers which are smallest or most dense in the latewood portion of
the ring. In some genera, such as Populus, a distinct layer ofparenchyma is
formed at the boundary of the ring.
III. The Vascular Cambium
The growth of a cell involves many physical and biochemical processes.
There are three basic growth phases that can be recognized, though the
phases overlap and involve more or less continuous changes. (I) Cell
division involves the duplication ofhereditary materials and formation of
a new wall which partitions the cell into two smaller daughter cells; in the
case of Pinus strobus the actual divisions are reported to take
approximately one day (Wilson, 1964). Skene (1972) reports that the
time from the beginning of one division to the next for a given cambial
cell in Tsuga canadensis decreases during the course of the growing season
from 28 to 10 days for vigorously growing trees and from 35 to 20 days for
slowly growing trees. (2) Cell enlargement or expansion occurs by means
of pressures developed within the cell which stretch the wall as new
materials are added to the cell. Skene (1972) found that in Tsuga
canadensis the enlargement of newly formed tracheids continues for 18
days in the early portion of the growing season but later in the season for
only 9 days. (3) Cell differentiation and maturation follows cell
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enlargement or accompanies the late stages of the growing period as
further materials are added to the wall and protoplasm. Early in the
growing season the time required for deposition in the walls of .Tsuga
canadensis tracheids is 10 days. Near the end of the growing season wall
deposition con tin,ues for up to 50 days (Skene, 1972). Wodzicki (1971)
has shown that in Pinus sylvestris the rate of cell wall thickening increases
from a low rate in late May to a maximum rate in early July, and for the
rest of the season a steadily greater number ofdays is required before wall
thickening is complete.
Differentiation and maturation as the names imply are the processes by
which the growing cells take on the structural features of the tissues of
which they will become a part. When cell enlargement is complete and
the structures are fully formed, no more growth occurs. In the case of
vessels and tracheids, death of the cells must occur before they can
become functional in water transport. According to Skene (1972) this
transition offunction occurs over a period ofabout four days. When a cell
is dead, no further change in structure is possible, though it may expand
and contract slightly due to changing hydrostatic pressures and tensions
within the tree.
Diameter growth ofa tree occurs as the cambium divides and derived
cells undergo enlargement and differentiation, producing new xylem and
new phloem. Simultaneously, the cambial sheath expands as new cells
are formed on the inside of the cambium. The term vascular cambium is
sometimes used to designate only a single layer ofcells which is capable of
dividing and differentiating new cells on either side of the layer, but the
term is more commonly applied to the entire meristcmatie zone,
including portions of the phloem and xylem where the cells are enlarging
but are still able. to divide (Wilson et al., 1966; Fig. 2.6).
. During those months of the year when the vascular cambium is
inactive, the cambium is.usually two to four cell layers thick. These ceds
are rectangular in cross section, and the walls are sharply and distinctly
outlined (Ladefoged, 1952). In the spring, the walls become
semitransparent and more plastic. The protoplasm changes from a
viscous semisolid state to a more fluid or liquid state, the cells become
extended in a radial direction, and the cambial zone may double in
thickness. At this time,. bark slippage can occur and the young ceJls are
easily damaged by severe freezing or other adverse conditions. Injury
may interrupt growth, causing some cells to remain in an im~turestate
and causing other cells to become anomalous in size or structure. These
abrupt changes in structure can be used to identify both the cells which
were growing when the tree was injured and the year and season of
Injury.
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At the onset of the growing season, the active cambium may be
discontinuous with cell division beginning beneath the buds (Kozlowski,
1971b), but reactivation progresses basipetally (Fig. 2.4) that is, from the
stem tip down to the base of the tree. Basipetal movement of cambial
initiation appears to be most rapid in ring-porous trees, and sometimes
the lapse\in time between initiation in the top and bottom Qfthe tree is too
short to be detected. There is some evidence (Phipps, 1967) which
suggests that the earlyWood cells of some ring-porous species are
produced by division of the cambium during autumn prior to the
beginning of the current growing season. When environmental
conditions are favorable, the cells start to enlarge and differentiate almost
MATURE PHLOEM
MATURING PHLOEM
DIFFERENTIATING RADIALLY ENLARGING
PHLOEM PHLOEM
DIVIDING PHLOEM
(Phloem mother cells)
CAMBIUM CAMBIAL INITIAL' CAMBIAL(dividing) ZONE
DIVIDING XYLEM
I (Xylem mother cells)
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f-------
_________'I_M_A_T_U_·R_I_N_G_X_Y_L_E_M _
MATURE XYLEM
FIG. 2.6. The relative positions of tissues in the cambial zone. (From Wilson et al., 1966)
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simultaneously throughout the tree. Actual reactivation of the cambium
may not occur until much of the earlywood is fully developed.
In large conifers, the basipetal migration of cambial initiation takes
about a week before it reaches the stem base (Kozlowski, 1971 b), and in
large" diffuse-porous trees, intervals from three weeks to more than a
month can elapse before basipetal migration of cambial initiation is
complete.
Approximately 90% of the cambium is made up ofelongated, spindle-
shaped cells calledfusifonn initials. They give rise to the longitudinally
arranged elements in the xylem and phloem (Fig. 2.5a and b). Growth of
the stem in a radial direction ;occ'urs by division of the fusiform initials
throughout the entire length of the cell and by formation of the new wall
along the tangential plane (Fig. 2.4) (Kozlowski, 1971 b). There are also
cube-shaped cells in the cambium which divide along the tangential
plane and give rise to the horizontally oriented rays of the xylem and
phloem.
Division ofthe cambial cells forming a wall along a radial rather than a
tangential plane occurs about I%to 2% of the time. Sometimes a wall
along the radial plane is formed by a division oblique to the radius and
the newly formed short cells elongate as well as enlarge in a
t;ircumferential direction (Kozlowski, 1971 b). Such division increases the
.number of cambial initials and allows the circumference of the cambial
sheath to increase.
The active cambial initials may include 12 to 40 cells in the radial
direction in fast-growing trees and six to eight cells ih slow-growing trees
(Figs. 2.1, 2.3). Once cambial activity is initiated and the size of the
active zone is established, it usually remains more or less the same size
until latewood begins to be differentiated. As the rate of cell division
gradually declines, the width of the cambial zone decreases to that of the
dormant state, although some of the last-formed cells can continue to
enlarge and differentiate after cell division ceases.
A model proposed by Wilson (1964) and Wilson and Howard (1968) is
useful for describing how cells are produced from the cambium ofconifers,
the conebearing gymnosperms. The cambium is treated as a factory in
which building material and energy sources are continuously fed in from
the active xylem and phloem. Complex structures are manufactured
from these building materials, and they are transferred to the xylem and
phloem as new cells. It is assumed for the model that the number of cells
in the cambial zone is constant during the period of rapid growth, that all
cells in the zone divide at the same rate, and that the division cycle for all
cells takes the same length of time. The cambial cell is at a minimum size
immediately after division. The cell manufactures new structural
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components, doubles in size, and then divides. This division increases the
cell number in the ca!Tlbial zone. Assuming that the number ofdividing
cells must remain at a constant number, the division results in the transfer
of a cell on the periphery of the cambial zone to the zone of radial
enlargement, where it can no longer divide (Fig. 2.7). If a cell in the
center of the cambial zone divides, then both daughter cells reenter the
division cycle, and another cell from the edge of the cambial zone
differentiates. If a cell on the edge of the zone divides, then the outer
daughter cell differentiates and the inner reenters the division cycle. Hari
and Siren (1972) describe a more general model dealing with varying
physiological conditions of the tree and the changing ecological factors of
the site.
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FIG. 2.7. A hypothetical radial section ofa population ofcambial cells developing from
five cells in the cambial zone. The initial cells give rise to mother cells which are capable of
further division. Five cambial divisions give rise to four xylem cells (3B, 4A, 4B, and 5)
and one phloem cell (IA). (Redrawn from Wilson, 1964)
Cell enlargement is readily followed by differentiation and
maturation, which are most apparent in the structure of the cell wall. A
variety of materials makes up the cell wall constituents (Wardrop,
1964a); some contribute to the matrix and framework of the first-formed
cell wall, while others are added at later stages. The primary substance in
the framework is cellulose, and the first substances produced in the cell wall
matrix are polysaccharides such as hemicellulose. At later stages in
differentiation a hard material, lignin, is added. After the cell wall is fully
impregnated with lignin, the protoplasm disappears and differentiation
of the tracheid is complete. The walls of ray cells are usually less lignified,
and they can remain alive as long as they are a part of the sapwood,'as has
been mentioned. The walls of xylem cells often contain thin areas or pits,
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and in coniters the wall near the pit is raised so it is relerred to as a bordered
pit (Fig. 2.Sa).
The bark in a several-year-old stem (Fig. 2.3) consists ofan outer layer
of corky tissue and an inner layer of living phloem. The cortex and
epidermis formed on the one-year-old twig (Fig. 2.1) is ruptured and
sloug·hed off. The phloem includes cells that are large, nonwoody, and
thin-walled called sieve tubes and associated cells that are smaller, called
companion cells (Fig. 2.1). The sieve tubes are involved in translocation of
organic substances throughout the tree. In many species, the sieve tubes
become nonfunctional after one season, and they are crushed by the
newly developing phloem. Sometimes, however, the sieve tubes become
reactivated during the first part of a second season, and in a few species
they remain functional for a longer time. The phloem region also includes
parenchyma and thick-walled fibers (Fig. 2.1), the latter of which
sometimes occur in vertical bundles scattered throughou~ the bark.
Divisions of elements in the outer phloem cells give rise to arcs of cork
cambium (Fig. 2.3). These cells divide toward the outside of the stem and
form cork cells technically called phellem. While the phellem cells
differentiate, the cellulose walls become impregnated with a waxy water
repellant called suberin. As the stem grows in width and the bark is pushed
outward, 'parenchyma cells i!1 the inner bark divide and expand, thus
accommodating the strains of circumferential expansion. The cork
cambium and the layers of parenchyma cells create zones of weakness
which are eventually ruptured, causing the bark to exfoliate in patterns
which differ among species (Kozlowski, 1971 b). The thickness ofbark is a
function of the tree's heredity, the vigor of the tree, and its age. Trees with
thick bark, such as old or rapidly growing individuals, have additional
protection which insulates the enclosed cambium from extreme
temperatures due to fire or frost and protects the fragile tissue from
mechanical injury.
IV. Growth-A Variable Process
It has been stated in the previous section that growth includes the basic
processes of cell division, cell enlargement, and cell differentiation as the
cells take on the attributes of the various plant tissues. It will be shown
later that there are many other processes that can affect the three basic
growth processes, and that their rates can be limited directly or indirectly
by a wide variety of external environmental factors and internal
conditions within the tree. As a result the rates of growth may vary
throughout the day, throughout the season, and throughout the lifetime
of the tree. For example, many growing tissues exhibit diurnal expansion
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and contraction which is traceable in large part to varying environmental
conditions around the tree (Kramer and Kozlowski, 1960). Likewise, the
activity ofapical meristems and the vascular cambium varies throughout
the year. These growing tissues are dormant during the winter; dormancy
is broken in the spring; and they become most active during the early part
of the frost-free season. This activity slows down as the season progresses,
until it ceases totally and dormancy again sets in. Usually growth is most
vigorous and the active season longest for young trees and less vigorous
and the season shorter for old trees.
The period of growth also varies for the many organs and tissues of the
tree. For example, height and radial growth at the stem apex begin at
about the same time, but height growth can cease earlier in the season
than radial growth. Root growth may begin somewhat later in the spring
than stem growth, and it can continue later in the season. Under a warm
winter climate, there is evidence that roots can grow almost any month of
the year (Fig. 2.8; Krueger and Trappe, 1967). Apical growth in roots
may occur at a differe·nt time than diameter growth (Kozlowski, 1971 b).
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FIG. 2.8. Periodicities in growth throughout the year in shoots, stems, and roots of
Pseudotsuga menziesii seedlings. (Redrawn from Krueger and Trappe, 1967)
Complicated interactions can occur among the growth processes in
various parts of the tree. The interactions often involve the movement of
growth regulators, the distribution of foods, and the changing rates of
processes indifferent parts of the tree. In the following sections, growth of
the shoot (height growth) and growth in width (radial growth) will. be
discussed as they vary (I) throughout the 24-hour day, (2) throughout
the year, and (3) throughout the life of a tree. Varia~ions among the.
different parts of the tree, among different species, and among different
habitats will also be described·.
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V. Variations in Shoot Growth
The cambial activity in both conifers and hardwoods is initiated and
maintained by growth hormones or regulators (see Chapter 4). The size
and structure of the xylem cells, as well as the rate of cell division, also
may be controlled by these growth regulators, which are produced by the
actively growing stem.apex or by the leaves. Therefore, the width and
structure of the annual ring in trees are intimately related to the amount
and duration of shoot growth (Kozlowski, 1971 b).
A daily rhythm in shoot growth can be observed, most often with more
rapid elongation occurring at night than during the day: At other times,
when nights may be unusually cold and limiting to growth processes or
when daytime conditions are especially favorable, growth may be more
rapid during the day. Kienholz (1934) reported a high degree of
correlation between the amount of night growth and minimum air
temperature. Growth of shoots for certain species was observed to be
negligible when temperatures were 42°F (5.6°C) or lower. Thus, during
the beginning of the growing season when nights are unusually cold, the
rate of shoot growth may be markedly reduced.
The general cumulative pattern of height growth in temperate species
follows a sigmoid (s-shaped) curve throughout each season. Growth starts,
accelerates rapidly, reaches a relatively high but constant rate during
what is referred to as the "grand" period of growth, and finally decreases
as the cumulative curve level~ offsometime during the summer (Fig. 2.9).
Hari et al. (1970) present ~n interesting dynamic model describing the
variations in the daily height increment of plants as they change
throughout the year ..
As soon as temperatures are rufficiently high and days are sufficiently
long, shoot growth is initiated. Most species in a given locality begin
growth within a short time span in the spring. However, cessation ofshoot
growth may vary over a wide range of time (Fig. 2.9). Cessation often
occurs as a result ofinternal limiting factors long before air temperatures
or day lengths have changed sufficiently to become directly limiting to
the growth processes. However, the internal limiting factors may
sometimes be traced to physiological factors that in turn are limited by
unfavorable conditions ofclimate. Severe water deficits late in the spring
or in early summer can inhibit cell enlargement and affect.shoot growth,
especially in those specieS which have a long growth period and exhibit
intermittent flushes of shoot growth (Kozlowski, 1964). However, the
climate of the prior growing stason (the time when buds are forrrled)
often exerts a greater influence on the amount of height growth than the
climate for the period in which the stem is elongating.
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During a particular season, growth of individual shoots may deviate
from a smooth, sigmoid curve. Such variability is especially common in
the tropics where internal conditions are usually the most limiting and
growth can occur theoretically at any time. The growing point of some
tropical trees may be permanently active, while in other species it is
intermittently active, with growth temporarily slowing down or ceasing
after a certain number ofleaves are formed (Alvim, 1964). For deciduous
trees in areas where one season is unfavorable to growth, the period and
rate of growth will be more highly correlated among individuals and
among species. However, the synchronization ofgrowth with a particular
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FIG. 2.9. Cumulative height growth for different coniferous species from western North
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season does not assure that the amount of gro.wth will be correlated with
the climate of that season.
Gertain angiosperms and gymnosperms in temperate regions also can
reinitiate apical growth several times during a given season (Kozlowski,
1964). Growth may resume, after apparent dormancy has set in, with the
bursting and elongation of the apical bud or by development of lateral
buds at the base of the apical bud. Many Pinus species appear to be
uninodal in that only one series of needles is produced each year by the
apical bud. Others, such as P. echinata and P. taeda, are multinodal. Buds in
these species may produce several series of needles during one season's
growth, and the xylem may exhibit multiple growth rings (Kozlowski,
197Ib).
Vigorous branches of Pinus edulis are reported to produce summer
shoots from the growth of buds that are formed after initiation of apical
growth but have not passed through a period of rest (Lanner, 1970).
Several cycles of growth occur in stands of Pinus halepensis in southern
France under conditions of the Mediterr,!-nean climate (Serre, 1973).
Despite recurrent growth flushes, the location of the primary whorl of
numerous thick branches is usually distinguishable from the secondary
height increments that succeed the' initial growth flush. Recurring
growth flushes in shoots are not necessarily accompanied by similar
growth variations iJl. the main stem, though multiple growth rings are
often attributed to multiplf flushes in the shoot apex.
There are certain variationS in the seasonal pattern of shoot growth
associated with tree age. In the spring, shoot growth for all age classes
begins at approximately the same time, although the younger individuals
close to the warm ground layer may slightly precede others breaking
dormancy. The period of rapid shoot growth is shorter in mature trees
than in seedlings, however. Likewise, multiple flushes are more likely to
occur in young trees than in older trees. The flattened crowns so typical of
old trees result in part from the decreased vigor of shoot growth that
accompanies increasing age.
Growth of most lateral buds is inhibited by active growth of the stem
apex. This inhibitory action controls crown form and is referred to as
apical dominance. For example, the young apical buds in several species of
Pinus and Pseudotsuga men<;iesii are strongly dominant, so that a single main
stem with few lateral branches is almost always formed. On the other
hand, trees ofPinus longaeva and many species ofJuniperus and Ulmus have
apical. buds which exert less dominance, and as a result multistemmed
trees are common. Growth rings formed in trees having multiple stems
and several actively growing branches can exhibit variable widths as the
branches feeding differQlt segments of the cambium change in mass and
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change in their relative importance to the total foliage of the tree. For
example, a period of rapid growth in one of several branches may
temporarily inhibit the growth of the lesser branches, which in turn may
cause a reduction in the widths of rings receiving nourishment from them.
Those trees in which growth varies among several branches throughout
the crown may exhibi t associated variations of ring widths along'the rna in
stem depending upon the proximity and location of the branches.
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fiG. 2.10. Cumulative height growth f"r dilkrcnt species wilh inneasin" tree age.
A.e.-Abies concolor, white fir; A.m.-Ab"'1 magnifica, red rir; L.". lAlli, ot,idrlllal'.I.
western larch; L.s.-Liquidambar 5!vrari/lua. red gum; P.b. Pinu.I hankliana. jack pin!';
P.e. -Pinus echina/a. short leafpine: P.m.--Pinu.1 "'Milicola. western while pine; P. p. --Pirl1/.,
ponderosa, Ponderosa pine: P.s.--Pinu5 lirab//I. easlern while pine; P.t. -- Pin1l.1 laeda.
loblolly pine; Pi.r.-Picea rubenl, red spruce; Pi.s. --Pi(fali"henl/I. Silka spruce.
(Aa. =Alaska, NW = Northwest); Po.l.-- Populus Irrlllulaido. aspen; P,.m. Psrudot.luga
menziesii, Douglas-fir. (Redrawn from Baker, 19501
The rate of growth can be expressed as a function of increasing age.
When cumulative shoot growth is plotted as a function of tree age, it
approximates the sigmoid curve. A briefperiod of increasing growth rate
occurs during the seedling stage, a period of high growth rate occurs
during the sapling stage, and a decreasing growth rate occurs as the tree
matures and approaches old age (Fig. 2.10). The sigmoid curve is
stretched over a longer period of time for trees with long life spans. For
trees on stress sites, the period of rapid juvenile growth may be shorter
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than for those on more optimum sites, but the period ofdeclining growth
rate can be longer. Since the juvenile stage for treeS on adverse sites may
be shorter than for trees on optimum sites,the trees are not as tall and the
crown becomes more spherical and flattened unlike the conical shaped
crowns of young trees.
The rates of shoot growth as shown in Fig. 2.10 may vary for different
species as well as for ecotypes representing variants of the same species.
For example, when seeds from populations differing in elevation or
latitude such as Picea sitchensis from Alaska and the Pacific Northwest (see
Fig. 2.10) ar~ grown together on the same site, differences may be
observed in the response of shoot growth to the temperature and the
length of the daylight period. These differences occur because the local
environments have favored the survival of certain heredities which are
most in tune with the natural climatic regime (Billings, 1957). Squillace
and Silen (1962) found inherent differences in the rate ofheight growth of
Pinus ponderosa related to differences in seed source over the species range.
Such hereditary variations may influence the way a tree is affected by
climate, but these factors are constants throughout the life of an
individual tree and therefore are not contributors to year-to-year
variations in ring width.
VI. Variations in Radial Growth
Usually climatic information derived from tree rings is based upon
differences in width and stem girth that occur from one year to the next;
but climatic information may also be found in wood density, a parameter
which varies as a function of cell size and cell wall thickness. Both sources
of climatic information reflect daily and seasonal variations in growth
rates as they are affected by environmental conditions. However, these
same growth rates are also influenced by other factors such as conditions
of the plant in prior years, the age and structure of the tree, limitations of
the site, and the hereditary potential of the particular tree. All variations
in growth can be traced to variations in limiting and interacting plant
processes which can vary through time and throughout the particular
tree. It is, therefore, impossible when dealing with growth to
compartmentalize completely a discussion offactors, for no one factor can
operate independently of prior conditions or ofother factors occurring at
the same time. The remaining portion of this chapter will describe the
ways radial growth can vary throughout the stem and root, from short to
long periods of time, from young to old trees, and from site to site.
Detailed description of the causal factors and the plant processes linking
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them to variations in ring width and wood density will be dealt with in
subsequent chapters of the book.
A. Measuring Radial Growth
Although the annual increment of radial growth is easily measured by
examining the ring width, it is often helpftd to ~now when and how the
ring was formed by measuring tht: amount ofgrowth that occurred over a
number of time intervals throughout the growing season. This can be
accomplished by sampling a piece of the wood and bark at the beginning
and end of the interval and examining any differences in the outermost
ring. Samples can be obtained by means of a simple tUbular leather
punch. The collected materials are then fixed to preserve the cells, and
sections are made with a microtome or razor.
A major disadvantage in using wood samples is that wounding is
severe, and growth rates of the cambium may be altered as a result of
the sampling technique. Wolter (1968) circumvents this difficulty by
periodically inserting thin insect mounting pins horizontally through the
bark into the wood., The insertion injures a few growing cells and marks
those differentiating into xylem. The pin is left in the tree for future
reference. The injured cells are examined after growth is complete,
and the cell rows forming at each insertion date can be identified
mi<;roscopically. Serre (1973) successfully uses a microsampler to obtain
cambial material every two weeks without undue injury to the tree.
However, the various means ofsampling here described involve materials
from different locations as well as for different times during the growing
season so that large errors ofmeasurement often are present and prohibit
detailed analysis ofgrQwth rates. For the more precise analyses it is better
to measure the same location on the stem throughout one or more
growing seasons.
A variety of instruments and techniques has been used to measure and
record the changes in stem girth or in a single radius. They range from
devices stich as forks, calipers, and range finders, all of which are used to
measure gross size, to extremely precise mechanical or electronic sensors
which record minute changes in size occurring over minutes and hours.
Dendrometers are widely used instruments which are installed on
stems and are read to obtain a measurement of gross stem size. One type
of dendrometer consists of a thin metal band with a vernier scale which
allows precise measurement of the stem circumference (Hall, 1944;
Liming, 1957). Other types of dendrometers measure the size of a single
radius from a fixed point anchored into the wood of the tree (Reineke,
1948; Daubenmire; 1945; Bormann and Kozlowski, 1962). A
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Dendrographs involve the same kind of measuring systems as
dendrometers, but the stem size is continually recorded. Mitscherlich
uses a dendrograph designed by Friedrich that continually recorded
changes in size pfa band stretched around a tree stem (Mitscherlich et al.,
1966), A different kind ofdendrograph was developed by Fritts and Fritts
(1955) which mechanically magnifies and continuously records the size
along a single stem radius (Fig. 2. I I). A number of electronic devices
have been developed to monitor stem size changes on electrical data
loggers and recorders (Cooper and Herrington, 1959; Kuroiwa, 1959;
Phipps and Gilbert, 1960; Impens and Schalck, 1965; Mitscherlich et at.,
1966; Dobbs, 1969; Odin and Openshaw, 1971; LaPoint and VanCleve,
1971; Phipps and Yater, 1974).
In order to avoid error due to disturbance, dendrographs must be
mounted carefully. The contact points of measurement should be
prepared with hardened and waterproof surfaces to eliminate bark
swelling and abrasion. Charts must be changed without disturbing the
record or the mounting of the instrument. However, the continuity of
measurement from dendrographs is an important advantage over the
records from dendrometcrs because it allows assessment of diurnal
variations in ste'm size which, along with seasonal variations, can be
related meaningfully to growth, to the plant processes affecting growth
and cell hydration, and to variable environmental conditions around the
tree.
Some workers, especially those who have used dendrometers, have been
impressed with the differences that they have observed at various
locations throughout the same stem. For example, some have reported
that one side of a stem can grow more during some weeks while the
opposite side can grow more during other weeks (Young, 1952; Small and
Monk, 1959; Bormann and Kozlowski, 1962; Kozlowski and Winget,
1964). Some of th~se variations result from difficulties inherent in the
particular measuring device. Dendrometers are especially susceptible to
errors due to differences in the placement of the reading instrument,
while dendrographs, the mirror dendrometer, and electronic 'devices
which obtain relatively continuous records are subject to these errors only
when disturbed by changing ofcharts and other adjustments. Differences
are also traceable to real features of the stem, including differences in
internal water stress, wood structure, flexibility of the radius which is
measured, the effective size of the radius measured, hygroscopic changes
from wetting and drying of wood and bark, variations in instrument
pressure, and variations in patterns of upward water transport.
Numerous records of stem size have been made by this writer using
dendrographs mounted on a number ofdifferent species and on different
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sides and heights of the same trees (Fig. 2.11). Some dissimilarities are
often apparent within and among trees, but they are rarely as large and
marked as the similarities that occur. For example, the same patterns of
diurnal and seasonal variations can be discemed easily at different
locations in the same as well as in different trees, and even in those of
different species.
Worrall (1966) found good correlation between short-term changes in
stem diameter and internal water stress. Xylem sap tension, as well as
diameter changes, were measured, and a linear regression analysis was
applied to adjust the observed diameter to a standard tension. In this
manner the growth measurements were separated from those reversible
changes resulting from variations in water stress.
Dendrograph records show radial growth most clearly when diurnal
reversible variations in stem size due to hydration changes are small and
the annual net increase in size which is due to cell growth is large (Fritts,
1958, 1962c). However, the diurnal and seasonal reversible changes in
stem size for trees in arid sites may be greater than the annual increment
of growth (Fritts et at., 1965c; Fritts, 1969), and stem diameters may
FIG. 2.12. Selected records ofstem size for 1966 as obtained from a dendrograph (Fig.
2.11). The height of the pen was usually adjusted whenever charts were changed. An
adjustment factor representing the difference in the trace before and after the chanse
must be added to the reading. The instrument is dendrograph B, which was mounted at
middle stem position onlan arid-site Pinus ponderosa (see Figs 2.15, 2.19, 2.20, 2.21, and
2.23). TheJune record shows the characteristic stem size fluctuation at a time oflow soil
moisture and high potential evaporation. Diurnal variation in size of the stem is small
because little soil moisture is available, little water is moving through the stem, and
growth is slow. Deviations from the smoothly varying expansion of the stem at night and
shrinkage during the day are irregularities related to varying amounts ofclo}ld cover and
variations in temperature, both of which influence loss of water from the tree. During the
afternoons of6 /25 through 6/28 the small irregularities are the result ofcloud cover in the
afternoons and oflight rains which fell in the evening of6 /26 (0,10 inches or 2·54 mm) and
in the afternoon of6/28 (0,73 inches o~ 18·54 mm). A 1·10 inch (27·94 mm) rain fell on
6/29. There was consequently more moisture available for both absorption and loss by the
tree, 'So the dendrograph trace for the following week shows more variation in stem size.
Periods of cloud cover in the morning and in the afternoon of 7/4 are reflected in the
irregularities of the dendrograph trace. Dense clouds during midday on 7/8, 7/9, and
7/12 cause marked irregularities in the record of stem size. Light rains fell on 7/16 and
7/17. A 0·70 inch (17·78 mm) rain on 7/18 and a 0·36 inch (9-14 mm) rain on 7/19
accelerated stem rehydration and caused considerable expansion in stem size. Light rains
and dense clouds during midday for the week of7 /20 to 7/26 produced the most marked
midday irregularities in stem size. During 10/6 to 10/8 there were scattered clouds
producing slight. variations in stem size during midday. Other days for October were
clear. The daily maximum stem size declined at this time due to an inactive cambium and
increasing water stress. Fig. 2.21 provides more information on the climatic rc!'gime for the
tree.
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decrease even though the cambium remal s active. In these cases, the
dendrograp.h record is a valuable measurement ofwater status in the stem
and mustbe supplemented by some more direct measurement ofcambial
growth if annual increment of cells is to be determined. Shrinkage and
expansion similar to that in stems has been reported for leaves, roots,
branches, and reproductive structures (Kozlowski, 1965, 1971 b).
B. Diurnal Periodicities in Radial Growth
It might appear that diurnal variations in the rates ofvarious processes
occur too rapidly and are too transient to significantly affect ring width.
Apparently, transient factors may affect the structures within the tree,
however, if they occur repeatedly. It is therefore important to consider
the minute-by-minute and hourly changes occurring in processes,
because they are the basic ingredients accumulated over days, months,
and years which produce the variations in ring width.
Figure 2.12 shows a portion of the dendrograph record from a single
tree for June 13 through October 13, 1966. The variations in stern size
reflect changes in cell volume resulting from variation in their water
content. During the day, loss ofwater from the leaves, called transpiration,
removes moisture faster than it is absorbed by the roots and thus produces
a net decrease in cell water content. During the night transpiration' from
the leaves occurs more slowly than water absorption in the roots and there
is a net increase in cell water content. During June and July cell division
in the example tree was occurring in the cambium and expansion of the
growing xylem and phloem resulted in a net increase of these tissues. The
expansion each night was greater than the shrinkage during the day and
there was a net increase proportional to the amount of growth.
The rate of change in siz~ of tissues in the stem can be shown to be a
function of both the difference between water uptake and water loss by
the plant, and the ability ofwater to move, to be absorbed, and to be held
by the tissues of the plant. For example, the growing tissues can often
compete with the surrounding nongrowing tissues for water, so they are
not as likely to shrink during the day and may even continue to expand
while other tissues shrink. Whenever a plant is full of water and both
water loss and water gain are-small, the cells remain fully distended and
little diurnal variation in size of the stem can occur except for expansion
resulting from growth. Likewise, under conditions ofsevere water deficit,
as may occur during an extended drought, little variation in stem size can
occur. Cell water content is depleted, little water enters the roots because
the soil is dry, and the loss ofwater by transpiration is low because there is
little water to evaporate. Neither expansion nor contraction of the stem is
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possible. However, ifrain replenish('s soil moisture, water moves rapidly
into the roOls, and there is rapid expansion of the tissues within the tree
(see day 7/19 in Fig. 2.12).
Under environmental conditions favorable to both rapid water
absorption and rapid water loss, changes in stem size can be used to infer
hydrostatic conditions within the tree. For example, the relative rate of
transpiration can be deduced from the changes in stem size during the
day (see Chapter 3, Figs. 3.14 and 3.15). During the morning the
dendrograph traces in Fig. 2.12. record declining stem sizes when the rate
of water loss from leaves is accelerating rapidly. However, continued
transpiration during the day leads to increasing water deficits which
cause increased absorption ofwater by roots, so that a unit change in stem
volum·e in the afternoon represents a somewhat larger amount of
transpiration than it does in the morning. Midday cloud cover and
showers may markedly reduce the rate of water loss, shrinkage may
diminish, and expansion of the stem may begin (see Fig. 2.12, days 7/8,
7/9, and 7/24). Conversely subsequent clearing weather may enhance
evaporation, increase the rate of water loss., and cause the rate of
shrinkage to increase again. As evening approaches, the rate ofwater loss
diminishes until it equals water gain, at which time shrinkage ceases.
Subsequent reduction in the rate of water loss or increase in water gain
causes cell volumes to increase, and swelling begins. This swelling of the
stem is rapid early in the evening when water content of tissue in the stem
is low and moisture gradients throughout the plant are steep. As water
uptake continues during the night and cells become more distended,
moisture gradients within the plant diminish and the rate of swelling
declines (Fig. 2.12). Usually shrinkage begins on the next day at sunrise
before cells are fully distended and before the stem reaches potential
maximum size.
The combination of temporary reduction ofwater loss and rehydration
of cells during the afternoon cloudy weather so common in summer may
in itself favor continuation of growth, which in turn could lead to the
formation of a wider ring.
Since the stem radius measured by a dendrograph includes the bark,
the cambium, and a few centimeters into the wood, the record ofchanges
in stem size (Fig. 2.13) includes the net effect of moisture changes in the
outer bark, mature phloem, and mature xylem, as well as growth
resulting from cell d.ivision in the cambial region. If the mature tissues are
shrinking faster than the growing tissues are expanding, it is possible that
a net decrease in stem size can be obtained at a time when the cambium is
active. However, ifsuch progressive shrinkage has not set in, the changes
in the maximum stem size from one day to the next can be used as an
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FIG. 2.13. Daily maximum and minimum size of tree stems recorded by dendrographs
show cumulative growth. Both Quercus alba, white oak (WO I and 2), and Q, TubTa, red
oak (R02 and 4), began growth during early or mid-April following swelling of the buds
(S). The vertical bar on the left delineates 5% of the total season's growth. Several periods
ofrapid swelling, especially marked in mid-April, may be noted as buds opened (B) and as
the leaves began to expand (E). Leaves expanded to! their full size (L) and matured (M)
more rapidly in Q, rubTa than in Q, alba. AUT saccharum, sugar maple (SM2 and 3), started
growth at the end ofApril and reached peak rates ofstem expansion after leaves reached
maturity early in May. Coincident changes in the rate of stem expansion in the six trees
during May are associated with variations in temperature. As soil moisture declined and
air temperatures rose in June, daytime water loss exceeded water uptake, and diurnal
shrinkage and swelling occurred. The rate ofstem expansion inJune was proportional to
theamountofmoisture in the soil of the site (R04>RO 2; WO 2>WO I; SM 3>SM 2).
Although 95% of the growth was not completed until July (vertical bar in middle), a
pronounced reduction in growth occurred earliest in AceT and latest in the moist site Q,
rubTa (RO.4). Several drying cycles during July through September enhanced diurnal
variations in stem size and initiated shrinkage in the stems. Each drying cycle was
terminated by cloudy weather and replenishment of soil moisture, which resulted in
expansion of all measured radii. At the end ofSeptember, leaf coloration commenced in
AceT (e), abscission ofleaves occurred, and diurnal variations in stem size we~e reduced.
The leaves oftbe Qprcus began to change color at about the same time, but they did not
abscise as rapidly from the tree.
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index ofdaily growth (Fig. 2.13; Fritts, 1962b), thoughthe measurements
may include some increases in size by tissues other than those of the ring.
In spite of this limitation, these indices ofdaily growth provide useful data
for statistical analysis offactors affecting growth (Fritts 1958, 1959, 1960,
1962c, 1969). Plots of such data (Figs. 2.13 and 2.14) can also be used to
infer when water relations and other factors are most favorable to cell
expansion, when and how fast cell enlargement proceeds, and, indirectly,
how rapidly cell division occurs.
FIG. 2.14. Daily maximum and minimum size in the radii of mature tree stems which
show diurnal and seasonal variations for 1963. Trees are on semiarid sites in Mesa Verde
National Park, Colorado. Stems swell during moist periods and shrink during periods of
drought. Shrinkage in dry years may exceed the total annual increment of growth. Df-
Douglass fir, Pseudotsuga mtn{iesii; Pn-pinyon, Pinus edulis; S-bud swelling; EL-bud
elongation; P-pollen shed; N 1/3 and 2/3-needles 1/3 and 2/3 of mature size;
M-needles mature size. The letters on the right designate different sites: C---{;anyon
bottom, W-west-facing slope, E--east-facing slope, M-mesa-top. For details and/or
similar plots during 1962, see Fritts et al., I965c.
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Some trees, especially those which are slow-growing and subject to
frequent and severe drought, exhibit diurnal varialions in stem size
induced by hydrostatic conditions within the tree which can mask the
changes in stem size due to cambial activity (Fig. 2: 14). Dendrograph or
dendrometer measurements from such trees must be supplemented by
other growth measurements if the exact period and rates of cambial
activity are to be ascertained (Fritts ft af.. 1965c).
C. Seasonal Periodicities in Radial Growth
It is apparent from many obsen'ations, including dendrograph
measurements, that significant variations in stem size occur throughout
the 24-hour day. When the daily stem sizes are plotted throughout the
season, longer-term variations also appear (Figs. 2.13, 2.14, and 2,151,
Such seasonal periodicities in radial growth may im'olve 1I )dillcrellces ill
time between the initiation of cambial activity and its cessation. that is.
the length of the growing season; (2) differences in the ra tes of'ccll di\'isiOIl
and cell enlargement leading to various ra tes of' increase in stem girth.
and (3) differences in size and structure orcells that becol11c a part ol'thc
annual ring.
1. Length '?lthf Groli.'ing Season
In general, cambial growth begins about the same time as ill othl'l'
meristems, but it may remain active later in the seasoll than shoot grn\\th.
The period of cambial activity \'aries from one year to the Ile:\t. as a
function of differences in the yearly clima tes. dif1(Tenccs in the
env.ironment from one site to the nc:\t, and dilferenccs in species
(Ladefoged, 1952). Radial growth in trecs of' temperate c1imatcs may
siart in April, May, or June and cease in August or September. The
growing season for broad-leaved trees usually lasts from two to more than
three months. For some trees at high latitudes or high clC\'ation sites it can
be as short as four to six weeks. For other trees on warm, moist, and low
latitude sites it can continue for a period as long as six months and in some
cases for longer periods of time.
Conifers in temperate and moist environments generally ha\'C a longer
period of cambial activity than broad-leaved trees in the same
environments. The period of cambial activity in both types of trees tends
to be longer for young than for old trees, and longer in tropical climates
than in temperate climates.
The duration of cambial activity for conifers on arid or cold sites is
generally less than for conifers in more optimum habitats. Fritts (1969)
reports that ring growth in high elevation drought-subjected Pinus
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FIG. 2.15. The stem size measured by dendrographs each day at 6.00 a.m. (0600) and
6.00 p.m. (1800), 1966, at the base (A), middle (B), and upper (C) positions in the main
stem ofan arid-site Pinus ponderosa in southern Arizona. T-apical buds swelling; B-buds
opening; C~ambial activity initiated; N-needles emerge; L-Iatewood cells lignified;
M-needles reach mature size. The symbol t marks the days when the tree was enclosed in
a plastic tent to obtain physiological measurements. See Chapters 3 and 4, and Figs. 2.19,
2.20, and 2.23.
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longaeva continues for approximately 45 days. Growth cessation occurs
even though environmental factors appear favorlible. Giddin,gs r1943)
and Rees (1929) report that radial growth of tree line Picea at high
latitudes continues from four to six weeks, while Fraser (1962) and Zumer
(1969) report a two- to three-month growing period for the same genus in
southern Canada and southeastern Norway hear its low-latitude limits.
As stated earlier, growth initiation begins at the shoot apices and
proceeds down the stem. However, in suppressed or old trees, especially
during years ofsevere drought, the wave of cambial initiation may not
always reach the ground line. In severe cases the initiating stimulus from
the shoot apex is so weak that small patches of cambial cells become
active beneath only the most vigorous branches. In less extreme cases,
growth may be initiated throughout the stem except in localized cambia
where the amount of growth is usually the least.
Some authors have reported that cessation ofgrowth occurs first in or
near the buds, and progresses basipetally with varying rapidity
(Studhalter et al., 1963). A larger number ofworkers report that cessation
occurs first near the stem base, often in patches of cambia that are far
removed from vigorous branches and roots. Acropetal growth cessation
appears to occur in environmentally limited or forest-grown conifers such
as Pinus ponderosa (Fritts et al., 1965a; Budelsky, 1969). The basipetal
migration of growth initiation and the acropetal migration of growth
cessation helps to account for the observation that rings are generally
narrowest in the lower bole (main stem) of the tree, where the growing
season would be shortest. However, differences in growth rates do occur
between the bole and top, and these differences are probably more
important in causing differences in ring width than the growing season
length (Skene, 1972).
Kozlowski and Peterson (1962) report that young trees continue
growth throughout the stem, but many large dominant trees stop
growing at the stem base during midseason while continuing to grow
higher up in the stem. They also report a greater difference in duration of
growth between upper and lower stem heights ofdominant trees than for
trees not included in the dominant class. Radial growth may cease sooner
in suppressed trees with small crowns entirely below the forest canopy
than in dominant trees with large exposed crowns (Winget and
Kozlowski, 1965; Mitscherlich et al., 1966). Trees in un thinned stands
frequently have a shorter growing season than trees in thinned stands.
The lower branches along the main stem of old trees grow for a shorter
time than the young twigs and upper portions of stems.
Pinus edulis, a species widely distributed throughout Mesa Verde,
Colorado, and well adapted to the arid environments on the mesa, begins
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to increase in stem size early inJune. By mid-July the stems, which have
been monitored by dendrographs, reach their maximum sizes and then
progressive shrinkage of the stems begins (see Fig. 2.14). Samples from
the cambium of Pinus edulis for 1962 (Fritts et al., I965c ) show that initial
swelling and differentiation of the phloem occurs in mid-May, with the
hrst xylem cells being formed during the last week ofMay. Latewood cells
are not evident until early August, several weeks after the stems have
begun to decrease in size. By August 9, 1962, all cells had been
differentiated and all, except the last-formed row oflatewood cells, were
lignified.
2. Rate oj Inmase in Stem Girth
The cumulative curve of radial growth throughout a season is similar
in form to the cumulative curve for shoot growth over the life ofa plant; it
approximates a modified sigmoid curve (Figs. 2.13 and 2.15). The rate of
radial growth increases rapidly to a peak near the beginning of the
growth period and declines more slowly. The early, short period of
increasing growth rate may last from one to several weeks; it is followed
by a period of rapid growth which can continue for several weeks. Then
the growth rate gradually declines, though the activity of some cambia
can continue for a period of several weeks to several months after the
period of maximum growth rate (Studhalter et al., 1963).
The increasing size of a stem is rarely a smoothly varying function,
however. Growth rates change and there are many variations in the
cumulative curves. Short-term variations in growth rates are more
apparent when plotted as growth-per-unit-of-time, rather than as a
cumulative curve. For example, the cumulative curves of growth
reported by Young and Kramer (1952) (Fig. 2.16) appear to be very
similar at the stem base and at the top, though at the end ofMay there is a
change that is obvious only in the growth of the stem base. The plots of
weekly growth bring out variations from one week to the next. Except for
the last ofMay and the third week ofJ une, the periods ofhigh growth rate
at the top of the stem coincide with periods ofhigh growth rate at the stem
base. Measurements were also obtained at two intermediate stem heights
and on trees with reduced amounts offoliage. Young and Kramer (1952)
l)oted that when growth at one stem location either increased or
decreased from that of the previous week, the growth usually changed in
like manner at other stem locations and in trees in different crown classes.
Many of these coincident changes were attributed to variations in
environmental factors which influenced the water content of the trees.
As shown by the plots in Fig. 2.16, growth late in the season is often
more rapid in the upper portions of the stem than in the lower portions.
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FIG. 2.16. Cumulative growth and weekly rates of growth as shown by stem diameter
changes during the 1947 growing season at the base (4,5 ft = 1·37 m above ground) and at
the top (80% total height) as measured by growth bands on Pinus taeda. The crowns of the
trees occupied approximately 50% of the stems' height. (Redrawn from Young and
Kramer, 1952)
The growth of young trees or of the younger tissues of the main stem
frequently exhibits higher growth rates than older tissues and trees.
Resumption of growth after a midsummer cessation is more likely to
occur in young twigs than in the bole of the tree. Some variability in
radial growth rate arises from strictly genetic differences among the trees.
Certain ring-porous trees, such as some species in the genus Quercus,
exhibit two maxima in the rate of stem enlargement, one maximum
occurring at the time ofbud break and the other occurring after the leaves
have enlarged to their full size (Fig. 2.17). Many trees representing
diffuse-porous species growing under the same environmental regime
show only one peak in growth rate coincident with the second maximum
in Quercus (Fig. 2.18). Phipps (1961) attributes the first surge in stem
growth in ring-porous trees to rapid enlargement of vessels formed before
cambial activity begins.
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Fritts (1960) could not attribute the reduction in rate of stem
enlargement between the first and second growth maxima in Qyrrcu5 alba
and Q, rubra to any change in the external environment. He noted that
the first peak in growth was correlated with other phenological changes
such as bud break and leaf growth, and that the total increase in size
during the first growth peak was comparable to the full width of
earlywood in Q,uercu5 alba and to two-thirds of the earlywood in Q, rubra.
This suggests that the period of reduced growth rate may be governed by
internal conditions, perhaps associated with the transition from
expansion ofpreformed earlywood to cambial activity and differentiation
of latewood.
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FIG. 2.17. Seasonal variability in the amount of stem enlargement per week, as
measured by dendrometers on Quercus alba (a ring-porous species) growing in different
plant communities in southern Ohio. MO-mixed oak; MM-mixed mesophytic. Five-
week moving averages were calculated and the resulting smoothed curves were fitted to
data points. (Redrawn from Phipps, 1961)
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Data published by Kozlowski et al. (1962) show two periods of rapid
growth in Quercus ellipsoidalis which correlated with two periods of
precipitation. They did not recognize any indigenous rhythm in their
trees. Zasada and Zahner (1969) report a continuous rate of cell
enlargement in the xylem layer of Quercus throughout the period in which
the reduced growth rate is supposed to occur. Their work suggests that
·the apparent bimodal peaks in growth cannot be attributed to xylem
differentiation and suggest the possibility that the first peak in growth
arises from rapid differentiation of phloem at the beginning of the
growing season and not from xylem growth.
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FIG. 2.18. Seasonal variability in the amount of stem enlargement per week, as
meas'ured by dendrometers on two diffuse-porous species in three plant communities in
southern Ohio. MO-mixed oak, MM-mixed mesophytic, CO---ehestnut oak. Five-
week moving averages were calculated and the smoothed curves were fitted to data
points. (Redrawn from Phipps, 1961)
Many of the fluctuations in growth rate during the year can be
explained by variations in limiting factors of the environment. For
example, low temperatures may become limiting to cell division or may
affect other growth-controlling processes. Cold soils may restrict water
uptake by the roots, thus retarding the hydration phase of growth. When
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soil moisture is low or when it is extremelv high (causing low soil oxygen),
the absorption of water by the roots may be low and growth may be
reduced. High air temperature, high wind, high solar radiation, and low
humidity are among the many factors which can enhance water loss,
cause water deficits to occur, and thereby limit growth. And whereas
clear weather followed by rain and cloudy conditions can favor increased
hydration and induce swelling of tree stems, prolonged cloudy weather
can cause the growth rate to decline by reducing photosynthesis and
influencing the production ofgrowth regulators in leaves. When clearing
weather follows cloudy weather, there can be an increase in water loss
and reduction in water content of the stem. This may reduce the rate of
stem enlargement (Fritts, 1958) and can cause shrinkage to occur in the
stem until high photosynthetic activity is resumed and increases the
substances available for growth. A thorough discussion of environmental
factors, particularly those affecting water relations and food-making
processes, is presented in Chapters 3, 4, and 5.
Variations in rates of growth may arise from a variety of interactions
within the tree. Reinitiation ofapical growth or an increase in activity of
the apical meristems may induce resurgence of radial growth in the twig
and occasionally some growth resumption in the older portion, of the
stem. Defoliation, fire, pruning, or other mutilation of the crown can
cause growth to increase, to decrease, or to stop entirely. Any injury to
living tissue due to factors such as frost; lightning, or extracting a core
from the stem, will produce wound tissue which, in turn, may induce
anomalously high or low growth in the area surrounding the wound.
Phipps (1961, 1967) reports that the data shown in Fig. 2.17 were
collected from dendrometers mounted on the tree stem in the spring of
1955. Anomalously high growth was noted in the second growth peak for
1955 but not the first, while in 1956 the first growth peak was higher than
the second. These observations were offered as evidence that the
earlywood cells were cut off from the cambium prior to insertion of the
dendrotneters. Since the cells of the earlywood were produced in the
autumn, the wounding due to insertion of the dendrometer screws
affected only the latewood of the same year and then the earlywood of the
next.
Localized injury can result from the feeding activity offorest animals,
the impact from falling limbs and rocks, and a variety of miscellaneous
damagiog events. A certain amount of the statistical error in tree-ring
analysis is due to localized damage or effects ofthis sort. For more detailed
reviews of the voluminous literature on radial growth rates, the reader
may refer to Glock (1955), Bannan (1955), Studhalter et at. (1963),
Agerter and Glock (1965), and Kozlowski (I971a and b).
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3. Variations in Cell Enlargement and Cell Differentiation
Vari~tions in c~ll enlargement and differentiation occur throughout
the growing season and give rise to variability in the cell structure and the
general appearance of annual rings. At the beginning of the growing
season, conifers form large-diameter tracheids with thin walls. As
physiological conditions change within the plant and the surrounding
em ironment becomes generally warmer and drier. the diameters of
tLtcheids begin to diminish and the walls thicken. Usually, the smallest
tracheids with the thickest walls are those formed at the end of the
growing season along the outer margin of the ring (Figs. 2.3, 2. J9, and
2.20).
The diameter and the location of the largest earlywood cells. rnay vary
from ring to ring (Fritts, 1969). Frequently, there is an increase in
diameter along the radialfile (or tier) of the first few rows of earlywood
cells. Then a gradual reduction in tracheid diameters occurs throughout
the remaining portion of the annual ring (Fig. 2.20). In ring-porous
angiosperms the large earlywood vessels are differentiated early in the
season and mature quickly, often prior to full expansion of the new leaves.
Small vessels and thick-walled fibers are formed throughout the
remaining portions of the growing season (Fig. 2.5b).
The large-diameter tracheids found in the rings of coniferous species
are associated with periods of optimum soil moisture, favorable
temperatures, rapid shoot and root growth, and a high rate of
physiological activity within the tree (Zahner, 1968). Larson (1960,
1962) emphasizes the imporlance of rapid stem elongation and needle
growth to the formation of large earlywood-type. cells. As the activity of
the apical bud and elongating needles declines and the amount of soil
moisture diminishes, the size of mature, differentiated tracheids declines.
This decrease in size of cells may be noted first in the lowest levels of the
stem and last in the one-year-old twig. In older stems an increase in wall
thickness normally accompanies the decrease in cell diameter, while in
young stems which are close to the stem apex, the walls of tracheids in the
latewood frequently remain thin. The initiation of wall thickening
commonly occurs subsequent to cessation of stem elongation, sometimes
preceding and sometimes following the decrease in cell diameter (Larson,
1964) .
Replenishment of soil moisture or the reduction in water stress may be
accompanied by a resurgence of shoot and radial growth, causing the
un lignified tracheids to expand to the larger earlywood size. This increase
in size of maturing cells can produce a band of earlywood between layers
of latewood, forming a false ring as has been shown in Figs. 1. 7 and 2.3.
The resumption in growth usually occurs first in the one-year-old twigs or
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FIG. 2.20. A plot ofaverage diameters ofcells from five radial files in each offive annual
rings shown in Fig. 2.19. Tracheid widths are plotted against cell number in the radial file.
The letter t indicates the first cell with a thickened wall marking the late-season change
from the thin-walled earlywood to the thick-walled latewood. Small cells occurring before
t form intra-annual bands of latewood associated with drought in June.
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in the uppermost portion of the stem, and a wave of increased expansion
of tracheid diameter progresses down the stem of the tree. The wave may
travel to the base of the stem or stop part way down if less favorable
environmental conditions return and activity of the shoots declines. Since
the resumption in formation of earlywood-like cells within the zone of
latewood is closely associated with flushes in shoot growth, false rings are
most typically found in small branches and twigs, in the stem portions
near large, vigorous branches, and in young fast-growing trees. As the
end of the season nears and activity of the shoots diminishes, the mature
size of tracheids diminishes, cell walls thicken throughout the stem, and
growth cessation progresses acropetally up the stem.
Budelsky (1969) noted that the sizes of mature tracheids in Pinus
ponderosa were reduced and walls were thickened in the upper bole during
a dry period in June, while no marked changes in the tracheid size and
wall thickness occurred in the lower bole. Similarly, Fritts et ai. (1965a)
found that in the outer portions of a stem from an old tree, there is a
greater tendency for intra-annual bands to be formed in the upper bole
than in the lower bole, and they occur most commonly in the latewood
portions of the ring. In a young stem, however, intra-annual latewood
bands occur more frequently in the earlywood than in the latewood.
The annual rings of conifers which grow in an area with a long frost-
free season and in an environment which may alternate between
favorable and unfavorable conditions, such as moist winter, dry spring,
and wet summer, are particularly likely to exhibit one to several intra-
annual bands of latewood (Glock et ai., 1960; Glock and Agerter, 1962).
In extreme cases, complete growth cessation may occur before the on~et
of the second period favorable to growth. For arid sites summer rains
usually initiate the second growth flush, and if they are ample and early
enough, a resurgence of growth may occur throughout the stem with the
formation ofwide tracheids next to very narrow ones, and thus more than
one distinct ring is formed in a single growing season. The cambium,
however, usually is not dormant in all radii of the same tree or in all trees,
so that some growth layers formed in the same year have a recognizable
growth band within a larger obvious annual ring. Crossdating among
trees allows recognition of such circumstances so that the growth layers
are placed in the appropriate growing year.
There is an increasing number of studies of tropical woods in which a
variety of techniques has been used to ascertain the seasonal behavior of
the cambium and the nature of the growth layers (Chowdhury, 1940;
Mariaux, 1967). Some species are reported to produce distinct annual
layers so that the rings can be counted to determine tree age. As yet there
has been no definitive study demonstrating crossdating in tropical
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species. Much work is needed on species which do have distinct annual
rings as to possible relationships between ring characteristics and
variations in climate. It is hoped that botanical surveys in the tropics will
utilize dendrochronological techniques as well as densitometry,
dendrometry, and anatomical analysis to help find species which offer
potential for dl'ndroclimatic work.
4. Variations in Cells within Rinl;. of Pinus ponderosa
Figures 2.19 and 2.20 show the variability in width of tracheids in five
annual rings of an arid-site Pinus ponderosa, growing under the biseasonal
preci pi tation regime in sou them Arizona. The growth ofseveral trees was
monitored from 1963 through 1967, and the climatic regimes for the
particular growing seasons are shown in Fig. 2.21. The tree which was
sampled bore three recording dendrographs mounted at different levels
on the stem (see Figs. 2.11 and 2.12). Cambial activity was assessed by
periodic sampling of the cambial tissue, and measurements or
observations on the development of buds, needles, and fruiting structures
were obtained and used to characterize the phenology (the changing
appearance of the tree during its yearly cycle including bud growth,
needle development, flowering, fruiting, and cambial activity).
The environmental regime and factors of climate were monitored
during the five years by means of a thermograph, a rain gauge, and soil
moisture sensors which were buried in the soil around the roots of the tree
(Fig. 2.21). Information on environment and growth was collected most
systematically and frequently during the 1966 and 1967 seasons (Fig.
2.15) and, as a result, the changes in growth and the tree's environment
are defined most precisely at that time. The climate and environmental
occurrences, the general phenology, and growth of the tree and its effect
on cell structure are described in the following pages.
(a) Environment and Growth of 1963. The environmental regime of the
spring of 1963 (not shown in Fig. 2.21) was dry, and only 0·04 inches (I
mm) of rain fell during May and June. However, little rain falls in
Arizona during this time. Dry conditions persisted throughout most of
July (Fig. 2.21), as rains were sparse throughout the desert region and
amounted to only 2·86 inches 172·6 mm) of moisture on the particular
tree site. Heavy rains in August added 8·70 inches (221·0 mm) of water
and replenished soil moisture, which was then plentiful through the
remainder of the growing season.
Shoot growth was rapid in May but decreased with the greater water
stress inJ une, and little growth occurred inJ uly because rains were light.
Some resurgence of growth was measured in August associated with the
onset of heavier rains.
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FIG. 2.21. Environmental regimes during the five years which included the seasons of
growth for the rings shown in Fig. 2.20. Air temperature, precipitation, and soil moisture
werr measured by means ofa thermograph, rain gauge, and Colman soil moisture meter.
Total available and lower layer soil moisture were calculated using a soil moisture
accounting scheme.
The first rows of tracheids formed in the ring averaged 40 microns
along their radial dimension, but the size of successively formed cells
declined (Fig. 2.20). This decrease in cell size correlates with the
diminishing water supply ofJune. Cells in row 19 of Fig. 2.20 mark the
beginning of latewood, and their thicknesses in the radial dimension
average 17 microns. The period of latewood formation appears to
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correspond roughly with the onset of heavier summer rains. The
moderate resurgence in shoot growth did not result in any increase in
tracheid size at the base of the stem, but the period of cambial activity
appeared to be extended so the percentage of latewood in the particular
ring was greater than for rings formed during the other years. However,
in the upper portions of the stem and in a nearby young tree resurgence of
radial growth occurred, and enlarged thin-walled cells were formed in
the outer portion of the ring.
(b) Environment and Growth oj 1964. Soil moisture during the autumn
and winter of 1963 and the spring of 1964 was the lowest of the five years
studied. Above-average temperatures and a total lack ofrain in May and
June resulted in extreme water stress w.ithin the trees. Heavy rains started
in mid-July and totaled 7·36 inches (186·9 mm) by the end of the month.
The radial diameter of the first 10 rows of trac:heids (which would
reflect early season growth when shoots were e1oq;ating rapidly) ranged
from 25 to 35 microns. Their average sizes were less than those formed in
the other four years reported here. The sizes of cells at rows II and 13
were only 19 to 20 microns wide and formed an intra-annuallatewood
band which correlates with the severeJune drought. Rows 14 through 16
included larger cells associated with the period of improved hydration
due to theJuly rains. The radial dimensions ofall cells formed at that time
increased to a maximum diameter of 33 microns. After row 20, the radial
cell size began to decline again, and the first true latewood cells with
heavy walls occurred in row 25 and are 24 microns wide.
I t appears that the large earlywood cells formed after row 15 represent
the response of the tree tv the summer rains in mid-July. In this case more
than half the ring width (the first 15 cells) was formed under the influence
of moisture stored in the soil from the prior winter and spring rains. As
would be expected, the change in cell size in the upper portions of the tree
stem was more marked than the changes observed at the base of the tree,
and very small cells produced during the June drought formed an even
more distinct intra-annual latewood band.
(c) Environment and Growth oj 1965. The precipitation of the winter of
1964 was moderate, and by January the soil moisture was completely
recharged. However, soils again began to dry during a rainless May and
June. July brought a moderate 3·92 inches (99·6 mm) of precipitation,
while only 1·61 inches (40·9 mm) fell in August, making this the driest
August of the five years.
Both radial growth and shoot growth were rapid from May through
August, and even though the tracheids produced in June were somewhat
smaller than those formed earlier, the activity of the cambium remained
relatively high.
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As a result, cells are wide, exceeding 4Q microns at first, and then they
are narrower with row 24 exhibiting the narrowest earlywood cells
averaging 24 microns wide. These appear to have been formed early in
July before the rains. Cells formed after row 24 are associated with the
mid-]uly rains and they increase in size up to row 28. Latewood cells
averaging 28 microns wide appear in row 34. Low moisture in August
limited the growth rate, and cell diameters declined more rapidly across
the latewood than in any other ring. The average diameter of the last-
formed latewood cells in row 42 is less than 10 microns. The ring
produced in one of the upper branches of a tree contained a distinct and
marked cell size change representing a false ring. This suggests that more
stressful conditions were present in the upper portions of the stem.
(d) Environment and Growth of 1966. The autumn of 1965 was dry, the
winter was wet and cold, and the spring of 1966 was warm, with less than
average precipitation. However, 1·98 inches (50·3 mm) of rainfall
replenished soil moisture for a short period near the end of]une. Drier
conditions returned briefly in]uly, and heavy rains started on]uly 19; by
the end of September over 16 inches (406-4 mm) of moisture had fallen
since the beginning ofsummer rains. As would be expected, intra-annual
latewaod bands were formed in some of the trees during this growing
season (Figs. 2.20 and 2.22)
The first radial growth on the monitored tree was measured in April,
but the increase in stem size was slow (Figs.2.12 and 2.15). In May the
most rapid growth occurred, followed by drier conditions in]une which
caused a slight reduction in the rate of both shoot and radial growth. A
temporary and limited resurgence of growth was measured in this tree
during the brief moist interval oflate]une and early]uly (Figs. 2.12 and
2.15). The rainy season began on]uly 19 and the growth rate increased.
Needle elongation ceased early in September, but some radial growth
occurred until late September or early October.
A decrease in cell diameter is apparent up to cells in row 18 (Fig. 2.20),
at which point diameters averaged 21 microns. Cell rows 19 through 21
are associated with temporary rehydration in late]une and exhibit an
increase in maximum size, while the smaller cells which follow in rows 22
through 24 reach a minimum diameter of 24 microns and reflect the
declining soil moisture. Cells in rows 25 through 29 exhibit a second
increase in maximum size which is associated with the onset of the
summer rains on]uly 19. Rings observed in the branches of the tree show
the same two distinct alternating layers of small and large diameter cells
that were observed at the base of the tree. The remaining cells in rows 30
through 51, shown in Figs.2.19 and 2.20, exhibit a gradual reduction in
mature tracheid size, although soil moisture in August and September
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remained high. Latewood began to form with cells in row 37 with
diameters averaging 28 microns. Another tree measured by Budelsky
(1969) exhibited only one band ofnarrow latewood cells (Fig. 2.22), and
it was best developed in the upper portions of the stem.
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FIG. 2.22. Numbers and wall thickness of cells that were differentiated during the
growing season of 1966 in the upper stem of a Pinus ponderosa in southern Arizona. A dry
period inJune (Fig. 2.21) reduced cell size and caused wall thickening which formed a
latewood band within theearlywood portion of the ring. The number of tracheids was
estimated from cambial samples harvested throughout the growing season. The size of the
cells in a radial direction and wall thickness were measured along four radii of the stem
sampled during the following spring. Brackets show the range of individual
measurements. (Redrawn from Budelsky. 1969)
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(e) Environment and Growth oj 1967. Ample soil moisture was available
during the winter of 1966 and was further sustained by precipitation
during March, April, and May in the amounts of 1·57, 1·97, and 1,78
inches (39·9, 50·0,45,2 mm), respectively. April, May, and june were
unusually cool, and light rains fell in latejune. Heavy rains started early
in july, and by the end of the month 6· 76 inches (172 mm) of moisture
had fallen.
Shoot and radial growth were initiated during April, but early growth
was slow during the cool weather, and mature xylem cells were not
evident until june. With somewhat drier conditions in june, the rate of
shoot growth declined, although cambial activity appeared unchanged.
The rate of shoot growth increased in july but declined again in late
August and September.
The first 15 cells of the growth ring for 1967, as shown in Fig. 2.20,
reveal less change in cell size than any of the earlywood cells of the four
previous rings. Cool and moist conditions maintained slow rates ofshoot
growth and a· favorable water balance in the tree. Xylem cells pro-
duced throughout May and june were relatively large, with minimum
diameters of 29 and 26 microns in cells of rows 12 and 16. Rows 13
through 15 represent larger diameter cells which were apparently
produced during the first light rains ofsummer. The diameters of cells in
rows 17 to 20 exhibit an increase in size, which coincides with the onset of
the heavy summer rains. The cells in rows 20 through 30 were formed in
late july and early August when moisture was not particularly limiting,
and cell diameters averaged 35 to 40 microns. Cells in rows 31 through 46
are associated with declining late summer growth rates and exhibit a
gradual reductio~ in size. Latewood formation with cells averaging 24
microns in diameter starts in row 36. The five outer rows oflatewood cells
are unusually narrow and produced an especially distinct annual ring
boundary.
5. Variations in Cell Si<.es and Ring Widths throughout the Length oj the Main
Stem
It may be noted from the results described in the prior sections that
certain features of the latewood in the form ofintra-annual growth bands
were marked in the upper portions of the tree stem. In order to document
this variation in more detail, certain growth rings were examined along
18 cross sections through the main stem of the tree. Four particular rings
were selected which portray the kinds of variations that were observed.
Fig. 2.23 presents the results as a plot of the ring width at each cross
section and as a plot of earlywood and latewood thickness wherever they
were observed. Much variability in ring width was observed to occur
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FIG. 2.23. The ring widths and location oflatewood within selected growth layers in an
arid-site Pinus ponderoJa that was frequently subjected to water stress prior to the summer
rains. Measurements were made along four radii on 18 cross senions cut from the main
stem in 1969. The positions of each section are shown in relation to the terminal branch.
crown, and clear bole. Heavy shading indicates latewood formed in the normal position
along the outer margin of the ring. The light shading represents thick-walled cells forming
intra-annual growth bands. The first thick-walled cells are usually formed at about the
same time each year and represent the cells that were enlarging and differentiating during
the hot, dry weather of June. Earlywood outside these first formed thick-walled cells
indicates resumption of rapid growth in July. usually attributed to increased moisture
from rains. If the summer rains areIate or the growth rate low, the cambium may become
dormant and a second layer of earlywood will not form (see 1955). The cells comparable
to those formed as intra-annual rings in more moist years become the normallatewood. In
other years, the resumption of earlywood formation may occur only in the crown or at the
base of the tree so only in these portions of the stem will an intra-annual ring be formed
(see 1956). Additional information about the tree and its environment is presented in Figs
2.15, 2.19, and 2.20.
throughout the stem. The 1951 ring is the thickest of the four rings,
indicating a season of very rapid growth. The intra-annual band of
latewood within the earlywood undoubtedly marks those cells forming in
the dry period of late June prior to the summer rain. A band oflatewood
within the earlywood was also formed in 1954, but the rate of cell growth
throughout the tree was less, as indicated by the short distance from the
beginning of the ring to the first-formed latewood. In 1955 there
appeared to be no resumption of rapid growth and no band of earlywood
associated with the beginning of summer rains. During 1956 the
resumption of growth occurred only in certain stem segments within the
lower crown and at the stem base. The data in the figure also support the
inference that rings formed in the stem within the lower crown are the
{
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widest and are the ones most likely to .show a second earlywood layer
resulting from resumption of rapid growth in midsummer. However, the
abruptness between the intra-am.qal latewood and the subsequently
formed earlywood is often more marked in the upper portions of the stem.
The details included in the diagram and the discussion of cell size and
cell wall thickness show that considerable environmental information
may be locked in the cell structure of the annual ring. It is not always
information that is easily disentangled from the many complexities ofcell
growth, but, as new techniques are developed, cell structure producing
wood density variations should be more easily and more objectively
measured as well as better understood.
VII. Phenology and Its Relation to Ring Growth
I t should be noted from the foregoing discussion that certain phenological
phenomena such as the swelling, elongation, and opening of buds, the
elongation of the stem and needles, maturation of the needles, flowering,
and fruiting are often associated with specific stages in cambial activity
and certain structural variations in the ring. In fact, observations solely
on phenological development can provide much useful information on
the timing and behavior of growth processes.
In the case of Quercus (Fig. 2.13), a ring-porous species, l '-1e first growth
is observed :1t the base of the stem when the buds first begin to swell, and
the initial surge of early growth has passed at the time the first-formed
leaves are fully expanded. In the case ofAur saccharum radial growth does
not commence until just before the unfolding of buds and the cambium
becomes most active aftf'r the leaves attain full size. In Pseudotsuga
menz:.iesii (Fig. 2.14), the flush ofneedle growth occurs when the cambium
becomes active, pollen is shed several weeks later, and needles reach
mature size well before cambial activity ceases. Various arid-site Pinus
species have slightly different phenological sequerices (Figs. 2.14, 2.15).
Cambial activity begins at about the time ofbud swelling, but a month or
more may elapse before the needles emerge from the bud and the pollen
cones open. Cell division in the cambium ceases at about the time needles
become fully elongated.
Phenological observations can be used to ascertain what limiting
conditions are possible. For example, observation of the early rapid
growth of Pseudotsuga menz;iesii needles suggests that full photosynthetic
capacity of the newly formed foliage is attained sufficiently early in the
growing season to influence the food-making potential for that summer
and to affect the ring that is forming. In the case of arid-site Pinus,
however, the needles appear much later and they are not fully formed
until near the end of the growing season. Because of this delay, the effect
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106 TREE RINGS AND CLIMATE
of climate on ring-width growth is most likely to be transmitted to the
next year's ring through the effect on needle length. However, growth
regulators produced by the expanding needles can modify cambial
activity and cell structure and in this way exert some indirect influence on
the character of the currently forming ring.
Fig. 2.24 is an example of the correlation between growth
measurements and certain environmental parameters for Pinus longaeva
(Fritts, 1969) during three growing seasons, while Fig. 2.25 shows the
dates of certain phenological stages along with dendrograph
measurements. The 1962 season was relatively moist with two major
storms, which caused marked swelling in the tree stems. Temperatures in
In
12
.08
.o~ 1.0
1962 1963 1964
FIG. 2.25. The daily maximum and minimum stem size measured by dendrographs
mounted on six Pinus {ongaeva trees during 1962, 1963, and 1964. Phenological changes in
each tree are indicated as follows: S-bud swelling; EL-buds elongating; B--buds
opening, needles beginning to emerge; and P-pollen shedding. Vertical lines designate
time of 5% and 95% of total stem enlargement. Trees VI through V4 are in the valley
floor. The tree SF is on south-facing slope, and the tree NF is on a north-facing slope. The
growth for the valley trees is summarized in Fig. 2.24. (Reprinted by permission from
"Bristlecone Pine in the White Mountains of California, Growth and Ring-width
Characteristics", Paper of the Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research at the University of
Arizona, No.4, by H. C. Fritts, Tucson: University of Arizona Press, © 1969.)
June were warmer than in the following two years; buds began to swell
after theJune storm, and the first cells of the ring were differentiated. The
period of most rapid bud elongation, meristematic activity, and radial
growth coincided early inJuly. Rain and snow in mid-July enhanced cell
enlargement, though temperatures were near DOC (32°F). The buds
opened fully near the end of the growing period, and pollen was shed
early in August after most of the cambial activity had ceased.
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Bud and stem swelling began around the first day ofJuly in 1963. Cell
differentiation was observed several days later, but xylem growth reached
its maximum rate late in July, while the buds were elongating.
Pollination occurred and most growth was complete five or more days
after a storm in early August.
The season of 1964 was the driest because of the lack of winter and
spring precipitation. Bud swelling and the beginning of growth occurred
in mid-June, approximately five days earlier than in 1962, but tem-
peratures dropped shortly thereafter. The most rapid apical growth
and cambial activity occurred near the end ofJune while the buds were
elongating. However, stem swelling was slow, apparently as a result of
low soil moisture and low temperatures. Pollen was shed two to three days
before the end of July, as swelling in the stem and cambial activity
diminished .. Rain occurred during the first week in August and was
accompanied by stem swelling, but not by any additional growth
activity. The growing season averaged 45 days for all three seasons, and it
ranged from 47 to 56 days for the younger trees and from 35 to 43 days for
the older trees (Fritts, 1969).
Phenological development was observed on a variety of Pinus longaeva
trees at different elevations, exposures, and slop~ including those shown
in Figs. 2.24 and 2.25 (see Fritts, 1969). Initial bud swelling and cambial
activity began at low elevation sites at 9,400 ft (2,866 m) 011 June 20; at
high elevations of 10,900 ft (3,323 m) and on north-facing slopes bud
swelling and cambial activity began about 10 or 12 days later. Elongation
of the buds began at low elevations on July 8-10, needles emerged from
the bud scales on July 28-30, pollen ~as shed on August 6, and cell
division ceased by August 17, but lignification was still in progress. At the
high elevations the same phenological stages occurred about eight days
later. For additional examples of phenological and tree-growth analysis
see Douglas and Erdman (1967), Fritts (1958,1960), Stokes (1965), and
Serre (1973).
VIII. Systematic Variations in the Width
and Cell Structure of Annual Rings
The annual growth layers of a tree exhibit systematic chat:lges in width
and cell anatomy which arise from the changing anatomy, physiological
conditions, and environment of the aging tree. As was shown in Fig. 2.10,
a young seedling may grow slowly at first, but as roots penetrate and
spread throughout the soil and the crown enlarges, annual shoot growth
may increase significantly. Thl; seedling soon becomes a flourishing
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sapling in which both the apical meristems and cambia are growing at
maximum rates. Eventually, the sapling becomes a maturing tree in
which certain physiological and environmental conditions become
limiting and the rates of shoot and ring growth decline. As the tre~
~
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FIG. 2.26. Shoot growth and average ring widths observed on a number of transverse
sections from the stems of Pinus ponderosa on three different sites near Flagstaff, Arizona.
Length of shoot growth is reconstructed by comparing the distance along the stem
between sections and the differences in dates of the innermost rings. Ring-width
measurements are averages for 4{)-year intervals of time on all available sections. The
forest border tree grew more rapidly than the other trees during the sapling stage, while
the forest interior tree grew more rapidly than the other trees when they matured, The
forest border and intermediate trees exhibited greater increase in growth rate with change
in climate after 1900 than the tree on the forest interior site. (Data from Glock et al., 1963,
recompiled and described by Fritts et al., 1965a)
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approaches old age, the level of growth stabilizes to about the same rate
throughout the main stem of the tree.
The changes in growth associated with increasing age may vary from
site to site. Fig. 2.26 shows the changes in rate of shoot growth and
average ring width throughout the entire stem of three trees of Pinus
ponderosa growing in northern Arizona. The data on shoot growth are
based upon distances between and ages ofcross sections obtained from the
main stems of the trees, while those on ring width are 40-year means
plotted as ~ function of time. One tree was on a dry, forest border site
(Glock et al., 1963), a second on an intermediate site, and the third on a
moist, forest interior site. The rate of shoot growth during the first 20
years was lowest for the tree on the driest site. However, at an ap-
proximate age of 80 years, the rate of shoot growth in the arid-site tree
exceeded that of the trees on more moist sites. However, all three trees
. attained high rates ofgrowth before their one hundredth year, and in the
case of the forest interior tree, a maximum in sJ;l.Oot growth occurred at an
age somewhat greater than 100 years. Rings at the base of the main stems
attained maximum widths at an earlier age. In general, after the first 100
years, '.he rates of both shoot and ring width declined. This decline in
growth rate was most marked for the tree on the dry site and least marked
for the tree on the moist site. The growth rates approached a state of
apparent equilibrium, where the mean growth rate remained about the
same, first in the arid-site tree and last in the moist-site tree. A period of
unusually high precipitation occurred in the' early 1900's (Fritts, 1965;
Fritts et al., 1965a) and caused shoot growth and ring widths to increase,
especially in the arid-site tree.
Certain systematic variations in the annual growth layer are associated
with the circumference ofthe ring, the developmeQt ofthe crown, and the
amount of competition with neighboring trees. Farrar (1961) illustrates
how the width of a ring in a young forest-grown tree may vary from the
stem apex to the stem base (Fig. 2.27A). The ring is comparatively
narrow at the stem apex and reaches its first maximum width in the stem
nearest the branches with the most foliage. The ring is often narrower in
the lower part of the crown and along most of the bole. Ring width
increases slightly to a second maximum at the ground line where there is
root flare. However, if ring-width data are converted to cross-sectional
area (dashed line in Fig. 2.27) the plot of growth as a function of bole
height takes a different form. There is a marked increase in area from the
stem apex to the portion of the stem just below the crown. Below this point
there is only a slight increase in area with decreasing height until near the
base where there is an increase in area associated with the root flare (also
see Phipps, 1967).
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FIG. 2.27a and b. (a) The size of an annual growth layer as measured by its width and
cross-sectional area and plotted as a function of height in the bole. The weights of foliage
are indicated by length of the horizontal line at the indicated height. (b) The size of the
annual growth layer as a function of height in the bole for (I) a crowded or pruned tree
with a small crown, (2) a dominant tree in a young stand, and (3) an open-grown tree
with live branches extending to the stem base. (From Farrar, 1961)
Figure 2.27B illustrates how the width of the annual ring can vary with
differences in the density of the forest stand and tree crown. The rings are
narrower in trees that are crowded or pruned to have a small crown (B I).
In such a tree the rings become. narrower in the bole the greater the
distance from the tree crown. If the tree is severely crowded and the
crown sufficiently small, the sheath of xylem may be discontinuous or
absent in certain areas of the bole, especially near the stem base. Figure
2.28 is' an extreme and obvious example where the xylem sheath
produced during 18 continuous years was absent along a portion of the
stem. In trees growing in more open stands (Fig. 2.27, B2 and B3), the
rings are more nearly the same size throughou t the lower portions of the
stem.
Farrar (1961) further illustrates in Fig. 2.29 some of the changes in
width that may occur in the stem of a young plantation-grown tree.
During the first few years when the tree is free from competition, the
xylem sheath may increase in thickness from stem apex to the stem base.
A few years later the lower limbs become shaded by the upper limbs and
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reports that there is apparently a certain intermediate ring width in the
development of a tree at which point the specific gravity of the xylem is
maximum. In the wide rings of young, fast-growing trees, such as six to
eight year-old Pinus saplings, and in the very narrow rings of over.aged
tI;ees, a smaller percentage of latewood is formed and the wood is less
dense.
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FIG. 2.29. The width of the annual f!:rowth layer thr~lgholltthe tree bole for selected
years in the life of a plantation-grown PmUJ resinosa. Foliaf!:e covers the entire stem base in
A, but by the 15th year lower branches become shaded IB), and by the 20th year lei the
lower branches have died. Thinning exposes the crown to fulllif!:ht in the 21st year (0).
but by the 30th year (E) the crowns have closed again and the trees are crowded. The
horizontal scale of width is approximately 1,000 limes the vertical scale of height. (From
Farrar, 19611
The widths of both the earlywood and latcwood in ring-porous
angiosperms usually decrease with the increasing age of the tree, but the
earlywoodoccupies an increasing proportion ofthe total width (Brown and
Panshin, 1940) and there is decreasing year-to-year variation in width of
earlywood (Phipps, 1967). Also, the percentage of latewood may vary
systematically with varying site characteristics (Larson, 1957) and with
varying seasonal environmental regimes (Larson, 1957; Smith and
Wilsie, 1961; also see Fig. 2.22). Since a variety of factors can contribute
to systematic variations in ring structure, there is no simple equation or
general function that can describe all variations in growth that occur with
increasing tree age. However, certain statistical methods are described in
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Chapter 6 which can be used to fit a curve to some types of systematic
variations, such as diminishing ring widths that are associated with
increasing tree age. The curve represents a statistical assessment of all
systematic changes related to tree age regardless of their causes.
The rings in leaning stems and lateral branches exhibit another kind of
systematic variation leading to eccentricity in the width and structure of
the ring. 'Such eccentricity is usually associated with particular
characteristics in cell anatomy and is designated reaction wood. In
coniferous species the reaction wood occurs on the lower side of the tree
and is therefore referred to as compression w()od. The rings with compression
wood are wider and they contain a larger proportion oflatewood than the
rings on the upper side of the lean. Compression wood is also denser and
more brittle than normal wood; the tracheids are heavily lignified and
tend to be circular in transverse section so that more intercellular spaces
are visible than in normal wood (Westing, 1968).
Reaction wood in angiosperm species occurs on the upper side of the
lean, and is therefore referred to as tension wood. There are fewer and
smaller vessels in tension wood than in normal wood; and there is a
corresponding increase in the proportion of fibers which are
conspicuously thick-walled. However, there is a reduced amount of
lignification in tension wood (Hughes, 1965) and some fibers develop a
gelatinous layer (Wardrop, 1964b). The presence of reaction wood in
rings can be interpreted as evidence for a nonvertical orientation of the
stem (Westing and Schulz, 1965) and changes from normal wood to
reaction wood are often used to establish the date of events affecting the
orientation of a tree (see Chapter 5; Alestalo, 1971).
IX. Growth of Roots
The apical growth of roots, unlike growth of stems, may exhibit no
inherent dormant period, and it is not certain whether there is any
inherent periodicity in root elongation (Kramer and Kozlowski, 1960).
However, many workers have reported rapid root elongation in the
spring and autumn, and less active growth in the dry period of summer.
Radial growth in roots, unlike apical growth, appears to be influenced by
what is occurring in the stem and neighboring roots, as well as by the
surrounding environment. Thus the distribution, timing, and anatomy of
radial growth in any part of the root system appear to be affected by
growth conditions of the stem, the location of the root with respect to the
stem, the activity of the root tips, and environmental conditions (Fayle,
1968).
Roots, like stems, produce annual growth layers, but in roots the
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distinction between layers is more difficult to discern with increasing
distance from the stem base. The width of the growth ring generally
tapers along with the diameter of the roots so that the widest part is
nearest the stem and the narrowest at the root tip. Near the stem, the
anatomy of the growth layer in roots appears much like the annual ring in
the stem. Cell walls are thinner in the latewood of roots than in stems, the
vessels in the earlywood of ring-porous species are smaller, and the cells
are somewhat larger toward the distal portions of roots so that the tissues
resemble diffuse-porous wood. For hardwood species, the farther the root
is from the stem base, the greater the proportion of vessels and the less the
proportion offibers (Fayle, 1968). Near the root apices, however, some of
these changes in structure may reverse. Fayle reports that the specific
gravity of root wood in his trees was 20% lower than the specific gravity of
stem wood.
Initiation of cambial activity in roots appears to be a continuation of
that in the stem. The wave of growth initiation in the cambium is
triggered by activity in the shoots and moves down the stem to the ground
line where it may be delayed before it proceeds toward th~ root tip. The
rates of cambial growth in roots are more variable thar. in the stem
(Fayle, 1968). Growth cessation follows a more irregular pattern than
growth initiation, but it generally proceeds from the root apices toward
the stem-root base (Fayle, 1968).
Whereas the patterns of ring width along a cross section of the main
root may show a marked similarity to the ring-width patterns in the lower
portions of the stem (Schulman, 1945; LaMarche, 1968), there may be
less or no correlation with the stem ring-width patterns in the finer
subdivisions of root systems, at greater distances from the stem base, or
with increasing age of the root. The growth layer is frequently distributed
around the circumference of roots in a more eccentric manner than in the
stems. Mechanical stresses transmitted into the root system, soil pressure,
burial or exposure of the root; the development of adventitious shoots,
and chan~es in the availability of ~rowth re~ulators and food all affect
root growth and contribute to the irregularity and multiplicity which
are characteristic of the annual xylem sheaths, especially in the distal
portions of roots (Fayle, 1968).
If the stems of stream-side trees are buried by flood deposits and they
survive, new xylem tissue produced in the buried stems will appear more
like root wood than like stem wood (Sigafoos, 1964). The incline of trees,
the age ofwounds, and the age ofsprouts, along with changes in anatomy
of stems buried by sediments, can be used to date and reconstruct past
history of floods (Sigafoos, 1964).
Also, trees on talus slopes with exposed roots yield information on
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extant geological processes that are taking place in the sites (Eardley arid
Viavant, 1967; LaMarche, 1968). Buttress roots (which are elongated
vertically) are formed by Pinus longaeva as a direct result of exposure
(LaMarche, 1968). The cambia along the exposed surfaces die, leaving
only the lower surfaces of living bark, which continue to grow and
eventually produce an asymmetric vertical slab form. A well-preserved
buttress root will show concentric growth rings around the root axis
corresponding to the time when the root was fully buried in the soil.
Reduction of the cambial area in old exposed roots may continue until
only a narrow strip of living bark remains along the protected underside.
The ages of trees and measurements of maximum depth of the highest
(what was initially the shallowest) exposed roots, plus an estimate of
the depth pf initial root development, allowed Eardley and Viavant
(1967) and La MarchI' (1968) to estimate the rates of slope degradation
occurring around the trees.
X. Significance of Growth and
Structure to Dendroclimatology
It has been shown in this chapter that growth of a tree may vary in many
ways and over a wide range of time scales representing different
frequencies. For example, there are hourly variations in tissue size that
occur primarily as a response to changes in temperature and moisture or
to changes in the diurnal variations between water uptake and water loss.
There are seasonal changes that occur at frequencies ofa few days to a few
months. which may result from varying activity of the apical meristems,
varying vigor of the cambial tissues, or varying environmental factors
that become limiting to one or more growth-controlling processes. Many
factors vary over the annual cycle and there are changes at frequencies of
one or more years which often, but not always, result from year-to-year
variations in one or more aspects ofclimate. Many of these variations can
be complicated by internal preconditioning, structural changes in the
roots, stems, and leaves, and by changes in the general physiological
condition of the tree. Still longer-term variations in growth can occur at
frequencies of several decades to several centuries; depending on the
longevity of the tree. These often arise from systematic changes within the
tree due to increasing age and alterations of the local environment.
Sometimes long-term macroclimatic changes may be involved, but if this
is so, similar growth changes will be found in many trees regardless of
their age and position within the forest.
Ring widths can be influenced by environmental variations occurring
B
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at all of these frequencies. The annual variations in width are averages of
the day-to-day and season-to-season variations in processes that have
limited growth. They also reflect both the year-to-year variations and the
longer-term changes which mayor may not reflect variations in climate.
Certain dendrochronological techniques, including standardization,
have been developed to emphasize variations at particular frequencies
and to minimize others. For example, the standardization curve of some
prescribed form may be fitted to the change in ring widths expressed as a
function of tree age (Fig. 1.9). Such curves are designed to be flexible
enough to take into account many of the systematic variations that can
occur over the life of the tree, including those variations due to the
location of the cross section throughout the stem or root and those
variations that are a function of the changes in the surrounding
competition, stand history, and productivity of the site.
The techniques of curve fitting do not distinguish whether the long-
term variations are due to climatic or nonclimatic factors, though there is
circumstantial evidence that most of these changes in both arid- and
mesic-site trees is nonclimatic. However, long-lasting drought may
produce changes in. the forest density, causing death of certain trees and
expansion ofothers into the vacated environment. The resulting gradual
adjustment in the plant community causes ring widths to return to the
average state even though the drought persists. Thus, curves fitted to
century-long changes in growth in arid- and mesic-site trees are necessary
in order to remove important nonclimatic variations; and fortunately
there is so little climatic variation left in the ring widths at these time
scales that little climatic informat:on is lost.
Trees that are long lived and in cold sites such as Pinus longaeva at high
elevations or P. sylvestris at high latitudes, do not appear to lose as much
climatic information at time scales of centuries and millenia as do short-
lived trees on warmer 3ites. This appears to occur because the changes in
community structure and forest density resulting from long-term
variations in temperature accentuate and reinforce the year-to-year
climatic effects rather than leading to adjustment and a return to the
average state as occurs in warmer sites. If the trees are of this type, the
variations due to tree age and site factors may be considerably smaller
than the variations due to changes in climate. In such cases curve-fitting
procedures are applied with caution or not at all. It is still necessary,
however, to identify and to try to separate any changes due to tree age
and site conditions from those due to climate. This can sometimes be
accomplished if the ring records are of sufficient length by discarding the
first few decades of vigorous growth that are obviously not the result of
climate. After these are removed, the remaining ring widths can be
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compared for intervals in common, adjusted, averaged, and the !Tlean
record used to infer variations in climate.
Considerable attention has been given in this chapter to the variations
that occur in cell structure within the annual ring. I t has been stated that
these variations can be attributed to particular characteristics of the
growing season and the associated climates. While such small-scale
variations in cell size have little net effect on ring widths, they are an
important source of information that can be measured by densitometric
analyses. The close association between cell size, wood density, and
factors of the environment point to a tremendous amount of information
that must be present in the rings and which should be extractable by
measuring density variations along with ring widths. If these new data on
density can be successfully related to and calibrated with environmental
data, the simultaneous analysis of density and ring width may provide
significantly more information on past climate than is possible using only
the widths of rings.
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It was pointed out in Chapter 1 that a climatic factor can affect structural
characteristics such as ring width only as it influences the operational
environment of the plant and limits the rate of physiological processes
that in turn influence growth. The actual relationships that are involved
may vary, depending upon the condition of the growing tissues, the
relative activities of the controlling processes, and the operational history
or the plant's environment that has preconditioned it. Also, the most
limiting conditions to plant processes can change markedly throughout
the year, so that one particular climatic factor may be directly correlated
with ring width at one time, inversely correlated with it at another time,
and totally uncorrelated at still other times. For example, during the
spring, growth may begin earlier in a warm year than in a cool year,
because low tell}peratl..lre is most limiting to the growth-initiating process.
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In such a case, temperature would be directly correlated with ring width.
Later in the growing season, when temperatures arc higher, the hottest
weather may be most limiting because it can limit the production of
enzymes and hormones which are necessary for certain processes to occur
and because it accentuates the loss ofwater from tissues in which water is
already deficient. Thus, temperature at this time of year becomes
inversely correlated with ring width. During the dormant winter period,
freezing temperatures may prevail so that variations in temperature do
not affect any particular process, and therefore temperature variations
are uncorrelated with growth. On the other hand, if warm weather in
winter is associated with thawing of tissues and increased physiological
activity, certain biochemical changes may occur which affect subsequent
growth and lead to correlation of winter temperatures and ring width.
This example is only one of several possible explanations for the
correlation of temperature with variations in ring width. In the following
discussion it will become apparent that there are a number of
physiological processes involved.
As implied by the law of limiting factors mentioned in Chapter I, only
a small number of environmental factors can limit a process at a given
instant in time. This was first recognized in 1843 by Liebig who proposed
what he called the Law of the Minimum: "When a process is conditioned
as to its rapidity by a number of separate factors, the rate of the process is
limited by the pace of the 'slowest' factor" (Meyer, et al., 1973). Liebig's
law has been shown to be an oversimplification because at times more
than one factor can be limiting to a process. Thus, in 1909 Mitscherlich
suggested that "plant yield" is sometimes limited by deficiencies in
several factors. He modified Liebig's law to include interactions between
several factors but he accepted the essential feature of Liebig's law, that
usually the greatest change in yield will be produced by the one factor
which is most deficient (Meyer et al., 1973).
Lundegardh (1931) stated the same principle in a different form,
which he calls the Law of Relative Effects:
The more nearly a factor is in minimum in rdation to the other factors acting upon
the plant, the greater is the relative influence of a change of that factor uponthe
growth of the plant. As a factor increases in intensity, its relative effect upon the
plant decreases; and when the factor is in the region of its maximum, the effect of a
change upon the plant is nil.
It was also noted that some environmental factors appear limiting to a
plant when they are in extreme superabundance as well as when they are
deficient (Lundegardh, 1931; Daubenmire, 1959; Glock and Agerter,
1962). However, a careful analysis of the situation usually reveals that the
so-called "superabundance" of one factor is often the result of another
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factor which becomes sufficiently minimal to limit the process. For
example, an excess of soil moisture appears to limit certain processes
. because air is driven out of the soil and oxygen diminishes to sufficiently
low levels that metabolism is limited in the roots. Thus, it was soil oxygen
that was the operationally limiting factor, not high soil moisture. Both
low and high temperatures appear to limit the rates of certain chemical
reactions. However, the high temperatures may not limit the rates of a
reaction directly, but rather alter enzyme systems that in turn become the
operationally limiting conditions producing the effect.
Liebig's Law of the Minimum and Lundegardh's Law of Relative
Effects are important in the following discussion of physiological
processes. They imply that it is not necessary to consider all factors at all
times as limiting. Actual conditions and circumstances can usually be
ascribed to a small number of critical factors. The following pages
describe the most important growth-controlling processes and the factors
most likely to limit them. The treatment will emphasize those
relationships important to the growth processes in order that they may be
properly handled in the models to be developed later in the book. The
remainder of this chapter includes a discussion of the processes affecting
the movement of materials, and the next chapter deals with the food-
making processes and various types of physiological interactions that
occur among the organs and tissues of a tree.
I I. Some General Terms and Basic Concepts
The movement of substances through the soil, into the plant, from one
cell to the next, and out of the plant is accomplished by two basic
processes: mass movement and diffusion. Mass movement is the transfer of
molecules or particles from one place to another through the application
of some external force. Such external forces include gravity, hydraulic
pressure, or surface phenomena affecting cohesion and adhesion of
molecules. Mass movement is a flow of particles which are swept or
moved all in one direction. Examples of mass movement are the
percolation ofwater into the soil after a rain, the rise ofmoisture in the soil
due to capillary action, the movement of water and minerals up through
the xylem from the roots to the leaves, the movement of foods and
minerals through the sieve-tube elements of the phloem, and the
discharging of water droplets (guttation) from turgid leaves.
The movement of materials into and out of living cells in the plant
occurs mainly by the process of diffusion. Unlike mass movement,
diffusion results from the energy of molecules and ions, which produces
ceaseless, random motion of the particles. Diffusion is the kinetic
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dispersion of molecules Qr ions of a particular kind from a region where
there is a large number of them to a region where there are fewer numbers
of them. The relative number of molecules for a substance is expressed as
concentration, while the combined effects of concentration and molecular
activity are referred to asfree energy. In conceptual terms, free energy is a
measure of the relative movement (kinetic energy) of-molecules ofa given
substance. This movement will increase with an increase in the number of
molecules (concentration). Diffusion may therefore be defined as a net
movement of molecules (or ions) of a given substance from a region of
high free energy (concentration) of that substance to a region of low free
energy (concentration) of that substance (Meyer el al., 1973). The
difference in molecular activi ty between two areas is called the free energy
gradient. Each substance diffuses relatively independently of the diffusion
of another substance until a state of equilibrium is reached. At
equilibrium all molecules in an open system are randomly dispersed and
the free energy of each substance is nearly uniform. Molecular motion
continues, but no further change in concentration or net movement of
molecules occurs.
The kinetic energy of molecular motion is essentially the heat within
the substance, and the motion is directlv proportional to the absolute
temperature. Theoretically, then, at absolute zero (- 273°C) there
would be no molecular motion and no diffusion. Diffusion rates are highh
dependent upon temperatures and, therefore, the radian t energy Ii'om
the sun and the resulting heat energy of the em·ironment mav be
regarded as the source of energy causing molecular mO\Tmcnt and
diffusion to occur throughout the plant. As temperatures increas(' in all
open system, molecular movement is greater. and diflusion occurs Illore
rapidly. Ordinarily materials move into and out of a plant more rapiclh
during the warm days of summer than during the cold davs of winter. III
general the rate ofdiffusion can be shown to increase by a factor of I· '2 to
1·3 for each lOGe rise in temperature (Meyer el al., 1973).
The size of the moving particles also affects the rate at which they can
diffuse. Thus smalf, light molecules move more rapidly than large, dense
ones. The steepness of the energy gradient, that is, the diflcTence in free
energy over a given distance, affects the rate of diflusion. The greater the
free energy difference, the steeper the gradient and the faster the diflusion
rate.
The diffusion of molecules and ions can also be affected if there is
resistance to their movement by substances surrounding them. Thin
layers or membranes in the cytoplasm, which lie inside the cell walls r Fig.
3.1), may vary in their permeability to different molecules diffusing
throughout them. Such layers, which are referred to as differenllal(),
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FIG. 3.1. Parts ofa plant cell as seen through a milTn"",,pc. The dra\\';ng oil Ihe righl
shows the cell wall in three-dimensional perspcctive. (Drawin~ b) :1.1. Huggins
permeable membranes, may change in permeability and in this manner mav
regulate the movement of substances within the plant.
The cell wall is not alive and is generally permeable to most molecules.
Exceptions occur when the cell wall is impregnated with waxv or [~Ilt~
substances, such as suberin or cutin, which are usually IOllnd in the
epidermis or bark. Since water is insoluble in these suhstances, it can
move only with considerable difficulty through cdl walls impregnated
with them.
Diffusion is a very important process to the growth· environmental
relationships, because it is im'oh"ed in the lransport of all mahTials into
and out of living cells and it is responsihle (or many of the size changes
that occur in the growing tissues of plants. Foods, minerals, water, and
gases utilized in growth processes generally mO\'C through the
membranes and into the growing cell by diffusion \Fig. 3.1); all
substances made within cells must diffuse ou t of tin- protoplasm oft he cell
before they can be translocated (by either diflus(on or mass flow I to other
locations in the plant; and gases move between the leaf and.atmosphere
by diffusion.
The diffusion ofwater is so important to the plant that special terms arc
used for it. The loss of water by evaporation from the lea\'('s and stems is
referred to as transpiration. For the purposes of this text the diflusion of
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water through the differentially permeable membranes in the cytoplasm
of cells is called osmosis.
There is one type of movement which is not strictly diffusion nor is it a
mass flow phenomenon. It involves minerals or ions which are moved
across cell membranes against a free energy gradient. Such movement
may occur in well aerated roots and is referred to as active transport. It
requires an expenditure of energy which is released by the metabolic
activity of the plant.
III. Cell Water Status
The growth of trees is undoubtedly controlled more by the movement of
water than by the movement of any other single substance. Growth
cannot occur unless water is plentiful enough to maintain erect
developing structures and expanded cell walls. The normal functioning
of the physiological processes which control growth must occur in a water
solution, raw materials move into and out of the growing cells in a water
solution, and all variations in the sizes of growing cells are due to the
movement of water into and out ofihe tree. This movement is regulated
by the osmotic properties of the cells in the roots and leaves, and by
pressures and resistances to water movement exerted by the various
tissues within the tree.
Living cells consist of a viscous cytoplasm and nucleus, together called
the protoplasm, which is surrounded by a differentially permeable
membrane and a more·or less rigid cell wall (Fig. 3.1). The cell wall is
nexible but places some limit on the maximum cell volume. Thin-walled
cells generally are more flexible than thick-walled ones. The cytoplasm is
commonly distributed as a thin layer along the irmer surface of the cell
wall within the membrane, and it encompasses a nucleus containing the
genetic material, and sometimes includes specialized protoplasm called
plastids, and other bodies. A vacuole commonly occupies the central
portion of the cell and is filled with a solution of water and dissolved
substances, sometimes referred to as the cell sap. A second differentially
permeable membrane separates the cytoplasm from the vacuole.
All water movement in plants may be viewed as occurring along
gradients of decreasing free energy ofwater (Fig. 3.2). A measure of this
free energy, called the water potential, is expressed in units of pressure,
called bars, as the difference in free energy of pure water at atmospheric
pressure and that in the system under consideration (Kozlowski, 1968;
Kramer, 1969). In Fig. 3.2 water potential of the soil is shown to be near
zero, the water potential of the plant ranges from -lor - 2 bars to - 30
bars, and the water potential becomes markedly lower along the external
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cell surface of the leaf. The curves in Fig. 3.2 portray the differences that
occur in profiles of the energy gradient under (I ~ normal moist
conditions, (2) te:nporary wilting, and (3) permanent wilting after a
prolonged drought.
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FIG. 3.2. Ent'rgy profiles in tht' strt'am of watt'r passing through the
soil/plant/atmospht'rt' continuum undt'r conditions of normal transpiration (curvt' I),
tt'mporary wilting (curvt' 2), and pt'rmant'nt wilting (curvt' 3). Tht' ordinatt' rt'pn'st'nts
watl'r potl'ntial as shown in units ofprt'ssure cal1t'd bars. Tht' abscissa rt'prl'st'nts locations
along tht' transpiration path (A) soil, (8) root surface', (C) root cortl'X, (D) root
endodt'rmis, (DE) xykm in root, stt'm, and It'avt's, (F) ml'sophyll cdls, (FG) intt'rcdlular
space, (GH) stomatt', (HJK) adhering boundary layt'r of air, and (KL) frt't' atmospht'rt'.
(Rt'drawn from Philip, 1957)
The water potential (desjgnated as '¥) of an unconfined solution is
simply a function of the amounts of dissolved solutes and hydrostatic
forces. The component of water potential due only to the dissolved
materials is referred to as osmotic potential ('¥s)' However, if a solution is
confined, as in the protoplasm and vacuole ofa cell, the water potential is
higher due to the positive pressure that develops inside the cell. This
component of water potential is the pressure potential ('¥p) or the turgor
pressure, and generally it has a positive value (Kramer, 1969). The water
potential ofa nonturgid cell (where the pressure potential is zero) will be
the same as the water potential of an unconfined solution, except in the
case where colloids may hold water or surface phenomena may exert an
additional.force. These forces due to surface phenomena are expressed as
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the matrix potential ('Pm) and like the osmostic potential have negative
values.
Using the above symbols, the water status of a plant cdl can be
expressed as the sum of the various potentials by the following equation:
(3.1 )
When a cell is placed in a solution of water, it will not change shape if
the water potential inside the cell is the same as the water potential
outside (Fig. 3.3). However, diffusion (in this case, osmosis) will occur if
there are differences in water potential between the inside and outside of
<i' selutlOn' -2<i' weter ' 0
01- cell ' -4 + 0 + I-I) [[ <i' cell -5 ]J' - 5
rJI solu11on = -5 rJI weIer 0
0 b
' • .A
c d
FIG. 3.3. la) A hypothetical ceil in which osmotic potential equals -4 bars. pressure
potential equals O. matrix potential equals - I bar, and the total water potential lor the
cell is -5 (sec equation 3.1). If the' cell is placed in a solution with the same water
potential as the cell, as in (a), there is no water potential gradient and the water i.s in a
state of equilibrium. However, if the cell is placed in pure water (b), a difference
amounting to 5 bars exists between the water potential inside and outside the cell. Water
diniJses into the cell (c) until the pressure potential (arrows) exerts an outward lorce equal
to the dincrence in water potentials (assuming changes in cell volume are insignificant)
and a gradient no longer exists. The cell swells and is said to be turgid. If the water
potential of the bathing solution is then changed from 0 to - 2 bars (dl, water will diffuse
out of the cell until the pressure potential (arrows) is reduced from 5 bars to 3 bars. at
which timt'. the water in the cell reaches a new equilibrium and the cell is less swollen.
Under actual conditions, water diffusing into the ct'll dilutt's the solute, increasing the
osmotic potential and decreasing the pressure potential to some value slightly less than
indicated in the example.
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the cell. For example, water difiuses into a cell if the water potl'tltial ofthl'
cell is lower than that of its surroundings. As water enters ,\ cell, the water
potential increases and the pressure potential exerted by the cell wall
increases until the water potential inside the cell equals the water
potential outside the cell. The water potential gradient no longer exists
and osmosis ceases.
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FIG. 3.4. "'atef potential of needles. measurement of the ,tem radius. and 'apor
pressure delicil in the air (VPO) surrounding a semiarid Pillll.1 /Jolida/1I1l at ,·ariou\ limcs
during Mas- :!:! :!3. 1965. The water potential was measured IIII' needle, periodicalls
rem os-cd from a l!faneh. the radius was measured by a dendrograph. and the' apor
pressure deficit was measured as the difJ(Tence between the actual ,"apor pre.ssure of the
air and lhe ':'laturdtioll yapnr rressure. at the same temperature (Redrawn hom
Cunningham and FrillS. 1970)
Changes in water potentials and cell size renect the movement ofwater
through the plant. The changes in stem size and needle water potential
that can be observed throughout the day in arid-site PinuI ponderosa are
shown in Fig. 3.4 (Cu.nningham and Fritts, 1970). Early in the afternoon
(before 4:00 p.m.), the water potential in the needles reaches its lowest
value at a time when the stem is shrinking as water is drawn from it faster
than it is replaced by the roots, and the vapor pressure deficit (the
difference between the actual va por pressure of the air and the sa turated
vapor pressure at the same temperature) is ncar its maximum for the day.
After 4:00 p.m. the vapor pressure deficits of the atmosphere begin to
decline in absolute value because air temperature and the resulting
saturation pressure decrease. The water potential gradient decreases and
the amount of water lost from the tree becomes smaller than the amount
absorbed from the soil, more water moves into the stem than is drawn
from it, and the sizes of cells in the stem and water potentials of the
needles begin to increase. At 8:00 a.m., when the needles are turgid and
exhibit the highest water potential, the tree attains its greatest water
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content. However, the vapor pressure deficit between the leafand the air
.begins to decline by this hour and this causes the water loss by
transpiration to increase. When water loss exceeds water uptake by the
roots, the stem begins to shrink again and the water potential in the
needles begins to decline.
Such diurnal variations in the water status of a tree can have
substantial effects on a variety of processes involved in cell division, cell
enlargement, the making and utilization of food, and the production of
cell parts. Therefore, environmental conditions which alter the water
status can also affect growth and are undoubtedly responsible for J!lany of
the short term variations in growth described in Chapter 2. Such effects
may appear small in magnitude, but if they occur day after day their
cumulative effects can substantially affect ring width.
IV. Transpiration
Transpiration includes the loss of water.by evaporation from all parts of
the exposed plant including strms, flowers, and fruits, as well as the
leaves. That portion of transpihtion which is attributed to the leaves
occurs in two stages. Water evaporates from the moist cell walls into the
substomatal cavities and other intercellular spaces within the leaf (Fig.
3.5), and, the water vapor then diffuses from the intercellular spaces
through the leaf epidermis to the outside air. Passage through the
epidermis occurs through microscopic holes in the epidermis called
stomates or through the epidermal cells. As mentioned earlier in the
chapter, the outer walls of the epidermal cells are impregnated with a
waxy substance called cutin (Fig. 3.5). This impedes diffusion so that the
amount of water lost through the epidermal cells is usually considerably
less than the water lost through the op~n stomates. Small amounts of
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FIG. 3.5 . .\ diagram ora cross seelion orhalra pine needle showing various lissues and
examples or open and closed Slomales. (Drawing by M. Hugginsl
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water are also lost from the stem and twigs through lenticels, which are
ruptures in the bark.
The stomates are generally numerous, but varied in structure, shape,
and number from one species to another. Two cells called gUilTd cells
surround each stomate and govern the size of the opening. Stomates open
whenever water diffuses into the guard cells and their volume increases.
They close whenever water diffuses out of the guard cells and the volume
decreases (Meyer et al., 1973). The opening and closing occur because
walls of the guard cells are thicker near the pore opening than on the side
away from the pore and, as a result, the cell stretches more easily away
from the pore, causing the two cells to arch away from each other as the
volume of the guard cells increases. In general the stomates open in the
light ofmorning and close with darkness in the evening. The opening and
closing has a marked effect on transpiration rates.
In addition to the sizeand number ofstomates on a leaf, the amount of
energy absorbed by the leaf and the amount radiated from it can
substantially affect leaf temperatures and influence ~he transpiration
rates. During the night and in shade, the leaf may radiate more energy
than it absorbs, and its temperature may drop well below the
temperature of the air. Under conditions of high solar radiation during
the day, the leaf may absorb more energy than it dissipates, and its
temperature can rise above the temperature of the air (Fig. 3.6) .. Wind
may cool the leaf and lower the leaf temperature during the day, but it
can also transfer energy to a cooled leafat night and raise its temperature
closer to that of the air. Transpiration itself consumes energy because of
the cooling power of evaporation.
The driving force of transpiration, according to Gates (1968b), is
essentially the differencebetween the water potential or the vapor within
the leaf and the water potential of the free air outside the leaf surface.
Both moisture and temperature govern the free energy gradients, but
several resistances may be encountered as the water diffuses from the
inside of the leafout to the free atmosphere. The cuticle layer on the walls
of the epidermis offers resistance, the changing sizes and shapes of
stomates can cause large variations in resistance, and any moist layer of
air adhering to the external surface of the leaf can add further to the
resis tance.
Gates (1968b) has constructed a physical model of the various
resistances and pathways affecting transpiration from the leaf and uses
the model to calculate transpiration as a function of varying wind
velocities, temperature, and humidities of the air, {l.ssuming that the
stomatal pores remain unchanged. His calculations (Fig. 3.7) illustrate
that transpiration can markedly increase or decrease with slight increases
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FIG. 3.6. Incident radiation on a horizontal surface, wind vdocity, difference between
temperature of leaf and surrounding air, and transpiration from a seedling of Pinus
ponderosa. Early in the morning (8:00 to 10:00 a.m.) transpiration is rapid because
stomates are fully open and water potential of the needle is high. Cooling by transpiration
prevents needle tempt"raturt"S from rising more than 3° or 4" above air temperature. By
late morning water deficits and high needle temperatures cause reduction in the size of the
slOmatt"S, increased stomatal resistance, and decreased water potential gradient between
the needle and air. Less of the absorbed radiation is dissipated by transpirational cooling,
and the needle temperatures rise considerably above those of the air. At times in the
afternoon when wind velocities are greater than in the morning, they dissipate a portion of
the absorbed energy and the temperatures of needlt"S exhibit it"Ss departure from
temperatures of the air. Later in the afternoon conditions favor more rapid transpiration,
differences between needle and air temperatures decline until stomatal closure occurs
with declining light levels after 5:00 p.m. At night the needles radiate energy and their
temperatures fall below those of the surrounding air. (Redrawn from Brown, 1968)
in wind speed from conditions ofstill air. For example, a gentle breeze of
less than 50 cm per second (Fig. 3.7) can increase transpiration
substantially by removing the boundary layer or by increasing the
temperature of the leaves. On the other hand, a 50 cm per second breeze
can decrease transpiration if it dissipates the heat of radiation absorbed
by the leaf and reduces the temperature of the leaf. Wind will increase or
decrease tran'spiration depending upon which conditions are most
limiting. The figure indicates that some changes in transpiration rates
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FIG. 3.7. Transpiration rate expressed as a function ofwind speed as calculated from a
model which takes into account differences in air temperatures and relative humidity
percentages. Computations are for the same leaf area, leaf diameter, internal resistance,
and radiant energy absorbed by the leaf. Under certain temperatures and humidities
(curve a) transpiration rates increase with increasing wind speed, but under other
conditions (curves b, c, d) transpiration rates decline. The greatest changes in
transpiration rates occur between conditions of still air and wind speeds 50 cm per sec or
less. See text for further discussion. (Modified from Gates, 1968b)
occur when wind velocities rise to 100 and 150-cm per second, but they
are not as large as the difference between still air and velocities of 50 cm
per second.
In the case of drought-sensitive trees which are growing exposed on
windy and sunny sites, the leaves are highly ventilated. This simplifies the
relationships, since leaf temperatures during the day are likely to remain
close to the temperature ofsurrounding air and the stomates remain open
during clear days unless large water deficits occur. In this case there is no
boundary layer of high humidity near the leaf surface as occurs in still air
or wi thin a closed forest canopy, and the free energy gradien t of water
vapor near the leaf surfaces is steep. When humidity in the air is low for
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such ventilated trees, air temperature can be the most limiting lactor to
water loss and it can become highly correlated with changes in water
status leading ultimately to changes in growth. Howen'r, the
transpiration rates from such exposed trees can be limited by high air
humidity, which in turn is directly correlated with moisture conditions or
the area and antecedent precipitation falling on the site.
As mentioned earlier, stomatal sizes may change with variations in
light intensity which can produce marked changes in leaf resistance and
transpiration rate. For example, the opening of stomates at dawn and
their closure at night has a very pronounced elTect upon transpiration
rate. Low light levels during cloudy weather may induce stomatal closure
and reduce transpiration. The transpiration from shaded trees within a
forest throughout the day is often alTected more by variations in light
which alTect stomatal opening and leaf resistance than bv variations in
temperature and wind which alTect the water potential gradient. Water
status for such trees would be less well correlated with air temperature
and more correlated with variation in light than for trees on more
exposed and arid sites.
One method of measuring the size of stomatal pores in conifers is to
pluck needles from trees, enclose them in a pressure chamber filled with
an alcohol-water solution, and gradually increase the pressure while
observing the needles under a microscope. At a given pressure the ethanol
is forced through the stomatal opening, and the air in the leafis displaced
by the solution, so that the color of the needles becomes darker. The size
of the stomatal opening is inversely proportional to the pressure required
to induce infiltration (Fry and Walker, 1967). The inliltration prl'ssure
for needles ofPinus ponderosa can be expressed as an index where a \',due of
20 represents low infiltration pressures when the stomates are fully open,
and an index of60 or higher represents high pressures when the stomates
are fully closed.•
The infiltration indices throughout a 24-hour day arc shown in Fig.
3.8. The tree used in this example was enclosed in a transparent, air-
conditioned tent, so that the transpiration and net carbon dioxide
exchange could be measured as well (Drew et al., 1972). As light le\Tls
increased during the early morning, photosynthesis commenced and the
stomates opened, causing the infiltration index values to decline. The
stomatal opening reduced the internal resistance of the needles and
transpiration increased. From 8:00 a.m. until noon, transpiration \'aried
as a function of the dilTerence between the water potential of the air and
the leaf, because the fully opened stomates olTered little resistance. Clouds
at noon reduced light intensities, and by I:00 p.m. the stomates began to
close, causing leaf resistance to increase and transpiration to decline.
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FIG. 3.8. Radiation and temperature of air in thl' crown of an arid-sitl' Pinus ponderoJa,
[hI' infiltration indices showing stomatal opening (low indl'x) and closing (index of60),
and measured transpiration and exchangl' of carbon dioxide. Thl' trl'l' was l'nclosl'd in a
polyethylene air-conditioned tent, and a nearby unenclosl'd trl'l' was used as a control.
Arrows indicate sunrise and sunset. (Drew el al., 1972)
Later in the afternoon the clouds dissipated, light intensities increased,
stomates opened, and transpiration increased. By 5:00 p.m., light levels
had declined sufficiently to cause stomates to close again and for
transpiration to decline.
Figure 3.6 shows a different situation where declining rates of
transpiration from a drought-subjected pine were'measured while in full
sunlight from 10:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon. It was inferred by Brown (1968)
and substantiated by later measurements (Drew et ai., 1972) that the
stomates closed during the day in response to internal water deficits and
Wilting point Field capacity
-15 bare -0.33 bare·
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high leaf temperatures, which in turn caused transpiration rates to
decline. Other examples of diminished rates in transpiration during the
day, apparently due to water deficits and stomatal closure, are illustrated
later in the book (see Figs 3.14, 3.15, and 4.7).
V. Soil Moisture
Due to certain forces among water molecules and between water and soil
particles, the water potential of the soil varies depending upon the soil
moisture content (Figs 3.9 and 3.10). When all pore spaces within the soil
are filled with water, the soil is said to be saturated and the water
potential is near zero (high) (Fig. 3.9). A certain amount of this water, the
gravitational water, is not available to plants since it drains from the soil in
one or two days. Drainage ceases at potentials of -0·33 bars, and the soil
water retained at this potential is said to be atfield capacilJ'. A large portion
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FIG. 3.9. Diagram of the types ofwater in a hypothetical soil of uniform texture. Most
of the water that is held at extremely low water potentials (less than the wilting point) will
not diffuse into the root and is unavailable to the plant. Similarly, water held at potentials
greater than field capacity is subject to gravitational pull, drains from the soil, and so is
also largely unavailable to the plant. Pore space and aeration capacity decrease with
increasing depth because of soil compaction.
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FIG. 3.10. Varying amounts of water are held in different soils by water potentials
ranging from 0 bars (water saturation) to - 15 bars (wilting point). The water available
to plants is the difference between field capacity (F.G) and wilting point (W.P.), which
for sand and clay is represented by the shaded areas under each curve. Since more water is
available in clay than in sand, water potentials decline more slowly per gram of water lost,
and it often takes longer for such soils to reacH-wilting point. Though less water is available
in sand than in clay, a larger proportion of this water iS1'eI'1l'ved before water potentials
are low enough to greatly reduce diffu~ion gradients in the plant. (Redrawn from data
presented by Kramer, 1969)
of the water held in the soil at field capacity is readily available to plants
and it can move in the soil as thin films around the soil particles or by
molecular diffusion.
Soil mOisture is lost by evaporation into the air and diffusion into the
roots. At first relatively large amounts of water can be lost from the soils
with little change in water potential (Fig. 3.10), but as the soil dries,
smaller amounts. of moisture are lost per unit change in water potential
(Fig. 3.10). Plants begin to wilt during the day, and when water
potentials approximate - 15 bars many plants become permanently
wilted and the soil water is said to be at the permanent wilting point. Though
small amounts of water can diffuse into roots after the wilting point is
reached, this water is generally considered to be unavailable (Figs 3.9,
3.10). For purposes of this discussion we can assume that saturation, field
capacity, and wilting point are soil constants, though they actually vary
over a range ofvalues depending upon the species, soil temperatures, and
other conditions of the site.
A moderate rainfall of I inch (25 mm) on a dry soil may wet only the
upper 10 inches (254 mm) of soil raising its water content to field
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capacity, while the lower lay~rs may remain dry. Unless more moisture is
added, water will not move to deeper levels by g-ravity flow, althoug-h
water can move slowly by capillary action and by diffusion. Ifmore rain
falls, the moisture at the soil surface temporarily rises above field
capacity, moisture drains to lower levels wetting the soil until the entire
moist layer reaches field capacity. At this point the downward movement
of water due to gravity 'flow ceases.
Soils may differ greatly in the quantity of water they hold at field
capacity (-0·33 bars) and at the wilting point (-15 bars). The
maximum amount of soil water that is considered to be available to a
plant is the difference between the water held at field capacity and that
held at wilting point (see shaded areas in Fig. 3.10). Since soils ofdifferent
texture, such as sands" loams, and clays can differ greatly" in the water
content at both field capacity and wilting point, they also can vary
substantially in the amount ofwater available to the plant. For example,
clay may hold five times as much available water as sand, whereas loam
holds intermediate amounts (Fig. 3.10). Also, the grams of water
remaining in day at wilting point can be greater than that held by sand at
field capacity. The sharper bend ofthe curve for sand than for clay in Fig,
3.10 indicates that there is a greater change in water potential per
amount ofwater lost from sand than from clay. Thus, in sandy or gravelly
soils, practically all the available water is loosely held at - 2 bars or more,
but in heavy clays, less than 40% of the available water is held that
loosely. Thus, water potential gradients may be steeper for sands than for
clay, even though the sand has less water content.
According to Kramer (1969), water in capillary films, pores, and
cracks in the soil moves primarily as a liquid. The rate ofwater movement
is materially affected by soil texture and conditions ofmoisture. Capillary
movement in a moist soil is most rapid in the coarser sands and slowest in
the finer clays, because there are m'ore large pore spaces in the former.
Under drier conditions, however, when the films ofwater are thinner, the
effects of texture are reversed. The movement is most rapid in the latter,
because there is greater surface area and more contact among the films of
water.
A small amount of water may rise by capillary movement from the
water table for short distances. The height of the capillary rise is greatest
in clays and least in sands. However, in both kinds of soil, capillary
movement of water from moist to dry regions is a very slow process,
especially when the soil moisture is less than field capacity. During
periods of rapid transpiration, the available water on soil particles in
contact with roots moves into the roots faster than it is replaced by
capillary action or molecu.Jar movement. This produces a cylinder of soil
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surrounding each absorbing root that is depleted ofwater, although a few
millimeters away the moisture content of the soil may be near field
capacity (Kramer, 1967). Over a period of time, capillary movement
may replace some of this water. When soil moisture is low, long distance
transport in the soil, including capillary rise from the water table, cannot
provide enough moisture to meet the demands of a vigorously growing
tree. However, capillary movement may provide sufficient moisture to
prevent death of the tree in times of drought.
VI. The Soil System and Factors Affecting its
Development
The previous section dealt with the soil as if it were a simple porous
medium important only because it affects the water supplied to the roots
of a plant. Actually, the soil is a highly complex physical-biological
system that develops in the upper weathered layer of the earth's crust and
which, according toJenny (1941, 1958, and 1961) is a function offive soil-
forming factors: (I) climate, .(2) organisms growing in o'r on the soil, (3)
topography of the site, (4) parent material from which the soil is derived,
and (5) time. This section ofChapter 3 includes a briefdescription ofhow
the soil profile~the assemblage ofgeneric horizons~canvary with small
changes in topography and drainage, and it illustrates how the
distribution of the horizons and their characteristics can influence plant
processes, which can in turn affect root distribution, water absorption,
water balance, and ring width.
As soil development progresses, the original parent material becomes
differentiated into distinct layers called soil hori:::.ons. Soil horizons are
distinguished by their morphological, physical, chemicaL and
FIG. 3.11. Soil texture percentages, the soil moisture constants, percent air space and
numbers ofroots vary with increasing depth and from one soil type to the next. Three soils
are shown which form in the gently rolling glacial till in central Ohio. The Cardington soil
is a modeootely well-drained silt loam which supports a beech-maple forest, the
Bennington soil is an imperfectly drained silt loam which supports an almost pure stand of
beech, and the Marengo soil is a poorly drained silty clay loam which supports a swamp.
forest. A, B, and C designate the relative positions of the three master soil horizons. The
sand, silt, and clay are expressed in relative amounts, the percent moisture is shown for
wilting point (W.P.), field capacity (F.C.), and saturation (Sat). The difference between
wilting point and field capacity represents the potential volume of moisture available to
plants, while the difference between field capacity and saturation represents the water
that can fill much of the air space immediately after a rain but drains from permeable soils
in one or two days. The roots were counted along the face of a soil pit and their numbers
vary with the amount of air space, textural features, and permeability of the respective
soils. (Redrawn from Fritts and Holowaychuck, 1959)
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mineralogical properties. The vertical assemblage or soil horizons from
the soil surface down to the lowermost layer of undi11tTentiated
unweathered material is referred to as the Joil profile (Fig. 3.11). 1t may be
divided into four master horizons, one organic and three mineral. The
organic horizon is often on the mineral soil surface and includes leaf litter
and decomposed organic matter. The uppermost mineral horizon, the A
horizon in Fig. 3.11, represen ts the portions of the soil from which certain
materials have been removed and other materials added by the soil-
forming processes; this is called the horizon of eluvia/ion. The second
mineral horizon, B, is the level into which many of the materials have
moved from the A horizon above. The B horizon is called the horizon of
illuviation. The third and lowermost layer is the C horizon, which includes
relatively undifferentiated parent materials from which the two upper
horizons were derived (Fig. 3.11). Horizons A and B constitute the solum.
The A, B, and C horizons can be further subdivided into AI, A2, £13, Bl,
B2, B3, Cl, C2, etc. Details on the morphogenesis, designations, and
definitions of soil horizons are available from the publications of the Soil
Survey Staff (1951, 1960, 1962, and 1967).
The relative importance of the soil-forming processes and chemical
reactions differ among these three horizons and vary as a function of the
five soil-forming factors. As a result, soil moisture constants, air space,
different soil chemicals, root distribution, and amounts of sand, silt, and
clay vary among the major horizons and from one soil to the next. For
example, the Cardington soil in Fig. 3.11 is a well-drained soil which
supports a beech-maple forest ofFagus grandifolia and Acer saccharum. The
sites of the Bennington and Marengo soils are more gently-sloping
leading to imperfect and poor drainage. The Bennington soil occurs at
the margin ofswampy depressions.where the forest is dominated by Fagus
grandifolia, while the Marengo soil represents the most poorly drained
situations and supports a swamp forest, a mixture of tree species that can
tolerate poor drainage.
Textural differences among the three soil· profiles are a result of
movement of materials such as clay from A to B, and other soil-forming
processes. Clay reaches its maximum percent in the Cardington soil at a
depth 01'20 inches (51 cm), while the maximum accumulation of clay in
the Marengo soil is less. Furthermore, the zone of clay accumulation in
the B horizon is deeper. As in Fig. 3.10 the soil moisture constants in Fig.
3.11 generally increase with an increase in clay content. The highest
porosity is found in the well-drained Cardington soil and the least in the
poorly drained Marengo. Large numbers of roots occur in all A horizons,
but they extend to the greatest depth in the well-drained Cardington.
Most of the roots in the Cardington and Bennington soils are those of
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Fagus grandi/alia, whereas in the Marengo they are those of swamp forest
species which are more tolerant than Fagus of high levels of moisture and
poor aeration.
In general there is a decline In porosity and numbers of roots in a soil
with Increasing depth and with decreasing drainage. Kochenderfer
(1973) reports that in north-central West Virginia, 77-89% of all
observed root endings were found in the upper 0·6 m ofsoil. The number
ofroots was greatest in coarse soil with good aeration and decreased as the
soil texture became finer. Roots are distributed more superficially in
poorly-aerated soils, in heavy clays, and where a dense subsoil excludes
soil air and causes the water table to be high (Kramer, 1969). If air is
displaced from the larger noncapillary pores by an excess of moisture for
an extended period of time, root growth and water absorption may be
hindered by a deficiency ofoxygen. However, ifthe soil is porous, and the
excess moisture percolates to lower soil levels, air can move into the
vacated noncapillary pores behind the moving water. Frequent wetting
and drying and temperature fluctuation ventilates the air spaces and
facilitates the exchange of oxygen and carbon .dioxide between the soil
and the atmosphere so that soil oxygen does not become limiting to the
growth of roots.
Shallow-rooted trees on poorly drained ~oilsmay exhaust soil moisture
more readily than trees on well-drained soils which are deeply rooted
(Fritts, 1958; Huntington, 1914). This occurs because the total root
surface and the volume of water available to a shallow-rooted tree is less
than that available to a deeply rooted tree, even though the site may be
classified as "wet" (Fritts f 1958; Fritts and Holowaychuck, 1959). Also,
evaporation at the soil surface can remove a larger proportion of the
water available to a shallow-rooted tree than to a deeply rooted one.
Thus, ifother factors are equal, trees with shallow root systems are more
likely to have variable ring widths than trees with deep root systems.
On steep slopes erosion can remove large volumes of soil, so that the
development ofhorizons cannot keep pace with the removal of soil. Such
soils show less pronounced profile differentiation, and often the soils on
steep slopes are dominated more by the texture of the original parent
material than by characteristics arising from soil-forming factors. Other
soil characteristics that can affect available soil moisture, distribution of
roots, and soil productivity could be enumerated; but they are less
dynamic, vary little from one year to the next, and have little influence on
year-to-year ring-width variability.
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VII. Absorption of Water
Most of the water absorbed by a tree enters through the roots. The rates
for absorption are partly dependent upon the water potential within the
plant which is generated by the transpiration of water from the leaves
(Fig. 3.12). However, the uptake of moisture is also influenced by (1) the
absorbing surface area of the roots, (2) the resistance to movement of
water from the soil to the roots, and (3) the water potential gradient
which' decreases with decreasing available moisture in the soil
surrounding the roots.
Figure 3.13 is a drawing of the tissues through which water must pass in
moving from the soil into the xylem of the young root. The area of the
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FIG. 3.12. Average rates of absorption and transpiration offour plant taxa throughout
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until the two curves cross, at which time stem swelling will begin. Plants were mounted on
a rotating table in a greenhouse. (Redrawn from Kramer, 1937)
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FIG. 3.13. Cross senion ofa young root showing tissues through which water must pass
as it moves from the soil to the xylem in the root. (Drawing by M. HugginS!
absorbing surface ofa root is enhanced by projections from the epidermal
cells called root hairs or by fungi that may be associated with the root.
Water may diffuse 'into root cells along this root-soil interface and can
move through the cortex either along the cellulose cell walls or through
the protoplasm and vacuoles. However, a layer called the endodermiJ lies
inside the cortex but outside the vascular tissue of xylem and phloem,
which has radially and horizontally oriented walls that are impregnated
with suberin forming a band referred to as the ca.\parian strip (Fig. 3.13).
Water cannot diffuse through the suberin of the casparian strip. so it can
move through the endodermal tissue only by diffusing into the
protoplasm and through the membranes of the endodermal cells. Thus,
the endodermis acts as a partial barrier through which water can diffuse
only by osmosis. If transpiration is slow and the osmotic potential
(Equation 3.1) is low, the root can generate a positive turgor pressure
because the endodermis blocks all movement along the cell wall. \\'h('/1
transpiration is rapid the water potential gradient steepens, the positi\"('
pressure disappears and a negative pressure begins to develop.
As roots mature, the epidermis is ruptured and destroyed by the
activity of a cork cambium which develops from the outer part of the
cortex. The growth of the cork cells, which are also impregnated with
suberin, increases resistance to diffusion of water, but it does :lOt render
the mature roots completely impermeable to water (Kramer and
Kozlowski, 1960).
Most trees have roots which not only extend well beyond the spread of
the branches but which can also penetrate deeply into the soil and into
fissures and cracks among rocks. The roots are most dense in soil layers
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where both oxygen and soil moisture are abundant, because these factors
favor high physiological activity and root growth (Kramer, 1969). A tree
with a growing crown is able to maintain adequate water absorption only
by 'continual branching, rebranching, and extension of young,
unsuberized root tips into moist soil. Thus, rapid absorption ofwater by a
root system depends in part upon the total extent and in part on the
continual growth of roots. If root systems were to completely cease
growing by extension, the soil mass occupied by the existing roots could
become so depleted of available water that the trees would suffer from
serious lack ofwater, particularly if transpiration were high (Kramer and
Kozlowski, 1960).
As was mentioned earlier in the chapter, water absorption is
dependent upon the water potential gradients both in the soil and in the
plant, that is, the more the available soil moisture, the steeper the free
energy gradient of the water around the root and the faster the movement
ofwater into the root. Any salts or substances dissolved in the soil solution
can reduce the free energy gradient and affect the movement of water
into the roots. However, salts are rarely sufficiently concentrated in the
soil solution to become a major factor limiting to tree growth. Low soil
temp~ratures may also decrease the permeability of roots to water by
increasing the viscosity of water and by reducing capillary movement
Since the condition, rate of growth, and extent of roots also affect water
absorption, any factor that retards root elongation such as low oxygen
availability, varying amounts of growth regulators, and little available
food will correspondingly decrease the area ofcontact between the young
roots and soil water and thereby cause water absorption to decrease
(Kramer and Kozlowski, 1960).
VIII. Internal Water Relations of Trees
The water in a plant forms a continuous hydrostatic system (MacDougal,
1924). As water molecules diffuse out of the cells of the leaf, additional
water molecules take their place. Usually the absorption of water in th
roots lags behind water loss, so that the volume of water in the xylen
decreases, the cells shrink slightly, and the water becomes subjected to
increasing tensions without breaking the continuity of the water within
the stem. If the water potential in the xylem becomes markedly less than
the water potential of the cortex of the root, water may diffuse out of the
cortex faster than it enters,in which case the turgor of the cortical tissues
would decline, and tensions that were first confined to the xylem would
extend to the surface of the root. As a result of these tensions, water is
pulled by mass now not only through the xylem but also from the
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epidermis through the outer portions ofthe root (Kramer and Kozlowski,
1960; Meyer et al., 1973).
The continuity of the water status in a tree is maintained because there
are exceedingly strong cohesive forces among water molecules confined
in the cells, and strong adhesive forces between the water and the cell
walls. If one of these water columns breaks, it contracts like a released
rubber band, and the cell or segment of the water-conducting system no
longer functions (Kramer and Kozlowski, 1960; Plumb and Bridgman,
1972). However, the water columns apparently remain continuous in a
sufficien tly large number ofcells so that resistance to movement of water
from the roots to the leaves is not in itself variable enough to produce
significant variation in water stress.
Frequently the amount of~ater absorbed during the day lags behind
the water lost from the leaves even in plants growing in moist soil (Fig.
3.12; MacDougal, 1924). As the pressure becomes increasingly negative,
the adhesive and cohesive forces ofwater exert a greater pull on the xylem
cells, which is transmitted throughout the hydrostatic system causing
further reduction in cell volumes through the plant. Such volume
changes in the stem have already been described in Chapter 2 (see Figs.
2.12,2.14,2.15).
The rate of water absorption increases during the day until the rate of
water uptake equals the rate of water loss, at which time no further
shrinkage in volume of the plant occurs. Cessation ofshrinkage occurs in
the early afternoon if the soil is moist and transpiration low. However, if
the soil is dry and transpiration high, the actuaJ rate of water absorption
may continue to lag behind transpiration until sunset, when stomates
close completely and cause transpiration rates to markedly decline.
Water then begins to enter the roots faster than it is lost, the volumes of
cells in the stem begin to increase, and the stem swells.
Detailed studies of a llO-year-old Pinus ponderosa in Arizona (Brown,
1968; Budelsky, 1969; and Drew et at., 1972), show how the hourly
changes in stem size are associated with the natural water relations,
transpiration rate, variations in solar radiation, temperature, and the
exchange of carbon dioxide (Figs. 3.14 and 3.15). An air-conditioned,
transparent, polyethylene tent was placed over the tree during six
separate 48-hour periods through a single growing season, as shown by
the six t's marked on Fig. 2.15 (Fritts, 1966).
Figure 2.15 shows the general growth of the tree and Fig. 2.21 portrays
the environmental regime of the site. April 15 was the approximate
beginning date of growth in 1966. On that day buds opened, cambial
activity began, and soil moisture was relatively high (Fig. 2.21). On April
15 (Fig. 3.14) transpiration rates continued to rise until around noon as
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the water potential gradients between the leaves and the atmosphere
increased. Water absorption apparently lagged behind water loss and the
volume of the stem decreased. Clouds that formed from I:00 p.m. to 2:00
p.m. reduced water potential gradients and caused transpiration to
decline. This decrease in water loss was accompanied by a declining rate
of cell shrinkage, especially in the upper portions of the stem. Clear
weather returned at 2:30 p.m., transpiration began to increase again, and
the basal portions of the stem showed accelerated shrinkage. Shadows
were c~st by neighboring trees after 3:00 p.m., light levels and air and
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FIG. 3.14. Variation in stem size compared with variation in solar radiation,
temperature, carbon dioxide exchange, and transpiration for an entire tree of Pinus
ponderosa on a semiarid· site in southern Arizona. Measurements are for three days of
drought prior to the onset of the summer rains. A shower between June 4 and June 30
replenished some soil moisture, and greater cloud cover on June 30 decreased the severity
of the drought. The tree was enclosed within an air-conditioned tent. (See periods marked
with I in Fig. 2.15.) Dendrographs measured stem size at the base (A), middle (B), and
upper (C) portions of the tree bole.
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needle temperatures began to decline, transpiration decreased, water
absorption exceeded water loss, and swelling in the stem commenced.
The most rapid swelling occurred in the evening, when transpiration was
low but water potential gradients between the plant and soil were steep.
As pressure potentials and the turgor of cells in the tree increased
throughout the night, water potential gradients between the roots and
soil diminished and the rate of water absorption and the amount of stem
swelling diminished.
ByJune 4, soil moisture was low and water deficits had begun to inhibit
enlargement of growing cells in the stem (Fig. 2.15). Air temperatures
had risen (Fig. 3.14) and water potential gradients between the leaf
and air were undoubtedly steep. However, water content of cells
was probably relatively low and leaf resistances were high, so when
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FIG. 3.15. Variations in stem size compared with variation in solar radiation,
temperature, carbon dioxide exchange, and transpiration for an entire tree of Pinus
ponderosa on a semiarid site in southern Arizona. Measurements are for three days after the
onset of summer rains. Instrumentation was the same as for Fig. 3.14.
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transpimtion commenced \iftel' 6:00 a.m., its rate was markedly lower
than on April 15 (Fig. 3.14). Dendrographs recorded an initial decrease
in stem size, needle temperature soon became excessive, and the stomates
(not monitored on this day) apparently closed. Even though water
potential gradients outside the leaves became very steep, a high internal
resistance, probably from stomatal closure, caused transpiration rates to
remain low. This low rate of transpiration approximated the rate ofwater
absorption from 8:00 a.m. through 3:00 p.m., so that the water balance
and size ofcells in the stem (as measured by the dendrographs) remained
relatively unchanged. Stomates probably reopened around 3:00 p.m. as
needle and air temperatures declined. The rate of transpiration exceeded
the rate of water absorption, and the size of the stem decreased until 6:00
p.m., when low light levels caused stomates to close again.
Measurements for three summer days, June 30, July 28, and August
17, are shown in Figs 3.14 and 3.1'5. The weather was partly cloudy
during all three days, a common condition for southea$tem Arizona
during the summer season. Showers associated with the periods ofcloud\
weather replenished soil moisture, water was absorbed more rapidly h~
the roots, and water potentials in the plant increased (Fig. 2.!.') I.
Stomates apparently remained open during the day, except possibh IiII'
the most cloudy weather; the intnnal resistance t~ transpiration within
the needles was low, and eyen though the water potential gradients
between the needles and air were less than in June. da\lime rates of
transpira tion were high (Figs 3.14. 3.15). Transpira tion grea th exceeded
water absorption during the cloudless portions of the day and tlie stems
exhihited a marked decline in size. As clouds built up late in the morning.
the' water potential of the air increased. and light InTis I)('eame
sufficiently low to cause stomatal closure, which in turn caused
transpiration rates to decline. The water lost by the tree became less than
the water absorbed by the roots, and the stem began to swell.
The rains of summer ceased prior to October 21 and soil moisture
began to decline (Fig. 2.21). ;\1easurements on October 21 (Fig. :1.1.11
show that transpiration increased rapidly after sunrise and continued at a
high rate throughout the day so that the water loss exceeded water
absorption and stems shrank rapidly throughout most of the day. Thc
measurements of transpiration during the night exhibit negatiYc yalues.
implying that there was more water in the air cntering than \caying the
enclosure around the tree, and suggesting that somc water vapor in the
air was absorbed directly by the tree. How(:'\'Cr, the dewpoint of the air was
below the temperature of the tree, so that the air water potential
appeared to be lower than the water potential of the \caves. E\Tn though
no error could be detected in the measurements or in the design of the
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cambium may remain active at a time when other tissues are shrinking
(Fritts et at., 1965c; Budelsky, 1969).
The height to which water must be lifted in a tall tree can also affect the
tensions that are develop~d in various tissues and competition fur water
within the tree. The top branches of a tall tree may be subjected more
frequently to high water stress than are other parts of the same tree.
Therefore the apices of many old trees often grow very slowly, and in
extreme cases the tops die while lower branches may continue to grow.
With time, the conical crown ofa young tree becomes spherical as the tree
matures, and then it becomes distinctly flattened at the top as it reaches
advanced age. Damage to a root system as well as drought can result in
dieback of the tops. As erosional processes remove soil from around an
aging tree, roots may become exposed and die, causing a greater
reduction in water absorption and increased water stress. The dead
terminal branches may remain intact for many years, giving rise to the
feature referred to as a spike top, an important characteristic useful in
locating extremely old, dry-site trees (Figs 1.12 and 3.16).
X. Soil Factors Affecting Root Growth,
Ring-width Sensitivity, and Longevity
Sensitivity, as defined in Chapter I, is the amount ofrelative variability in
width from one ring to the next. Often the longest, most homogeneous,
and most sensitive series ofannual rings are from old trees growing on cliff
faces, talus slopes, and rocky sites where there is little soil space for the
growth of roots. The soil is relatively coarse textured and can include
humus mixed with partially weathered parent material lodged in crevices
and among large broken rock fragments.
The roots of a young tree growing on such a site gradually extend
throughout the available soil mass. As the root volume increases, the
amount of water available to the tree increases, allowing for increases in
the growth ofstems and leaves. When the roots have fully permeated the
available soil mass, however, further increases in the volume ofthe roots
cannot occur. Any growth of new leaves and branches which increases
the transpiring surfaces will result in increased competition for water
amsng the existing tissues of the tree. As competition increases extreme
conditions of water stress will develop in those branches that are least
vigorous, excessively exposed, or shaded, and they will die. The mass of
'Iiving shoots is pruned and maintained in proportion to the absorbing
surface of the roots, especially during years of extreme water stress.
Unless there is an enlargement of the available soil environment, little
increase in growth rate is possible. Except for the variability in ring width
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that occurs from one year to the next in proportion to amount ofmoisture
available to the tree, no major change in stem size and in foliage or root
mass occurs gecause of the limited space in the environment. The volume
of the annual wood increment remains relatively constant so that there
may be a slow decline in maximum ring width associated with the
increasing circumference' of the cambial sheath around the stem. Partial
dieback of the cambium may occur in very old trees so that eventually
only a strip of bark connects the living crown with the living roots (Figs
1.12,3.16). Such individuals can live (or several centuries or, in certain
specie~, for several thousand years, exhibiting variability in ring widths
that L highly correlated with variations in precipitation and
teIT:i-Jerature, without exhibiting any marked changes in the foliage, the
roots, and in the mean growth rate (Fig. 1.12).
The crevice which supports an old tree may retain an extremely small
proportion ofany precipitation that falls. Large amounts ofwater may be
lost to runoff, especially during intense summer storms or during winter
storms which are prolonged, and only the small amount that is retained in
the crevice can become available to the plant. Rocks often serve as
collecting basins, and moistu~e is channeled into or away from certain
sites. In addi,tion, only a small volume of the crevice soil may be exposed
to direct evaporation at the soil surface, so most of the available water
that is trapped by the soil is subsequently absorbed by deeply penetrating
roots. Since the total amount ofavailable soil moisture is small, it becomes
depleted over a relatively short period of time. The water potential ofthe
plant decreases relatively rapidly between rains as the wilting point is
approached, and water stress usually persists until soil moisture is
replenished. The water table is commonly too deep to supply significant
amounts of moisture to roots, but local areas ofsoil moisture seepage can
sometimes provide a small but reliable moisture supply enabling the tree
to survive. High mortality may be observed in those young trees whose.
roots are unable to penetrate to a more or less reliable moisture supply.
On crevice sites in semiarid western North America, water stress limits
the growth of trees for longer periods of time than on sites with deeper or
betterdeveloped soils (Fig. 3.17). As a result of these limiting conditions,
ring widths· from crevice-site trees are not only more variable from one
year to the next, but they are on the average narrower and may be more
highly correlated with variations in the number of precipitation days
throughout the year than with the total precipitation amounts.
The tree growing on a crevice site may be a valuable study tree since
the crevice environment can lead to longevity, high year-to-year ring-
width variability, and little interdependence of ring widths upon
conditions in prior years. This occurs because the crown and the xylem
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tree vigor do not respond to the favorable climate as much as they did in
the optimum site tree. During the subsequent drought the ring may
become narrow without being associated with a large reduction in crown
area and a decrease in growth potential that nersists for several years as
occurs in the optimum site trees.
Xl. Uptake of Mineral Salts
Salts dissolved in the soil water or on the surface of the soil particles may
also move into the roots, be transported through the tree, and be utilized
in processes affecting growth. Molecules and ions ofsalt, like water, ollen
move by diffusion along gradients of decreasing free energy. Factors
affecting the free energy gradient, such as permeability of the root and
root growth, therefore, can affect the uptake of salts. Salts may Ill'
accumulated by the plant against a free energy gradient, howe\"('[,
through expenditure of metabolic energy. This accumulation is called
active absorption. The mechanism bv which the accumulation occurs is not
completely understood, but one popular theory involves a carrier. This
carrier becomes bound to the mineral salt, and the combination can mo\'('
across membranes which are impermeable to the salt alone (Kramer and
Kozlowski, 1960).
Individual cells can accumulate mineral salts in concentration,
considerably higher than those occurring in the em'ironment. The
process is selective so the concentration of certain ions is controlled
independently of the concentration of others. Since active absorption is
influenced markedly by the physiological activity of the toots, !;lctors
such as low soil oxygen, low temperature, and low amounts of (Jod and
growth-promoting substances can also limit the absorption of salt.
Mineral salts are absorbed at the soil-root sur[\ee I>v an exchange 01'
ions between the root and the soil. The root produces ions of H + and
HC03·- and these ions are exchanged for mineral ions such as Ca~+,
K +, and Fe3 +. Exchange may also occur between the root and minerals
in water solution both outside and inside the root.
As is the case for many other soil factors, the absorption 01' salts rareh
varies sufficiently from year to year to be important to the relati\'C
variations in ring width. However, changes 'in the mineral cycles of the
soil, which may result from changes in the sailor from pollution 01' the
environment, may alter the mineral content of plants. \Vhen other factors
are not limiting, the availability of minerals can be thl' most limiting one
and may influence ring characteristics such as the maximum ring width.
There is growing interest in the possibility that microelements or isotopes
in the air, dissolved in rain water or carried as dust, might be absorbed bv
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the tree through the leaves or roots and utilized in the structure of the
ring. For example, carbon-14 from'the rings has been shown to have
varied markedly from one decade to the next over the past 10,000 years
(Olsson, 1970), and certain stable isotopes of hydrogen, oxygen, and
carbon, resulting from differences in sources of atmospheric moisture,
could conceivably vary in measurable concentrations from ring to ring.
It has been suggested by some workers Uonsson and Sundberg, 1972)
that acidity of rain water due to present-day industrial pollution of the air
may, over a period of time, alter soil factors which affect forest growth. If
this occurs, and ifit becomes a world-wide phenomenon, trees which are
now limited by climatic factors may become more limited by changes in
acidity and pollutants. This could influence calibration of ring width
with climatic factors and limit future applications of tree rings to
problems of climate.
XII. Translocation
The long-distance movement of organic and inorganic solutes from one
part of the plant to another is referred to as translocation. The term is not
ordinarily applied to the diffusion of solutes from cell to cell, but it does
include the movement of mineral salts dissolved in water which usually
are transported upward from the roots to the leaves through the xylem.
The salts may then be translocated out ofleaves through the phloem and
become distributed among various tissues of the plant. Organic
substances are generally translocated through the phloem. Some salts
absorbed from the soil, such as those of nitrogen, phosphorus, or sulfur,
can react with organic substances that have been translocated to tht'
roots. The salts which are then a part of the organic compounds art'
translocated out of the root through the phloem (Kramer and
Kozlowski, 1960). However, the pathway for upward translocation of
mineral salts, more specifically ions dissolved in water, is usually the
xylem. High rates of transpiration, high concentrations of mineral salts in
the soil, and favorable aeration of the soil favor rapid translocation of ions
through the xylem.
Translocation through the phloem, unliRe translocation in the xylem,
may be bidirectional, that is, different substances may be translocated in
opposite directions simultaneously, Translocation in phloem can occur at
substantial rates through the living sieve cells which are metabolically
active (Fig, 2.1). Lateral movement of organic molecules in the stem
occurs in the radially oriented and living rays,
Several hypotheses have been proposed to explain the mechanism of
translocation in the phloem, but no one hypotheses is entirely satisfactory
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(Kramer and Kozlowski, 1960). The hypotheses involve simple diffusion,
movement along the protoplasmic interfaces of the phloem, active
streaming of the pr 0toplasm throughout the elongated sieve tubes
contained in the phluem, and mass movement developed by the water
potential gradient throughout the plant.
Downward translocation of organic molecules from large branches
occurs in a vertical direction in straight-grained wood so that the
substances are used by the cambial tissues and roots directly below them.
Often trees exhibit spiral grain and translocation occurs in a spiral
direction. Annual rings formed by cambia.in the path of the translocation
stream from a heavily foliated branch or from the crown often are wider
than those not in the path. Changes in the growth and shape of the crown
which are due to changes in competition or exposure ofthe tree can alter
the translocation of organic substances down the stem and can cause
corresponding changes in ring widths.
The variability in translocation of food and growth substances from
irregularly shaped crowns of aging Juniperus osteosperma (Fig. 3.18), Pinus
longaeva, Pinusflexi/is, and Artemisia tridentata may be partly responsible for
the asymmetric growth of stems, pa'rtial dieback of the cambium, and
the formation of thin strips oflive bark that connect the live tops with the
live roots (Fig. 3.18). If the strip of cambium continues to grow for many
years, it will produce flattened slab-shaped stem form, Sometimes the
wood grain is twisted and the strips ofliving bark frequently spiral around
the stem ofsuch strip-barked trees (Wright and Mooney, 1965; Ferguson,
1964, 1968; Fritts, 1969).
Injury of the bark may destroy the phloem. If a segment of bark
completely encircling the stem dies, transpiration of organic food to the
roots will be blocked. If the injury is permanent, the stem and roots below
the injury die after all food reserves are exhausted. If injury is not
permanent or a portion of the bark remains intact, a reorientation of the
conducting tissue occurs and new xylem and phloem are formed around
the wound, which function effectively in both upward and downward
translocation (Kramer and Kozlowski, 1960; Meyer et al., 1973). Serious
injury of the stem by fire can kill as much as 90 per cent of the bark
circumference in some trees without causing a noticeable reduction in
growth in the stem below the injury. However, severe fire injury can
reduce ring-width growth Uemison, 1944) or induce anomalous growth
in the injured area. Fungi, insects, and bark.-eating animals can also
injure the bark and effectively girdle the stem of a tree. Some diseases
infect phloem cells and thereby interfere with food conduction in the tree.
Natural root grafts may establish connections between root systems of
adjacent trees (Graham and Bormann, 1966; Eis, 1970; Stone, 1974), and
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of some suppressed subcanopy trees (Graham and Bormann, 1966). The
effect of root grafting and subsequent translocation from neighboring
trees on a ring-width chronology has not been ascertained. It is possible
that root grafting would have little effect on t!'le climatic information in
rings because all neighboring trees would be essentially responding to the
same variation in macroclimate. However, root grafting could
conceivably reduce some of the differences in ring-width response among
trees because each tree would be utilizing the same common root system
and drawing upon a communal source of moisture.
The movement of organic solutes over long distances throughout the
plant is basically controlled by factors affecting diffusion of substances
into and out of the translocation stream as well as by the physiological
activity of the phloem. Food seems to move toward regions of high
metabolic activity, and certain growth regulators may at least partly
control the direction of translocation because of their effects on the
physiological activity of various tissues in the plant. Kramer and
Kozlowski (1960) point out that changes in te~perature may affect
certain metabolic processes ?nd influence the rate of transport in phloem.
Oxygen is also necessary for high metabolic activity, and presumably
poor soil aeration may hinder or prevent translocation of organic
substances through some roots.
Studies on translocation rates and times of peak movement show the
following results. Huber et al. (1937) reported that maximum rates of
translocation in oak stems follow the daytime peak of net photosynthesis
in the crown. Maximum rates occurred in the early evening first near the
stem top and last at the base, while minimum rates occurred in early
morning. The movement of carbohydrates out of leaves is reportedly
more rapid during the day than night (Meyer et al., 1973), since during
daytime photosynthesis is producing high concentrations of
carbohydrates in the leaves. Zimmermann (1969) reports translocation
rates for sugar in stems of Fraxinus americana of approximately 30-70 cm
per hour. Lateral transport of organic molecules in the stem may occur
more slowly than vertical transport due to smaller free energy gradients
in that direction.
According to Wardlaw (1968) it is probable that the effect of
environmental factors on actual conduction of foods and other organic
substances is of minor importance in determining ring widths as well as
their pattern and distribution within the stem. The environmental factors
are more likely to critically limit the food-making or food-using processes
directly than the rate of food movement. The various processes and
limiting factors affecting them are described in the following chapter.
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I. Introduction
The life activity ofa plant is dependent upon a continual source ofenergy
which is usually derived from food. When the plant is actively growing,
large amounts offood must be available, not only as a source of energy,
but also as a source ofraw materials from which the new tissues are built.
It has been shown in previous chapters that the various growth processes
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throughout the tree OCl.ur at different rates which can vary from one
minuLc to the nex., one month to the next, and from year to year
througr.out the op~rational history of the plant. The availability offoods
can have a variety "If effects on plal:l growth, depending upon which
growth processes are 'nvolved, their rat': ofactivity at the particular time
of year, and age of l:le ::>Iant.
Chapter 3 describes those processes involved in the movement of
materials into and out of the plant and among its living cells. This chapter
will deal with the most important biochemical processes involved in (I)
the making of organic compounds classed as foods, (2) the release of
energy within living cells, and (3) the synthesis of compkx organic and
inorganic substances which become living protoplasm, nonliving cell
parts, and other substances that are necessary for life :...nd growth.
Near the end of the chapter, consideration is given to some of the
preconditioning systems within the plant which influence the relative
activily of processes which in turn affect growth. T'inally, the seasonal
var::,tions ;1 climate are described as a function 01 elevation and are
.elaled to variatio:ls in the physiological activity of the plant.
II. Photosynthesis and Respiration
Photosynthesis, somelimes referred to as (arbon assimilation, is the process by
which sugar (glucose) is manlltactured from carbon dioxide and water by
the chlorophyll-containing tissues (chlorenchyma) in the presence of
light, with oxygen being formed a~ a by-product. Light energy is
absorbed by the chlorophyll-containmg plastids called chloroplasts and
converted to chemical energy in the glucose molFcule. The resultant
glucost: manufactured in the proct:ss is sometimes referred to as
photosynthate.
The simplest chemical equation for photosynthesis may be written as
follows:
673 kg-cal light energy t
6 CO2 + 6 H}) ~ CeH120 e + 6°2 1 (4.1)
chlorophyll
(in living cells)
Actually the process is a highly complex one where the carbon from
carbon dioxide becomes a part of a number of intermediate substances
before glucose is formed (Meyer et al., 1973). There are two basic Sl~pS
involved, the first requiring light and the second involving chemical
reactions which depend upon hworable temperatures but not light. It is
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satisfactory for our purposes, however, to regard the process as a single
reat::ti'ln in which glucose (C6H 1 06) and oxygen are the end products.
In higher phnts two different cblorophylls (identified as chlorophylls a
and bl may be involved in photosynthesis. Basically, each chlorophyll
molecule is bUl:t from carbohydrates and salts of nitrogen and
magnesium. Salts of iron are also essential to certain biochemical
reactions that are involved in the chlorophyll synthesis (Meyer et al.,
1973). Photosynthesis is an important process because the glucose
molecule, or chemically altered fragments of it, form the building blocks
from which all other organic substances are made.
The energy that is stored in the glucose molecules can be released by a
series of biochemical reactions, referred to collectively as respiration. Part
of this energy is lost as heat, but the remainder is transferred to high
energy molecules called adenosine triphospate (ATP). The energy is stored
as ATP molecules until it is utilized direct!~' by energy-usi'ng processes
uccurring in the cell. The simplest chemical equation for respiration may
be written as follows:
Such respira.ien which utilizes oxygen and glucose and releases carbon
dioxide, water, and energy is aerobic respiration. The !/;Iucose molecule is
chemically altered and this substance is split into smaller fragments.
Some of these-fragments, in turn, form basic structural units for the
synthesis of the various fouds and other cell-building substances.
Respiration results in a loss of dry weight and occurs continuously in all
living cells, both during the day and night. Respiration may be extremely
slow in dormant seeds and dormant plants, while it is most rapid in the
active meristems, including the cambium, growing shoots, root tips,
young leaves, and growing fruits.
If atmospheric oxygen is ab3ent, anaerobic respiration which does not
require free oxygen can occur in cells of certain species. Anaerobic
respiration can occur in roots when soils are poorly aerated and in tissues
when' diffusion ofoxygen is restricted by impermeable structures such as
the seed coat (Kramer and Kozlowski, 1960). Unlike aerobic respiration
described above, anaerobic respiration releases only a portion of the
energy chemically bound in the sugar molecule. Various chemicals such
as aldehydes and alcohols are by-products, and if these substances
accumulate, they may become sufficiently concentrated to be toxic to the
tissues in which they are formed (Kramer and Kozlowski, 1960). When
oxygen is available but in limited supply, both aerobic and anaerobic
respiration may occur.
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III. Synth~is of Foods and Assimilation
Ifone is to properly model and analyze ring-wid th growth as a function of
climatic factors, it is important that he be aware of the role of glucose in
the ma"ing of foods and other substancc::s which are necessary for growth
and development (Fritts, 1971). The following section describes the three
basic classes oforganic materials that are synthesize:! from glucose, and
their functions in the growth of the plant. The termfood, as used in this
text, refers only to organic molecules da~serl as carbohydrates, [ats, and
protein.:: which co:ltain chemically bound energy. Mineral. salts which
may be essential for growth are technically not foods, because they are
not utilized as an important energy source The best-known carbohydrate
foods include sugars and starches, to be distinguished from carbohydrate
cell constituents such as cellulose and lignin, which are synthesized
from food but cannot be utilized again as:l food or energy source. Sugars
such as glucose an; utilized in respiration as well as in the synthesis of the
other two food classes, fats and ?roteins. Any glucose that is not so utilized
may accumulate or be converted to starch or some other type of reserve
food.
Fats aId fat-like substances are present in ev~ry living cell. They are
important constituents of protoplasm and may accumulate in large
quantities in storage tissues or may form the waxes, such as cutin or
suberin, that are commonly deposited in the cell walls of the endodermis,
epidermis, and cork.
Proteins also are important constituents of protoplasm, and in some
cases they can serve as food storage material as in seeds. In additio&l, most
enzymes which catalyze the chemical reactions within cells are proteins.
Protein molecules are comprised of long chaim of amino acids, and the
chemical characteristics ofeach protein are determined by the order ofthe
amino acids along the chain.
The biochemical reactions involved in the synthesis of foods from
glucose are extremely complex. These reactions basically involve two
types ofchemical processes. The first, refe!'red to as a condensation-hydrolysis
reaction represents a change in solubility of reactants in water but involves
little change in energy.
condensation
glucose hydrolysis starch + water (4.3)
(amylase)
When condensation occurs molecules of soluble substances such as glucose
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combine with one another to form an insoluble and chemically more
complex substance such as starch. Hydrolysis is in a sense the reverse of
condensation in that relatively .:omplex' insoluble substances are
converted to smaller soluble ones as occurs in digestion. Both types of
reactions are catalyzed by enzymes produced by the plant, but the
direction and rate of the reaction may be controlled by a combination of
the specific enzymes, the concentrations of reactants, acidity of the
solution, and other conditions within the plant. The presence of the
enzyme amylase is required for both the synthesis of starch from glucose
and the reverse reaction, hydrolysis, which converts starch back to
glucose.
The rates of these particulat" condensation-hydrolysis reactions are
markedly influenced by the rates of production, consumption, and
translocation of glucose throughout the tissues of the plant. Under
daylight, when photosynthesis is rapid, much of the glucose that is
produced by the leaves diffuses out of the green cells of the leaves and is
translocated to areas of the tree where glucose concentrations are lower.
The glucose then can be utilized for growth or can accumulate in the
living cells. The accumulation of glucose drives the condensation
reaction (to the right in Equation 4.3) which converts glucose to starch.
During the first hours of darkness, when photosynthesis has ceased but
respiration continues, glucose becomes most evenly distributed around
the plant, and its concentration declines until the reaction is forced in the
opposite direction initiating hydrolysis. By early morning starch is being
digested back to glucose.
The significance ofthe condensation-hydrolysis reaction is that starch,
unlike sugar, is insoluble in water, and its presence in a cell has no effect
upon the water potential. Changes in the rates and direction of
condensation and hydrolysis, therefore, affect the amounts of dissolved
substances in cells, influence the cell-water relationships, and as a result
play an important role in many processes such as the opening ana closing
of the stomates, translocation, and growth.
The second basic type of biochemical reaction in a plant is oxidation-
reduction, whicb involves an energy exchange in the reactants. The
energy is usually derived from, ATP. The molecule which gains energy is
said to be reduced during the reaction, and the molecule which loses energy
is oxidi;;,ed.
Figure 4.1 diagrams the interrelationships among the basic food-
making processes. Arrows in the vertical direction represen~ oxidation-
reduction reactions, while arrows in the horizontal direction represent
condensation-hydrolysis reactions. The synthesis of many foods involves
both types of reactions. For example, in the synthesis of fats,
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carbohydrates are first reduced in oxidation-reduction reactions to form
glycerol. and high energy-containing fatty acids, and then fats are
synthesized by condensation of glycerol and three fatty acids. Because
fatty acids contain considerably more chemically bound energy than the
carbohydrates, the~r are more efficient food storage molecules than
carbohydrates. Before the insoluble fats can be utilized in processes such
as respiration and the manufacture ofcell parts, they must be hydrolized
to the more soluble futty acids and glycerol.
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FIG. 4.1. Diagram representing the basic ",rocesses of food synthesis in green plants.
The downward pointing arrow represents an oxidation reaction in which energy is
released, and the upward arrow represents a reduction reaction in which energy is added.
Horizontal arrows to the right represent condensation and to the left, hydrolysis. Organic
.substances on the left are soluble, those on the right ar~ insoluble. Light energy is utilized
in photc,3ynthesis, a< shown by the input arrows at lower right. Respiration releases this
energy which was stored in the sugar (glucose) molecule. The energy is either released or
transferred to reduction reactions, such as glycerol synthesis, fatty acid synthesis, and
amino acid synthesis (arrow marked CHEMICAL ENERGY, on left). By means of
condensation amino acids are converted to insoluble proteins, fatty acids to fat, and
glucose to insoluble carbohydrates, such as starch. Insoluble substances are converted to
soluble substances in the process of digestion. All reactions require specific enzymes.
Nitrogen, phosphorus, and sulfur are necessary for the formation ofcertain amino acids
and proteins. (Drawing by M. Huggins)
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Amil)o acid synthesis (Fig. 4.1) involves reduction of certain mineral
salts as well as changes in organic molecules.· For example, reduced
nitrogen and sometimes sulfur are combined with carbon compounds
derived from carbohydrates. The synthesis of the soluble amino acids
requires expenditure of chemical energy. The amino acids can then be
linked to one another by a series of complex condensation reactions to
form insoluble protein molecules.
The term assimilation is used in this book as an extension of food
synthesis. In its siinplest aspects, assimilation may be considered to be the
utilization of carbohydrates, fats, and proteins to synthesize. the
protoplasm, cell walls, and numemus other substances making up the
enzyme systems, pigments, and structures ofplants. Assimilation involves
the same sort of reactions involved in food synthesis, el(cept that the end
products become functional constituents of a cell. Assimilation'requires
the energy released by respiration, it utilizes soluble foods and minerals,
and it depends upon numerous enzyme systems found in living cells. All
the parts ofa growth ring are essentially produced by assimilation, which
may in turn be dependent upon any factors that limit photosynthesis,
respiration, synthesis offood, and the general level of metabolism in the
plant..
IV. Measurement of Photosynthesis and Respiration
Since the processes ofphotosynthesis and respiration involve a number of
biochemical reactions and both processes can occur simultaneously, it is
not an easy task to obtain accurate measurements oftheir respective rates,
Both processes affect the amount ofglucose in the plant and the exchange
ofcarbon dioxide and oxygen between the atmosphere and the plant. At
night respiration can be measured directly from the changes in carbon
dioxide, oxygen, and dry weight, since photosynthesis does not occur in
the dark. In the presence of light during the day, changes in the same
variables provide a measure of the net effect of photosynthesis minus
respiration, which is referred to as net photosynthesis. Gross photosynthesis is
the total amount ofglucose formed without regard to its consumption in
other processes. It can be estimated by assuming that daytime respiration
rates equal nighttime respiratfon rates and then adding the estimated
daytime respiration to the net photosynthesis measurement. It has been
found in recent years that such calculations may underestimate gross
photosynthesis, because in certain plants respiration in light is more rapid
than respiration in the dark (Ray, 1972; Decker, 1957).
Many ('stimates of photosynthesis and respiration involve
measurements of carbon dioxide as it increases or decreases in an
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airstream passed over the plant matenal. 1he rates ot the processes are
expressed as grams of carbon dim':,'ie utilized or lost per gram of dry
weight of the plant. Other approaches utilize measurements of the
amounts of oxygen absorbed, or changes in dry weight. For a general
discussion of various techniques for measuring. these processes, see
Kramer and Kozlowski (1960) and Meyer et al. (1973).
V. Factors Affecting Photosynthesis and ~espiration
Since all foods and cell constituents are derived from glucose molecules,
tree growth can be markedly affected by conditions influencing
photo~ynthesis and respiration rates. Both external factors and internal
conditions of the tree affect the rates of these two processes. The
important environmental factors involved are light, temperature, mois-
ture,available gases, and soil fertility. The internal conditions include
such things as physiological state of the tissues, the condition of the
stomates, accumulation or availability offoods such as glucose, and any
structural modification of functional plant tissues resulting from prior
growth, increasing tree age, and injury of sor;ne plant part.
A. Light
Light is an important factor in photosynthesis, because it is the
ultimate source ofenergy that can be utilized in the making ofglucose. At
low intensities, light is usually the most limiting factor, and the
photosynthetic rates vary directly as a function ofIight intensity. At high
light intensities, however, a further increase in intensity may not increase
the rate ofphotosynthesis, because chloroplasts may be "light saturated"
and some other factor becomes most limiting to the process (Fig. 4.2).
Often clouds can reduce light intensities sufficiently during midday to
cause photosynthetic rates to be low. (See Figs.3. I4- and 3.15 for June 30,
July 28, and August 17, 1966.)
The length of the daylight period can affect the length of the
photosynthetically active period. This may be an important factor for the
growth and survival of trees at high latitudes where the growing season
is short, because days are long and photosynthesis occurs at high
rates almost continually throughout cloudless periods in summer
(Tranquillini, 1964a). .
All leaves or needles within a tree crown are not equally exposed to
light. Those on the east side become light-saturated early in the morning,
while those on the west may be light-saturated by late afternoon. Leaves
in the lower crown may rarely reach light saturation, due to shading, and
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as a result there is a tendency for net photosynthesis, as measured for the
entire tree, to increase to some extent with any increase oflight intensity.
As a result, the maximum rate ofphotosynthesis for a single leafoccurs at
lower light intensities than the maximum for the entire crown ofthe tree.
The intensities at which light saturation occurs may vary because of
differences in structure and optical density of leaves. Leaves that have
grown in full sun are generally thicker .and darker green than leaves
grown in the shade (Kramer and Kozlowski, 1960). These thick leaves
absorb light more efficiently and become light-saturated at higher
intensities than leaves grown in shade. Photosynthesis is also reported to
utilize certain frequencies of light more efficiently than others (Gates,
1965). However, the various light frequencies in a moderately dense forest .
are probably not sufficiently altered from those of full sunlight to affect
photosynthesis to any substantial extent (Kramer and I'ozlowski, 1960).
As a tree grows and the upper crown ~xtends over and shades the lower
leaves, photosynthesis in the most shaded branches can b 'come so limited
that they produce less food than they consume. These lower branches will
even~ually lose their vigor and di«; (Kramer and Kozlowski, 1960). Since
a significant amount of ~ood reserves can become consumed by these
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FIG. 4.2. The rates of gr08l photOlynthesis occurring in tr~ seedlings for one-hour
periods at various light intensities. Values are expr~ as percentages of maximum
observed rates. Temperature was maintained at approximately 30°C. (Redrawn from
Kramer and Decker, .1944)
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lower branches, it is possible that their death in a stress year can actually
increase the overall accumulation offood in the tree during the following
years.
Different species require different minimal light intensities to carryon
photosynthesis and are said to differ in their tolerances to light. Seedlings
ofspeties which require high light intensities can become established in a
site only after disturbance ape! opening of the canopy or in early
successional stages when there is sufficient light to carryon the
photosynthesis necessary for growth. The more shade-tolerant trees can
establish themselves at any time, though they usually become established
later in the successional sequence (Daubenmire, 1959).
There are two distinct groups ofbiochemical respiration reactions, one
of which is called photorespiration and involves light (Ray 1972). Those
plants which carryon photorespiralion are referred to as C-3 plants; those
which carry on respiration unaffected by light are called C-4 plants. Even
though light does not affect respiration itself in C-4 plants, it can have
indirect effects on the reaction because it enters' the energy budget alld
affects plant temperature (see Chapter 5). Light can also influence
photosynthesis, which in turn increases the amount of oxidizable
substances available for respiration; light can influence chemical
reactions involving the state of food reserves; and! as mentioned earlier,
light can also influence stomatal openin~ and the exchange of gases
involved in respiration. Brown (1968) reports high rates of net carbon
dioxide production indicating high rates of respiration in Pinus ponderosa
under high light levels during the day, which he attributes to high
daytime temperatures of the needles due to heating by the sun.
B . Temperature
Photosynthesis and respiration occur over a wide range of
temperatures, and temperature can affect each of the processes
differently. Temperature also may affect conditions and processes such as
dormancy, meristematic activity, reproduction, and growth, all ofwhich
interact with and modify respiration and the net photosynthesis of the
plant.
The temperature minimum for net photosynthesis generally lies
between _2° and -5°C (Tranquillini, 1964a), while respiration has
been measured at temperatures as low as - 12°C (Freeland, 1944).
Brown (1968) reports that he could not identify measurable exchanges in
carbon dioxide from needles of Pinus ponderosa below temperatures
ranging from _2° to -4°C. The persistence of low temperatures can
prevent significant amounts of respiration and photosynthesis from
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FIG. 4.3. The carbon dioxide balance throughout the year for young pines at tree line.
The top line represents the total daily carbon dioxide used in gross photosynthesis. The
area between the top and second highest line represents the carbon dioxide loss during the
day due to needle and stem respiration. The area between the second and third highest
lines represents loss of carbon dioxide due to respiration in the needles at night, and the
area between the third fourth highest lines represents loss of carbon dioxide in the roots.
The area between the lowest line and zero represents the daily net gain in carbon within
the plant. During the winter little pl1otosynthesis occurs and there is a net loss of carbon
dioxide due to respiration of the plant. (From Tranquillini, 1964b)
occurring in conifers during long periods throughout the winter (Fig. 4.3;
Tranquillini, 1964a, b). However, during brief periods of elevated
temperatures within a long cold period respiration may increase much
more rapidly than photosynthesis so that there is a loss of stored foods
(Tranquillini, 1964a). Photosynthesis can also occur during winter in the
twigs of deciduous trees (Perry, 1971).
Wintertime respiration of the high elevation Pinus iongaeva in
California, is teported to remain at the summer rate. Schulze et ai. (1967)
estimate that for Pinus iongaeva at least half the summer season is needed to
manufacture enough carbohydrate to equal that consumed during the
briefwarm .periods in a normal winter. The probability ofa negative net
photosynthesis balance occurring throughout a year would increase with
elevation and latitude, because the photosynthetic season becomes
shorter and the inactive winter period longer. To a certain degree, the
location ofalpine and arctic tree lines may be influenced by the balance
between winter respiration and summer net photosynthesis. Summer
photosynthesis above the tree line may be reduced to such an extent that
there is not enough food surplus to compensate for the loss due to
respiration during the long winter (Tranquillini, 1964b).
When daytime temperatures are below O°C during clear winter
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weather, high elevation conifers have been shown to be especially
sensisitive to high radiation and to suffer considerable loss of chlorophyll,
causing the foliage to turn yeIiow (Tranquillini, I964a). In late winter,
respiration in the yellow-colored foliage utilizes sizeable amounts of
stored carbohydrates at a time when the absence of chlorophyll prevents
photosynthesis from occurring. Normal photosynthesis resumes in spring
after chlorophyll is resynthesized in response to warm weather. Ifshoots
of Pinus cembra that are in subfreezing temperatures are brought to
+ 100C in~ rnidwinter, about three days are required before net
photosynthesis can be measured (Tranquillini, 1964b). If the shoots are
placed in a warm temperature toward the end of winter, however, net
photosynthesis can be measured immediately, although the rates are
markedly' lower than those that occur in the summer (Fig. 4.3).
TranquiIIini reports further that differences between the photosynthetic
capacity of trees in the high mountains and those in the valleys are due
primarily to differences in the freq uency ofsevere frost which can destroy
and thus deactivate chlorophyll in ~he leaves.
On warm sites such as those at low elevations or on south-facing
exposures, there may be little deactivation of chlorophyll during winter.
For example, Brown (1968) found little reduction in wintertime
photosynthetic capacity and no decrease in chlorophyll content for Pinus
ponderosa near its lower forest limits in southern Arizona. He did, however,
find daytime release of carbon dinxid,. following winter nights when the
trunk of the tree was frozen (Fig. 4.'t). In tht:se instances, ca, hon dioxide
was released during the morning until noon when the tree had thawc.l
and photosynthesis began. Carbon dioxide was absorbed during the
afternoon until light became !ir.1iting at the end of the day (Fig. 4.4).
When nighttime freezing of the trunk was . less extreme, less carbon
dioxide was lost by the branches and net photosynthesis reached
maximum rates earlier in the day. In contrast, 00 ..arbon dioxide was lost
during winter days which foilowed warm ~ightswhen the stems did not
freeze. Under these conditions, net photosynthesis began at sunrise and
continued ata high rate throughout the day except for periods when
light, temperature, or moisture became limiting to the process (Fig. 4.4).
High temperatures can be limiting to both photosynthesis and
respiration. In general, gross photosynthesis increases rapidly with
increases in temperatures in the 00 to I5°C temperature range (Fig. 4.5).
At higher temperatures there may be little change in the photosynthetic
rate. Respiration, on the other hand, increases at a less rapid rate in' the
lower temperature range (Fig. 4.5). Respiration in many plants increases
2·0 to 2·5 times for each lODe rise in temperature within the 100 to 300e
range (Meyer et ai., 1973). The opti~um temperature for net
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FIG. 4.4. Net carbon dioxide exchange from a branch of an arid-site Pinus ponderosa
during two winter days. January 9 was preceded by a reJativ~ly warm night when no.
freezing occurred within the main stem of the tree, while January 29 was preceded by a
cold night when freezing caused marked shrinkage in the tissues of the main stem.
(Redrawn from Brown, 1968) .
photosynthesis of temperate-region plants lies between 15° and 30°C. As
temperatures increase above the optimum, net photosynthesis declines,
because the rate of respiration increases faster than the rate of gross
photosynthesis. Eventually more food may be consumed than is
manufactured, and if the conditions persist, death due to starvation can
result. The thermal death point ofmost living plant cells is between 50° to
60°C. Death due to extreme heat is caused by the coagulation of protein
components in the protoplasm (Meyer et al., 1973). Optimum
temperatures for net photosynthesis may also vary among different
species, throughout the season, and from site to site, depending upon
prior light intensities, moisture availability, and factors which
precondition the tree. Optimal temperatures for net photosynthesis in
tropical and subtropical species often lie between 25° and 30°C, and in
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FIG. 4.5. The apparent relationship among temperature and estimated gross
photosynthesis, net photosynthesis, and respiration in Pinus iongaeva during summer and
the month of November. Dashed lines represent extrapillated data, and respiration is
assumed to occur at the same relative rates throughout the day and throughout the year.
(Redrawn from data presented by Mooney et ai., 1966, and Schulze et ai., 1967)
species of the cooler temperate latitudes they may lie between l5u and
20°C. At the upper tree line, however, the optimal temperature may be
2° or 3° lower than 15°C (Tranquillini, I964a).
The specific relationship among temperature, estimated' gross
photosynthesis, net photosynthesis, and respiration in Pinus longflnJa for
summer and fall months obtained by Mooney and his colleagues is
summarized in Fig. 4.5. The rate of gross photosynthesis in· summer·
appears to rise rapidly from temperatures near freezing to 15°C, but
further increases in temperature are not accompanied by marked
changes in gross photosynthesis. On the other hand, respiration, as
inferred from measurements made in the dark, increases exponentially as
a function of temperature between 0° and 30°C. The maximum rate of
net photosynthesis measured in summer for high elevation Pinus Longaeva
occurs around temperatures of 15°C. Young plants grown under
greenhouse conditions, however, exhibit lower rates ofnet photosynthesis
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at 10°C and higher rates at temperatures of 20° and 30°C (Mooney et al.,
1966). Seedlings measured in the field during November exhibit low rates
of net photosynthesis with optimum values occurring around 20°C (Fig.
4.5; Schulze et al., 1967). .
High respiration rates due to high temperatures of nongreen tissues,
such as those in the stem and root, may result in deleterious conditions
within the plant. For example, soils that are compact and waterlogged
may reach critical temperatures in summer. Oxygen can be depleted by
aerobic respiration of soil microorganisms to such an extent that
continued metabolic activity and life can be continued only by anaerobic
respiration in the roots. Thus, prolonged flooding in the summer months
can be injurious to the deeper roots, but if there is a series of wet and dry
cycles or if flooding occurs during the colder winter period, respiration
may not exhaust the available soil oxygen sufficiently to cause death or a
reduction in the growth rates of roots.
C. Water
Slatyer (1967) defines two main modes of action of water deficits on
photosynthesis: (a) the indirect effect ofwater deficits on stomatal closure
and reduced diffusion of carbon dioxide into the leaf, and (b) the direct
effect of water deficits on the biochemical Teactions involved in
photosynthesis. Slatyer goes on to point out that photosynthesis is
dependent on four main groups of processes all of which can be affected
by water stress: (I) diffusive processes associated with the supply of
carbon dioxide to photosynthetic sites, (2) photochemical processes
associated with the utilization of light energy, (3) chemical processes
associated with the chemical reduction of carbon dioxide, and (4)
transport processes affecting the translocation of photosynthate away
from the production sites. In general, the rates of net photosynthesis can
begin to decline when the water potential is one to three bars below zero
and continues to decline in a more or less linear manner as cell turgidity
decreases. The carbon dioxide exchange between the leaf and air reverses
from a negative to a positive flux as respiration exceeds photosynthesis.
The opening and closing ofstomates is a mechanism that regulates the
water balance and maintains a favorable water balance within the plant.
As mentioned in Chapter 3, when the guard cells surrounding a stomate
increase in size, they arch and the stomate opens. The processes involved
in this opening are relatively complex. It will suffice for this discussion to
point out that the guard cells are the only cells of the leaf epidermis that
contain chloroplasts. Photosynthesis commences when the guard cells are
illuminated in the morning and carbon dioxide concentrations in the cell
sap are reduced below night concentrations. Since carbon dioxide forms a
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weak acid in water, the cell becomes less acid as carbon dioxide is
removed. This shift in acidity forces'starch i!,1 the cell to be hydrolyzed to
glucose. The increase in glucose lowers the osmotic potential of the cell,
osmosis occurs, and water diffuses from the neighboring nougreen cdls.
The associated increase in pressure potential and swelling of the adjacent
guard cells causes the stomates to open. In the evening, the re\'<.:rse
conditions occur and cause stomates to close.
It was mentioned in Chapter 3 that when the stomates clos~, loaf
resistance to (he diffusion of water vapor increases and the rate of
transpiration declines. Although the diffusion ofcarbon dioxide may also
be reduced, stomatal closure can be expected to influence water vapor
transport to a greater extent than the carbon dioxide flux because 01
differences in the sizes of the two kinds of molecules (Slatyer, 1967). As
water stress is imposed, factors other than low concentrations of carbon
dioxide appear to become progressively more limiting to net photo-
synthesis.
Water deficits can affect respiration rates and thus produce changes in
net photosynthesis. If water stress is imposed suddenLy, an increase in
respiration rate may be observed first, but after a period of timt' a
reduction in respiration rate occurs, representing a sort of physiological
adjustment. If stress is imposed gradually, however, no initial increase
occurs and the rate of respiration gradually declines.
Wright and Mooney (1965) subjected three 20- to 40-year-old trees of
Pinus longaeva to various soil moisture levels and measured net
photosynthesis and respiration. Fig. 4.6 shows only a slight observable
reduction ofnet photosynthesis and respiration while soil moisture levels
were higher than -IS bars, the approximate water potentia! of wilting
point. Severe reduction in net photosynthesis occurred at water
potentials lower than wilting point.
Slatyer (1967) describes the effects of water deficits resulting from the
drying ofsoil on the diurnal variations ofmetabolic processes. A base leve I
ofstress is imposed by declining water potential in the soil. Superimposed
upon this is the water stress due to the diurnal lag of water absorption
behind transpiration. Initially, metabolic processes are suppress~d (nly
during the afternoon period of maximum water deficit, but this period
will become longer each day. Stomatal closure at this time can reta r i the
transpiration, causing leaf temperatures to rise above the temperatures of
the surrounding air. The elevated leaf temperatures can, in turn, cause
increased respiration and reduced net photosynthesis. In addition, closed
stomates can conceivably reduce photosynthesis by reducing the diffusion
of carbon dioxide into the leaves. Finally, net photosynthesis may be
affected adversely by reduction in turgor of the chlorenchyma.
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The etTects of soil moisture on photosynthesis have been studied by
Brown (1968) for Pinus ponderosa in Arizona. As soil moisture decreased
from April through June (see Fig. 3.14), rates of net photosynthesis
declined and periods of net carbon dioxide production during the day
increased in frequency and duration. Whenever replenishment of soil
moisture occurred, water potentials increased a nd rates of net
photosynthesis increased so that the net carbon dioxide flux became more
negative (carbon dioxide was absorbed by the leaves) during the dav as
long as light intensities were adequate.
Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show measurements of carbon dioxide exchange
from branches ofPinus ponderosa in a transparent enclosure during six days
of ditTerent environmental regimes; three represent days when soil
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FIG. 4.7. Measurements of solar radiation and temperature, an index to stomatal size,
carbon dioxide exchange, and transpiration as measured from one- and two-year-old
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during three days of apparent water stress. Carbon dioxide exchange is negative when·
photosynthesis exceeds the rate of respiration and positive when the relative rates of the
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transpiration are expressed as milligrams per minute. Stomates are closed at pressures of
60 psi. As stomates open, the infiltration pressiJres become lower.
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FIG. 4.8. Same as Fig. 4.7 except mea,urements are for three days orno apparelll water
stress.
moisture was low and three when soil moisture was ample. The rates of
respiration, the amounts of solar radiation, temperatures, and relative
size of stomates measured by infiltration techniques are also shown (see
Chapter 3) (Drew el al., 1972). During the midday period of the driest
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and hottest days, stomates closed within the polyethylene enclosure, b1\t
stomates on unenclosed needles remained relatively open. Sim.e
complete stomatal closure has also been observed for branches in the open
during dry, warm summer days (Drew, 1967; Drr:wetal., 1972), it may be
inferred that conditions within the bag truly represent natural conditions
resulting from drought, although in the particular instance shown, the
enclosure became warmer than the outside air, which accentuated stress
and raised respiration rates. Under dry conditions illustrated by Fig. 4.7,
about two hours after net photosynthesis commenced, its rate began to
rlecline with increasing radiation and air temperatures, while stomates
remained open and transpiration was relatively high. Needle
temperatures that were above 25°C(the 0ptimum for net photosynthesis)
were often recorded, and water stress was increasing as indicated by
declining stem size (see Fig. 3.14). Typically stomatal closure occurs
when respiration approximates gross photosynthesis and there is no net
carbon dioxide exchange between the foliage and the surrounding
atmosphere. In this example from an a."id-site Pinus ponderosa, the
maintenance of open stomates until the carbon dioxide flux reaches zero
suggests that high temperature and high ....ater stress, rather than low
carbon d~oxide,must h~ve caus~d the declining rates ofphotosynthesis to
occur.
When soil mois~U1 c wa.:; high, such as on September 26 and October 10
(Fig. 4.b / stom::tes remaineri open, needle temperatures were lower, and
rates of both tr;1nspiration and net photosynthesis remained high, except
dl.ring cloudv weather which both lowered light intensities and reduced
neeJlc tt>mperatures (Brown, 1968).
SIi\tyer (1967) states that as stress becomes severe and water potentials
approach the permanent wilting point, the effect throughout the day of
the diurnal water deficit will become less important (as in Fig. 3.14,June
4, 1966). Scomates will close for most ofthe day and only small amounts of
water diffuse through the cuticular surfaces of the leaves. Daytime
temperatures of leaves can rise well above air temperature, and net
photosynthesis, cell division, and overall plant growth are likely to
decline.
D. Components of the Atmosphere
Photosynthesis in trees with adequate water and light is often limited
by low concentrations of carbon dioxide. In such cases the rate of
photosynthesis can be increased simply by raising carbon dioxide
concentrations in the surrounding air. Carbon dioxide in an actively
photosynthesizing forest canopy is most limiting early in the afternoon
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when,it reaches its lowest concentration. Carbon dioxide is more likely to
limit photosynthesis in trees at high elevations than at low elevations,
because the pressure ofgases decreases with increasing elevation, and the
rate of diffusion declines (Gale, 1972; Kramer and Kozlowski, 1960).
Ordinarily, oxygen is not limiting to tissues in :,rgans above the
ground. However, as was discussed in the last chapter, the o:>..ygen
concentrations in soils may decline to less than ~O%, which is sufficiently
low to limit respiration and root growth in species not well adapted to wet
soils. It is sometimes suggested that in F00rly aerated soils carbon dioxide
accumulates to toxic levels, but a deficiency ofoxygen rather than excess
carbon diuxide :lppears to be the more important factor.
Sometimes gases other than those normally present in the atmosphere
become limiting due to their toxic effects upon plants. For example,
industrial sulfur dioxlue or ozone may adversely affect plants. Most
species of plants are injured by exposures of only one hour to an
atmosphere <:ontaining as little as one part in a million of certain toxic
gases (Meyer et at., 107:'\.
E. Ph)'Jir'!ogira[ Factors
A number uf conditions related to age a~d physiological activity can
influence rLSpiration and photosynthesis. Respiration occurs in all living
cells, but the rates are considerably higher in younger tissues than in older
tissues because the former usually contain a greater number of growing
cells. Rates of respiration of maturing cells are inversely correlated with
the increasing vacuole size and with increasing proportion in the amount
ofcell wall material to the a,mount ofprotoplasm. High respiration rates
in the stem are confined largely to the apical and cambial meristems and
adjacent young tissues. In apical meristems, respiration may decrease
abruptly in August when the buds become dormant and increase
abruptly in the spring at the time of bud break (Kramer and Kozlowski,
1960) .
Photosynthetic rates generally increase with increasing age ofleaves or
needles up to a level representing leaf maturity, and then they decline
(Freeland, 1952; Kramer and Kozlowski, 1960). Mooney et at.
(1966) measured photosynthesis in needles ofPinus tongaeva at the end ofa
growing season and found that the needles formed in the course of the
summer were somewhat less efficient than the older needles. This may be
a result ofmutual shading among the five needles ofthe young fascicle, for
they remain in a tight bundle until some time after the autumn of their
first year. Mooney et at. (1966) report that the photosynthetic rates in
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needles from one to five year~ in age were markedly similar. Fritts (1969)
reports that in some trees of Pinus tongaeva needles are green and appear
capable of photosynthesis for 15 to 30 years.
In many other species the photosynthetic efficiency drops rapidly and
needle numbers decrease with increasing needle age greater than one
year. O'Neil (1962) reports that there is little reduction in growth ofPinus
banksiana when two-or three-year-old foliage has been removed from the
trees, which suggests that the photosynthesis in the two- and three-year-
old needles is inefficient. When the one-year-old foliage is removed,
however, there is a marked reduction in shoot and diameter growth, as
well as a high mortality ofapical buds. Silver (1962) states that 90% ofthe
total foliage produced in a f;ivrll ye'lr by Pseudotsuga men-?;iesii is lost at the
end offive years. The percentages-offoliage usually lost at ages one to five
years are 28%, 23%, 17%, 13%, and 10%, respectively in this evergreen
species.
Photosynthetic efficiency sometimes diminishes with increasing age of
trees, regareiless of needle age. Results of Wright and Mooney (1965)
show thdt old trees ofPinus tongaeva have lower ratios ofphotosynthesis to
respirc.tion at temperatures of 100, 20°,.and 30°C than do younger trees.
According to Moller et at. (1954), about 46% of the food produced by
photosynthesis is used in respiration ofeight-year-old Fagus sitvatica, while
at ~5 years, respiration consumes only 40% of the photosynthate.
However, with increasing age thereafter, the percentage of
photosynthate consumed by respiration increases to about 50% in 95
years. This change is a function of the ratio between the amount of
respiring tissue and the amount of photosynthesizing tissue. Young trees
generally have a higher ratio of photosynthetic surface to respiring tissue
than older trees (Kramer and Ko~lowski, 1960).
The actual accumulation of glucose in the leaves, particularly during
the latter part of the daylight period, can become limiting to
photosynthesis. Sweet and Wareing (1966) report that growth in Pinus
radiata appears to affect photosynthesis directly by reducing the amount
ofphotosynthate that can accumulate. Therefore the young, fast-growing
seedling may have a more efficient system than a dormant or old tree
simply because there is less accumulation of photosynthate in the leaves
and concentrations of glucose are less likely to become the most limiting
factor to photosynthesis.
Moller et at. (1954) present evidence that a decrease in net dry.matter
produced by aging stands is caused partly by a decreased rate of
photosynthesis in the leaves and partly by a small increase in respiration
accompanied by a greater loss ofdry weight in roots, branches, and twigs
(Fig. 4.9).
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FIG. 4.9. Dry matter production in FaguJ Ji/va/ica plotted as a function of tree age. The
upper heavy line is dry matter production representing gross photosynthesis; the middle
heavy line is net ploduction translocated to other organs by the leaves; the heavy line at
thr bottom represents the annual accumulation of dry matter both above and below
ground. The area between the upper and middle heavy lines represents the loss of dry
matter through respiration in leaves and through shedding of leaves, while the area
between the middle and lower heavy line represents the loss of dry matter by respiration
and loss of roots and branches. (From Moller e/ a/., 1954)
Mooney (1972) points out that the differences in light sensitivities of
respiration in C-3 and C-4 plants may help explain distribution and
behavior of certain plants. In general, C-4 plants which cannot carryon
photorespiration are less severely affected by extremely high
temperatures and seem to occur more frequently ir, hot, bright, and dry
environments. The C-3 plants occur in cooler habitats or are active in the
cooler seasons of the year. While differences in these two types of
metabolic pathways could account for differences in ring-width and
climatic relationships, all trees so far used in dendroclimatology appear to
be the C-4 type.
VI. The Annual Net Photosynthetic Regime
for a Pinus Ponderosa on a Semiarid Site
It will be shown in Chapter 5 that the ring widths in warm and arid-site
trees are statistically related to climatic conditions during a nine- to ten-
month period prior to growth, as well as to the three to four months of the
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growing season from April through July. These statistical relationships
can result from limiting effects of climate. on the annual net
photosynthetic regime of the plant. Some of the biological evidence for
this effect is de"scribed below.
The carbon dioxide exchange for branches of Pinus ponderosa enclosed
in a \(entilated polyethylene bag was monitored during several years of
contrasting climate (Brown, 1968). The enclosure was mounted on
branches of a tree growing in an extremely arid site in southern Arizona
at 8,500 ft (2591 m). The carbon dioxide in the enclosure, along with a
number of other environmental variables affecting the trees, were
monitored from May, 1964, through October, 1967. An important part
of the study involved the application of energy balance equations
(Chapter 5) to assess the environmental conditions that were affected by
the particular carbon dioxide measuring technique being applied. For
example, it was shown by Brown (1968) that the polyethylene enclosure
actually reduced the heat load, but that needle temperatures during the
day inside the enclosure were frequently higher than needle temperatures
outside the enclosure, because of differences in air movement. The
enclosed tissue was continually subjected to very low wind velocities
(approximately 0·1 mph, or 0·045 m/sec), while the unenclosed portions
of the tree crown were commonly exposed to higher wind vqlocities.
During summer days when transpiration rates were low and the
branch was subjected to high solar radiation, air temperatures in the
enclosure were sometimes WaC, and in exceptional cases 20°C, hij?;her
than temperatures on the outside (see Figs 4.7 and 4.8). Air temperatures
within the enclosure at night were from 20 to 7°C below temperatures of
the outside air, depending upon wind conditions (Brown, 1968). It was
concluded from this analysis that the measuring technique used in the
study did somewhat modify the actual temperature environment by
essentially excluding the influence of wind. The modification remained
within the natural limits of the plant,vhowever, and simply caused a bias
toward warmer-than-average temperatures. Since none of the years of
study was extreme, the particular conclusions drawn about the patterns
of carbon dioxide exchange are considered valid and comparable to
natural conditions in extremely warm and dry years which climatic
records indicate have occurred in the past.
Figure 4.10 is a plot of climate and carbon dioxide exchange of the
enclosed branches expressed as three-day averages throughout two years.
Precipitation and temperature during the winter of 1964-1965 were near
the average of the five previous years. The frequent occurrence of a
carbon dioxide uptake during the warmer winter days indicated net
photosynthesis -could occur almost any time when temperatures were
o
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FIG. 4.10. The climate and carbon dioxide exchange during 1965 and 1966 for a
branch from an arid-site Pinus ponderosa in southern Arizona. In 1965 less precipitation
fell, soil moisture was lower, and the amount of net photosynthesis was more limited by
moisture deficits than in 1966. The radiation, temperature, and carbon dioxide exchange
are shown as three-day averages. Precipitation is the total for the three-day period, and
the soil moisture values (shown as dots) are corrected dial readings from nine Colman soil-
moisture units. The vertical bars indicate the range of temperatures during each three-
day interval. (Redrawn from Brown, 1968)
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near or above freezing. However, net photosynthesis ceased \\ llene,er
daytime temperatures were less than -2u C, and it was'low during- days
following nighttime freezing of the stem (see Fig. 4.4). Net photosynthesis
generally increased with increasing temperature above freezing. .
Soil moisture began to decline in April of 1965, after the snow had
melted. Air temperatures for the months of March, May, andJune were
I° to 2°C below the five-vear average for these months, and durin:;
March the rate of net photosyrithesis varied directly as a function of
temperature and light intensity. However, later in the season as soil
moisture was depleted and air temperatures rose, high water stress and
excessively high needle temperatures became more limiting and caused
the rates of net photosynthesis to decline. During the warmest and drie~t
periods, daytime respiration exceeded gross photosynthesis, and carbon
dioxide was released from the enclosed branch. Fig. 4.10 shows that the
mean carbon dioxide exchange for the entire 24-hour period was positive'
for many days in June. As drought and air temperatures increased in
June, dendrog-raph records, stomatal infiltration pressure, and relative
turgidity measurements indicate that water stress increased throughout
the tree. For example, infiltration rates (Drew et al., 1972) showed that
stomates closed during midday in unenclosed portions of the tree, while
those within the enclosure often dosed at an earlier hour. Days of high
temperature resulted in little net gain of photosynthates. Growth at the
base of the stem, which began in April (see Chapter 2), must ha\'e utilized
primarily stored foods because there was little net accumulation of
photosynthate in the leaves.
Precipitation during July and August of 1965 was bclow the five-year
average for those months. Virtually no precipitation occurred from
September until late November, and the occasional rains replenished
moisture only in the upper levels of the soil. Even though net
photosynthesis was not monitored continually due to equipment failure,
sufficient data were collected to show that net photosynthesis for the dry
autumn of 1965 was markedly lower than the following year, when there
was more moisture in the soil.
A storm in November, 1965, was followed by a cold winter with snow
persisting for several months (Fig. 4.10). Where data are available for the
winter of 1966 and when day temperatures were below - 2u C, little or no
net photosynthesis occurred. When day temperatures were above
freezing, net photosynthesis occurred at higher rates than in 1965,
probably because of the deep snow and its effect on insulating the soil and
recharging soil moisture reserves. Net photosynthesis was rapid in March
and April because soil moisture was abundant and air femperatures did
not greatly exceed the optimum for the process. Growth started early in
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April (see Chapter 2), and in May and June net photosynthf'sis of thf'
enclosed branch declined with rising needle temperatures. Air
temperatures in June, 1966, were 3·3°C warmer than in June of 1965, bUI
net photosynthesis was mOre rapid, apparently as a result of the greater
soil moisture supply and higher transpiration ratt's which maintained
lower temperatures in the leaves.
The 1966 summer rains started late inJune, which was earlier than the
previous year, and precipitation in both August and September was high.
Consequently, the average rate of net photosynthesis was markedly
greater than during the previous summer. High net photosynthesis
continued until late in October, when soil moisture began to decline. A
storm in November replenished soil moisture, and high rates of net
photosynthesis were measured until daytime temperatures dropped
below - 2°C near the end of the year. .
In summary, the rates of net photosynthesis were ]owf'r during 1965
than in 1966, as it was a year of average winter precipitation and below
average summer precipitation. In con trast, the higher net photosyn thesis
in 1966 occurred because of high precipitation durin~ both the winter
and summer periods. Even though air temperatures were higher during
June of1966, net photosynthesis was higher than in the prior year because
of greater soil moisture reserves.
Brown's measuremf'nts indicate that low-elf'vation, arid-site conifers,
unlike those at high elevations described by Tranquillini (1964b),
Mooney et at. (1966), and Schulze et at. (1967), can carryon net
photosynthesis almost any timf' in the year ifleaftemperatures durin~ the
day are not - 2°C or below. At low elevations low air temperatures arc
less often limiting to photosynthesis during the winter than at hi~h
elevations, but soil moisture in winter is more likely to be insufficient and
internal water stress is more likely to occur.
VII. Some Implications of these
Physiological Measurements
Measurements of net photosynthesis, respiration, and transpiration in
arid-site conifers confirm that these processf's vary sufficiently durin~ the
autumn, winter, and spring periods to have a substantial effect upon food
reserves and subsequent ring growth. To be more specific high soil
moisture and low air temperatures (except lor those below - 2°C) arc
shown to favor rapid net photosynthesis and production of ~Iucose and
derived stored foods, which are then available for growth in the sprin~.
Moisture recharge of the soil which occurs during the autumn and winter
can favor high photosynthesis the followin~ spring when temperatures
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are favorable and growth begins. High growth, however, may not always
accompany high winter temperatures if moisture is the most limiting
factor, because the potentially favorable effects of high winter
temperatures are counteracted by the unfavorable effects of high
temperatures on transpiration and depletion of soil moisture reserves. In
such arid sites, the amount of net photosynthesis is proportional to the
amount of water which is available and is transpired whether the
transpiration occurs in winter or is delayed until the spring (Budelsky,
1969).
Trees in colder sites, on north-facing slopes, or at higher elevations and
latitudes may have more moisture available in the soil than those on arid
sites, so that the increased moisture loss due to high transpiration during
warmer periods in winter may not substantially affect the moisture
available later in the year. In such cases, high temperatures in winter and
early spring can favor rapid net photosynthesis and increased
physiological activity, which could lead to either early initiation of
cambial activity, or rapid growth, and favor the formation of a wide ring.
The measurements of net photosynthesis, respiration, and
transpiration during the growing season a.lso indicate that these processes
can exert an immediate effect on growth occurring at the same time by
their effect on water relations, food reserves, and the making of growth-
controlling substances derived from them. However, during a brief
period early in the growing season low temperatures may become
limiting to growth directly unless moisture stress is severe and more
limiting. If so, high temperature accelerates transpiration, and water
stress may limit growth and alter growth-regulating processes.
Temperatures during late spring and summer may at times exceed the
optimum for net photosynthesis and perhaps for other growth-eontroiling
processes. If water is also scarce, the deleterious effects of high
temperature can be accentuated by the increased water stress. In the
most arid sites high temperatures accompanied by high water stress may
be the primary limiting factors during summer, except during cloudy
weather and for periods during and after a rainfall when temperatures
are lower and water stress is not as great.
As the cambial activity slows down during midsummer the
unfavorable effects of high temperature and low moisture begin to
impinge more on the accumulation of stored foods than on the current
growth, which in turn will affect the growth of the following year. When
ring growth in August or September ceases, any limiting temperature
and moisture conditions which affect processes and food reserves cannot
affect growth until it is resumed in the following spring. Sometimes
environmental conditions which hasten the cessation of growth during
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late summer may have the reverse effect upon the growth the next year,
for photosynthate which would have been used for building cell. parts is
shunted into stored food reserves which are then available for more
growth the following year.
During a warm and relatively dry summer season at high elevations,
high latitudes, or on cool sites, prolonged water stress accompanied by
excessively high temperatures may be rare, though they can cause a
decrease in the rate of net photosynthesis and affect growth if water is in
limited supply (Hari and Luukkanen, 1973). As on warmer and more
arid sites, with the passage of time the effect ofclimatic factors on the ring
that is being formed declines as the growth processes subside, while the
effects on the wid th ofthe next year's ring increases through this control of
food production, accumulation of stored food, and other conditions
important to growth in the following spring.
In early autumn temperatures in cool high-elevation sites are not only
lower but they may reach critically low leyels and become directly
limiting to processes long before they are low enough to be critical in
warmer low-elevation sites. Thus, at hiRh elevations and latitudes
temperature rather than moisture is best' correlated with the width of the
following year's ring.
During the winter, high elevation or high latitude conifers may be
deeply frozen so that the chlorophyll is deactivated. Periods of unusually
warm weather may thaw out the tops, produce extreme water stress,
favor excessive respiration, and hence bring about depletions of food
reserves. This can lead to an inverse correlation of winter temperatures
with food reserves and with the width of the subsequent season's ring.
VIII. The Distribution of Foods
and Interactions with Growth
The relative distribution and consumption of food varies among the
structures and organs of the tree and from one season to the next. The
areas ofthe circles and squares in Fig. 4.11 illustrate the average amounts
of glucose that can become involved in the various. tissues of a typical
middle-aged deciduous forest tree. Approximately I(}% of the total
glucose produced in leaves is .consumed by leaf respiration. The
remaip.der becomes stored or is involved in assiI!\ilation ofother parts of
the tree, wi th the aerial parts utilizing 81 % and the roots utilizing 9%.
Within the aerial parts ofa tree, each year's growth ofnew leaves utilizes
approximately 36%, the bole 36%, and the branches ·8%. Fruit
production utilizes about 1%. of the total glucose. Allocation to the
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various structures in the diagram includes the glucose consumed in
respiration as well as the portion that is converted to the structure of each
tree part.
Total Glucou
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Re.spirotion
In Leaves
9% 0---------'----,
Roots
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FIG. 4.11. Diagram showing the disposition throughout the tree ofglucose made in the
leaves. Ten percent of the glucose is consumed by respiration in the leaves and the
remaining 90% goes t() storage and tissue building. Of this 90%, 81 % goes to tissues in
aerial parts and 9% is used for growth ofroo~.The aerial distribution includes 36% which
is used in growth of leaves, 8% for branches, I% for fruit, and 36% for bole diameter
growth. The squares represent ultimate dispositions and the· circles intermediate
allocations. (Modified and redrawn from Baker, 1950)
Figure 4.9 is actually another representation of the same phenomenon
plotted as a function of tree age and expressed as respiration loss. It shows
that up to two-thirds ofthedry matter production is eventually consumed
by respiration in the various organs of the tree. The remaining one-third
represents the increase in dry matter in the above-ground and below-
ground portions of the tree.
The processes of photosynthesis, respiration, and assimilation vary
throughout the season and affect food accumulation and depletion
throughout the-tree. Respiration and assimilation occur continuously in
living tissues but are most rapid during the most active period ofgrowth.
Photosynthesis can be active as long as there is li~ht, moderate
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temperatures, sufficient moisture in the plant tissue, and green leaves.
Ordinarily photosynthesis occurs at sufficiently high rates to replenish
stored foods used by respiration and assimilation. At night, however,
",":hen respiration and assimilation are especially high, or during periods
of iow photosynthetic activity, more food may be consumed than is
produced by photosynthesis and a net decrease in reserve foods may
resuli. If the food consurription continues faster than food manufacture,
the supplies become exhausted and the tree dies. In years ofdrought, the
stored foods may become low and become the most limiting process to
cambial activity, especially during the grand period ofgrowth (see Chapter
2).
The reserve of food may be used at different times and by different
plant tissues, depending upon various conditions in the tree. The crown
in an arid-site tree is likely to utilize most of the photosynthates produced
during the growing season, with the result that relatively small amounts
may be translocated to the lower stem and roots during the period of
active crown growth. As a result, cambial activity in the roots and in the
lower stem may occur largely at the expense of stored foods accumulated
during the prior dormant season. The low correlation between ring width
at the stem base of arid-site trees and the climate of the growing season
and the high correlation with the climate of the prior autumn, winter,
and spring is consistent with such a dependency of the cambium on food
reserves derived from photosynthesis in the prior autumn, winter, and
spring.
As a tree ages, the efficiency of photosynthesis may decline, and a lack
offuod available from photosynthesis may become increasingly critical to
growth in the lower stem and roots. At the same time, the circumference
lit the cambium continues to increase and the available foods must be
distributed to a larger growing area. The ratio of roots to shoots may
decline; less water may be absorbed, with water loss more often exceeding
water supply and branches suffering repeated drying, resulting in
narrower growth rings with more variable widths. As these conditions
become more limiting, the tree becomes weaker, so that disease or a year
of extreme climate is more likely to cause destruction and death of the
tree.
In aging Pinus longaeva and Pinusflexilis the amount of roots relative to
the amount of shoots referred to as the root/shoot ratio, is essentially
constant. But as the stem grows, ·the cambial tissue becomes distributed
around a larger and larger circumference until those portions farthest
from food, hormone, and water sources die. In very old individuals, the
portion ofliving bark may be reduced to a narrow strip which connects a
small group of living branches with the few remaining living roots (Fig.
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(Rangcnekar and Forw.:rd, 1973). Flowers, fruits, and seeds often obtain
food at the expense of roots and other vegetative structures. Competition
for foor! in Fagus silvatica between growing fruit and the camlJia may
Cduse narrow rings to form during years of especiallv abundant fruit set
(Holmsgaard, 1962). Changes in the translocation offoOO substances and
in the vigor of the crown can influence the availability of food and other
growth suLst6nces to the cambium at the stem base and cause the climatic
informati0n recorded in the ring widtl-,s and cell structures to change in a
systematic pattern throughout the life history of the tree (Chapter 2). For
further diswssion of this topic also see Chapter 5.
Other types of inter<lctions occur as a result of environmental factors
affecting production anG expansiori of the foliage, which in turn influence
the capacity of the tree to photosynthesize at a given light level during
subsequent years (Fritts et at., 1965c; Fritts, 1969; Garrett and Zahner,
1973; LaMarche, 1974a). The lengths and possibly the numbers of
needles in many conifers are affected by conditions during the growing
season (Fig. 4.13). As long as the needles persist on the stem and are
phNosynthetically active, they can influence photosynthetic capacity
and food accumulation, and hence can affect subsequent ring-width
growth.
Fritis (1969) and 'LaMarche (l974a) report that needles are retained
by Pinus longaeva and appear to be photosynthetically active for 15 to 30
years, so that an extreme climate of one year which affects the
photosynthetic area and food production in that species can influence
growth for the following 15 to 30 years. However, for arid-site trees this
provides a type ofstability to the photosynthetically active area, because
one or two years ofsev.ere climate can affect only i;l. small percentage of the
total needle mass. LaMarche (1974a) observed that at higher elevations,
however, when the spring and summer temperatures are low for a period
of 10 to 15 years they can reduce the photosynthetic area substantially
and cause a marked reduction in ring width. Furthermore, recovery may
take 10 to 15 additional years of near-average spring and summer
temperatures because the needles that were affected are held for such a
long time on the trees.
Other conifers on stress sites show similar effects of climate on needle
number and size, but they retain their needles for only a few years. One or
two years ofextreme climate can have a "marked effect on the needle mass
in these species, which results in a marked change in growth lagging one,
two or three years behind the occurrence of the climate. Such differences
in needle retention, as well as defoliation, changes in root mass, and
fluctuations in fruit set, can result in variations in size and other
characteristics of tree rings (see Chapter 6).
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considered true foods becau~e they are not significant sources of energy.
Their actual functions within plants are variffi. Nitrogen, sulfur, and
phosphorus are components of amino acids and prutein; nitro~en and
magnesium are components of chlorophyll; and iron, while not a part of
the chlorophyll molecule, is necessary for chlorophyll synthesis. Other
elements, including potassium, calcium, boron, manganese. zinc, copper.
molybdenum, and chlorine can also influence rates of important
processes in trees. In addition, mineral salts influence water potentials
within plant cells, and the balance of the various ions affects memhrane
permeability.
Soil minerals' also may control the distribution of some tree species.
Wright and Mooney (1965) report that PilllLS longaeva is relatively more
tolerant ofIow phosphorus levels in soils than some of its competitors and
suggest that this tolerance may explain the greater abundance of Pillus
lungaeva on phosphorus-deficient dolomitic soils in thc White Mountains
of California.
The limiting effect ofmineral deficiencies is most apparent when other
environmental factors are not limiting. I f a particular mineral such as
phosphorus is deficient enough to influence growth processes. it will
restrict the capacity of a tree to resp<?nd during years when climatic
factors are favorable for growth. For example, Fritts (1969) notl d that
water deficits in PilllLS longaeva growing on dolomitic soils account l<lr the
variations in width for rings which are below the averagl.' size, but whcn
ample water is available the rings are all about the same width. It is
conceivable that the uniformity in size of the larger Pinus longafl'a rings
could be due to nutrient deficiency (perhaps phosphorus) setting the
upper limit to rin,l;{ width.
Naturally occurring minerals are of limited importance in den-
droclimatology, however, because they tend to be constant from year
to year and therel()re do not cause variations in ring widths. On the other
hand, substances arising from environmental pollution or other
disturbances may affect soil minerals and produce systemic change, in
availability of minerals, which in turn may result in changes in growth
Uonsson and Sund berg, 1972). Certain clements reaching high
concentration in polluted habitats can have din>ct toxic elkcts on the
trees of the area in terms of cell structure and ring width (Yins, 1965).
X. Growth-Regulating Substances
Plant growth regulators, or hormones, arc organic compounds produced in
small amounts which promote, inhibit, or qualitatively modify growth.
The better known growth regulators include auxins, compounds which
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are responsible for cell enlargement; antiauxins, compuunds that inhibit
action of auxins; kinins, substances which promote cell division;
gibherellins, compounds affecting stem elongation; and inhibitors,
substances that reduce or stop growth and induce dormancy. For details
on kinds of substances that act as growth regulators see Leopold (1964)
and Giertych (1964).
If water, temperature, and food supplies are not limiting, tracheid
diameter may be governed primarily by concentrations of certain
hormones produced elsewhere in the tree. There is general agreement
among plant physiologists that auxins are the hormoneS most important
to the enlargement ofcells, and that they are produced in the stem apices
and are transported normally in a basipetal direction to the tissues in tht"
stem (Giertych, 1964). Those factors limiting vegetative growth of the
crown, therefore, can affect the auxins reaching the cambial regions and
influence tracheid size (Larson, 1964). For example, the very rapid rate
of the first flush of apical growth in sprIng produces a large quantity of
auxin which migrates down the stem and stimulates production of large
earlywood cells throughou t the cambial regions in the stems and roots. As
the season progresses, the rate of shoot elongation declines until shoot
growth finally ceases. This causes auxin synthesis to decline, tracheid
enlargement to be less rapid, and small, thick-walled latewood cells to be
produced.
Larson (1962) proposes that auxin synthesis and transport in conifers
account for the varying rates of growth and cell enlargement along the
main axis of the stem. Therefore, both the width and structure of rings
can be highly related to vigor of apical growth, auxin synthesis and
transport, and the proximity of the cambium to the auxin source. This
would help explain the presence of thin-walled tracheids making up low
density latewood sometimes called juvenile wood, formed in the uppcr
stems nearest the auxin source. With incrcasing distance from the stem
apex, tracheid size decreases, latewood cells are smaller and thicker-
walled, and there is an increasing difference in density between
earlywood and latewood.
Digby and Wareing (1966b) note that the method ofspread ol'cambial
activity in spring among nonconiferous trees is different in ring-porous
and diffuse-porous species. They show that in diffuse-porous trees (in
which earlywood and latewood vessels are similar in size) growth
promoters such as auxin are produced first by the swelling apical buds
and later by tissues at the base of the tree as the gradient concentration of
the growth regulator migrates down the stem. In ring-porous trees (those
with large vessels in the earlywood), a gradient ofauxin is not apparent in
the stem at all. Rather, it is believed by some that an auxin precursor is
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present throughout the stem in early spring which is converted to auxin at
all levels just before the buds swell. Since the auxin is in the same
concentration throughout the stem, cambial activity in ring-porous
species is initiated simultaneously throughout the stem.
The transition from the large cells of earlywood to the small cells of
latewood in ring-porous species may be related to a decline in auxin level
resulting from cessation of apical growth in the crown or simply to the
completion of pm'e enlargement and the beginning of acti\'e division of
the nmbium (~hipps, 1967). Hm\ever, Digby and Wareiug (1966b)
show that after cessation ofshoot grO\.'th the mature leaves of ring-porous
species continue to produce enough auxin to maintain continued cambial
activity ~nd toe formation of the latewood.
Westing (1968) p~ints out that various aspects ofxylem differentiation,
such as radial enlargement, longitudinal enl; rgement, wall thickening,
and lignification are under se~)arate,more or less independ~nt, hormont'
.cOntrols, Wodzicki (1964) presents eyidence that growth substances
found in cortical t:ssues of Larix decidua influence the thickening of
tracheid cells independent from the eftec: of a· (xins. Digby and Wareing
(19ti6a) show that the relative It>vels ofboth auxin and gibberellin may be
important in determining ~Ihethef the can'Jium differentiates xylem or
phloem.
Giertycl: (1964) states that some of these features of growth may be
governed by a balance between growth prcmoters and inhibitors rather
than by the conccnti"ation of any one ~rowth-controllingsubstance. For
example, tpe breaking of bud dormancy may be associated both with a
decline in inhibitors and an incref-se of promoters, which in turn initiate
cambial activity.!n the case ofcertain trees, such as Quercus robur, which ha\'e two phases
of shoot grcwth during a season, one in Apnl and May and the other in
Augu~t ~~parated by a re3t period, the dormancy of summer is
temporarily LRaractrrized by moderately high concentrations of growth
in:'lbitors in the buds. This temporary dormancy can t>e broken by
temperature alteration or by certain chemical treatments. The more
permanent dorhlancy of autumn is accompanied by higher con-
centrations of int.iJitors and is I"ot broken easily until the following
~pring.
Larson (1962) points out that in Pinus resinosa false rin5s invariably
result from second flushes of shoot growth which produce auxin and
stimulate a change in the cambium from production of latewood to
production ofear Iywood. The stimulus is of!imited intensity and reache~
the ~tcm base only under exceptior,ally favorable conditions. Thus, the
occurrence of false rings near the gro'ving- tips of the stem without false
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rings at the base ofthe stem (see Fig. 2.23) may be attributed to variations
in auxin gradients within the tree (Fritts et al., 1965a). Westing (1968)
,states that the production of compression wood in an inclined
gymnosperm stem may be attributed to lateral redistribution or
asymmetric production of a growth-regulating substance, a growth
inhibitor, or an auxin-destroying enzyme.
Larson (1962) also proposes that differences in earlywood and
latewood in trees with large crowns grown in the open and those with
small crowns grown under more restricted conditions may be attributed
to variations in the production of growth regulators resulting from
differences in crown vigor. The absence ofcertain rings at the stem base of
suppressed trees or of those trees growing in a very unfavorable climate
may result from reduced activity in the shoot and an auxin stimulus
which is too weak to initiate cambial activity by the time it reaches the
stem base. Giertych (1964) reports that effects ofday length on flowering
and other phenomena may be observed by a change in concentrations of
growth regulators before there is any visible change in growth.
Future studies will undoubtedly reveal many other ways
environmental factors can affect the production or movemen t of growth
regulators, which in tum affect' growth. It is possible that the delayed
effect of autumn and winter climate on growth in the following spring
could result from an interaction between climate and the formation of
some growth regulator. The anatomical changes in ring structure
associated with its position along the stem, tree age, and crown·vigor are
undoubtedly related to production, movement, and distribution of
growth regulators as well as the amounts of available foods.
Considerable differences 'exist in points of view regarding the relative
importance of growth regulators, internal Water stress, and food to
cambial growth. All three factors are undoubtedly interrelated and
important. Each may be of primary significance in certain situations,
species, and sites, and all growth models should recognize that anyone or
a combination of these factors may become limiting under certain
circumstances to ring-width growth.
Xl. Physiological Preconditioning
and Correlating Systems
The growth of a tree is, of course, directly influenced by its prevailing
environment, but often there are many lingering effects on current
growth from previous environmental conditions, as was suggested in Fig.
I. fO. Physiological preconditioning is the induction of internal metabolic
conditions which eventually influence the growth or biochemical
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reactions of a tree during a later stage in its life history. Such conditions
may be variable and complex. For example, Lowry (1966) noted
meteorological factors over a 27-month period that appeared to
precondition Pseudotsuga men.::iesii and influence its cone crop. Climatic
conditions were important during periods of activity such as the
differentiation of buds, the formation of pollen, and fruit set.
Several examples of the effects ofphysiological preconditioning on ring
growth have been described in earlier sections. Some of these are: (~) the
accumulation and storage of food and other substances. by arid-site
conifers during the dormant period; (2) the production ofroot and shoot
masses and variation in the root-shoot ratio; (3) the changes that occur
with increasing tree age and size which can influence efficiency and rates
ofvarious processes; (4) the production ofgrowth-controlling substances
within the tree; and (5) the deactivation of chlorophyll and loss of
photosynthetic capacity in conifers during the winter when temperatures
are low. Additional examples of physiological preconditioning which
possibly affect the formation of xylem rings are the influences of
photoperiod, the induction and breaking ofdormancy, the development
ofdrought resistance and frost hardiness, and the presence of frost rings
and fire scars resulting from injury to tissues of the tree.
A. Photoperiod
Changes in length ofexposure to light (photoperiod) may influence both
vegetative and reproductive phases ofplant growth. Shoot growth,Tadial
growth, breaking of dormancy, leaf abscission, frost resistance, seed
germination, and flowering are processes known to be influenced by
length of day. The growth of woody species so' far investigated with
respect to day length responds to short days by growth inhibition and to
long days by growth promotion.
Photoperiod does not vary from year to year and therefore does not
directly produce variable features in successively formed rings. The
response to photoperiod can, however, be important as a genetically
controlled factor that prevents unusually early. bud break ,during a warm
winter or the flushing of buds late in the season, which would produce
young tissue susceptible to injury from frost. Although the genetic
factors are constant for a given plant and cannot produce variable ring
width from year to year, g~netic factors do vary from plant to plant and
are probably responsible for different photoperiodic. responses among
individual trees and among different populations or races, which result in
differences in the date of bud break, in the duration and rate 'of cambial
activity, and in the time ofdormancy in autumn. Day length is most likely
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a significant factor in tree growth at high latitudes, also, where Jar?;l'
differences in daylight·occur seasonally and the length of the summer is
short. As was discussed earlier, the very long summer days permit
photosynthesis to proceed at high rates. For further discussion of
photoperiod as a possible factor in tree growth see Downs (1962) and
Kramer and Kozlowski (1960).
B. Dormancy
Trees do not gnlw continually, no matter how favorable the
environment, but rather periods of active growth will alternate with
periods of inactivity and dormancy. Tropical species in a continuously
favorable environment may make several growth flushes during the year
(Kramer ,and Kozlowski, 1960). In some temperate'trees that at rimes
produce multiple ririgs, growth can occur in two or three periods,
separated by.brief intervals of dormancy. Dormancy of this type is
classified as temporary, as it lasts a few days or a few weeks. Growth may
begin again spontaneously or it may be stimulated by a change in the
environment. Dormancy which occurs for periods of J'!1any weeks or
monthS', is classified as permanent. In temperate regions, permanent
dormancy usually cannot be broken until plants have been exposed to
low temperatures for one or two months, normally during winter months:
While temporary or permanent dormancy can be induced by
environmental factor.!, it can be caused by internal conditions (Kramer
and Kozlowski, 1960). For instance, the tree itself may bring about the
conditions for dormancy by producing an inhibitor or by exhausting
some substance essential for growth. The age of tissues also seems to affect
the rate and degree ofentrance into t~e period ofrest (Levitt, '1956). For a
more detailed description ofthese types ofphenomena see Samish (1954).
Dormancy may be viewed as a type of "safety factor" which has
evolved through the death ofall individuals ofa population that failed to
become dormant and did not survive in a given climate. Dormancy is
iinportant for dendroclimatic consideration because it is a natur;tl factor
that modulates the response of growth' to the environment at particular
phenological stages of the tree. Climatic factor.! in the autumn may affect
conditions which hasten or increase the depth ofdormancy, while other.!
may govern the rate and timing of the breaking of dormancy in the
spring. When dormancy is broken, climate may directly affect the
production of growth-regulating substances and influence the various
growth processes, as well as·affect net photosynthesis, accumulation of
food, and water relations of the tree. During the dOl"mant period when
climate cannot affect growth directly, it can affect subsequent growth
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through its influence on soil moisture, photosynthesis, and ()()d
accumulation, or other processes that are still active in the plant. A
variety of effects of this nature delayed for one or more years may be seen
in many statistical results of tree ring-climatic relationships and arc- a
part of the models developed in Chapters 5, 7, and 9.
C. Drought Resistance
Different species can vary in their ability to withstand drought, and
individuals of the same species can also vary depending upon conditions
which have preconditioned the plant. There are four basic strategies or
adaptations which enable plants to survive conditions of drought: (I)
escaping the drought; (2) evading the drought; (3) enduring the drought;
and (4) resisting the drought (Parker, 1968). Examples of drought-
escaping plants are the annuals which survive the dry period as dormant
seeds. Drought evaders are able to economize on water use bv structural
or other modifications such as thick cutin or d'ense hairs on the leafwhich
allow them to evade internal water stress. Drought-enduring plants,
rather than conserving water by some permanent feature, may lose their
leaves, modify their root structure, or change in some other way thal
enabks them to survive during periods of drought. On the other hand
drought reSistors possess certain physiological adaptations that allow
their tissues to continue life processes under the stress ofdrought. Drought
resistance in trees involves primarily the latter two types.
Most workers view drought resistance as a characteristic largely under
genetic control and hence no.t a phenomenon that can change from one
year to the next. For example, Juniperus virginiana and]. communis are
apparently more resistant to desiccation than many common species of
Pinus, Picea, Abies, and certain broad-leaved species of trees (Parker,
1968). Hence, these' two. species of Juniperus can survive at lower
elevations and on drier sites than the other less well-adapted plants.
Certain conditions of particular plant tissues may cause physiological
changes or structural modifications which can affect a tree's ability to
grow or survive through periods ofdrought or water stress (Parker, 1968).
The extent and condi tions ofroot systems can modify water absorption or
water loss. For example, trees in the sun which undergo high
photosynthesis can develop larger root systems than those in the shade.
The roots of the Mediterranean tree Pinus halepensis cease growth in times
ofdrought, the outer root cortex turns brown and collapses, and a heavy
suberin layer develops which retards dehydration of the roots and enables
the species to better withstand drought (Parker, 1968).
Leaves developing in the sun or those in the upper portion of a tree
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crown r;.av withstand mOle desiccation than those in the shade or those
formed in' the' k~s vigorously growing areas of the crown, because the
former may have a thicker cutin on their leaves, the osmotic potentials in
the plant may be lower because of higher concentration of sugar and
other dissolved substance, in the cells, or their stomates may be able to
exert a stronger control 0ver water loss. Similarly, vigorously growing
trees in open habitats can often survive more severe drought than those in
the shade of a drnse forcsL canopy, or a period of unusually sunny and
cool weather may enable a tree to develop physiological conditions,
enabling them to better withstand conditions of water stress,
In g~neral, if water stress increases slowly in a drought-resistant plant,
the physiological conditions in its tissues are more likely to keep pace with
and compensate for the water stress. However, if the onset of water stress
is sudden. a reaction may occur during which time water may be
withdrawn from the plant tissue and adverse effects on various processes
may be evident. With the passing of tilT).e a period of restitution may
follow in whicn the cells become better able to develop the necessary
water potenti:tls so that water diffuses back into some of the desiccated
tisslles of the plant. Very often drought appears to be more damaging if it
is preceded by a long wet period of vigorous growth than if it is preceded
by conditions of more red uced growth and occasional periods of water
~tress, \
The ability of Pinus ponderosa and P, edulis to continue growth during
the dry period before the summer rains as described in Chapter 2 may
represent a type of drought resistance which could in part result from
some preconditioning of the plant. Some of the statistical correlation of
temperature and precipitation in one year or season with the growth of
the following spring could well arise from preconditioning leading to
improved drought resistance of the tissues within the plant.
D. Frost Hardiness
If temperatures remain unusually warm late in the autumn, an abrupt
onset of cold weather may injure many temperate trees; but if
temperatures decline in a more gradual manner, hardiness or resistance
to frost injury develops. A period of unseasonably warm weather in
winter can decrease frost hardiness, but a ~eturn to colder temperatures
\ will usually reestablish it. In the early spring if the weather turns
unseasonably warm, some trees may lose their frost hardiness, thereby
becoming more susceptible to freezing injury. Pianls that had survived
the most extreme freeze during midwinter maybe killed or injured by
. vcry slight freezing in the spring after dormancy has been broken
(Levitt, 1956).
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.Low soil mOisture, high levels oflight, znd a scarcity ofcertain minerals
may int~ract with Imv temperature to increase ti-ost hardiness (L~vitt,
1956). For example, Pinus long'leva at its upper tree line in the White
Mountains of California does not form the contorted and stunted
krummhoh form, as it does in climates of the Mt. Washington area,
Nevada, and the Rocky Mountains where summer drought is lacking.
LaMarche and Mooney (1972) believe that drought conditions, which
always occur durin~ the growin~ season in the White Mountains but not
n the krumlOholz sites, make the trl':es frost hardy so that winter conditions
do not dry the foliage and kil1 the branches. This preconditioning by
drought may be one reason why the dry-site trees maintain full stature
right up to their high elevation limits. Because of the effects of frost
hardiness (and possibly drought resistance), dry and cold conditions late
in autumn or early in the spring may have a favorable effect upon
subsequent growth, because it assures that any subsequent low
temperatures or dry conditions cannot damage the foliage of the tree.
Thus, if they acted in the above manner; both low moisture and low
temperature during these periods, prior to winter dormancy would be
expected to he correlated with wide rings.
If fro~t hardiness or drought resistance is lacking and the foliage is
killed, large variations in the remaining living tissue may occur from one
year to the next. Small differences in relief and wind exposure may
control the amounts of living tissue that remain at the end ofwinter, and
there is often little or no synchronization in ring widths or crossdating
from tree to tree or from branch to branch in the same tree. The coupling
of growth with climatic factors becomes insufficient to provide
meaningful analysis of past climate from the contorted upper tree line
trees. However, by analyzing rings of these contorted krummholz trees,
interesting studies may be made on age and movement by vegetative
propagation. The interested reader can refer to Levitt (1956) and Parker
(1968) for a detailed discussion of frost and drought resistance in woody
plants.
E. Frost Rings
Freezing is harmless to tissues that are frost hardy, because
crystallization of water is restricted to the intercellular spaces. When
. freezing occurs very rapidly or the tissues are not hardened, ice may form
in the cytoplasm or vacuole ofliving cells (Meyer et at., 1973) or ice may
crush young growing cells. The active cambium in branches is.especially
susceptible to injury when temperatures drop below freezing. Such injury
produce~distorted xylem tissue that is referred to as aJrost ring (Fig. 4.14).
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FIG. 4.14. Transverse sections of tree stems showing frost damage. The distinct dark
line within the ring is a layer of crushed cells. Deformed and incompletely lignified
tracheids often lie inside the crushed cells, while parenchyma and abnormaltracheids can
lie outside. These abnormal cells form lines of weakness which may cause the wood to
break, and ruptures may occur in the stem (see lower right photo). The upper sections are
Picea glauca (from Glerum and Farrar, 1966), and the lower are PStudotsuga menziesii (left)
and Larix decidua (right). (From Day and Peace, 1934, courtesy of Oxford University
Press)
Mature tracheids become crumpled and the cells that are
undifferentiated at the time of the freeze become crushed (Glock, 1951).
Rays are commonly offset at the line ofinjury. In the case ofa severe frost,
the cambium and therefore the tree may be killed outright. For injured
but surviving trees, the first regenerated cells are enlarged and deformed,
but successively formed cells gradually assume normal size and form. The
effects of a severe frost may also seriously defoliate the tree and weaken
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stems. Glock (1-951) reports that mechanical breakage anQ mortality of
branches and trees may occur for several years following a severe frost.
Glock (1951) and LaMarche (1970) associate an injury along the inner
portion ofa ring with frosts occurring in spring after initiation ofcambial
activity. Frost injury near the outer boundary of the ring is associated
with a freeze late in the growing season before the cambium becomes
dormant. Frost rings are less frequently found in the larger stems than in
the small branches, probably because of the insulation of the thick bark,
the late initiation of cambial activity, and the early growth cessation in
, portions which are distant from the growing stem apex. Thus, frost rings
may be less frequent in older portions ofstem, but this does not necessarily
imply that frosts were less severe at that height on the tree or in more
recent years. Thus; it follows that one must sample trees ofcomparable
s:ze and age to compare the absence or presence of frosts during the
period of growth. Glock successfully uses frost rings to label and study
growth layers in species such, as Cupressus aritonica that form several
distinct rings in a year. Frost rings can be important markers which aid in
the dating of trees of high elevation or high latitude environments
(LaMarche, 1970; LaMarche and Fritts, 1971 b)'
F. Fire Scars
High temperatures I:.esulting from fire can defoliate a tree and kill buds
and living tissue exposed to the heat (Jemison, 1944). J. Parker (1971)
reports that trees are more resistant to heating in winter and least
resistant in summer as indicated by the rate of respiration after exposure
to one to ten minutes' heating at 57°C. Juniperus virginiana possesses an
ability to withstand both extreme heating and low moisture levels. The
thick bark ofspecies such as Pinus ponderosa often insulates the large trees
from injurious effects of small ground fires. Fig. 4.15 is an especially
interesting example ofa fire scar in Pinus sylveslris. A fire apparently killed
all of the cambium except for two small areas, where growth rate
accelerated after injury and the new tissue expanded around the stem.
Eighteen years after the fire,·rthe bark had fully encircled the original
scarred stem.
Fire injury may cause a marked reduction in the total,growth ofa stem
if a substantial part of the foliage is destroyed, but in the area of
wounding, the ring may be anomalously large. Fire may destroy
competition in a stand of trees, remove the shade, release minerals, and
make more soil area available to the roots. Thus, after a forest fire, rings of
some trees become wider, the ring-width variations are virtually
unrelated to climate, and there is often very little year-to-year width
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XII. Changes in the Physiological Sea-;ons with
Varying ElevationJ)f the Tree Sites
-The physiological processes affecting tree rings and their most important
climatic controls have been described in the preceding pages. I t can, be
seen from the discussion that there are certain periods of time within the
year when climatic factors are generally favorable to a process, other
times when factors are limiting, and still other times when the process
may be essentially inactive. These various periods care usually
synchronous with the climatic seasons. For example, during winter the
growth processes may be dormant and physiological activity of the tree
may be low for long periods of time. Spring and autumn'are transition
periods during which temperatures and 'moisture may chan~e and
become less limiting to certain processes and more limiting to others, In
summer high temperature, and water stress may become limiting when
temperatures exceed the optimum for cehain processes or when there is
insufficient soil moisture. The varying periods of physiological activity
throughout the year may be described as the physiological seasons, The
season may vary depending upon .the processes, the site, and the species of
plant. Several generalizations are apparent, however, when mean
monthly temperature regimes are examined for sites ofvarious elevations
and certain temperature or moisture thresholds are identified.
Figure 4.16 is a plot of several thresholds for temperature and water
. stress as they vary with elevation throughout the year. Mean climatic
data were obtained for various western North American sites between
latitudes 34° to 38°N. The elevations of climatic stations ranged from
5,500 ft (1'677 m), which approximates the lower forest border, to 10,400
ft (3171 m), which approximates the upper elevational tree limits. The
monthly temperature data for each record were scanned and the mean
data for five' temperature thresholds were estimated as follows: The
monthly minimum, mean, and maximum temperatures were each
plotted as occurring on the 15th day of each month. ~he seasonal regime
for each of the three means ~as obtained by drawing lines through the
plotted points. The plots of temperature were examined and whenever
the lines intersected any qfthe chosen thresholds, they were entered at the
appropriate elevation in Fig. 4.16. Lines were then drawn through these
points for dates when (1) the mean maximum temperatures intersected
ooe, (2) the mean temperature intersected ooe, (3) the x:nean minimum
temperature intersected ooe, (4) the mean maximum temperatures
intersected 25°C, and (5) the mean maximum temperatures intersected
30°C.
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These particular temperature thresholds are in part arbitrary, for they
do not represent the results of any particular physiological study. The
rationale for their use is as follows:
(I)' When maximum air temperatures remain below O°C it can be
assumed that the trees in general are physiologically inactive.
Chlorophyll in coniferous trees.probably has been deactivated and
the only processes of importance are respiration and transpiration,
which may occur for short intervals of time when temperatures rise
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FIG. 4.16. Diagrammatic representation of elevations and approximate dates when
maximum, mean, and minimum .air temperatures are at DOC; when maximum
temperatures are at 25°C and 30°C; and when the growing period begins and ends. The
elevations and times when water stress is most li~ely to be limiting are ·shaded with
horizontal lines. The vertical lines indicate the photosynthetically inactive period when
maximum temperatures are genera:Ily below DOC. The area shaded with both horizontal
and vertical lines indicates the dates and elevations when maximum telJlperatuf'es are on
the average above 25°C. The heavy dashed line designates the earliestdate that growth
would be; expected to cease because of severe water. stress. The approximate e1evational
ranges ofcertain trees are indicated on the left margin. Data Me from latitudes 34°-38°N
in western North'America and are based in part upon La'Marche and Moo~y (1972),
Erdman e! ai. (1969), Fritts (1969), Fritts II ai. (1965c), and U.S. National Weather
Service. (Drawing by M. Huggil1ll).
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above freezing. The plot in Fig. 4.16 shows that temperatures are
below this threshold for substantial periods of time only at high
elevation sites.
(2) When mean maximum temperatures are above ODC but the mean
temperatures remain below this value, certain processes may occur
during the daytime period. Chlorophyll regeneration may begin
during warm periods when night temperatures are not extremely
low, and net photosynthesis can occur during the warmest intervals.
Temperatures are likely to be directly correlated with the
accumulation of photosynthates, but they are not high enough to
cause serious water stress except in habitats that are exceptionally
arid.
(3) As mean air temperatures rise above ()I'C but minimum temperatures
are below that value, daytime temperatures are frequently above
freezing and processes such as net photosynthesis can occur at
substantial rates. Nighttime temperatures are low and there is little
consumption of food by nighttime respiration. If moisture is
adequate, periods with higher than normal temperatures are
associated with high productivity and accumulation offoods. Except
for extremely high elevations, intel1l:al water stress may occur at
midday if soil moisture supply is inadequate. It is possible that this
increasing water stress can counteract the favor,able effects Qf the
moderate temperatures on processes such as net photosynthesis.
(4) When mean minimum temperatures remain above ODC but the
maximum temperatures are lower than 25DC, the physiological
activity is highest and many of the growth processes may be initiated.
Temperature is rarely limiting except for unus·ua:Ily cold or war:m
days. Moisture reserves can become low in dry years, however, and
water stress can become limiting. .
(5) At low elevations maximum temperatures during the summer season
may rise above 25DC and sometimes above 30DC. These temperatures
are abo,,:e the optimum for many processes, especially net
ph9tosynthesis, and during years of low precipitation the inhibiting
effects of heightened temperatures are accentuated. As the
temperatures qegin to decline in late summer, the thresholds are
p,assed in reverse order, and the processes reverse in like manner.
However, growth may c~e well before· temperatur~ become
limiting to tht process. If moisture is available, net photosyIUhesis
can occur rapidly and foods can accumulate. As temperatures
·approachODC most growth processes cease, and' winter hardening
may occur while net photosynthesis remains active. When maximum
temperatures fall below ODC ~hlorophyll may be. deactivated,
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photosynthesis then ceases, and the winter inactive period
commences. Different species, of course, vary in their tolerance to
various temperatures and degrees of water stress, and the
microenvironmental conditions can accentuate or counteract the
particular climatic effects.
On the left margin of Fig. 4.16, each species name spans its
approximate elevational range. When thes.e ranges are compared to the
diagram ofphysiological seasons, several features become evident. The
physiologically inactive period is long in duration throughout the range
·of Pinus longaeva, but relatively short for other species, except at high
elevations, and cold exposures. For most .arid-site species the average
maximum temperatures in winter are .above freezing.
Mean temperatures in winter reach O°C levels at all elevations
considered in the diagram. At the high elevational tree line, mean
temperatures average freezing or below for more than half the year, while
for the lower forest border temperatures as low as O°C may last for no
more than a few weeks to a few months. During April minimum
temperatures at low elevation~ can ~e above O°C and growth may
commence, but at tree line this threshold is not attained until June or
early July. The period of above;optimum temperatures occurs during
midsummer only for species at low elevations, where the effects of high
temperatures are likely to be most severe if water is unavailable and the
plants are subjected to water stress. In winter water stress is generally
restricted to sites below 7500 ft (2287 m). In summer water stress can
occur at all elevations; although it is rare at the upper elevational tree
line.
1t can also be noted from the diagram that the growing season at low
elevations is potentiaJly longer than at high ones. However, early
cessation due to water stress and elevated plant temperatures can occur
there as early as]une, and is less likely to occur with increasing elevation.
Above 9,800 ft (2988 m) the length of the growing season does not vary
substantially, although both the dates of growth initiation and cessation
occur later with increasing elevation.
Figure 4.16 represents changes associated only with elevation, but
modifying factors of the site such as exposure, slope, and soil
characteristics may further modify the microclimate and affect the timing
of the physiological seasons. The marked differences in the elevational
ranges of the listed species and the wide variations in the physiological
seasons suggest that there will be a variety of ways that climatic factors
can affect the plant processes. Since the processes interact to negate or
accentuate each other's effect, it is reasonable to expect that the net effect
on growth will vary not only among the different species but also among
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the various macro- and microenvironments of the sites. The following
chapter deals with the important factors of the macroclimate and the
environment as they may influence growth-controlling processes which
affect ring w.idth; and it describes some models which express the most
important growth-climatic relationships.
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It was pointed out in Chapter I that an important and basic step in
dendroclimatological research is modeling the climate-growth system.
The biological portions of the system have been described in Chapters 2,
3, and 4. It is now necessary to consider how the biological system is
linked to climate, how the variables of the site may affect the linkages,
and how the essential structure and components of the system may
be modeled to assist in the identification of the important
dendroclimatological components. As mentioned in Chapter I such
modeling can be accomplished by means of word diagrams, logical
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~ tatements, mathematical equations, or other analytical schemes whi-:h
purtray the important ligkages between the initial causal phenomena,
whicn in this case include variables of climate and site, and the resultant
end product, which is ring width.
This chapter begins with a description of the two major components of
the climatic portion of the system, the energy and water balances which
link the macroclimate to the operational environment of the plant.
Consideration is given to site factors such as topography, substrate, and
elevation, as well as to the bioti<.: and other factors which can modify or
nullify certain components of these energy and water balances and
thereby alter, complicate, or obscure the tree growth--climate
relationship
The discussion of the climate-tree growth system as a whole begins
with a model of those factors or conditions that can become operationally
limiting to cambial growth. This rather simple word diagram is then
expanded and generalized to a more comprehensive one including a
variety of processes occurring throughout the tree, as well as those
occurring in the c.tmbial region, which are in turn linked with two
physical factors of the macroclimate, temperatures and precipitation.
The possibility for both direct and inversely correlated relationships
between growth dnd these two physical factors is accounted for by the
model. It also allows for those variations that may be attributed to
changes in the season, differences in the microsites, and differences among
tree species.
II. The Energy and Water Balances
The amount of energy and water that a plant utilizes depends upon the
amounts that are available to it and the portions which are absorbed and
lost. Availability of both energy and water is very much dependent upon
the conditions of both the atmosphere and the site in which the plant is
growing, and the relative 'importance of these conditions can be best
portrayed by mathematical equations. The inflow, outflow, sources, and
sinks, and transformations of energy are referred to collectively as the
energy balance, while similar components for water are referred to as the
water balance. All energy and water balance equations are based upon
conservation of energy and matter, which is to say that any change
occurring within a system will affect that system's overall balance and be
associated with a corresponding addition or loss of energy or water. The
energy balance for a column of atmosphere and a soil is described by
Sellers (1965) as
G=(Q+q)(l-a)+Il-Ij-H-LE+F; -F" (5.1)
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where G is the net transfer or flux of heat (energy) into or out of the
system; Qis the direct solar radiation incident on the exposed surface of
the soil; q is the diffuse solar radiation reflected, or scattered from
atmospheric dust and clouds incident on the same surface; a is the albedo
(reflectivity) of the earth's surface; l! is the absorption of longwave or
infrared radiation from the atmosphere into the ground at the surface; If
is the loss oflongwave radiation from the soil surface to the atmosphere; H
is the sensible heat exchange between the soil and air; LE is the heat loss
by evaporation where L is the latent heat of vaporization ~cooling by
evaporation of 590 cat/g) and E the amount of moisture evc.JJorated; Fi
is the horizontal transfer of heat from surrounding soii; F. is the
horizontal transfer of heat to the surrounding soil.
The first five items govern the flux or transfer of incoming radiant
energy that is delivered to a given soil surface. The next three items, If, H,
LE, govern the dissipation ofthis energy back to the atmosphere and space
after it has been absorbed, and the last two items deal with small amounts
of energy that are transferred laterally into or out of the column of soil.
This energy balance equation is an approximate one, but in general it
applies over any time period from seconds to many years where the
relative importance of items can vary as a function of the weather, the
latitudinal and elevlitionallocation ofthe site, its exposure and slope, and
other characteristics such as soil color, water content, and the amount of
plant cover. Components other than those irrcluded in the equation are
usually small and can be neglected (Sellers, 1965).
The water balance for a column of soil can be portrayed in a similar
fashion,
g = r+D+J; -E-J;, (5.2)
where g is the net rate ofchange in moisture content in a column ofsoil; r
is the moisture added by precipitation; D is the moisture added by
condensation of dew; fils the horizontal flux of moisture into the
column of soil; E is the loss of moisture from the soil by
evapotranspiration;!. is the horizontal and downward flux of moisture out
of the column of soil.
Usually dew formation is negligible (Sellers, 1965). The water balance
is tied to the energy balance through the term E, because large amounts of
energy are dissipated by evaporation from the soil and plants.
A soil moisture accounting system, such as the one developed by
Thornthwaite and Mather (1955, 1957) utilizes daily precipitation,
mean daily air temperature, and potential radiation as the moisture and
energy input, and considers moisture storage along with the depletion of
moisture from evaporation (E) and run off (fo). Thornthwaite and
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~1atper\ accountillg ~ystem W:.LS used to compute total available and
lower-layer available soil rr,o;sture ill Fig. 2.21 and evapotranspiration
deficib shown in Fig. 2.24. Such accuunting system~ are thought to bp
us~ful in that they convert weather dat1. into new variables that hopeful!)
simul~tp. growth-influencing environmental conditions (Zahner and
Stage, 1966). Palmer (! 965) uses a water balance approach to convert
temperature and precipitation data to an index of drought. This index is
relatively wel! correlatedwith variations in ring width Uulian and Fritts,
1968) and is a climatically derived factur that may be calihrated with and
reconstructed from ring-width indices.
Large discrepancies arise, however, between actual and calculated
moisture conditions for arid sites. These discrepancies have two possiule
causes: First, the use of mean temperature may not he appropriate, for it
does not take into account the extreme diurnal range of temperatures that
occurs on arid sites, nor does it take into account the radiational heat load
as it affects 'the daytime energy balance of the plants. Second, the
run oft from the high-intensity storms that occur during summer is
not adequately considered by the water-accounting procedure.
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Gates (1967) discusses the water balance equation ami describes an
aerodynamic method which he beJie\'es is more suitable for accural'
estimation of the water balance. The method has not bern applied to
dendroclimatic work because insufficient data are <\\'ailablc 1'01 a
statistical comparison with annual ring widths.
Figure 5.1 shows the components of mean annual energy balance
starting with 100 units per minute of incoming solar radiation at the tup
of the atmosphere. An average of 38 units arc aflected by clouds, and of
tnest; 38 units, clouds reflect 20 units back into space, absorb 3 units, and
transmit 15 units to the ground surface. Other atmospheric substances
deal with 29 units, reflecting 5 back to space, absorbing 15 in the
atmosphere, and scattering 9 downward. Direct solar radiation accounts
for 33 of the 100 units which are added to the diffuse radiatioll and down
scatter, making a total of 57 units reaching the earth's surfacr, 5 ofwhich
are retlected back to space.
The surface of the earth radiates heat very much like a black body. The
oth~r columns in fig. 5.1 indicate that 98 units are reradiated outward
from the ground surface, 22 units are transftTred as latent heat b~
evaporation and condensation, and 10 units as sensible heat. The total
amount of energy transferred from all sources to the atmosphere.is 140. as
show.n by summing the positin' numbers inside the boxes, A total of 7H
units of these 140 are reradiated back to the earth while 62 units, plus the
8 units reradiated directly from the earth are lost to space. This energy is
the 101lgwave infrared radiation included in the term, 'I, in Equation 5.1.
and;' occurs day or night, summer or winter, sunny or O\Trcast.
The condition of the atmosphere is always changing and the
components of the energy balance may \'ary somewhat in response to
yearly or decadal changes as well as shorter-term fluctuations. For
example, the net rate of exchange in heat, G (Equation 5.1), may be
altered by changes in the energy received from the sun, Q, by changes in
atmospheric carbon dioxide, dust, or pollutants which intercept some of
the energy. Snow cover may alter tile albedo, a, causing a significant
portion of the incoming radiation to be reflected back to space, and it
may reduce the sensible heat transfer between the atmosphere and the
ground. Oceans may absorb large quantities ofheat during the periods of
warming and may dissipate the energy during periods of cooling~so that
they contribute to long-term variations in climate.
Such long-term variations in the energy balance can result in changes
in weather and climate that produce correlated variations in ring widths
for certain trees and sites. In such cases- the appropriate variations in the
earth's energy and water balance can be calibrated with and inferred
from past variations in the ring widths. The reconstruction of sea surface
H
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temperatures (Douglas, 19?3) and of the levels of Lakf" Athabasca
(Stockton and Fritts, 1973) are good examples of reconstructing clements
of the enerRY and water balance by tree-ring analysis.
Every living organism is exposed to and lives in'ttlis stream of energy
expressed by the energy balance equation. The temperaturf" of an
organism is a function of how rapidly it absorbs and dissipates the energy
it receives, as well as any additional energy resulting from metabolism. Its
temperature will fluctuate as the hourly, daily, seasonal, and long-term
variations in the energy balance cause changes in the organism's
operational environment.
As for all organisms, plants are coupled to the energy and water
balances depending upon certain properties and characteristics they may
possess (Gates, I968a, b). As mentioned in Chapter I, sometimes the
coupling is tight and the plant absorbs and dissipates energy or moisture
readiTy, or the coupling is loose so that plant tempeLlture and moisture
may lag substantially behind those ufthe surrounding environmmt. The
coupling factor related to the energy b.alance is reft'rred to as aUl"lI/plil'iU
and may depend upon the composition of the plant surface, spectral
quality and geometry of radiation on thf" plant surface, and perhaps time
(Gates, 1968a, b). I
The plant is coupled to air temperature across a boundary laver of
adhering air surrounding the organism, and \'ariations in the depth or this
boundary layer may influence the rate of energy exchange bt'twt'en the
organism and the atmosphert'. The depth of the boundary layer depends
upon wind speed, the temperaturt' gradient between the plant's surbre
and the air, and the size, shape, and orientation of the plant's surbce.
The boundary layer surrounding the plant along with the epidermis
also offers resistance to transpiration, whirh is the most important
coupling factor for exchange Mmoisture bt'twecn a plant surbee and the
atmosphere. The details of transpiration as it relates to thc water balance
have already been described in Chapter 3.
Gates (1962) expresses the energy balanre for plants in a li>rm similar
to the energy balance at the soil surface in Equation 5.1:
Go = Q.s~(a+l) Q..,+ r.R-LE-H,-H,±I-P+M (5.3)
where Go is the net transfer or flux of heat (energy! between the
atmosphere and the plant; Q. is the solar radiation on the plant surface; a
is the reflectivity or albedo of the plant; t is the ImnlmiJJil'i~v,or tht' abilitv
to transmit the energy through the plant; r. is the emissivi~vof the plant, its
power to emit the radiation from the surface which often is less than that
of a black body; R is the thermal longwave radiation flux from the"
ground, atmosphere, and objects surrounding the plant; LE is the heat
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lost by evaporation from the plant; Hg is the transfer of sensible heat by
conduction from the plant to the ground; H. is the transfer ofsensible heat
by conduction and convection from the plant to the air; s is a term for
storage of energy by heating or cooling of the plant mass over short
periods of time; P is the energy used'by the plant for photosynthesis;M is
the heat released from the plant by respiration.
It can be seen from the above equation and prior discussion of the
energy balance that the environmental factors which are most relevant to
the energy transfer process of the aerial parts of a plant are sunlight and
skylight; 'thermal radiation from the ground, atmosphere, and nearby
objects; air temperature; wind; availability of water for transpiratio,n;
and water vapor in the air. If the energy absorbed is greater than or less
than energy lost, plant temperatures will rise above or decline below the
temperatures of the ambient air.
Evaporative cooling by transpiration is usually sufficiently rapid for
well-watered plants to maintain the plant temperatures near or below air
temperatures if the absorbed energy does not greatly exceed the energy
dissipated by convection and reradiation. However, under high heat
loads during the day, especially when water stress occurs, the energy
absorbed by exposed leaves usuaUy exceeds the energy that is dissipated,
and aerial portions of plants can rise to temperatures in excess of 10° to
20°C above those of the surrounding air (see Fig. 3.6). Wind increases
convection and helps to maintain plant temperatures near those of the
ambient air, but wind may have detrimental effects in that ii removes the
vapor boundary layer and increases the rate of water loss to the
surrounding atmosphere (see Fig. 3.7).
The briefdescription of the energy and water balance as outlined here
is included to call attention to the man~ factors other than air
temperature and precipitation which affect the actual temperature and
water status of a plant. Unfortunately, detailed data are often
unavailable for most components of the energy budget for a sufficient
number of years to be calibrated with variations in tree rings. However,
correct interpretation of statistical correlation of ring width with mean
monthly temperature and precipitation involving trees at various
elevations, on various exposures, and in various 'Climatic regions requires
an understanding of the differences in microclimates that can result from
differences in the energy and water balances.
I,ll, Site Factors whiCh can Modify the Energy Balance
Many pliysical phenomena are not a specific part of the operational
environments be~ause they do not directly impinge upon the organisms'
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physiological processes. However, such phenomena may have indirect
effects on plant processes because they play an important role in the
development of a particular site. For example, the topography and soil
are the result of geological, physical, and biological processes operating
through past geological ages creating the land mass supporting the site.
The plant community on a site is a result ofpast plant migrations, and the
establishment, growth, reproduction, and death ofindividuals on the site.
The death ofa tree frequently results in more light and moisture available
to neighboring trees while the growth of a neighbor may increase
competition for water and light. These factors are important to the
operational environment in that they create features that modify the
energy and water balances.
A. Topography
Topography is one of the most important factors of the site which
affects the energy and water balance by controlling the incident
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radiation, Q, received on the site and by inlluencin~ the amount and
disposition ofmoisturc. South-lacing slopes in the Northern Hemisphere
on the average receive more annual solar radiation per unit area and are
drier than other slopes (Haase, 1970). Fi~. 5.2 shows thc theoretical
radiation, Q, on north- and south-facing 50% (26'57") and 100% (45")
slopes at latitudes of 34 and 46 North I Fons fl al., 1960).
I t is apparen t from this figure that the 100% sou th-lacing slope at 34' N
latitude (the approximate latitude of southern USA) receives almost as
much radiation in winter as in summer. The 50/u slope at 34 latitude is
the pnly north-facing slope shown which receives any direct radiation in
winter. Because of the angle of sun and the day length in summer, both
south-facing slopes at 46" latitude (northern USA) potentialh' recein'
more radiation than similar slopes at 34" latitude. In general, the north-
facing slopes in summer receive as much as or more total radiation during
the day than the comparable south-facing slopes in winter. The contrast
in radiation between summer and winter is generally greater at a higher
latitude than at a lower latitude site.
Because arid, south-facing 100/~ slopes at low latitudes can receive as
much solar radiation in winter as in summer, winter temperatures are
high and trees on such sites are more likely to remain physiologically
active even during the middle of winter (Fig. 4.16). During the day,
temperatures ofplants in direct sunlight can rise much above those of the
air; but soil temperatures can be relatively low, so that high daytime
temperatures can cause transpiration to exceed water absorption, thus
creating water stress and desiCcation of plant tissue even when there is
moisture available in the soil. As a result, net photosynthesis in such low
latitude trees ma9 be limited more by high than low temperatures in
winter. Thus, at low latitudes on south-facing slopes, temperatures at any
time during the year cari be high enough to be detrimental to
physiological conditions in trees, subsequently affecting ring-width
growth the following spring. For more northerly sites, such as 46° N
latitude, there is a more marked difference in the energy received during
the summer and winter on 100% south-facing slopes, and elevated plant
temperatures in winter are not as likely to become high enough to limit
processes in the pliints. This phenomenon, involving elevated
temperatures on south-facing slopes, has been discussed in Chapters 3
and 4 and can be substantiated by field measurements as well as inferred
from numerous statistical analyses of environmental-growth
relationships described in Chapter 8 (Fritts, 1974).
Haase (1970) reports that in southern Arizona the southeast-facing
slope is the most arid exposure in the summer, due to Cloudless mornings.
By noon or early afternoon, when radiation is potentially high on the
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south- and southwest-facing sites, clouds dewlap which reduce net solar
radiation. Erdman et at. (1969) measured forest environments in several
sites at Mesa Verde, Colorado, and they report that a southwest-lacing
slope 'is drier than a northeast-facing slope. The rings of Pinus edatil at
Mesa Verde substantiate these findings in that high ring-width
variability, which indicates the effects of drought, is characteristic of thl'
more arid southwest-facing ·exposures.
Fritts et at. (1965c) state that ring-width variability is greater in tnTs on
steep, well-drained canyon walls than in trees on the mesa tops.
indicating greater aridity for the canyon-wall sites. Howl·\Tr. the
extremely old Pseudotsuga mendesii from Mesa Verdl' arc not only on steep
slopes but the exposurc is north-facing so that these trees n;cei\(, little
direct solar radiation in winter (Fig 5.2). As might hl' expected. the ring
widths from these trees do not correlate as wdl with winter climate as do
trees on south-facing exposures, probably because the north-filcing tnTs
remain frozen during the cooler winter season and arc unable to respond
to certain variations in the winter environmen t.
Fritts (1969\ used ring-width variabilitv and other statistica I
characteristics in PinuJ tongaeva to assess the aridity of sites on ditkrent
exposures in the White Mountains of California. He found that
substantial \'ariations in ring-width characteristics were related to
topographic differences. Trees on the south-facing slopes, which reet'i\('
the highest incident radiation, exhibited the most ring-width variabilitv
(sensitivity) and were inferred to be on the driest sites. The trees on the
west-facing, steepest, and most exposed slopes also indicated aridity by
their high ring-width variability. It was suggested that in the latter case
snow is removed from these exposures by the prevailing winds.
Trees on a southeast-facing slope near a protecting ridge had wide
rings and low ring-width variability. Drifting snow was observed to
accumulate in the lee of the ridge, adding to the moistu[(' of the site.
Thus, it could be assumed that the trees on the southeast-facing and
protected slope would grow more rapidly and uniformly than those on
slopes exposed to the sweep of the wind because of the additional moisture
from drifting snow. Both ring characteristics and stand density indicate
that growth is most favored on north-facing slopes and valleys, where
snow can accumulate but the incident radiation is low and where the
trees are protected from the sweep of the wind.
B. Substrate
The parent material, or soil type, may modify the environment ofa site
in several ways and therefore must be taken into account when modeling
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or interpreting tree-growth conditions. Pinus tongaeva In the White>
Mountains is largely confined to dolomitic substrates. Mooney et at.
(1962) and, Wright and Mooney (1965) demonstrate that this is in part
due to the lighter color of the dolomite which has a 15% to 20% greater
albedo than sandstone. The greater reflectivity results in lower soil
temperatures and lower evaporation rates, so that a dolomitic soil
remains consistently wetter and cooler than sandstone soil when other
environmental factors are equal. In addition to the above conditions,
Wright and Mooney (1965) point out that there are lower levels ofcertain
minerals on dolomite than on san9stone. Pinus tongaeva, which is more
tolerant and therefore less limited oy the low mineral availability than
other species, is dominant in the plant community on dolomitic soils, but
occurs infrequently on sandstone and granite where it apparently cannot
compete with other plants.
Fritts (.I 969) reports that rings of bristlecone pine are wider on granite
and, to a lesser extent, on sandstone than on soils derived from dolomite.
This may indicate that minerals may also be limiting to P. tongaeva on the
,dolomite and may be at least in part responsible for their slow growth on
dolomitic sites. Dendrochronologists have frequently noted that the
oldest trt'es with the most datable and varied ringa are often found
growing on limestone or dolomitic substrates.
Erdman et at. (1969) and States (1968) note that trees in semiarid
rt'gions often grow best on soils with a heavy charge of rock fragments.
Such soils hold less moisture per volume ofsoil than fine- textured soils, but
the penetration ofmoisture is deeper and less water is lost by evaporation.
As a result, more of the moisture that falls as precipitation can be utilized
,by'deeply rooted trees than by shallow-rooted grasses. Run off is also
less on the coarse-textured .than on fine-textured soils. Erdman et at.
(1969) note that interbedding ofshale between sandstone produces seeps
and springs at the contact, which serve as sources ofmoisture for trees. For
more discussio~ of similar phenomena see Chapter 3.
Fritts and Holowaychuck (1959) describe soil profile differences (Fig.
3.11), and Vins (1970) and Stockton and Fritts (1971 c) describe changes
in water tables which control root distribution and water relations of trees
and influence their growth. Other factors ofsubstrate, such as the amount
of leaf litter, the percentage of surface covered by rock, and soil
permeability, may markedly affect the operational environment of trees
on 'particular sites. However, these soil and site factors do not change
measurably from year to year an'd therefore are not usually factors
governing the year-to-year ring-width chronology of a site.
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C. Elevation and 9rographic Factors
Elevation or altitude is a site factor affecting mean anuual
precipitation and temperature regimes (Fig. 4.16). Disregarding the
influence of surface features, air temperaturt>s decrease with increasing
elevation. This decrease in temperature is referred to as the lapse rate. An
average value for the lapse rate is 0·5°C per 100 m elevation (Geiger,
1965).
Tht> density ofthe air column also decreases with altitude, so that there
is less scattering and absorption of direct solar radiation by the
atmosphere (Fig. 5.1). As a result, plants at high elevations are often
subjected to high radiation loads and high daytime temperatures during
cloudless days. At night the exposed surfaces lose heat rapidly because
there is less reradiation by the atmosphere back to the earth surface, and
plant temperatures can fall well below the temperatures of the air.
Mountains may serve as barriers to moisture-laden winds, so that high-
elevation sites receive more precipitation than the sites at lower
elevations. Since temperatures ·are lower in the mountains, moisture
evaporates more slowly and a greater proportion of the precipitation may
fall as snow. Snow in turn reflects the solar radiation and reduces that
portion of energy absorbed -in the site. Snow also can insulate the soil,
keeping it relatively warm, and reducing the outgoing longwave
radiation so that night-time temperatures in the above-ground tissues
drop well below freezing.
Sites in the lee of mountain ranges usually receive significantly less
precipitation than comparable sites on the windward slopes. Little
moisture falls on Pinus longaeva sites in the White Mountains ofCalifornia
even though they are at high elevations, because the Sierra Nevada
mountains to the west are an orographic barrier removing a large portion
of the moisture from the prevailing westerly winds. Although available
moisture generally increases and temperature decreases with increasing
elevation in this area (Wright and Mooney, 1965; Fritts, 1969), then; is
less change in tree-ring characteristics associated with elevational
difference than with topographic exposures of the tree sites. More details
of this analysis .are presented in Chapter 6.
Additional examples of elevational, orographic, or other types of
physiographic factors influencing microclimate are the foehn or chinook
winds, cold air drainage, temperature inversions, and mountain-valley
winds (see Geiger, 1965). Any correlation between variations in
macroclimates and ring widths can be influenced by the microclimates as
they control the ranges ofenvironmental factors that limit the processes in
plants. As will be discussed in Chapter 8, there are many differences in the
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response of ring width to climatic, factors which can be attributed to
microclimatic conditions in the respective tree sites.
IV. Biotic and Other Nonclimatic Factors:
Dendrochronological Examples
The location and condition of surrounding plants may influence the
operational environment of a tree by casting shade, by influencing the
drifting or blast of wind-carried snow, by competing for moisture or
essential minerals, or by producing substances which favor or inhibit
growth. Certain details of these influences have been described in
Chapters 3 and 4. Becaust none of these factors is directly climatic in
origin, the dendrochronologist needs to be able to both recogni~ them
and remove them from tree-ring data being used for climatic analysis.
Changes in the operational environment of a tree due to the growth
and senescence of neighboring trees usually occur slowly and in more or
less systematic fashion. Because the resultant variations are nonclimatic
in origin, they will differ from tree to tree and from site to site and they can
be at -least partially removed by the standardization of ring widths. For
the same reason this variability from tree to tree can be used quite
successfully for ecological analyses such as the assessment ofstand history,
site disturbance, and other ecological conditions and events. Although
not the focus of this text, it is interesting to look at a few examples of
studies concerning nonclimatic factors affecting the ring-wid th variations
in trees.
There is extensive literature involvin17 the use of ring counts to
determine the age of trees following a catastrophic event, to determine
the age structure of a forest, or to identify the age ofa scar on a tree stem.
Lawrence (1950), Lawrence and Lawrence (1961), Sigafoos and
Hendricks (1961), and Alestalo (1971) have used ring counts to estimate
tree age to determine the minimum length of time since a substrate
surface was exposed and available for establishment of plants. These
studies assume that existing trees on the site represent the original
invaders after the given substrate was produced. Sigafoos and Hendricks
(1969) show that age estimates may be improved by establishing the
interval of time between stabilization of the substrate surface and
establishment of the tree seedlings used in age determination.
Tree-ring crossdatin~, though more time consuming than ring
counting, usually produces a more reliable determination ofage because
it takes into account any missing rings or dou ble rings. Roughton (1962)
and Alestalo (1971) review some of the literature which discusses the use
of crossdating to obtain dates .for past occurrences of fires, frost, insect
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disturbance of a site by rupturing of faults during earthquakes (Page,
1970; LaMarche and Wallace, 1972), for reduced soil aeralion by rising
lake levels (Antevs, 1939), and for damage by browsing herbivores
(Lawrence, 1952; Vin'S, 1970). Spencer (1964) reconstructed pa,t
variations in populations of the porcupine (Eitthi;:on tfJixanthum) in Mesa
Verde, Colorado, by using tree rings to date browsing scars on Pinus edulis.
Sometimes radiocarbon dating of ancient wood can be used to
establish the relative age of a buried forest while the precise relalivc
dating of tree-ring patterns is used to establish the histories of the
individual trees. Although such relativ(" dates are not accurately placed
in time, the trees are dated accurately relative to one another, and such
information can lead to considerable understanding of past geological
changes and climatic events (Lawrence and Lawrencc, 1958a; Munaul,
1966).
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FIG. 5.5. Ring-width variation prese'" III loresl slands in Czechoslovakia suhjected lo
various degrees of air pollution. The plot labeled () in lhe upper part "I' Ihe figure
represents growth indices for an untreated control stand. as compared to stands I to 4
representing increasing degrees of smoke pollution. The low('r set or cunTs ,hows the
growth of stands I to 4 as a percentage or the unan''Cted one lalwled () at the lOp. IVins.
1965)
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More
Koerber and Wickman (1970) discuss the use of ring-width
measurements to evaluate the impact of insect defoliation on forest
growth. They state that an increase in insect populations will increase
defoliation of the host trees and reduce their photosynthetic capacity,
which results in marked decreases in growth for a number of consecutive
years following the insect,attack. They also develop a model for the effect
ofweather factors on insect populations (Fig. 5.6) and show that the same
climatic factors of low precipitation and high temperatures which are
correlated with narrow tree rings also favor the. growth of insect
populations, increasing defoliation, and reducing further the width of
tree rings.
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FIG. 5.6. A model of the relationships 'between low precIpItation .and high
temperatures on insect populations, which decrease tree foliage and reinforce the effect of
unfavorable climate on tree growth. (Redrawn from Koerber and Wickman, 1970)
. V. Modeling R~lationships in the
Ring-Width and Climatic System
The. foregoing pOrtions of the book include descriptions of the most
important f.llant processes affecting ring-width growth. Many of the
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factors that limit these processes are shown to be linked to macroclimatic
conditions through the energy and water balances. However, none of
these processes and climatic linkages operates in a simple and singular
manner. All are part of an ecological system in which there are almost
endless numbers of interrelationships and complexities affecting the
linkages between climatic factors and ring width (Billings, 1952).
However, the system can be simplified and described by developing
models, which are represented in the following pages as a network of
linkages (some unidirectional and some bidirectional) among specific
states or conditions in the climate-plant system.
A. Rationale
The general rationale behind these process-network models is to
express the essential nature of a complex system in the most intelligible
form possible, a form that is also amenable to hypothesis testing and
conceptual development. At the outset the hypotheses tested may
principally involve the model itself, such as the identification of any
variables included in the model that are irrelevant to it, the search for
variables omitted from the model that should be a part of it, identification
of any inaccuracies in the model, evaluation of alternatives to the model
structures, and recognition of improperly formulated constraints. As a
model increasingly resembles the natural system, it becomes more and
more useful in the testing of inferences or hypotheses about the system,
anticipating unusual conditions and situations, identifying new problems
and possible solutions, as well as developing new models for further
analysis.
This last use is perhaps the most important for these particular models
because they have led to the identification and. development of
multivariate statistical models which in turn are used to quantify and test
the process-network models themselves. They have also led to the
development ofother multivariate statistical models which allow precise
ca:libration of climate and ring-width data and objective statistical
estimations of past climatic variations from the corresponding variations
in ring widths.
B. Approach
Because of the many complexities among the specific biochemical
reactions and the physical linkages in the system, it is' extremely difficult
to model the details of individual physiological processes. In cases where
such process-by-process modeling has been accomplished, the results
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although very interesting and revealing, usuallv pertain to particular
circumstances and deal with simplified estimates for subsystems rather
than the entire system complex.
For the time being it is more practical, as well as suffteient for
dendrochronological purposes, to generalize the processes in a
nonquantitative fashion emphasizing the major pathways in the system.
including the range but not all the p,ossihle physiological components.
Such generalizations must be consistent with relevant biochemical and
physiological experimental evidence, while allowing for the fact that
almost all such experiments must deal with only one aspect of the whole
system, and therefore may be incomplete. It is most important that the
generaliz~tionsbe consistent with tl].e basic concepts, observations of the
system as a whole, and field evidence from habitats and species to which
the models are relevant.
Such modeling is not without its own type of experimentation and
hypothesis testing. Field measurements on the actual trees to be modeled
may be obtained, stratified sampling of various sites can be used to study
natural changes in specified variables, and actual manipulation of
particular environmental factors in the field is possible to test certain
kinds of hypotheses.
The models used are in a sense always tentative in that they are hased
on the best inferences and the best data available at the time. Each one
may be considered to be suitable, however, until the emergence of new
evidence. When this happens, the models should be reexamined, tested,
and revised· to incorporate the new information. As more. and more
evidence and experience accumulates, the models will improve, and in
time they may become considered adeRuate representations of basic
principles and concepts of the growth-climate relationships.
Such an approach to modeling is probably more justifiable for
dendroclimatic study than for biological research, because the primary
object of dendroclimatology is to u,se the structure of the ring to
statistically reconstruct past climate. It makes little difference to the
statistical result whether the relationships arise because a winter drought
affects photosynthesis and food reserves which alternately limit growth,
or whether. a winter drought affects soil moisture, hormone precursors,
and differentiation of buds which control the concentrations of growth
regulators affecting subsequent growth. Either model can explain the lag
between the climatic cause and the effect on tree growth. New evidence
will undoubtedly alter the details of the models described in this volume,
but it cannot alter the statistical relationships. On the other hjlnd, ne\V
information can improve understanding of the relationship in ~teh a way
~s to suggest a new model which could improve statistical analysis and
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change the results. For this reason, physiological and ecological study, as
well as statistical analysis of correlated relationships, are important
to continued development of dendroclimatic and dendroecological
research.
C. Model Constraints
It has been shown that a climatic variable can limit a wide \'ariety of
plant processes, which in turn can become limiting to growth and ring
width. While the growth process at a particular instant in time is
essentially controlled by that process which is most limiting, there are
variable interactions within the plant and nonlinear situations that can
make a model structure intricate. Arrows are used to join and to specif\
the direction of such interacting situations, and the sign of the effect is
indicated, but scales or numeric quantities are not assigned to any of thes('
relationships.
Different segments of the model are used to distinguish between cas('s
where a set of climatic variables may have a positi\'e as opposed to an
inverse effect, and the importance of each segment is considered to vary
and be additive from one month to the next.
VI. A Model for Factors Affecting Cambial Activity
and hence Ring Width
A convenient place to start-is the model of cambial activity described
by Wilsoll (1964) and Wilson and Howard (1968) (see Chapter 2 and Fig.
2.7). They look on the cambium as a kind of factory to which building
materials, energy sources, hormones, and water are fed from the nearby
phloem and xylem. Any factor limiting the supply of these materials can
limit growth. The complex cell structures of the ring are manufactured
and added in the processes of assimilation which are dependent on
favorable temperature. Whenever temperatures in the cambium are
low, assimilation can be limiting and growth can be reduced. Cell
differentiation also occurs but does not need to be included in our model
because once tne cell is fully, enlarged, changes due to cell differentiation
will not affect ring width.
There are four primary limiting conditions that must be considered in
such a model. They are temperature of the growing tissues, water stress in
the tissue, concentrations of growth regulators, and the amounts of
building materials including foods and mineral salts. Fig. 5.7 visually
outlines the relationships among these factors with appropriate words
and arrows. Any limiting situations in anyone of these factors can affect
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FIG . .s. 7. A model describing the four major factors causing a reduction in growth of
thl' cambium and production of a narrow growth ring. The arrows indicate came and
effect and include various types ofintl'rrelations among the processes and variables. It is
implied from the diagram that the effect of the opposite extreme will incre;;lse both
cambial activity and ring width.
the beginning and ending of the a£tively growing period, the rate of cell
division, and the expansion of cells. These in turn affect number and size
of the tracheids that are produced and thereby the ring width.
A. Temperature
Temperature of the cambium can be a directly limiting factor through
its control of respiration and assimilation processes. The direct effects of
temperature on radial growth are most frequently observed at the
beginning of the season when unusually cold weather causes a delay in .
the breaking of dormancy. This favors a narrow riryg by decreasing the
length of the growing period. Once growth is stirted, any period of
extremely cool weather near 0° C may limit growth, but as temperatures
rise to those of summer other factors usually become more limiting. At
high elevations or high latitudes, where the potential growing season is
short and plant temperatures can be low while the cambium is still active,
radial growth may be greatly reduced by cold weather during any time in
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the growing season (Hustich, 1945; Mikola, 1952, 1962; Giddings, 1953;
Ekhmd, 1957). Except at such extremelv cold sites, cambial activity
in late summer may cease que to internal conditions long before
temperatures are low enougH to be limiting to the assimilation and cell
division processes (Fritts, 1969) (also see Fig. 4.16). Of course, if tem-
peratures during the growing season become low enough to freeze the
cambial tissues, much damage can result which will markedly affect the
apJlearance and subsequent ring growth.
i'he energy budget of trees may be modified by the low temperatures
and influence cambial activity in the stem. For example, trees at high
elevations or high latitudes on south-facing slopes may receive direct solar
radiation during the daytime causing temperatures to be higher than
those in trees on north-facing slopes. On such exposures, temperature is
most likely to become limiting to cambial activity during cloudy weather,
at night, or when high wind dissipates the energy and reduces the cambial
temperatures to levels too low for assimilation processes. Also on southern
exposures, certain portion's of trees near the ground maybe warmed by
longwave radiation from nearby objects and from the ground surface,
stimulating early initiation ofgrowth, before activity in the upper parts of
the tree is underway.
Soils in the shade or on north-facing slopes may remain frozen and
snow may persist for long periods of time, causing initiation of growth in
the spring to be delayed by the persistence oflowtemperatures. Because
of the limiting effect of low temperature on the initiation and .con-
tinuation of cambial activity in trees on north-facing slopes, ring-
width variations are more likely to be directly correlated with air
temperatures of the early spring than for trees on south-facing exposures.
The microhabitats in polar regions may vary in a different fashion from
those at lower latitudes because ofthe low sun angle and the long summer
days near the poles. Radiation and heat loads on the plant are low,
temperatures are moderate, and the diurnal range of temperatures is
often less than at lower latitudes. Temperatures can become low enough
during daylight hours to limit both respiration and photosynthesis, but in
alpine habitats at lower latitudes, high rather than low temperatures may •
be limiting during the day and low temperatures are more apt to be
limiting at night.
Much work on the growth-environmental relationships of trees at high
latitudes and upper tree line is in progress. Evidence so far supports the
generalization that unusually low air temperatures coupled with cloudy
weather during the growing season can directly limit growth and cause
.rings to be narrow. Temperatures may also be limiting to photosynthesis,
but in the model under discussion this would affect the amounts of
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building materials and hence not be a factor directly limiting the growth
processes.
In ~eneral t~ere is little evidence that high temperatures are directly
limiting to cambial activity in most trees used for dendroclimatological
purposes, except for extreme heating resulting from such conditions as
forest fires which can damage the cambial tissues. As in the case of frost
damage, only when cambial tissues are killed outright or injured
sufficiently.to alter subsequent cambial activity is there a direct effect of
such extreme temperatures on ring width.
B. Water
Water stress has been found to account for a large amount of ring-
width variation. During a dry summer, water is obviously likely to be
defi~ient enough to be limiting to the cell division and cell enlargement
processes. Although much experimental evidence can be cited for a direct
effect of water stress on cambial activity, the evidence is in large part
circumstantial. This has led to considerable controversy over the question
of whether water actually affects the growth process directly or affects
some other factor such as photosynthesis or auxin synthesis which in turn
influences the growth process. Zahner (1968) and Glerum (1970) present
and describe some of the growing evidence supporting the hypothesis that
moisture content of the cambium can become a direct limiting factor.
This evidence includes numerous measurements and counts of cells that
have repeatedly demonstrated that reduced rates of cell division and cell
enlargement occur when the cambium is subject to internal W<llter stress.
The gross expansions and contractions of the stem diameter throughout
the day and throughout th~ growing season, as documented in Chapters 2
and 3, represent some of the more obvious evidence.
However, unusually low solute and matrix potentials within the
cambial tissue may enable the growing cells to compete favorably for
water within the tree. As a result, cambial initials may remain relatively
turgid and continue to divide, while other tissues such as the phloem and
xylem are shrinking and undergoing water deficits. As the growing cells
differentiate and mature, they become more vacuolated than the cambial
initials, their solute potentials may rise and they may begin to show
increasing amounts of shrinkage due to plant water deficits. These water
deficits first affect the fully enlarged cells, and then the enlarging cells
before they become limiting to the cells that are dividing. Thus, the first
noticeable effe.cts of water stress may be a reduction in cell size or a
change in cell-wall thickening. These effects often vary from time to time,
dependin~ upon the degree ofwater stress and the life span and condition
of the cell derivatives (Zahner, 1968).
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If the drnughL per~ists long enough to induce dormancy, the last
latf"wood tissue formed in the ring under s.evere drought may be markedly
less dense and the latewood thinner than the latewood formed in a year
with a more moist climate. A number of variations in tracheid structure
and size, apparently due to water stress in a drought-subjected Pinus
pondero~a, are shown in Figs. 2.19, 2.20, 2.22, and 2.23. The reader is also
directed to a paper by Zahner (1968) for a detailed and informative
discussion of the many indirect effects that water deficits can have on
certain processes which in turn affect ring width.
C. Growth.-controlling Substances
The concentrations of growth regulators may also be factors directly
affecting radial growth. The influence of growth promotors and growth
inhibitors on initiation, cessation, and rate of cambial growth has been
described in Chapters 2 and 4.
In general the initiation of cambial activity is a result of a decline in
growth inhibitors and an increase in growth promotors. If other factors
are not more limiting the amount of cambial activity will increase to an
optimum rate because of changes in the growth-regulating substances.
The large earlywood cells formed during spring and early summer are
associated with high auxin concentrations, while the shift to lower
cambial activity and the formation of latewood is associated with a
decline in auxins and possible changes in other growth regulators. The
cessation of cell division and cell enlargement at the end of the growing
season can be attributed to decreases in growth promotors and increases
in growth inhibitors.
The rate of shoot growth may be controlling the production of these
growth regulators which must then move to the region of the cambium
before they affec t growth rates (Larson, 1960). Also, water stress or low
temperatures can reduce shoot growth or affect translocation which in
turn governs the supply of growth regulators at the base of the stem.
These factors ofcourse are indirect controls, so they cannot be included in
the particular model under discussion.
D. Amounts of Building Materials
Much circumstantial evidence has been accumulated which indicates
that rates of growth in arid-site conifers are affected by changes in the
amount offoods and related growth-controlling substances. Ifconditions
are severely limiting to food manufacture and accumulation for long
periods prior to the growing season, the rate of cambial activity in the
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spring and ~ummercan be most limited bv food a\'ailihilitv, In such cases.
the rin!/; is narrow even thou!/;h the temperature, moisture, and growth
regulators are not limiting.
It is also possible that available minerals could be the most limiting
factor to cambial activity. The cambial growth in Pinw !o/lgaeva Oil
dolomitic soils may be limited by the low a\'ailabilit\, of certain mineral,
in the soil as some ions enter into the manufacture of protoplasm and
certain proteins within the growth tissues. ~linerals I1M\ 'llso bl'
indirectly limiting through their e!ll'cts on the manufacture ofl()ods ,md
growth substances elsewhere in the plant.
Thus, the model of factors affecting cambial arti\it\. as outlincd 1)\
words and arrows in Fig. 5.7, includes fc>ur major limilillg conditions iu
the operational environment surrounding the camhial tissues oj' the
plant. It should be noted that temperature of the caml>ial tissuc'i i"
the only climatic variable mentioned in thc model and the model
can account for only the direct temperature ring-wid th rda tionshi p,
Although water stress is closely associated with \'ariations in the "',Itn
balance, it depends upon a \'ariet\ of plant protTSSl''i alkcling \\aln
absorption in the roots and the transpiration li'olll lhl' lean''i, TIlt''ie
processes in turn can be affected b\' a variel \ oj' eli ma tic 1~Il'lor" inc Ilid ing
precipitation, humidity, temperaturc. wind. and light.
The growth-regulating substances are manulill'tured elsl'whert' in the
plant so that the amounts in the cambium are gmTrned indirect" 1)\ the
conditions affecting growth and the activity oj'the stellls, lean''i. and roots
as well as the translocation of the growth suhstal1lT.s ii'olll thei'r sitl' oj'
manufacture to the cambium. l'vlineral nutrition cannot he tied to ,Ul\
particular climatic (actor and can be eliminated li'om a model oj'dilllatl'-
growth relationships. However, the limiting dkcts oj'storecJ !()ocls "hich
become the building materials and energ\' SOlilTe are high" dependl'l11
upon a variety or c1imate-alrected processes. inclnding photoS\nllll'sis.
respiration, [ood manufacture, and assimilation,
VII. Modeling the.Effects of Temperature
and Precipitation on Ring Width
It was shown in the previous section that the climatic filetors ,IIlI'l'ling
ring width could not be adequately described in a modd dealing on"
with the cambial tissue. I t is necessary to considlT the entire 0!Jnation,d
environment of the tree and the various e!ll'Cls or bctors on proces,ses
occurring at different times in the year, and in dillC:rmt parh ofthl' tnT,
Figs 5.8 through 5.10 diagram three segments ora model which describes
these relationships. The variables or tempcrature and precipitation
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were chosen as input \'ariablcs because actual measurements of Lhe,e
variables could be used to test statistical moods describing the same
effects. In addition, these two climatic variables are eas\' to interpret in
terms of other \'ariables such as solar radiation, water \'apor, wind. and
atmospheric pressure; and they are \'ariables most often used 10 descril>t'
changes in past climate. For the sake ofsimplicit\·, the linkages bet\\tTI1
macroclimate and microclimate han' been omitted from the diagram.
The following discussion treats the model in segnlents rt'pn'senting 1,\'
the manner in which low precipitation and high temperature duriug the
growing season lead to the formation of a narrow ring" B I the mauner ill
which the same two factors occurring prior to the growing season lead to
the formation of a narrow ring, and Ie) the wa\'s and cin umstanccs ill
which high precipitation and low temperatures can lead to th(' lllrmalioll
of a narrow ring.
A. Afodel Part A
The diagram referred to as Part:\ Fig. 5.81 represel11> reL!ri'lIlSl1ilh
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FIG. 5.8, Modd Pan A, A diagram r"pn·,,,nting ""n,' orth" rl'ialionship' Ihal ,all'"
climatic factors arlo\\" precipitation and high temperature dun'Jlg/11l ,!!,10ll'IJIJ,!. \('(lION til lead
to th" rormation or a narrow rin?; in arid-,it" tr"",. Th" arrow, iudie'IlI'IIl(' Ill'l l'!1l-et' <I lid
indude "ariou, proce<"" and th"ir inll'ractiollS, II i, impli"d tI,al th" l'!1l-et, 01 hi~h
precipitation and low (l'mpl'ratun' are the opposil", i1wl i,. riug width will iuetT'l."',
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that occur during the interval of time when the cambium is active. Low
precipitation is generally associated with high temperatures, and high
precipitation with low temperatures, bt"cause prt"cipitation is usually
accompanied by increased cloud cover which reduces the solar radiation
flux (Q, Equation 5.1). Low precipitation and higher radiation, ofcourse,
increase environmental temperatures, and both climatic conditions
accentuatt" water stress. Low precipitation results in low soil moisture
recharge, which leads to reduced rates of water absorption. High
temperatures increase the water potential gradients surrounding the tree
and favor rapid water loss. As shown in Fig. 4.10, net photosynthesis in
Pinus ponderosa is reduced during periods of high water stress and high
tt"mperatures. Depending on the situation, net photosynthesis may be
reduced because water stress lowers photosynthetic rates directly,
becaust" increased temperatures raise respiration rates, or because of a
combination of these two. With .Iess net photosynthesis there is less food
available for growth.
The left-hand portion of Part A describes the effects bf water stress on
activity in the apical meristems and growing leaves, which are the source
of important growth regulators affecting cambial activity in the stem, as
was discussed in the prior model and in Chapter 4. Increased water stress
can limit the activity in the meristems so that there are lower con-
centrations of growth promoters (or higher concentrations of growth
inhibitors) and reduced cambial activity in the main stem.
Increasing water stress can reduce cell expansion directly (see Fig. 5.7
and Zahner, 1968), and the production of new cells and the length of the
growing season may be shortened as a result of water stress. Interactions
are shown where decreased apical growth may cause less foliage to be
formed, which in turn reduces net photosynthesis late in the season or in
the following year. Interactions between growth regulators, trans-
location, and utilization of food are also shown.
B. Model Part B
Studies on ring widths and climatic relationships for conifers on arid
sites repeatedly demonstrate that the climate during the growin'g season
(Part A) is often less important to ring-width growth than the climate of
the autumn, winter, and spring prior to the growing season (Fritts, 1965,
1969;'Fritts et al., 1965c; Julian and Fritts, 1968).
Part B, strown in Fig. 5.9, diagrams relationships which appear to be
respon~ible for the preconditioning of growth or which, in statistical
terms, acc<;mnt for the lag in the growth response behind the occurrence
of climate'. As in Part A, much of the biological evidence for the
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fiG. 5.9. Model Part B. A diagram representing some of the relationships that cause
climatic factors of low precipitation and high temperature occurring prior to the growing
season to lead to the formation ora narrow ring in arid-site trees. Compare with fig. 5.8.
relationships expressed in this model is described in Chapters 2, 3, and 4.
Ofthe three model segments Part B is most applicable to arid-site conifers
on low-elevation sites near the lower forest border of the species.
Temperatures there in autumn, winter, and spring are often above
freezing (Fig. 4.16) and precipitation is low enough that the combined
effect oflow precipitation and high temperatures can create conditions of
water stress during any time of the year. Because the trees can be
photosynthetically anive all year long as well, such water stress can limit
net photosynthesis. High temperatures often reduce net photosynthesis
by increasing the rate of respir ation over the rate of photosynthesis and
thereby reducing the accumulation of photosynthetic products as stored
food. In such cases, when cambial activity commences in spring, the
growth of trees can be most limited by a deficiency in the products
assimilated from stored food.
Interacting relationships can also occur 'with the growth of prior
seasons. Water stress during prior years may result in fewer and smaller
leaves, buds, and 'roots, This reduces the total photosynthetic and
absorptive areas of the tree, so that it is less able to photosynthesize or
absorb moisture when favorable climatic conditions occur. In this
manner, climatic conditions during prior years interact with those
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occurring immediately befc)re and during the growing period to alJ(-et the
ring width.
Chapter 2 describes some of the variations in apical and rad ial growth
on arid sites. Growth commences in late spring after much of the soil
moisture from winter snow has been lost by evapotranspiration. This is a
time when the remaining soil moisture in arid, flxest-bordcr sites in
iouthwestern North America is diminishing and net photosynthesis has
reached its peak rate and is beginning to decline. A large part of growth
that takes place early in the season (especially in the regions of the rooh
and at the stem base) is dependen t upon foods accumu lated and stored in
the tree during the autumn, winter, and spring, because photosynthates
that are currently produced by the leaves are utilized primarily bv th('
growing crown. This situation remains even after the summer rains
commence. Net photosynthesis usually increases, but shoot growth,
needle enlargement, and growth of the reproductive organs within the
crown also increase. The tissues in the crown continue to receive most of
the currently produced photosynthates. The cambia at the stem base and
in the roots are the last to receive translocated food and are most likely to
remain dependent upon the foods accumulated throughout the winter
and stored in tissues of the stem and root.
Therefore, the coincidence of the first half of the cambial growing
season with dry conditions and water stress and the coincidence of the
latter half with rapid shoot and fruit growth, which compete with the
cambium for' large amounts of the currently produced photosynthate,
could cause the ring width at the base of the stem of mature trees to
remain dependent upon stored food reserves accumulated over the
autumn, winter, and spring. This situation would explain why ring-
width variation from the stem base of mature trees is correlated so well
with moisture and temperature conditions during the autumn, winter,
and spring preceding the beginning of growth. I t will be shown later in
the chapter and in Chapter 7 that, where the spring season is on the
average more moist than on these arid sites, ring width is less well
correlated with the winter climate and more highly correlated with the
spring and summer climates.
C. Model Part C
Some trees used for dendrochronological studies grow on sites where
temperatures in the spring, summer, and autumn are low, and
temperatures in the winter are well below freezing for long intervals of
time. Such conditions are often found on north-facing slopes, low areas
where cold air may accumulate during calm nights, and high latitudes or
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Less shoal
de\'ations where the annual net energv recei\Td by it tree ma\ Iw 10\\
(Equation 5.3). At certain times throughout the \Tar, conditiolls 01
extremely low temperatures and high precipitation ma\ influ('l1«'
environmental conditions which dircctlv or indirectly limit growth .. \
few of the important relationships leading to these conditions ale sl1m\ n
in Part C (Fig. 5.IO!
C
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FIG. 5.10. Model Part C. A diagram representing some of the relationships that cause
the climatic factors ofhigh precipitation and low temperature to lead to the I()rmation ofa
narrow ring. Compare with Figs 5.8 and 5.9.
As in Parts A and B, low temperatures arc coupled with periods of high
precipitation because increased cloud cover reduces solar radiation and
the heat load. High precipitation in winter may result in increased snow
cover, which raises ground albedo (a, Equation 5.l! and helps to
maintain low air temperatures. Soil temperatures arc determined by
the temperature prior to the onset of insulating winter snows. Se\'ere
conditions in autumn, winter, and spring may ultimately curtail growth
through freezing of the plant tissues and deactivation of the chlorophyll
(sec Chapter 4).
Cool temperatures during the growing season may also reduce
physiological activity of the plant. When cambial activity is initiatrd it
may be limited by low respiration rates, low concentrations of growth
regulators, or low amounts offood (Fig. -5.7). Cool temperatures and deep
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sno\<" CVier may aelay the unset ofspring Jnd cause initiation ofgrowth to
be I~,te and slow. {lnusuaJly cold weather in late summel' or ir. autumn
may induc~ early cessCltior, of growth. Both a shortening of the growing
season and a reduction in the rates of cell division by cool t~mpel atures
can reduce the width 0fa ring. High precipitation during one season may
saturate the soil in poorly drained sites, contribute to low aeration and
low root growth, which in turn can induce water stres~ later in the year.
The growth-climate relationships ~hown in diagrams A, B, and C can
vary in their relevance to it particular site throughout the year. Part C
represents the most common relationships that occur in trees on
temperate sites during abnormally cold months, while Parts A and B
portray the most important relationships governing ?;rowth during the
warmer seasons of spring, summer, and early autumn. With increasing
elevation or latitude, Part C becomes applicable for an increasing
nUlllber of months of the year. This \ arying re!e,'ance of the models to a
particular site may itself be madded mathematically in terms, of the
following equation:
(5.4)
where W, is ring width and G, the growth function which varies inversely
with tree age l. The values of aj, Pj, and kj are weights representing the
importance of each part of the model, A, B, and C, and they assume
varying positive values for m months throughout the year. The limiting
effect on growth of low precipitation and high temperature, relative to
the effect ofhigh precipitatiun and low temperature, may bl' expressed for
the jth month of the year by adding (1.) and PI and subtracting kr These
values would represent the tree-grlJwth response to combinations of
dry-warm conditions versus cool-moist conditions throughout the year.
There arc also some very important relationships involving a positive
association of both temperature and precipitation which have been
omitted from the diagrams. Low temperatures and low precipitation
occurring late in the summer or early in autumn together can prolong
cambial activity in one year with the added utilization of stored foods,
which reduces the amounts of food available for the next year's growth.
These conditions can also affect the formation of vegetative and re-
productive buds which can exert an important control over cambial
activity in the following year. There is also evidence (Chapter 4) for low
temperatures and low precipitation in late autumn promoting winter
hardening and hence favoring survival of living tissues through the cold
winter season. There can also be limiting effects of both low temperature
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and low moisture occurring together as they can delay breaking of
dormancy and shorten the It:ngth of the growing period for that year.
Some other relationships not shown in any part of the model are the
effects of climate on flower initiation, fertilization, fruit set, and
maturation, and the interrelationships between the amounts of growth
for the current season with growth for several prior years.
VIII. The Concept of the Climatic "Window"
The net effects of environmental factors on ring width can vary from
species to species and from site to site. In addition, the climate during
certain months of the year may have a greater influence upon growth
than the climate of other seasons. The tree may be thought of as a
"window" or filter which, by means of its physiological processes, passes
and converts a certain climatic input into a certain ring-width output.
Different species pass different amounts of information through their
"windows" at different times of the year. These differences could be
expressed by different absolute values of (x, {J, and k for different months
within the year (Equation 5.4).
Figure 5.11 shows diagrammatically the mean climatic "windows"
calculated from correlation analyses made on five different species or
species complexes (Fritts, 1974). The diagrams are smoothed to express
the relative effect of variability in climate at different times of the year
upon the variability in width· of the annual ring. The physiological
seasons for these species are shown in Fig. 4.16. The ring-width variations
for Pinus longaeva (P.!.) and Pinus aristata (P.a.), which grow at high
elevations, reflect a large amount of climatic information from the
summer and autumn prior to growth (25% and 26%). In the winter the
climate accounts for 23% of the ring-width variation, while in spring it
accounts for only 15%.
The ring-width variations of P. flexilis (P.£.), a species which has a
larger ecological amplitude than P. longaeva, are influenced greatly by the
climates of autumn (32%). The ring-width variations of Pseudotsuga
menziesii (Ps.m.) and Pinus ponderosa (P,p.), two species which occur at
lower elevations (see Fig. 4.16) and on drier and warmer sites, show the
largest response to autumn and spring climate. Pinus ponderosa emphasizes
the climate of late spring and early summer (13%) more than does
Pseudotsuga menziesii with only 8% growth variation determined by
summer climate. The ring-width variability of Pinus edulis (P.e.) and
Pinus moniJphylla (P.mn.), species growing at the lowest elevations of the
five groups shown in the figure, is more influenced by winter environment
than thering-width variability of the other four groups. The window for
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this parti<.:ular group passes a large amount of variation in climate of
autumn, winter, and sprin,:{ (29~/~, 27%. :md 20/0 ). During the sumllllT
concurrent with growth, the window a~:ows climate to affect only 6;" 01
the variance in growth.
The area under each curve in Fig. 5.11 includeci in lhe pl riod of
cambial activity !g) is proportion"l to the rdati\"(, effel"! Oil ring-width
variability of the climate during the gmwing season. The area may be
compared to the remaining area under the cunT which is proportiona I to
the effect of climate for the period preceding growth. Such comparison
clearly illustrates that the climate during the growing season (parth
described in Part A, Fig. 5.8) is less important to growth than is 'he
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FIG. 5.11. The Olean climatic "window" t<,r fi\'(' difli-rent ("nikrolls speeies Iroll1 ,I
variety of arid sites in western North Amcrira. Th,' plot shuws the p,'nTnt lorrdal;on 01
mean temperatures and tolal precipitation for ('ach month With, "ariation in the" id'h or
annual rings, Vertical lines designate the seasons and the numhers are the p"lTl'ntages or
growth :ffected by climate during each season. The I;ne marked g designates the portion
of the climatic window included in the period of growth. The data are snlO"tlH'lf I"
averaging data for adjacent months. P.1. = Pinu.' lon~a,,'a and P.a. = 1'. ali,/a/a 12:> sites
analyzed]; P.r. = P. flex iii, [4 sitl's analyzed]; Psm. = I'll'IIdol.l/Iga mrll~/I',il 140 .sill's
analyzed]; P.p. = Pinus pondero'a 135 sitl's analvzed I: and P.". = P. rdll//' and P.1ll1l. = "
monophylla [15 sitl's analyzl'dJ.
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climate prior to the growing season (partly described in Pa;·t B,. Fig-. 5.9).
In general, the climate prior to the growin~ season exerts the dominant
control over ring-width variation for the trees and sites used for den-
droclimatic analyses from semiarid North America.
IX. The Concept of the Response Function
The correlation between climatic factors and growth may show strikinf.!:
changes from one month to the next. This relationship can be expressed as
l(sponseJunetiom, a set 01'28 statistics (to be further described in Chapter 7 I
which represent the separate relative effects on ring width due to
variations in mean temperature and total precipitation durinf.!: each
month of a l4-month period prior to and concurrent with the period or
growth. A positive value for the response function statistic lill- a gin'n
month indicates a direct relationship (the greater the value orthc climatic
variable, the greater the growth); a negatin' \'alne indicates an inu'rse
relationship (the less the value of the variable, the f.!:reatcr the growth!.
An inverse effect may bejust as important as a direct elkct. on'"the sign
of the coupling relationships is re\Trsed. Figure 5.12 shows sn]()otlH'd
plots of the response functions for the same sites and species included ill
the analysis of the climatic "window" shown in Fig. C). II. Threc
additional statistics shown on the right in the plots represent the mean
effect of prior growth on ring width for lags or L 2. and :l \ cars.
It is evident Irom the mean response function shown in Fig ..-).12 that
the ring-width variations in the lower c!n'ation species. those plottcd at
the bottom of the figure, arc more influcnced b\ monthh prccipitation
than by monthlv temperature. Precipitation is direct" relatcd to gnl\\ tho
especially in autumn, winter, and sprinf.!:. while teinperatures are oftell
inversely related to growth in aulllmn. late spring. and sumnHT. The
growth of the two upper elevation species. those ncar the top 01't1H' ligure.
are affected equally by precipitation and temperature. although the signs
of the relationship are different. There are also more months "hen high
precipitation and low temperatures, as shown in Fig. :).10. ma\ limit
growth (Fig. 5.12).
Ring width on the average for Pinus eduli.\ (P.ed.1 and Pill//l I/Iollo/i/!rllo
(P.mn.) is largely dependent on variations in prccipitation li)r aulllmn
and winter. Ring wid ths (or Pinus ponderosa (P. p. ) and PIl'/ido/.I/I,I!.a /lu·/I.:il'.lii
(Ps.m.) are dependent more on varying precipitation in autumn and
spring. At the same time, variations in temperatures arc lcss important to
ring-width growth of these two species than to growth of the other four
species. High growth in Pinus jlexilis (P.r.). is dependent upon high
precipitation and low temperatures in the prior summer. autumn, early
winter, and late spring. High growth of Pin liS lon.f{aem (P.I.· and Pill 11.1
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aristata (P.a.) is dependent upon high precipitation and high
temperatures in the prior summer, high precipitation in autumn and
early winter, low temperatures in autumn, winter, and spring, and low
precipitation in early summer at the time when the trees, begin to grow
(Fritts, 1969).
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FIG. 5.12. The mean response functions for five different coniferous species from a
variety of arid sites in western North America. The plotted vallJes show the' relative effect
of variations in mean temperature and total precipitation for each month on the
variations in ring width. A value above zero indicates a direct relationship (an increase in
the variable is associated with an increase in growth), and a value below zero indicates an
inverse relationship (an increase in the variable is associated with a decrease in growth).
Differences in shading mark the various seasons. Sample size, species symbols, the growth
period, and smoothing procedure are the same as for Fig. 5.11. Computational procedures
for deriving response functions are described in Chapter 7.
The results shown in Figs 5.11 and 5.12 express the average climatic
"window" and the average response function for a species growing on
many sites. Large variations in climatic "window" and response
functions also occur as a function of site factors and microclimate. The
details of these variations are described more fully in Chapter 8.
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X. Suitability and Limitations of
the Growth Model
I t is obvious that no single model can resolve all the complexities of the
growth--climate system. However, the above process-network models
along with Equation 5.4. allow for both direct and inverse effects, for
variations in the climatic "window" and response function from one
JT!onth to the next, and to some extent for interactions among the
physiological environmental processes. The most useful attribute of the
model is that the arrows do not represent an individual plant process but
rather the net effect of the climatic factors on all relevant processes.
For example, it has been mentioned (Chapter 4) that higher than
normal air temperatures can affect ring width positively or negatively,
depending upon the particular processes which are most active. It can
elevate plant temperatures so that growth rates increase; it can hasten
root growth :lnd favor absorption of soil moisture; or it can increase leaf
development, exposing to light more tissue which can carryon photo-
synthesis. However, the elevated plant temperatures also can increase
respiration rates; they can decrease the rate of net photosynthesis; and
they can increase transpiration which can accentuate conditions ofwater
stress. The first three conditions are usually beneficial to growth, while all
the latter conditions are usually detrimebtal to growth. Early in the
spring when the beneficial effects dominate, the model could indicate
that the net effect ofelevated temperatures is to increase growth. Later in
the season when the latter conditions may dominate, the model could
indicate that the net effect ofelevated temperatures is to decrease growth.
The process-network model is especially suited for cases where
variables can also compensate for each other's effects. For example, low
soil moisture can be offset by the favorable effects oflow temperatures on
reducing transpiration, or the reverse might also occur with high soil
moisture offsetting the effects of high temperature. Such situations have
been observed for loweelevation and arid-si'IC trees, where subfreezing
temperatures can limit net photosynthesis and hence the production of
food (Fig. 4.3), but low temperatures cause freezing and hold moisture on
or within the soil in the form of ice and snow. As loitg as it is moderately
cold, little evapotranspiration and soil moisture depletion can occur.
When temperatures'are less severe and rise above freezing, the increase in
net photosynthesis is accompanied by an increase in evapotranspiration
so that soil moisture declines. A return to cold temperatures stops
photosynthesis but also converts the moisture back to ice so
evapOtranspiration ceases as well. As a result of the association between
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these two conditions, the unfavorable drects of low winter temperatures'
on photosynthesis are omet by the favorable drects which hold the
moisture in the soil.
If a site on average is colder than the one described above, th~'
detrimental effects of low temperatures may dominate because of
deactivation of chlorophyll, so that low temperatures may be associated
with low food reserves and the model would indicate low ~rowth.
However, if the site on average is warmer than the one described above,
the effects of higher than normal temperatures may lead to increased
evapotranspiration, so that higher temperatures rather than lower ones
become associated with less available moisture, low reserves, and low
growth.
The effects ofmany factors are often cumulative, so if they are limiting
during many days throughout the year, they arc modeled to have a
marked net effect on growth. However, variable actions can sometimes
involve short-period effects, such as the occurrence of freezing
temperatures for one night during the growing season which can damage
the cambium and produce a frost ring, The model used in this chapter
does not handle the effect ofsingle but severe events efficiently, but events
which occur with some regularity are reflected in the mean and therefore
are handled well.
When there is interaction among variables, their combined effects can
be greater than the sum of their independent effects. For example, the
combined effects can be many times more limiting if precipitation is low
when air temperatures are high, than if either occurs separately, The
model treats such interactions by combining the effects of high
temperatures with those of low precipitation and the effects of low
tempe~atures with those of high precipitation, which is a compromise
short of using a logarithmic or other similar transformation.
Some factors may condition the 'plant or its environment so that th'e
'plant responds in a certain way at a later time. The rail' of warming and
the temperature regime in the spring is an example. Spring temperatures
not only control evapotranspiration, but they also may control initiation
and rate of root growth. In a normal spring when warming is gradual,
root growth can maintain increasing absorptive surface to match the
increasing water demand by the crown. If soil moisture is adequate,
water stress is unlikely to be limiting to the tree. An unusually late and
cold spring could delay the initiation of root growth and perpetuate
low soil temperatures. If the weather suddenly turns hot and dry,
transpiration may exceed the abilities of the roots to absorb water, both
because oflow growth rat~sof the roots and becaus.e the soil temperatures
I
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are low. Water stress would result until enough time had elapsed lor soils
to warm up and for root growth to reestablish enough active surface so
that water absorption equaled water loss.
Another example of delayed response is the growing crown which
expands and intercepts both more sunlight and precipitation, and casts
greater shade. Thus, the regimes ofsoil moisture and temperature may be
gradually altered, causing possible changes in the timing of initiation and
cessation of growth. Model Part B attempts to account lor some of these
interacting relationships, but changes from one month to the next and
one year to the next are assumed to be additive; that is, the eflect in one
year or month is added to the effect in other years and months. Any
relations of these characters are averaged to obtain the net eflect;
interactions involving multiplicative effects between months and years
are not reflected in the model.
There may be other kinds of effects of variables on growth rates over
long periods of time. For example, insects (Fig. 5.6), hail, and frost can
defoliate the tree and produce an immediate and marked change in a
variety of processes affecting growth. Fire, death, or wind throw of a
neighbor, or a landslide might open the forest canopy, increase the
available light and food, and affect other conditions which could cause a
rapid increase in the growth rate. A change in the soil moisture regime
arising from an alteration of a river channel or fluctuation in lake level
may drastically change the amounts of water and air in the soil and
produce an abrupt change in tree growth.
Depending upon the circumstances, the growth rate may accelerate or
decelerate rather abruptly, and may then be associated with a gradual
return to the original unaltered state, or the tree may remain at the
altered growth rate for the remaining portion of its life. There are also
some fadors that become increasingly or decreasingly limiting very
gradually over long periods of time. Variations caused by changing tree
height, changes in soil, slope degradation, and certain kinds of com-
petition may be indistinguishable from the biological changes associated
with increasing age because they occur so slowly through time.
The same climatic factor can vary in its effect on growth depending
upon the time scale of the reaction. A drought during a given year can
reduce ring width for that year and for several years thereafter. However,
the effects of the drought on growth may become less if the drought
persists for. a long period of time, for the forest may gradually change in
structure making the tree more drought resistant. For example, weak
neighbors die, the forest stand becomes less dense, and the roots and
crowns of the remaining individuals can expand and occupy the vacated
sites. Each trt;,e remaining in the stand is less limited by comparable
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moisture conditions at the end than at the beginning of the prfllonged
period ofdrought, becaus~competitiC'n from neighbors is reduced. In this
manner, the reduction in demity of the forest community counteracts thl'
deleterious effects of prolonged drought on the survivurs. Thl s, the ring
widths in arid-site trres may become proportionately wider over a long
period nftimc, even though drought conditions persist. In such cases, tbe
ring-wiGth variation will not record the long persistence of a drought.
However, this may not apply to the most arid sites where trees are so
widely sc"ttered that they do not influence each other very much.
The generalities of the process-network model in Figs 5.8 through 5.10
appear flexible enough to handle a large number of the complicating and
interacting relationships of growth and climate. While the models are
:-epresentative of the most important relationships, they most certainly do
not include all the individual processes that operate in the system, and
they cannot be used in their present form to obtain quantitative
estimates. However, they do adequately summarize the important
physiological processes describ~d in Chapters 2 through 4 which link
precipitation and temperature to variations in ring width.
The following chapters will describe statistical and other methods for
further study of this system and for testing the importance and
significance of particular relationships. Techniques will also be
introduced for calibrating specific ring-width variations with climatic
variations in factors such as temperature and precipitation, and for
reC0nstructing the same or similar climatic variations using ring-width
variations for a number of species in a variety of locations and sites.
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The discussion in Chapters 2 through 5 has focused on the general
problem of modeling the ring-width/climatic system. Attention will now
be directed to the problem of objectively quantifying characteristics of
both the tree-ring and climatic data which are to be used for statistical
modeling, calibration, and climatic reconstruction.
The basic data under consideration in this chapter are ring-width
measurements and climatic records. Each data set is made up of
measurements which are averaged and transformed in certain ways to
facilitate study and analysis. The numbers that are generated from these
data are collectively referred to as statistics and may represent the means
(averages), the variability, or some other feature of the data. However,
statistics are no more reliable than the data from which they are derived.
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The following paragraphs describe some, routine but important
procedures that ensure that the original tree-ring and climatic data are
collected and processed correctly, maintaining the maximum amount of
useful information as well as data reliability.
A. Collecting Adequate Field Data
The first procedure of importance is an obvious one: to obtain
complete field notes and information about the sampled trees and sites,
not only as a matter of record but for use in subsequent analysis. The
samples should be labeled carefully and clearly, and the date, species,
location, elevation, exposure, slope, and any other noticeable
characteristics should be recorded. Exact specification of location in
terms oflatitude and longitude is preferable to the use oflocal names since
the latter often lead to ambiguity. Without proper site location on a map,
there can be no assessment ofdistances to recording weather stations and
to other stands, no evaluation of topographic factors, and Ii ttle possibility
of returning for subsequent collection. It may be helpful to cite the name
Table 6.1 A checklist of collection and site information
I. Name and address of.ubmittor. Name and address of collector(s).
2. Date collected.
3. Source of collected material (living trees; historical; archaeological; geological; or
other source).
4. Name of site. Single or merged sitc'
5. Site elevation. Latitude. Longitudc:-. Country. State. Count).
6. Collected genus. Specics. Varit·ty (optional).
7. Numbt'l' of tret'S collected. Total number of radii, !'lumber of radii per Iree.
8. Type of mea.urement (total ring width; carlywood; Jatl'wood; densitv,.
9. Unit of measurement u.ed (IOOths mm; IOOths inch; other).
10. Beginning ycar of dated chronology. Ending year of chronology.
II. Name, type, and scale of map used. Is map availahle' An' site phot"" a,'aibble;
12. Slope angle of site. Direction slope fan's.
13. Preduminant soil eharannistics (organic. clav. sill, sand. loam. gr'I\·'·1. rock
fragmcnt., hedrock).
14. Soil drainage. Soil chemi.try. Parent material of soil.
15. Was the collened species dominant (in crown area l'O\Trage)';
16. What percent of total lorest was the colleeled species;
17. Associated specics. Vegetation zone or lili· zone.
18. Canopy position and competition.
19. Is forest gr~wth natural, successional; natural. stahle; cultivated. nalive species; or
cultivated, introduced species?
20. If there is site disturhance is it man-caused; natural; or of unknown cause'
21. Are climatic data available fi,r locale of collection sitt,>
22. Additional comments.
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and edition ohhe map which was used to identify the precise location. If
one is likely to return to the area at a later time for recollection, distances
from neighboring towns and roads are helpful, a~ well as permanent
labels which can be attached to the trees that are sampled. Records of
slope, exposure, soil, plant community characteristics, and obvious site
disturbance can be used to account for unusual results or to select data to
test future hypotheses.
Table 6.1 is a checklist of site information requested from contributors
to the International Tree-Ring Data Bank being established at Tucson,
Arizona. Replicated well-dated ringwidths are being placed on file along
with a certain amount of site information. The first 10 items are required
in order 'to identify the contributor, the character of the tree-ring
materials, and the location of the site. The remaining items are listed as
optional but are considered to be important for maximum scientific
usefulness.
Other kinds of data may also be recorded, depending upon the nature
of the problem and the goals of the project. The important point is that
objective records must be kept in s,ome way and that they should be
summaria<>d and made available in a usable form along with the ring-
width measurements, Well-defined and complete records of site
information assures that carefully dated and processed tree-ring
materials will be of maximum value to future scientific analysis.
B. Ensuring Adequate Replication
A second important procedure is to ensure data reliability by sampling
adequately. As mentioned in earlier chapters, two cores from each of 20
or more trees may be a typical sample, although smaller samples can be
used where there is good crossdating and a large amount of ring-width
variabilitv, However, a sufficient quantity of materials should be
obtained to allow for data loss when certain samples are found to be
anomalous or to yield questionable dating. After a long, tiresome hike
into a remote area, it is a temptation to stop collecting after the minimum
number of trees have been sampled. Yet insurmountable difficulties are
often encountered back at the laboratory which can invalidate a portion
of the sample; and in such circumstances it is comforting to have collected
enough extra specimens to compensate for the data loss due to the
difficul ties.
Some of these difficulties can be avoided by examining the sample in
the field immediately after collection, before it is labeled and packed for
transit. The rings for the last few decades can be surfaced using a sharp
knife and examined with a hand lens to check whether there are any
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obvious growth anomalies, whether the rings are sufficiently variable,
and whether crossdating is evident. This information can be used tojudge
the potential quality ofthe record and to help decide whether the site and
species are appropriate and how many trees should be sampled. A
procedure using analysis of variance statistics, described later in this
chapter, can be utilized to evaluatc past decisions concerning choice of
sites, sample size, and design of analysis as a basis for planning future
improvements.
C. Preparing the Specimens
A third important precaution, also seemingly obvious, involves
mounting and preparing specimens so that the rings are clearly visible
and easy to examine. Some workers have floundered because their
samples were incorrectly mounted and the rings could not be seen well
enough to be dated. The Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research uses
pregrooved sticks in which the individual cores are mounted to expose the
transverse {not the radial) surface. Ifa razor rather than sandpaper is to
be used in surfacing, the best visibility of the rings is obtained if the cores
are rotated approximately 30° from their vertical position (Stokes and
Smiley, 1968). Bulk samples should be cut along the transverse plane,
trimmed to facilitate ease in handling, and surfaced with knife or
sandpaper.
If the materials are. sanded, coarse paper is used first; followed by finer
grit sizes. For example, a sequence ofsandpaper grit sizes might be 180 or
220,320,380, and 400 or 600, depending to some extent upon the quality
of the cut surface and upon the hardness of the wood. Finishing with soft
felt, lambs wool, steel wool, or very ·fine emery paper can produce an
exceptionally fine surface, the choice again depending upon the
character of the wood. The interested reader should refer to Stokes and
Smiley (1968) for details on specimen preparation.
D. Crossdating
As described in Chapter I, crossdating is perhaps the most crucial
procedure in tree-ring analysis, although one commonly finds tree-ring
and climatic studies where only ring counts are made. Chronologies
resulting from such studies can contain errors due to counting, mistaken
identification of ring features, and ring absence. A surprising number of
absent sets or false rings occur, even for sites that are relatively temperate.
As emphasized earlier, crossdating is of vital importance in assuring that
each rin/1; width and climatic value is placed in its proper time sequence.
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In certain cases wher~ few rings are missing and troublesome false rings
r?:-ely occur, the rings can be measured first, certain computations made,
and the data plotted to facilitate the crossdating process. Since this
practice may encourage excessive reliance on statistics and on ring-width
measurements as opposed to other helpful ring characteristics, it is
recommended that all rings be examined, under magnification if
required, and that features other than ring width be used to confirm any
decisions that were made using the ring-width data and graphical
analysis.
The crossdating obtained in most North American studies by
professional dendrochronologists at present involves visual examination
of every specimen. The Laboratory ofTree-Ring Research requires that
a rou tine dating check be performed by a second person, and if serious
discrepancies are found, the dates for the entire set must be verified by yet
another worker. No specimen is selected for climatic analysis ifthere is arry
question as to the dating, even if the problem involves only one ring. Not
only are the specimens checked against one another, but the entire
sample is checked against chronologies from neighboring regions.
It is highly likely that some of the tedium involved in the visual
crossdating operation will be increasingly facilitated by computer
analysis. However, at present there is no fool-proof shortcut to the
procedure of careful visual comparison (see Chapter I, and Table I. I I).
E. Careful Measurement
A fifth reliability check involves verification of the preCisIOn of
measurement. After all rings are dated and measured, a number of
samples are selected at random, and one to three intervals of20 successive
rings are remeasured by an independent worker. These remeasurements
are subtracted from the first measurements to obtain a set of 20
differences. Each of the differences is squared, the 20 squares summed
with the limit ofacceptability set at a sum of0·19 for arid-site conifers and
at a sum of 0·23 for Quercus alba (Fig. 6.1). The acceptable limits were
obtained by plotting the frequency ofoccurrences of the summed squared
differences obtained by expert measurers ('see Fig. 6.1). The figure shows
that the sums equal to or less than the limit are easily obtainable by a
careful worker, while those greater than the limit may indicate the
possibility of unacceptable measurement. In the latter case, the cause of
the errors is determined and all past work of the particular measurer
may be checked more closely. The Tree-Ring Laboratory of the U.S.
Geological Survey measures each specimen twice and calculates an error
term from the differences. If the standard deviation (see Equation 6.2) of
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Total sums of IQUCI'llS for 20 diff.,.1OlS
FIG. 6.1. A test of measurement accuracy can be made by comparing measurements of
particular operators to those of experts. The above graphs are the frequency distribution
for sums of squares of differences between replicate measurements of 20 successive ring
widths obtained by experts on (I) arid-site conifers and (2) temperate foresl Quercus alba.
Each sel of 20 measurements (expressed in millimelers) was made by different experts,
and the differences belween lhe firsl and second measurement for a given set of rings were
compuled, squared, lhe 20 squares summed, and lhe resull labulaled in one of lhe
frequency classes. Using lhe resulls from lhe figure, if the sum of20 squared differences for
a particular remeasuremenlfrom lhe firsl measuremenl is equal 10 or less lhan lhe limil,
lhe measurements are judged 10 exhibil acceplable error, bUl ifil is grealer lhan lhe limil,
lhe measuremenlS are judged 10 be unacceplable and arc senl back for reassessment and
further checking.
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the differences exceeds 0·10 mm the sample is remeasured (Phipps,
personal communication).
The ring widths are also checked after they -are key punched for
analysis. This function is accomplished by running a computer program,
RWLST, which checks for certain types of errors, calculates 20-year
means, plots them, and lists all data. The errors in the computer listing
are easily spotted and the plots scanned before choosing the curve-fitting
option that is to be used in subsequent analysis (see Section III of this
chapter and Table 1.11 for time estimates).
F. Testing fOT Inhomogeneity of Climatic Data
Climatic data should also be carefully examined for mlssmg
information and for inhomogeneities. Records with large numbers of
missing data, anomalous changes attributable to instrument relocations,
or trends caused by nonclimatic changes such as urban growth, must not
be used in dendroclimatic analysis unless they are corrected.
When less than 5!,~ of the climatic record is missing, the missing values
can often be estimated from those of a neighboring station; if they are
available. Not only should the climatic record from the neighliloring
station be complete, but its location should be as similar in elevation,
exposure, and topography as possible. A method for estimating preci-
pitation data at one station from that at another utilizes the ratio of
mean monthly precipitation for an interval of time that is common to
both records (McDonald, 1957). The ratio is multiplied by the data that
are present to estimate the missing value. At least two stations within 100
miles (161 km) of a station with missing data should be used, and these
data should be averaged to obtain the best estimate.
Missing temperature data are usually estimated by a simple linear
regression as described in standard textbooks on statistics. The monthly
data common to neighboring stations are used for calibration, and the
appropriate data are substituted into the equation to obtain a statistical
estimate for the missing values. Separate equations are developed lor
each pair of stations and for each month to be estimated.
All climatic records should be examined and tested for
inhomogeneities, because if anomalous trends or abrupt changes
attributable to instrument relocations or other nonclimatic factors are
present, they are likely to introduce significant error in the calibration
relationships. Station histories which are published along with the
climatic record may be checked for changes in either the instrumentation
or geographical location of the station. Kohler (1949) describes one
method for testing homogeneity of precipitation records (Fig. 6.2).
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FIG. 6.2. Tests for homogeneity of precipitation and temperature at two stations in
Mexico. Analysis of precipitation utilizes Cumulative totals for Aprilthrough]une. The
totals for one station ar.e plotted as a function ofthe totals for the other station starting with
the most recent record; the axes were scaled (not shown in figure) to facilitate
comparisons. Analysis of temperature utilizes the cumulative differences between mean
December through February temperatures for each year which are plotted as a function
of the year. Inhomogeneity is indicated in both types of analyses by abrupt changes in
slope. Straight lines are drawn by eye to accentuate the inhomogeneity, See text for
explanation. (Data courtesy of Arthur Douglas)
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Monthly precipitation data from each ofseveral neighboring statIons are
summed to obtain totals for each season, and these data are compared.
This procedure is facilitated by summing the seasonal data (monthly data
are often too variable), starting with the most recent year, to obtain
cumulative totals, which are plotted as a function of the equivalent totals
for another station (Fig. 6.2).' If the plotted totals fall along a straight
diagonal line, the data for the two stations are judged to be relatively
homogeneous. If there is a change in the slope, only one of the records is
homogeneous. Ifboth stations have been moved or affected by changes at
different times, several variations in slope appear in the plot.
It may be ne<;essary to compare several records to identify which one
exhibits a particular inhomogeneity. One record already found to be
homogeneous can be used to check a variety ofneighboring stations. This
technique, sometimes referred to as double-mass analysis, also provides a
means ofadjusting the data (Kohler, 1949). The precipitation associated
with the shorter segment or the earlier record is multiplied by the ratio of
the two slopes. Kohler (1949) provides a more complete explanation of
this procedure.
The test for homogeneity of a temperature record requires somewhat
more elaborate computations (Mitchell et at., 1966). Sometimes,
however, inhomogeneities can be identified from a simple plot of the
temperature dc\ta averaged for a particular season or from the first
differences of the averages (the value of each datum subtracted from its
successor). The data are plotted as a function of year and the plots
compared to those of other stations to identify errors as spikes or
anomalous values in a particular record.
A shortcut method developed by LaMarche involves subtracting the
seasonally averaged value for temperature in one record from the value
for the same season in another record. These differences are then summed
over time to obtain a cumulative difference (Fig. 6.2). As in the analysis of
, precipitation, a discontinuity in one of the records is accompanied by a
change in slope of the cumulative temperature differences, and the ratio
of the two slopes on each side of the change can be used to correct the
faulty record. See Mitchell et al. (1966) and Panofsky and Brier (1968)
for a detailed discussion concerning analysis and correction of climatic
data.
I I. General Statistics
Ring widths which are limited in large part by variations in the
operational environment vary from one year to the next in a more or less
irregular or quasi-random manner. It is customary to express these
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variations as a series ofvalue~ ordered chronologically according to year
of formation, the resulting sequence being referred to as a time series. As
has been discussed in earlier chapters, the size of growth rings in trees is
the result of a number of causal factors acting within the tree and within
the tree's environment. The manner in which these causal factors act to
form a time series is referred to as the generating process. The primary
objective in the remaining portions of this chapter is to describe a variety
of techniques for characterizing, analysing, and handling such time series
data. Many of the techniques could be applied to climatic time series as
well as tree rings.
The general characteristic of a ring-width time series can be described
by a number of standard statistical parameters. The simplest of these is
the mean m., which is defined as
I t ="
m;x = - L xt (6.1)
Il t =)
where 1: is the symbol for summations ofthe elements following it, X, is the
o_rdered ring-width sequence such that time (indicated by subscript t)
varies sequentially from I (the calendar year of the earliest dated ring) to
n (the last calendar year). The symbols above and below the summation
sign indicate these two limits. The mean is the point that is closest to all
values for the data set analogous to the center of gravity.
A second statistic typically generated from a ring-width time series is
the variance (5.2), which is a measure of the scatter of values about the
mean and is calculated as
1 t="
s2=-L(x-m)2 (6.2)
;x n-l
t
=) t ;x
where the symbols are the same as in Equation 6.1. This variance is often
converted to a different statistic, the standard deviation (5.), which is simply
the square root of the variance. The variance is used for certain statistical
tests. while the standard deviation is easier to visualize as a measure ot
scatter of the data values from their mean expressed in the units of the
original measurements. If the data in the time series are normally
distributed, that is if their distribution closely approaches that of a
statisti<:ally normal curve, two-thirds ·of the data are expected to lie
wi thin a distance ofone standard deviation on each side of the mean. For
. large samples, approximately 95% of the data lie within a distance of two
standard deviations on each side of the mean.
While these two statistics represent specific measurements obtained
from a given set ofvalues, they will be somewhat different ifanother data
set is taken from the same pOpulation. Therefore each statistic should be
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regarded as an estimate ofthe true value which can only be computed from
the entire population, or statistical universe. The following discuss.ion will
regard all statistical measurements as statistical estimates. It is possible to
use the variance of the available data to obtain an estimate of how a
particular statistic, such as the mean, varies from the mean of the entire
population. This particular estimate is referred to as the standard error of
the mean (SEtII ) and can be calculated as
j?2SE = 2-III n (6.3)
where nand S.2 are the same as in Equation 6.2.
For large samples, the mean of the entire population, the true value in
terms ofthe statistical universe, will lie within a distance of two standard
errors from the sample mean in 21 out of 22 cases and within three
standard errors of the mean in 369 out of 370 cases (Ezekiel and Fox,
1959). The possibility for error is greater for means of samples with less
than 30 items because characteristics of different samples fluctuate" by
"chance from those of the statistical universe, and the estimate of the
standard error itselfwill vary"from one sample to the next. The amount of
this increased error or bias is a function of the sample size (Ezekiel and
Fox, 1959) so that the bias or expected variation for a standard error
based upon a sample of three trees is 50%; a sample offour trees is 41.%; a
sample offive is 35%; a sample of 10 trees is 24%; and a sample 'of20 trees
is 16%. Thus, in cases of a inean of four observations, the estimate of the
standard error obtained from Equation 6.3 is itself in error, and its value
should be adjusted upward by 41%. If the mean is based upon 10
observations, the value should be increased from.the calculated estimate
of the standard error by 24%. For explanation of this correct\on see
Ezekiel and Fox (1959).
As a result ofthe above error, very small samples are subject to sizeable
random variations; and increasing sample sizes from 5 to 10 trees, for
example, can lead to considerable reduction in the expected random
variation with improvementin the reliability ofall its statistics. Ifsamples
are not available in sufficient numbers for a particular site, it may be
necessary to avoid using the data or to combine them with those from a
similar geographically related sample. .
Because of the large error in small samples, data to be entered into the
International Tree-Ring Data Bank mentioned earlier must be
replicated with a minimum of 10 different trees, although additional
replication including two samples per tree is recommended. Later in this
chapter it will be shown that reliability ofa ring-width chronology is not
only dependent upon the number of items included int~e collection but
(6.4)
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also upon the amount of heterogeneity or homogeneit y of til<' matnial~
from which the data were sampled.
The correlation coefficient is another statistie which measures intn-
dependence of association between two data sets, .\ I and .Y ,. where t
again represents the time dimension. As such, the correlation ('1)('11 ici(,ll t i,
used in dendroclimatology to measure associatiom hetw('('!l two tim('
series, such as chronologies from diflerent trees or sill'S, or a chronolo,gv
and a climatic sequence. The correlation coefficient (1")') is defined as
1=11
L (x, - rnJ(y, - m)
1= Ir xy = '-=-"----------(n - I )SXs}'
where mX} my, SX} Sy are the means and the standard deviations of the two
sets of data; and n is the number of items compared, namdv, the ~ampil'
size. The correlation coefficient between the two data sets l)('ing
compared can range from an upper value of + I, which indicates perfect
and direct agreement, to a value of - I, which indicates perfect and
inverse agreement. If the two data sets are completely independent or
random with respect to one another, the correlation coefficient takes a
zero value.
The correlation coefficient is used in dendroclimatology not only to
measure association between two diflcrent time series, bUI also to measure
associations between items lagged in time. For example, the ring width
for a particular year (t) can be correlated with the ring widths in the
previous or following year (t - lor t + I) or correlated with rings widths
at lags greater than I. Figs 1.10 'and 1.11 diagram such relationships and
Chapters 2 and 5 have described some of the biological causes of such
time-related interdependence. To obtain the measurement the
correlation coefficient (rxy Equation 6.4) is calculated for terms XI and X,+ L,
where, in the case of tree rings, L is the lag in years of the second ring
behind the first and n is reduced in number by the length of the lag, L
The resulting statistic is referred to as the autocorrelation (or serial
correlation) coefficient. When L = I year, it is the first-order autocorrelation
coefficient; while a lag of 2 gives the second-order autocorrelation
coefficient; and a lag ofm is the mth-order autocorrelation coefncient. Of
course if the items in a series are completely random with respect to their
positions within the time series, the values of the computed
autocorrelation coefficients at all lags will be small and will vary in a
random fashion about a mean value of zero. However, many time series
dealt with in dendroclimatology, especially those derived from ring
widths, arc autocorrelated to a significant extent.
Another statistic designed especially for tree-ring analysis measures the
relative difference in width from one ring to the next and is referred to as
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mean sensitilliry (msx)' Douglass (1936) describes this statistic as the "'mean
percentage change from each measured yearly ring value to the next."
The average mean sensitivity for a series is calculated as
m5" = _l_'=f I 12(XI + I -x,) I (6.5)
n - 1 1= 1 X, + 1 +X,
where X, is each datum and the vertical lines designate the absolute value
(neglecting the sign) of the term enclosed by them. The denominator of
the term scales the absolute values of the differences between adjacent
ring widths, X, and X,+ h so that the differences .are proportional to the
iiverage of the two widths. The values of mean sensitivity range from 0
where there is no difference to 2 where a zero value occurs next to a
nonzero one in the time sequence.
In general, each series of ring-wid th measurements can be regarded as
a time series made up, at least in part, of randomly varying components.
Usually, the sizes ofsuccessive growth rings are statistically dependent on
one another due to persistence, trends, cycles, or other nonrandom
components produced by climate and the generating process of tree
growth. The dendroclimatologist, therefore, is concerned with
identifying as clearly and unambiguously as possible the precise nature
and extent of both the randomness and nonrandomness in each ring-
width time series, not only for accurate reconstruction ofpast climate, but
also to provide information on the nature of the' tree growth-generating
process itself. Also, certain undesirable characteristics must be properly
assessed and analyzed in an appropriate manner designed to meet
important statistical assumptions.
For example, when successive values of a time series such as ring widths
are found to be statistically interdependent, the effective size of the sample
(the number of elements which are truly independent) is reduced.
Therefore, special precautions are necessary when using familiar
.textbook methods for evaluating the characteristics and statistical
significance of time series interrelationships (see Chapter 7 and Mitchell
et al., 1966).
One type of nonrandomness is autoregression. The term regression is used
in cases where one value is affected by the condition ofanother value, and
the prefix, auto, is used when the relationship involves values ordered in a
single time series. Correlation refers to association of two variables without
implying the direction of the dependence. However, autocorrelation
coefficients calculated for a number of different lags can be used to
estimate the nature of autoregressive linkage. The simplest type of
dependence is first-order autoregression, representing a linkageofeach value
in a time series with only the condition of the item immediately preceding
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it. In ~uch cases the first-order autocorrelation (L = I) is all :that is needed
to estimate the degree of the relationship, and the autocorrelations for
higher lags (L > I) will decrease in the following fashion:
(6.6)
where rL is the correlation between the items at the specified lag L, r1 is the
first-order autocorrelation, and the superscript L is the power to which
the value for r l must be raised in the calculation. Thus ifr l has a value of
0,5, the correlation at a lag of2 is (0'5)2 or 0·25, and the correlation at a
lag of 3 is' (0'5)3 or 0·125. The theoretical values for higher-order
autocorrelations remain positive although they approach zero.
Growth cycles, long-term variations in ring width lasting for several
years or decades, or trends in the data all affect autocorrelation which
may be either positive or negative depending upon the lag and the nature
of the relationship. In the case of cycles, the autocorrelation coefficients
will be positive from a lag of I up to a lag that is approximately one-fourth
of the cycle wavelength. The coefficients are negative for higher-order
lags, with the largest negative value occurring at a lag equivalent to half
the wavelength of the cycle. In the case of trends or very long-term
persistence, the higher-order'a~orrelationcoefficients remain positive
and higher at greater lags than-in cases where only first-order
autoregression is present (Equation 6.6). It is most common to encounter
a mixture ofseveral types of nonrandomness in time series of ring widths.
-Autocorrelation coefficients calculated for a number of lags may be
plotted to help identify the nature of the nonrandomness in a time series.
However, as the lags become larger the reliability of the autocorrelation
estimate decreases because the number of observations common to the
lagged and unlagged set becomes smaller. This does not create serious
difficulty in analyses if the number of lags does not exceed 20% of the
number ofobservations Uenkins and Watts, 1968). Thus,for a time series
of lOa items, only the autocorrelations for lags I through 20 should be
considered.
It is useful to deal with these types ofnonrandomness as ifthey could be
represented by cycles with varying wavelengths. For purposes of
discussion this text will consider all nonrandom variations in ring width
that last longer than eight years (represented by cycles with wavelengths
greater than eight years) as low-Jrequency variance. Such long-term
variations in ring widths can arise from changes in tree structure or the
environment, including relatively long-term variations in climate. When
wavelengths are greater than the length of the entire ring-width series,
the variance is referred to as a trend. Trend results from such things as the
changing growth potential of the tree resulting from increasing age,
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successional alterations in the forest community, geological changes, or
very gradual variations in climate. Changes which are of shorter
durations, representing cycles with wavelengths ofeight years or less, will
be considered as high-Jrequency variance. Included in this category would be
year-to-year ring-width variations, fruiting cydes in trees, and short-term
variatiol)s, in climate.
In addition to the presence of autocorrelation, cycles, or trends, the
variance of ring-width series is usually nonhomogeneous through time in
that it decreases with increasing ageofthe tree (Fig. 6.3). AI~o, the mean
ring width, the standard deviation, and the autocorrelation structure can
vary markedly depending upon site conditions as well as tree age. When
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FIG. 6.3. Time series of ring widths from three Douglas-fir (Pseudotsuga mendesii)
growing in :'-lew Mexico, plotted as a function of the dated year along with the
exponential curve that was filled to each data set and the equation that describes it. (See
Equation 6.7 and text for explanation.)
such variations prevail, the data must be transformed by a particular
procedure referred to as standardi~ation, to form a new time series with
trend removed and a mean and variance that are more homogeneous
with respect to time (Matalas, 1962). Details of the standardizing
procedure and its effects on statistics are described in the next section.
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III. Standardization
Three unstandardized series of ring widths are plotted as a function of
time in Fig. 6.3, and some of the statistics derived from them are shown in
Table 6. I I. Each series shows a general decline in ring width and in
variance, both of which are associated with increasing tree age (for a
biological explanation of this trend see Chapters I and 2). The A series in
Fig. 6.3 has a mean of 0,53, a standard deviation of 0·42, a first-order
autocorrelation of 0-75, and a mean sensitivity of 0·64 (Table 6.11). The
large value of mean sensitivity indicates the presence of considerable
high-frequency variance. A trend ofdeclining growth with increasing age
for the first 70 years in the life of the tree is apparent from the figure. The
plot for series B shows a more gradual trend than that for A; the lower
mean sensitivity indicates less high-frequency variance; and the presence
ofmore low-frequency variance as evidenced by the high autocorrelation
and the excursions in ring widths from the fitted curve that last for 10 or
more years (see 1730's, and 1857--{j6 for negative excursions, and
1687-96, 1760's, and 1913-1922 for positive excursions). Series C exhibits
less high-frequency variance as indicated by lower values of mean
sensitivity,' trend is also apparent, and there is more low-frequency
variance than in the other two, represented by several long excursions
from the fitted curve persisting more than 20 years.
An examination ofother statistics included in Table 6. I I shows that the
mean ring width is highest for series B and lowest for series A, and the
standard deviation for ring widths is markedly lower in A than in Band
C. As would be expected from the presence of trends, first-order
autocorrelations are high in all three series of ring widths.
TABLE 6. II Statistics of three ring-width series and their indices'
Serif'S
Statistic A B C
Mean ring width - mm 0·53 0·80 0·73
Mean index 1·00 1·00 )·00
Standard deviation of ring widths - mm 0·42 0·60 0·60
Standard deviation of indices 0·54 0·45 0·55
Ist order autocorrelation of ring widths 0·75 0·81 0·78
Ist order autocorrelation of indices 0·10 0·31 0·60
Mean sensitivity of ring widths 0·64 0·43 0·39
Mean sensitivity of indices 0·64 0·44 0·39
'See Figures 6.3 .and 6.7.
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FIG. 6.4. Autocorrelations for lags from 0 to 20 years for each ring-width series shown
in Fig. 6.3 and for each derived index series shown in Fig. 6.7.
I
Figure 6.4 (left) shows plots ofautocorrelation coefficients for the three
ring-width series in Fig. 6.3 for lags 0 to 20 years. At lag 0 each series is
correlated with itself, so the value of the coefficient is a perfect 1·0. The
values at lags greater than 0 decline from left to right with increasing
length of the lag. For series A the plotted values most resemble the
expected decline for a first-order autoregressive process (Equation 6.6),
indicating the least amount oflong-term or very low-frequency variance.
The values of the autocorrelation coefficients in Bdecline in a more or-less
linear fashion after a lag of I , although these values are somewhat larger
than in A and C due to the greater length of the trend in the B series (Fig.
6.4).
Repeated experience has shown that the plots in Fig. 6.3 are typical of
ring-width data derived from many coniferous species growing on
drought-subjected sites. Such curves are generally satisfactorily
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estimated by fitting a curve to the -data with the following exponential
form:
Yr = cze- bl +k (6.7)
where the values ofa, b, and k vary from series to series depending upon
the slope of the curve required to fit the data, e is the base of natural
logarithms and)1 is the expected growth at a given year t. The values of t
as in previous equations vary from I to n. The curves shown in Fig. 6.3
represent the best statistical estimate of this exponential form to the
particular ring-width sequence. The values for the equation used to
generat" the curves are shown above each plot.
Often there is an increase in ring width for the first 10 to 30 years in the
life of a tree and these portions cannot be adequately fitted by the
exponential curve (see the early portions of A and B; Fig. 6.3 where no
curve is drawn). These data may either be disregarded, fitted with an
upward-trending straight line, or the entire curve fitted with a
polynomial equation or other function capable of expressing an increase
in width of the first-formed rings. Since these early rings often pwvide the
least reliable climatic information anyway, they can be discarded
without any substantial loss of information.
A variety of biological growth functions has been used for the curve-
fitting process, such as parabolas, hyperbolas, logarithmic functions,
polynomials, and moving averages. The use of some functions is
defended on theoretical grounds, while the use of others, such as
polynomials and moving averages, is justified because they can be
applied to a wide variety ofsituations. However, the exponential function
has been found to be adequate for many North American conifers
because it approximates the various parabolic, hyperbolic, and
logarithmic forms, and resembles the declining rate in the conifer
biological growth function.
As a result of the many dendroclimatological studies now being
attempted on deciduous species, in dense forests, and in other new
regions, there are more complications which cannot be handled by fitting
an exponential function. These complications result from a variety of
changes that can occur throughout the life ofa tree within a forest due to
stand disturbance and the changing forest environment. The more
versatile orthogonal polynomial curve, using coefficients at higher and
higher powers (Figs 6.5 and 6.6), is now applied in such cases, although
care must be taken not to use it where interesting climatic information
might be approximated and removed by the polynomial function. There
are many situations, as illustrated in Fig. 6.6, where the complex curves
described by a polynomial equation with many coefficients are the only
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means of obtaining an adequate growth function. In such cases there is a
risk that some climatic variation will be removed by the more flexible
curve-fitting option. Because of this possibility a test is made as
coefficients are added, and the procedure is terminated before the curve
becomes too flexible when 5% or less of the variance is reduced by the
addition of'a coefficient.
An alternative to calculating a complicated statistical equation is the
construction ofa.growth curve by hand using a graphical approximation,
as was done by early dendroclimatologists. This method involves
computing 10- or 20-year means at IO-year intervals, drawing a curve or
straight line through the points, reading the curve value for every year,
and adjusting the curve upward or downward so that its mean matches
the mean of the ring widths to which the curve was fitted (Stokes and
Smiley, 1968). When the graphical procedure is used, no values for the
constants a, b, and k are available.
A computer program for ring-width series standardizai:ion developed
by Fritts et ai., (1969) attempts first to fit the exponential form of
Equation 6.7 to each ring-width series with the following restrictions: If
the.value of b in the equation is found to be positive rather than negative
(that is if the slope of the exponential curve is upward and thus opposite
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FIG. 6.5. Seven ring-width series which were fitted by an exponential or linl'ar curve
(solid lin!') and by a polynomial curv!' (dashl'd line).
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the slope expected for normal trees) or if a and k are negati~e, the
computer rejects that particular exponential equation as it is
inappropriate to the negative exponential growth model (see Fig. 6.3). In
its place a straight line is fitted to the ring widths as a function of time
depending upon specifications provided by the investigator. In certain
situations. there is justification for using only a straight line with a
negative or zero slope. In such cases if the slope is positive, the least-
squares fitted line or curve is rejected and a horizontal line is fitted
through the mean ring width as the expected growth at all ages. Since the
program is designed to be flexible, it req'uires that the investigator choose
the specific kinds of curves to be fit to the data, and that he specify
whenever the growth model changes between one ring-width series and
the next.
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FIG, 6.6. Four ring-width series which required the fitting of high-order p!>lynomials to
remove the long-term nonclimatic variations in growth. Since the trees were from the
same general area, it is likely that the differences among the polynomial curves reflect
local conditions' surrounding the trees and sites and not variations in the macroclimate.
The greater the numbers of coefficients for each polynomial equation, the greater the
degree of complexity in the shape of the curve.
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Some trends and a large portion of the low-frequency variance ir
growth cannot be approximated by the exponential equation, by c
straight line of negative slope, or by a polynomial equation. Thes(
changes are purposely left in the ring-width series ifthey are not excessive.
because they can provide potential information on long-term climatic
variations. In some European studies a 22-year moving average (Bitvinskas,
1974) is used for the curve function, but the procedure removes all growth
variations including those due to climate that occur on time scales equal
to or greater than a 22-year duration. Since information about this time
scale is important to climatic analysis, the use of a 22-year moving
average is not advisable for use in most dendroclimatic analyses.
After an appropriate curve has been ascertained for the growth
changes that are associated with increasing tree age, the equation is
solved for the expected yearly growth (f/). The measured ring widths
(W,) are then converted to ring-width indices (II) by dividing each width
for year t by the expected growth (f,), as follows:
I = W; (6.8)
, ~
Division by the expected growth both removes the trend in growth and
scales the variance so that it is approximately the same throughout the
en tire length of the time series. The result of the division by (fl ) for the
data points graphed in Fig. 6.3 are plotted in Fig. 6.7. The latter
represents a new time series referred to as ring-width indices or the
standardized ring-width chronology. The indices from each of these ring-
width time series (Table 6.11) exhibit increased similarity in their
statistical properties. The means of the tree samples all approximate a
\'alue of I, the differences in the standard deviations are less than those for
ring widths, and most of the autocorrelation Que to trend is eliminated.
However, mean sensitivity estimates are the same as those for the ring-
width data sets.
The standardized ring-width indices are then averaged to obtain a
mean chronology as shown at the bottom of Fig. 6.7. Standardization, in
Douglass' words (1936), equalizes or brings all ring-width curves to a
uniform mean value (a value of I, see Table 6.11) so that one tree record
with a large average growth will not dominate other records of small
average growth when the two series are combined into a mean
chronology.
The scaling of all series to mean values of I is an important feature of
standardization, for the slow-growing trees that are under climatic stress
often provide more information on climatic variation than the fast-
growing ones. Thus, if the ring widths rather than indices were averaged
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before standardization, the variance of the series would be dominated by
the fast-growing individuals whose ring widths fluctuate the most but are
least limited by climate. Standardization before averagin/t converts all
series to the same relative variance so that each is given the same weight
when the series are averaged. In addition the variances, standard
deviations, and autocorrelations ofindices are calculated so that the basic
characteristics of each growth response are automatically computed in
the standardization process.
If climate changes slowly over a long period of time, it may be
impossible to distinguish long-term effects of climatic change from the
effects of increasing age. Depending upon the curve-fitting option,
standardization will inadvertently remove some of these long-term
growth changes due to low-frequency variations in climate. Because th«:
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FIG. 6.7. Standardized indices calculated from ring widths by fitting a growth curve
(Fig. 6.3) and dividing each ring width by the valueofthe growth curve. The indices Irom
each year in series A, B, and C are averaged to obtain a mean chronology shown at the
bottom of the figure.
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polynomial curve-fitting option is more flexible, it is more likely than the
exponential option to fit and remove some effects of long-term climatic
changes. There are certain cases where an investigator may decide that
there is important low frequency climatic information in the ring record
(LaMarche, 1974a) and that it is better to live with· the undesirable
characteristics of ring widths than to' risk removing or altering the
information on climate by indiscriminately fitting an exponential or
polynomial function.
The plots of autocorrelation coefficients derived from the indices may
be compared to those for the ring-width time series (Fig. 6.4). The
greatest differences between the autocorrelations of ring widths versus
those of indices are most evident for series A and B (Table 6. I I), in which
most of the low-frequency variance was trend and was removed in the
standardizing process. Since the autocorrelation coefficient at a lag of I
for the indices of series A is near 0 and no clear systematic variations at
higher order lags occur, it can be inferred that the information remaining
in the indices of series A has more high-frequency than low-frequency
variance. The first- and second-order autocorrelation coefficients for
indices of series B (Fig. 6.3) are larger than those ofA and are significant.
This confirms the presence of more low-frequency variance. The hi~h
autocorrelations for series C up to lags of 20 years indicate that a
significant amount of low-frequency variance remains in series C,
although there is less than in the ring-width sequence (see Fig. 6.7 and
Table 6.11). .
Generally, there is an inverse relationship between mean sensitivity
and autocorrelation in tree-ring chronologies, because the former
measures the proportion of high-frequency variance, while the latter
measures the proportion of low-frequency variance. The standard
deviation, however, is a measure ofvariations in both frequency domains.
As will be shown later, these three statistical measurements are useful in
the selection of chronologies for dendroclimatic analysis.
IV. Filtering T echniques
Another method for studying variance at particular frequencies involves
filtering out the undesirable variance by means ofdigital filters or moving
averages, sometimes called running means. Moving averages are simply
ring-width averages for a given number of successive rings, the sequence
being moved ahead by one year each time the average is computed. In a
three-year moving average the first is a mean of XI' X , and x3' the second
X , X , and x , and the third x3' x4' and x.' and so ~n. Each average is23 4 • Th
assigned to the year of the central nng in the sequence. ree-year and
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five-year moving averages were used in early dendrochronological
studies (Douglass, 1936; de Martin, 1970) to smooth the year-to-year
variability in proportion to changes occurring over periods greater than
three years duration.
The ·common three-year moving average as described above places
equal weight on all values being averaged, and this can produce peaks
and troughs for the generated series in locations other than those which
originally existed. However, the numbers to be averaged can be
wei~hted, giving the central value twice the weight of the value on each
end, in which case the peaks and troughs are the same as in the original
series. In early studies a commonly used moving average weighted the
central value by one-half and the end values by one-fourth. A variety of
weighted moving averages have been applied, some including terms for
21 or more years.
The number and value of weights may vary, depending upon which
frequencies .of variation are to be retained and which are to be
eliminated. The actual weights used to obtain particular types of moving
averages are referred to as.filters, which are analogous to color filters that
change the optical spectrum oflight passing through them. An unfiltered
time series with equal variance at all frequencies is analogous to white
light. The three-year weighted moving average described above blocks
out the rapidly changing growth variations (high frequencies, analogous
to blue light) and passes the slowly changing variations (low frequencies,
analogous to red light). When the resulting averages retain only the long-
term or low-frequency variations as in the case of the three-year weighted
moving average, the weights are referred to as a low-pass .filter.
Specially designed filters have beep created for dendrochronological
purposes which emphasize variance at certain prescribed frequencies.
For example, I I-year and 22-year weighted means have been used to
emphasize the II-year and 22-year sunspot cycles. First differences,
mentioned .earlier in the· chapter and calculated by subtracting the value
of each item in a series from its immediate successor, is a type of high-pass
.filter. Mean sensitivity also acts as a high-pass filter, since it measures the
absolute value of high-frequency variations observable in the differences
between adjacent widths or inoices. Mitchell et al., (1966) present a brief
discussion concerning the use and design of filters for climatological
analysis.
Table 6.III includes the weightings for two specially designed filters of
particular value to tree-ring analysis. They are reciprocal.filters, which is to
say that each of the two filters is designed to pass variance at opposite
extremes of the frequency spectrum. The high-pass filter transmits or
passes high frequencies (those with short wavelengths) and blocks most of
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TABLE 6.111 Weights of two reciprocal digital filten
Weight value
Weight
High-pass filter·number" Low-pass filter
+6 -0·0003 0·0003
+5 -0·0030 0·0030
+4 -0·0161 0·0161
+3 -0·0537 0·0537
+2 -0,1208 0·1208
+1 -0'1933 0·1933
Od 0·7744 0·2256
-I -0'1933 0·1933
-2 -0·1208 0·1208
-3 -0·0537 0·0537
-4 -0,0161 0·0161
-5 -0·0030 0·0030
-6 -0,0003 (f'0003
"Weight number expressed as position relative to ~entral values of the data
to be summed. ·Passes variance with approximate wave1en1,ths < 8 years.
'Passes variance with approximate wavelengths > 8 years. Central weight.
the variance with wavelengths greater than eight years, while the low-
pass filter transmits or passes low frequencies (those with long
wavelengths) and blocks the variance with wavelengths less than eight
years. Since they are reciprocal, the filters can be applied to the same
ring-width or ring-index series to separate the variance into its high- and
low-frequency components. Neither filter is perfect and there is a certain
amount ofambiguity in handling the variances at wavelengths near eight
years. Consequently, a small portion of the variance is not passed 'by
either one. A variety of filters can be developed to pass variations at a
variety of different wavelengths (Craddock, 1957).
The weights of a filter, as in the case of a moving average; are
multiplied by the appropriate ring-w,idth values and the products
summed as in the following equation (Mitchell, et at., (1966).
1= +ft
Xr = L WIXr + 1
i:z:: -ft
(6.9)
where XI is the filtered value of the series corresponding to the tth term
and WI is the weight by which the value of the series i units removed from t
is multiplied (Mitchell et ai., 1966).
Using the three-year moving average mentioned above, n = I and i
varies from - I to + I. Both values on each side of the centra] value are
multiplied by 0,25, the central value by 0·50, and the three products are
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summed. Using the weights in Table 6.111, n is 6, and weight numbers
-6 to -I and + I to +6 are multiplied by the corresponding six items
on either side of the central value and summed with the product of the
central weight and the central value. The next filtered value is obtained
by shifting. the matching of weights and data one year ahead and
repeating the operation. Note that the sum ofall 13 filter weights for the
low-pass filter has a value of I. This feature preserves the mean and
variance of a time series which has been operated upon so that the low-
pass filtered data always have the same mean and same low-frequency
variance as the original data. The sum of the weights in the high-pass
filter equals 0 so that the high-pass filtered data have a zero mean. As in
the low-pass filter, the values of the weights are chosen so that there is the
same high-frequency variance in the filtered set as in the high-frequency
component of the original data.
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FIG. 6.8. Data from the three index series shown in Fig. 6.7 after they have been treated
with the high-pass and low-pass filter weights included in Table 6.111.
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Figure 6.8 includes plots of the filtered data from indices for A, B, and
C (Fig. 6.7) which were passed by the two filters (Table 6.III). Table
6.IV in<;ludes the variances of the original indices and the two filtered
sets, along with the percentages of variance passed in each case. Also
shown are the correlation coefficients for c<~mparisons (I) among the
three index chronologies, (2) among the three high-pass data sets, and (3)
among. the three low-pass data sets. The data in Table 6.IV confirm the
inferences derived from the measurements of mean sensitivity and
autocorrelation, in that series A has more high-pass variance (66%) than
low-pass variance (23%). The filtered series from C exhibit the greatest
low-pass information or variance (59%) and the least high-pass
information (31 %). The filtered series from B have nearly equal amounts
ofinformation at high and low frequencies, respectively representing 48%
and 41 %. As mentioned earlier, a small a'mount of variance is not passed
by either filter, due to rounding and smoothing by the filter weights, so
that the percentages passed by the two filters do not' add up to 100%.
Correlation analysis of the filtered sets (Table 6.IV) indicates varying
associations among the three chronologies, depending upon the
freq uencies of the variances. The high~passportions ofchoronology Bare
relatively well-correlated with A and C (0,695 and 0·619), but the low-
pass components ofB are not as highly correlated with the other two sets
(0'198 and 0,252). The low-pass variance~ for A and C are more highly
correlated (0'605), thoug-h the amount of low-pass information differs
markedly between the two sets (0·176 versus 0,.067). These results suggest
TABLE 6.IV Variances and correlation among the ti,lree chronologies before and after filtering'
Ring-width index series
ABC
Unfiltered data
Variance
Correlation with A
Correlation with B
High-pass filter
Variance
%of unfiltered variance
Correlation with A
Correlation with B
Low-pass filter
Variance
%of unfiltered variance
Correlati<ln with A
Correlation with B
"See Figs 6,7 and 6.8.
0'28!'
0·190
66%
0·067
23%
0·202 0·299
0,486 0'458
0·379
0·097 0·092
48% 31%
0·695 0·403
0·619
0·083 0·176
41% 59%
0·198 0·605
0·252
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that the processes generating the two frequency domains may be different
among the three data sets.
Although these examples may be inconsequential in themselves, the
data illustrate how the two reciprocal filters can be used to separate and
study the variances at different frequencies with respect to time. When
the variances are more poorly correlated at low frequencies than at high
frequencies, it may be inferred that either the generating processes or the
histories of the particular forests have differed among the trees and sites.
Dissimilarities at high frequencies may be inferred to result from varying
microclimates, or varying nonclimatic factors that create short-term
(high-frequency) variations that persist for only a few years.
Julian and Fritts (1968) employed these filters to study chronology
characteristics from II stands including trees of three different species in
an area of similar t()pography near Denver, Colorado. The stands were
separated from one another by varying distances ranging from less than I
to 150 kilometers. The II chronologies for the interval 1860-1964 were
correlated with one another and then were treated with the high- and
low-pass filters shown in Table 6.1 II. Correlations were again calculated
between sets of filtered data. Plot A (Fig. 6.9) includes the correlations for
the unfiltered sets and shows a linear decrease in correlation with
increased separation distance. However, when the variances' in the
chronologies were treated with the high-and low-pass filters (plots Band
C, Fig. 6.9), it became apparent that the decline in correlation with
increasing separation distance was mostly a feature of the high-frequency
vanance.
A search as to the cause for the lack of correlation among some of the
low-frequency components led to the discovery that disturbance of the
Pinus ponderosa sites could have been a factor. Actual plots of the Pinus
ponderosa data revealed diverging trends in ring widths that could have
been associated with disturbance from mining and grazing activity in the
area, both of which had in fact occurred. Thus it was concluded that
disturbance of the Pinus ponderosa sites produced the slowly changing
variations in ring widths that were uncorrelated with the slowly changing
variations in the chronologies from other sites. However, the correlations
for the low-pass variance from stands ofPseudotsuga men;:iesii (as indicated
by triangles in Fig. 6.9) were like those of the high-pass variance, so it was
concluded that there was apparently less disturbance on these steeper and
more moist sites.
Julian and Fritts (1968) also filtered data from three nearby climatic
stations and calculated the correlation between precipitation and ring-
width indices for what they judged to be the better tree-ring sites (Fig.
6.10). These results show a consistent and gradual decline in correlation
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FIG. 6.9. The correlation among index chronologies from II stands of trees
representing three different species plotted as a function of separation distance.
Correlations are for (AI the mean indices, (B) the high-pass variance of the mean indices,
and (C) the low-pass variance of the mean indices. Triangles designate those comparisons
for chronologies of Pseudo/suga men.:;iesii, hexagons designate those comparisons for
chronologies of Pinus ponderosa, and circles designate comparisons for chronologies
differing in species, one being Pinus edulis. For further discussion of thesl" data, see text and
.Jtllian and Fritts (1968).
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between the high-pass components of tree growth and climate with
increasing separation distance, although considerable differences in
correlations were noted for the low-pass components.
Stockton and Fritts (1971 b) applied the same filtering and correlation
techniques in a study offour chronologies from Arizona which are related
to the average statewide climate (see section VII, Chapter 7). The tree-
ring data were subjected to filtering and subsequent correlation analysis
for varying intervals of 20 years from 1650 to 1957 (Fig. 6.11). There
appeared to be certain 20-year periods of time when tne low-frequency
variations differed among the four chronologies within the state. It was
first thought that the trees may have been affected by varying disturbance
of the sites during these time periods. However, an examination of
chronologies from neighboring sites and nearby states revealed similar
low-frequency changes in growth, so it was concluded that in this case the
differences among those particUlar chronologies were the result of
climatic changes which produced a gradient across Arizona during the
above-mentioned time spans. LaMarche (1974b) uses the same filtering
techniques to test for differences in the generating processes between
high-elevation and low-elevation Pinus longaeva.
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FIG. 6.10. The correlation between four ring-width chronologies and precipitation
from three weather stations plotted as a function of separation distance. Monthly
precipitation was transformed into a yearly precipitation index by use of a multiple
rei(ression relationship derived from analysis of the rini(s, and the data were subjected to
the low-pass and high-pass filters before correlation coefficients were obtained. The first
circle on the left represents two data points (see Julian and Fritts, 1968).
It
FIG. 6.11. The means ofcorrelation coefficients plotted every five years for all possible
correlations among indices of four Arizona ring-width chronologies calculated for
overlapping 20-year intervals of time. Correlations were obtained for the unfiltered index
data which include all frequencies, and for filtered data including either high frequencies
or low freq uencies as described in the tex t. The mean correlation for each of the four
chronoloKies with the other three is plotted as the central position of numbers 1-4 only
when the average correlation for the low-frequency data was low (Jess than 0,3). A
negative value in the mean correlation indicates trends in the data that diverge from those
for the other three chronologies. (Stockton and Fritts, 1971 b)
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Th.e crossdating procedure involves a visual inspection and check for
agreement which in essence utilizes the high-frequency variance in ring
width. It is physically more dificult toscan a ring-width series by eye for
the slowly varying changes in growth which may be nonclimatic in origin
and which do not correlate from tree to tree and from site to site.
Therefore, low-pass filters and .correlation analysis can be of great
assistance in identifying dissimilar low-frequency variations in growth.
Chronologies to be used for climatic purposes may be screened. by
applying both the high- and low-pass filters and correlating tbe resulting
series with similar data from neighboring sites. If the low-pass
information in a particular chronology is'poorly correlated with that of its
neighbors, nonclimatic factors may be inferred to be excessively limiting
and the particular chronology is deleted from the candidates for the
climatic set. The ratio of high-pass to low-pass variance is also calculated
and used to identify chronologies with disproportionate amounts of high-
versus low-pass variance (Fritts and Shatz, 1975).
V. Other Methods for Assessing the Growth Curves
Systematic variations in ring widths may be asse~in;avariety of ways
other than those described abo~e. Some workers regard systematic
changes in ring width as purely geometric constraints, hypothesizing that
the volume of wood added each year, in addition to being a function of
ring width, is a function of the circumference ofthe12ambium and height
of the stem (Phipps, 1967). According to this model, ring width could be
converted to a volume increment of growth for the entire stem, and a
simple function of this increment would provide a good estimate of
changes associated with tree age (Baker, 1950).
Other workers (Duff and Nolan, 1953; Smith and Wilsie, 1961)
analyze ring growth on cross sections at every internode along the main
stem and classify and plot ring features along three different gradients
(Fig. 6.12). One gradient represents the usual horizontally arranged
sequence of rings which is affected by climatic variation and the increase
in tree age. The second represents the diagonal series of ring widths at
various stem heights for the same year and expresses changes associated
with increasing stem height and decreasing cambial age. The third series
represents a vertically arranged sequence with each ring sampled at a
given cambial age (that is, a constant ring number from the pith for all
cases). This vertically arranged sequence often exhibits less systematic
variation in ring width associated with increasing tree age than the other
two sequences because cambial age was the same for all rings in the
sequence. A number of internode-by-internode analyses.using the Duff
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and Nolan approach have contributed considerable useful information
about anatomical features and about certain growth factors and wood
density changes (Richardson, 1961).
Theoretically, ring-width variability along the vertically ordered
sequence should be the best dendroclimatic sequence, but the technique
is generally impracticable for most dendrochronological studies, because
it req uires a cross section for every increment in the stem corresponding to
a year's growth. However, a modification of this classification approach
was used to study ring characteristics throughout the stem of a mature
Pinus ponderosa. The data were classified into 20-year units rather ):han
YEAR OF
INTERNODE
FORMATION
~::::~t-2\
----1970 ..!\72
Q~~
----,-_-.,.,...---- 1969 2 72
-' 'L' '.~
1968 t-'l' n~
... ----,----- 1967 2 721 \ ._~
-rr\\\_-' _72,\
-- 1965 bs:: 2 ""-3 \ 4 ~5 '\6'\ 7=0\
\ AGE OF CAM81UM •
, " ,
'.65\66'.67'.68\ 69'. 70, 71 7
YEAR OF RING FORMATION
FIG. 6.12. The three classification schemes described by Duff and Nolan (1953) and
Smith and Wilsie (1961). Each measurement corresponds to a parallelogram in thc figurc
and these data for each year and season can be plotted as shown by the arrows in (1) the
horizontal direction to show effects ofchanges in both ycar of formation and cambial age;
(2) the diagonal direction to show increasing height in the tree, keeping year offormation
constant; and (3) the vertical direction to show effects of changes in ycar of formation
(holding cambial age constant). The horizontally averaged series is the one commonly
used in dendroclimatology. but the vertical series is proposed by some to be a bettcr
representation of variations in climate. See text for further discussion.
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one-year units and these data were compared to variations in ring
characteristics associated with stem height, cambial age, and increasing
tree age (Fritts et al., 1965a). See Figs. 6.20 and 6.21 and accompanying
discussion on pages 304-310.
Some workers have proposed that the ring width from all trees of a
given species and site can be expressed as a simple mathematical function
of increasing age. For example, Mitchell (1967), following the lead of
Scandinavian scientists, obtained a large sample of varying ages,
classified each ring according to tree age, averaged the ring widths in
each class, and plotted these averages as a function of tree age (Fig. 6.13).
• .:.. Pm g/tJJa1
100 T: .:.....,,:"\.. FI. ReIianc8, N.W.t
• i'e.;.....
.,.......'\0\""-".,. """'''-N'\o•.......,..
o 100
300 f- .••
t
.. :~ ~ f-1 ...
I
...
200 ~ e••
...
..
100
I
..
..
..
....
..: ..~ tl..· ..
. '" ."'.,.. ...,"'-"' ..,-
.. .....,..:.
o
100 f-
FIG. 6.13. The mean change in ring width associated with biological facton related to
increasing age can be'estimated by using. trees of many age classes and averaging widths
for rings of the same age. This procedure assumes that the environmental facton limiting
growth in trees are randomly distributed through time and that the variations in these
environmental facton become insignificant when large numben are averaged from trees
ofall ages. A single smoothed cUlVe filted to the mean ofaU data showA iri the figure is then
used to standardize the ring-width series for all trees in the site. (Mitchell, 1967)
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Variations in ring width due to climatic fluctuations are minimized in the
averaging process, and the resultant curve presumably expresses the
growth function that should be used for the sampled trees.
However, all individuals of a species rarely attain optimum growth at
the same age, and individual trees differ in their growth rates because of"
differences in soil factors, competition, microclimate, and other factors
governing the productivity of the site. Therefore, individual trees will
deviate markedly and systematically from such a mean growth curve,
and standardization by this method leads to more error in the chronology
than is obtained by the empirical method of curve fitting described in
Section II I.
The use ofa single growth curve could aid studies at the upper trec line
or polar limits, where both increasing tree age and long-term changes in
climate produce long-term variations in ring widths. It is possible that a
single growth curve could be developed and applied to each measured set
to distinguish between long-term changes due to increasing age Irom
those associated with long-term variations in climate.
Ring widths are sometimes transformed to logarithms or they are
plotted on a semilogarithmic scale. The general eflect of this trans-
formation' is to lessen the variations in large rings and to increase the
variations in small rings, but the effects of increasing tree age are not
removed. An additional transformation (Jonsson, 1969) is one in which
the logarithms of ring widths (lni,) are averaged year-by-year and then a
polynomial with two or more coefficients is fitted to the mean of" the
logarithmic series (lni,). Sometimes it is possible to simultaneously solve
for the climatic relationships at the same time that the polynomial
equation is obtained Oonsson, 1969). Ring-width index values are then
derived as follows:
x, = exp(lni, -lni, - (1212) (6.10)
where (12 is the variance of lni/. This term is used to adjust for the difference
in means between the arithmetic and logarithmic scales so that the ml'dn
of the indices has a value of 1·0. Jonsson and Fritts compared their two
standardization techniques on identical data and f"ound 77/~ variance
agreement. Differences were attributed to variations within and between
trees which were not removed by the polynomial curve that was fitted to
the mean oflogarithms. While the computational procedures are easier,
there is much less flexibility in the Jonsson method sinc<' the length of"
record for all sampled trees must be the same; also there is no possibility
for statistical analysis of variance anJ correlation, both of" which arc
described in the following sections.
Hollstein (1975) has suggested a very promising and interesting
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alternative to standardizing procedures. He converts ring-width data to
ratios by dividing each width by the width of the preceding ring and then
takes the logarithm. These values for each year, which he ,calls
"wuchswert," are avera~ed by year for all available samples, A simple
linear regression is fit by least squares methods to the mean logarithmic
series a,nd yearly values of the regression sqbtracted to correct for the
growth'trend and to obtain a mean series which is zero.
One apparent difficulty with this method is that the resulting indices
are logarithms of ratios which 'are dependent upon the climate of two
successive years" so that the results are difficult to interpret and
meaningful calibration of the values with climate is not easily obtained.
However, this particular difficulty can be circumvented by taking the
exponent of the mean ratios and converting the mean sequence of ratios
back to mean yearly values which are comparable to the indices derived
in the usual way. Also, it may be appropriate to allow for non logarithmic
growth curves by fitting a straight line or polynomial to the logarithm of
ratios for each ring-width sample and subtracting the value of the curve
before the averaged wuchswert is obtained. A computer program to
perform these calculations is now available.
No single method has been developed that is applicable to removing
the growth functions for all species ano sites. The computer-derived
exponential function has proven satisfactory for a variety of coniferous
species on arid sites and it appears to apply to many sites in Europe and
the Arctic. The polynomial curve-fitting routine has been added to allow
for cases with more complicated growth ),Iariations. Both types of curves
are chosen for pragmatic reasons, that is to say they work for
dendroclimatic analysis. While the using of a polynomial has no
theoretical basis, it is the most convenient method for fitting a curve to
accomplish standardization. Since, the polynomial curve can
approximate the exponential function, it is at present the best over all
model for standardization, as long as care is taken to restrict the number
ofcoefficients so that variations due to long-term climatic changes are not
lost. If the simpler method ofHollstein, or some modification of it, proves
feasible, it could be a suitable alternative to the more complicated
standardization by division of a polynomial, computer-derived curve.
These standardizing techniques should never be applied blindly. It is
routine practice at the Laboratory ofTree-Ring Research to plot all ring-
width data as a function of tree age before computer analysis,
Occasionally none of the available growth functions will adequately fit
particular ring-width data. In such cases it may be inappropriate to
apply the data to dendroclimatic study unless an alternative method can
be derived for the growth-trend analysis.
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VI. Analysis of Variance
The first five chapters have described a variety of factors that affect the
tree ring-climate system and contribute to the rin~-width chronology
variance. Certain statistical measurements have been defined in this
chapter which altow quantification of this variance. I t is now appropriate
to turn attention to analysis ofvariance, a very.powerful technique which
sorts out and measures the various sources in the tree ring-climate system
that govern the chronology variance.
Forexample, the mean year-to-year pattern in ring-width indices from
many trees in a region may be identified as variance resulting from
limiting macroclimatic factors. Differences in these patterns from one
stand to the next may be considered to result from a different source ,uch
as varying soil properties, different slopes, and the unique conditions of
each plant community interaction with the macroclimate. The term
interaction refers to the influence ofone variable such as a site factor upon
the effect of another variable such as macroclimate on growth.
Differences also occur among individual trees within a stand which may
be attributed to variations in tree vigor, competition, and the available
operational environment. Variations in the growth within the tree stem
may also occur as a result of growth in major branches and roots, 10~~1
microclimatic variations"and other factors which control the operational
environments for different tissues and organs. The relative importance of
these sources of variation is assessed by a particular rina(ysis rif variance
developed specifically for indices, derived from ring-width data which
have been collected in.a particular manner to represent several sources of
variance. The following paragraphs describe the technique by means ofa
simple example. General descriptions of the technique may be found in
Neter and Wassermann (1974), Simpson et at. (1960), and Steel
and Torrie (19.60).
A stand of Pinus tongaeva in California was divided into two classes or
groups ofequal size, one ofyoung trees and one ofold trees. Since the age
classes were intermixed within the same stand, differences in the mean
chronologies of the two groups could be attributed to tree age as the
source of variance. Differences in the chronologies between trees within
each age class could be attributed to differences among trees as a source of
variance. In addition,.two cores were sampled from each of the trees in
each group so that the chronology differences between them could be
used to assess the sides of the tree stem as a source ofvariance. Four trees
were sampled at random from each age class within the site, including
two radii per tree which were subsequently placed in separate growth-
rate classes, depending upon which core for each tree had the greatest
average ~ng width.
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:he samples were mounted, dated, widths of rings measured, and the
indices derived for the entire length of each sampled stem radius. An
interval of time common to all samples was specified to be 1950-1954.
Usually this interval includes a common period of 100 or more years, but
in this example only rings for the five years were analyzed. Table 6.V
includes all indices for each age class, tree, core, and year.
The first required computations are the sums and the sum"s of squares
for the five indices on each core, as shown in columns 9 and 10 of Table
6.V. (The.individual data were analyzed by the computer but have been
rounded in the table; therefore, small differences wi~1 occur in the least
significant digits if recalculatiuns are made from the data in the table.)
The variances are calculated from sums and sums of squares statistics
using the equations in Table 6.VI.
The indices from the different sides of each tree stem (Table 6.V,
columns 4--8) are summed year by year to obtain five yearly values for
each tree, and these values are slimn,ed, squared, and the squares
summed (columns II and 12). The data for each growth-rate class within
the young and old group are summed, these values squared, and the
squares summed (columns 13, 14). In this example, all cores numbered as
I are from the slower-growing sides of the trees and those numbered 2 are
from the faster-growing sides. The sums and sums ofsquares for the slow-
growing class are listed first. The two core classes between age groups are
summed to obtain combined core-class chronologies for both groups
(columns 15 and 16). All indices within groups are then summed year by
year to obtain the sums and sums ofsquares for chronologies ofyoung and
old groups (columns 17 and 18), and finally all'indices for all 16 cores are
summed year by year to obtain the sum~ for the chronology for both
groups as shown at the bottom of Table 6.V.
The next step in the analysis is a complicated procedure shown in
(Table 6.VII). Rows 1-5 are the variance ofgroup, core, and tree means.
sums of squares as shown in Tables 6.V are adjusted (corrected) by
subtracting the squares of several sums as shown in Table 6.VI working
from row I to row II. Each of these adjusted values is divided by the
number of degrees of freedom to obtain the mean squares or variances
(Table 6.VI I). Rows 1-5 are the variance ofgroup, core, and tree means.
There is usually no significant variance accounted for by these values,
because the standardizing prol:edure has forced all samples to have the
same mean. Occasionally when the period ofanalysis is a small subset ofa
larger one, some of the variances for means are significant.
The component variances computed in Table 6.VI are obtained for the
mean chronology (Y in row 6) and the other sources of variance that
interact with it (rows 7-11, Tables6.VI and 6.VII). They are the estimates
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ofvariarices for each source which are calculated by separating the mean
squares into their respective components and dividing by the number of
elements in each part (Table 6.VI).
The analysis pools the variance in the appropriate ways and uses the
differences to assess the importance of each source. The operation is
riescribed in conceptual terms in the following paragraphs. (For specific
details consult Tables 6.V, 6.VI, and 6.VII.)
The pooled variances for thc tree chronologies are subtracted fr0m
those of the individual 16 cores. There is ~Iways Ius variar.ce in the
former because divergent variations among the individual core
chrul';ologies are canceled out in the summing process. The greater the
differences among the pair~d core chroilologies within the same trees, the
greater the reduction in variance resulting from the summing process and
the greater the componert attributed to the core chronology source
(Table 6.YI, Eill II).
The variances for the sums representing each of the two age groups are
subtracted from the pooled data for the individual tree chronologies and
the difference in variance is attributed to the tree chronology source
(Table 6.VI, line 8). The variances in the summed chronology for both
groups are subtracted from those for the sums of young and 'Old groups
and the difference is attributed to the age source (Table 6.VI, line 7).
Likewise, the sums of the group variances are subtracted from the
. corresponding values of the core classes to derive the fast-growinK versus
slow-growing components (Table 6.VI, lines 9 and 10). Finally, the
amount ofvariance remaining in the five totals for each year summed for
all cores, trees, and groups represents the mean variance in the year-by-
year chronology or that attributed to the macroclimatic source (Table
6.VI, line 6).
If a large amount of ring-width variability coincides in all cores, trees,
and groups, only a small amount of variance is lost in the averaging
process and a large amount remains in the year-by-year chronology of the
site (the macroclimatic source). It may be inferred from this result that
some large:scale factor, such as climate, has varied from year to year and
has aflected growth in the same way on all sides of all trees and in all
groups. If, on the other hand, there are large differences in core and tree
chronologies (with the resulL that the chronology summed for all trees
and groups has little variance), it may be inferred that during each year a
variety offactors have limited growth in a variety ofways in the different
radii, trees, and groups diminishing the effects of macroclimatic
variations on growth.
Sometimes there will be a greater reduction in variance when core
chronologies are averaged into tree chronologies than when the tree
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TABLE 6-VI
Calculation. for Araalyah of Veriance of Tr••-aina Chroauloll••
ROll Source ot 5\11 at Sq_re. C......et04 ••
yari.tieD. aDd COl"ne'tlcm 01 Sq.....
~I~e. 2J1· Group mee..aa
.k' ILL L 1111Jk) - K -Oe(~)
h.l .1 Jol 1001
2 Core c laaa meaDa siD [t (~ i f 1111Jkn - K .ce(C) Jol 1101 1001 1001
Tree means to~ i (f f 1~lJk)2]- aein groups - K -Te(T/a) h.l 1_1 Jol 1<.1
4·
:ore meaDS
in [~ f ~ f 1111JkYJ Dcin groups - c:., - K .cae(C x a) 11-1 J-l 1_1 1<.1
Core mea,. .. vttb ~ ~ t t (f 1111Jk)J~etrees in grc.lJpI - Ce - 'r - CGc - It -eT(C X 'rIa) e e
h.l 1_1 Jol 1<.1
Mean IDdlCl!a in li. I~ ~ e 2]total c:hrODO::"ogy ~e Ll L L 1111Jk) - J{ -Ye(Y)
k-l,h-l 1.1 J-l
CtLrODolOllea or ~ ICC 2]7· grOlJpI to L L L L-1I1 Jk) - Yc - Gc - J{ -llIe(Y x a) k_I 11-1 1_1 J-l
Chronologies ot ~ [f ~ i (f 1111JkrJ- Yetrees in aroupa - Gc - 'r -ra - K -YTc(Y x'r/a) c e
11.1 11-1 1.1 jol
Chrooo~ogles of ~[f I (f i 1111Jkn - yccore classes - Cc: - It -Jt:c(y x C)
k_l J-. hoI 1.1
Chronologies of ~[f ~ f (i 1hlJkn-Yc-ac-Ce-YGe-Jt:e-COe-K10· core classes -n:ac
..,ltb groupe
(y , C x a) 11.1 11-1 jol 1.1
Chronolosles ot ~ f ± t ~hiJk)]-Yc-ac-Cc-'rc-coc-cre-Yae11 eort!8 ..ltb trees
1n STOUps
(Y X C x 'r/a) k-~ h-l 1.1 .)-1 - YCc:-Yfc:-YCGc: _ K
-=e
"When g-I. these sources of
var lat 10n do not exist. and
the mean squares are zero.
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chronologies are averaged into larger groups. Thus, a large variance is
attributed to the core source and it may be inferred that the core
chronologies within trees differ from one another becaUse of factors such
as irregularities in the tree crowns, injuries, or even careless~ess in ring
measurement. If there is a large reduction in variance when tree
chronologies are summed, a high variance is attributed to the tree source,
and it may be inferred that tree microclimates, local site variations, or
other local factors have modified the tree responses to macroclimate.
In each analysis, the investigator collects his cores, trees, and groups in
such a way as to analyze a particulat component of the environment.
Slope effects are studied by comparing groups of trees on contrasting
slopes, soil effects by selecting groups on different soil types, and
elevational effects by varying elevations of sites. Effects on ring-width
variations around the tree due to the lean ofthe stem, exposure ofslope, or
crowding by neighbors is assessed by selecting the appropriate stem side
that is used in the core class, while effects ofdrought years versus wet years
are assessed by choosing appropriate years fur analysis.
The sampling design for analysis of variance described here must be
balanced and replicated like 'the example in Table 6.V. All samples must
include the same years ofgrowth, all trees must have the ~ame number of
. replicated cores, and all groups must include the same number of trees.
However, the trees are assumed to be randomly chosen so they are nested
but not classed within groups. In other words, tree I of group 1 has no
relation to tree 1 of group 2, but the same number of trees must be
included in each group. The years, the core classes, and the groups are
assumed to be fixed, that is, not selected in a random manner, but
according to a consciom decision as to specific years, specific core classes,
and specific groups.
The actual values of the variance components differ from site to site in
proportion to the nature of the sampled m~terials, including the amount
of autocorrelation in them. To make comparisons possible between
chronologies with markedly different variance, the components are
reduced to percentages as shown on the right of Table 6.VII.
The component variance for core classes (Table 6.VII, lines 9 and 10)
frequently is near zero as there is rarely any contribution by that
particular source. That is to say, the chronologies in the core classes are
not significantly different. In the example, the variance components for
core classes at both levels are negative (lines 9 and 10, Table 6.VII).
Sometimes negative values do occur by chance or by round-off error, if
the particular core classification is not important. As long as the negative
values are small, they can be replaced by zeros in the calculation of the
percentages. Since all variances are theoretically positive, no variance
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components should be large and negative. When such cases are
encountered, they u~ually indicate that the 'wrong sums and sums of
squares were used or some other computational error has been made.
The core classes were originally i'1cluded in the analysis of variance to
test hypothest's regarding chronology variability throughout the tree
stem. Only a few cases with significant variance in a core class have been
observed, and these cases usually represent samples from the upper and
lower sides of leaning trees or from the up-slope and down-slope sides of
trees on very steep slopes.
The results from'the example in Table 6.VII show that the variance
component in all cores, trees, and groups (the total group chronology
variance Y was 48%. The variance due to differences in the chronologies
of trees (Y x T /G) accounted for 30% of the variance. The differences in
the individual core chronologies (Y x exT /G) accounted for 21%ofthe
variance. The differences be~ween the chronologies for the two groups
(Y x G) arcounted for only I%of the total variance.
Trees on dry sites can retain as much as 80% common variance in the
total or group chronology for the si teo The value of48% in this particular
example suggests that the sampled trees for the particular five years were
only moderately limited by factors of the macroclimate. The high
variance for tret' components (30%), indicates a relatively heterogeneous
site with varying factors affecting the ring-width chronology somewhat
differently in each tree. If the component variance for core chronologies
(Y x exT/G) had been higher than that of the trees, it might be
concluded that irregularities ofcrown size, competition, and distribution
of food-and growth-controlling substances produced a larger amount of
ring-width variability within the trees of the site, The 1% difference
between age groups indicates that, at least for the five years and four trees
that were tested, there are very few differences between the chronologies
ofthe old vs young gro~p.Additional examples ofanalyses ofvariance are
presented later in this chapter.
VII. Analysis of Chronology Error
It was pointed out in Section II that stati~tics, such as the mean or
variance, which are derived from small samples are likely to deviate from
the true value of the particdar statistical universe and that the error of
these statistics can be estimated from the standard error statistic (Equation
6.3). In the case of a chronolugy developed from a number of cores and
trees within several groups, the individual yearly values are in error
depending upon the amount oferror variance contributed by each source
(cores, trees, and groups).
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The standard error for any yearly value of a chronology (SE~) is
calculated from the component variances (such as those. shown in Table
6.VII) as follows:
SE = (VC(YT)+ vC(Ycn)~ (6.11)
Y t ct
where VC( YT) and VC( YCT) are the calculated variance components
(Tables 6.VI and 6.VII) and 1 and c are the number of trees used and
number of cores per tree in the chronology under consideration. Since
core classes and groups are assumed to be statistically fixed (not randomly
chosen), the calculations involve only the variances for tree chronologies
and their interactions with the cores.
The components are unbiased estimates of these variances (that is, the
results apply to the statistical universe and are independent of the sample
size) so that different values for trees (I) and cores (c) can be substituted
into Equation.6.11 to calculate the errors in samples of varying sizes.
Table 6.VIII includes such calculations using the components in Table
6.VI I and cases including from five to 20 trees per sample and from one to
four cores per tree. Similar computations may use the component
TABLE 6.VII I Calculated mean standard error of estimates for
various numbers for trees and cores'
Number
of trees
Number of
cores per tree
2 3 4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
0·092
0·084
0·078
0·073
0·068
0·065
0·062
0·059
0·057
0·055
0·053
0·051
0·050
0·048
0·047
0·046
0·082
0·075
0·069
0·065
0·061
0·058
0·055
0·053
0·051
0·049
0·047
0·046
0·044
0·043
0·042
0·041
0·078
0·072
0·066'
0·062
0·058
0·055
0·053
0·051
0·049
0·046
0·045
0·044
0·043
0·041
0·040
0·039
0·077
0·070
0·065
0·061
0·057
0·054
0·052
0·049
0·047
0·046
0·044
0·043
0·042
0·040
0·039
0·038
nBa!ll."d upon variance components for tree chronologies of 0·025 and
core chronologies of 0·017 in Table 6.VII and Equation 6.11.
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varia!1ces of other samples to test for differences among sites (Fritts,
1969). Such analysis of variance statistics are especially useful for
evaluating sampling strate~ies in terms of the information gained and the
statistical reliability of the results.
For example, the data in Table 6.V II I confirJl1 the generalization that
the standard error decreases with any increase in the number of cores or
trees. HI'wever, because of differences in the variance structure of the
sampie as indicated by the component variances, the error reduction is
dependent more upon the number of trees in a sample than upon the
number ofcores sampled from each tree in the group. The data in Table
6.VI I I indicate that itonly one core is sa:npled per tree a sample size of 17
trees must be obtained to reduce the standard error to 0·050 or less (see
values in italic type in the table). However, if two cores are sampled per
tree, 14 trees are required; if three cores are sampled per tree, 13 trees are
required; and if four cores are sampled per tree, 12 trees are required.
It could be inferred from the above results that a sample ofone core per
tree for 17 trees is the most efficient sampiingscheme, but on a steep, rocky
slope it may be easier to extract a second core from 14 trees than to find
three extra trees. Since variance and other analyses require at least two
cores per tree, the extra time required for sampling the second core is
justified. In special circumstances where only a limited number of trees is
available on a given site or where more information is needed from
individual trees, the collector might decide to increase the sample to three
or four cores pet tree. On the other hand, where time is extremely
limiting, the most efficient and desir'lble sampling scheme might be one
which would utilize the time saved in collecting only one core per tree to
obtain samples from additional trees.
Another feature ofstandard error computations was first not,.d in Pinus
edulis from Mesa Verde National Park, Colorado. The standard error for
a mean index ofa chronology was found to be directly proportional to the
average value of the index. That is, those years with high average indices
generally exhibited higher standard errors than years with low average
indices (Fig. 6.14). This manifestation is undoubtedly a consequence of
the law oflimiting factors described in Chapter I. The cambia producing
the narrow rings formed during years ofsevere climate are highly limited
by similar characteristics of the macroclimatic factors, so that ring widths
vary little from one tree to the next. The wide rings formed in less severe
years are more limited by local site conditions than by factors of the
macroclimate, and thus a larger variability in widths within trees, among
trees, and among groups prevails. A test for this relationship is made
routinely by checking the correlation between value of standard error
and average index. The relationship varies in its importance among ring-
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width chronologies from arid sites, but at present no one has studied the
problem sufficiently to explain its variance.
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FIG. 6.14. The standard errors for average yearly values ofsome chronologies vary as a
direct function of the average value in the indt;x. The higher the value, the greater the
standard error and 'the less precision of the index. The above sample is calculated for the
average yearly index chronology from three groups of Pinus edulis from Mesa Verde,
Co\9rado.
VIII. Correlation Analysis
It is not always possible to obtain adequate replication to perform an
analysis of variance. in such cases correlation coefficients can provide
information similar to analysis ofvariance. This information, however, is
generally less useful than variance analysis, for correlation provides only
a relative measure ofvariab11ity in common between two data sets and it
cannot be partitioned as easily into separate components. Nevertheless,
because correlation is a simpler concept and easy to compute, it is
sometimes favored over analysis of variance.
Correlation statistics are derived after standardizing the ring widths
for individual cores. Correlation' coefficients are obtained for all
combinations possible within a group of chronologies. The correlations
for cores paired within trees are tabulated separately from those paired
between trees. The former meas'lres the similarity, within tree variance,
while the latter measures the similarity between tree variance. In fact, the
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mean correlation for all pairs between trees is closely related to percent
variance component for the group chronology in the analysis of variance
[VC(Y) , Table 6.VI]. That is, as the mean correlation increases between
core chronologies in different trees, there is a parallel increase in the
percent variance that is common among all cores, trees, and groups.
The relationship between the two measurements is so well correlated
for arid-site conifers that the correlation results can be substituted into a
simple regression equation to statistically estimate the corresponding
variance component (Fig. 6.15). The equation shown in the figure is for
the straight line fitted to the data points where Y is the group-chronology
percent variance corrlJ>onent and X is the mean correlation among core
chronologies from different trees within groups. When analysis of
variance is not possible, the correlation data can be substituted into the
equation in Fig. 6.15 to estimate the percent common variance
component.
Correlation analyses can be run for a number of time intervals such as
for 20-year periods lagged every five years. A comparison ofthe results for
i 80
~
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I 20 y. -1.28 • 98.09 X t2.S6
°0
.20 .40 .60 .eo
CORRELATION
FIG. 6.15. The mean of correlation coefficients for all combinations of core
chronologies paired between trees (excluding 'comparisons ofcores from the same trees) is
highly correlated with and may be ulled to estimate the percentage of variance in the
group chronology [VC(Y) x 100/toW VC] (Table 6.VI) as shown by die plotted points.
The regression equation shown is for the line and is the least square fit to the data shown in
"the figure,. where Y is the percent chronology variance and X is the mean ofthe correlation
coefficients..The data are for semiarid North American conifen from'a variety ofspecies
and sites. •
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different periods can be used to assess when ring widths were best
correlated and hence most limited by climatic conditions as opposed to
site factors. Correlation analysis can also be run on the mean chronologie~
for trees and the mean chronologies for groups to study the similarities
and dissimilarities in these components. Analysis using correlation helped
Charton and Harman (1973) to identify a decline in agreement among
ring-width indices from Quercus rubra that could have been due to limiting
effects of air pollution or possibly to anomalies in precipitation resulting
from industrial pollution near the tree sites.
A dendrochronologist who selects cores from trees with the best
crossdating and the highest sensitivity is simultaneously selecting for high
percent variance in the group chronology, for high correlation among
trees, and for a high proportion ofclimatic information in the chronology
of the site. Analyses of variance and correlation allow the
dendroclimatologist to evaluate his samples and to make decisions as to
which ones are most likely to provide the best results for a particular
experiment. The conclusions from these data can also guide future
selections of tree-ring materials and sites !lnd help in developing the most
productive lines of research.
IX. Power Spectrum and Cross-power
Spectrum Analyses
It is sometimes helpful to study nonrandomness in a ring-width time
series using power spectrum anarysis, which describes the data in a manner
that presupposes nothing as to its nature in the frequency domain. For
example, the ring-width index series may be .regarded as an infinite
number of oscillations or cycles described by an infinite number of
wavelengths. The power spectru~ analysis estimates the variance (the
power) of each wavelength and expresses the results as a continuous
distribution of wavelengths throughout the entire spectrum, ranging
from the shortest wavelength that can be resolved by the annual values (a
half cycle per year or one cycle every two years) to infinite wavelength
(linear trend) (Mitchell, et al., 1966) ..
The procedures for computing a power spectrum use the methods of
Tukey (1950} and Blackman and J'ukey p958). First the autocorrelation
coefficients are computed from one to a prescribed number oflags (Figs.
6.4, 6.16). These coefficients plotted against lag constitute the
autocorrelationfunction. The power spectrum is then obtained by means ofa
Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function. The resolution of a
power spectrum estimate is proportional to the number oflags that can be
used to generate the autocorrelation function, which in turn is
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constramed by the record length. Very detailed estimates may be
obtained if the time series is long, but they must be generalized to a few
frequencies if the time series is short or few lags are analyzed Uenkins and
Watts, 1968).
The plotted autocorrelations and the power spectra ofthree ring-width
chronologies are shown in Fig. 6.16 (Stockton, 1971, and Stockton,
1975). Ifthe variations in the time series are purely random, the spectrum
will approximate a horizontal line (all spectral estimates are the same for
all frequencies) (Mitchell et at., 1966). Since such a spectrum is analogous
to white light, which includes equal amounts oflight at all wavelengths, it
is called a "white noise" spectrum. Ifa time series is a pure sine wave, the
spectrum will contain a relatively sharp peak at the appropriate
frequency for the sine wave. If there is a regular periodicity having a
nonsinusoidal shape, the spectrum will contain not ol1ly a peak at the
basic wavelength, but other peaks at wavelengths corresponding to one or
more higher harmonics of its basic wavelength. If there is a quasi
periodicity, or irregular rhythm, the spectrum will express it as a
relatively broad hump spanning an appropriately wide range of
wavelengths. Finally, if there is persistence whereby each value of the
serie~ is related to those values preceding it, the spectrum will be distorted
across all wavelengths so that the greatest variance is at low frequencies
and there is a decrease in power from long to shorter wavelengths. This
spectrum is said to resemble that of "red noise" (Mitchell et al., 1966).
Most power spectra of ring-width series, like those shown in Fig. 6.16,
exhibit "red noise" spectra indicating more persistence than would be
expected if they were made up of completely random events. For more
discussion of these and other techniques of time series analyses see Box
and Jenkins (1970), Jenkins and Watts (1968), and Kisiel (1969).
The three power spectra in Fig. 6.16, in addition to showing "red
noise," indicate that the chronology from site A has the least power
(variance) of the three at high frequencies from 0·1 to 0·5 cycles per year
while the chronology from site C has the most. The first is a cool and moist
site and the chronology has moderately low mean sensitivity, while the
latter is the driest and warmest site and the chronology has the highest
mean sensitivity (Stockton, 1971, and Stockton, 1975).
The above teclmiques, in addition to being applied to single series
variations, may also be used to study covariance between series expressed
in the frequency domain Uenkins and Watts, 1968). Studies of this type
are referred to as a cross-power spectrum analysis. The computations utilize
the autocorrelations of two series and the cross correlations between two
seri~s at various lags. Fourier transforms of the autocorrelation and cross
correlation functions along with the phase relationships are obtained.
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FIG. 6.16. An example of results from power and cross-power spectrum analystos of
three site chronologies ofPs~dolsu.lfarnen~itsiiin northern Arizona. The left-hand plots are
th~ autocorrelations for lags from 0 to 25 years. The plots in the middle ofthe figure are the
power spectra, while the right-hand plots show the coherence among the three
chronologies obtained in the cross-power spectra analyses. Chronology A is from trees on
a moist, cool site. Chronology C is from an arid site. Chronology B is from a relatively
intermediate site. (Redrawn and reprinted by permission from "Long-term Streamflow
Records Reconstructed from Tree Rings", Paper of the Laboratory of Tree-Ring
Research at the University of Arizona, No.5, by C. W. Stockton, Tucson: University of
Arizona Pres., © 1975.)
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These data are used to measure coherertC) which represents the similarity
between the two series at each frequency as in power spectrum analysis.
Coherency is analogous to the square of the correlation between the two
paired series at each frequ~ncy band.
The plots on the right of Fig. 6.16 are the coherencies among the same
three chronologies. All pairs exhibit high coherency at 0·08 cycles per
year or at periods of approximately 12 years. Pairs A-B and A-C exhibit
higher coherency at 0·30 to 0·45 cycles per year than the pair B-C. The
same two pairs exhibit little or no coh(:rency at 0·24 cycles per year. This
implies that the variance generated by series A near frequencies of 0·24
cycles per year is uncorrelated with the variance at the same frequency in
the other two series.
Often power and cross-po ',;er spectrum analysis can lead toconsiderable
insight into the biological and statistical relationships in regard to
possible periodicities in factors controlling growth. For example,
LaMarche (1974b) studied four chronologies of Pinus longaeva in the
Snake Range of Nevada ranging from the low-elevation semiarid forest
border to the high-elevatiQn upper tree line. He noted that the
chronologies at the lower and upper tree lines appeared relatively
uncorrelated; but when the data were treated with the high- and low-pass
filters shown in Table 6.1 IL there was high and direct correlation
between the high-frequency variations and high but inverse correlation
between the low-frequency variations.
The data were then subjected to power and cross-power spectrum
analysis because LctMarche was concerned that the arbitrary spectrum
selection of filters may not have divided the series into the "natural"
frequency bands. He noted that the biggest difference between the two
spectra occurred in the frequency range from about 0·1 to 0·5 cycles per
Y"'lr. As was the case for Stockton's reslllits (1975) shown in Fig. 6.16,
the arid forest border trees exhibited more variance at high frequencies
than did the trees at high elevations on more moist and cool sites.
Cross-power spectrum analysis of LaMarche's data revealed that a
portion of the variance in the chronologies was out of phase; that is, when
a maximum in growth occurred at the lower tree line there was a
tendency for it to be followed in three years by a minimum in growth at
the high-elevation tree line. Also, the inverse correlation was found to be
most pronounced at frequencies from 0·10 to 0·01 cycles per year.
LaMarche (1974b) attributed the high positive correlations at high
frequencies to the direct effects ofprecipitation on ring widths for both the
low and high elevation sites. The coherency at low-frequency and the
out-of-phase relationships were attributed to the differing effects of
climate on the growth ofneedles, which in turn affect photosynthesis and
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ri'lg width (see Chapter 4). At the !(,wer forest border short. needles were
formed during years'when precipitation was low and temperatures were
higli, but at the high elevation short needles were formed when
temperatures were low. Since the needles are retained and are
photosynthetically active for 15 or more years, the growth response to
temperature was not only different for the two sites but it was averaged
over 15 years and it la~Red behind the occurrence of climate.
The coherency between the two chronologies enabled LaMarche to
identify four frequencies which were best correlated. These are shown in
Fig. 6.17 as peaks from right to left at 0·45,0'30,0'14, and 0·037 cycles per
year with periods corresponding to 2·2, 3·3, 7, and 27 years. LaMarche
suggested that the tree-ring coherency at 0·45 cycles per year (with a
period of 2·2 years) was probably linked to the well-known rhythmic
variation in wind and pressure from equatorial regions known as the
"quasi-biennial oscillation" which exhibits a period of 26 to 27 months
(Landsberg, et al., 1963). He also suggested that coherency at periods of
27 years could be a result ofsolar-lunar tidal influences in the atmosphere
as described by Brier (1968), which could control both warm-season
temperatures in the centra~ Great Basin and the tree needle lengths.
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FIG. 6.17. An example of cross-power spectrum analysis showmg the coherence
between two Pinus longaeva chronologies in the Snake Range orNe,·ada. One chronology
was rrom trees at the semiarid lower forest border and the other from the upper tree line.
The peaks indicate coherency at about 0-45, 0·30, 0·14, and 0·037 rycles per year.
(Redrawn rrom LaMarche, 1974b)
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Power spectrum analyses also were employed by Bryson and Dutton
(1961 ), LaMarche and Fri tts (1972), and Siren and Hari (1971) to study
periodicities in ring-width data that might be associated with the II-year
and 22-year periodicity in sunspots. Although several apparent
relationships wer.: proposed, no ring-width series was proven to be
sigriificantly linked to sunspot numbers and none was confirmed to
-exhibit a significant spectral peak at the appropriate frequencies
(LaMarche and Fritts, 1972).
X. Variability in Statistical Characteristics
of Ring Widths among Sites
It has been shown that a number of stati~tical parameters may
characterize the time series of ring widths and ring-width indices. These
statistical parameters may vary because the generating functions of the
time series differ among trees and sites.
Figure 6.18 portrays six tree-ring characteristics whic~ vary with
increasing aridity of a site and decreasing arboreal dominance ofthe
stand. The .Irea to the left of K in the diagram represents forest interior
trees which exhibit little ring-width variability, while the area to the rig-ht
of K represents trees of greater sensitivity and ring-width variability,
generally those in semi.1rid forest border sites. To the left ofJ there is
insufficient variabilitv in common among trees to allow rings to be
crossdated. To the right of M, there are so many partial or absent rings
that eros-dating is excessively difficult.
The changes occurring from left to right across the diagram are (I)
decreasing average ring width, (2) decreasing arboreal dominance
(density of the forest stand), (3) increasing correlation of ring widths
within and among trees, (4) increasing correlation of ring widths with
climatic variations, (5) increasing mean sensitivity and standard
deviation, and (6) increasing percentage of rings that are locally absent.
Sometimes there is a reduction in autocorrelation with increased aridity,
except to the right ofL where autocorrelation may begin to increase. The
above characteristics change from left to right in proportion to decreasing
amounts of effective precipitation and increasing variability in that
precipitation. As these factors become more extreme, they result in more
days when moisture becomes limiting to tree processes.
As mentioned in Chapters I and 4, such changes in ring-width
characteristics are not only a direct result ofmacroclimatic variations but
also of individual site factors which affect the degree to which climatic
factors become growth-limiting. For example, the amounts of
precipitation can vary due to topographic factors, or site-to-site
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FIG. 6.18. Statistical and dendrochronological charactrristics or rin~-widlh
chronologies from semiarid regions vary as a function orthr proximity orthe sampl('d sill'
to the fore~t border. J is in the forest interior, where arboreal dominance (density or the
stand) is hil(h, rinl(s are wide and "complacent," and there is little correia lion in the rilll(-
width variation among trees or between ring widths and climatr. K marks the dilference
between "complacent" and .;ensitive series and L is near the forest border wherr arborral
dominance is low (the trees are more scattered), rinl(s arr narrow, mean sensitivity and
standard deviation of the chronologies arr high, and therr is a high correlation or the
chronologies among trees and with climate. Climatic and pbysiological conditio", that
change along the gradient are indicated. (Modified from Fritts et al., 1965b)
variations in soil characteristics can cause different amounts of moisture
to infiltrate the soil. Differences in site exposure can affect temperature,
wind, and radiation, all of which affect thi" rate at which moisture is lost
by evapotranspiration processf's; and exposure of the site can affect the
removal and drifting of snow, which modifies the soil moisture reserves.
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Since the statistical characteristics of ring-width indices arc generally
related to the moisture availability on arid sites, their values can be used
to estimate the amount of environmental stress on tree growth.
The utilization oftree-ring statistics to assess environmental differences
at several tree sites is demonstrated in Fig. 6.19. A number of statistics
were calculated from replicated ring-width indices for the last 100 years
from Pinus longa~7Ja in southeastern California. The statistics for each site
included (I) the percentage of partial or absent rings, (2) mean
sensitivity, (3) standard deviation, (4) mean correlation between cores
within trees, (5) mean correlation among cores between trees, (6) the
first-order autocorrelation (serial correlation), and (7) the percent
variance components for cores [VC(YCT)], trees [VC(YT)], and for the
entire group [VC(Y)1. The samples were obtained from sites representing
differences in topography, elevation, and soil substrate. DilIt'rences
among species and among trees of varying mean sensiti\'it~ were also
considered. The data were arranged to represent particular
environmental gradients, shown by the labels and diagram at the top or
Fig. 6.19; the percentages of slope are plotted immediately below them.
The statistics for sites 6, 7,8,9, and 10, shown in Fig. 6.19, represented
a topographic gradient from a steep and exposed SSW-facing slope across
a small valley to a steep and exposed NNE-facing slope. Site 8 included
the four young and four old trees used in this text to illustrate analysis or
variance; but the results shown here include data for 10 trees of each ag-e
class and for 100 years.
Most of the statistics indicate that trees on the lower NNE-facing slope
(site 9) were generally the least limited by climate. Few rings were abscnt.
mean sensitivity and standard deviation were low, correlation within'and
among trees was low, the percent variances for cores was high, and the
variances common to all trees were low. However, on the upper north-
facing slope where the trees are exposed to wind (site 10) and on the
south-facing slope (sites 6 and 7)", the tree-ring statistics indicate that the
environment was more limiting to growth.
Sites II and 12 in Fig. 6.19 face WNW and ESE near the sites discussed
above. It was thought that the prevailing winds from an open meadow to
the west might carry snow into the WNW-facing site although not into
the opposite slope. However, only slight differences in statistical
characteristics were apparent, and it was concluded that in this instance
exposure had little effect upon ring-width characteristics.
An interesting topographic phenomenon is apparent from the data (or
sites 15,13,14, and 16 which were on a SSE-facing slope. The statistical
characteristics of ring widths from tr('es on sites 13 and 14 indicate that
relatively mesic conditions prevailed on the middle of the slope.
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FIG. 6.19. The statistics of ring-width chronologies can be used to assess the stress of
particular sites. The data are derived from analyses of replicated samples from Pinus
longaeva in the White Mountains of California. Site variables of topography, elevation,
and substrate are diagrammed at the top, as well as selection criteria ofcomplac~ncyas
opposed to sensitivity, and differences among species. The variations in slope and values of
statistical parameters are plotted below as a function of the variables shown at the top.
(Reprinted by permission from "Bristlecone Pine in the White Mountains of Califomia,
Growth and Ring-width Characteristics", Paper of the Laboratory of Tree-Ring
Researcl) at the University ofArizona, No.4, by H. Fritts, Tucson: University ofArizona
Press, © 1969.)
However, the characteristics of rings for sites 15 and 16, which were
above and below the two midslope sites, indicate more aridity. A greater
number of rings were absent, and both mean sensitivities and standard
deviations were higher. The correla.tions within and between trees and
the percent variance of the group chronologies were highest for site 15.
Aerial photographs made in the spring showed snow banks on slopes of
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this particular exposure. Therefore the decrease in ring-width variability
and the decline in other arid-site characteristics of the midslope tree rings
was attributed to increasing amount~ of moisture from drifting snow.
The statistical characteristics along the gradient ofelevation (sites 1,4,
7, 16, 17) show chanRes associated with increasinR aridity as a result of
decreasing elevations. However, the magnitude of differences is less
than those in the topographic comparisons (sites 6-, 7,8,9, 10) depicted on
the left of the figure. It was concluded that topographic variations in the
White Mountains of California have a greater effect on arid conditions
than elevation and hence a greater effect on ring-width characteristics.
Classifying trees into varying substrate, species, and sensitivity
revealed differences in first-order autocorrelations, which were highest
for Pinus iongaeva on granite and for site 2 with limber pine, Pinusflexiiis.
XI. Statistical Characteristics of Ring
Widths within a Tree .
The previous section described a numt,er ofstatistical characteristics that
can vary from site to site. The dendrochronologist may not only be
interested in site variations, but he may also wonder about statistical
variations in ring width and cell structure that can occur throughout the
main stem and branches of trees. The following is a study of this within-
tree variation.
The main stem of a 295-year-old Pinus ponderosa which was growing
near Flagstaff, Arizona, had been sectioned at specified levels in 1935 by
Glock (1937), and the samples were stored in the archives of the
Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research. It was noted by Fritts et ai. (1965a)
that the dates of the innermost rings on eight of the sections differed by
intervals of approximately 20 years. Thus, the rings within each section
could be divided into 20-year intervals (Fig 6.20 and 6.21).
The first 20 rings on the lowermost section (section I) represented
approximately the first 20 years of growth in the life of the tree. The
see;ond set or segment of 20 rings on seCtion I was formed during the
second 20 years in the life of the tree and corresponded to the first 20 rings
on the next section above it. The third segment of 20 rings on section I
corresponded to the second one on section 2 and the first one on section 3.
In a like manner, the eighth segment of 20 rings on section I
corresponded to the first segment of20 rings on section 8. Another way to
view and classify the data set is to consider the outermost 20 rings in all
eight sections which were formed d\.!ring the last 20 years in the life of the
tree (1915-1934) while tracing the rings inward; the seventh set of20 year
segments represented the first 20 years on section 8 and the seventh
section from the center for section I. The rings along four radii on each
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cross section were crossdated, examined by 20-year segments, and
analyzed in terms of eight different statistics. The 80 rings for each group
(20 on each of four radii) were used to calculate average ring width,
average percentage of intra-annual growth bands (false r.ir.gs), and
average percentage of rings that were absent.
The ring widths for each pfthe four radii were converted to indices by
standard techniques (Eq uations 6.7 and 6.8). Correlations were obtained
b~ pairing the four radii on each section and segment. There were six
possible paired combinations of the four radii, so six correlation
coefficients were computed from thL,indiccs within each segment. The
mean of these six coefficien ts is referred to as the in tracorreJation for that
particular time period and section.
The indices from the four radii were also averaged, and the mean index
series was used to calculate the r.rst-order autocorrelation (serial
correlation), the standard deviation, and mean sensitivity for each 20-
year segment. Correlation coefficients were also computed for the
average indices on each 20-year segment paired with the average indices
on other sections in the tree that were dated in the same 20-year time
period. For example, the indices for the second 20-year segment ofsection
I were correlated wi th those on the first 20-year segmen t ofsection 2. The
indices for the third segment on section I were correlated with" those for
the second segment on section 2, as well as those in the first segment on
section 3. In this latter case a third correlation coefficient was also
obtained between the indices for the second segment on section 2 and the
first segment on section 3. Extending the process to more segments and
sections iiwolves the computation of 84 correlation coefficients which
express the intercorrelated variability in ring-width indices from section
to section throughout the tree. All coefficients involving a particular 20-
year segment were averaged. These averages are referred to as the
intercorrelation of indices among sections for each 20-year period, as
opposed to the intracorrelation of indices within a particular section
described in the preceding paragraph.
Figure 6.20A portrays the"B4 mean width values for the groups of 20
rings in their respective positions diagrammed as a half-radial section
within the stem. The data lor each of these blocks or segments were then
pooled in four different classifications labeled as A, B, C, and D.
As shown by the emphasized lines in Fig. 6.20, the A classification
included data which were pooled and averaged along columns of the 20-
year segments aligned with the pith. The resulting averages which are
plotted incolumnAofFig. 6.21) are analogous tothe horizontal sequenceof
Duff and Nolan (1953) (see Fig. 6.12). The first average, plotted on the
left of column A, includes date from all rings formed by one- to 20-year-
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old cambia; the second includes data irom all rings f(Jrmcd by:! 1- to 4U-
year-old cambia, and the last (plotted on the right or each graph)
includes data from all rings /,xmcd by 121- to 140-year-old cambia.
Thus, the averages express the \'ariations associated with increasing
cambial age and to some extent, tree ag". E\'erv an'rage includes one
segment from each section so that height is held constant.
The same data were utilized in classification B, but thev wcre pooled
and averaged in the direction of rows, each corresponding to one cross
section. The resulting averages for ring width, which arc also shown in
Fig. 6.20 and plotted in column B (Fig. 6.21 !, are analogous to Duff and
Nolan's vertical series (sec Fig. 6.12). These data portray the variations
within the tree stem (from left to right) associated with increasing height.
However, cambial ages from one to 140 years are included in each
average so that cambial age is held constant. As in the prn'ious
classification, the successin' averages at increasing sten, hl'ight also
include some changes associated with the aging tree.
In classification C the data were pooled along the rows, but the
segments represented by blocks in Fig. 6.20 were aligned with the outer
wood surface, not the pith. The resulting averages and plots are
analogous to the diagonal series in Duffand Nolan. From left to right they
express the effects of increasing stem height, with tree age (the dates of the
rings) held constant.
The averages for classification D were pooled in a diagonal direction
FIG. 6.20. Statistical data from ei~ht sectiollS or PInus ponderom are separated into 20-
vear seRml'nts and pooled in liJUr classificatiollS to study various patterns that occur
throuRhout thl' stl'm. Data for mean ring widths LJr l'ach 20-vear sl'gml'nt arc shown in 84
blocks in the upper left. The left margin of l'ach diagram is aligned with the pith i,! the
stem, the right with the bark. and the bottom and top rows represent Ihe lowermost and
uppermost'sections. The mean values for each 20-Yl'ar sl'gment, shown in the boxes, are
then pooled and aVl'ragl'd vertically in classification A in the direction of the l'mphasized
columns. The resulting ml'ans express the effects of increasing cambial age starting with
the first 20 years next to the pith. l\hl' same data are used in classification B (uppl'r right!,
but thl' data are pooled in a horizontal direction shown by the l'mphasized rows. The
resulting averages l'xpress the association of ml'an ring width with incrl'asing height
within the stem, but cambial age is held constant. For classification C the data are also
pooled in a horizontal dirl'ction as shown by Ihe emphasized rows in C, but the segmenls
are chosen according to their alignment with Ihe outer wood surface. The aVl'rages of this
classification express changes in ring width associated with increasing height within thl'
stem, but tree age, not cambial age. is held constant. Classification D uses the same block
of data as classification C, but the data are pooled in a diagonal direction to obtain the
mean ring width throughout the stem associated with each 20·year period of time. Plots of
the average values obtained in each classification are shown in Fig. 6.21 (Fritts el aI.,
1965a).
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parallel to the ou tel' surface of the wood. These data are analogous to the
traditional dendrochronological series and the second horizontal series in
Duff and Nolan, except that 20-year averages rather than individual
indices are utilized. These averages express (from left to right) the effects
of both increasing tree age and variations in climate. As in classification
~,heightwithin the stem is constant, but unlike A, cambial age decreases
to some extent with increasing height; so cambial age does affect the plots
to a limited extent.
The following discussion examines the variations in each statistic
revuiled by the four classifications plotted in Fig. 6.21 and relates them to
material discussed in earlier chapters. Ring widths show the expected
decline with increasing cambial age (A) and with increased height within
the stem when cambial age is held constant (B). However, when tree age,
not cambial age, is held constant (C), ring width does not change as a
function of height except for a sligl: t decline in width in the uppermost
section. The sequences compared in this classification (as well as D)
include rings formed after the tree had attained two-thirds its full height,
so that the vigorous growth ofycuth is not considered. Thus, looking back
at classificat;,Jn B the inverse correlation between ring width and tree
height is rrobably more an effect of increasing tree age than of a height
factor The variations shown in classification D show a general decline in
ring width with increasing tree age and a marked increase in width
centered iI', 1925. This particular 20-year interval of high growth is
associated with and undoubtedly caused by a period of exceptionally
favorable climate.
The percentages of double rings are directly correlated with ring
width, as shown in sequences A, B, and D. However, classification C
indicates a tendency for more double rings in the uppermost sections. As
mentioned in Chapters 2 and 4, double rings are often found in close
proximity to the stem apex which is the source. of growth regulators.
Thus, the high frequency of double rings in the upper stem can be
attributed to (1) the closeness of the rings to the stem apex which is the
growth regulator source, (2) the vigor of the younger tissues, and (3) the
greater propensity for water stress with increasing stem hf:ight.
FIG. 6.21. Changes in ring-width statistics in a Pinus ponderosa associated with the four
different classifications using eight sections of the main stem and 20-year segments within
the sections which are pooled and averaged as illustrated by the diagram at the top (also
'I'e Fig. 6.20). Every second section in the diagram and every other 20-year segment is
shown in the diagram. and the solid lines connect the blocks of data that are pooled in
each case. The plots express the averages of each statistic as a function of the 20-year
s..gments from the inside toward the outside or the cross-section number, ordered from the
bottom to the top. See text for further explanation. (Fritts fI al., 196.'ia)
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The percentages of absent rings show an expected inverse 'correlation
with ring width in all four classifications. If the rings on the average are
wide, there is a low probability that rings are absent. Cambial age
(classification A) is also important in that absences ar.: rare for tissues
derived from one to 60-year-old cambia, but absences increase as a
function ofcambial age from 60 to 120 years; for greater cambial ages the
percentages appear relatively constant. Classification C shows declining
absence for those sections affected most by the lower crown (sections 5
and 6), a relationship attributable to a strong cambial initiation stimulus
in the stem immediately below the major branches.
Both the intracorrelation (the correlation within a section and
segment) and intercorrelation (the correlation among sections) show the
poorest agreement among rings derived from one- to 40-year-old cambia
(classification A). This result supports the contention that the first-
formed rings on a stem yield the least information on climate.
Intracorrelations are also low, indicating somewhat less agreement (I) in
the uppermost portions of the stem, sections 7 and 8, (2) in sections near
or just below the main branches, (3) at the ground line, and (4) in
segments produced when rings were widest and climatic factors most
favorable, Intercorrelation indic~tes that there is excellent agreement in
ring-width patterns throughout the first six sections and for time periods
when rings were narrow and climatic factors were highly limiting.
Autocorrelation, standard deviation, and mean sensitivity are all high
in the uppermost and outermost stem .egments. This is evidence of
increasing variance at all frequencies with increasing tree height and age.
These statistics also show marked variations associated with changing
climatic conditiClns and with variabilitv in other statistics lilr the same
periods of timc i column D). The anomalously high au tocorrelations and
standard deviations at cambial ages frort! onp to 20 years arc duc to a brief
period of increasing ring width in the first 10 rings in somc secti()J1s. This
increase in width was not adequatelv modeled by the negative
exponential curve thaI was used in the standardization process. so that
the divergent trelld of growth inflated the autocorrelation and standard
deviation statistics.
The abO\'e allah-sis illmtrates how statist;cal characleriqics can be
objecti\dv assessed throughout a t!'l°e stem. Classification hv segments
and section can be used to identifv changes associated with various
gradients representing height. age, or spatial \'ariations within the slem.
One highly significant cOl\clusion from the studv is that the ring-width
variations a t breast height (approx. 4·25 ft. or 1·3 m from the ground) in
the stem provide good estimates of the ring-width variations throughoul
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the entire stem and thus are probably the best estimates of variations' in
the macroclimate.
Many of the statistics dealt with in this chapter are readily available for
analytical work, since they are routinely calculated in the tree-ring
standardization programs. Ifused properly, the statistics can provide an
objective dnd powerful tool for assessing variations from site to site, from
tree to tree, and from one segment in the tree stem to the next. The
statistics of new and old collections can be compared to obtain objective
measures Df their respective qualities. Inferences from such statistics can
guide future collections, assist in modd development, and suggest new
approaches.
Statistical measurements will become increasingly important for
assessment of site characteristics as tree-ring analysis is applied to new
areas where the relationships between growth and climate art: less
apparent. Careful use of statistics should also make it possible to
distinguish previously unrecognized phenomena in many and varied
fields that lend themselves to dendrochronological analysis.
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Ring widths in trees on stress sites have been shown to vary from one yt'ar
to the next in a more or I~ss irregular manner, with a largt' portion of this
variation being a function of fluctuating climatic conditions prior to and
during the growing period when the ril1gs were formed. This occurs
be~ause variations in the macroclimate for t'ach vt'ar alkct the
operational environments of the trees which, in turn, influence the
processes governing growth. The degree ofrdationship between climatic
factors and ring-width variation is dl'pendent upon (1) tht' t'cological
amplitude of the species, (2) the proximity of the sampled trees to their
environmental limits, and (31 the range of variahility in tht' limiting
factors affecting growth.
As mentioned in earlier chapters, the growth-controlling processes in
trees on moist sites with mild climates will be less limited by conditions
associated with vari1.tions in climate than those on stress sites, but they
will instead be limited by !1onclimatic conditions such as shading by
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neighbors, lack ofsoi! minerals, size ofcrown, and tree age. In such cases
ring widths will vary widely from one tree to the next and only a small
amount of variation will be common to all trees of a given site. This
common variation, although it is less p~ecisely defined, represents
potential information on variations in the macroclimate.
From the point of view of a dendroclimatologist, the ring-width
variation due to climatic factors would be considered analogous to the
signal in an electronic system, while those due to nonclimatic factors
would be analogous to noise. In such an analogy, the ring-width variations
in trees experiencing moist and mild climates would have a small signal-
to-noise ratio. The ring-width patterns in trees highly limited by
climatically related environmental factors would have a large signal-to-
noise ratio.
Not only does the ratio ofsignal to noise vary, but the specific values of
ring width that are associated witli specific values ofclimate can vary as a
function of growth rates of the trees and the severity of the site.
Furthermore, a lag may exist ranging from several months to 15 or more
years between the climatic input of the system and the corresponding
growth output. This chapter will describe procedures that can be used to
identify the standardized ring-width variations that result from
variations in climate and to transform them as well as other growth
indicators into estimates of climate. Consideration will also be given to
methodologies for determining the structure of a relationship including
any lags in the growth response behind associated conditions ofclimate.
II. The Procedure of Calibration
The variations in ring widths might be considered analogous to the length
ofa column ofmercury in a thermometer measured at regular intervals of
time or to the dial reading on a scientific instrument which is sensing an
environmental variable. The readings are compared to the actual
conditions which the instrument is sensing to obtain a calibration between
the two. New gradations can be made on the thermometer which take
into account the association between the direct measurements of
temperature and the observations on the instrument. In the case of dial
readings, a calibration equation can be obtained with appropriate
constants which converts the measurements on the instrument to units
appropriate to the variable that is sensed. If the instrument produces a
voltage, an equation may be found that converts voltage to a temperature
measurement.
A variable is defined here as a characteristic, feature, or factor which
can assume different values in successive individual cases. In each of the
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above examples there are two variables, those values observed on the
instrument to be calibrated and those observed on a previously calibrated
instrument which is now considered a standard. In the case of ring-width
chronologies the indices are the values for one variable, and monthly
precipitation or average monthly temperature represent the values of
climatic variables with which the indices are calibrated. The success of
such calibration is measured as the percent variance accounted lor or
reduced on one set of variables when another is used to estimate it. If the
values of the chosen variables express important associations, the reduced
variance is greater than that which could be obtained by chance.
The object of calibration as presented in this text is to establish the
appropriate statistical or mathematical transformation which converts
measurements of climate to thosr ofgrowth or converts measurements of
growth to those of climate, depending on the goals of the research. Such
calibrations can be obtained in a number of ways, some ofwhich involve
relatively simple classifications and counts and others which involve
rather complicated statistics. The simpler procedures often involve. one
factor at a time and require a priori judgments as to the nature of the
relationships. Some of the more complex methods use statistics which
help to identify the relationships, to .eliminate unnecessary variahles, and
to assign appropriate weights. These complex methods often involve
fewer a priori judgments. .
All calibration procedures include a certain amount of modeling
which describes or quantifies the biological-climatological linkage. A
number of qualitative biological models already have been pres~nted
(Chapter 5). The task described in this chapter is to simplify these or
similar models and to make them quantitative.
A. The Biological Model
Part A of Fig. 7.1 is a flow diagram which summarizes the task of
developing biological models. First, some sort of meaningful
biological-climatological linkage is hypothesized (step I). A simple
example might be that the width of a ring is controlled by available soil
moisture and is therefore proportional to the precipitation over a several-
month period ending when ring growth is complete. Another example
might be that ring width is proportional to the hours of physiological
activity allowed by favorable plant temperatures; thus, the length of time
when temperatures are above a critical value during the biologically
active period would correlate with ring width. A more complex model is
described in Figs. 5.8, 5.9, and 5.10.
The researcher hypothesizes a particular model and then examines
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FIG. 7.la, b, and c. Flowchart illustrating the steps necessary to obtain reliable
calibrations between variations in ring widths with variations in climate. Steps are the
same for both response functions and transfer functions except for the final use 01 the
result.
the data, testing them against his experience or against evidence
described in the literature of the field (Fig. 7.1 a, steps I, 2, 3). If there is
insufficient biological information for the proposed relationship, he may
collect more data before attempting to revise or test the model further; or
if there are inconsistencies between the biological information and the
model, he may reexamine the hypothesis, revise'the model, and proceed
to test the new relationship (steps 2 and 3). When sufficient information is
consistent with the' hypothesized biological model, he proceeds to
calibration, part B of Fig. 7.1.
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B. The Statistical Model
A statistical model is constructed which suitably portrays the general
features of the biological one. Often this is accomplished by making
simplifications and then by 'transforming the growth and climatic data in
a manner that simulates the relationship. The transformations are
compared to the actual data they are supposed to estimate (Fig. 7.1 b, steps
4, 5, 6, 7). If the statistical model resembles the true biological
relationship closely enough, the variation in computed values will closely
resemble the variations in the observed values of the system output.
In the example using precipitation and growth, a linear relationship
:::an be assumed between growth and total precipitation falling during the
II
12
FIG.7.lc
appropriate number of months. The amounts of monthly precipitation
recorded at a nearby weather station are summed for each year and
compared to yearly growth measurements. In the example using
temperature records, the accumulated number of hours in each day
above a chosen critical threshold are calculated and compared to the
corresponding amounts of growth.
The calculated values represent the statistical estimates ofgrowth. In
these examples the climatic data are the predictors, and the actual growth
the predictand (Fig. 7.1 b, steps 6, 7, and 8). Some object to the termpredictiun
because it implies the making of estimates forward in time. The term
retrodiction has been proposed by Lawson (1972) to avoid this implication
and is applied to statistical predictions involving estimates made
backward in time. However, for the purposes of this volume the term
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recons'ruCiion appears more appropriate. The terms !nrdicloe, and fill/linin
are used in their statistical sense to refer to the statistical input data and
the statistical output results, while the prediclaTid will refer to the actual
data to which the estimates are compared. The differences between the
predictand and the estimates are the residuals representing the 1I0ise of the
system and any signal not accounted for by the statistical relationship.
The weightirtgs given to the predictor varialJles and the statistical
mariner in which these variables are combined to make the rstimates is
referred to as a response junction or transfer function (Fig. 7.1 b, step 5). The
term response function, introduced in Chaptcr 5, refers to weights or
coefficients used to estimate growth from variables of climate. The
weights describe how the tree" fesponds" to climate. The term Irall.l/a
function refers to a different set of weights used to estimate climate from
ring-width valups. Growth records are "transferred" into reconstructions
of climate.
Thr estimated values are computed by applying the prrdictor data to
the model coefficients (step 6), and the resulting values are compared
with those of the predictand (Fig. 7.2). If the values that are estimated via
a straight-line relationship differ from the actual values more at the low
rxtremes than at the high extremes, one may conclude that a curvilinear
model is more appropriate. In such casrs conve'rting the data to
logarithms, powers, square roots, or reciprocals may Jrad to impro\'Cd
results. If estimates differ markedly for particular cases, close
examination may suggest how the model may be altered to ht the
divergent cases more adeq uate!y. A variety of models may be constructed
which weight and transform the predictor variables diffrrently.
A simple method for comparing the prrdictand and estimates is to plut
the year-by-year valu('s one above the other or to plot one as a Iimctiot1 of
the other using a horizontal and vertical axis to represent thr abscissa and
the ordinate (Fig. 7.2). In the latter, the data points fall along a straight
line if the relationship is linear, and they fall along a curyr if thr
relationship is curvilinear (see plots on the right of Fig. 7.3). For the best-
fitting linear relationships the cluster of plotted points on such a graph
FIG. 7.2. After calibration the estimated values can be compared to actual data b)
plotting the two, one above the other, as a function of time (left) or plotting the actual
value as the ordinate (vertical axis) and the estimated values as the abscissa (horizontal
axis) (right). If there is a linear relationship between the two series, the plotted points fall
along a diagonal line. The data represent actual and reconstructed Ilow of the Colorado
River estimated for Lee's Ferry, Arizona, using ring-width chronologies from the upper
Colorado River Basin. Note that the left graph has two ordinate scales. (Redrawn and
reprinted by permission from "Long-term Streamflow Records Reconstructed from Tree
Rings" , Paper of the Laboratory ofTree-Ri ng Research at the U niversi ty ofArizona, No.
5, by C. W. Stockton, Tucson: University of Arizona Press, © 1975.)
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FIG. 7.3. Data from 1860 through 1963 from three ring-width chronologies for Pinus
longaeva plotted against time on the left and against]une evapotranspiration deficit on the
right. In the latter only ):lata for 1949-1963 are used. Growth is low for the years of most
extreme evapotranspiration deficit, so that a curvilinear relationship results. The top
chronology represents a limited site where the relationship is closest to being linear. The
lower two are from more moist sites in which growth is limited by evapotranspiration
delicit only for two extreme years. (Reprinted by permission from "Bristlecone Pine in the
White Mountains of Califomia, Growth and Ring-width Characteristics", Paper of the
Laboratory ofTree-Ring Research at the University of Arizona, No.4, by H. C. Fritts,
Tucson: University of Arizona Press, © 1969.)
will resemble a narrow ellipse (Fig. 7.2). If the relationship is a weak one
the data points will resemble a wider ellipse.
If the agreement between the estimates and the actual values is
insufficient (Fig. 7.1 b, step 8), the calibration is rejected and the statistical
model, the biological model, or both, are reexamined. If the agreement is
judged to be sufficient, the calibration is accepted and verification is then
attempted (part C of Fig. 7.1).
C. Verification
Verification is obtained using data withheld from the calibration
analysis. The coefficients of the calibration equation are applied to a set of
predictor data for a different time period, for a different climatic station,
or for different trees than those used to derive the calibration relationship.
The data used in the original calibration are referred to as the dependent set,
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while those used for verification are the independent set. Verification is
established when the estimates deri\.:ed from the independent predictor
set resemble the independent predictand set. The operation may be
repeated several timdl, depending upon what data are available (or the
independent check (Fig. 7.1e, step II). If the relationship repeatedly
holds up when testing against independent sets the calibration is accepted
as appropriate for the particular relationship (step 12).
In the past there have been few dendroclimatic verifications
attempted. However, verification is as important as the reconstruction,
especially whel' complex calibration equations are utilized and the sizeof
the dependent data set is limited. As the number ofvariables in the model
approaches the number of observations used for calibration, the more
likely it is that the calibration will degenerate into "'number matching"
rather than quantification of a real relationship. Such calibrations often
provide good estimates of those observations of the predictand variable
which are included in the calibration set, but fail miserably when tested
on observations from an independent data set. Also, autocorrelation
reduces the number of truly independent observations in most tree-rin~
chronologies (see Chapter 6), and thus the, likelihood of obtaining a
relationship purely by chance is greater than one would expect from a
randomly distributed data set.
Repeated verification on Independent data is the most rigor-
ous statistical proof that a particular relationship is' not the result of
pure chance, and that the reconstructions do in fact represent conditions
that actually did exist. Verification is more commonly applied to trans(i.. r
functions than to response functions, because the primarv ol~jective (elr
the tormer is to obtain valid reconstructions while (ilr the latter it is to
examine the structural relationships. Howevc'r, in certain cases response
function analysis can be applied to an independent data sct. FOl' example,
Ashby and Fritts (1972) tested a particular hypothesis abollt climatic
variation and air pollution by applvin~ a response function to an
independent climatic data set.
III. The Role of Statistics and Sample Size
Certain statistical tests 'ind procedures arc described in the lilllowin~
pages which can help the researcher to sort throll~h possi ble
growth-climatic relationships and to decide whether his calibrations arc
significantly diflerent from those occurring by cham·e. Howc\Tr, these
statistical methods should never be accepted blindh', as thn cannot
substitute (or clear analytical thinkin~, nor should statistical methods be
distrusted unduly to the extent that they arc resorted to after all other
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techniques have failed. Wallis and Roberts warn that, "He who accepts
statistics indiscriminately will often be duped unnecessarily. But he who
distrusts statistics indiscriminately will often be ignorar.t unnecessarily"
(Statistics: A New Approach. Copyright, 1956, by the Free Press, a
corporation). They go on to point out that "statistical interpretation
depends not only on statistical ideas, but also on 'ordinary' clear
thinking." They itemize severa1 ways in which statistics can be ~isused.
It is assumed that the reader is alrrady familiar with such misuses,
although it may be instructive to independently review rxampks
described in their text. Included among other statistical texts which
examine possible misuses concerning time-series analysis such as those
dealing with tree-ring chronologies and climatic records arc Mitchell f!
al. (1966) and Jenkins and Watts (1968).
Many statistical tests involve statements of pnhabili:) and arc
therefore affected by sample size. The success or failure of a particular
calibration can be expressed in terms of how much variance in the
dependent variable is expressed by predictor variables and the
probability that a particular result could have occurred soldy bv chance.
Sometimes this is referred to as the "goodness offit", percent /'arianff
calibrated, or the varianre redured in a particular analvsis. The lests usuallv
involve a comparison of how good the fit is relati\T to the residlloll'al/(/nl'f,
a term including any noise pins relationships n'ot accounted fi,r in the
analvsis.
The goodnm o/fit is dependent upon the strength of the signal in the
data set as well as the adequacy ofthe model in drscribing the relationship.
For example, 'growth data from a single tree mav include a sig'lal of
climate amounting to only 25% of the total \'ariance, the remainin;.\ 75""
representing randomly varying statistical noise which results from
nonclimatic site factors and internal differences in controlling bnors
within the tree. In such a case, the maximum possible goodness ol'lit using
only the single tree data in a valid model would be no more than 25" 0'
If several trees arr sampled and thc mean growth is obtained filr each
year, the variil':ons in thl' yearly averages arc less than the variations 01'
ring widths from anyone individual, bccause some 01' the noise in
individual tree variation is canceled in the' a\'Craging process (sec
Chapter 6). The variance of the signal which is the same in C\'Crv tree is
not lost by aVlfaging, so the Vltential variance attributable to the signal
grows with increasing sample size while the total variance 01' the mean
rhronology is reduced. This relationship is descrihed as the Lau' IuI'lIge
Numbers (see Roberts, 1960). It is expressed in dendrodimatological
terms as follows: As the number of inJividual trees sampled in a mean
chronology incrrascs, and as thr numlxr of radii used from each
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individual tree increases, the amount of variability due to noise in the
mea:1 chronology will decrease because there is less error in the means of
the lar:;er sample. At the same time there is an increase in tile percentage
of variation due to the climatic signal, the maximum possible "goodness
offit" aitributable to climatic variation, and the ratio of signal to noise.
Another way to express the Law of Large Numbers is that the larger
the samr>le, the less it is likely to differ from the statistical universe or from
the true value for the mean. True is used here as the mean value ofall trees
and all radii in those trees available on a particular site. Of course, it is
never possible to know the true value in this sense, so a portion of every
chronology must include some statistical error or noise.
However, as was shown in Chapter 6, an increase in sample sizc from 5
to IO trees will result in a far greater increase in signal and reduction in
noise than an incre~se in sample size from 15 tv 20 trees. Therefore, the
relative improvement in :l mean chronology resulting from adding one
individual to the sample is greater the smaller the sample size. .
No strict rule can be stated as to what is an adequate sample size for
climatic analysis, since adequacy depends upon the degree of reliability
one desires. Thus, the c:.dequacy of IO trees for a sample on arid sites is
based upon a subjective decision that the error in such a chronology is
tolerable for a particular study. However, as dendroclimatic analysis
becomes more and more precise and is applied with greater frequency to
trees in less eJ:{treme environments, it will probably become necessary to
obtain larger sample sizes.
The investigator should evaluate the reliability that is necessary and
then budget sufficient time and money for collecting and processing
enough data to obtain that reliability. Anillysis of variance described in
Chapter 6 is especially useful for evaluating chronology reliability. If too
few samples are available, it may be necessary to pool data from several
sources or to resample before the results become statistically significant or
before the error is reduced to acceptflblr limits. As a general rule, this
writ<;r prefers to collect too large a sample than to risk collecting too small
a sample. This is especially important ifit is difficult or expensive to reach
the site. If the sample turns out to be excessively l,.;-ge, the longest records
with the most ring-Hidth sensitivity can be selected, which will maintain
the greatest amount of signal per individual tree a:1d preserve the
maximum ratio of signal to noise.
IV. Degrees of Freedom and the
Effective Sample Size
A truly random sample of n observations also has n degrees u]jTeedom, that
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is, anyone value could vary without affecting the values of the others in
the tim~ series. However, if the mean is specified for the rand0Jn sample,
there is one less (n-I) degree of freedom (see Barry and Perry, 1973).
This is best seen by considering a sample of two observations. If the mean
and one value of this sample are specified, the other value is
automatically determined. In a ca>e of 10 ohservations, if the mean and
nine valu.es are given, the 10th value is automatically determined. In
these cases the last value is constrained or has no "freedom" because the
mean has, been specified. F'or example, if the mean is 1·0 and one
observation has a value of 0,9, the ether value must be 1·1. If the
ouservation is 0·8, the other must be 1·2, etc. A population with both a
given mean and a given standard deviation has n - 2 degrees offreedom
because the standard deviation adds another constraint to the
population. In other words, a degree of freedom is lost for each statistic
used to define a particular population. A response or transfer function
with 10 regression coefficients defining a relationship would use up one
degree of freedom for each of the 10 coefficients, one for the mean, and
one for. the standard deviation.
The number of degrees ot freedom are also fewer than the number of
observations whenever the vames are not randomly distributed through
time. That is, one value is dependent on, or to some extent constrained
by, the other values. For example, the elements ofa series which has been
smoothed by a filter or which exhibits autoregression are only partly
independent, because a certain amount of their \<:uiance is affected by the
values of other observations. Consequently, the effective sample size of a
time serie~ f)t"standardized ring wid ths is inversely related to the amount of
significant autucorrelation or persistence that is present. All tests of
significance must take into accou\1t this reduction in sample size. Mitchell
et at. (l96u) propose that the effective sample size (n') may be
approximated by using the fil,t-order autocorrelation as defined in
Chapter 6. The calculation is performeC: as follows:
, 1-'1
n = n--- (7.1)
1+'1
where n is the number of observations aTld rl is the first-order
autocorrelation which always is assumed to be positive in the equation.
For example, the n' for a series of I00 ring-width width indices with a first-
order autocorrelation of 0·5 is
n' = 1~ -0,5 = 1O~ = 33 (7.2)
1+0'5 1·5
This indicates that a 100-year-long ring-width chrono:ogy with a first-
order autocorrelation of0·5 iTlstead ofhaving I00 degree~ offreedom, has
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33 degrees offreedom or about one-.hird the number of the actual sample
size. Any significance testing of this sample must ue based upon :l sample
number of 33 even though there are 100 rinK-width indices.
This method of calculating n' from r1 is only an approximate one and
assumes that r1 is truly representative of the persistence and is relatively
independent of other types of non-randomness that are present. I t is not
uncommon for dendroclimatological investigators to misjudge statistical
significance by 0verl00king the reduction in degrees of freedom which
results from pe,:istencc in the ring-width measurements.
If a time series with autocorrelation is smoothed by running meal IS or
moving averages, additional persistence is effectively introduced and
there is further reduction in the effective sample size. For example, a two-
year moving average applied to a set of 100 random data points reduces
the effective number in the series to one-half, because only ever)' second
value in the moving average series is independent. Weighti!"':g by using a
three-year moving average with weights 1-2-1 has approximately the
same effect.
it is interesting to note that some early workers justified smoothing as a
means of attaining higher correlations. It is possible that ifsome of them
had r~alized how much of the increased correlation was due to the
technique of smoothing, they might have been less enthusiastic about
using su.'h procedures. Smoothing before calibration with climate is no
:onger a ~ecommended practice, except in cases where the trees
themselves appear to be smoothing the effect ofa particular year's climate
over a large number of subsequent annual rings (LaMarche, 1974a;
LaMarche and Stockton, 1974). In such cases the growth model used
may include __ome sort of averaging of climatic data over a period of
several years, but if such smoothing is used, the degrees of freedom for
tests of significance must be adjusted appropriately.
V. Selecting the Statistical Model
The statistical model for a response function includes a number ofweights
associated with variables of monthly or seasonally averaged climatic
data. Each statistical weight ofthe response function is usually multiplied
by the appropriate climatic data, and the resulting products are summed
to obtain the growth estimates. If the response funClion is a good one, the
summed products will be large for years when climatic conditions were
favorable and small when climatic conditions were unfavorable. For
cases when climatic conditions are near average, the sum of the products
will be near the growth average.
Common practice in the past has dictated a reliance on a priori models
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using predictor variables such as monthly precilJitation or tcr..perature,
the total annual water balance, the number of hours that temperatures
are above a critical value, the number of days in the growing season, or
some other expression of the growth-controlling conditions that can be
derived from available data. Traditionally, a variety of models are tested
until one or more are found which produce the best growth estimates.
The success of such a priori analysis can depend in large part upon the
cleverness and insights of the investigator as he constructs tht models for
analysis. If he ha.s the wrong notions about the growth model, he may
never obtain a satisfactory analysis except where he tries so many
possibilities that one becomes statistically significant by chance.
This a priori approach to modeling has tht' advaf!~age of being
relatively easy to apply since it does not require statistical training and
availability of a large compu[e~. Many workers start out with simple a
priori methods and gradually increase the complexi ty of their models until
they obta·in satisfactory growth estimates.
A was pointed out in Chapter 5, there can be a variety of possible
linkaf-(cs between the :nacroclimate and the growth-controlling factors. It
was also shown that tfees ofvarying species and ofv..:.rying microhabitats
can respond differently from one month to the next to the same climatic
fact')ls. During certain months growth can be directly correlated with a
c1imati~ factor, and during other months it can be inversely correlated
with the same factor, depending upon which processes are most \intiting
to growth at that time. Models A, B, and C diagramlned in Figs. 5.8, 5.9,
and ).10 describe some of the most important biological and physical
pathways by which the climatic factors ofprecipitation and temperature
em be linked with plant processes to affect rin5 widths. The implication is
that the more flexible multivariate methods are superior to a priori
tt'chniques because they let the data themselves determine the
coefficients of the response function, and the investigator does not have to
anticipate the particular weight given to each variable.
Nevertheless. a great deal of research has involved a priori modeling
and the averaging ofvariables over periods 01 time. Climatic factors, such
as precipitation, temperature, sunlight, humidity, and wind are utilized,
or transformations are obtained to represent biological conditions such as
wa ler stress, evaRotranspiration deficit, or number of days with
temperatUres above a particular threshold. The researcher may try
various combinations ofclimatic data for summed intervals from one-half
month to a period of 12 or more months to see which best fits the tree
response. The following sections describe a number of examples found in
the literature which utilize different variables and apply various degrees
of a priori modeling.
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The interval of time chosen in apriori modeling studies involves a variety
of periods throughout the year and a variety of climatic factors. Glock
(1950), in a study of arid-site trees, chose the following monthly intervals
over which the precipitation was summeJ:
November-May May-July
January-May May-August
January-August April
March-April May
March-June June
March-July July
May-June August
Estes (1970), in a study of oak and pine in the central Missouri valley,
used a variety of perio<ls within the interval from April through August
from which he averaged precipitation. In a·study of Pinus longaeva, Fritts
(1969) totaled precipItation and averaged temperatures for J uly-
November, Dt"cemb~r-March,and April-June. Tryon and True (1958),
in a study on Quercus in West Virginia, used precipitation periods as
f:Jllows:
Current growing season: May-June, May-July, May-August
Preceding season: July-August, July-September
Slastad (1957), working in Norway, used both precipitation and
temperature with annual values calculated for September 1 through
August 31. Seasonal values included th·' periods September I through
April 30, September I through May 31, May I through July 31, I\lay I
through June 30, and June I through July 31. Hustich (194:» used
temperature, precipitation, and cloudiness for the three-month interval
ofJune through August and for single months within that period. Eklund
(19571 utilized half-monthly units from May I through August 31 and
calculated mean temperatures and precipitation lor various intervals
within this period. He also calculated the number of days when
temperatures were above a chosen threshold and compared these to
growth. Schulman (1956) chose precipitation data for 16 intervals from a
duration of three months to two years. all representing a continuous time
sequence.
Sundry factors have been averaged over a variety of other interesting
time intervals, presumably to represent ecologically sound parameters.
For example, when working on ring widths ofPinus halepensis in southern
France, Serre et al. (1966) calculated the following variables which were
used in subsequent analysis:
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(I) The sequence number of the year from I to 21.
(2) The number of days after January I when the dry summer
period started.
(3) The number of days after January I when the dry summer
period ended
(4) Thl number of days of frost from November to M,,·ch.
(5) The last day oUrost numbered from January l.
(6) The total precipitation of the dry period.
(7) The total precipitation of the wet period.
(8) The exposure of the tree.
(9) The exposure of the cores with regard to slope.
(10) The number of the tree.
These 10 variables were used to estimate the nat'lral logarithm of the
width of each ring in each radius of each tree. Variables 1,8, 9, and 10
were ;-equired to assess the nonclimatic variability in their sample.
Jomoon (1969) describes a very complex system for computing and
represtnti ••g environment,il data which were thought to control growth:
The range ofa given climatic factor (temperature, light, or soil moisture)
was di\ ided into several classes, and the number ofdays falling into each
class was tabulated. Variations among seasons were analyzed as different
growth phases defined as a function of the seasonal regime of
temperaturr.
LaMarche and Fritts (1971 b), in their study ofPinus cembra in the Alps,
relate ring-width variations to percentages of advancing glaciers which
were known to be associated with growing-season temperatures. Stockton
and Fri Its (1973) associated the growth ofPicea glauca located on natural
levees along stream channels to fluctuations in levels of a nearby lake,
which in turn were related to flooding at the tree sites.
Some of the variables used in analyses are soil-water deficits (Smith
and Wilsie, 1961), calculated monthly soil-moisture storage and monthly
evapotranspiration deficits (Fritts, 1962b, 1969), evaporation stress and
sumhine (Schulman and Bryson, 1965), and moisture surplus (Scott,
1972).
Sometimes the growth data are transformed into logarithms (Serre et
al., 1966; Jonsson, 1969). Stockton and Fritts (197Ib) used nine equally
probable classes to subdivide frequencies of occurrence of growth. Serre
(1973) uses frequency of occurrence of arbitrary growth classes.
Sometimes smuothing operations are performed beforehand on ring-
width data. Glock (1950), Keen (1937), and Schulman (1947, 1956)
employed such a scheme, using three-year means in which the central
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year was weighted twice as much as the end weights. Fahn el al. (1963)
used 21-year running means.
Although the growth data uSI:allv r"present the mf"ans of many trees,
some worker~ have analyzed ring widths in individual trees. For example,
Phipps (1972) listed extremes of growth for each tree and compared the
occurrences with extremes in climate. Mitchell (1967) used sophisticated
multiv-ariate statistical techniques on chronologies from single trees that
were not on climatic stress sites and, as might be expected, he obtained so
much variability that results were difficult to interpret.
While many of these studies have used values for climatic factors
summed over intervals ranging from half-months to one or more years, a
la.rge number of the results have turned out to be inconclusive because the
sums do not s.ltisfactorily portray the way the tree responds to climatic
factors. High values of factors may be limiting in certain months, while
low values may be limiting in other months. Thus, when climatic data are
summarized for intervals which include both direct and inverse
relationships, the two effects caned one another and no statistical
relationship is evident. In reality, the climatic factor was important but
acted differently for different times in the year. In other cases the
relationship was nonlinear, or the effects varied in their relati\'e
importance throughout the year. Because ofmany complicating factors of
the climate-growth system, dendroclimatic literature is fuJI ofconflicting
reports as well as genuine disagreements among investigators. (See
Glock, 1941, and Agerter and Glock, 1965.)
VII. Testing the Association between Variables
A. The Sign Test
There are a number of ways to test whether or not sufficif"nt simi-
larity exists between the actual and estimated data. A simple and
nonparametric procedure is to count the number of agreements and
disagreements in the two series and to apply a measure of association
known as a sign lesl.
One way to employ the test is to tabulate the direction ofchan~e in ring
wid ths and climate from one yl'ar to the next (the first difference; sec
Chapter 6) as either an increase ( +)or a decrease ( - ). ~o consideration
is given to the magnitude of the change. Large differences receive the
same weight as small ones. A second way to emoloy the test is to me the
signs ofdepartures from the sample mean. As in the first differences, sm?11
departures from the mean are weighted the same as large ones, and the
similarity or dissimilarity of these signs is tested. The application
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involving the direction ofchange (signs of the first difference) is relatively
unaffected by trends and persistence and can be applied to un-
standardized ring widths.
All cases in which the changes or departures in growth and climate are
the same sign (either + or -) are tabulated as similar. Those cases in
which the changes or departures are in opposite directions (+ and -, or
- and +) are tabulated as dissimilar. Where no difference in either the
tree-ring or climatic data occurs, the case is tabulated as 0 and it is
eliminated from the particular comparison. If there is no association
between the two variables, about half the occurrences will be similar and
half dissimilar. The hypothesis that there is a significant association is
accepted if the number of similarities is significantly larger than the
number of dissimilarities.
TABLE 7.1 Number of agreements or disagreements in signs' required'to obtain two
significance levelsb
Level of Level of
Total number significance' Total number significance
of cases (N) 0·95 0·99 of cases (N) 0·95 0·99
6 0 31 9 7
7 0 32 9 8
8 0 0 33 10 8
9 I 0 34 10 9
10 I 0 35 II 9
11 I 0 36 II 9
12 2 I 37 12 10
13 2 \ 38 12 10
14 :2 I 39 12 II
15 3 2 40 13 II
16 3 2 41 13 11
17 4 2 42 14 12
18 4 3 43 14 12
19 4 3 44 15 13
20 5 3 45 15 \3
21 5 4 46 15 13
22 5 4 47 16 14
23 6 4 4B 16 14
24 6 5 49 17 15
25 7 5 50 17 15
26 7 6 55 19 17
27 7 6 60 21 19
28 8 6 65 24 21
29 8 7 7() 26 23
30 9 7 75 28 25
'Whichever is smaller. 'Using two-tailed test, adapted from Tate and Clelhmd (1957). 'When
N > 50,the number required is (N-I-zJN)/2 where z is 1·96 and 2·58 at the U·95 and 0·99 levels
respectively.
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One procedure for testing the significance of such a relationship is
shown in Table 7. I (Siegel, 1956; Tate and Clelland, 1957). The number
or agreements or disagreements necessary to obtain significance is
presented as a I'unction of the total number of cases. I t can be seen from
the table that in the Llse of 10 obser,'ations all occurrences must lall into
one of the ·two classes for the relationship to be significant at the 0·99
probability Ie\"el, while all but one occurrence must fall in a particular
class to be significant at the 0·95 probabili ty le\"el. For a sample size 01'20,
one class must include three or fl'wer cases to be significant at the 0·99
probability level and fiH' or It.'wer cases to be significant at the 0·95
probability leH'1. In other applications the critical limits may be derin'd
from comparing many cases of improperl\" matched data sets (Eckstein
and Bauch, 1969). The ad\"antages of thl' sign test are that (II it is not
alkcted by extremely anomalous data, and (2) it does not require Iwa\"y
computation. The sign test does not pro\"ide a rigorous analysis or
significance because it does not take into account the degree of
correspondence a'1long indi\idual cases.
The sign test has been used most extensin'l\ in European \\orks
(Ermich, 19551 where ring widths arc c01l\Trted to logarithms. ;tntl
decreasing ring width due to trce age is prescnt in the data. Some carh
l\orth American studies using the signs 0[' the first difkn'I1Cl'" were
ui1dertaken by Friesner and Friesner (19411, Friesner (1950 I. ~I ilkr
(1950a, b), L\on (1936, 1943), and :-'1c1nteer rI947). \,'ith tIll'
accessibilit\ of computing hlcilities and programs in\"(lh'ing rigorous
statistical procedures, analysis :Jy means or the sign tl'st will be llsed
mostl\ ftlr preliminary probing, early model den'lopmcnt, and Ii)!'
independent verification tests. In the last case the sign test is usel'lIl in that
it measures the direction ol'the recomtrul'lion either as a first difJlorel1ce or
a departure I'rom the calibration ml'an. withoul bein,~ lJnduh atlt'Ctl'd
when the climatic reconstruction is eXlITml' or incorrect.
B. Produrt Means
Anotht I' statistic, relerred to as product /1II'{/II, takes in to .accollnt both the
sign and magnitude of the departure fi'om the calibration anTage. [t i.,
computed {rom tk' product of the actual aild estimated yearl~ depart un'"
from the mean \'alue, with the positi\"(' and negati\"(' product-, sumlll('(!
separately. II' the depar,uIT sign is correctly e."timated, the produt'l is
positi\"e; if the sign is incorrectly estimated, the product is negali\l'. For
random guessing the means of the positin' and negative product.-
(neglecting their signs) ha\"e approximatel\ tlll' same value" ami (t)!'
correct reconstruction the mean 1<',1' the positin' products j" larger. The
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difference between the mean of the positive products, m l , and the mean Qr
the negative products, m2 , (disregarding the sign) is tested with the I
statistic as
(7.3)l= ml -m2
s 2 S 2
_1_+_2_
n l n2
where 512 and 522 are the corresponding sample variances (which may be
unequal), and n, and njare the number of items in each sum. If the value
of I is higher than the expected value at the appropriate confidence inTI,
then the difference is considered to be statistically significant. (Sec
Parzen, 1967; Freund, 1962; Snedecor, 1956; or other general statistics
texts.) A significantly larger mean positive product indicates a tendency
for both actual and estimated departures from the average \ alue to be
large when the sign is correctly estimated and to be small when the sign is
incorrectly estjmated. In the latter case approximately a\Trage
conditions both occurred and were estimated, so the reconstruction can
be regarded as essentially correct even though its sign was incorrect.
C. Simple Correlation and Reduction of Error
The correlation coefficient is the most common method f<Jr measuring
the assocbtion between tree rings and climate (Keen, 1937; Weakl~,
1943; Hustich and Elfving, 1944; Hustich, 1945; Schulma:1, 1947, 1956;
Holmsgaard, 1955; Eklund, 1957; Slastad, 1957; Tryon et al., 1957;
Tryon and True, 1958; Daubenmire, 1960; Gagnon, 1961: Siren. 1961:
Bray and Struik, 1963; Serre et al., 1966; McGinnies, 1967; Estes, 1970;
Parker and Henoch, 1971; Scott, 1972). The computations or this
parameter are given in Equation 6.4. The numerator or the equation is
the cross product or covariance, a term which takes into account not onl\'
the number of cases of agreement and disagreement between \'ariables,
but also the relative degrep or correspondence. The product emphasize,
large deviations' rrom the mean relative to small ones,
Glock (1942) describes what he refers to as the "trend method" of
obtaining correlation, which can be used on ring-width data containing
growth trends. I t incorporates the idea of a sign test or year-to-year
differences, taking into account the degree as ',vell as the direction orthl'
correspondence. The first differences are obtained rrom one \'alue to the
next, after which the sums and cross products of the differences are
obtained. Although some early workers used this method, it is no better
than standard statistics which can be readily tested for significance,
A statistic, referred to as the Reduction in Error (R. E.), is described by
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Lorenz (1956) and can be applied to independent data to measure
association between a series of actual values and their estimates. If it is
applied to the dependent data set, the result is equivalent to the square of
the correlation coefficient and measures the percent variance calibrated
by the relationship.
The computations arc as follows
RE = l-SSR/SSM (7.4)
where SSR is the sum of the squares of the dillerences between actual data
and the statistical estimates (the residuals) and SSM is the sum of the
squares of the diflerences of the actual data from the mean of the
dependent data set used for calibration. The theoretical limits for the
values of this statistic range from a maximum of + I, which indicates
perfect agreement to minus infinity. A minus value is treated as zero and
indicates no agreement. A major disadvantage of this statistic is that one
extremely bad estimate can completely offset the effect of several very
good estimates. The R. E. statistic provides a rigorous test of association
on independent data and any positive value can be considered as
encouraging. Statistical tests for positive values of the R. E. statistic are
the same as for the square of the correlation coefficient. The interested
reader should consult statistics texts for a more thorough discussion of the
correlation coefficient, its interpretations, uses, and limitations (Ezekiel
and Fox, 1959; Freund, 1962; Baggaley, 1964).
D. Conditional Probability
A somewhat specialized approach to calibration and the measurement
of association between ring widths and climate involves the utilization of
contingency tables to assess agreement or disagreement between two data
sets. This is accomplished by dividing the tree-ring and climatic data sets
into several equally probable classes (that is, groups of equal size) and by
estimating joint occurrence using chi square (X2 ) and coefficient of
contingency statistics. Data from Arizona described by Stockton and
Fritts (1971 b) oller a good example of this application and are
summarized in this section.
The climatic data used in the example are seasonally averaged
temperatures and precipitation where each of the four seasons represents
three months beginning with winter as December-February, and so
forth. If the data are close to a normal distribution, the averages for each
year for each season can be placed into three equally probable classes.
This is accomplished by calculating the mean and standard deviations of
the climatic data and examining a table of the cumulative normal
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frequency distribution published in most statistical texts to select the
value (expressed in standard deviation units) whieh divides the normal
curve into the desired classes. In the above case a distance of 0·43
standard deviation on each side of the mean separates the normal curve
into the three desired classes where one-third of the data classed as near
normal are within ±0-43 standard deviation from the mean, one-third of
the data classed as below normal are less than - 0·43 standard deviation
and one-third classed as above normal aregreater than + 0·43 stand'lrd
deviation from the sample mean. Nine climatic classes can be obtained by
combining the three precipitation and three temperature classes (Fig.
7.4). The data are treated separately for each of four seaS0ns, so that
analyses include both individual seasons and their combinations.
PRECIPITATION TEMPERATURE
Class
narrow +---
2 3
RING WIDTH
4 5 6 7
~wide
e 9
100 0 0 0 0 0
'0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
o 0 0 0 0 0
0 00 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 o 0 0
0 0 0 00 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 00
0 0 0000
C"NormalBelow Near 2Normal NormalBelow 3Normal
C'"
4Normal
Near Near 5Normal Normal
Below 6Normal
C" 7NormalAbove Near eNormal NormalBelow 9Normal
Perce niall'
Of Occurrence
o
75%
o
50%
o
25%
FI G. 7.4. The percentage of occurrences, represented diagrammatically by the size of
the circles shown in each cell, between nine combined precipitation and temperature
classes shown on the left and nine ring-width classes shown at the top. Data are pooled for
autumn, winter, and spring seasons. The larger circles clustered along the diagonal of the
table indicate a linkage of below-normal precipitation and above-normal temperature
with narrow rings, and above-normal precipitation and below-normal temperatures with
wide rings. The circle sizes express the percentages of occurrence of each climate class
given the particular ring-width class indicated at the top ofeach column. (Stockton and
Fritts,197Ib)
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Normally distributed ring--width indices can be placed into equall,
probable classes by averag-ing all data from sevcral sites and translclrming
them to standard normal variates (sometimes called normalized data) (z,) in
the following manner:
z = x, -mx (7.5)
I Sx
where mx is the mean and Sx the standard deviation of the mean ring-width
indices (XI) in this Lxample for the calibration period 1900-1957
(Equations 6.1,6.2). These standard variates of ring-width data ean then
be separated into nine equally probable classes (Table 7. I I) as derived
from the cumulative normal f!equeney distribution. The classes range
from I (very narrow rings) to 9 (very wide rings).
TABLE 7. II U pp~r class limits used to separate normalized
data into 9 equally probable c1aSS"s"
Class Number
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9'
Value ~h
-1·2200
-0·7643
-0'4306
-0,1395
0·1395
0·4306
0·7643
12200
oc
"From Stockton and Frills (1971b). hUn;ts are expressed as
standard normal variates (Equation 7.5).
The data for each climatic class for each season were matched with the
corresponding ring-width classes, and the number of joint occurrences
was tabulated for (a) five seasons including the summer prior to and the
summer concurrent with the growing season, (b) four seasons including-
the summer, autumn, winter, and spring prior to the growing seaS0n, (c)
four seasons incllJding the autumn, winter, and spring prior to growth as
well as the summer concurrent with the growth season, and (d) three
seasons including the autumn, winter, and spring (Table 7.III). The
numbers of occurrences in each class are entered in the various cells or
boxes of a contingency table, and the percentages or joint occurrences
between tree-ring and climatic classes are obtained (Fig. 7.4, Table
7.IV).
Of interest is the hypothesis that the percentage occurrences are more
frequent in certain classes and less frequent in others than would be
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TABLE 7.111 Contingency analysis of ring-width indices and Arizona climate'
Coefficient
Computed of
Seasons X2 h Occu rrences contingency'
Previous summer climate 65·8 58
Autumn climate 72-9 58
Winter climate 100·0 58 0'80
Spring climate 74·2 58 0·75
Concurrent summer climate 6·3 58
Five seasons combined 132·9 290 0·56
Four seasons combined using
prior summer 132-4 232 0·60
Four seasons combined using
concurrent summer 123·\ 232 0·59
Three seasons combined without
summers 124·7 174 0·64
'From Stockton and Fritts (1971b). 'The theoretical X' at 95 percent confidence limit for 64
degrees offreedom is 73·6. 'Only seasons with significant chi square values above 73·6 are calculated.
expected by pure chance given no suppositions as to which class~s are
involved. A test of this hypothesis is accomplished using the occurrences
in the contingency table similarly portrayed in Fig. 7.4 and Table 7.IV.
A chi square (X2 ), statistic is calculated for joint occurrences of the nine
climatic classes with the nine ring-width classes as follows:
;2 = \,kr(fmn~hmY (7.6)
~ mn
where the term!.., is the observed number ofoccurrences in a particular
cell ofthe table (k..r,) representing ring-width class k.. and climatic class r,.
The term h"", is the hypothetical frequency computed as
Tnhmn = kmr;- (7.7)
r
where k.. is the number ofoccurrences in all nine climatic classes within a
particular ring-width class, r, is the occurrence of all nine ring-width
classes within a particular climatic class, and I:, is the total of all cells for
all classes.
If the computed statistic exceeds the 95% confidence level of the chi-
square distribution, it may be concluded that particular climatic classes
are significantly linked with particular ring-width classes (Table 7.I1I),
and statements regarding probabilities of occurrence of climatic classes
given particular ring-width classes may be obtained from them (Table
7.IV).
(7.8)
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TABLE 7.IV Conditional probability for each climatic ...lass for previous summer,
autumn, winter, and spring- given a ring-width class"
Climatic Ring-width class
c1as' 2 3 4 5 6 8 9
\ 0·583 0·292 0·179 0·200 0·\ ()(l 0·050 0·036 0·\25 0·000
2 0·083 0·\25 0·\79 0·050 0·\00 0·200 0·143 0000 0·025
3 0·083 0·083 0·143 0·100 0·075 0·050 0·036 O·JOO 0·075
4 0·042 0·250 0·179 0·100 0.Q75 0·000 0·107 0·000 0·025
5 (l-042 0·083 0·179 0·150 0·225 0·150 0·107 0·000 0·075
6 0-042 0·000 0-071 0·200 0·\00 0·150 0·179 0·125 0·150
7 0·042 0·083 0·036 0·050 0·100 0·000 0-036 0·250 0·025
l:l 0·042 0·000 0·036 0·100 0·\50 0·\00 0·107 0·250 0·200
9 0·042 u·083 0·000 0·050 0·075 0·300 0·250 0·250 0·425
aUsing the joim occurrence of ring-width and seasonal climatic classes from Stockton and Fritts
1'971bl.
The coefficient of contingency (C), which measures the degree of
linkage or dependence, can be calculated in the following manner:
C=L2~(T
where X2 is the chi squ<!re comouted from Equation 7.6 and ~, is the total
')f all cells fer all classes as used in Eq uation 7.7.
Thl' value ofC (Table 7.ll!) can be calculated only if the chi-square
value i, significant. The higher the value, the greater the association
!>,..tween the t""o cla~ses.
The highest coefficient of contingency for a single season as shown in
Table 7. I I I was for ring width and winter climate (0-80). The only other
significant single-season relationship was for ring width and spring
climate (0· 75). Of the calculations using pooled data, thl' combination of
autumn, winter, and spring gave the highest coefficient. The values of the
coefficient were lower when summer was combined with autumn, winter,
and spring climate. This result is consistent with the statement made in
earlier chapters that the trees respond in this semiarid area more
consistently with the autumn. winter, and spring climate than with the
summer climate.
The occurrences within the individual cells or boxes of the contingency
ta[JIc are converted to percentages by dividing the number ofoccurrences
ir. each cell by the sum of occurrences for that particular column
representing a ring-width class (Fig. 7.4, Table 7.IVL If there had been
no relatiomhip between tree growth and climate, the percentages would
be similar in all cells of the table, and all circles in Figure 7.4 would be
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approximately the same size; that ;~, each ring-width class would have all
climatic classes associated with it. However, there was a direct
relatiof:<;hip between the two data sets so that the cells with highest
frequency of occurrence (the largest circles and largest probabilities)
occur along the diagonal line extending from cell I, I to cell 9,9. The
climate class most likely to be associated with a narrow ring is the
dry-warm class while that most likely to be associated with a wide ring is
the cool-moist class.
A major disadvantage of the conditional probability technique is that
the data ofdifferent seasons can be pooled only if the effects of the climatic
(;\ctors are the sar;ne. If they arc rLfferent the significance of the pooled
data is less than for the individual seasons. Two advantages of the
technique :.Ire (I) the relationship between variables does not have to be
linear; that is, the L ..gest values need 'lot be in the cells along the
diagonals of the table, and (2) it is possible to make statements about the
proL' bility of c1irr.:ltic classes in the past, given the occurrence in a
particular I ;ng-width class. The class is read from the normalized values
of tree growth (Fig. 7.5) for a particular vear in the past as defined by the
dashed hfJrizontal lines. The column in Table 7. II I for the appropriate
ring-width class is entered, and the conditional probabilities for each
climatic class given the particular tree-ring class is read from the table.
For example, the ring width for 1872 shown in Fig. 7.5 is narrow and
EllIs in class I. Entering Table 7.1 V under ring-width class I, the
probabilities for an occurrence ofclimatic classes 1,2, ...,9 for the climate
ofsummer, autumn, winter, or spring seasons are 0,583, 0·083, ... ,0·042.
These data arc interpreted in the (ollowing manner: Anyone of the four
seasons for that year has a 0·583 probability of being in climatic class I
(below normal precipitation and above normal temperature), a 0·083
probability of being in climatic class 2, and a 0·042 probability of being in
c1i:natic class 4.
The probabilities may be combined for several classes to make
statements ab,)ut precipitation, or temperalllre alone, or statements like
the fullowing: The probability that climate lor 1872 was in either climatic
class I or 2 is O· 583 + 0,083, or 0'666, and the probabili ty that it was in a
class 3 or higher is I - 0·666 or O'334. Also, the probabili ty ofoccurrence
for a particular climatic class during a particular interval of time may be
calculated from the table using the growth classes for each yi>ar of the
inten'al as follows:
E NnPr( n) = r..N (7.9)
where Pr( En) is the probability of occurrence for one of the nine ring-
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width classes occurrin~ within the interval which must be a period
substantially less than the entire length of record. X. is the number of
yearly occurrences of the ring-width class being consideled, and 'LX is
the total number of occurrences (years) within the time interval being
considered.
Applying the tree-ring data in Fig. 7.5 for a decade oflow growth such
as 1730-1739 to Equation 7.9 using the data in Table 7.IV, the
probabilities tor occurr~ncesfor class I, 2, 3, ... , 9 during the decade are
calculated to be 0·365, 0·117,0'103, ... , 0·038. The probability of below-
normal precipitation for any of the four seasons during these 10 years is
the sum of the probability of the first three classes, or 0·585. The ring-
width class for a high-growth decade indicates a probability of
occurrence for a season ofabove normal precipitation such as 1831-1840
to be 0·547. It can be seen from comparing these results and from
examining the data in Table 7.IV that in general there is more certainty
about drought years than there is about wet years. This observation is
consistent with stateme"ts made in Chapter 6 abuut the greater
reliability of narrow rings than wide f111gS from arid-site trees as
estimators of climate. For further discussion of the technique reftr to
Spiegel (1961), Li (1964), and Stockton and Fritts (197Ib). Attention
will now be directed to techniques for handling limiting effects offact0rs
that vary from one month to the next throughout the year.
VIII. Multiv.ariate Techniques
As shown by the growth models in Chapter 5, ring-width variations are
rarely caused by single limiting factors, thl;ugh one can be markedly
more important than others, and a single factor can vary in its
importance at different times throughout the year. For example, the
relative effect on growth of a particular amount ofprecipitation ;n winter
is usually different from the effect of the same amount in summer because
the two seasons offer different limiting environmental conditions and
there are different growth-controlling processes in operation (see
Chapters 2,3, and 4).
Also, the effect of a climatic factor such as precipitation may he
conditioned by other climatic factors occurring d c.ring the year. For
example, temperature determines whether precipitation falls as rain or
snow, and temperature governs the rate at which water evaporates from
the soil. Therefore, the tree-growth and climatic relationship is hest
represented as a system with different variables entering into the
relationship. In fact, there are so many possibiiities for variations in
limiting factors, that it is surprising that apriori modeling by summing one
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variable during different periods of time has worked at all. A more logical
but complex" approach would be to include many variables as growth
predictors, to utilize statistical techniques whic,", ascertain the variables
that are most important, and to scale the \'ariables in a wav to obtain the
best results.
A straightforward approach to the problem of anah,zing such a
multiple variable system is to calculate simple correlations (Equation
6.4) betwe~n se\'eral variables and ring widths and to select all \ariables
with which growth is significantly correlated as predictors (Hustich and
Elfving, 1944; Hustich, 1945; Eklund, 1957; Tryon el al .. 1957; Elling,
1966; Serre el al. 1966; Julian and Fritts. 1968; Scott. 1972; and man\'
others). The use ofsimple correlation has one major limitation, however.
Variables of the climatic system are usually highlv correlated with each
other as well as with growth. Positive intercorrelation within the climatic
system can inllate the simple correlations between some noncausaJ tactors
and growth, and negative intercorrelation can deflate the simple
correlation between important causal factors and growth.
One way to deal with this dilkrenC"e in intercorrelation is to usc a
statistical technique referred to as mulliple regression or mulliple {olTflnl/OIl
(Hustich and Ell\ing, 1944; Hustich, 1945; Holmsgaard. 1955; Eklund.
1957; Tryon el nl.. 1957; Siren. 1961; Fritts. 1962a, I962b, 196:), I96CJ;
Schulman and Bryson, \965; Elling, 1966; Serre 1'1 nl., 1966; Jlilian and
Fritts, 1968; Scott, 1972).
A. Multiple Regression and Correlation
Multiple regression and correlation employs statistical procedures
to resolvf variable intercorrelation so that one equation is obtain~d
expressing the nlati\'e effect of each \'ariable upon the amount ofgrowth.
The statistical model assume~ that the \'ariations in some predictands,
which in this case are growth, are related in a linear fashion to variations
in several predictors, which in this case are the intacorrrlated \'ariabks
of climate. The statistical equation is
Y,= bo +b 1x.,+b 2x 2,"· n",x"" (7.10)
where j, is the estimate of the predictand, which varies each year (t)
depending upon the values of the predictors; hI through b", arc regression
coifficients, sometimes callt:d panial regression coefficients, associated
with each of the m predictor v:uiables XI through X mo and b" scales the
equation to the mean of the predictand. The calculztion of the multiple
regression equation is a complex statistical procedure derived from the
statistical theory of least squares which is beyOiid the srope of this text. The
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interested reader may consult Ezekiel and Fox (1959), Draper and Smith
(1966), Bendat and Piersol (1966), Simpson et at. (1960), or some other
standard statistical text.
The elTect of each variable on growth is scaled bv the coefficient and
the scaled values are added to obtain the growth estimate, Significance
tests assume that the variables are distributed normalh-. The partial
regression coefficients express the relative ellect of each variable on the
predictand, and the coefficients can be tested using standard errors that
are associated with them. Also, a multiple correlation corflicient is
obtained which is analogous to the simple correlation in that it is a
measure of the linear statistical relationship that exists between the set
of predictors and the predictand. The percentage of variance in
the dependent variable explained (accounted 'for or reduced) by
the equation is calculated by squaring the r'lUltiple correlation and
multiplying by 100. The multiple correlation generalh' inereascs with the
addition ofa predictor variable, part\\- because it may rcducc additional
variance and partly because an additional dq~ree or freedom is lost.
Multiple regression has been used most otien to desnill('. test. and
measure thos,' climatic \'ariahles that arc related to \'ariations in gf(l\\ th,
Only recently has it been applied to climatic reconstruction or gn)\\ th
estimation. For example, Eklund (19571 calculated an inde\; or ring
widths (or Pieea (.\edra in northern Sweden with rel(-ren(',- to the nH'an
growth fllr 1900-1944, The following regression equation \\,(S obtained
hy sclectini! only those codl\cients that wne statisticalh,igniliclIlt,
Variable \, was the number of days during :\lay IIi through.Juh :)! I<l!'
year I in which the maximum temperature reached at least IG C.
Variable "2 was cone yield, expressed in cone point Ilumbns lilr the \Tar I.
and variable x:J is ~he cone yield expressed in cone points fill' the \Tar 1- I,
Variable "~ is the accumulated daily maximum temperatures lllr the
period July 16 through August 31 or year I-I. For simplicit\. the
subscripts I for the predictor variables arc not listed. Precipitation was
included in early analyses, but the regression coellicient ((lr precipitation
did not significantly dilTer (rom zero.
It m"y be inferred from these results ~hat the widest rings were (ormed
when (I) maximum temperatures for many days during the period (rom
May 16 throughJuly 31 were equal to or greater than 16 C, (2) whell the
cone yield ofi;loth the current season and the previous season were low,
and (3) when the accumulated daily maximum temperature (or the
pcriodJuly 16 through August 31 of the prior \ear was low.
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Another example is from the work of Serre "I al. (1966) in which the
following r>quation (or estimating the logarithm of ring width of Pinus
halepensi.f was obtained:
YI = 3·070 - 0'5965x1- 0·01811x4 + 0·00208x6 - O'OOO18x 7 (7.12)
-O'23392x9 +O'06936x 10
where XI through xlO are the variables listed in section VI of this chapter.
The interpretation of these results is listed in the order. of the variables
entered into the equation as follows: (I) Each successive ring. width
decre~es at an average of64 microns for each year; (2) t~e width of the
ring decreases by 19 microns for each day of frost during November
through March; (3) the wid th of the ring increases by 30 microns for each
IOmm of rain falling during the specified dry season; (4) the width of the
ring increases by 5 m;crons for each IOmm of rain falling during the
winter wet period; (5) the rings in the upslope sides of the stem are on
average 231 microns wider than those ofthc downslope sides; and (6) ring
widths vary from one tree to the next by an average of 79 microns.
Schulman and Bryson (1965) obtained equations for predicting ring
widths of eight deciduous species growing in Wisconsin, the largest
sample being from Quercus rubra. The equation for estimating ring-width
(y/) was
YI = - O'01967x 18 + O'OO3151x41 + ()"OO2606x 39 - O'OOl102x lI (7.13)
+O'Ol199x22
where X
1R
is evaporative stress for June of year t (expressed in miles per
hour times inches of mercury); X 39 and Xu are total precipitation for May
and July respectively of year t; XII is mean temperature for May of year
t - I; and x22 is evaporative stress for April ofyear t - I. It may be inferred
from the equation that rings in Quercus rubra art' wide for seasons (I) when
evaporative stress in June is low, (2) when total precipitation for both
May and July is high, (3) when mean temperature for MayoI' the prior
year is low, and (4) when evaporative stress for April of the prior year is
high.
The multiple correlation and the regression coefficit'nts may be tested
for significance to ascertain whether they could have arisen solely by
chance. The appropriate tests which are described in most statistical tt'xts
require that the number of 'degrees of freedom be obtained. The
computations for degrees of freedom cannot be made in the usual
manner, however, because high autocorrelation in ring-width
chronologies reduces their effective sample size. Equation 7.1 is therefore
used to obtain n', which is then entered in the following equation along
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with the number of regression coefficients (k) to calculate the degrees of
freedom (d.f.) that apply.
df = n'-k-2 (7.14)
A more efficient metbod of handling au~ocorrelation in multiple
regression analysis was suggested by Quenouille (1952) and applied to
tree-ring work by Fritts (1962a). Variables for prior growth at lags of 1,2,
and 3 years are used as predictor variables along with the variables of
climate. If this procedure adequately removes the effects of
autocorrelation, the variance of the residual is random with respect to
time and the usual tests ofsignificance and degrees offreedom apply. The
value for n' in Equation 7.14 then becomes the number of yearly
observations, and as above, k is the number of regression coefficients
including those for prior growth.
Some workers have used sequential numbers, their squares, and cubes
as statistical predictor variables to express systematic variations due to
increasing tree age or changes in the site. For example, the value of tis
used as a variable along with its square and cube, and the regression
coefficients associated with these three variables describe a curve that
statistically assesses the variance associated with most trend in growth
(Fritts, 1962b; Schulman and Bryson, 1965; Serre et al., 1966). However,
it is usually better to remove these systematic variations beforehand by
standardization procedures, because the variance represented by trends
is usually large and masks the variance related to climatic factors.
Often there is a large number of possible variables from which a
smaller number of predictor variables must be selected; Each one that is
entered into regression consumes one degree of freedom, so that the
number ofobservations (or the effective sample size) limits the number of
variables that can be entered in regression and still be significant.
Whenever degrees of freedom (as calculated by Equation 7.14) are less
than 10, there is a high likelihood ofobtaining large coefficients purely by
chance.
For example, a multiple-regression equation with 20 coefficients and
24 independent observations will have two degrees of freedom in the
residual variance (Equation 7.14). In such a case, only the largest
regression coefficients, those that are greater than 4·3 times the standard
error, will exceed the 0·95 level of significance. However, if there had
been 31 independent observations, the degrees of freedom would be 9,
and all coefficients that are greater than 2·3 times their standard errors
would exceed the 0·95 level of significance. [See the t distribution in
Ezekiel and Fox (1959), Draper and Smith (1966), or a general statistics
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text.] It is desirable to retain 20 or more degrees offreedom in the resiclual
variance. Under this condition a record with at least 42 independent
observatiom is necessary to retain 20 degrees of fi'eedom in a multiple
regression relationship im'o!\'ing 20 predictor \'ariables; while 30
independent obsen'ations are needed to retain 20 degrees oni-eedom in a
relationship involving 8 predictor \'ariahles.
Fritts (I 962a) proposes that the procedure of stepwise multiple
regrescion be used when it is necessarv to select a small numl)('r or
variables from a large number of possibilities. The stepwise procedure
starts with a calculation of simple correlations ft)r all ~ombillati()ns or
variables under consideration, incll1ding intercorrelations among
predictor variables, as well as correlations betwe{'n predic(llrs and the
predictand. The procedure then examines all of the simple correlation
coefficients and first selects the v,triable that is best correlated with the
predictand. A regression using that v'triable to estimate growth is
obtaineJ, and all variables excluding the one in the Il'gression arc
correlated with the residual variance, The one that is best correlated is
added to the regression and a new two-variable equation is obtained,
Additional variables are added as long as the residual variance is reduced
by a significant amount.
Stepwise multiple-regressior. analysis does lead to certain technical
difficulties, since high intercorrelations among the independent variables
create instability in the results. Some variables that are entered early in
the stepwise process become insignificant when other \'a 'iables highly
correlated with them are entered in regression at a later step. Therdore,
the significance of each regression codficient is tested at each step, and
whenever it drops below a level specified beforehand. the insignificant
variable is removed and a new regression equation is computed. At each
step the regression procedure adjusts for intercorrelations with only the
variables already in regression. A large correlatIon of a variable entered
into regression with one that has not entered can prohibit the latter fi-om
being selected in the stepwise process, even though it may be well
correlated with growth.
Figures 7.6 and 7.7 include examples of several stepwise multiple
regression analyses. The former includes the results oHour analyses of two
stands ofFagus grandifolio, one on a well-drained site and one on a poorlv-
drained site (see soil profiles in Fig. 3.11), The latter includes the results or
eight different stepwise multiple regression analyses for two stands of
Quercus alba, one on a north-facing slope and one on a south-facing slope.
In the case of Quercus the earlywood and latewood portions of the ring
were analyzed rather than total ring width.
The stepwise analysis selected from variables of mean temperature,
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FIG. 7.6. Results ofstepwise multiple regression analysis of variations in ring widths for
two stands of Fagus grandi/alia in an Ohio swamp forest. Potential predictor variables
available to the stepwise selection process are monthly temperature and precipitation (A),
or monthly temperature and evapotranspiration deficits (B) (Thornthwaite and Mather,
1957), for May-September prior to the season ofgrowth and for April-August during the
season concurrent with growth. Soil moisture surplus of the winter, spring, and the ring
width of the prior year were included as potential predictor variables. The bars represent
thl' standardizl'd rl'grl'Ssion .coefficients for all \'ariabks entered into thl' regression
equation with F ratios grl'atl'r than 1, and the number urduts indicates their signifICance
level: • ~ 0·95 •• ~ 0,99, ••• ~ 0·999. The percent variance reduced ranged from 64%
to 72';{ (Redrawn from Fritts, 1962b, by M. Huggins)
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total monthly precipitation, and evapotranspiration deficits for munths
May,June,July, August, and September during the year prior to growth
and (or months April, May, June, July, and August, of the year
concurrent with growth. Other variables that were available for selection
we're moisture surplus and values of prior ring width. Set A shown in each
of the figures utilized only precipitation a~ the moisture variable while set
B utili7.ed evapotranspiration deficits. The same temperature variables
were available in both cases. The length and direction ofth:" bars portray
the magnitude and sign of the regression coefficients fur variables that
were selected in the stepwise process, and the number ofdots indicates the
le\"('1 of significance.
~ t is notable from these figul es that less than haif the number of
a\'ailable variables were selected in the stepwise process, and sometimes
the particular variables selected varied markedly from one analysis to the
next. Nevertheless, the most significant regression coefficients do appear
reasonable and are relatively consistent.
For example, most coefficients for precipitation are positive, indicating
a direct relationship between precipitation and ring width. Also,
precipitation in the middle cr latter part of the \{rowing season is most
highlv correlated with growth. Temperature and evapotranspiration
dehcits duringJuly and Au~"Ust are most often inversely correlated with
ring widths, btlt earlier in the season and during the prior year coefficients
for these \'ariables are both positive and negative, indicating the presence
of both direct and im'erse relationships.
The significant temperature variables that were entered into the
equations differ between analyses using precipitation anti analyses using
e\'apotranspiration deficits. Small differences in the intercorrelations
amOI1,g these variables affected the sequence of selection and influenced
which \'ariables were included in the final result. Ring widths of Fagus
,i!,ra/lflijiJlia and earlywood widths of Quercus alba are about as highly
correlated with the climate of the prior season as with the climate' during
the season of growth. Latewood of Quercus alba, however, is best
correlated with moisture and temperature during the season of growth,
All analyses show highly significant first-order autocorrelation; that is,
ring width is significant!y correlated with the prior ring width, earlywood
\\·ith the width of the prior season's latewood, and latewood with the
width of earlywood produced during the same year.
Sometimes there are a number ofways of representing various limiting
factors and it is not certain ahead of time which representation will be the
best for statistically predicting growth. For example, temperature' may be
represented by average, maximum, or minimum daily temperatures;
moisture by precipitation or evapotranspiration deficits; air humiditv bv
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FIG. 7.7. Results of stepwise multipk regression analysis of earlywood and
latewood of QjIerruJ alba on two opposing slopes in central Illinois. The potential predi< tor
variables are the same as in Fig. 7.6, except that the width ofearlywood was included as a
predictor variable as w("11 as the width of the earlywood "nd latewood during the prior
\·ear. The a:1alysis and symbols are the same as in Fig. 7.6. The percent variance reduced
ranged from 73°.~ to 83~~ lor earlvwood and 70'X, to 81~~ 19r latewood. (Redrawn from
Fritts, 1962b, by M. Huggins)
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relative humidity or vapor pressure; and ~oidr radiation bl Langley units
or hours of sunshine. It may also be uncertain as to how many different
variables may be analyzed at once or whether relationships are nonlinear
or multiplicative, thereby requiring some transformatio:1 to be made.
Fritts et al. (1956c) ran stepwise regression a number of ways. First,
variables of total precipitation and average mean, average m<.."imum,
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and average minimum temperatures were calculated and grouped into
the following eight intervals of time with respect to the particular growing
season:
I. June of thp previous year
2. July of the previous year
3. August through September of the previous year
4. October through November of [he previous year
5. December through February of the current year
6. March through MayoI' the current year
7. June of the current year
8. July of the current year
The va.·iables for regression were selected from the above intervals,
and seven different analyses were run using the following combinations of
data:
I. Total precipitation
2. Average maximum temperature
3. Average mea.: temperature
4. Average minimum temperature
5. Total precipitation, ave'age maximum temperature, and the
product of these two
6. Total precipitation, average mean temperature, and the
product of these two
7. Total precipitation, average minimum temperature, and the
product of these two
Eight climatic variables,' representing the eight time intervals, were
used in analyses I through 4, while 24 dimatic variables were used in
analyses 5 through 7. Stepwise multiple-regression analyses were
obtained in the above systematic order, using the tree-ring chronology
from each statistical sample a" the dependent variable. Multiple
regressions were obtained for predicting the ring indices as a function of
only the climatic data and then as a function of the climatic data along
with variables representing the three preceding ring indices. Thus, 14
separate regression analyses were required to evaluate each tree-ring
sample, and in each of these, five to 10 dif1l>rent steps were employed to
arrive at the final equation. The final multiple correlations adjusted for
degrees offreedom lost {Ezekiel and Fox, 19591, that were obtained with
each set of climatic variables (Table 7.Y), were multiplied by 100 to
obtain percent variance explained by the relati<'llShip.
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TABLE 7.V The square of multiple correlation coefficients adjusted for sample size t"r
regressio\1 analvsis or three IreI' spcci('s"
PH'udol.'/'i:.a mOl :1(' Ii
2tiO-\ ('ar .iOO !l1~1-\ ,.....
trces lrt'('''i trees {ITt'....
----
0·78 (J·66 O· 79 p. 7')
0·4i (J·64 IH2 P·Yl
0·39 (LiO 0':i7 0·17
0·20 (J·:;8 0·17 0·00
0·87 O· 78 0·80 0·7'1
0·87 0·76 07!l O·!l2
0·83 (J·n O'W, P'H2
Climatic
\'ariables
used'
Total monthly
precipitation
A\'Crage maximum
temperatures
Average mean
temperatures
Average minimum
temperatures
Precipitation 'and average
maximum temperatures
Precipitation and average
mean temperatures
Precipitation and average
minimum temperatures
Sites and Species'
Weth('rill :\1esa
]ulIipaU.\ Pillu,
n.,lfn,pama fduli,
400-\'Car 200·vcar
:\aya.io (:~t1n(lIl
'Fritts ,/ al. (1965<), see also Table 7.VI. bMesa Verde National Park. Colorad... 'Inrludin~
variables fur indices of 3 prior rin!!:s.
Sometimes the values of variables can he sq uared or cOI1\Tr!ed to
logarithms to allow for nonlinear relationships [Fritts, I%9; also st',' Fig.
7.3), and cross products between \'ariables can be utilized to ,dle)\\ (llr
multiplicative effects (Table 7. VI). Since the square or thl' multi pit·
correlation adjusted for sample size increased with lhe romplt'\:it, ortht·
analysis, it was concluded by Fritts rl al. (I96Scl that the ptTtl·nl<lgt· or
variance did indeed increase for the more comple\: models and I ha t I ht·
complexity' was required to hand Ie some of the "ariahle in tnat"! ion,.
However, fi'1al selection or results depended not on Iv on the significance
and variance calibrated by the regre~~sion but also on the biological
reasonableness or the results (Table 7.VI).
For example, the data in Table 7.V indicate that ring widths of
Juniperus osleojperma at Wetherill Mesa are more markedly affected bv
precipitation (R2 = 0·781 than temperature (R2 = 0·451. When both
variables are used, significant interaction of tl',ese two variables appears
during the autumn, winter, and spring months rrom October to Ma\
(Table 7.VI). That is. the product o:tcmperaturc ana precipitation \\<lS
chosen as a significant predictor. The square of multiple correlation lilr
this case was 0·87. Combinations of precipitation and temperature gave
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TABLE 7.VI Climatic conditions which produce narrow rings in three species of trees"
Ifeestrees
P-H'udot.wgn nlfll.:.it'lii
2tiO-I'ear 500 -HOO-ITar
Sill" and spcciesb
Wetherill !\Icsa "'al'ajo Call1on
]unipffuJ Pillu"
O'/fo"prrma ,duli..
400-year 250-ycar
(reesInterval summed
prior June, July
Pnor Aug., Sept.
Prior Oct., Nov.'
Prior Dec.-Feb.
Current Mar, -May
Current June
Curre!) t July
no eITen
no eITen
3 dry, warm'
1 dry, cool'
2 dry, warm'
no eITect
no eITen
no cIT"ct
no eITect
I dry'
2 dry'
4- dr" Icool) d
no cITect
3 warm'
6 warm. dn,d 6 warm. dn
3 dr'" :3 dnJ '
I dry' 2 dry'
2 dry' 5 dr/
4 drvl cool I/' I dr~ ~'ool I
5 rtr;"1 4- wann l
no eni'cl no el]ion
"Fritts " al. (1965c), also see Table 7.V. bMesa Verde National Park, Colorado. 'Numbers J to 6
jndiratl~ rank of,"ariabk imponann' from hi~h to 10\\, (:oll1ma ht'(\o\""cn \'ari'll)k:". inriicatt':'\ \ <triallk
inu'raction with eros.... products t'l1(efcd into the rc,gn,.,sio(l. Pan'lllhcs{'... indic;l((' .,('('oIHI \ tlri,,1J1l'
entered but no cross product term involved. 'Significant P > 0·95. 'Significant P > 0·99.
the highest multiple correlations for PinU.I eduhs at Wetherill Mesa and fClr
Pseudotsuga mendesii at both Navajo Canyon sites listed in Table 7.VI, bu t
variable interaction was evident for the latter species only during.J une
and July of the summer prior to growth.
Stepwise multiple-regression analysis cannot handle all \'ariable
intercorrclations. As was mentioned earlier, certain \'ariables which arc
important to growth are prevented from entering regression because of
their correlation with variables already in regression. This produces
differences and inconsistencies which limit the usefulness of'stepwise
multiple regression for evaluating the clfect of'intercorrclatcd climatic
variables on ring-width growth.
There arc two regression procedures that may be suitable alterIlati\Ts
to the stepwise analysis because they arc more cfTicie!1t {or handling the
intercorrelations among predictors. One method begins by soh'ing lc.if all
variables in regression and then deletes each one in a stepwise fashion.
Those that arc most insignificant arc deleted first. The other approach
uses pi ineipal components combined with regression. The first
alternative has not been used by the writer, since the second seemed to
have more advantages. This second method is described in the lc)llowing
sections.
B. Regression afta Extracting The Principal Components
Problems due to variable internrrelation can be circum\'ented bv
transforming the predictor variables into a new set of orthogonal or
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unLorreiated variables called eigenvector" or principal components. When
these new variables are used as predictors in a stepwise multiple-
regression analysis, the selection process occurs in a systematic and
efficient manner. In addition, a smaller number of transformed variables
may be required tn obtain the regression relationships, thereby reclucing
the amount oferror as well as the number ofdegrees offreedom consumed
in the stepwise process. Lastly, the transformation ranks the new
orthogonal variables in order of their importance allowing the
investigator to select the most important variables and to discard the least
important ones. Once the regression coefficients for the selected set of
orthogonal variables have bt>pn calculated, they may be mathematically
transformed into a new set ofcoefficients which correspond to the original
correlated set of variables. These new coefficients (sometimes referred to
as weights or elements of the response function) are analoRous to the
stepwise regression coefficients described in the previous section, except
that a coefficient is associated with each original climatic variable, there
are usually more degrees of freedom, and there is less error to contend
with becau:;e ofvariable orthogonality and because some of the principal
components are left out. As a result, the equations derived by means of
this method are more reliable than diose obtained by the usual stepwise
multiple-regression process. Since the procedure is a relatively new and
complicated one, the details are described in the following subsections.
For background reading of these multivariate techniques see Cooley and
Lohnes (1971), Dempster (1969), Morrison (1967), Press (1972), and
Seal (1968).
1. Some Matrix Notations
I t is necessary and easier for the remaining portions of this volume to
describe the computations in terms of matrices and simple algebraic
manipulations. The reader already familiar with this terminology may go
on to the next subsection.
Matrix notation facilitates the mathematics involved in large grids of
data where there are a number ofvariables and a number ofobservations
of each variable. Probably the most obvious dendroclimatological
example of a data matrix is a sequence of measurements taken from a
s;Jatial grid of tree-ring or climatic stations. A matrix is defined as simply
an array ofdata ordered in columns and rows. Each data matrix can be
identified by a letter assigned to it, such as A, B, or C. Portions of three
matrices are shown diagrammatically in Fig. 7'.8 as blocks divided into
rows and columns, which are referred to as elements. It is convenient to
designate the size of each matrix, that is, the number of rows and
columns, by using subscripts. In the examples ~hown in Fig. 7.8, matrix A
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indicated by a in each element has m rows and n columns. This is written
in matrix notation as ",A., where the subscripts refer to the total number of
rows and columns of the matrix. The elements of A are also subscripted,
where the first subscript refers to the number of the row in the matrix and
the second to the number of the 'column in the matrix. The rows might
represent differcnt variables used as growth predictors, such as monthly
precipitation and temperature, and the columns might represent the
individual years for which the precipitation and temperature data are
recorded.
0" °'2 °'3 .
°21 ~2 °23
. .
.[]
.~
=
bllo ll b l ,o'2
+ +
b,202' b'2 0 22
t t
+ +
bo.P.., bhn °.,,2
CII
b ll O'3 bll °In
+ +
b'2 023 bl2QZrt
t t
+ +
b1m o""3 I~·J b.."o"'fI
C'3 [·EJ
FIG. 7.8. A diagrammatic representation of a matrix multiplication. Matrix A is
multiplied by B to obtain a new matrix C. Subscripts designate the number of rows and
columns in each matrix. The elements of the matrices are shown as boxes at the top and
bottom of the figure. The vertically oriented boxes show the algebraic multiplication of
the elements before the columns are summed to obtain the C matrix. See text for
explanation.
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Matrix B in Fig 7.8 is also a matrix but it has I row and m columns. This
matrix may be written as IB.,. Thus, the elements b II are arranged in one
row with m columns in the figure. This matrix might represent a set of
multiple regression coefficients obtained for use with the variable stored
in the rows of matrix A to estimate another variable such as ring width.
Matrix C, shown at the bottom of the figure, has I ro'v and 71 columns and
may be written as Ie" the elements {II arranged in one row and n columns.
Only two matrix manipulations are of importance to this discussion.
The first is multiplication which can be accomplished between two
,matrices if the number of columns in the first is the same as the number
of rows in the second. In the aforementioned example (Fig. 7.8), matrix
B and A can be multiplied since B has m columns and A has m rows. The
algebraic representation of this multiplication is shown in the figure and
can be written as follows:
(7.15)
The subscripts for the columns of B and the rows of A are the same and
need not be written twice. Multiplication as shown in Fig. 7.8 involves a
particular element in each row of A which is multiplied by the
corresponding column element in B: bll ><: all' bll x a l ' bll x a l3 ...
bn x aln; and bIZ x a21 , bIZ x a22 , b12 x a23 ••• bl2 x a2n' The products of
the elements B and A are then summed in the direction of the columns of
A as shown in the lower portion of Fig. 7.8 to become a new matrix, IC.,
with the same number ofcolumns as A and the same number of rows as B
(see Equation 7.15).
Using the example cited above, where the elements of .,A. are
observations ofclimatic data on m variables for n years and the elemen ts of
IB,. are the corresponding regression weights, matrix IC. contains the
solutions or estimates obtained by applying the regression equation to the
data. Thus the multiple regression equation is very conveniently written
in matrix notation as in Equation 7.15.
If the same operation were written using summation notation, the
eleme'nts in matrix C, {Ij, are obtained as follows:
III
elj = L bliaij; j = l,n
i= 1
(7.16)
If there had been q rows rather than one row in matrix B, there would
have been q rows in matrix C, and the operation would have been
repeated as in Fig. 7.8 q times using a different row of B to obtain a
different row in C.
The only other matrix operation that is required in the following pages
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involves obtaining the transpose of a matrix in which the columns and
rows are interchanged. The transpose of A is written as A' arid the
elements of row I become the elempnts ofcolumn I, while the clements or
row 2 become the elements or .olumn 2, etc. A transpose is sometimes
necessary to arrange the rows and columns properlv to make a
multiplication. Sec Searles (19661 for additional discussion or matrix
algebra techniques.
2. Principal Component;
The principal comprmenlI, which are also retc-rred to as ei.l!,en1'I'C/o/j, an' a
set of variables which are derived from a data set to be orthogonal to
(uncorrelated with) each other. In dt"ndroclimatic studies, the principal
components may be derived f: om a set ofclimatic data or a set ortree-ring
data. For example, the climatic data may be mean monthly temperature
and a total monthly precipitation. In the example shown below, the data
for each month are considered as separate variable';, and the variahies arc
arra:1ged in a 28-variable anay consisting of 14 months oftemperatlllT
and the same 14 months of precipitation preceding and concurrent with
each growing season from 1924 to 1962. The first variable is the a\Trage
temperature ofJune for the year prior to the season of growth and the
14th is the average temperature for July during the period ofgrowth. The
15th variable is precipitation for the prior June, and variable 28 is
precipitation for July of the growing season. Although this 14-mollth
interval has been found in prio. analyses tf) include the most important
climatic factors thought to aftect ring width, other periods of time could
be used.
The eigenvectors are representations of the original climatic variables;
that is, they include the same information as the original data. Therr arc
usually as many eigenvectors as there are variables but the most
important eigenvectors, as the name principal compone!lt implies, account
for a large portion of the data variance. The least important eigenwctors
express olily minor variations in the original data, some of which result
from errors, noise, and residual variation imposed by the mathematical
constrain ts in deriving the eigenvectors. I t is customary to order these
eigenvectors from greatest to least importance (those that express the
most to the least variance) and to select a subset which concentraks the
climatic data into a smaller number of variables than the original data
set.
For the sake of clarity, an actual example is helpful. It will include
climatic data from Mesa Verde in southwestern Colorado for 1923-1962.
The temperature and precipitation data are designated as matrix ,.F.,
which is a set of observations lor n years on m climatic variables. In the
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example n is 39 years and m is 28 climatic variables, so that matrix Fho.s
39 columns and 28 rows. The lower part ofFig. 7.9 shows the data for two
columns (growth-ye'lrs) of the matrix.
The first step in extracting the eigenvectors of such a data set is to
obtain the simple correlation coefficients (Equation 6.4) for each variable
, with all other variable,. If there are m variables, the set of correlations
can- be defined as an m - by - m matrix, C, in which the element of the
first row and first mlumn is the correlatiol) coefficient for variable I with
itself, and the second element of the first row is the correlation coefficient
for variable I and variable 2, a.nd the ith row and thejth Cfllumn is the
correlation between the ith and jth variables.
If the data are normalized beforehand (Equation 7.5) to standard units
(see lower half of Fig. 7.9) the correlation matrix can be calculated as
(7.17)
where ",F. is the set of cliuatic data desLfibed above and the symbol (')
designatcs the transpose.
The matrix ofprincipal 'omponents (eigenvectors) ..E,. is obtained from
the correlatio•• l(latrix ,.C,. by a complicated mathematical procedure.
The relationship between the correlation matrix and the eigenvectors is
(7.18)
where ",L,. is a set ofscaling factors referred to as eigenvalues. These scalars
represent the importance ofeach eigenvector and are arranged in order of
~l'scendingvalue in the diagonal elements ofmatrix L, with zeroes in the
otl~diagollalelements. Such a diagonal matrix is a technical construction
necessary to multiply a set ofscalars with another matrix. Each diagonal
clement of the eigenvalue matrix is proportional to the variance reduced
by one of the eigenvectors. The percent variance reduced by the
eigenvector corresponding to a particular eigenvalue is obtained by
dividing that eigenvalue by the sum ofall eigenvalues and multiplying by
100.
Each column ..E,. contains an eigenvector consisting ofmelements. The
eigenvector elements are weights or scalars associated wi th each of the m
variables of matrix F so that the magnitude of each element is
proportional to the importance of the corresponding variable in the
particular eigenvector. The complete matrix ofeigenvectors contains the
same information as was in the original correlation matrix. In
mathematical terms, the axes have been rotated and the data are
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expressed in terms of a new set of coordinates, with each eigenvector
representing one orthogonal mode of behavior in the original data set.
The following illustrates the relationships between the data and the
eigenvectors.
The data for the 28 variables during two years at Mesa Verde, one
ending in 1936 and the second ending in 1924, are shown at the top ofFig.
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FIG. 7.9. Thl" valul"s for average monthly precipitation and monthly temperat\,re at
Ml"sa VerdI' for two 14-month pl"riods, one for 1935-1936 and one for 1923-1924, which
are arranged as 28 variables for calculating the principal components. The points and
bars in the upper half of the figure represent the actual values for temperature and
precipitation, respectively. The solid lines indicate the mean for the entire record for
1923-1962; the dashed lines designa te distances of plus and minus one standard deviation
from lhe ml"ans. The data in the IO'.ver half of the figure are normalized and plotted as
standard units (z, Equation 7.5). The lines in the lower portion of the figure represent the
values for the elements of eigenvector I in its positivI' and negative representations. See
text for explanation.
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7.9. Thl ·.alues for the mean temperatures and total precipitation are
plotted as points and bilTS respectively. The solid lines behind these data
connect the means for each variable for the entire period of record,
1923--62. The dashed lines connect the points representing plus and
minus one standard deviation from the mean. The normalized form ofthe
data (see Equation 7.5), expressed as standard units, are shown in the
lower half of Fig. 7.9. The values for temperature for 1935-36 were
generally above average, and those for precipitation were below average
for June through January and March through July. For February the
signs of the standard units for both variables were reversed. Comparable
data for the year 1923-1924 are shown in Fig. 7.9 on the right.
A plot of die first principal component (eigenvector I) for the sample
data is shown at the top ofFig. 7.10. Since this eigenvector is the first one,
it represents the most important pattern or mode of behavior of the
original 28 climatic variables. It reduces 13% of the total variance in the
original data set of .F•. Each element of the eigenvector shown in Fig.
7.10 corresponds to one of the 28 variables shown in Fig. 7.9. The
magnitudes of the elements for the 14 temperature variables are plotted
at the top, and the magnitudes of the elements for the 14 precipitation
variables are plotted immediately below them. The pattern formed by
the elemeits of the eigenvectors is ofimportance-not the signs. That is to
say that all monthly weights could have been multiplied by - I giving the
opposite signs, and the elements in Fig. 7.10 could be plotted as the
reverse.
The climatic mode expressed by the positive representation of
eigenvector I represents years in which monthly temperatures (variables
1-14 plotted at the top of Fig. 7.10), with the exception of those in
February, are all above average, while tqose for 10 of the 14 precipitation
variables (plotted below those for temperature) are below average. Only
values for precipitation ofJanuary through March and June are above
average in this mode. The climatic mode for the negative representation
consists of years when temperatures below average precipitation for the
10 months are above average, and precipitation amounts for the four
months are below average.
When the eigenvector matrix (Fig. 7.10) is multiplied by the normalized
climatic data shown in Fig. 7.9, a new matrix is obtained called the
amplItudes or factor scores(mX.),
IIIXn = IIIE~Fn (7.19)
The values of the first row of the amplitude matrix corresponding to
eigenvector I are plotted at the bottom of Fig. 7.10. The years of the
growing seasons are substituted for the subscripts I to n. The variance of
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FIG. 7.10. Plot of the ma~nitudes of the elements of the first and most important
eigenvector of Mesa Verde climate, which reduces 13% of the climatic variance, and the
corresponding amplitude set. The eigenvector elements for temperature are all the same
sign, and the corresponding signs for 10 elements for precipitation have the opposite sign.
This arises because temperatures throughout the 14-month period are somewhat
positively correlated with each other, but they are negatively correlated with
precipitation for 10 out of 14 months. The eigenvector is multiplied with normalized
climatic data to obtam the amplitude set. Asterisks mark those elements with the largest
positive and negative values indicating the mo~t resemblance of the climatic regime for
the year to that particular eigenvector (see Fig. 7.9).
this new time series represents the 13% of the original variance reduced
by the first eigenvector.
It may be helpful to mentally carry out one multiplication for one row
and column. Refer to Fig. 7.8 and consider the 28 elements ofeigenvector
I shown in Fig. 7.10 as if they are the terms in the boxes of matrix B
arranged in one row with 28 columns; and consider the normalized
climatic data for 1935-1936, shown in the lower left of Fig. 7.Y, as if they
are the items ofa column in matrix A with 28 rows. The items in th~ row
are individually multiplied by the corresponding item in the column. To
help visualize the operation, the corresponding elements of the first
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eigenvector are plotted as dashed lines behind the normalized data in the
lower left of Fig. 7.9. It may be noted from the figure that the indi\'idual
products are generally positive because the data and the clements or the
eigenvector both tend to be above average and below a\'(>rage together.
When the products (Fig. 7.8) are summed, the result is large and positi\T
so that the element orx, the amplitude (or 1935-1936, has a large positi\'('
value (see the large positiw value with star in Fig. 7. JO!.
For the year 1923-24 the data are like the negativl' represmtation or
eigem'Cctor I (Fig. 7.9) so that individual products tend to be large and
negative and the amplitude for the year (starred in Fig. 7.10 I has a large
negative value. Eigenwrtor I is plotted in the lower fight orbg. 7.9 with
signs orthe clements reversed along with the normalized data to [lcilitate
companson.
Thus the amplitude matrix is a time series which expresses ho\\ \\TII the
data for each year resemble the particular eigel1\Tctor. I C!llC amplitulk is
large and positive, the climatic data resemble the eigemTetor in a clinTt
manner: if it is large in magnitude but is negative, the climatic clata
resemble the eigenvector in a negative or in\'(Tse ma nnlT. J I' 1he
amplitude value is zero, the eigenvector is uncorrclated with the climatic
data fc..r that year. Usualh a number or eigemTetors arc nelTssan to
characterize the climatic regime represented b\ a particular \ car.
although one or two eigenvectors mav be bv far the most im[Jortant.
The upper ponion of Fig. 7.11 is a plot or the second I.nost importanl
principal component (eigenvector 2) in this example. which reduccs II""
of the variance. !,he plot of the elements for this eigen\,(Ttor represents a
mode of climate in which the first six months of the 14-month period arc
either warmer and dr)er or cooler and wetter than a\Trage, whi1l' the
eight following months arc the opposite; that is, cooler and wetter or
warmer and drier than average. As in eigt'l1\Tctor I, high tcmpera tun',
usually go with low precipitatio:l and low temperatures "'ith high
precipitation. The amplitudes for this eigen\,(Ttor an' plotted at the
bottom of the figure and the stars mark those clenH'nts with l110st ex tiT111 l'
values.
The r1imaticdata corresponding to the starred amplitudcs arc shown
in Fig. 7.12 and thc elements oJ'eigenvcctor 2 arc plotted as clashecllitll's
with the normalized dimatic data to lclcilitate comparison. As notl'd in
Fig, 7.9, the climatic regimes of years with large posi ti\'(' or large negati\'('
amplitude again resemble the positive or negati\'(' mode oCthe particular
eigenvector, though as before the values l()r individual eigetl\Trtor
elements and varia hies do not match perkctly,
If all 28 eigemTctors are used, the inillflnation contained in tltl'
complete matrix of amplitudes describes all the origillal dat,l In other
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FIG. 7.11. The magnitude of the clements of the seco'ld eigenvector of M,',a Verde
climate, which reduces II%of the climatic variance, and the corresponding amplitude set.
This eigenvector expresses a mode of dimall' in which the depanure' oftemp"Palun', lor
July-November arc e>pposite{)fthe sign lor those of temperatun' during Dccember J ul,.
All clements for precipitation haw signs opposite those lor temperature. indica tin" a
generally inverse relationship. The eigenvector is muilipli('d with normalized dimali,
data to obtain the amplitude set. Asterisks mark those elements wilh Ihe larg.,.'t posit i\[·
and negative values indicating the most n'sembknce orth(, c1ilT'atic regime Ii" the y""r to
that particular eigenvector (see Fig. 7.12).
words, the amplitude matrix contains exactly the same information as the
original normalized data set, except that the data are arranged into a S('t
of new variables which are completely uncorrelated with ont another
and which can be orrtered in t~rms of their importance from those
reducing the greatest amount of variance to those reducing the least.
Thus, the extraction of the principal componen'ts or eigenvectors
actually transforms data representing a number of correlated variables
into a new set of uncorrelated variables. The investigator can examine
the eigenvalues and discard the least important eigenvectors with the
smallest eigenvalues, thus removing unwanted noise and small-scale
variability and reducing the total number of variables with which he
must deaL This concentrates the information into a small number or
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FIG. 7.12. The values for average monthly precipitation and monthly temperature at
Mesa Verde for 14 months during 1956-1957 and 1933-1934 which are arranged as the
28 variables used in calculating the principal components. The lines with long dashes in
the lower half of the figure represent the values for the elements of eigenvector 2 in its
positive and negative representations. See Fig. 7.9 and text for additional explanation.
principal components. Often the first 20 ofthe 28 possible eigenvectors of
climatic data handled in the above manner reduce 90% to 95% of the
variance in the original data set. The reduced set of amplitudes is then
used as predictor variables in a stepwise multiple regression analysis in
place of the original climatic data as described in the next subsection.
3. Response Functions
Since the amplitude matrix represents the original climatic data, the
amplitudes may be used to statistically predict a ring-width chronology,
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IPO' using a stepwise multiple regression analysis. The multiple regression
equation (7.10) may be rewritten in matrix notation as
(7.20)
where in includes the estimated ring-width indices for n years and lRpare
the significant partial multiple regression coefficients associated with
each of the amplitudes of the selected set ofp eigenvector amplitudes (all
values for insignificant regression coefficients are assigned a value of
zero). As for regression using actual climatic data, the particular values
assigned to the regression coefficients can be interpreted as expressing the
relative importance of each eigenvector amplitude in predicting growth
(IP.). The interpretation of the eigenvector amplitude is considerably
more difficult because the real world does not behave like the
eigenvectors, as uncorrelated modes ofclimatic behavior. However, these
regression coefficients associated with the eigenvector amplitude can be
converted into a new set of coefficients, 1 T,., which express the same
relationships but in terms of the original variables rather than the
eigenvector amplitudes. The equation for the transformation is obtained
by substituting Equation 7.19 into 7.20:
(7.21)
The same statistical estimates of ring-width indices IP. are obtained by
either multiplying normalized climatic data, .F., and the response
function, I T", or by multiplying the amplitudes ,x. by the regression
coefficients, IR,. Since the elements of the response function, I T"" are
associated with the original climatic variables, not the eigenvector
amplitudes, each element can be directly interpreted in terms of an
anomaly in the particular variable-monthly temperature or monthly
precipitation. Growth is expressed as a response to variations in
particular climatic variables.
As was pointed out earlier, the presence of interdependence in ring-
width indices measured by the first-, second-, and third-order
autocorrela~ion can affect the tests of significance. Therefore the ring-
width indices for three prior years muSt be included as three additional
predictor variables (sZ'.) in the stepwise analysis. The regression
coefficients for these three variables are handled in matrix notation as IR~
where the estimations of IP. made with this enlarged set of predictors is
accomplished by adding lR\<. to the original estimates (IP.).
The same eigenvector amplitudes may be used to derive response
functions for severai chronologies from a given climatic region, though
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the regression coefficients will be different :or each chronology. The
orthogonality of the eigenvectors and their amplitudes allows efficient
and orderly use ofstepwise multiple-regression analysis. The variables in
regression are more likely to remain in the same order of importance as
they were when they entered regression, but exceptions to this occur
when the autocorrelations iri the ring-width indices complicate the
relationships.
When estimating )P. using the response function (I Tift), the variance
reduced is a direct measure of the amount of climatic inlormation
expressed by the chronology. A second est:'Tlation of \P. can be made
using the above response function (I Too) and the correction for prior
growth (,R~Z") which usually accounts for more variance ill IP" if
autocorrelation in the ring-width chronology is significant. The
difference in the variance reduced in the above two calculations provides
a measure of the variance attributed to autocorrelation of indices at a lag
ofone to three years. A check for the residuals is made to ensure that they
are randomly distributed with respect to time and that the usual tests for
significance are valid.
The confidence limits for each element of the response function, IT..,
are calculated from the respective standard errors (see Draper and Smith,
1966). These standard errors are in turn obtained from the standard
errors of the elements of \Rpas defined .in Equation 7.20. The required
transformation is
",8", = ",EpUpUpE'". (7.22)
where pUp is a diagonal matrix of the standard errors of the elements of ,R"
and ",sift is a symmetric matrix, the diagonal elements of which are the
square of the standard errors ofthe elements of \Tift' This operation simply
distributes the square ofthe errors to each standard error in proportion to
the squareS of the elements of the eigenvector.
The desired confidence limits are obtained by multiplying each
diagonal element of ",s~ by the appropriate F value with vl/V 2 degrees of
freedom and then taking the sq uare root. Here VI has a value of I and V2 is
the effective sample size less the number of nonzero re~ressionceofficients
in matrices \Rp and IR~ and less two more degrees of freedom (Equation
7.14). The residuals of the regression are almost always sequentially
independent (having no significant autocorrelation), so the effective
sample size is the same as the number of years of observations.
Figure 7..13 includes several response functions obtained for a
chronology representing the mean ofsix sites along the eastern slope of the
Rocky Mountains Oulian and Fritts, 1968; Fritts et al., 197f). Stepwise
multiple regression was run using the amplitudes ofclimatic eigenvectors
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to estimate growth. Each successive step utilizes an increased number or
eig-envcctor amplitudes. The regression weig-hts at five dillt'rent step~
were multiplied by the eig-envectors (as in Equation 7.21) to obtain (i\'(.
different response functions (I Tm). The first response limction ;ncluded
only..one regression coefficient associated with the amplitude set which is
best correlated with the ring-width chrunolog-y. In the example it was the
amplitude of the first and most important eig-envector. The reg-ression
coefficient is multiplied by the weights of eigenvector I to obtain a
response function that reduces 36% of the growth \'ariance (Fig-. 7.13).
This response function can be interpreted as representing- the condition or
yearly climate which leads to above averagr growth, characterized b\
below average temperature for any month and above average
precipitation for any month.
The vertical lines in Fig. 7. I3 indicate the 0·95 confidence intervals
used to test variable significance. In the above example all but two
variables (elements of the response function) have a 0·95 or higher
probability of being significant from zero.
The second response function shown in Fig. 7.13 is the result ofstepwise
multiple regression analysis of the same climatic amplitudes using the
three most significant regression coefficients. The three coefficients were
multiplied by the appropriate three eigenvectors, and the three products
were summed for each of the 28 elements of the response function IT",.
This response function assumes a more complicated shape and the
variance reduced is 67·3% of the total growth variance. It can be
interpreted by the significant elements to indicate that temperatures in
May are the only temperature variables that are directly related to
growth, while temperatures in seven of the 14 months arc significant and
inversely related to growth. Variables for precipitation are significant
and directly related to growth in nine ofthe 14 months. Precipitation for
theJ uly prior to growth is the only precipitation variable that is inversely
related to g-rowth at this step.
The stepwise multiple-regression procedure 'was continued, and the
response functions which were obtained for steps with 7, 12, and 20
amplitude variables are included in Fig. 7.13. Since the last response
function reduces 97· 7% of the ring-width index variance, the elements of
the last response function may be considered to most resemble the actual
manner in whjch the trees on the particular sites :are responding to
fluctuations in climate.
The response function with 20 variables can be interpreted as showing
significant inverse correlation ofgrowth with temperatures in July of the
prior summer, November, April, and July during the year ofgrowth. The
elements for September, March, and May suggest the presence ofa direct
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relationship between growth and temperatures during thes.e three
months. The results for precipitation indicate an inverse and significant
relationship for January, and a direct and significant relationship for the
priorJune, October, February, April, May, andJune. The prior growth
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FIG. 7.13. Response functions obtained from a stepwise reF(ression analysis using
amplitudes of eigenvectors and prior growth to estimate a ring-width chronology
representmg six Pinus ponderosa sites along the lower slopes of the Rocky Mountains,
Colorado. Steps with I, 3, 7, 12, and 20 predictor variables are shown. The regression
coefficients for amplitudes, ,R" are converted to response functions, I T .., (Equation 7.21),
along.with the approximate ± 0·95 confidence limits (Equation 7.22). When response
functions are complex, as in this example, a linear combination of many eigenvectors is
needed to obtain the best-fitting relationship. Prior growth was entered into regression
after the step with 12 variables. The percent variance reduced can be calculated by
multiplying the R' by 100.
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at a lag ofone year is inversely cOlTelated with the ring width, although at
a lag of three years a direct correlation exists.
The changing shapes of the response functions in Fig. 7.13 illustrate
how the regressions on increasing numbers ofeigenvector amplitucl.:s can
be used to describe the manner in which climatic factors affect growth. At
first the amplitudes that are most highly correlated with the tree-ring
~hror.ologyare entEred into regression, and the linear combination of the
eigenvectors express the general pattern ofgrowth response to climate. As
more and more steps are added, the finer details oi'the response ofgro~ th
to climate begin to take shape. The method implies that the more an
amplitude series resembles the ring-width chronology, the more the
corresponding eigenvector resembles the manner in which the trees
respond to climate. _
The stepwise multiple-ref'ression analysis is terminated when the F
ratio for the variable entering regression is < 1·0. In this type of analysis
the F ratio for entering variables is used not as a test of significance, but
rather as a measurt" of the ratio between the variance reduced and the
error variance. When the variance due to the addition ofa variable is less
than the error of variance (F is < 1,0) there is nothing gained by
including it as a predictor in the regression equation. But as long as the
variance added by regression is greater than the error variance, some
improvement can be made. If a large number of confidence intervals
begin to intersect the zero line of the response function indicating they are
insignificant, however, it may be desirable to choose a response function
for an earlier step. Also, a higher F level for termination ofanalysis can be
chosen if the re~ponse function is to be used for some sort of statistical
estimation.
The results of stepwise multiple regression on the amplitudes of the
eigenvectors are different from stepwise multiple regression on the actual
climatic variables. For example, Fig. 7.14 includes the results of a
stepwise multiple-regression analysis using the same climatic and tree-
growth data as in Fig. 7.13 except that the actual climatic data rather
than amplitudes of eigenvectors are used as predictor variables. The
plotted bars represent the regression coefficients for the climatic
variables, R2 is the square of the multiple correlation coefficient, and the
response functions for comparable steps to those in Fig. 7.13 are shown
without the confidence intervals.
At step I, the regression coefficient for june precipitation is entered
which reduced 39·8% of the variance; while in the response function for
step I, 26 of the 28 elements of the response function are significant-
reducing 36·3°;'; of the variance. At step 3, temperature of july,
precipitation of October, and precipitation of june are entered as
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significant, reducing 67.2~~ of the variance. The response function
exhibits a complicated pattern with 18 elements out of 28 significant,
reducing 67·3% of thl variance.
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FIG. 7.14, Tht" rt"grt"ssion codlicit"nts for supwist" multipk rt"gr("Ssion on tht" samt"
climatic and ~rt"t"·growthdata utiliud in Fig. 7.13. Tht", comparabIt" rt"sponst" functions as
shown in Fig. 7.13 art" drawn at t"ach stt"p to facilitatt" comparison. Tht" shading indicatt"§
thost" partial rt"grt"ssion codlkit"nts that art" significant at tht" 95% It"vd ofconfidt"nct". Tht"
pt"rct"nt vananct" rroucro can bt" calculatro in tht" samt" mannt"r as in Fig. 7.13.
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At step 7, the regression analysis entded seven variables, six of which
are significant, reducing 88'0% of the variance. The comparable step in
the response function included 13 significant elements. At step 12 there
are only 10 regression coefficients entered, because a coefficient for
November precipitation, entered at step 8, is deleted at step 12, probably
as a result of its intercorrelation with other variables entered into the
regression. Prior growth for a lag of one year is entered as a significant
predictor variable. Only eight of the coefficients are sIgnificant and the
equation reduces 91·5% of the variance. The rcspo"nse function for the
comparable step has 10 elements which are significant.
Step 18 was the final step as the F ratio at higher order steps dropped
below values of I. A total of 16 variables are entered and are significant,
including partial regression coefficients for prior growth at all three lags
and reducing 97·4% of the variance. The last step for the response
function utilized 20 amplitude variables and reduced 97·7% of the tree-
growth variance; and 14 of the elements plus two coefficients for prior
growth are significant.
It is evident from these results that the regression coefficients at the
various steps often, but not always, coincide with the larger elements of
the response function. However, there are important differences. For
example, at step 18 the significant regression coefficients are associated
with four variables of temperature and are negative, indicating the
predominance of a general inverse effect of temperature on growth. Yet
the response function indicates that the weights for temperatures are
significant and positive for three additional months. The re~ression
coefficients for precipitation stress several apparent relationships from
month to month, but the large positive weights for precipitation in April
and May are not represented by the coefficients of the step".·ise analysis of
the untransformed climatic variables. Apparently, intercorrelation
among predictor variables prevents variables for April and May
precipitation from entering the equation, although the variables may
have been limiting to growth. Three prior growth variables are entered
by the stepwise analysis while only two variables for prior growth are
utilized in the response function analysis.
In general, there are usually more significant items in the response
function results than in the straightforward stepwise multiple regression
analysis. The respome functions also have a weight for all variables which
is sometimes helpful in visualizing the growth response. Lastly, as in the
case of spring precipitation for step 18, the results from the response
function seem more reasullable and consistent than the results from the
straightforward regression analysis.
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4. Transftr Functions
Transfer functions are nbtained in a manner similar to response
functions, the primary difference being that transfer functions are
obtained by performing regression analysis using the ring-width
chronologies as predictors and the climatic data as the predictands. Thus,
the data ,.F. in Equation 7.17 would be ring-width chronologies which are
obtained from sites differing in geographic location, in species, or in
microenvironments.
The principal components,..E. (eigenvectors of ring-widths, Equation
7.18), express modes ofgrowth behavior (Fig. 7.15). The examples shown
include the seven most important eigenvectors derived from chronologies
at the 26 sites described by Fritts (1965). The first eigenvector accounts
lor 27,/~ of the tree-growth variance and is characterized by a marked
resemblance among the chronologies of the Colorado River Basin and
surrounding areas. This pattern can be observed as a positi\'e growth
anomaly during the decades 1616-1625 and as a negatin' growth
anomaly during 1896-1905 (see Fig. 1.13). The second principal
component (Fig. 7.15) represents anomalies in which hi~her-than­
average growth occurs over northwestern United States, while an area of
lower-than-normal growth is centered over New Mexico. The growth for
the decade 1521-1530 resembles this pattern in a positive sense, and the
growth for 1626-!635 and 1931-1940 resembles the pattern in an im'erse
sense (see Fig. 1.13).
The Il'maining five patterns each reduce a decreasing amount of
variance and express smaller and smaller scale variations in growth, The
anomalies expressed by the fourth principal component can be observed
in the growth anomalies for the decade 1806-1815; those of the- sixth
resemble in an inverse sense the growth anomalies during 1776-1785 (see
Fig. 1.1::». The first seven principal components representing the largest
,;caie growth anomalies reduce a total of67% of the growth \'ariance, As
in the case of eigenvectors of climate, the higher-order principal
components may be discarded to eliminate the small-scale variations,
since the smallest ones arc likely to represent errors, noise, the least
important features ofgrowth, or growth anomalies that are not related to
macroclimatic variations.
In order to appreciate what the spatial eigenvectors of growth can tell
us, consider the following theoretical sitl'ations. Ifall the chronologies of
a region represent exactly the same informa,ion, only one principal
component, with elements of the eigenvector weighting all chronologies
equally, wou ld red uce all the variancr, On the other hand, if all growth
chronologies are independent of every other chronlliogy, theoretically
there would be the same numher ofeigenvectors as chronologies and thev
N
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FIG. 7.15. The first seven ei!(enveetors of tree growth from 26 sites throughout west("rn
North America (Frills, 19(5). The percentage !(rowth \'ariane(" reduc("d hy ("ach
eigenvector is shown.
wculd all reduce about the same variance. However, the real world is
somewhere between these two extremes. If there is a large amount of
redundancy in the several variables, most of the variance is reduced bv a
small number of eigenvectors. As more and more of the data sets behave
independently, more and more eigenvectors are required to reduce the
vanance.
The growth eigenvectors and the normalized growth data lor each
year are multiplied (Equation 7.19) to obtain the amplitudes which
express the amount of similarity of growth pattems during each year to
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each eigenvector pattern. These amplitudes can then be mcd as
predictors ofclimate in a multiple regression equation (Eq uation 7.20) as
in the response function analysis. Such regressions on the amplitudes of
growth eigenvectors utilize the spatial variability of the chronologies to
statistically reconstruct the anomalies in the macroclimate that had
originally produced the corresponding anomalies in the growth.
The similarity between spatial anomalies of growth and climate were
noted by LaMarche and Fritts (1971 a). They examined the most
important eigenvectors for the ring-width indices from western North
America and found that they resembled eigenvectors of precipitation for
the same region described by Sellers (1968). Fig. 7.16 includes selected
principal components of monthly precipitation that occurred during
1931-1966 which matched the first four principal components ofgrowth
for A.D. 1700-1930. The first principal component exhibits large-scale
anomalies over the Colorado Plateau for both precipitation and tree
growth. The second component expresses opposite anomalies between
northwestern United States and New Mexico and southwestern Texas.
The third component for precipitation in October and for tree growth
exhibits high values over the east slope of the Rocky Mountains and low
values over California and the extreme Southwest. The third component
for March precipitation and the fourth component, for tree growth
exhibit positive areas over the Pacific Southwest, the northern Rocky
Mountains, and the northern Great Plains, while negative areas can be
noted over the southwestern Plains and the extreme Northwest.
One way to obtain the actual transfer function is to calculate a multiple
regression equation (IR" Equation 7.20) which uses the eigenvector
amplitudes of tree growth as predictor variables to estimate a climatic
variable in a particular region or site. Since there is sometimes a lag of
growth for one or more years behind the occurrence of certain climatic
variables, the statistical calibration model may include growth predictors
which lag one or more years behind the climatic occurrence. Also,
autocorrelation may exist in the tree growth data, and it may be
necessary in some cases to include growth for prior years so that the
constraint due to prior g-rowth is separated from the sig-nal ofclimate (see
Figs. 1.10 and 1.11).
In general, transfer functions are derived in the same manner as
response functions, only the variables used for predictor and predictand
sets vary. However, the model for transfer functions can be simple,
utilizing only a small number of predictor variables, or it can be
extremely complex. While the complex models can potentially reduce a
large amount ofthe variance in the predictand for the dependent period,
the simpler models using only the large-scale principal components may
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FIG. 7.16. Similar patterns in the spatial anomalies ofprecipitation and growth occur
over western North America. The precipitation data (Sellers, 1968) were obtained by
principal component analysis of monthly precipitation data for selected climatic regions
of the United States from 1931-1966. The growth data were obtained by analysis of 49
tree-ring stations over western North America for 1700-1930. Examples are selected from
the first three principal components of monthly precipitation and are matched with
similar principal components of tree growth. (Redrawn from LaMarche and Fritts,
1971a)
hold up better, as seems to be the case when they are tested against
independent predictaI1d sets.
Now that the working tools of dendroclimatic analysis have been
described, attention will be directed to analyzing the relationships and
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reconstructing past climate. The first portion of Chapter 8 deals with
examples of response function analyses. Examples of various models used
to obtain transfer functions and their applications w~1l be described more
fully in the latter portion of Chapter 8 and in Ch~pter 9 of this book.
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A variety of techniques have been described for calibrating ring-width
variations with variations in climate and for reconstructing past
variations in climate. The simplest calibrations usually involve few
statistics and rely upon biological insight for recognition and
documentation ofsome type of relationship. Climatic data are converted
to growth estimates and compared to the actual growth measurements.
Ring-width variation is then utilized to infer past variations in climate.
Most dendroclimatic studies include some quantitative analysis. At the
end of Chapter 7 two recent innovations in quantitative methods were
described. The two which will be further discussed here are (I) the
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multivariate response function, which is used to describe the ring-width
response to variations in climate, and (2) the multivariate transfer
function, which transforms values of ring width into estimates of climate.
The first portion of this chapter describes the details of six different
response functions and then summarizes an analysis of 127 North
American response functions. Differences are examined in terms of
seasonal variations in the environments and their effect on the
growth-controlling processes. The last portion draws upon recent studies
to illustrate the variety of approaches to dendroclimatology, ranging
from the use ofsimple logical inference to the usc of rigorous calibration,
reconstruction, and verifiration. This chapter focuses on single station
and local .cIimatic reconstructions, while the last chapter describes
regional and synoptic studies employing spatial analysis.
I I. Response Functions
A. Examples of Response Functions
Response functions like those described in Chapter 7 have been
calculated for a largt number of North American tree sites (Fritts, 1974)
and more recently for a number df European study sites. All response
functions described here include 14 weights (coefficient~ or elements)
associated with variables of monthly mean temperature and 14 weights
with variables of total monthly precipitation. Three additional weights
arc included to allow assessment of growth on thf' relationships during
prior years. Other climatic factors and monthly intervals can be used
instead if the data are available and if there is a reason to believe the
factors are important in the growth-climatic relationship.
The three plots in Fig. 8.1 represent response functions for semiarid
conilers showing weights for temperature on the left, weights for
precipitation on the center right, and weights for prior growth on the
extreme right. The vertical bars which delimit the 95/~ confidence limits
are u~ed to test for significance.
The uppermost plot for Quartz Mountain Pillus pondnosa illustrates a
weakly linked relationship, since most elements of the response function
have confidence limits intersecting zero and there/ore must be considered
insignificant. A total of 46/~ of the variance is accounted for by climate
and 39/~ by prior growth so that climate and prior growth together
explain a total of 85/~ of the ring-width variance.
Although no temperature weight is significant, those for summer are
generally negative and those for winter are positive. Weights
corresponding to precipitation are more often positive, bllt only the one
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FIG. 8.1. Thrn' rt'sponst' functions for ring-width indices of Pinus ponderosa on Quartz
Mountain, Washington, and Lakt'vit'w, Ort'gon, and Pinus longaeva in tht' Whitt'
Mountains ofCalitornia. Each responst' function includes 14 weights for aVt'rage monthly
tempt'ratun's and 14 wt'ights for total monthly precipitation from] une of the Yt'ar prior to
tht' season ofgrowth through the] uly concurrent with growth. Thrt'e additional weights
are associated with prior ring-width index at lags of I, 2, and 3 yt'ars. A positive weight
indicates a direct rdationship of tht' climatic variable or prior growth variabit' to ring
width, and a nt'gative weight indicatt's an inverse relationship, Tht' vt'rtical lines
dt'signate the 0·95 confid~nct' It'vel.
for August is significant. The weight for prior growth at a lag ofone year is
positive and significant, indicating an important direct relationship, but
at lags of two and three ·years the respective weights are negative and
positive, both being insignificant.
The excessively wide spread ofthe confidence limits indicates that any
one element of this response function provides information of
questionable reliability. However, the predominance of water stress can
be inferred Ii'om the large number of negative weights for temperatures
during summer, and low temperature limitations can be inferred from
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the large number of positive weights for winter temperature. In addition,
thr positive weights for precipitation suggests that moisture is limiting,
especially in late summer of the preceding year and May through June of
the growing year, while the positive weight for prior growth at a lag ofone
year indicates the presence of first-order autocorrelation.
T~e plot for Lakeview Pinus ponderosa (Fig. 8.1) is mor'~ typical of
arid sites as it represents a stronger climate-growth linkage. It is similar
to the response function for the Quartz Mountain site in that climate
accounts for about the same amount of ring-width variance. A total of
48% is accounted for by climate and 39% by prior growth, giving a total
of 87%. It differs, however, in that more weights for climate are
significant. This occurs because fewer eigenvectors are used in deriving
the response function, so that the error terms for fewer eigenvectors are
included in the confidence limits.
Weights for variables of temperature are negative and significant for
the prior June, August, and March, and the current June. Only the
weight for April is significantly positive. For precipitation, the only
significant negativ~ weight is for the July prior to growth, while
significant positive weights for precipitation are those for September,
October, January, March, and May. The weight for growth at a lag of
one year is the only prior growth variable that was entered into the
response function equation, and its positive sign indicates the presence of
first-order positive autocorrelation.
The four negative weights for temptratures imply that water stress is
limiting for at least four months during the year. However, the positive
weight for temperature in April indicates that higher than average
temperatures at that time> are favorable to growth, perhaps as they
influence the breaking of dormancy and the resumption of physiological
activity in the tree. The weights for precipitation indicate that
above-average precipitation during September, October, January,
March, and May are beneficial to growth, undoubtedly as the} affect the
water balance of the trees. However, lower than average precipitation in
the prior July is significant, perhaps because it interacts with the growth
which is occurring at that time. In short, annual rings in the Lakeview
trers are shown to be' wide when the autumn, winter, and spring are
wetter than average; and when late summer of the prior season and early
spring are cooler than average, changing to warmer than average by
April.
The plot in thr lower part of Fig. 8.1 is typical for arid-site Pinus
longaeva from the White Mountains of California. Climate accounts for
63% of the growth variance, and the effect of' pri'or growth is not
significant. The weights for h'mperature of the prior August are
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significantly positive, and those for October, January, February, and the
currentJuly are significantly negative. The weights for precipitation are
generally positive, with those for the priorJuly, October, and May being
significant. The weight for precipitation during the current July is
negative and significant.
It may be inferred from this response function that rings are wider than
average in White Mountain Pinus longaeva when temperatures are (I)
higher than average in -the prior summer favoring prior growth
conditions, and (2) lower than average in late autumn, winter, and spring
maintaining low respiration rates within the trees. Wide rings also result
when precipitation is (I) higher than average in the prior July and
October and the current May, which helps to maintain a favorable water
balance, and (2) is lower than average in the July concurrent with the
growing season, a result with no clear-cut explanation.
The plots in Fig. 8.2 are response functions for Quercus alba from eastern
North America and for two conifer species in Western Europe. In the first
example, climate accounts for 59% of the ring-width variance and prior
growth accounts for :2%. The significant positive temperature weights are
for the priorJuly, November, and February, the latter two being months
when the tree is leafless and apparently dormant. In June the
temperature relationship is inverse and significant. The significant
weights for precipitation all are positive and include the months of the
prior August, May, June, and July, all times when the tree is
physiologically active. The weight for prior ring width is insignificant.
I t can be inferre,d from this response function that rings are widest
when (I) precipitation is higher than average and (2) temperatures are
lower than average during tRe growing season, both of which are factors
that help maintain a favorable water balance in the trees. Above-average
temperatures and moisture prior to the growing season can also favor
growtb since they promote rapid physiological activity within the trees.
The variance explained by climate for Pinus halepensis near Marseille,
France, is 42%, and that explained by prior growth is 26%, making a total
of 68%. The negative weights for temperatures in October, February,
and April are significant. All weights for precipitation are positive for the
period from August through May except for October. The predominant
effect ofwinter moisture on growth is likely an effect of high precipitation
on soil moisture recharge and wjnter photosynthesis. Temperature is
apparently less important to growth, although the inverse relationships
are probably due to water stress, and the direct relationships due to
respiration and preconditioning phenomena occurring in October,
February, and April.
The variance explained by climate in the third response function (Fig.
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8.2) for Pinus sylvestris in northern Swerlen accounts for 44~~, while prior
growth accounts for 20%. The weights for temperature in the prior June
and the concurrent July are positive and highly significant, and this is
inferred to indicate the major control of growing season temperatures on
ring width. The positive temperature weights for September and April
are smaller but also significant; those for the prior July and August arc
negative and significant. As might be expected for the northern tree line,
fewer weights for precipitation are significant. Those for June ofthl' year
prior to growth and for March and April are positive, while thosdor May
and July are inverse. Ring width at a lag of aile year is the only prior
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FIG. 8.2. Response functions lor ring-width indices of Q!.imus alhtl in Indiana and
Illinois (Ashby and Fritts, 1972), Pinw halepensiJ in Marsl'ille, France (courtes\ of
Fran~oiseSerre), and Pinus sylveJlris from northern Sweden (courtesy ofB.Jonsson and T
P. Harlan). The 14-month interval for the first differs from the 'atter two by onl' month.
See Fig. 8.1 and text for further explanation.
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growth variable that is significant and its weight is positive. It is inlerred
Irom positive response to temperature and inverse response to
precipitation that on this site Model Part C (Fig. 5.10) is dominant.
The varying signs of the six response functions in Figs 8.1 and 8.2
indicate the presence of both direct and inverse relationships; the
confidence limits indicate varying significance; and the presence or
absence of prior growth variables indicate varying autOcorrelation
relationships. Such relationships with prior growth can be visualized as
climatic phenomena, for they incorporate effects of climate on growth in
prior years which are transmitted to a later growing sea~on through the
autocorrelation phenomenon.
Because of the statistical interaction of prior growth values with the
prior summer climate, the weights for prior summer climate must be
interpreted with caution if ring width at a lag of one year has been
entered as a part of the statistical relationship. The regression portions
out the growth and climatic effects as it attempts stat·istically to reconcile
their intercorrelations. If climate and growth are highly correlated with
one another, their individual weights in the response lunction ma v be
diminished or be of opposite sign.
The Muddas site response function (Fig. 8.2) provides a good example
of this kind of interaction. July temperature and concurrent ring width
are directly correlated. From this fact it is concluded that temperature or
the priorJuly and prior growth are also directly correlated. However, the
weight lor the response function lor July temperatures in the prior
summer is negative, while the weight for prior growth is positin·. The
equation has separated the eflects of the two directly l'orrrlated variables
statistically holding all but one variable constant. Thus, when prior
growth is held constant the statistical effect of temperature with prior
growth held constant is inverse. If prior growth had not been used as a
variable, the strong positive linkage between prior temperature. prior
growth, and ring width would have prevailed, and the weight li.>r
temperature of the prior July would likely have been positi\'l' and
significant.
B. Anaryz:ing Variations among Response Functions
Response lunctions have been obtained lor a large number or
coniferous species and sites in western r\orth America. The smoothed
response functions shown in Fig. 5.12 are the means lor five dilIi..rent
species or species complexes. An analysis of these same data including
response functions lor 127 individual ring-width chronologies (Fritts.
1974), is presented below. Most of the response functions were calculated
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using monthly mean temperatures and total monthly precipitation for
homogeneous climatic regions within state boundaries. In a few cases
climatic data for single stations were utilized, but the results for regional
climatic data usually surpassed those for single-station data in explaining
a greater percent of ring-width variance.
The weights or elements in each response function (excluding variables
for prior growth) were transtormed to the same variance by dividing each
element of the response function by the standard deviation of all 28
elements, then multiplying by a constant. A multivariate procedure
referred to as cluster analysis as described by Tryon and Bailey (1970)
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FIG. 1l.3. A diagrammatic representation of the relationships among the clustered
groups of response functions. The circled numbers repres~nt the basic clusters of three or
more respolllle functions. Each cluster is paired with another which most resembles it as
indicated by solid horizontal linesjoining numbers, and the pairs are plotted as a function
of their similarity. The most similar have low values of D and are plotted near the top of
the figure. The dashed lines enclose four distinct sets of response functions as described in
the text. (From Fritts, 1974)
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was used to sort the response functions and to classify them into
meaningful groups and subgroups. The cluster analysis' was necessary
because the diflerences among the 127 response functions were often
subtle and difficult to sort and classify by visual inspection. The dashed
lines shown in Fig. 8.3 encircle four categories ofresponse functions which
are merged into fouf large clusters shown near the bottom of each
encircled set as numbers 41, 39,40, and 45. Five relatively independent
features of the response functions were identified as differentiating factors
in the process of clustering (Fritts, 1974), and these factors were used to
sort and group the 127 response functions into their respective classes.
Figure 8.3 is a diagram representing the clustering response function
hierarchy, where the ends of the branches terminate in 24 distinct groups,
each ofwhich includes three or more similar response functions. These 24
groups are represented by the circled numbers I to 24 and are referred to
in the following discussion as the basic clusters. Each is paired with the
cluster it most resembles and the pairs are indicated by a horizontal line
drawn between them (Fig. 8.3). The vertical position of each pair in the
figure expresses the dissimilarity as measured by the scale marked D on
the left margin of the figure. Pairs at the bottom are the least similar while
those at the top are most similar. The most similar pair is identified first in
the clustering process and the two clusters are merged into a single cluster
group. The next most similar pair is then identified and these clusters
merged. Pairing and merging continues until finally all the clusters are
merged into a single group, shown as number 47 at the bottom of the
figure. The cluster groups to be merged become lesnmd less similar as
more response functions are included.
The elemen ts of the mean response function for all 127 si tes represented
by cluster 47 are shown in Fig. 8.4. The average weight for each of the 14
elements for temperature is shown in the upper portion of the plot; the
average for each of the 14 elements for precipi tation is shown in the lower
portion. The average for prior growth at each of the three lags is also
shown, even though these elements were not utilized in the clustering
procedure. This mean response function for all sites has mostly positive
weights for precipitation, representing the generally positive association
of arid-site tree growth with precipitation. The means for elements of the
response function associated with temperature are nearer to zero than
those for precipitation, because the temperature elements for individual
response functions exhibit both positive and negative signs. The average
elements of temperature that depart most markedly from zero and are
most often negative, are those for the months of October, March, May,
and June.
This averaged response function confirms the generally stated
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FIG. 8.4. The mean values for the 31 elements ofall 127 response functionsrepresenting
the 28 climatic variables and the three variables for prior growth (cluster 47. Fig. 8.31.
The magnitude of the averaged elements and the sign indicate the average importance
and the average direction of the relationship that exists. Vertical lines divide the seasons:
S, W, and S designate prior summer. prior winter, and the summer concurrent with
growth. (From Fritts, 1974) .
conclusion of many of the early studies that tree rings from arid-site
conifers are narrowest when precipitation during the year is low and
when temperatures during certain months of the year are high with
respect to normal conditions at each site.
h is apparent from the study that certain clusters exhibit a relatively
high degree of resemblance and others do not. The largest differences
revealed by clustering appear to result from varying site factors, such as
exposure, elevation, slope, and geographic location. Species differences
are present (see Fig. 5.12), but interestingly enough they are not as
marked as the differences due to site characteristics.
The mean response function for anyone of the four encircled cluster
sets is different from the mean response function for the other sets (Fig.
8.5). These differences may be interpreted as the most important
differences among the 127 response functions. The average response
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FIG. B.:>. The mean values for the 31 elements of the response functions for the four
encircled groups of clusters shown in Fig. B.3 as expressed by clusters 41, 39, 40, a~d 4:> ..
The magnitude of the elements and sign indicate the importance and direction ot
relationships that exist. Vertical lines divide seasons a~ in Fig. 8.4.
function of cluster set 41 (top left, Fig. 8.5) resembles that of cluster 47
(the mean ofa II response functions shown in Fig. 8.4). In these response
functions there is generally a direct relation between growth and
precipitation, especially during the latter portion of autumn, winter,
spring, and the first month ofsummer,June. Temperature on the average
is inversely related to growth for the six months of October, February,
March, April, May, and June.
The branches associated with cluster set 41 shown in Fig. 8.3 terminate
with eight basic clusters. One group, indicated by number circles 19, 18,
21,20 and 12, is related to cluster set 41 through an intermediate cluster,
38, on the right. Another group, 9, 10, and I, is related to cluster set 41
through an intermediate cluster, 32, on the left. The differences as well as
the similarities within the set of basic clusters can be expressed by
averaging the mean weight of n:sponse functions in each basic cluster,
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then plotting all mean weights which were significantly greater or less
than zeru (in this case at the 85% probability level) (Fig. 8.6). The upper
plots on the left of this figure include the statistically significant mean
elements of the 1esponse functions in basic clusters 19, 18,21, 20, and 12.
The plots for 9, 10, and I are shown on the right.
All response functions in the first two groups have generally large
positive values for the elements associated with precipitation for autumn,
winter, and spring as is shown in the mean response function for cluster set
41 (Fig. 8.5), though certain variations among the response functions of
the basic clusters are evident. Many of the elements for variable~ of
temperature are negative, representing a predominance of inverse
relationships for temperature in autumn, winter, and spring (Fig. 8.6
top). In a few cases, particularly significant elements are positive,
indicating a direct relationship between temperature and growth in
certain months.
Basic clusters 19, 18, 21, 20, and 12 include response functions where
the elements for temperature and precipitation during the prior summer
and for those at the end of the current summer Uuly) are frequently
correlated positively with growth. However, for basic clusters 9, 10, and
I, the significant weights for summer temperatures are either negative or
insignificant, while those for midspring (April) are either positive or
insignificant.
Thirty-two percent of all response functions were included in the
clusters associated with 41. The trees are on arid, exposed, and
well-drained sites located on the mountains and mesas of Arizona, New
Mexico, Colorado, and Utah (Fritts, 1974). The chronologies are most
typical of arid-site trees as described by Schulman (1956) and include
73% of the Pinus edulis stands sampled in this particular study. Pinus edulis
is an arid-site species restricted to low elevations and latitudes in
southwestern North America (see Fig. 4.16). Also included are 43% of the
sites with Pseudotsuga menziesii and 26% with Pinus ponderosa.
Three closely mlated basic clusters of response functions are associated
with cluster set 39 (Fig. 8.3). The means for the elements of the response
functions included in 39 are shown in the upper right portion of Fig. 8.5.
The elements for precipitation are large and positive for certain months
in the prior autumn and winter, and the summer concurrent with
growth. The elements associated with temperature are, on the average,
negative for the prior summer, autumn, and late spring, and early
summer concurrent with growth, while the means associated with
temperatures of April and the winter months are positive. The means of
the significant elements of the response functions in the three basic
clusters associated with 39 (basic clusters 5, 2, and 3) are shown in the left
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middle portion of Fig. 8.6. Basic clusters 5 and 2 both emphasize direct
relationships of growth with April temperatures, while for 3, the
significant direct relationship is for temperatures in February.
The principal feature of this group of clusters is the direct response of
growth to temperatures prior to the beginning of cambial activity. Basic
cluster~ 5 and 2 repr~sent response functions for 22% of the Pinus ponderosa
and P.je.ffreyi sites. Basic cluster 3 includes response functions for a site of
Pseudotsuga menziesii in Montana, Pinus edulis in Arizona, and P..flexilis in
Wyoming. All are on steep west-facing slopes.
The response to temperatures in another basic cluster (15) shown near
the bottom of Fig. 8.3 resembles basic cluster 3 in that there is a marked
direct relationship with February temperature, but it differs in that
March shows a significant direct temperature effect. Therefore, basic
cluster 15 was not classed with any ofthe four large sets and appears in the
diagram in Fig. 8.3 nearest the mean cluster for the entire set (47).
Cluster set 40 (Fig. 8.5) portrays the mean for the third set of response
functions encircled by dashed lines in Fig. 8.3. The means for elements
associated with precipitation (especially for winter) are not as large as for
those in 41 and 39. This indicates a lower importance of winter
precipitation as a limiting factor on growth but still shows a similar
dependency on warm-season moisture. The mean values of the weights
for temperatures are small, with some indicating direct and some
indicating inverse effects.
The significant elements of each basic cluster, 14, 13, 16,23,8, 17,7,
and 24, are shown in the middle and lower portions of Fig. 8.6. Many of
the elements associated with temperature for basic clusters 14, 13, and 16
do not appear in the plot because they are statistically insignificant. In
two cases where winter response is significant, a direct relationship
between temperature and growth is apparent. During the warmer
seasons, the elements for t~mperature are more often negative, indicating
that growth and temperature relationships at that time of year are more
commonly inverse than direct. It is difficult to generalize here because
there are considerable differences among the elements for temperature in
the response functions representing basic clusters 13, 14, and 16.
The elements in basic clusters 23, 8, 17, 7, and 24, as shown at the lower
left of Fig. 8.6, often express a direct relationship between growth and
temperature during early autumn, late spring, and summer of the
growing season. Within this cluster, elements for precipitation during
winter months are in some instances positive, but in other instances
negative.
The response functions of set 40, in general, express a direct
relationship with precipitation in autumn, late spring, and early summer,
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but differ markedly in the signs and values for temperature elements. In a
few cases there is an inverse or low correlation of growth with winter
precipitation and a direct correlation of growth with temperatures in
early autumn or late spring. The set includes 40% of the Pseudotsuga
men<.iesii sites, 43% of the Pinus ponderosa sites, and 20% of the Pinus edulis
sites used in the cluster analysis.
Elevations of the sites are often high and exposures are usually other
than south-facing. The habitats are apparently relatively cool and moist
where low temperatures in the cooler seasons would tend to be severe and
hence lead to physiological inactivity or to direct temperature and
growth relationships. Climatic conditions occurring during the growing
season are emphasized more than those during midwinter and this
suggests that models A and C, described in' Chapter 5, are the most
important for describing these particular climate-growth relationships.
The averages for elements of the response functions of the basic clusters
associated with cluster set 45 (Fig. 8.3) are shown at the lower right
portion ofFig. 8.5, and the differences among the three basic clusters are
shown on the lower right portion of Fig. 8.6. Large positive values
for elements of the response functions can be noted for the summer
and autumn seasons prior to growth. The weights associated with
precipitation in the prior july, October, and November, and for
temperatures in the prior july and August are large and positive.
However, the weights for elements of temperature are large and negative
for autumn and late winter through early spring. Those for precipitation
in june and july, the period of the growing season, are also negative.
This type of response to climate expresses a negative feedback
relationship whereby a summer of extreme climate appears to favor the
current growth in one direction and the following year's growth in the
reverse direction. Such a negative feedback counters tendencies for
positive autocorrelation, and the mean for the element associated with
prior growth at a one-year lag is smaller than in the other basic clusters.
However, the effects on growth of the climatic variations during winter
and spring are similar to those of other groups in that precipitation is
directly related and temperature is inversely related. Unlike many other
response functions, the weights for temperatures during winter and early
spring are larger than those for precipitation, indicating that
temperature is more important than precipitation during the winter
period.
These clusters include response functions for high-elevation arid sites,
mostly for Pinus longaeva (also see Fig. 8.1). It can be noted from Fig. 8.3
that basic cluster 22 cjiffers markedly from the mean for the other two
basic clusters in this set. This particular basic cluster includes response
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functions for extremely high-elevation sites near the upper tree line for
Pinus longaeva and one for Abies concolor. The weights in the response
functions for these sites differ in that growth is directly correlated with
temperatures during the concurrent summer as well as during the
summer prior to growth. This response, which is associated with cold
high-elevation sites of arid regions, is consistent with the response of
conifers at high northern latitudes, in that the temperatures of the
growing season are important and directly related to ring width.
LaMarche and Stockton (1974) computed response functions for eight
high-elevation sites of Pinus longaeva and Pinus aristata at the upper tree
line. The values ofthe elements they obtained for temperature during the
growing season were also large and positive. The elements for
precipitation in late summer of the prior year, autumn, and spring were
more often positive than those for precipitation in winter, except in the
case of some of the more arid sites. The weights for winter temperatures
were positive as often as they were negative. LaMarche and Stockton's
results confirm further the generalization that ring widths oflow latitude
trees at the upper tree line are often directly correlated with temperature
and sometimes directly correlated with precipitation. The results differ
from those of Fritts (1974) reported above, in that growth at tht;ir
high-elevation sites was not as strongly coupled with winter and early
spring temperatures as occurred in the more arid habitats.
C. Frequencies of Positive
and Negative Response Function Elements
Certain significant features are evident from a frequency analysis of the
signs of the response function elements. The occurrences of significant
positive and negative elements of the 24 basic clusters. were examined,
weighted for the number of response functions they represented. and
tabulated by season of occurrence. Table 8.1 includes the percentage of
response functions in which significant positive and negative weights
were exhibited in each of the five seasonal periods (Fritts, 1974).
These data show that the relative importance of direct and inverse
relationships differs markedly between variables for temperature and
precipitation and from one season to the next. The elements'associated
with precipitation are more commonly positive, while those associated
with temperatures are more commonly negative. During the winter
period the weights for temperatures were significantly positive in 33%,
significantly negative in 57~~, and not significant in 10% of the cases.
During the warmer seasons of the year the weights for temperature were
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TABLE8.! Percent rl'sponse functions that l'xhibit a significanl positi\'(' or negalive weighl
(or at kasl onl' month within a particular sl'ason."
Climatic Variab",t,
Sl'ason
Tl'mpl'raturl'
Positivl' Negatiw
(%l 1%)
Precipitation
Posit;\'(' :\egali\"e
(~'~J 1'\1
Prior SUrTlIl'll'r
AUlumn
Wintl'r
Spring
Junl'-Jl.\ly
35 57 49 -1-0
31 69 87 :28
33 57 90 III
2:2 73 93 H
36 71 46 31
I1From Frills, 1974. hlf coefficients with both positive- and llegatin' sign:-. occur It)r a giu'l\ ~l'a~()n
(but lor different months), the' O(Turrrnces arc tallied in hOlh the po:-.iti\'l' and IlC~'ati\T C()lllmTl~.
significantly negative from 57% to 73% of the time. The weights for
elements of precipitation during the winter and spring were significantly
positive 90% and 93% of the time respectively. However, in] une and] uly
concurrent with growth the weights for precipitation were significantly
positive only 46~~ of the time.
The variability in the sign of the weights for precipitation at the time of
growth in] une and] uly may be attributed to three causes. (I) The ring
may be partially formed by that time so that climate may have a limited
effect, (2) only two months (june and July) comprise this season as
compared to three months for the other seasons, so the probability for a
significant weight is two-thirds that for the other seasons, (3) the
precipitation for] uly is generally more weakly correlated or inversely
correlated with prior climatic conditions, only partly for climatic reasons.
] uly is positioned at the end of the l4-month period. As a result, a smaller
portion of the temperature and precipitation variance for this month is
reduced by the first and most important principal components than is
reduced by the same principal components for variables well within the
l4-month interv~l. With less variance reduced by the principal
components, the elements for] uly at the end of the l4-month period are
on the average lower than the elements for months well within the
l4-month interval.
The last condition mentioned above may also reduce the magnitude of
the "elements corresponding to the June marking the beginning of the
l4-month interval. As mentioned earlier, the weights for factors of the
prior summer climate may also interact with prior growth, and together
they share a role in the predictand variance they reduce. Hence, the
response function weights for climate of the prior season are lower and
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sometimes the opposite sign than ifprior growth had not been entered as a
ring-width predictor.
D. Interpreting Response Functions
Although response functions cannot prove cause-and-effect
relationships, they should at least be explainable in the light of current
knowledge of tree growth. In addition, they may indicate previously
unrecognized relationships. This section will examine the elements of
response functions for possible systematic and meaningful patterns
associated with particular species, site conditions, or geographical
regions. Details of the physiological processes and microenvironmental
factors are covered in Chapters 2 through 5, and the details of the data for
the particular sites are described by Fritts (1974).
It is important to keep in mind that each element ofa growth response
function represents the net effect of whatever <;orrelation exists between
environment and growth. The results of the response function are
constrained by the year-to-year fluctuation of the climatic variables
above and below their mean values for the particular season. Ifthe mean
of the tree's environment and the range of variability are near the
optimum for physiological processes, the natural variations in climate
may not be sufficient to limit the processes, and there is likely to be no
correlation and no significant response function elements. If the mean
and range of variability in the tree's environment are near the limits of
one or more plant processes, there is likely to be a marked effect on these
processes and subsequent correlation between climate and growth.
Further, if two processes act in opposite directions, they may cancel one
another's effect and result in a lack of correlation between climate and
growth.
For example, during a given month, temperature at a site may range
between WOC and 15°C, which is optimal for many processes. No process
would be limited by temperatures varying within this range, and the
element of the response function for temperature would be insignificant.
If temperatures at the site actually range from O°C to some value such as
WaC, the high temperatures may be near the optimum for certain
processes such as net photosynthesis, but those near O°C may be limiting.
Significant correlation with climate may result, and the corresponding
elements in the response function would be large, positive, and
significant. If, however, the site is very cool (such as on a north-facing
slope), leaf temperatures on the average may be below O°Cduring the
winter so that chlorophyll in the leaves is deactivated. The briefperiods of
warm temperatures (above O°C), unlike the very cold periods, may be
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unfavorable to growth because they result in high respiration and high
consumption offood. In such a case, due to the brief warm p,eriods, the
relationship between temperature and processes affecting growth would
be inverse, and the element of the response function would be negative.
In other situations, temperature in winter may range between aoc and
above when temperature is positively correlated with important
processes and between aoc and below when temperature is inversely
corrdated with important processes. These two opposing situations can
cancel one another's effects, in which case the corresponding elements
would be ncar zero and imignificant. On the other hand, during the same
time period high precipitation may occur more frequently in
meteorological situations when temperatures are near aoc than may
occur wben temperatures are at either the warm or cold extreme. Ifsuch
were the case, precipitation rather than temperature could correlate with
the growth-related processes and the response function would exhibit a
significant element, when in fact temperature, not precipitation, actually
is responsible for the physiological eflect. While such noncausal
associations may not be ,a particular ,problem to a dendroclimatologist
who is interested primarily in the information on climate contained in the
chronology of widths, they do cause difficulties when one attempts to
speculate on the physiological basis for the result.
In addition to the statistical associations described above, a
meaningful interpretation of response functions must also be based upon
a knowledge of how the various plant processes are limited by
environmental factors and how the microenvironmental factors are
linked to the monthly temperature and precipitation. Since linkages may
be diflerent for different seasons, and since the factors limiting growth
processes may vary from one month to the next, it is also important to
evaluate the elements of the response function in terms of the different
seasons and to consider very carefully the transitional periods between
seasons when the microclimates are changing from one limiting condition
to the next. Furthermore, the energy balance, the water balance, and the
climatic regime may vary markedly for different exposures, latitudes, and
elevations (Figs. 4.16 and 5.2). It is well also to consider the distribution'
of the tree species in question because trees on sites near the limits of the
species may be particularly susceptible to climatic variations.
Many kinds of relationships can complicate the interpretation of
growth response fl,lI1ctions but observations on features of environments,
sites, and species, and an understanding of plant processes, can be utilized
to eliminate many of the problems and allow for acceptable confidence in
explaining the meaning of the result. Inferences can always be made on
the basis of the best available information, and hypotheses can be made
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and tested as new samples are obtained. A certain amount of verification
is achieved as one is able to predict the type of responses function on
the basis of site and species information along with the statistical
characteristics of the chronology that results.
For example, the response functions for Pinus ponderosa on sites near its
arid and low elevation limits in northern Arizona show a more marked
correlation of growth with winter precipitation than with summer
pretipitation, while response functions for the same species on sites at
greater distances from the species' arid lower limits show a greater
correlation of growth with summer precipitation than with winter
precipitation. This observation can serve as a hypothesis about the
im'portance of winter and summer moisture on arid versus moist sites or
warm versus cold sites. The hypothesis may then be tested by classifying
available response functions for the same and other species on the basis of
nearness of the site to the arid limits and looking for differences in the
mean response function of the grouped sets. Since many response
functions are found to be consistent with this hypothesis, the hypothesis is
accepted as a valid one. Ofcourse, physiological evidence can provide the
ultim'ate verification, and it may lead to a more detailed and accurate
explanation ofthe dominant physiological cause-and-effect relationships.
Observations of differences in the response functions associated with
latitude, exposure, elevation, soil type, and other factors have led to many
inferences which are testable by classification of response functions and
examination of the classes for significant differences in the results. The
following discussion is a summary of the best inferences drawn from such
classified response functions and other information. Some of the
generalizations will undoubtedly be modified and improved in the
future, some will remain unchanged, and others will be abandoned as
they are found to be inconsistent with new research results. The items
described here reflect certain inadvertent biases in that a major portion of
research at the present time involves arid-site conifers from North
America. Information gathered by workers in other regions has been
examined for its consistency, but there are certainly many species, site
factors, and situations that have not been examined adequately.
The following discussion treats the macroclimatic factors of monthly
mean temperature and total.monthly precipitation separately, with each
divided into those relationships that are direct and those that are inverse.
This classification is further divided into subgroups consisting of varying
seasons, sites, and species.
1. Temperature
(a) Direct Relationship. Direct relationships between ring width and
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summer temperatures are often found in response functions for trees near
the upper elevational or latitudinal limits of the species, especially for
Ithose on north-f~cing slopes or in other unusually cool microclimates.
Th~ undoubtedly occurs because low temperatures limit respiration,
photosynthesis, and other biochemical processes essential for rapid
growth (Chapters 2 and 4). Low temperatures can further lead to
reduced ring width by delaying the beginning of the growth period and
by terminating growth before the end of the normal growing season.
Some direct correlations with temperatures in winter may result from
interacting conditions within a tree site. High temperatures in winter can
reduce snow cover, promote infiltration of moisture into the soil, cause
soil temperatures to be unusually' high, and result in high net
photosynthesis. Near sea level in northwestern United States where
cloudy weather is common, a direct correlation of ring-width growth in
conifers with winter temperature may result from the association of cool
temperatures with cloudy weather, low light intensities, and reduced net
photosynthesis (Chapter 4).
(b) Inverse Relationships. Ring width of conifers on semiarid sites is often
inversely correlated with variations in monthly temperatures. The most
obvious explanation for this inverse relationship is that temperature is the
driving force for diffusion of water, and anomalously high temperatures
lead to rapid evapotranspiration and accentuated conditions of water
stress (Chapter 3). Such effects of temperature are most apparent (I) in
the summer when high temperatures are common and low temperatures
are not likely to limit growth-controlling processes, (2) at low elevations
where air temperatures are most likely to be high for many months during
the year (Fig. 4.16), (3) on south-facing slopes, where there is abundant
radiant energy and plant temperatures are high, (4) in trees exposed to
wind which causes plant temperatures to approach those of the air and
steepens the leaf-air moisture gradients, (5) in trees on shatlow
well-drained soils or with restricted root distributions where little
moisture is available, and (6) in individual tree sites nearest the warm
and arid limits of the particular species distribution.
An 4nverse relationship may be generated by the direct effect of
temperatures on respiration, causing available foods to be utilized more
rapidly and net photosynthesis and storage offood to decrease (Chapters
4 and 5). Also, high air temperatures may force plant temperatures to
exceed the optimum levels for processes of growth, assimilation, and
hormone synthesis (Chapters 2 and 4). Inverse correlations between
temperature and growth can also result when root temperatures are likely
to be low during winter per;,iods of little snow or in the late autumn and
early spring. High air temperatures during times when the roots are cold
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or frozen can lead to severe internal water stress and injury to the leaves
and tissues exposed to the air (Chapter 4).
Higher than normal temperatures in the autumn can delay winter
hardening, making the tissues more susceptible to frost injury and
adversely inf1uencing growth in the following spring (Chapter 4). Higher
than normal temperatures late in summer or early in the autumn can
prolong growth ofcertain tissues, which consume food reserves so that less
is available for growth during the next year (Chapter 2). However, late in
the growing ~eason water is also likely to be deficient, in which case an
inverse relationship between temperatures and growth might
predominate (Chapter 2).
There are other interactions among plant processes which could lead
to either direct or inverse correlation with temperature. Extremely high
or low temperatures can reduce apical and needle growth affecting the
production and movement of growth-regulating substances and the sizes
and number of cells producer! by the cambium (Chapters 2 and 4). At
times of f100ding when low amounts of oxygen in the soil may limit
processes in the roots, high temperatures can enhance the further
depletion of oxygen in the snil as well as induce water stress (Chapters 3
and 4). A review of Chapters 2, 3, and 4 will suggest other ways in which
tf'mpf'1 ature can directly or indirectly affect ring width.
2. Precipitation
(a) Direct Relationships. Variations in monthly precipitation are most
commonly directly correlated with ring widths in trees on semiarid sites,
the most obvious explanation being the association between low
prf'cipitation, low soil moisture, and internal water stress, which limits
physiological processes affecting growth (Chapter 3). The more
precipitation there is, the more moisture is available in the soil, and the
longer is the period of time before water stress becomes the most limiting
factor to growth.
Such a model has been used frequently in tree-ring studies, as it is
relatively apparent from experimental results. However, the response
functions and field investigations on arid sites suggest that water stress
very often limits processes other than cambial activity and creates
internal conditions that at some later time affect growth (Model B, Fig.
5.9), This sequence is seen most clearly in trees nearest the arid limi ts, on
well-drained sites, at low elevations, and on southerly exposures where
the rf'sponse functions often show significant and direct relationships
between growth and precipitation'during almost any month of the year.
Some of thf' most important processes involved in this direct relationship
between precipitation and cambial activity are net photosynthesis,
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assimilation, apical growth, leafdevelopment, root growth, and both the
production and translocation of growth regulators.
Precipitation relationships can vary durin~ the non~rowin~ season,
depending upon whether moisture typically falls as rain or snow. Ifsoil
moisture is low and soil temperatures are above DoC, either rain or snow
can add moisture to the soil. If the soil is frozen, additional precipitation
falling in the form ofsnow cannot penetrate the soil and may not have any
significant effect on available moisture. Snow early in the season can
il}sulate the soil and contribute to warm soil temperatures and rapid
water absorption by the roots during the winter period, while an absence
of early snow can le~d to low soil temperatures and the freezing of roots.
In addition, precipitation falling as snow may besubject towind, blowing
it away from certain exposures and depositing it as drifts in others.
Variations in wind direction or intensity from one year to the next can
complicate further the growth-precipitation correlations as they affect
driftin~ snow.
(b) Inverse Relationships. Inverse correlation between precipi tation and
growth is less common than nirect correlation especially in arid sites, and
when it dot's occur it often exists because precipitation is correlated with
other more limiting factors. For example, in sites where soil drainage is
poor, excessive moisture mdY reduce soil oxygen and inhibit the growth of
roots. An unusually deep snow and an increase in the length of time a
particular site is covered by snow may extend the length of the
photosynthetically inactive period and delay the beginning of growth
(Model C, Fig. 5.10), thus leading to an inverse relationship between
precipitation and ring width. Another related inverse effect of
precipitation on growth can occur in autumn when unusually dry
weather can lead to water stress and increase the winter hardening, which
prevents destruction of plant tissues by severe winter cold (Chapter 4).
Other inverse correlations with precipitation may result from the
fin'orable effects of soil moisture on flowering, fruiting, and other
phenomena that compete with cambium for the reserves offood (Chapter
5). Heavy snow, ice, hail, and lightning that are associated with high
precipitation can damage the plant and occasionally lead to a reductioil
in growth.
3. Interactions between Climatic Variables
Precipitation may have an influence on the elements of the response via
its correlation with cloud cover, air temperatures, and other factors
influencing processes ia the trees. At sites which are frequently limited by
low temperatures, precipitation and cloud cover may considerably
renuce the direct radiation and cause additional cooling of the plant
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(Chapter 5). If no other factor is more limiting, lhe association of cloud
rove.. with low temperatures may become more limiting to growth than
either factor alone. The response function may show an inverse
precipitation effect as well as a direct temperature ~ffect, although the
former may not occur frequently enough to give rise to a significant.
weight.
Such inverse relationships between precipitation and temperature
may also lead to unexpected results. Cloud cover, increased humidity,
and cooler remperatures associated with rainy periods in summer can
have a favorable effect on net photosynthesis and growth in arid-site trees
because of the corresponding reduction in the heat load and improved
water balance (Chapters 3 and 5). This could conceivably produce a
direct correlation between growth and precipitation ofa region due to the
frequent occurrence of afternoon clouds, even though the amounts of
rainfall falling on the tree sites might be insufficient to affect growth.
Clouds in winter may prevent excessive cooling at night and maintain
plant temperatures near those of the daytime (Chapter 5). At, high
elevations winters with little precipitation may be accompanied by warm
days and very cold nights, which would contribute to high respiration in
the day without any compensating photosynthesis, and would result in
depletion of food reserves available for spring growth (Chapter 4).
Interactions can occur among prior growth and the concurrent
climatic factors ifdrought is followed by more favorable conditions in late
summer and early autumn (Chapter 2). The growth processes which
ordinarily consume foods are checked by the drought, and all
photosynthates go into food reserves which are then available for the next
year's growth. Also, the moisture of the prior growing season may affect
the number, size, and kind ofbuds produced, the amounts ofleafand root
growth, and the degree of winter hardening, all of which in turn
determine the functional tissue~ that influence the amount of growth
(Chapter 5). The net effect of drought may be a reduction in present
growth, but an increase in future growth ifother factors are not limiting.
The opposite type of interaction has already been mentioned for Pinus
longaeva from arid sites where high precipitation during the growing
season leads to low growth in that year, but high growth in the next year.
This may be due to diversion of food substances to the growth of needles
and roots, which in turn enable the tree in the following season to better
utilize its environment for growth.
Interactions may arise from antecedent climatic conditions which
affect the tree through preconditioning. An extremely cold winter can
cause the tree to become completely dormant (all processes essentially
inactive) for several mon ths. Variations in precipi ta tion and soil moisture
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are then less likely to affect processes because of their inactivity. In the
spring, as temperatures rise and the trees become more active, an
abundant scil moisture reserve is more likely to have a beneficial effect.
Also if the annual precipitation is high enough to fully recharge the soil
during the winter, late winter precipitation may run off and have no
physiological effect unless they influence variables such as light and
temperature, which become limiting to processes affecting growth. The
amount of precipitation and temperature may also be correlated with
frequency of various types of destructive processes which indirectly lead
to a change in the forest habitat and the variations in growth. For
example, climate can be acontributing factor to the occurrence of fire,
insect infestation (Fig. 5.6), ice damage, landslides, and flooding which in
turn can lead to variations in growth.
III. Strengths and Weaknesses
of Response Function Analysis
I t can be seen from the above discussion that response function analysis
provides an exceptionally precise tool for identifying tree-growth and
climatic relationships. The fact that variables of monthly temperature
and precipitation can account for as much variance as they do attests to
the validity of the method. For example, in 80% of the response functions
mentioned by Fritts et al., (1971), climatic variables reduced more than
50% of the ring-width variance. The median percentage of variance due
to climate is approximately 60% to 65%, and for 20% of the response
functions climatic variation accounted for more than 80% of the
chronology variance. If one regards the variance due to prior growth as
an effect of climate in prior years, an even larger percentage of total
variance is due to climate. Considering the fact that response functions
represent a linear expression of very, complex biological systems
responding to the microenvironments, and that the microclimates are
only partially coupled to the macroclimate ofa large climatic region, the
percentage ofvariance due to climate appears to be a substantial amount.
However, the response function technique does have a number of
weaknesses. The most important one is that elements in response
functions need not be causally related to ring-width growth. Any factors
that are correlated with temperature and precipitation inadvertently
affect the response function relationships.' A second limitation is that
strong nonlinear interactions among variables may not be represented
adequately and may not be fully taken into account.
It is possible that additional flexibility in the statistical model for the
response functions could bl'! achieved by using curvilinear regression or
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othrr appropriate transformatiom (jonsson, 19691 or by add ing (TOSS
products as factors to allow lor multiplicatin' clfects, Such changes could
lead to significant loss of degrees of freedom and perhaps impair the
ability to analyze individual months and sites, :\ certain numher oj
degrees of freedom could be added by increasing the length o!" the
climatic record with which the ring-width chrollolog\ is all;l!\ I.cd,
However, the quality of man\" early climatic records is questionable and.
in the case of region-wide data. the record is likeh" to include kwer
reporting stations so that it represents a less reliable record of\'arialiollS ill
the macroclimate, Thus, it is not at all promising that the respollse
function analysis can be impron'd markedl\" by adding more
observations and variables to handle nonlinear clkets,
Another limitation is that the response function in its present lilrm docs
not allow for dillcrentialion between climatic factors that han' an
immediate ellcct on growth (high frequencies I and thosc that llIa\ ha\(' a
prolonged alket lasting se\-eral veal's to sc\Tral ckcades I low
Irequencies), Such dilkrences in Iree growth and el1\'ironl1lt'nLl!
relationships which il1\'oln' IrequcnC\' \'ariatio!lS ma\" he handled h\
filtcring the data hclixe analvsis or 11\ usc o{ p()\\('r ;lllCl (TO,"-POI\(T
spcctrum leehniques (Chapter 61,
IV. Significance of Response Function Capability
As Ircc-ring analysis is applicd to a wider \'ariet\ o!" sites and climatil
conditions, ('\Tn morc di\,('fsit\, in resp0!lSe f[Il1ctions is e:\pecled 10 r"'lilt
Although the presence of such di\Trsit\ appears to substantiate claim,
madc 1)\ carl\" critics that thc tree growth climatic re!;ltionshilb ;111'
e:\cecd ingl y cOlllpln, it docs not lililow tha t the\" a n' too COl1l pl(':\ to a 1101\
for climatic an;ihsis, Actualh the comple:\it\" is an as,e!. lill' thegrc;ltn
the dinTsit\" in the response to climate. th .. great(T thc inlill'lllalioll on
climate,
For example, thc n'sponse lunctions lil!' t\IO chrollologil" II'oin IITC' Oil
neighboring sitcs may he similar in all respects exccpt lil!' the \I('jghh 01
one climatic bctor and seasoll. such as precipitation lill' II intn,
Difkrences bctween the chronologies could ()l'('U I' on h \1 hen \\ ill t.. r
precipitation was either higllCr or lower than the avnagc, In,uch a case
the two chronologies could be suhtractcd one Irom the ollH'r to ("timate
the variation in winter precipitation. To be more sp(Tihc aSSllJ11e that:
Trec.... Oil i.l hyp(J1 helical ... ill' A rt''1pond to prrcipitalioll ll\ IT .tll ..,(';\..,/lI1'" III tIll' ~ ('.II':
Tree' on" h\p'lIhel;c,,1 ,ile H'T'pOlld ,,"11 10 precipitatioll oClhe '"'111111", "illln,
alld 'pring:
'1'1'('(':-' on site c: rc"'pund lJlll~ to precipitatioll of .Hlll/mll alld ... pring: ;Ind
Trccs Oil silt' [) n:spolld ()Ill~ to precipitation 01 ... pring:.
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Then the following can be obtained:
Annual precipitation is proportional to indin's or A:
Summl'f precipitation is proportional 10 the indin" 01':\ minus the indice' olll:
Wintn precipitation is proportional 10 the indices or B minus those or c:
Autumn precipila1ion i, proportional to indiccs 01 C minus indin" or]): and
Spring precipitalion is proportional 10 the indices or D.
Thus, it is at least theoretically possible to obtain estimates 01" climate
lor dillerent seasons if the response functions indicate sullicient din'rsitv
in the chronologies used to estimate climate. In order to obtain as much
diverse inlormation as possible, a number of sites and species in an area
should be sampled with adequate replication and each summarized
separately. Each ring-width chronology may then be calibrated dirt,ctk
with available climatic data, and the calibrations used to ascertain what
information the associatcd chronologies han' recorded regarding past
climate. Those chronologies with the most 'din'rse set or response
functiOIis can be selected and a transkr function calculated to con\Trt the
variations in the selected chronologies to \ariations in climate.
The dC\'c1opment of this multi\'ariate procedure has substantiallv
changed the data-collection reCJuirements of dendroclimatological
research. In the past the emphasis was placed on selecting trees from
extremely arid or cold sites which responded similarh to \'ariatiom ill
either drought or temperature. \,'ith such selection the ring-width
'chronologies were all inkrred to represent the appropriate climatic
clemen!. Now one can somewhat relax the empnasis Oil collection Irom
the extremely limiting en\'ironments, since the multi\'ariate procedures
olkr convenient, objectin', and rapid methods of anah zing the di\Trsity
ol"th(' response. However, the selected sites must be sullicienth strcssli.d .so
tha t some c1ima tic factors arc limi ting and there is sullicient \'aria hi Ii tyin
ring structure to crossdate and calibrate with climate.
V. Assessing Effects on Growth
of Varying Climate
As was mentioml(J earlier, each element or weight ofa response Ji.lllction is
proportional to the relative effect of the calibrated climatic variable on
ring width. Responses Ii.tllctions shown thus fin arc in normalf()rm; that
is, th(' units arc expressed in units of the standarcl d('\'iations of each
variable. \Vhen each element of a response junction is di\'ided \" the
appropriatc standard deviation 01" thc climatic variable it represcnts, the
clements are transformed to units expressing the cfkct of inches or
millimeters of precipitation and degrees of temperature on ring width
(Fritts el al., 1971). It is then possible to substitute into the equation
particular departure valu('s of each climatic \'ariabl(' ff)r each month and
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calculate the absolute elkct of climate upon ring width as measured at
the climatic station. Ifspecific departure values arc applied to all weights,
including substitutions of the derived growth departure for prior years,
some interactions among variables and prior growth are taken into
account.
Figure 8.7 is an example of the usc ofresponse functions for a number of
relatively arid-site trees from the western United States to assess the
efICcts on tree growth of hypothesized changes in global climate which
could result from the operation of a fleet of supersonic transport aircraft
(Cooper el al., 1974). A reduction in temperature of 2°C (3°C for sites
north of latitude 400 N) for each of the 14 variables for monthly
temperature was multiplied with each element of the response function,
which had itself been divided by the appropriate standard deviation.
Calculations also included precipitation changes of + 5% and - 5/~
(JO~~ for sites north of latitude 400 N). The calculations were carried out
for five successive years, and estimated anomalies in growth were
multiplied by the elements of prior growth for lags of up to three years.
The result represents an estimate of the percentage change in ring-width
growth that would be expected frpm the proposed climatic anomaly
operating over a period of five years (Fig. 8.7). This of course does not
take into account community changes which may alter competition and
afICct growth.
Growth increased in nine out of the 12 cases shown in Fig. 8.7, a result
attributable to the lowering of temperatures, which reduces both water
stress and respiration (Models A and B, Figs. 5.8 and 5.9) and hence
augments the available water and food supplies. In the three sites where
growth was reduced, it was hypothesized that the lowering of
temperatures caused a reduction in physiological processes that directly
govern ring-width (Model C, Fig. 5.10).
The elkct of both a 5% decrease and 5/~ increase in precipitation (solid
line and dashed line) indicates that the specified changes in precipitation
would have a much smaller eflect than temperature on growth. A
decrease in precipitation consistently reduces growth. The differences in
the shapes of the curves are due to varying effects of prior growth.
These results diflered from computations for other forest sites using
~imulation models of productivity developed for certain forest biomes
(Cooper el al., 1974). The simulation of some models was based on
measurements of actual plant processes on cool and moist sites.
Consequently, those models predicted a reduction in growth due to the
lowering of temperatures, while the response functions derived from more
arid-site trees indicated that the detrimental effects of water stress due to
high temperatures would be most limiting to growth.
o
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FIG. 8.7. The calculated ring-width response to the most extreme climatic changes
suggested to result from operation of a fleet of supersonic transport aircraft, shown for 12
sites. Calculations included a 2°C decrease in temperatures and a 5% increase (dashed
lines) or decrease (solid lines) in precipitation for each month throughout the year, which
were multiplied with the appropriate element of the response function for sites south of
40 N. (For sites north of 4OoN, the specified change in temperature was 3°C and in
precipitation ±10%.) The calculations were carried out for a succession offive years and
the estimated growth applied to the elements of the response function for prior growth at
lags up to three years. Ordinate values are in terms of percentage of present normal ring
width at each sire. Response functions and site data are published from Fritts (1974).
Ps.m., P.p., and P.ed. indicate species Pseudotsuga men{iuii, Pinus ponderosa, and Pinus edulis
respectively.
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The response 11ll1ction analysis described by Frills IlJ7+ dell10nstrates
the existence of a wide \'ariet" of climalic bctors that can alllTt ring
width. This suggests that more physiological studies on extrell1e sites n);l\
ren'al new growth-('nYironrnental relationships not ('ncounlered ill 1110 IT
optimal enYironments.
Since the response Illl1ctio!l' can be used to asccrt;\in the clkets of
climatic yariatiol1S on .growth ()\Tr a wide are;\ and a Yarid\ ofsitrs. thn
may be used to test the appropriateness of extrapolating inf(JrIl1atilln
gathered Irom areas intensin'ly studied Illr ecosystem an;\hsis to othcr
locations, especiallY to those representing stress sites ncar the n;ltural
limits of the (clreSI.
VI. Climatic Reconstruction and V criflcation
The primary goal of dendroclimatology is the reconstruction of past
climate. A typical approach to reconstruction has been to identil, what
climatic parameters correspond to particu lar yariations in ring width, to
examine the ring-width record fc)r anomalous yariations in growth, and
t hen to deduce the appropriate yariations in the climatic parameters
from the anomalies in growth I,Schulman. 1956; Sirt'n. 19b:~!.
Figure 8.8 is an example of such a study in which past \ariation, in
growth at !vIesa Verde, Colorado, were used to infer Yariatio!1.S in past
climate (FrillS, rl al., 1%5c). The study was made to test a 11\'[Jothesis
which asserted that a so-called "great drought" apparent from tree rings
for A.D. 1276 -1289 was ofsullicirnt severit y to force abandonment of (he
cliff dwellings at about the same time.
Ring widths in Iiying trees of P\fudoL\uga mm::'/I's/i were examined and
were found to be directly related to yariations in precipitation and. to a
limited extent. il1\'Crseh related to \'ariations in temperature fClr a 1:~­
month period extend ing from June of one \Tar through June or the next
(see Table 7.VI). The climate for particular monthly intervals that were
significantly related to growth are listed as f(lllows in order of decreasing
importance: (I) precipitation and temperature for March through Mav.
(2) precipitation for October and NoYembrr, (3) precipitation for August
and September, (4) temperature for the June concurrent with growth.
(5) precipitation for December through February, and (6) temperature
and precipi tation (or June and July of the \ear prior to growth (Fritts rl
al., 1965c). Fritts (1974) confirmed these generalities bv calculating the
response Iimction for the same data and sites.
There was also a direct relationship between yearly ring-width index
values and the index for the ring formed three vears earlier. The
standardized ring-width chronology was corrected for this third-order
+Of) 'J REE RI:\(;S ,\:\1) CLI\I.\TE
autocorrelation by subtracting the normalized value for prior growth
after it had been multiplied by the appropriate regression coefficient and
the result denormalized. A five-year moving average of the corrected
indices was plotted for every even-numbered year (Fig. 8.8). The five-
year average was chosen to bring out long-term growth variations
ARCHAEOLOGICAL WOOD
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FIG. 8.8. Five-year running means of ring-width indices from Pseudotsuga menziesii at
Mesa Verde, Colorado, corrected for autocorrelation and plotted on every even year from
A.D. 442 through 1962. (Modified from Fritts et a/., 1965c)
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exp~essing climatic conditions thought to be detrimental to agriculture
and food reserves of the mesa inhabitants. An archaeological ring-width
chronology obtained from the dwelling timbers was similarly treated to
extend the record back in time.
I t was inferred Irom the calibration that intavals of low growth were
also intlTyals orIow precipitation and high temperature, emphasizing the
months in order ofimportance listed above. Fritts et at. (1965c) noted the
intenal A.D. l273-I~S5was characterized by low growth and could be
inferred to be dry. However, they also noted that the departures in
growth from a mean yalue of I lor that particular time appeared to be
.surpassed between A.D. 51 ~ and 1673 by 10 other intervals character;zed
by low growth. Therefc)re, it appeared to these workers that the so-called
""great drought"" was not as severe as droughts at other times and was
probablY only one of several factors in a CRain 01' events that led to the
disappearance of the prehistoric people irom Mesa Verde at that
p;,rticular time. The only \ erilieations of these reconstructions are similar
yariations in ring-width chronologies of other sites and other species
throughout Mesa Verde and in neighboring areas.
I t was also noted that no pr'riod of low growth appears to have
occurrcd artcr 1673 that was as low as the growth between 1276 and 1289.
The growth of 1895 to 1906 was low, but the interval was shorter and the
indiccs were larger th;~n the corresponding yalues during the "great
drought"' of 1~7b I~S9. Therefore, drought was inferred to be less severe
arter Ib7:-;, which is consistent with other notions about the onset of the
cool moist pcriod (sometimes called the Little Icc Age) that began in the
I:mo's and brought cool moist conditions in sou thwestern United States
earl\ in the 17th century (Fritts, 19(5). Ring-width indices for the early
19mfs at ~Iesa Verde suggest the climate early in the 20th century was
unusuall\ wet and cool, although in the last few decades the ring--width
indices indicate that more aycrage conditions han' prevailed.
VII. Inferences from Chronologies
with Different Growth Responses
Inf()rmation obtainrcl from a regression analysis or from a response
Illl1etion applied to a single chronology provides only a generalized
estimate ofYariations in past climate since the rrsponse is integrated over
one or more \cars. I tis diflicult to determine the season ofoccurrence ofa
particular climatic anomaly associated with Yariations in growth and
\\hether the anomalY resulted from precipitation deficits, excessively
high temperatures. or both. Howc\Tr, it was suggested in Section 1V that
the respol\se and transkr function analyses can provide a solution to this
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problem, if ring-width chronologies are available from two or more sites
or species which respond in different ways to the same conditions of
climate. The following study of LaMarche (1974a) applies this principle
by using two ring-width chronologies in the same species and area which
respond differently to anomalies in temperature and precipitation in the
respective tree sites.
The two ring-width chronologies were deVeloped from Pinus longaeva in
eastern California. One was an arid-site chronology from the forest
border derived by Edmund Schulman and utilized by Fritts (1965). The
other was a 5405-year ring-width chronology which was developed at the
upper elevationallimits of the species by LaMarche and Harlan (1973).
Response functions ofring-width variation indicate that these trees were
responding in a direct manner to variations in temperature for the spring,
summer, and autumn seasons. Moisture was less often limiting,-though
narrow rings were sometimes associated with extremely dry years.
LaMarche (1974a) also found that the ring-width record in the high-
elevation chronology was consistent with trends in temperature during
the spring, summer, and autumn 'at both neighboring and distant
localities where weather records were available.
However, response function analysis indicated ring-width variations in
drought-sensitive Pinus longaeva in the same area but at lower elevation
were directly related to precipitation and inversely related to
temperature (Fritts, 1969, 1974) (Fig. 8.1). Not only do the chronologies
at the upper and lower elevational limits differ in their response to
particular climatic factors, but the record from the high-elevation
chronology was inferred by LaMarche (1974a) to average the
temperatures over a period of 15 or more years. As a result, the ring-width
chronology for the high-elevation trees expressed more low-frequency
variance than the chronology from the more arid-site trees at lower
elevations. The first-order autocorrelation in the former ranged between
0·6 and 0,8, but in the latter it ranged between 0·0 and 0·3. The large
differences in the amounts of variance at different frequencies in the two
time series, along with the difference in lag of from I to 15 years between
the climatic effect and the tree-growth results, prohibited a
straightforward calibration using transfer function analysis (see Chapter
6). Therefore, LaMarche elected to simply plot 20-year means of ring
widths from the high- and low-elevation trees and to infer the appropriate
climatic anomaly from the observed departures in growth.
The mean ring-width departures for the two sites and the inferred
climatic anomalies are shown in Fig. 8.9. Specific departures in past
growth which sometimes persisted for more than 300 years were inferred
to be long periods of anomalous temperature and precipitation, which
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were punctuated by shorter episodes showing climatic variations of a
different kind.
LaMarche further linked the inferred temperature-precipitation
anomalies to features of the general circulation. This was accomplished
by examining the existing meteorological records for the area, identifying
the months and years when the anomalies in moisture or temperature had
been especially marked, and examining maps of the corresponding
heights of the 700 mb pressure surface (about the same as the atmospheric
pressure at 3 km) over western North America (Fig. 8.10).
It was noted that the most common anomalies, especially during spring
and autumn in recent decades, have been warrri-dry and cool-moist
situations (Maps C and A, Fig. 8.10). The warm-dry conditions were
associated with a low pressure trough over the North Pacific Ocean and a
high pressure ridge over the Rocky Mountains which brought warm dry
continental air into California. Cool-moist and cool-dry anomalies (the
latter were less frequent in the modern period) were associated with an
upper-level trough which caused cold moist air to flow from the ocean or
cold dry air to flow southward off the North American continent (see
Maps A and B, Fig. 8.10). The warm-moist conditions occurred in
summer and involved anomalous extension of what is referred to by
meteorologists as the upper level Bermuda High, bringing moisture and
warmth from the east into California during July.
LaMarche inferred from the past ring-width record that not only were
temperatures often lower in the past at the tree sites but that they were the
result ofa more frequent occurrence ofan upper level trough over western
North America than occurred during the modern period. Such an
inference assumes the principle ofuniformitarianism in that the climatic
anomalies in the past are assumed to have been similar to those of the
present, except in frequencies of occurrence.
The inferences of LaMarche seemed to be verified by their consistency
with the past circulation over western North America suggested by Lamb
(1969a), who used diflerent ki,nds of evidence for his reconstructions. It
was noted by LaMarche, however, that while the general circulation
over western Europe and elsewhere in western North America was
similar to that over California, there were periods of time when the
records of climatic variations over the two continents differed.
The 100-year mean growth at the upper tree line plotted for each
century since 3000 B.C. is s~own in Fig. 1.15 in Chapter I (Gates and
Mintz, 1975), along with data on expansion and contraction of glaciers
primarily in western North America and northern Europe as described by
Denton and Karlen (1973). Expansion of glaciers- which occur in the
same general regions of the trees are clearly associated with periods oflow
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FIG. 8.10. Examples of 700 mb pressure height (about the same as the atmospheric
pressure at 3 km) maps for selected months associated with large precipitation and
temperature anomalies in the White Mountains of California. Different frequencies of
these Dr similar circulation patterns in the past were offered as explanation of the climatic
anomalies inferred from intersite comparisons of ring widths (Fig. 8.9). (From LaMarche,
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the Advancement of Science)
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growth, which arc inferred to be cool. The glacier data, though not dated
on as fine a time scale, serve as a kind of independent verification orthe
climatic anomalies reconstructed from the tree· rings.
VJII. Reconstruction Using Multivariate
Transfer Functions
A. Climatic Variations in Arid Regions affecting Strearriflow
Stockton (1971a 1975) and Stockton and Fritts (197Ia) applied the
techniques ofdendroclimatology to the reconstruction ofpast streamflow
from river basins in semiarid western North America. A model is used
which assumes that the amounts of annual streamflow for the water year,
the twelve months from October through the following September, is a
function of precipitation, temperature, and evapotranspiration as they
vary throughout the river basin and from season to season. Since ring
widths of trees in the watershed vary in response to the same climatic
parameters, direct calibration of ring widths with variations in
streamflow is obtained, using modern hydrological measurements to
establish the correlation between the two. The calibration is then used to
estimate the streamflow for the years in the past when no hydrologic
records existed, using long tree-ring chronologies from the river basin.
Methods were first tested on two watersheds of different size, one in
northcentral Arizona and one in westcentral New Mexico. Several tree-
ring samples were obtained from Pseudotsuga men~iesii on different sites
within each watershed. For such studies, careful statistical analyses were
made, and response functions for temperature and precipitation data
were obtained for streamflow as well as for ring width.
For example, in one watershed both streamflow and tree growth were
found to be directly correlated with precipitation during all months ofthe
water year. However, the response fimctioris for tree growth often
emphasized the moisture of late autumn and winter, while the response
functions for streamflow emphasized precipitation in April and July.
Also, high temperature extremes during the months of December, April,
and May apparently promoted high streamflow but were limiting to tree
growth in the studied site. This is explained by the effect of higher than
normal temperatures during the three months mentioned above which
favor snow melt and streamflow but adversely "affect the physiological
conditions in the trees that in turn cause lower growth. Differences were
also noted among the response functions for the trees in different sites, and
it was thought that a multivariate transfer function was appropriate to
reconstruct streamflow.
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A power spectrum analysis (sef' Chapter 6) of differences in data in
regard to frequency revealed that there was more low-frequency variance
in the tree-ring data than in the records of streamflow. This discrepancy,
which was attributed to differences in the statistical generating processes
of the two types of data, suggests that the best reconstruction of
streamflow may require tree growth lagged for a number of years.
Statistical models listed in Table 8.11 describe the ways tree rings were
matched with streamflow for seven calibration attempts and includes the
percentage of streamflow variance accounted for in each case. The
establishment of the coefficients associated with the predictors of each
equation involved the following procedure: (I) extraction of the
eigenvectors of tree growth (Equation 7.18), (2) .regression analysis using
the eigenvector amplitudes of growth and sometimes actual values of
prior streamflow to statistically estimate streamflow, and (3) conversion
of the coefficients for the amplitudes to the transfer function (Equation
7.21), the elements of which become weights identified with the
coordinates of the original tree growth (Stockton, 1975).
For hydrological reasons Models 1, 2, and 3 (Table 8.11) were
constructed to utilize values of both prior streamflow and tree growth to
predict streamflow. One difficulty with such a model is that only
estimates of the prior streamflow values, not the actual data, are available
lor years before the calibration period. This introduces an additional
error factor into the prediction equation. However, the reconstructions
using Models 4 through 7, which did not possess the additional error,
TABLE 8. I I Various models using different sets of lags for reconstructing annual runoff of
the upper San Francisco River from ring-width chronologies in the watershed and the
perceI'lt variance reduced"
Variables of model
Predictand Ring-width Prior runoff %Variance
predictors predictors reduced
I. Runoff !j;)b XI _3, X'_2l X/_I, x/ with /,-3 +/,-2 +/,_1 d 71·5
2. Runoff !j;) X,_'ll XI_I, X" X,+ I with /,-2 +/,-1 64·0
3. Runoff !j;) X,_I, XI' X/+ 1, x'+'J. with /,_1 72·2
4. Runoff !j;) X
'
_ 3l X,_'b X,_I, XI 60·5
5. Runoff !j;) XI_2, X,_I, X" X/+ I 55·1
6. Runoff !j;) XI_I, X" X/+ 1l x/+'l 72-2
7. Runoff !j;) X" X,+I' X'+2' X1+ 3 66·0
'From Stockton (1971) and Stockton (1975). 'Runoff for water year I. 'Ring-width indices for 3
years prior to year 1 through year I. dRunofffor water year 3 years prior to year 1 through the year
prior to I.
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were shown by power spectrum analysis to exhibit a different time-series
structure than the actual streamflow records. Thus it was concluded bv
Stockton (1975) that Model I is superior to Models 3 and 6, even though
the reconstructions using the latter two models have an additional source
of error. In each case of reconstruction, the streamflow record from a
nearby gauging station was used to verify the reconstructions.
Stockton (1975) applied this same modeling and calibration procedure
to reconstructing streamflow from the Colorado River Basin, which
covers 283,605 km 2 . Seventeen tree sites within or near the watershed
were used, and the streamflow record for Lee Ferry, Arizona, adjusted for
diversion ofwater from 1896 to 1961, is calibrated with the growth record
of the 17 tree sites. The same models shown in Table 8. II were used, and
Model 5 was shown to yield the best reconstruction, with a calibrated
streamflow variance 01'82% for the dependent data set (see Fig. 7.2). The
transfer function from the calibration was applied using the 17 ring-width
chronologies to reconstruct streamflow as far back in time as all ring-
width records are complete. These reconstructions have already been
presented in the first chapter (Fig. 1.16).
The inclusion of the growth indices of the two prior years (X,_I and
X,-2) (See Model 5, Table 8.1 I) appears to adjust for differences between
the generating processes of the trees and the generating processes of
streamflow that produce the respective time series (see Chapter 6). The
indices for one year following (x,+.) account for a lag ofone year between
the climatic input and the resulting streamflow, as well as for lags of tree
growth behind the occurrence of climate.
Stockton (1975) compares the power spectra of (I) the actual
streamflow record, 1896-1961, (2) the reconstructed streamflow record
1896-1961, and (3) the entire reconstructed streamflow record 1564-
1961. He concludes that the frequency distribution of the recon-
structions resemble those of the actual streamflow sufficien~ly to accept
model 5 as the best.
The reconstructed long-term mean for the flow of the Colorado River
for 1569-1961 was 13·0 million acre feet, which was over 2 million acre
feet less than the mean of the gauged record for 1896-1961 of 15·03 million
acre feet. The estimated variance for the longer reconstructed record,
which was corrected for variance lost in regression, was 17·01. This was
less than the corresponding figure of 18-42 for the variance of the actual
streamflow during period 1896-1961.
Later work of Stockton and Jacoby (in press) and Stockton (1976)
examined differences in ways the hydrological data were adjusted and
attempted calibrations using different time periods. Since they obtained
estimated long-term means as high as 14·0 million acre feet, they argued
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that a reasonable long-term estimate of the mean annual llow for the
Colorado River is 13·5 million acre feet which is an estimate with a ±0·5
million acre leet error.
Stockton points out that these statistics, representing the longer
reconstructed period, will improve estimates of expected water yield
because they are derived from a larger sample. Furthermore, he notes
that the reconstructions (Fig. 1.16) indicate that droughts were more
common in the past than during the period of record after 1896. Also,
since 1569, the wetness of the period 1905-1930 was matched in extent
only by one other period, 1601-1621. Stockton recommends that the
corrected statistics using the longer record from tree'rings should be used
to manage Lake Powell, a newly created reservoir on the Colorado River,
because they represent a record six times as long as the actual gauged
record and they have a higher probability of being closer to the actual
flow of future years.
Stockton andJacoby (in press) verified their reconstructions by means
of independent streamflow data estimated from an upstream station for
the interval 1896-1914. The trends in the two data sets were generally in
agreement except for a few years of high flow. They conclude that the
overall reconstructions from tree rings appear unbiased in that the
number of times they exceed the values estimated from the upstream flow
are the same as the number of times they are less.
B. Climatic Variations and Hydrologic Conditions in Subpolar
Regions
Tree-ring analyses of hydrologic situations are possible in subpolar as
well as arid regions. Stockton and Fritts (1973) used the rings from Pieea
glauea growing on the natural levees ofthe Peace-Athabasca Delta system
along the western border of Alberta, Canada, to reconstruct past
variations in the levels of Lake Athabasca.
A dam obstructing river flow in the headwaters of the Peace River
appeared to cause a permanent drop in the water levels of the lake and
the nearby delta system, both ofwhich are downstream from the dam site.
High water levels in the past had resulted in flooding and mineral
enrichment of soils within the delta region. With the apparent drop in
maximum water levels and a decrease in flooding, scientists feared that
the ecology of the delta might be permanently altered. While
measurements back to 1935 recorded relatively high lake levels and
associated flooding, fragmentary evidence existed suggesting that these
records may not have been representative of the water levels and flooding
history occurring over a longer period of time. Reconstruction ofa longer
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record was thought necessary to make the best decisions on future
management of the delta system.
Although the trees on the levees in the area were near neither their arid
nor cold limits, where climatic factors would limit growth, it was thought
that local conditions of soil moisture and flooding associated with the
levels in the waterways may have been recorded by the growing trees.
Replicated cores were extracted from each of 10 or more trees from six
sites distributed within the delta system (Fig. 8.11).
At first only one site was sampled (site I), and the rings were examined
for variability in width and for crossdating to ascertain whether. a
ICALI
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FIG. 8.11. Location ofsix sites ofPiceaglauca sampled throughout the Peace-Athabasca
Delta system to reconstruct past levels of Lake Athabasca. (From Stockton and Fritts,
1973, courtesy of the American Water Resources Association)
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regional factor such as flooding was affecting growth. Both variability
and crossdating were evident, and 54% of the ring-width variance was
c;ommon to all sampled trees of the site. The percentage of variance
remaining in the group chronology was higher than had been found for
many trees on mesic sites to the south, but it was somewhat lower than
that for trees in arid forests. Also, it appeared that the ring-width
chronology was correlated to some extent with the available lake level
records.
With these promising results, Stockton returned to the delta region and
sampled five additional sites (Fig. 8.11). Some sites were chosen to
represent difIerent drainage classes and others were chosen because of
their strategic location as potential monitors of the water levels in the
inlets and outlets to the delta system.
I t was noted that Picea glauca grew most vigorously on the well-drained
sites at the top of levees. When a stream meander is cut off, water levels
become higher, soil aeration apparently declines, there appears to be a
deterioration of Picea glauca growth, and species typical ofwetter habi tats
begin to invade the forest. A model was created in which it was assumed
that growth at each site during the year of flooding, t, and during the
fi.>lIowing year, t + I, may be correlated with the water level in the lake.
The further assumption was made that growth at each site may be either
directly or inversely rehted to the water levels, depending upon the
drainage characteristics at the soil, the proximity to a waterway, and the
timing of the water level fluctuations within each year.
The ring widths in each or the sites were crossdated and standardized
as in Equations 6./ and 6.8, and the principal components (eigenvectors)
were extracted from the six ring-width chronologies. The most important
eigenvector reduced 61'2~'~ of the variance (Fig. 8.12), and all of its
elements corresponding to the six sites have large negative weights. The
second eigenvector reduced 13'6~~ of the variance, exhibiting positive
weights for sites 2, 5, and 6, which are the three sites most closely
associated with the Peace River, and negative weights for the other sites,
which are more closely related to the Athabasca River (Figs 8.11 and
8.12). The third eigenvector reduced 1O~~ of the variance and included a
positive weight for site 3 and a negative weight for site 4, with weights
near zero for the other four sites. This analysis indicates a 61 %similarity
in variance of all six tree sites (eigenvector 1), but suggests that two
important differences exist. among the tree sites associated with 13·6%
and 10·0% of the tree growth variance, respectively.
The dependent variables chosen for this analysis were the mean water
le\'e1s in Lake Athabasca for three la-day intervals which provide an
index to the amount and timing offlooding in the delta system. The first is
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FIG. 8.12. The first three eigenvectors of the six ring-width chronologies from the
Pcacc-Alhahasca Delta area sites located in Fig. 8.1 i. (From Stockton and Fritts, 1973,
"OllrtCS\ of the American Water Resources Association)
I hc llwasureo height ofwa tel' ouring Ma \. 21-30 at abou t the time growth
1H'.e;ins. I he last. September 21-30. represents condi tions after growth had
ceasco. ,111d the middle period isJuly 11-20. The statistical model used is:
Y, = IJO+b1XI.,+b)(I,,+1 +b 3X 2"+b,,-X 2 ,, +1 +
b II X 6,,+b l )(6.,+1 (8,1)
where f'is the predicted lake level during one of the three IO-day periods
at \'Car t; X" and X"I. I are the mean ring-wid th indices for site I for years t
and I + I; and b" is a constant adjusting for differences in variable means,
Actuallv. canonical regression was used (Glahn, 1968), but a:l canonical
weights were retained, The results are the same as if three multiple
regressions had been run for each of the three lO-day periods, with 12
predictor variable, representing ring width,
The transfer function weights are plotted in Fig, 8,13. Site I is poorly
drained and the weights indicate that the most pronounced effect of
higher than average water level is a reduction in growth during year t + I,
Sites 2 and 3 include trees on better-drained soils, so the weights are more
often positive as high rather than low water I~vels are associated with high
growth. At site 2. higher than average water levels in May have a
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pronounced and immediate effect on growth, but if the high water occurs
later in the season, the effect appears in the next year's growth t + I. Site 4
is poorly drained and the largest response to high water is inverse,
apparently due to poor aeration, and the response occurs in the first-year
growth.
Month of lake leveI occurrence in yP' t
2
3
4
May
l:jmL
-I 0
July Sept.
5
6
.,:Jr 11 ~[
]JI J JI[
t t+ I t+1
Year of growth
hi
FIG. 8.13. Plots of all the regression coefficients of the transfer function used to
reconstruct levels of Lake Athabasca for three different lO-day intervals using the
variations in ring widths from six different tree sites. Positive values designate direct
relationships between the growth and lake level and negative values designate inverse
relationships. (Redrawn from Stockton and FrillS, 1973)
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The elements of the transfer functions for sites 5 and 6 have opposite
signs, apparently for hydrolqgic reasom. The sites are located along the
Pra<;e River (Fig. 8.11), where the former site is approximately 25 miles
(40 km) above a major outlet (Rochers) irom Lake Athabasca, while the
latter i~ at the confluence of the Peace River and the outlet. High growth
at the two sites is associated with high water levels in the nearby river.
However, when the trees at the confluence (site 6) exhibit higher growth
than site 5 upstream, a proportionately higher than average flow is
indicated :rom the outlet than from the Peace River, reconstructing high
water levels in the lake. When growth is higher for trees at site 5 than at
site 6, the relative flow in the Peace River is greater than that of the outlet,
reconstructing levels which were probably lower in the lake.
The lake levels that are reconstructed from tree rings for years 1810
through 1967 have been included in Chapter 1 (Fig. 1.17). Stockton and
Fritts infer from the extended lake-level record that the variance of the
May 21-30 lake levels for the 1935-67 interval is only one-third the
variance for the 10'1ger record; the variance ofIake levels for July II -20
during the 1935-67 interval is one-half that of the longer record; and the
variance for SeptembfT 21-30 is similar to that of the longer record. The
mean levels for the 1011gest available record 1810-1967 do not appear to
be different from the 1935-1967 measurements. The tree rings indicate
that the long-term natural variability of early season levels of Lake
Athabasca is greater than one would expect from the 1935-1967
measurements. Extremely wet and extremely dry years occurred more
frequently during the 1810-1934 interval than during the more recent
period.
Management of the Peace-Athabasca Delta system now incorporates
the construction of a temporary earthen dam across one of the outlets
every few years, artificially creating a high lake level and an associated
flooding of the neighboring terrain t.;'1til the impounded high water
washes out the dam. This management procedure has resulted because it
is believed that the occasional high water shown by analysis of tree rings is
all that is necessary to maintain the delta SySIUT. in its present ecological
state.
Quantitative verification was not possible becau~e of the shortness of
the calibration record. However, the reconstructions were verified to a
limited extent by historical references, direct observCltions, and botanical
evidence. A dendrochronological method of Vt"rification using the
methods ofAlestalo (1971) might have been to return to the area after the
reconstructions were made and to date leaning trees on the wave-cut
terraces to see ifthe dates correspond to the high-water Yl.ars indicated by
the above dendrohydrological analysis (Alestalo, 1971).
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C. Climatic Variations and Studies of Sea Surface Temperatures
Surface water temperatures in the North Pacific Ocean influence the
storms that enter various regions over the west coast of North America,
making possible the calibration of tree growth (as representative of
climate) with sea surface temperatures. Mild conditions occur in the
extreme west of North America and cold dry conditions occur in the East
when the central North Pacific is anomalously warm and the eastern
North Pacific and northern Gulf of Alaska are anomalously cool. Wet
winters develop when the portion of the North Pacific between Hawaii
and California is anomalously warm (Namias, 1969, 1971, 1973).
Since anomalous variations in ring widths of trees along the Pacific
Coast are a result of anomalous variations in precipitation and
temperature at those sites and since these factors result from anomalies in
the movement of storms over the North Pacific, variations in ring width~
from both coastal and inland sites can be modeled as sources of
information on past anomalous variations in temperatures of the ocean
surface. Douglas (1973) tested the possibility by analyzing five
standardized ring-width chronologies from sites in southern California
along with features ofsea surface temperat,ures at three coastal stations in
California (Port Hueneme, Balboa, and La Jolla). He found that the
monthly data in sea su rface temperatures could be divided into three
natural seasons, where winter is November through February, spring is
March through June, and summer isJuly through October. Autumn was
not defined, because it was thought to represent only a short period
bridging the warm tt~mperaturesofsummer and the cold temperatures of
winter.
Douglas examined several statistical models relating tree growth and
climate and concluded that the best reconstructions were obtained for sea
surface temperat.ures by using the following equation.
¥,= bo + b.X 1./-. +b~ I.,+b~ 1,/+ 1 + b4X 1.1+2 +
b.-,X 5.1-. +bl~ 5.1 +b.~ 5.1+. +b2oX 5.1+ 2 (8.2)
where ¥, is the estimated sea surface temperature for a station and season
in year t; the b's are regression coefficients associated with tree-ring
indices from sites I through 5 for years t - I, t, t + I, and t +2; and bo is a
constant. A stepwise multiple regression was used, and only those
coefficients with an F ratio greater than 2 were entered into the regression
equation.
The results of the calibration using these 20 possible predictors from
five sites are shown as model I in Table 8. I II, and they include the
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percent variance calibrated, the F ratio lor the total regression, and the
number of tree-growth variables selected in the stepwise process. The
reconstructions for this model which calibrated the largest percentage of
the variance are fiJr sea surface temperature of the spring and summer
seasons. In lour out of six cases the percent calibrated variance exceeds
50/0 ,
The ring-width indices were substituted into the appropriate
regression equation and estimates of sea surface temperatures were
obtained for A.D. 1611-1964 (Fig. 8.14). Douglas attempted two
additional reconstructions of sea surface temperatures using eigenvector
amplitudes of tree growth. In one analysis (Model 2, Table 8.III)
eigenvectors were extracted for the five chronologies of tree growth. The
first three eigenvectors which reduce 87% of the variance in tree growth
were selected, the amplitudes of the eigenvectors computed, and the
amplitudes lor year t - I, t, t+ I, and t + 2 used as predictors ofsea surface
temperatures (3 eigenvectors and 4 lags making a total of 12 predictors).
In the second analysis (Model 3, Table 8.III) the data for the five tree
sites and for years t - I, t, t + I, and t + 2 were subjected to eigenvector
analysis (5 trees at 4 lags making a total of 20 variables). The first 10
amplitudes of eigenvectors were selected to statistically estimate sea
surface temperatures since they reduced 89% of the tree growth variance.
No marked improvement in reconstruction was observed, and in most
cases the calibrated variance was less and the F ratios lower than when
the actual ring-width values were used as predictors.
Douglas attempted several ve.rifications of the multiple regression
reconstructions (Table 8.III, Modell), including a comparison of some
early records at San Diego for 1854-1872 with reconstructed
temperatures at nearby La Jolla. He found that the winter
reconstructions are significantly correlated with these early records, but
unfortunately no significant agreement between spring and summer
temperatures and those of the early records was observed.
Other independent records suggest that positiv.e anomalies in sea
surface temperatures occurred within the California current in 1869,
1871,1877, 1885, and 1889, while negative anomalies occurred in 1864,
1882, and 1886. The sign o(the anomalies is correctly reconstructed by
tree rings in seven of the eight years (not in 1871).
Unusual occurrences of numerous warm water organisms off the
California coast were reported in the middle ofthe 19th century, a period
that Douglas reconstructs to be particularly warm. Douglas has also
compared his reconstructed sea surface temperatures with deposits of
Pacific hake fish scales taken from cores of the Santa Barbara Basin. He
notes that decades with large year-ta-year variability in sea surface
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FIG. B.14. The reconstructed sea surface temperatures for Port Hueneme as estimated
from five ring-width chrono,logies in Southern California. The transfer function' consisted
of the significant multiple regression coefficients selected from 20 possible ring-width
predicturs. Predictor variables were the indices for years I-I, t, t + 1, and t +2, where t is
lhe year in which the sea surface temperatures were estimated (see Table B.IlI). The
actual sea surface temperatures used for calibration are plotted below and to the right of
the estimates. (From Douglas, 1973)
temperatures are also decades with large counts of hake scales. The
correlation between number of fish scales and the standard deviation of
the reconstructed sea surface temperatures for each decade proved to be
significant (r = 0,35). These results suggest that large fluctuations in sea
surface temperatures may have resulted in the death oflarge numbers of
fish whose scales were deposited in the ocean sediments.
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Douglas (1973) summarizes the paleoclimatic significance ofhis results
by pointing out that decades of warm sea surface temperatures occurred
in the 1610's, 1680's, 1770's, 1830's and 1850's. This condition is
hypothesized to be the result of weak atmospheric pressure gradients
along the California coast. He suggests that a contrasting temperature
distribution prevailed in the decades of the 1620's, 1640's, 1670's, 1760's.
and 1880's, during which cold conditions may have resulted from a strong
pressure gradient parallel to the California coast.
Douglas attributes these conditions to possible variations in the
strength and positioning of the North Pacific high pressure system in
summer and in the location ofan upper-level low pressure trough off the
coast of North America, particularly in late autumn.
Comparing the results using eigenvector amplitudes as predictors with
those using actual growth indices (Table 8.111), it can be seen that
regression on amplitudes in this case is inferior to the use of the ring-width
indices themselves. This appears to be true for cases in which the numbers
ofvariables are not excessive and where correlation among the predictors
is not extremely high. However, when there are many highly correlated
variables and the numbers of variables approach the numbers of
observations, principal component analysis is more appropriate. The
number ofvariables can be reduced to a reasonable size, and the smaller-
scale variances representing noise can be eliminated by excluding those
principal components which reduce little variance.
D. Climatic Variations Affecting Biological Systems
Since it was shown that ring-width variations can be linked with
variations in sea surface temperatures and thereby with hake fish
population, it was thought that other sea organisms might be affected by
sea surface temperatures and also subject to population estimation and
reconstruction backward in time. Clark tl at., (1975), investigated this
possibility by using tree rings and yearly. catch statistics of Thunnus
alalunga (albacore tuna), a fish which is known to be affected by sea
surface temperatures. The' percentage of annual catch north of San
Francisco, California, during the years 1938-1961, were the only
available quantitative measurement of the Thunnus alalunga population.
The predictors used were the eigenvector amplitudes of ring width for
49 sites in western North America which are similar to those shown in Fig.
7.15 and described in detail in Chapter 9. A stepwise multiple regression
analysis was used to obtain the following equation:
r= 35'12+5'76A2+5'13A8+8'56A~-6'17A9+ 11'54A'IO (8.3)
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where Y is the estimated percentage of albacore tuna and A and A' are
eigenvector aqJplitudes of tree growth corresponding to the catch year
and the following year, respectively. The subscripts refer to the
eigenvector number. The five variables of the ring-width ampli tudes lor
the dependent period from 1930 to 196 I accounted for 83% of the fish-
catch variance, a statistically significant result.
Figur~ 8.15 shows the annu:, I estimated percentage of albacore catch
reconstructed by tree rings, assuming a constant level of fishing
technology where the shaded area ill the figure represents the dependent
data set. The elements of the transfer function associated with the tree
growtb during the year of the catch (a) and during the year following the
catch (b) are calculated and plotted (Fig. 8.16) to check the
reasonableness of the calibration relationship. Each map represents the
departure in growth associated with higher catch percentages and
anomalously high sea ~urface temperatures north of San Francisco.
Since tht> tree-ring data were from arid-site trees, high growth could be
assumed to indicate anomalously cool, cloudy weather with above
normal precipitation, and low growth could be assumed to reflect warm,
sunny, and dry conditions. During the fishing season (Fig. 8.16a) tree
growth associated with high c..tch was low in northwestern United
States, indicating that fewer than normal storms were entering this area.
This would indicate the weather over the ocean also was unusually sunny
and mild-warm conditions with high solar radiation which would warm
the waters and favor the movement of fish into the region. These warm
conditions would then be expected to result in increased evaporation
during the following aummn and wint~rwhich would lead to increased
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FIG. 8. I5. Percent of the total catch of Thunnus alalunga (albacore tuna) taken north of
San Francisco estimated from the calibration equation applied to ring-width variations
for A.D. 1700 to 1961 from western North America. Shading indicates the dependent
calibration period. (From Clark et al., 1975, courtesy of Nature'
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Qualitative data on fish catch for the independent period prior to 1938
were found to be consistent with the percentages reconstructed from tree
rings. These results substantiaterl that there was a meaningful
relationship linking the albacore tuna and ring-width variations. The
authors suggested that this catch reconstruction indicates the presence of
long-term changes in the ocean system (Fig. 8.15) which are not eyident
in the shorter record of catch statistics available since 1938.
Clark et at. (1975) conclude that (he success of this study suggests that
tree-ring variations can be .used to objectively reconstruct other past
climatically caused biotic variations. They believe the study prO\'ides
useful information about the climatic controls of Thunnus alalunga
(albacore tuna) distribution and that simil?r studies em help in
anticipating variations in other biotic populations that could result from
future climatic variations.
E. Variations in Temperature and Precipitation
An experiment is described in this section which tests the applicability
of eigenvector patterns of tree growth over western North America to the
reconstruction of monthly temperature and total monthly precipitation
at selected climatic stations back in time prior to record-keeping.
Monthly mean temperature and monthly precipi tation were obtained for
Boise, Idaho; Sacramento, California; and Phoenix, Arizona. Data from
all climatic stations with long and homogeneous records were calibrated
with the eigenvectOi amplitudes of tree-growth patterns over western
North America. The regression equations obtained were used to
reconstruct past climate at the three stations from the amplitudes of
spatial variations in tree rings. A portion of the climatic record was
withheld from calibr?tion and used as independent data to test the
reconstructions.
Calibration was accomplished in the following manner: (I)
Amplitudts of the first 15 eigenvectors of tree growth for 49 sites
throughout western North Amt;rica at lags of t and t + I were selected as
possible predictors of climatic variables for the years 1911-1960. (The
amplitude data are for eigenvectl)rs similar to those in Figs 7.15 and 7.16
and are described in more detail in Chapter 9). The climatic predictands
included monthly temperature and precipitation data for June through
December of the year t - I and January through July of year I so as to
correspond to the 14-month year used for the response function analysis
(Fritts, 1974). However, in this particular test they were the predictands,
not the predictors. (2) Stepwise llluitiple regression analysis was us~d to
obtain the appropriate and significant regression weights for statistically
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('stimating each monthly climatic \'ariable using the 15 amplitudes for
\Tar I and lor \Tar I + I. (3) The r"sulting regression equations were then
applied to independent tree-ring amplitude data to reconstruct the
monthly climatic data fix the independpnt period, extending Irom the
beginning of the record through thr year 1910. The actual data Irom the
independent period were then compared to the reconstructed data using
the reducti8n of error statistic (Eq~ation 7.4).
In general, the multiple regression equations for reconstructing the
individual monthly data did not hold up when applied to data lor the
independent period, e\Tn though the regression equations l(lr the'
dependent period 1911-1%(\ were higUy significant. Out of a total 01'84
possible regression equations (14- months of precipitation <Jnd 14 months
of temperature at three stations), the reductiom of error using
indepeadent monthh- data were zero or negati\T i'2 out of8't cases. The
tree-ring chronologies which are integrated records of climate over an
cntirt year simply did not ha\T sufficient in{ilrmation in their dilli'fCllces
to reconstruct the monthh- climatic data.
Therefore it "vas hypothesized that the trct: rings might reconstruct
a \'C~ages fill' the 14-month year t'\Tn though thev cannot reconstruct da ta
lor the indi\-idual months. To teM this .hvpothesis the monthly
reconstructions for temperature and precipitation obtained in the
above test were averaged I totaled I and compared 10 the independent
climatic data which were also a\Traged (totaled) for the 14 months. Data
{or both June and.l uly were used twice to allow computation of the 14-
month interval. The reduction of error statistic was recomputed and a
sign count made of the independent data set (see Chapter 7) to test
whether the predicted departure (from the dependent mean i was
correct!\, reconstructed (Table 8.IV).
TABLE 8_IV V<Tification statistics of climate reconstructions using tree-ring data to
estimate mean temperature and precipitation for a 14-month period"
Reduction Sign tcst - number of
Station Variable of error Agreements Disagreements
- -- ------------
Boise T ..mpnaturc 0000 :21 19
Bois.. Precipitation +O-I:tOb '28 14b
Sacramento Temperaturc +0-'29:2' 43 14'
Sacramento Precipitation 0-000 '25 35
Phoenix Temperature +0·336' 24 gb
Phoenix Precipitation +0-332' 17 4'
IIE~timalc·.... f(Jr indi,-idual months v,'cn' ... ummcd lelf 1-+ months and compared with th{' '\um:-. of
actual PH'ct'iUrcmt'Ilh oj climate prior 101911. hSignif'l"ant al the 0·95 It'\d. (Si~niflrant at (he 0·99
In"('l.
Ull TREE RJ\!;~\\1lCI.I.\I.\II.
It is seen from the table that the relationships arc sig-nilicanl lill' IlOth
temperature and precipitation at Phoeni\, Jilr l!'mperature, at
Sacramento, and Ii,r precipitation at Bois!'. The lack of predillallilil\ of
tcmperatulc at Boise rna,' be explained as either the result of localil.n\
climatic data. which can be poorly correlated wilh till' clilllate orille
larger region which aill-cted the spatial patterns of tlTe growth, or tI]("
result of a paucity of" highlY sensiti\l' tree-ring chronologies in Ihe ,UTa.
The samc may have been the case li,r pn-ripitalion at Sacramento, "here
a large number of zero "alm's ti,r summer months limit the \driance
usable for calibratiCJn and where there arc no chronologies ncar the
climatic station, Howc,'er, lour of the si\ olllahses did pa,s the ().lj;,)
probability Ie"el ofsignificance Illr independent data. and it is c(lncluded
that even single station data at certain [ocalities can 1)(' re('(lIIstrullnl
from tree rings if the data arc a\Traged ()\Tr snTral months,
It was hypothesized that reconstruction of climatic data Illr sin.~1c
stations, or for several stations representing a small region. is m(lre likeh
to be accomplished using tree-ring chronologies located ncar thc e1ima t ic
station. The following is a preliminary report on a test of this l1\pothesis
made by Shatz (personal communication), utilizing 21 long and
homogeneous precipitation records that were paired with at least one
yearly ring-width chronology at distances from the climatic station
ranging from 2 to 60 miles (3 to 97 kmj, with an average distance of 17
miles (27 km).
Monthly precipitation for each year was totaled fi)r the March-June
interval. Data lor the years 1909-1960 were available from all 21 climatic
stations, so 32 out of these 52 years were selected at random to be used trlr
calibration with the 21 paired ring-width chronologies. The same 32
years of information were used from all data sets and the remaining 20
years of data serve as independent checks. I n addition, a number of the
climatic records include valid information prior to 1909 and these were
also utilized as additional independent data. All climatic and tree-ring
data were normalized using the means and standard de"iations for the
32-year calibration set.
Stepwise multiple regression analysis was employed using the 32
randomly selected years, as shown in the following model:
where y, is the normalized estimate of the total precipitation for the four-
month period for year t, and bl to bs are significant regression coefficients
associated with normalized ring-wid th indices for one year prior to year t
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through three years following year t. The values for all insignificant
regression coefficients in Equation 8.4 are set at zero.
A total of 10 out of the 21 pairs exhibited significant calibration
statistics with the total precipitation for these four months (Table 8.V),
wit:! percentages of calibrated variance ranging from 13% to 51 %.
Additional information provided in the table includes the particular
variables entered into the regression with significant partial regression
coefficients, and the rank of the tree-ring chronology based upon first-
order autocorrelation and mean sensitivity statistics. The first in the rank
had the highest mean sensitivity value and the low~st autocorrelation
coefficien t.
A comparison of the data from the II chronologies that did not
calibrate showed no consistent relationship between the degree of
calibration and either the distance between tree and climatic stations or
. their elevations. However, 8 of 10 of the chronologies which did calibrate
were ranked 10 or higher, confirming that the statistical quality of tree-
ring chronologies, rather than their closeness' to climatic stations, is
important to establishing significant climatic relationships. For some
indeterminable reason, perhaps due to the site itself, the calibration for
the highest ranking chronology (Table 8.V, no. 10) did not hold up in the
verification.
A total of 6 out of the 10 chronologies which exhibited significant
calibration were verifiable with independent data (Table 8.V). In all six
cases of verification, the regression cOt'fficient for growth of year twas
significant, while in three of the four cases that did not verify growth of
year t+ I was the variable selected for calibration by the use of the
stepwise regression procedure. Apparently there was insufficient linkage
at a lag of one year to hold up when tested against the independent data
set.
Since six of the significant calibration relationships were also shown to
have significant verification statistics, it can be concluded that
precipitation for a four-month interval in the spring can be reconstructed
to some extent from variations in tree rings from nearby sites. However,
these reconstructions using a chronology from only one site exhibit
considerable statistical noise, since the highest percent variance reduced
for the dependent set was only 51 %.
There are several possible explanations for the low calibration
percentage:
(1) Some of the climatic records may have been faulty and included
information irrelevant to the climate at the tree sites.
(2) The tree-ring chronology may not have included enough \'ariance
related to the climatic parameter with which it was calibrated, a situation
H I:\II:RI'I<I.I.\ IIO\, ()I (1.1.\1.\ II( L.\I.IBR\ II()".~ 113
which arisc's when I a I the nlll}('limat:e Iwise in t1H' chrolllJ!og\ is too large.
or I b the trees simph do not respond to the particular climatic
inl(xmation with which the\ \\('IT calihrated.
(3) A large part oj'the tree-ring chrono!og\' \'ariance 1Il,1\ ha\'e bcen
related to climatic lilctors not indudnj in the calihration. and this
uncalibratcd \'ariance acted as noise.
1+1 The trees n1<l\ h;I\T responded to precipitation directh during
(,(,rtain n,onths in till' calibrated season and invcrsc!v during other
months in the calibrated season. 'iO that there was no net correlation oj'
growth with the <!\'(Tage pnTipitalion lor the llllIr month intenal.
It is apparent j'rom the results described in this chapter that whilt- it is
often possible to successl'ulh reconstruct seasonablv anTaged data ,such
as streaml1ow, lake Incls, and climaticalh linked population data,
attempts to reconstruct precipitation on a station-b\ -station basis
in\'ohTs a large amount oj' noise and the climatic reconstructions arc
likely to include consirlerablt- error in the statistical estimates. One
mc,thud oj' minimizing this noise is to average a large number oj'
chronologies and climatic data stations and relate the spatial pattern'i in
0I1l' to the spatial patterns oj' the other. Such an approach is now It'a,sible
Il\ using the averaging capabilities oj' principal components. rhe
1()lIowin,g chapter descrihes these rather recent dnTlopmcnts.
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I. Introduction
The atmosphere or the earth is a fluid system being continually mixed on
scales of motion ranging from large planetary whirls to minute molecular
motions. Day-to-day changes in the weather are generally caused by the
movement or intermediate-scale low pressure and high pressure systems
(cyclones and anticyclones) which migrate over a few thousand
kilometers of the earth's surface. These intermediate-scale systems can
produce weather conditions lasting from a fraction of a day to a number
of days over large geographic regions, and when changes in weather
occur they are often associated with the approach and passage of one or
more of these pressure systems.
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Air masses which arc separated [rom one another by boundaries called
Jrolll-I arc intermixed by these systems. The temperatures and moisture of
different air masses vary so that the passage of a front is often marked bv
abrupt changes in air temperature and moisture as well as wind direction.
These intermediate-scale cyclones and anticyclones may be modified
locally by associated smaller-scale systems such as hurricanes, tornadoes,
and thunderstorms. Such localized phenomena, at times connected with
frontal passage, can create apparent discontinuitv and variability in the
circulation system when viewed (rom a point on the earth's surface.
The cyclones and anticyclones are themselves part of still larger
planetary circulations, which arc most obvious at altitudes of sl'\"l'ral
kilometers above the earth's surface. Such large-scale systems may mm'l'
very slowly or persist for momhs and even (or years over a region, steering
the cyclones and jinticyclones into certain areas and away from other
areas over the surface of the earth.
These large-scale systems can afkn the weather over the entire globe,
causing anomalies ofone kind to occur in particular sectors ofthe syslems
which are correlated wi th anomalies (often of ditlcrent kinds) in other
sectors. For example, the sub-Saharan drought of 1968 through 1973 is
apparentlv associated with higher-than-normal pressure in the planetary
systems O\Tr western Europe, and lower-than-normal pressure south of
the Azores and in cast central Africa (Winstanley, 1973; Namias, 1974).
I t may also be associated with anomalous weather occurring elsewhere
around the globe.
Both the intermediate- and large-scale circulation systems produce a
certain amount of spatial coherence in climate. If weather records felr a
given set of years arc taken from neighboring stations, they usually
resemble one another and arc directly correlated. Stations separated by
greater distances, such as those on opposite sides' of continents and
mountain systems are usually less well correlated, although some
correlation may still exist. Depending upon their relationship to the
planetary systems that steer the cyclones and anticyclones over the
specific regions, the correlations may be either direct or inverse. For
example, winters may be dry in Pacific southwestern North America
during years in which many wintefstorms are passing along the Pacific
Northwest, and similarly, years of cold winters in eastern United States
may be years of warm winters in the West. As a result of such long-
distance correlations, there is a certain amoun t of information on clima tic
variability that is not random over the globe.
The storage and exchange of energy among various components of the
earth-atmosphere system can dampen the variability of the circulation
systems and create a certain amount of nonrandomness in climatic
TKLL I? I\(,~ ,\\Il <:I '\IYIY
records, For exampk, the rates of coolin~ in autumn and of warmin~ ill
spri{lg arc gO\Trned by the rates of energy released dnd stored at the land
arid water surlaces, A,' anomalously warm or cold oce"ln mav be
responsible f()r a persisting climate O\'er nearby continents (Namias,
1974; Gates and Mintz, 1975), The presence of d widespread earl~
snowfall can afket the albedo of the earth and hasteI'. the onset of winter
or a late snowfall can rlelay the beginning of the warmer spring climate
(K ukla and Kukla, 1974), Large icc masses, such as those that occurred
17,000 veal'S ago, can be associated witf't extremelv long-term climatic
changes eVTn in regions where the icc was not present (Gates and Mintz,
\ 975!,
Persistence itl the v'arious parameters of weather and c1imatc can lead
to substantial autocorrelation in the climatic record (jones, 1975) and to
intercorrclations among climatic variables in dillerent regions (Walker
and Bliss, 1932; ~jerknes, 1962, 1966; Namias, 1953, 1969; Mitchell el aI.,
196b: Lamb and Johnson, 1959). Kutzbach (1970) describes seyeral
major centers of action in the Northern Hemisphere and characterizes
their spatial and temporal variations. Blasing (1975) describes several
large-scale modes of pressure v'ariation over the North Pacific and North
American conti:lCnt and discusses some innovative procedures for
analyzing thcm.
The term ,~YlloPli( <limalo!ogv (Barry and Perry, 1973) is applied to
studies of large-scale v'ariations in climate in which the general
circulation of thc atmosphfTe must be considered over both time and
space, while the term climalograplu' is applied to the mapping of climate.
Sl,ch studies "hen include analysis ofaverages, variances, or anomalies of
various kinds, expressed as departures from long-term means. They may
include differences in means from one period to the next, frequencies of
occurrences of various climatic tvpes or events, correlations among
varia hies distri bllted ()\Tr space, and other represen ta tions ofclimate as it
varies through both time and space. The term dendrochmalograp/~ywhich
has been introd IIced ill Chapter I, is the name of the relatively new field
ill which the spatial v'ariations in tree rings are employed to reconstruct
and map the spatial v'ariations in past climate. Figures 1.13 and 1.14
include examples of early sludies in which tree-growth maps for western
:'\orth America are used to inkr regional v'ariations in climate. The
!()lIowing pagl's summarize some of the most important developments in
this type of research, some olwhich utilize techniques described in earlier
chaptlTs, and others which employ new techniques designed specifically
!(ll' mapping analysis.
This chapter will include a general discussion ofdendroclimatographic
data and examples of statistical models that are useful. A particular
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kasibiJit\ studY is then described which documents the potential of the
fidd, raises some climatological problems, and suggests certain
il1lprmcment, which arc incorporated in subsequent reanalysis work,
The 1110st pertinent results from climatological analyses and
reconstructions growing out of the feasibility study are summarized, In
particular, a new procedure for identifying and describing variations in
climate is discussed and used to interpret the climate reconstructed from
the spatial variations in tree growth. Subsequent sections describe the
details of the reconstructions, their vrrification, and other applications to
analysis of spatial variations in climate. The chapter concludes with a
discussion of present and future prospects for dendroclimatic
reconstruction and related tree-ring work.
II. The General Nature of
Dendroclimatographic Analysis
It has bcen established that ring widths are especially suitable for analysis
of past climate brcause the growth layers can be dated accurately. The
methods described below require absolute dating so that all observations
in the spatial arrays of both climate and tree rings can be placed in their
proper time sequence.
I n!l.TenCeS of \'ear-to-vear climate from growth rings are complicated,
howC\TL 1)\ the fact that a portion of the tree-growth response can lag
behind the occurrence ofa climatic event (see Figs. 1.10 and 5.9), and the
climate of various seasons can affect growth differently. An
undrrstanding of the growth response for specific species and sites is
therefore necessary for constructing appropriate models for calibration.
Results from different models are tested in order to select the best
statistical relationship. This is then applied to yearly tree-ring data to
obtain Yearly climatic estimates .
.\ climatographic model was suggested by the work of LaMarche and
Fri th I 197 Ia J in which eigenveelors of spatial variations in tree growth
were fCHmd to resemble the eigenvectors of spatial variations in
precipi tation OWl' the same area and period of time (Fig. 7.16). This
suggested that a spatial pattern of climatic anomaly may produce a
spalial pattern of tree-growth anomaly, and that the eigenvector
amplitudes of climate might be calibrated with the eigenvector
amplitudes of tree growth (Equation 7.20).
The climate-growth models used to test this possibility are similar to
those in Table 8. I I. the only difference being that the data vary through
spact' as well as time. The models assume that modes of variation in
precipitation, temperature, or other climatic parameters, measured over
TREE RI:"GS A'ID CLl~ATE
a grid ofweathrr stations, arc linearly rrlated to corresponding modes 01'
tree growth. ~Iaps ol'tree growth arc then trallSformed to corresponding
maps 01' climate.
II I. The Statistical Model
The objective is to obtain a transkr function pT",which can be applied to
m tree-ring chronologies associated with n years (",F.) to obtain estimates
at p climate stations for n years of record ("p.). This can be accomplished
by solving Equation 7.21 (i)r each ofp predictand data points
in = pTmFn (9.1)
hut such solutions ill\ol\"(' considerable computatiom, and eXCeSSl\T
numbers 01' degrees 01' IiTnlom arc used up.
A technique rel'erred to as (af/lif/iCIlI al/all"/I is applied to obtain an
optimal solution as it combines redundant data from neighboringstatiol1S
into orthogonal cO\"arving components (Glahn. 1968; Blasing.
unpublished). Two orthogonal matrices, I'A~ and *B~, are derived which
can be multiplied by matrices "X" and "fA respectively to obtain two
orthogonal sets 01' amplitude variables, .rt"K and .Q.r.
(9.2)
(9.3)
where g is equal to the smaller number of p or k. Each W variable is
orthogonal to all other variables in the .H·, set, and each Q \'ariable is
orthogonal to all other \'ariables in the" .Q, scI. Furthermore, each
\"ariable in .W, is correlated with only one \'ariable in Q, and is
orthogonal to all other Q \"ariablcs in the .Q, set. This is expressed
ma thematicallv as
(9.4 )
where KII'~ is the transpose 01' .U·K and /\g is the diagonal matrix of
c{/fllil/iml mITrlalinf/J I with zeros in the ofT-diagonal clements) between
. each II' \"ari,lble and the corresponding Q variable with which it is
matched. The g (diagonal I elements ol'gAgarc arranged in order from the
highest to lowest canonical correlation codlicienl.
.\ccording to Blasing I unpublished), if g = Ii r that is k ~ P), then the
eq uation to estimate Q I'rom 11' is
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.Qg = • W/\ (9.5)
Applying Equations 9.2 and 9.3, Equation 9.5 can be expanded:
............
• YgBg = .X pAgAg
or, multiplying both sides bY.,B,-1
Y- - X A A B- I X T
.g-.pgg g=.pg
(9.6)
(9.7)
where the transfer function, 7, is composed of a set of canonical regression
coefficients that transform values of .X, into estimates of. Y,.
As in the case with eigenvectors, small-scale variance may be
eliminated by selecting only the first h canonical variates, so that only the
large-scale features of growth are used to reconstruct the large-scale
features of climate. Ifall g canonical sets are used, the elements of,7, are
the same as the usual multiple regression coefficients with pelements of X
statistically predicting k elements of Y. Such multiple regression provides
the best fitting relationships for the calibration period, but more degrees
offreedom are consumed and they may not hold up on independent data
as well as the reduced set of canonical variates.
Thus, canonical analysis is used: (I) to obtain covarying modes of
behavior between the two variable sets, (2) to eliminate the small-scale
modes which have the lowest covariance between sets, (3) to maximize
the number of degrees of freedom in the final analysis, and (4) to gain
efficiency and stability by solving for a reduced number of variables.
IV. A Feasibility Study
The tree-ring data used for the first dendroclimatographic reconstruction
test described in the chapter consisted of 49 chronologies from western
North America (Stokes et al., 1973). LaMarche selected this tree-ring set
from a collection of several hundred sites for analysis of possible sunspot
and tree-growth relationships (LaMarche and Fritts, 1972). It includes a
variety of topographical situations and species, ranging from central
British Columbia, Canada, to Durango, Mexico, and from California to
South Dakota.
The climatic data used in this study are monthly values of surface
pressure for the Northern Hemisphere adjusted to mean sea level and
tabulated for 1900 through 1962, excluding the years for 1939-1944
(these missing data were later obtained or estimated). Preliminary
examination had shown substantial correlation of tree growth with
pressure data at sizable distances from the tree sites. Thus, a grid was
HII I REt. RI:\(;,~ ,\:\j) <:1.1:-'1 \ n,
chosen to include data ttlr 100 points located at C\'(T\ 10 dt'gIT('S li'om 2:l
to 65 :'\ latitude and 165 E to 5 \\. lon~itndt',
Since the ring-width index represents the integrated c1rect of climate
lor se\'eral seasons in the growth \ ear. the seasonalh ;r\tTagn! clilll;ltic
data were used for all fi:JUr seasons, This introduces a change li'om the
more con\'entional meteorological approach which usesj;lI1llan data tu
represent winter and juh data to represt'nt summer. Each season i,
defined as follows:
Summer
Autumn
Winter
Spring
juh. :\ugus!' S('ptel11l)('r
October. :"o\'Cl11bn. December
januan. Ft'hruan', ~larch
April. ~1a\. june
The growth li)r a particular \Tar was matched with pressure data tl)r
the prior summer, autumn. and ",inter seasons. as wdl as \\ it h th;!t or thl'
spring in \,hich growth began, Thus thl' \'ariabJcs of prl'ssLIre includ(' \()(I
grid poin Is for four seasons which \',ere to 1)(' cst iIll<l [cd li'OIl1 ,tll riJlg-w id t h
chronologies.
The size of the problem actualh exceeded the eap<lcit\ of the COIl1PlltlT
and \"ould han' consuml'd all a\'ailabJc degrees of liTl'dom. so the
following simplifications were made. :\11 data Itl!' each of the +UU prl'sslll'e
\'ariables and the +9 tree-ri ng \'ariables wtTe nurlll<llized Eq ua tion 7, J! ,
The pressure data for each seasun were subjected tu principal cOlllpullent
anal~'sis. and the first eight and most important t'igell\(Ttor". \'('ducing
approximately 80~o of the \ariance, were selectl·d IIII' further stnd\, The
amplitudes orthe eigel1\ectors IEquation 7,lll>, \.\Tn' obtained Itl!' each
season, prO\'iding a total of 32 \'ariables of pressure I eight luI' each of It)ur
seasons). vVe shall refer to these as "J'"
Similarly, the first se\'en eigenvectors of trec growth and their
amplitudes (LaMarche and Fritts, 1971a) were used and they reducl'd
57\ of the variance. A more recent analysis orthe same data is shown in
Figs 9,1 and 9.2, which utilizes the amplitudes ofthl' first 10 eigenvectors
to red uce 63% of the tree-growth variance, We shall reil'r to these as ".\'~,
The eigenvector variables for pressure were orthogonal only lor the
eight variables within each season, and therefore further analysis was
required to reduce them to completely orthogonal components. The lirst
part of canonical analysis was run as in Equations 9.2, 9.3, and 9.4.
Matrices nH'~ and nQg were obtained, where the first are the seven
canonical amplitudes of the 49 ring-width chronologies (Equation 9.2)
and the second are the seven canonical amplitudes of pressure for the four
seasons (Equation 9.3). Matrix pAg (Equation 9.2) was multiplied by the
eigenvectors of tree growth, mEp, to obtain matrix mZ.~ as follows:
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FIG. 9(.'2. Thc amplitudcs of" the firsl 10 eigcmT("[ors ,hown in Fig. 9.1 plolled in
standard c1",·iations I normalized units 10 ,how Iheir 'ariatio1lS through time. :'\0[<' Ihe
decrease in Ihl' "arianc(' associated with the incn'a,ing rank.
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This matrix includes the eigenvectors of tree growth canonically
weighted to give maximum relatienship with variations in pressure. The
values for the elements are ordered according to the canonical correlation
coefficients and mapped in Fig. 9.3, while the values for amplitudes nW~
are plotted in Fig. 9.4.
The transfer function that was obtained in this particular study
differed from Equation 9.7, since the appropriate computer program had
not yet been developed. The amplitude series n~~were used as predictors
of the normalized pressure for 400 seven-variable multiple regression
analyses. Hence,
(9.9)
where pRg is the complete set of 2800 regression coefficients relating the
seven canonically weighted amplitudes of growth to the pressure at 100
grid points for four seasons. The regression coefficients were applied to
transform gUt~ for the years 1700-1899 into the estimates of"Pn the latter
representing past anomalies in pre~sure for 1700-1899. The estimates of
pP" were 5=0nverted to millibar pressure anomalies by multiplying each
item ofpPn by the appropriate standard deviation for the season and grid
point.
Figure 9.5 includes examples orthe mean pressure reconstructions and
the corresponding mean growth anomalies for two selected decades.
Although the differences between the two growth anomalies are not
large, there are substantial differences in the pressure estimates. Analyses
of these pressures, which are described later in the chapter, indicate that
the mid-North American climate during the summers of 1731-1740 was
dry and warm, but during winter there were unusually frequent
outbreaks or cold Arctic air. During 1771-1780 the summers were
anomalously cool and moist but the winters were milder than normal.
The anomalies or pressure for each season were. averaged by pentads
and mappcd. The maps showing the most marked pressure anomalies for
winter arc included in Fig. 9.6a, b, and c. These maps clearly show
periods of anomalous pressure centered over the GulfofAlaska which are
associated with anomalies of opposite sign over Hudson's Bav or the
North Atlantic. During most of the 19th century (Figs 9.6b and c), higher
than normal pressures persisted in the Gulf of Alaska, indicating a weak
Aleutian Low and cold air in the Arctic. However, in the 18th century,
surface pressures were lower for the North Pacific, indicating a stronger
+H TREE RI:>JGS A:-;O CLI\1ATE
Aleutian Low and somewhat warmer temperatures in :"orth America, a
pattern that was common during the 20th century.
The percent pressure variance reconstructed at all grid points lor each
season during the cali bration period averaged 23· 7'1~ for summer, 20·b~ 0
for autumn, 24'O'l~ for winter. and 18'S~/~ for spring. The best
reconstructions were for the pressure over the subtropics ot' both oceans,
over the north Pacific Ocean, and over the North American continent
FIG. 9.3. Plots of the eigenvector patterns of growth canonically weighted to give
maximum correlation with anomalies in surface pressure ImEJi4x, Equation 9.8). The
maps are ranked from high to low correlation with the pressure anomalies. and the
percentage in the lower lefi ofeach map is the variance in the growth that was reduced by
each weighted set. Note that the weights which are ranked in the figure according to the
correlation with the pressure anomalies are no longer in the order of the variance in
growth that was reduced. (Fritts eI a/., 1971)
" KL(.()\" IKL'CTI\(; SI'ATL\L \',\RIATIO\S 1:"1 CLIMATE 11-,
,,111'1'1' th(' 11I'11"'111.1~I'S oj \ '1I'i"IIlT n'C01I.stI'IIC1,'d I'allg('d li'olll :W"" 10
.-)11"". 1'111' \ll'I(Tlil \';II'iaIHT 1'l'l'ollStl'ucted Ii II' till' !\;Orlh l\tlalllie was so
slllallthal till' reeollstructiolls ill that "rca wcrejudged to be insignificanl
'S('(' i"rilh /11/1" IQ71:.
II ,,"S «'lIcll,d"d 1'10 Il 1 Ihis k"sjbilil\ qlllh lhat 1111' Illulti\ariale
11'(' 11111< jIll' " ;" \'IT\ jlJ'()lllisi Ilg bUl Ihall he 1,ISK oln'('OIlSII'lII'l iOIl migh I 1)('
illlJJl'o\ I·dl)\ I Ch,llI~illg 1111' jln'sstllT grid 10 elimillate the al'ea orpoor
I('('oll"nlliioll ill Ihe ,\tlalllie (k('all alld to illclude IllOl'e area ill lhe
\\"SIITII I';H'ili(' .11\(1 1111' ,\siall Illaillialld, I:.!' ddillillg Ihe seasolls
Ihlkl"llIh, :1 illcilidillg tnT gro\\ III ill 1111' model lill' al Ie"sl 0111' \'('.11'
1)('Il'I(' ,IIHI 101 1\11' \e.lI'S ,Il'tl'!' lhe O(,(,lIlTl'IH'l' or dim"lc. alld 1+1
YEAR
FI(; 'I I I'llll' III Ihl' ""'plilllde, "I rill' "'\Tn ei!(elllTrtors of trec Krowth 1,,"·...
(" .. nulJicalh \\ (,1~hll'(1 (0 gi\ t' nla:\illlllnl correlation with surface pressure, Plots a~('
llrdl'l'l'd Irlllll high \0 1m, (,(>lTclatilln, \\ ilh prcssure. Frill, 1'1 al.. 1971'.
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analyzing each season independently. The follpwing sections describe
several reanalyses.
V. Recalibration
The data and models utilized in the feasibility study were altered in an
atte'J1pt to improve the climatic recomtructions. The same sources of
pressure data were used, but the pressure grid was changed to include 96
grid points from 200 N latitude to 700 N latitude and from 800 W longitude
across the Pacific Ocean to 1000 E longitude. The grid included data at
every 20° longitude for 60° and 700 N and every 10° longitude at latitudes
20°,30°,40°, and 500 N. The east Asian coast was included partly to allow
use of its long climatic record as independent checks, and partly to
include a larger area upwind of the tree rings.
The pressure data for the revised grid were examined using principal
component analysis and other techniques to ascertain the natural
climatological seasons for the particular grid that was selected (Blasing,
1975). December, January, and February were found to be the most
similar winter months and were chosen to represent that season.J une was
found to differ significantly from July and August, so the latter two
months were used as summer.
The recalibrations were obtained using the eigenvector amplitudes
from the correlation matrix of the same 49 ring-width chronologies used
in the feasibility analysis (Equations 7. J8 and 7.19, Figs 9.1 and 9.2). The
eigenvectors differed only in that the entire 1700-1962 period was
analyzed rather than the 1700-1930 interval, and additions and
corrections had been made on a few of the chronologies.
Not only was the statistical model changed but the pressure apd tree-
ring data. were treated differently: (I) The mean for each pressure data
point from 1899-1966 was subtracted from each seasonal value, but no
division by the standard deviation was made. Thus the actual pressure
variance was preserved. (2) The eigenvectors ofpressure were extracted
by season for the entire calibration period 1899-1966 using the covariance
rather than the correlation matrix. This allowed a greater weight to be
placed on areas where the pressure variations were greatest. (3) Different
numbers of eigenvectors were used to represent the, pressure and tree-
growth variance, depending upon the model to be tested. (4) The tree-
ring climatic models involved various lags by utilizing the amplitudes of
the tree-ring data for year t and lagging them by one or more years to
determine which combination oflags best fit the relationship. As a result,
the amplitudes between lags were often nonorthogonaI. (5) Canonical
regression was used, as in Equation 9.7, to obtain the coefficients for
reconstructing amplitudes of pressure from amplitudes of tree growth.
'I RI':CO:\STRUTI:\(; SI',\TI.\1. \,\IU,\TIO:\s " ('1.1 \1.\11: I'll
Only the canonical sets which calibrated more than I"" ofthe \'ariance
in the pressure amplitudes were selected, The canonical regressions llll'
reconstructing the amplitudes of pressl're were multiplied Il\ the
appropriate eigen\,{Ttors of pressure i Equation 7.21' to obtain thc
pressure transfer functions. The amplitudes of tree growth lill' each \eal'
were then multiplied by this transkr function to reconstruct the \earl\
anomalies in pressure.
The data used to assess lagging relationships including amplitudes llll'
the ring widths in \'Car 1- I, I, and 1+ I up to year 1+ k 1..\, Equation 1).7
may be written as lollows:
(9.IOj
Howe\'er, all the amplitudes could not be used I>eeause the\' would ha\T
exceded the a\'ailabk degrees of freedom. SI'\'eral calibrations \\lTe
attempted which in\'OIH'd \'arying numbers of pressure amplitudes.
\'arying numbers of trel' growth amplitudes, \'aning lagged
relationships, and van'ing the season (Table ~J.I . The square llf the
multiple correlation, which' 'o\'as used to measure the calibrated
amplitude \ariance, is also partialh alkcted Il\ the degrees of IiTedonl
that arc used up in the calibration, The perccnt \'ariancc due to the loss lll'
degrees of freedom can be estimated from the square of the cOITebtion
expected for random numbers (R2 random) as follow:
k
R 2 random = -- (9.11)
11-1
where k is the number of predictor \'ariabks and /I is the eill-nin° sample
size, which in this case is assumed to be equal to the numlwr 01'\ cars usnl
lor calibration. The percent amplitude \'ariance calibrated is subtral'led
from the R2 random (Tabk 9.1) and the square root taken to estimate rI. a
measure of the statistical fit abmT that expened lilr r,mdom numlHTs,
This \'alue is analogous to, and ma\' be tested as, the correlation
coefficient.
The f()lIowing inferences were drawn Irom the \'anous calibration
statistics (Tablr 9.1):
(I) More significant variance was calibrated (that is the \'allies of d
were generally larger) fell' those models using 1() or kwer ei,geIl\Tl'lor
amplitudes ofpressuf.e. It appears that high-order amplitudes olpresslilT
arc too small scale or ha\'e too little \'ariance to be useful in these climatil
reconstructions.
:2) Little significant variance was reduced by models incorporatilll!;
grcater lags than those for years t and t + I u.s shown in Rows 4,5, and Gin
the table.
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(3) In the case or autumn, winter, and early spring, the best models
were those including no lag and associate~with growth commencing in
the concurrent spring season. This result is reasonable in that there is
ample time lor climate during these three seasons to modify conditions
which in turn inl1uence important plant proce~ses.Since no value ofd lor
early spring was significant, the spring seasons were classified differently
in subsequent analysis.
(4) The best model for late spring (May-June) includes growth in
years t as well as t +1. Since the growing season usually starts in May, it is
reasonable that a portion of the climatic influence is transferred to the
next year's growing season.
(5) The best model for summer includes only the amplitudes for year
t +1, but the model using years t and t + 1 (Table 9.1, Line 8) is also
significant. Apparently growth slows down sufficiently during this season
so that climate for year t has less influence on the width for year t than it
does lor year t+ 1.
The percent variance calibrated at each pressure gri.d point was
calculated by subtracting the residual variance from the total variance at
each point, dividing the result by the latter and multiplying by 100 to
obtain a percentage figure. The results for all grid points are mapped in
Fig. 9.7 for three diflerent winter and summer models. The areas of
significant calibrated variance for winter and summer are different, but
many similarities among the models for a given season are apparent.
For example, the areas of significant calibrated variance for winter
include Alaska and the Canadian Arctic, the extreme North Pacific
(including 'an area south of Korea), Mexico and the United States
Southwest, the central North Pacific along latitude 20° west of Hawaii,
and for some models, in mainland China.
The areas of significant calibrated variance for summer include the
Canadian and east Siberian Arctic, western United States, a large area in
the central North Pacific, and the Asian mainland along 1000 E longitude
(the western boundary of the pressure grid}.
It was concluded that pressure can be reconstructed for a substantial
portion of the grid, although the area of significant reconstruction is less
than half the area used for calibration. It is hoped that pressure
reconstructions may be improved in the areas of poor calibration by
utilizing tree rings from additional sites, especially those from Canada,
Alaska, and the Asian continent.
An inability to reconstruct pressure in a given region does not imply
that other climatic variables cannot be reconstructed. For example,
precipitation anomalies in certain regions may be associated with
increased frequencies of cyclones and anticyclones and increased
404 TREE R ["i(;S A:'IiD eLl \IATE
numbers offrontal passages but not with anomalies in the mean seasonal
pressure in that partieular region. In such cases, temperature or
precipitation may be reconstructed even though there is little possihiJit\
of reconstructing the pressure variance.
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With the exception of early spring, the models with the highest values
ofd (values in bold type in Table 9. I) are significant. Those for winter and
summer were selected for the following analyses.
VI. Climatological Studies
When the kasibility study was undertaken to reconstruct spatial
variations in pressure from tree growth, it was thought that the anomalies
in pressure would be readily interpretable in terms of anomalies in storm
tracks, air flow, temperature, and precipitation. Howe\:er, it soon
became apparent that heretofore no summary had been made of the
seasonal climate over the selected grid of pressure, and there'was little
reliable basis for interpreting the new reconstructions. Some
climatologists had looked in depth at only the months ofJanuary and
July, while others dealt only with average conditions over a particular
region. Still other investigations were limited to analyses of particular
years and seasons or to consideration of only the last few decades, during
which measurements were available from the upper atmosphere as well
as the surface.
Therefore, Blasing (1975) undertook the task of studying the 20th
century climate in terms of the surfaCt~ pressure variance over the newly
selected grid. He developed a technique which was used to classify and
identify anomalous patterns in the seasonal pressures. Each of these
anomaly patterns, which were called pressure types (Fig. 9.8) were in turn
associated with anomaly patterns of cyclone occurrences, temperature,
and precipitation in the United States, and tree-ring widths in wt;stern
North America. The most pertinent results to dendroclimatographic
analysis are described and summarized in the following sections.
A. Identification of Pressure Tjpes
Eigenvector techniques have mathematical properties which limit
their usefulness in describing climate. The eigenvector patterns, unlike
the natural pressure patterns, are constrained to be mutually orthogonal.
Also the eigenvectors are constrained to express both positive and
negative modes ofbehavior IiI«; mirror images ofthe same pattern, yet the
actual modes of climate rarely behave in exactly opposite fashions. Years
with anomalously high pressures in certain regions are not always
balanced by years with anomalously low pressures in the same regions. As
a result, features observable in climatic data require linear combinations
of two or more eigenvectors for adequate characterization (see Julian,
1970, and Blasing, 1975).
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The t\"pin~ pcocedure devel0p"d and f·rogrammed Jy Blasir.g (1975)
circum\ents the above constrailJts of eigenvector analysis, It finds modes
of seasonal climatic behavior (or growth or any other selected ':ariable)
that are recognizable in the data for certain years included in that
analysis, bu t arc not necessarily associated with an anr:maly of opposite
sign. Therefore the types, unlike eigenvectors, are cr.aracterized o'lly in
their positive representation.
The statistical procedure, which was first described by Lund (1963),
computes the correlations among patterns in a field ofvariables at a given
time with pattl:rns at :llher times. In this particular (,'1alysis, the pressure
departure patterns of each year from 1899-1966 are correlated with all
other pressure departure ;Jatterns for the 68 years used in the analysis.
The resulting corn· 1ation coefficients are then searched to identify that
pattern in pressure which is highly correlated with the greatest number of
other pressure patterns.
The procedure Blasing developed diflers from that described by Lund
in that it averages data for the selected year with the five other best
corn.::ated departure patterns (Blasing, 1975). The averaging process
filters out some of the noise due to individual yearly variatirms, and it
preserves the essential features that give rise to the correlations.
The mean pressure anomaly of the six best correlated years becomes
the first spatial correlation anomaly type, which is then correlated with
the remaining yearly departur~~. All anomaly patterns that are
correlated with the six-year mean (that is, which are equal to or greater
than a prespecified correlation value) are classified as that type and are
removed from the data set. The procedure is repeated on the remaining
data until the correlation coefficients among yearly anomaly patterns fall
below a minimum acceptable value, at which time the analysis stops and
the remaining years not associated with any type are left unclassified.
Four spatial correlation anomaly types of pressure were identified for
winter (Fig. 9.8) and five were identified for summer (Blasing, 1975).
B. Characteri:::.ation of Types
The data on cyclones, temperature, precipitation, and tree growth
were each averaged for the five years which were best correlated with
each summer and winter pressure type, the averaged normalized ring-
width departures were mapped (Blasing, 1975). The resultant plots (see
Fig. 9.9) represent the anomaly patterns in each variable corresponding
to each pressure type. Since these data are used later in the chapter to
describe past climate, the most important results are summarized in the
following sections.
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I. Winler
The four pressure anomaly types for winter were numl:-~red in the
order of till ir importance, plotted on maps, and isobars drawn as il1 Fig.
9.8. TYlJe I exhibits a ilegative anomaly in pressure centered over the
Alaskan Peninsula. Type 2 consists ofa positive pressure anomaly south of
the Alaska Peninsula and a negative pressure anomaly over nothern
Siheria. Type 3 exhibits a positive pressure anomaly centered over
Alaska, with a region of slight negative anomaly along the west coast of
North America. Type 4 includes an area of positive pressure anomaly
alon~ the south coast ofAlaska and a large area ofweak negative anomaly
over the North Pacific Ocean.
Characteristics of Type I winters are shown in Fig. 9.9. The most
characteristic winters of this type were those ending in 1931, 1953, 1945,
1912, and 1927 listed in order of decreasing correlation with the mean
type. An above-normal number of cyclone-days occurs i,: the area of
negative pressure anomaly over the Alaska Peninsula. High cyclone
frequencies also occur in certain areas of Asia, in northwest Canada, in
areas north of 300 N from 140 0 E through southern California to Texas,
and in the western portion of the Mississippi Valley.
Climatologically, the latter two areas represent cyclone tracks along
which the storms intensify when warm moist air from the Gulf of Mexico
is drawn into them, increasing precipitation in the central Plains and
along the east slope of the Rocky Mountains (Fig. 9.9). Counterclockwise
circulation around the area of negative pressure anomaly results in
anomalous northward or northeasterly Ilow of relatively warm air from
the Pacific Ocean into western Canada and northwestern United States,
causing temperatures there to be above normal. With fewer storms,
precipitation along the west coast of the United States is below average.
Blasing (1975) states that "the upper air pattern for Type I winters
involves a strong Aleutian Low and a tendency for a broad ridge [high
pressure] over the western United States." When such winters prevail,
there is also a smaller than normal number of polar outbreaks of cold air
in the United States and above normal precipitation along the, south
coast of Alaska because of the greater number of storms there.
The tree-growth pattern associated with Type I winter indicates that
low growth occurs in Canada and the Great Basin, while in the extreme
Southwest and southern Rocky Mountains growth is high, probably due
to the abundant winter moisture brought into the area by the northerly
!low. The high growth over Wyoming, southern Idaho, and southern
Montana probably rellects mild winters and the upslope Ilow of moist air
from the south that may occur there.
Type 2 winter is best exemplified by the years 1937, 1949; 1932, 1911,
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ami 1952, a.ld it exhibits anomalously high pressures in the central North
Pacific, where frequencies of cyclones are low (Fig. 9.H). A higher than
normal number ol'cyclones enter the United States along the Oregon and
~orthernCalifornia coast and move east-northeast bringing colder than
normal temperatures to the entire western United States and warmer
Cyclone doyt
Type :5
winter
FIC. 'l.11I. Same as Fil.(. 'l.ll. but f(,r '[''Ix :1 winters. (Blasing, 1975,
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than normal temperatures to the eastern Cnited States. PllTipitation is
much al]O\'e normal in the Ohio and lower :\lississippi \',dlns. som(,\\hat
abO\'C normal in the northern Great P~ains and Great Basin, and helo\\
normal in the extreme Pacific northwest. The tree rings arc wider than
normal o\'er the Colorado plateau of the Southwest and lower thai I
normal 0\'('1' northern Calitornia, Oregon, Idaho, and \\'ashington,
Illustrations and more detai Is on this and other willler t\PCS an presell ted
by Blasing \ 1975 I and Blasing and Fritts i in press.
The anomalies a~soeiatedwith Type 3 winters arc shO\\11 in Fig. q.lll.
Tht' veal'S best correlated with the t\pe arc 1907, 1911i. 19:"ib. )1111+. and
1909. The area of positin' pressure anomal" 0\('1' the extrellle :\orth
Pacific. Alaska, and northwestern Canada is associated \\ith a sl11,t1ler
than normal percentage of [\'Clone days there. A larger than 1I0l'IIIai
number ofcydones enters the cOlllinellt I;lrther south along the C,lnadian
and United States west coast. Blasing \ 19751 suggests tha t then' is an
upper air ridge o"er the l\orth Pacific Ocean, a well-ddi.led trough. ,III
area oflowcr pressure" olrthe west coast oftlH' L'nited States. and a \\Tak
ridge on'r west central C ni ted Sta tes, Lows entering the \\Tst coast or the
United States often head northeast\\ard in the direelion ofthl' upper air
flow, although it is not uncomlllOIl tor them to enter British Columhia
and follow a southeastward course. The numl)('r of storms are ncar
normal tor central and eastern :\orth America. AntiC'\'Clones (llilowillg
the cyclones across North America often remain farther north than
normal. Jea\'ing the central and southern l'nited States \\ith \\arm air.
C\clones are also common in Asia {In'latitudes hetwel'll 500~ and bY':\.
During T"pe 3 winters the northern Lllited States is alloma]oush, cool
because of the southward flow of air from the .\rrtic hut tempcratlllTs
elsewhere in the L' ni ted States are a bo\'(' normal. Precipi t,lt ion ill \\('stnll
L'nitrd States is high due to the freqllent passage or storllls. The warm.
moist air from the Gulf of :\lexico meets the cold air [Irther lIorth thall
normal causing abnormal:" high prec,ipitation in the Ohio' RinT Basill
and western Appalachian Mountain areas, Lower than normal
precipitation in th~' southern U ni ted Stall'S is d U1' to the low !HTU'lIIage or
cvdones there.
In all respeels except the growth pattern. Type:'I winters arc opposite
those of l\'pe I. While tree growth tllr 'l\pe 3 \('ars is high in
northwestern North America where precipitation is also high, it is low in
New Mexico and extreme western Texas where temperatun's arc higher
than' normal and preci pi tation is low,
Type 4 winter is best exemplified by the years 1962, 19li:'I, 19;17: 1%;l.
and 1930, ",ith anomalously high pressure ('entered Iher thl' southert!
coast of Alaska and slightl" below-normal pressures ()\'('r the central
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North Pacific (Fig. 9.8). Cyclones arc more [requent than normal along
the 45° parallel in the central North Pacific. They arc also more frequent
over the Baja California and Hudson's Bav areas. Temperatures arc
much below normal in the entire Northwest and the northern Plains~
especially over the upper Mississippi Vallcy~and precipitation is below
normal in the central and southern Plains, the northeast, and west coast
regions of the United States. HilSh growth occurs in northern British
Columbia, in the northern Sierra. Nevada, the Great Basin and central
Rocky Mountains, and in southern Arizona; and low growth occurs in
the Cascades and northern Rocky Mountains, southern California,
northern Arizona, and New Mexico.
2. Summer
The five pressure ,anomaly types for summer as described by Blasing
(1975) arc included in Fig. 9.11. Type I exhibits higher than normal
pressure, in the central North Pacific and lower than normal pressures in
the Arctic. Type 2 exhibits a higher than normal presure anomaly in
northeastern Siberia and in the western North Pacific. Type 3 is
characterized by anomalously high pressure along the western borders of
the grid in central Asia, over the Pacific Coast and the Great Basin of the
United States, and over the Bering Sea. Lower than normal pressures
occur over the western North Pacific Ocean and over eastern North
America. Type 4 has many features in common with a typical winter
anomaly pattern showing anomalously low pressure over the Bering Sea
and the Gulf of Alaska, and higher than .normal pressure anomalies over
the Arctic Ocean, northern Alaska, and northwestern Canada. Type 5
exhibits a weak positive pressure anomaly over northeastern Asia,
southern Alaska, and the northern parts of the North Pacific. Positive
anomalies are found in central Canada and in the China Sea.
Figure 9.12 includes the climatic data associated with Type I summers
for 1955, 1937, 1949, 1935, and 1933. Anomalously high pressure over the
Pacific Ocean indicates a northwesterly displacemen t of the north Pacific
High. As a result, storms are displ,!ced northwa,rd and mean summer
pressures are low along the Arctic Ocean. Cyclones are more common in
the Caribbean Sea, across Mexico, ip areas ofwestern United States, and
along the Washington and Oregon co~t.More cyclones than normal also
occur in the central North Pacific to the southwest of the high pressure
area.
The West Coast and Grea't Basin area, where Type I summer cyclones
occur more frequently than average, is a region where such activity is
actually quite rare. The cyclone days, though above normal in number,
represent weak, short-lived systems associated with a northerly
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Blasing ( 1975) suggests that the Atlantic Subtropical High is displaced
northward bringing above-normal temperatures to the eastern United
States, especially in the Great Lakes. The association of this condition
with hurricanes in Type I summers accounts for the higher than normal
precipitation in the east and Gulf states, as well as the large number of
cyclone days in the Caribbean and central Mexico.
The circulation patterns associated with Type I summers ~esernblt­
those described by Namias (1960) which occur in conjunction with
drought in the Great Plains of the United States. During such summers
there is a tendency for a drought-producing anticyclone to appear over
the United States. However, if it is small in sii"e, the eastern coast is
typically under the influence 01" a moist tongue of air from the Bermuda
High to the east over the Atlantic. Some good examples of Type I
circulation occurred during the dust bowl years of the 1930's, while the
best example of this pattern occurred in the summer of 1955 bringing
extreme drought to the Plains and moisture-laden hurricanes Connie and
Diane to th~ East.
The higher than normal precipitation anomaly along the boundary of
the north central United States is associated with excessively severe storm
activity, often accompanied by hail and heavy local pn·cipitation.
Blasing (1975) suggests that these features are triggered by the sou thern
end of cold fronts which are located in Canada. Above-normal
precipitation also occurs in the portion of the southern Alaskan coast
called the panhandle. Tree growth occurring in Type I summers is much
below normal in northwestern United States but above normal in
northern British Columbia and southwestern United States.
Type 2 summer is best exemplified by the years 1922, 1921, 1920, 1917,
and 1919, with higher than normal pressures over northern Siberia and
the western North Pacific, and lower than normal pressures and greater
frequency of cyclones southwest of the Alaskan mainland, over central
Canada, and west of Baja California. Temperatures are above average
over the northern Rocky Mountains and the Great Basin, and lower than
normal over southern Arizona, New Mexico, and coastal areas of the
United States Pacific Northwest. Precipitation i~ generally below normal
along the western Canadian-U nited States border, and above normal
over Ar:zona. The growth anomalies aTe lower than normal in Canada,
the Pacific Northwest, Idaho, and central Wyoming, and high
throughout the entire Southwest. Illustrations and more details on this
and other summer types are presented by Blasing (1975).
Type 3 summer is best exemplified by 1927, 1928, .1930, 1929, and
1926, and it represents an extreme north-south (meridinal) circulation
with marked high pressures along the wester,n boundary of the pressure
+Iiti TREE RJ:\(;S .\\\l Cl.l\IATE
grid i lOODE longitude) and O\Tr the southwestern United States (Fig.
9.11). Pressure is anomalously low over the western North Pacific.
Temperatures arc above normal throughout the Pacilic :'Jorthwest ofthc
United States and southern Arizona and generalh below normal
throughout the southern Rocky Mountains, much of the central Plains
and Midwest, and especially O\Tr the Great Lakes. Precipitation is much
above normal throughout the central Rocky Mountains and high plains
from southern New Mexico to southern Montana.
The tree-growth anomalies for Type 3 summers exhibit low growth in
the Canadian Rocky Mountains and North Pacific states, southern
Idaho, Nevada, northern Calif()rnia, and southern Arizona, but high
growth throughout western Montana, Wyoming, Colorado, ;'I;ew
Mexico, northern Arizona, and north central Mexico.
Type 4 summer is best exemplified by the years 1909, 1908, 1903, 1950.
and 1964, and it is characterized by lower than normal pressures and an
increased number of storms from northeastern Siberia to the Gulf of
Alaska, including more than normal storms over the ocean west of the
North American continent. Pressures o\'er western North America arc
somewhat lower than 'normal but higher than normal over northwestern
Canada. A higher than normal number of cyclones mO\T inland in a
southeasterly direction along the western Canadian coast, bringing cool
temperatures to large portions ufthe United States. Precipitation is abO\T
normal Over the western United States/Canadian boundary, Arizona,
southern California, southern Nevada, and large areas in the Mississippi
Valley and Great Lakes. Tree growth for this cool, relati\'Cly moist type is
anomalously high except in Colorado, New Mexico, and the Colorado
Plateau of Arizona and Utah.
Summer Type 5 resembles Type I in that it is associated with drought
(Fig. 9.13).Thc five best examples of Type 5 are 1963, 1957, 1959, 1936,
and 1954, characterized by higher than normal temperatures throughout
the central United States and by a drought area extending from the
Plains to the eastern seaboard and the Northeastern United States.
The Pacific Subtropical High is displaced north ofits normal position,
and areas ofweakly positive pressure anomaly and below-normal cyclone
days occur in the extreme North Pacific, southwestern Pacific, the south
coast of Alaska, and central Canada. Upper air features include two
anomalously deep troughs of low pressure which occur off both the east
and west coasts of North America associated with high-pressure ridging
over the central portions of the United States. The upper-level jet stream
in the Central Pacific is displaced to the north and at times becomes split,
the southern cu;rent plunging south bringing low pressure and cold air to
the Pacific Northwest, and the northerly current flowing over the Arctic
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and then returning southward in the trough along thc east coast bringing
a southward adveCtion of cold, dry air (Fig. 9.13).
Type 5 summer differs from Type I in that the upper level troughs are
more apparent, the Atlantic Subtropical High is not as likely to be
eye lone doy,
Ty,. 5
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displaced northward, and drier air is advected into the eastern portions of
the continent. Under a Type 5 regime, drought conditions occur over the
eastern ha!fand central portions of the United States associated with the
descending air entering the eastern trough.
Tree growth for Type 5· is below normal for large areas of western
North America, with the exception of northern California, Oregon, and
Washington where growth is above normal.
I t is apparent from the work ofBlasing (1975) that each pressure type is
associated with a characteristic set of climatic conditions, synoptic
situations, upper air circulatiolls and patterns of tree growth. If it is
possible to associate one or more of these types that are present in the
modern period with the reconstructed pressure anomalies for past years,
it would then be possible to infer the climatic conditions that must be
associated with them. In the next section attention will be directed to
reconstructing and typing the anomalies in past atmospheric pressure.
Subsequent sections include the climatic interpretation and verification.
C. Reconstruction qf Pressure Types
I t was noted in Section V that the best cali brations use models with 10
or fewer eigenvector amplitudes of both tree growth and pressure (Table
9.1). The question arose as to what is the minimum number of variables
necessary to reconstruct a particular phenomenon such as the pressure
types.
Blasing (1975) addressed himself to this problem by developing a
minimum-sized model that would reconstruct only the large-scale
patterns represented by the four winter pressure types. It was reasoned for
the model development that the best reconstructions of the particular
types could be obtained by using only those eigenvector amplitudes that
occurred consistently in the five type years (see subsection B). Therefore
the values for the eigenvector ampli tudes of pressure were tabulated for
each year that was best correlated with the type (Table 9.11). An
examination was made of the absolute value of the eigenvector
amplitude, the mean amplitude for the five years, and the consistency in
amplitude sign.
For example, the amplitudes of eigenvector I are large and their signs
consistent for all years within Types I, 2, and 3 (Table 9.11). The
amplitudes ofeigenvector 2 for pressure are large and signs are consistent
for those years in pressure Types 2, 3, and 4, although the signs of the
amplitudes are less consistent. Blasing noted that the amplitudes for
eigenvectors 1-6 were moderately consistent for at least one type but were
generally inconsistent for all higher-order pressure eigenvectors. He
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concluded that the pressure types were sufficipntly well represented by
the first six eigenvectors to justify their exclusive usc in reconstructing
them. Another set of statistics, V2 (Sellers, 1968), which measures the
pdcent variance reduced by each amplitude during each year, were
examined and these data substantiated the decision to use only the first
SIX.
TABLE 9.11 Amplitude values of the first 10 pressure eigenvectors associated with years
characterizing winter pressure types'
Type Year 2 4 5 6 8 9 10
1931 33·12 1573 3·14 -9·73 199 -0·16 2·53 - 3048 -7-50 -0·'3
1953 20·08 -7·20 7·82 -8·09 7·3 I 0·98 2·07 5·50 -1·80 1·75
1945 18·90 1-47 8-41 -3-37 - 1·52 -0·63 -0·87 0·08 - 6· 17 - 0·05
1912 10·60 -4·58 -1·37 -4·87 2·06 - 3·29 1-44 -4·12 -372 0·49
1927 1366 -5·10 -0·96 -289 - 1·71 -0·12 3·78 -0·64 -2·36 -3·90
2 1937 -29·IG -25·06 -5·34 1217 -1·36 7·72 -2·44 -1·47 0·93 - 3·18
1949 - 22·66 -18·88 -6·85 13-61 -8·49 -1·79-2·75 1·72 -2·38 -0·06
1932 -16·26 -1976 0·66 4·84 10·68 4·07 4·21 1·48 1·62 - 3·05
1911 -21·80 -6·24 -1·26 -3044 5·08 0·50 - 3·26 - L·44 - 3·68 - 2·21
1952 -9·84 -<)·37 -3·28 0·97 1·64 5·78 0·43 4·36 2·99 0·01
3 1907 -3202 28·84 -8·55 -11·06 -4-51 -9·44 -4·20 -0·06 -0·89 2·04
1916 -28·80 10·36 -4·46 -6·69 -4·82 1·56 260 0·32 \·27 1·69
1956 -19·99 12·71 -4·51 1·23 4·29 21·65 6·75 0·35 -2·89 - 1·35
1904 -26·07 10·67 -0·12 -2·64 3·17 -12-41 4·16 5·83 6·22 2·12
1909 -15·76 7·95 -16·05 -13·89 -6·55 -3·16 -1·89 882 HI -6·95
4 1962 -9·82 11·39 3·34 16·94 -1·21 -1·94 0·59 3·64 -6·31 0·22
1963 15·30 26·54 j·97 21·38 0·49 -3·04 0·82 0·54 -4·53 1·74
1957 - 15·80 11·02 23·69 4·82 7·86 0·38 -6·10 -0·22 -2·41 -0·54
196:;
-2-42 9·76 7·53 4·51 2·98 7-43 1·66 7-64 6·01 0·29
1930 -3·84 4·87 4·6B 8·04 7·03 -1·31 -2·86 - 7·02 5'23 -4·99
Total '!~
Variance
Reduced by 34·7 16·8 10·6 8·1 5·6 4·7 2·9 2·4 1·7 1·5
Eigenveclorh
'Blasing, 1975 hFor all years from 1900-1966.
The amplitudes of the tree-growth eigenvectors were examined in the
same way. The first seven amplitudes of tree growth had both consistent
signs and high mean values for all five years associated with at least one of
the four types. There were several type years for eigenvectors 8 through
10 in which both the magnitudes of the amplitudes were 2·0 or greater
(the average expected for random numbers) and the V2 were sufficiently
large. No amplitude for eigenvectors above 10 reduced enough variance
or appeared systematically related to any type, so only ring-width
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eigenvectors I through 10 were used in the calibration and
reconstruction. A similar analysis for mmmer led to the selection of the
first 10 eigenvectors of pressu~e and the first 10 eiRenvectors of tree
growth.
The square of the multiple correlation for predicting the amplitude
variance for these ~wo minimum-sized models for winter and summer
(Row II, Table 9.1) are 0·292 and 0·280, but when these data were
converted to total pressure, variance percentages declined to 24~o ana
26% (Fig. 9.7), The areas of significant calibrated \'ariance for the
minimum-sized models were not substantially different from those for the
larger models, except that there was less significant variance O\'Cr the
Asian continent. On the other hand, the area of statistically significant
reconstruction was greater for the summer minimum-sized model than
for the larger mooels even though the total percent variance calibrated
was less. Therefore, the minimum-sized models were inftTred to be
superior to the larger ones, especially for reconstructing the pressure
types. Except when stated otherwise, the results from these minimum-
sized models are USlJ in all subsequent analyses.
VII. Summarization of Reconstructions for Winter
U sing the Pressure Types
Once a transfer function is obtained (Equaticrl 9.7) it can be applied to
the tree-ring data for each year to obtain the reconstructions. For the
following discussion the reconstructions arC' departures of pressure
(express~d in milli bars) for a particular ye::r and season O\'er 96 Rrid
poin ts. Isobars are drawn to obtain pressure anomaly ma ps (or half of the
Northern Hemisphere. The reconstructions are obtained for ('ach model
and season back to 1700, totalling 263 maps. Figures 9.1 ~ and 9.15
include examples of four such seasonal maps.
The selected years were chosen because historical r('cords {or North
America indicated interesting anomalies in climate, and the
reconstructions could be examined for consistenl;y with the available
facts, The year 1815-16 was chosen b('cause the vokano Tambora
erupted late in 1815, ejecting clouds of dust into the upper atmosphere,
No outstanding anomaly was recorded for the winter, but the fi)lJowing
summer was exceptionally cold in New England and became known as
"tne year without a summer" (Ludlum, 1966). Temperatures were
reported much below normal, snow fe!1 inJune in New Y0fk, V('rmont,
New Hampshire, and ~aine, and irosts were reported for July and
August as far south as Pennsylvania and New Jersey, with drouRht
extending into early autumn. The disastrous year was culminated with a
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killing frost in northern New England before the end or Septeml>cr
(Ludlum, 1966).
The reconstruction for winter (Fig. 9.14) indicated a Type I pattern
which is shown in Fig. 9.9 to bring generally warm, mild weather that
would not be likely to e\'oke any recorded comment. However, the
reconstruction for summer resembled Types '2 and 5, both of which arc
accompanied b:, anomalous cold and drou~ht in the :--;ew En~I,Hld state,.
ISec section VI lor details on circulation of Type .5 summers. I
Figure 9.15 includes two winters known to have marked contrasts in
climates. The winter (December, jant<ary, and February) of 1866 was
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FIG. 9.14. Reconstructions of anomalies in pressure derived from tree rings fc)r an
interesting year in the 19th century. (Drawing by M. Huggins)
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FIG. 9.15. Reconstructions of anomalies in pressure for winter rln;' erl Irom lrec 11l1l!;'
(or two years known to be years of contrasting climate. The arrows sho" al1ornaile, ill
atmospheric circulation inferred from the plots. (Drawing by M. Huggins I
reported by Stockman (1904) and Ludlum (1968) to be severely cold in
the north central Great Plains, averaging 9·6°F above zero ( - 12·4 C j in
central Minnesota. Temperatures were 3·3 F (1·8 C I below average !()r
Fort Levenworth. Kansas, and 6·6F (3· 7e C; below average for Chicago.
Illinois.
The reconstruction for the winter of 1866 (Fig. 9.151 exhibits an
extremely strong Type 3 pressure pattern with al1omalousl\· hi!;h
pressures over Alaska (Fig. 9.10) with an inkrred al1omalow. !low or air
from the Arctic as indicated by the arrows. This is cOl1sisten t \\ ith the
reported low temperatures in the north central state".
The winter of 1878, on the other hanel. wa.s unusualh "'Mm.
Temperatures were as high as 14·0 F (7'8 CI ab()\(' a\lTdge at Fort
Snelling, 10·0 F \5·6 C) above average at Fort Le\Tn\\orth. and II·l r
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(6'3 V C) above average at Chicago. This winter as reported in the Monthly
Weather Review for December, January, and February 1877-1878 was
characterized by an abnormally strong Aleutian Low with numerous
storms entering western Canada and northwestern United States.
Heavy rains were reported in Texas and the GulfCoast states, while there
was a deficiency of moisture in the interior of the country. The
reconstruction for winter of 1878 is a well-developed Type I pattern,
which is consistent with the Monthly Weather Review report. The
strengthened Aleutian Low apparently caused an anomalous influx of
moist and warm air from the central North Pacific and the GulfofMexico
(see arrow in Fig. 9.15) with anomalously high temperatures throughout
the United States and high rainfall in Texas 2S reported.
Because of the immense amount of data and the difficuity in
summarizing these reconstructions one year at a time, it was necessary to
find a rapid way of characterizing the climatic patterns. One method
used in the preliminary analysis (Fig. 9.6) involves averaging the data by
decades or pentads and plotting mean maps. However, it was noted that
the climatic variations did not confine themselves to arbitrarily assigned
intervals of time. Contrasting anomalies within the interval can cancel
one another so that the resulting mean does not represent the climate
correctly. .
An alternative method is to associate each reconstructed pressure
anomaly with the best correlated 20th century type as described by
Blasing (1975) and as summarized in the prior section. The frequency of
occurrence of each type could then be studied through time, and
associated anomalies in temperature and precipitation inferred from the
types.
The occurrences ofthe types were identified in Fig. 9.16 by correlating
the spatial patterns of the reconstructions with each of the pressure types
(Figs 9.8 and 9.11). The correlation coefficients were examined, and each
seasonal reconstruction classed as the type with which it was most highly
correlated. When no coefficient was significant (r ~ 0·3), the type with
the highest correlation was assigned, but the case was designated as
insignificant. The full-sized bars plotted in Fig. 9.17 represent those cases
in which the correlation was significant, while the shorter bars represent
those cases in which the correlation was insignificant (Blasing and Fritts,
in press).
In addition, the actu~1 pressure data for the 20th century were
correlated with each pressure type and tabulated in the same fashion as
the reconstructions. The types were rearranged in the order of their
importance during the period of reconstruction (18th and 19th centuries)
and their occurrences plotted in Fig. 9.17. For ease in interpretation, the
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prl'dominant climatic anomaly within thl' United Stall's that is
associatl'd with l'ach typl' is indicatl'd to thl' ri~ht of thl' plottl'd data Ic)r
the 20th Cl'ntury.
It can bl' inf~rrl'd from Fig. 9.17 that both thl' distribution through
timl' and thl' Irl'qul'ncil's of occurrencc of thl' types havl' varil'd
considerably in thl' past two cl'nturil's Irom thosl' of our prl'sl'nt cl'ntury.
Type I wintl'rs, which exhibit a strengthened Aleutian Low, higher than
normal temperatures, and anomalously low precipitation in the far West
c
Correlotions wilh modern types Winter Model 17 Step 6
2
I:,
- .. !
'M! mo I'J'IO 11:10 U4Cl 11lD IlID 1l'Jll .,. I1ID ._ 11,0 I~ IUD 1140 1_ ,_ lno 1_ ._ ... 1110 1111 1_ lMel 1_ ...
1700 1800 1900
f.IG. 9.16. Plots of the correlation coefficients between the pressure anomalies
reconstructed for each year from' 1700 through 1960 and each winter type (see Fig. 9.8)
where the number of observations for each correlation coefficient are the values of the
anomalies at the 96 grid points. The line at a correlation of +0·3 marks the approximate
0·95 confidence level. All years with correlations above this line can be identified as
belonging at least in part to that particular type. The years with negative correlations
with a type, even though significant, have no concrete interpretation except that the
pressure anomaly reconstructions for the year were definitely not the particular type.
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(Fig. 9.9) have occurred most frequently all three centuries. They
occurred most oft~n in the 18th century reconstructions (17/0) and least
often in the 19th century (28%), as compared to the present century
(34%).
Type 3 winters (Fig. 9.10), which exhibit positive pressure anomalies
centered over Alaska and are generally warm and wet in western United
States but cold in the extreme north, appear only slightly more important
WINTER
18th CENTURY RECONSTRUCTIONS
,III. II! I, • I I II 1.1 1/ 1 ••• 37%,
4 I I 1,- , II~ .. II 32%I
3 II • , III I' •, II,! II 18%I i
2 I I I I' I , 7%
1700 1750
19th CENTURY RECONSTRUCTIONS
I
-
III I I I I ,
"
-"I, II 28%
4 II II· ,I I" ~. , I 29%
3
-
I, I , I II ,
'''1 23%I
2 i , III III I 13'-,
1800 1850
20th CENTURY ACTUAL
jI I lei I, '-1,1 I". I I. I 34% Worm
4 I II I I II 16.5% ColdI I , Plains
3 ., II I I I 16.5% WormI , , I Wet West
2 I I d ,III III I , 24% Cold, I West1900 1950
FIG. 9.17. The occurrences of the four winter pressure types as reconstructed from tree
rings for A.D. 1700 through 1899 and as actually occurred in the pressurt' data from 1900
through 1966. Every year is idt'ntified as the type with which it is best corrt'lated. The
short bars designatt' thost' cases for which the correlation was less than 0·3 and therd()fe
insignificant. The type numbers repr,.st'nt the order of their importanc,. during the 20th
century, but the order us,.d in the figur,. represt'nts their r,.lati,'!' importance during the
18th and 19th ct'nturies. Th,. p,.rct'ntage occurr,.nc,.s ofsignificant correlation arc shown
on th,. right, and th,. predominant climatic anomaly O\'t'! the Unit,.d Stat,.s associated
with ,.ach typt' is indicated as abbrn'iated d,.scriptions n,.xt to the plots on th,.low('f right.
(Blasing and Fritts, in press)
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in the two earlier centuries than in the current one. Thev occur I H'~o and
23/~ of the time compared to 16'5/~ fllr the 20th centurY.
Type 4 winters, with higher than normal pressure over thl' south coast
of Alaska, lower than normal pressures over the central !\'orth Pacific,
and anomalously cold outbreaks of arctic air into the northern Plains.
occurred 32% of the time in the 18th century and :28°'0 of the time in thc
19th century, but only 16'5/~ of the time in the current centurY. This cold
winter type was clearly more frequent in the past and therds a suggcstion
in recent records that it may be increasing in frequem'v at prc.-cnt
(Blasing, 1975).
Type 2 winters, which exhibit a strong positive pressure anomaly in the
north Central Pacific, a weak negative anomaly to tt... north and east
(Fig. 9.8), and colder than normal winters in the far western Uni ted
States, occurred 7/~ of the time in the 18th century, 13/~ ofthe time in the
19th century, and 24% of the time in the 20th century.
Figures 9.16 and 9.17 also show distinct climatic variations within the
three centuries. For example, the first half of the 18th century can be
characterized as varying between winters of general warmth and
moclerate dryness (Type I) and winters ofextreme cold in the high Plains
(Type 4). Beginning in 1745, Type 3 winters were mon' common, with
warmth and moisture in the West, cold in the extreme northern C .S.
(Fig. 9.10), and the extremely cold winters in the Plains (Type +I
occurring less frequently. With the possible exception of the 1780's, these
more mild conditions continued until 1810.
The cold Type 4 winters occurred with greater frequency between
1810 and 1875, interspersed with :>eriods of warmth (Type I). In the
latter part of the 1840's and the 1850's, Type 2 (colo West) occurred
somewhat more frequently. Starting with 1885, Type 3 dominated the
circulation until near the end of the century. The persistent occurrence of
Type 3 was broken by the occurrence of other types at the turn of the
century, but beginning in 1905 Type 3 again occurred more frequently
until near the end of the first decade. All four types occurred between
1910 and 1938, followed by a high frequency ofoccurrence ofTypes I and
2 until late in the 1950's. Since that time, Type 4 increased in frequency.
For more details of these particular climatic reconstructions see Blasing
(1975) and Blasing and Fritts (in press).
VIII. Verification of Reconstructions for Winter
The typing scheme not only provides a convenient means for
characterizing the climatic reconstructions, but enables the comparison
of the reconstructions with the climatic anomalies that actually occurred.
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This section describes three ways in wnich the reconstructions 'vere
compared with actual climatic data to establish verification, (I) The
reconstructed types for the winters of 1900-1961 (the dependent dota set)
were compared to the types derived fro:n the actudl pressure data. (2)
The tempuature and precipitation anomalies associated with the
reconstructed pressure for years prior to 1899 were compared v'lth the
temperature and precipitation anomalies for the type years of the 20th
century, (3) Calibrations were made for the relationships between tree-
ring anomalies and temperature and the reconstructions of these data
prior to tht· calibration period were compared not only to independent
temperature data but also to the patterns of temperature expected during
the years of the 18th and 19th centuries reconstructed to be of each
pressure type (Fig. 9.17).
A. Verification of Types Using the Dependent Data Set
Although the percent variance calibrated is highly significant, an
additional test was made by comparing the type patterns in the
reconstructed pressure field with those in the ;.::'tual pressure field. The
correlation coefficients of both the actual and reconstructed data with
each type were examined and all significant cases, that is those equal ~o or
greater than 0·3, were identified and classified as belonging to that type.
II' the correlation coefncient for more than one type was significant, the
case was identified as belonging to more than one type. After both the
actual and the reconstructed pressure fields were so classified, a
contingency analysis was made in the following manner: A
reconstruction was considered correct if both the reconstruction and
actual data were significantly correlated with the same type. It was also
assumed that the tree response to climate can 'sometimes lag one year
behind the occurrences of actual climate, so that situations with a
significant correlation lagging one year behind climate were tallied as
correct along with those that were significant at no lag,
The number of years actually typed using pressure data from 1899 to
1960 are shown in Table 9, III (line I) along with the number of years
reconstructed as each type (line 2). The first question tested was: Given a
year in .which the actual pressures resembled a type, how many of the
reconstructions were of the same type? Line 3 in the table includes these
cases, while line 4 includes additional correct reconstructions allowing for
a lag in the tree-ring responses one year behind the actual occurrence of
the type.
The second question tested was: Given a reconstruction of a type, how
many cases in the actual data were of that type? The no-lag associations
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TABLE 9.111 The number of joint occurrellces betweell th,' actualh OlTlIrnll~ pn""II'l'
types and the t"pes occurring in the reconslruClions li,r will In, 11l9'l 19lil)"
Linf eaJf T~!Jl,h ,In) 7rfif'
'2 :l ~d
------ --~ --~._----- ----
I. Years aClualh' t"ped '21 19 III II .-lti
'2 Years recollstruCled as
the lype '21 H ~~ II :-) 7
3. Correctly recollstruCl:,d
with no lag 13 1'2 10 :l :H
4.. Additional correClly
reconstruCled gi\'l'1l th,'
aClual o,'curn'tKe with a
onc-yt.'ar lag in tnT
growth '2 ~ Il)
5, Addilional cOfreClh
reconstruCll'd gi\TIl lhe
reconstfueled OlTurrClln:
preceded 1)\ lhe aCillal
occurrcnrl' :l ~ ~ :l I~
6 Total lillI" 3 + ~ 1:> 16 I~ :1 H
7, Total lines 3 + 5 16 lti I~ (j 4li
8. Percentage correClh
reconstructed gi\ell 'he
actual occurrellce
rline 6/line II 71 HI 71l F, 7'1
9. Percentage actual
occurrence gi\'('n the
reconstruction
(line 7/line '2) 7li 67 (j,t ~n HI
10. Pernntage aClual
frequency during lhe
20th Century
(line I/no, yrs) 34 :ll ~l} III 'll)
II. Percenlage reconstructed
frequene\' during the'
'20th Cenlun
(line '2/no. yrs.) 34 39 35 III 9'2
(IR{"('(m~trU('lions usinK minimum l1looclli.)r winLer. Tahle ~.II. lillC II. "Indu<!l-s all C.I~(·'" "111'1'(" I ~
O<:L least's where mon° than one l~ I-'l' v.a:-. iriClllili(od in a partit:lIlar ~ C<ir arc lilbulatn: (J1l1~ Ol\ll' ill
thi:"l (:()Iun~n. ''I'he lU:SI correlated ~ ('ar~ rqJn'~(,lllill,!J; T~ pt· i- OlTlIITt·r\ in \\ illllT~ or I Qh2. I ~l(i:{ . •111<1
1966, which i... altef Iht'l_u'fiod with cOlllinll()lI~ tfee-rill,1.!; data, Thtl~ n'C(ll1strllcli()ll~alld \ l'nl1l"<tlillll
of Type 4 f(lr tht, thfee years of hi~h(,sl actual cOffelatioll wefe 1101 It'~t('(1.
lor this occurrence arc the same as those in line 3 (Table 9,111 i, HOWl'\Tr,
the lagged associations dilkr from line 4 in that the cases ofreconstrUl'ted
types-not the actual occurrences--are examined, that is cases where a
particular reconstruction is preceded one year by ,1I1 actual pressure
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patt('rn of the same type. Line 6 in Table 9.111 is the total number of
successes given the actual type, and line 7 is the total number ofsuccesses
given the reconstructed type. These data are then expr('ssed as
percentages in lines 8 and 9. In lines 10 and II the numbers oftyp('s in th('
actual and reconstructed data shown in lines I and 2.are expressed as
percentages of all years examined for th(' 20th century.
The frequency ofoccurrence of types during the calibration period was
nearly the same for the reconstructions as for the actual data (57 out of a
total 01'61 years). The results in line 8 in the table indicate that a total of
77% of the years were reconstructed as the correct type, with the actual
occurrences ofType 2 being correctly reconstructed 84% of the time and
occurrences of Type 4 (the most poorly correlated type) correctly
reconstructed only 45% of the time. The analysis period did not include
the three characteristic years of Type 4, 1962, 1963, and 1965. It is clear
that given a reconstruction ofa particular type in the dependent data set,
the probability that the climate was actually correlated with that type is
O· 79. However, the reconstructions for Type 4 are more likely to be in
error than those of the other three types.
B. Verification of Tjpes using the Independent Data Set
A more rigorous test of verification can be achieved by using climatic
data for years outside the dependent set. While little reliable data on
pressure exists prior to 1899 for North America and the North Pacific,
there is more reliable information on temperature and precipitation
a\'ailable for a number of weather stations. I t was reasoned that if the
pressure reconstructions for the 19th century were correct, th('n those
years reconstructed to be ofa given type should exhibit precipitation and
temperature anomalies resembling those in the 20th century belonging to
that type.
An examination of the correlation coefficiepts between the pressure
reconstructions and the four winter pressure types (Fig. 9.16) re\'ealed
that 18 out of the 25 cases for winters for the interval 1874-1898 are highly
correlated with a type (only those cases where r was equal to or greater
than 0·5 arc used). Four winters resemble Type I; olle resembles Type 2;
II resemble Type 3; and two resemble Type 4 (Blasing, 1975 and Blasing
and Fritts, in pr('ss). A test was made as follows. Temperature and
precipitation data for the United States, available in the World Weather
Records (Clayton, 1927), during the 1874-1898 period were averaged,
normalized, and plotted on maps for all years ofa given type. Figures 9.18
and 9.19 include the results for years ofTypes I and 3 respectively. which
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were the types most often reconstructed. The anomalies were compared
and tested against the anomalies associated with the 20th century
occurrences (Figs 9.9 and 9.10).
The four winters of the 19th c~T!tury identified as Type I wert
remarkably in agreement with those prevai!iag In the 20th century
T'mplIr~re D~,.- Flb.
1.0 1.0
Precipitation Dec.- Feb.
o
2.0
4.0
3.0
1878,1879,1882,1896
FIG. 9.18. The average a~omalyofwinter temperature and precipitation (expressed in
standard deviation units) that occurred in the four years identified as being TypL I in the
independent period 1875-1898. The triangles indicate the location of the station> used as
data points. The similarity of the climatic anomaly with those in Fig. 9.9 verify that the
inferred climatic anomalies deduced from Fig. 9.9 are correct. (Blasing, 1975)
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during Type 1 years. Both exhibited anomalies of high temperature
throughout northern United States, low precipitation in the west, and a
tongue of high precipitation associated with the northward flow of air
from the Gulf of Mexico into the midcontinerlt. Only the hean
precipitation in the eastern third of the country is in disagreement. This
Temperature Dec.-Feb.
Precipitati(lll Dec.- Feb.
1.0
2.0
1880,1885-1887,
1890-1895,1897
1.0
-1.0
1.0
FIG. 9.19. The same as Fig. 9.18 except that it is for 11 years of Type 3 climate. The
similarity of the climatic anomaly with those in Fig. 9.10 verify that the inferred climatic
anomalies deduced from Fig. 9.10 are correct. (Blasing, 1975)
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disagreement is not considered to be important because, (I) heavy
precipitation can o,:cur in the eastern United States during certain Type
I winters, as;n the winter of 1944-45, (2) the east coast of the United
States is beyond the reconstructed pressure grid, and (3) predictability of
pressure for the portion of eastern United States included in the
calibrated grid, using the western tree-ring data set, is known to be low
(Fritts et al., 1971) (also see Fig. 9.7). .
The temperature and precipitation anomalies associated with the II
years reconstructed to be Type 3 winters (Fig. 9.19\ are also in accord
with the 20th century maps (Fig. 9.10). Temperatures in the northern
states are lower than normal in both maps, while they are above normal
from Nevada through southern Texas, the Mississippi Valley, and the
Southeastern United Stales. Both maps show a tongue of anomalously
cold air extending southward into the Plains. Similar high precipitation
anom'lJies occur throughout the west and in the Ohio River Valley, and
precipitation is low in the southern Plains and the Gulf Coast. The only
important diflerence between the two maps is thdt low precipitation
('x tends farther north for the II years in the 19th century. As was the case
lor Type I years, the diflerences in precipitation anomalies along the east
coast are unimportant.
Though represented by few years, results tor the other two winter types
are just as encouraging (see Blasing, 1975, and Blasing and Fritts, in
press). I t is therefore concluded that thl" major anomalies in temperature
and precipitation which were assoriated with each type in the modern
record, at least for the middle and western portions of the continent, are
verified for those years of the 19th century when the pressure types are
reconstructed.
C. Consistency among Different Data Sets
The third approach to verification is to calibrate the amplitUdes of tree
growth with spatial variations of temperature at selected stations, to
apply the. tree-ring data to obtain the reconstructions, to test these
reconstructions against data withheld for independent verification, and
to check the reconstructions for their consistency with those obtained in
the pressure analysis. Only the most successful analysis is in~luded to
illustrate the design of the experiment and some of the analysis
limitations.
I. Calibl:ation and Verification on Independent Temperature Data
An array of 18 North American climatic stations with long and
apparently homogeneous records of temperature were selected. All
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stations had complete data back to 1894, and the longest record extended
back to 1870.
Eigenvectors were extracted from the spatial variations in winter
temperature for 1910-1959 and the amplitudes of the first three
eigenvectors, which together reduced 81·6% of the variance, were
calibrated with the amplitudes of the first 10 eigenvectors of tree growth
(Figs 9.1 and 9.2). The model resembles the one shown in line II, Table
9.1.
Table 9.IV lists the 18 stations that were used, the reduction of error
statistic (RE; Equation 7.4), the counts of signs, and the results of the
product mean analysis (see Chapter 7). The overall calibrated
temperature variance for the dependent period, 1910-1962, is listed in the
TABLE 9.1 V Calibration and independent verification statIstIcs for reconstructing
December-February temperatures for 18 climatic stations'
Statistics'
RE' Sign Count Product Mean
Station Name Dependent Independent + +
Abilene, Texas 0·086 0·026 13 10 1·6 1·0
Albuquerque, New
0·153dMexico -0·217 10 6 1·2 2·1
Boise, Idaho 0·287' -0·002 21 19 6·1' 2·0
Brownsville, Texas O·I46d 0·214' 24 15 3·7' 1·1
Denver, Colorado 0·243' 0·020 25 lid 2·0 2:2
Dodge City, Kansas 0·190' 0·086 20 14 4·0 2·5
Edmonton, Alberta,
Canada 0·'218' 0·394' 17 4' 13·4d 4·1
EI Paso, Texas 0·115d -0·Q08. 13 16 l'Od 0·4
Helena, Montana 0·241' 0·106 19 9 8·4' 2·5
Miles City, Montana 0·248' -0·056 14 3d 8·0 9·7
Phoenix, Arizona 0·160' -0·127 18 14 1·2 1·2
Red Bluff, California (j'I86' -0·300 20 II 1·1 1·1
Riverside, California 0·173' -0,543 15 12 1·8 1·9
Salt Lake City, Utah 0·228' -0·035 23 II 5·0d H
Spokane, Washington 0·279' 0·039 19 8 6·0' 2·0
Winnemucca, Nevada 0·311' -0·172 15 9. 8'2d 4·6
North Platte,
Nebraska 0·223' O·logd 21 13 504- 3·2
Roseburg, Oregon 0·273' -0·463 20 II 1·1 1·2
'Amplitudes of 49 arid lTee-ring chronologies used as prt-dictors. 'Reduction of error statistic is the
same as the square of the multiple correlation for dependent period. ,'See text for explanation of
statisties. 'Significant P ~ 0·95. 'Significant p ~ 0·99.
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table as the RE statistic. It averages 0·209, but the individuai values
ranged from a low of 0·086 for Abilene, Texas, to a high of 0·311 for
Winnemucca, Nevada. A total of 17 out of 18 of these calibrations were
statistically significant.
The calibration equation was applied to the tree-rillg data to estimate
temperatures from 1700 to 1909 at each of the 18 climatic statim'ls. Figure
9.20 includes one of the best and One of the poorest examples of
verification. The reconstructed temperatures were then compared to the
available independent temperattJre data for each of the stations prior to
1910 using the above mentioned verification statistics (Table 9.IV).
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FIG. 9.20: The act1J3,1 and reconstructed winter temperature for two calibrated stations
included in Table 9.IV. The reduction of error statistic (RE) for the calibration period
indicates relatively good agreement (0·218 for Edmonton and 0·173 for Riverside). Th~
same statistic for the independent data indicates significant verification for Edmonton
(RE = 0·394) and absence of verification for Riverside (RE = - f)·543). The
reconstructions for· the latter station are .rejected. (Drawing by'M. Huggins)
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The reduction of error for the independent data is positive at eight
stations and exceeds the 95% confidence level for three of them. The sign
of the winter temperature departures for the 18 stations is correctly
reconstructed 327 times and incorrectly recortstructed 196 times, which is
highly significant. The sign is correctly reconstructed more often than not
for all but one station, but the sign counts for only three of these stations
are significant. The positive and negative product means pooled for all
stations are 4-4 and 2·1 respectively, and the positive product means are
significantly greater than the negative produ£t means for eight stations.
The locations of the eight stations which exhibited the best reconstruction
statistics are indicated as solid triangles in Fig. 9.21.
To test for the possibility that large-scale reconstructions were more
accurate in certain years than others, the signs were examined year by"-
year for all cases when six or more stations reported data (Table 9.V).
During II of the 34 years examined, there were more positive than
negative signs than could have occurred by chance. For 22 out of34 years
the values of the positive product means were two or more times those of
the negative products. A total of IS out of those cases with 10 or more
observations were significant.
It is concluded from these data that verification statistics indicate
significant agreement among the general patterns in climate for
approximately one-halfof the years available for testing and for II ou t of
the 18 stations. However, the reconstructions for all 18 stations were
utilized in the subsequent comparisons to allow analysis of spatial
variations in climate.
2. Comparisons of the Mean Values of Temperature Reconstructions
Stratified by Pressure 1jpes
Since the same tree-ring data are used in the reconstruCtion ofpressure
and temperature and these two climatic data sets are phy~icallyrelated to
one another, it is hypothesized that' the reconstructions for the
independent data periods_should be mutually consistent only if the
statistical relationships of both climatic variables with tree rings are real
and significant. A test for the presence of a real linkage is made by
stratifying the temperature reconstructions for winters (tom 1700 through
1899 according to the pressure types in th'e reconstructions (Fig. 9.17).
The mean anomalies for reconstructed temperature in the years ofeach
type for the 18th and 19th centuries.(Fig. 9.21) could then be checked for
consistency with the temperature anomalies in the 20th century tl:tat were
known to be associated with the type years (Figs. 9.9 and 9.10). Y~ars
with Type I winters are reconstructed to be, anomalously warm,
especially in the north (Fig. 9.21), a pattern which is consistent with the
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TABLE 9.V Independent verification sta-
tistics for reconstructing December-
February temper'!tures tabulated by
year for all cases with 6 or more reporting
stations'
Statistics
Sign Count Product' Mean
Year + +
1876 I 5 0·5 1·7
1877 5 I 3·0 5·5
1878 6 I 3·5 0·7
1879 8 I b 1·4 0·7
\880 6 3 1·9 0·9
1881 7 3 5·7b 0·1
1882 6 5 1·5 3·7
1883 13 0' 4·2' 0·0
1884 10 3 l'Ob 0·0
1885 8 5 5·7b H
1886
"
3 2·0 0·7
1887 10 5 3·9' 0·3
1888 13 2' 2·5' 0·3
1889 6 10 8·8 1·2
1890 14 2' 3·4' 0·1
1891 5 II 5·9 1·9
1892 3 13 0·8 1·3
1893 6
"
3·3 2·0
1894 2 16 4·0 2·0
1895 3 15 0·9 1·6
1896 15 3' 4·0' 0·7
1897 14 4b 3·0b 0·4
1898 12 6 2·2b 0·5
1899 10 8 3·6b 1·6
1900 15 3' 3·1' 0·1
1901 15 3' 8·2' 0·7
1902 16 2' 7·4' 0·5
1903 7 II 3·8 5·3
1904 13 5 2·9 1·5
1905 13 5 4·9 10·2
1906 15 3' 7·0 5·1
1907 10 8 3·8 4·1
1908 14 4b .3·9' 2·3
1909 11 7 4·7 2·7
'See Table 9.IV and text for explanation.
'Significant positive agreement (P ~ 0·95).
'Significant positive agreement (P ~ 0·99). 'Not
tested for cases with ICSll than IO observations.
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modern period (Fig. 9.9). Thc same pattern was again verified by actual
temperature data in the late 19th century (Fig. 9.18). 'fhe general
departure pattern reconstructed for temperature in Type 3 years (Fig.
3.21) also resembles the patterns for the 20th century (Fig. 9.10) and for
the 19th centurY'verifications (Fig. 9.19), though some diff~rences in the
placement of the zero lines are apparent.
The mean temperature anomalies reconstructed for Type 2 and Type
4 years in the 18th and 19th centuries (Fig. 9.21) are also in accord with
the associated temperature anomalies in the 20th century (Blasing, 1975,
Blasing and Fritts, in press). Therefore, it is concluded that the results
from both the temperature and pressure calibrations are consistent with
each other, although the pressure reconstructions appear more reliable
than those for temperatures, as the individual reconstructions of
tcmperatu:-e exhibit sizable errors with unreliable estimates for
particular stations and years.
FIG. 9.21. The mean temperatures reconstructed for the winters 1700-1909 and
stratified accordin~ to the types for 1700-1899, as in FiK. 9.17. The mean values are
expressed in standard de\'iation units and the triangles show the locations of the 18
climate stations. The filled trianKles are those stations with the best statistics and hence the
mosl rcliahll' reconstructions. I Drawing by M. Huggins\
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Verification analyses using independent climatic dat<J not used in
c.alibration can provide objective and conclusive evidence that past
climatic variations are accurately reconstructed. The best verification
results are obtained when spatial variations in climate fb:- a season are
reconstructed from spatial variations in rin~ width. This occurs because
the trees are natural integrators of climatic variations occurring over a
number of months throughout the year. When princip3.1 component
analysis is applied to many different tree-ring chronologies, the large-
scale variations in the eigenvectors of growth are shown to b~ closely
rdated to tht' large-scale variations in macroclimate.
These results may be formut'ated' into the following working'
hypotheses: Climatic reconstructions for tree-ring data can be improved
by (I) using data already integrated over space or over intervals of time
repre~entingat least several months, (2) averaging data sets via principal
component or canonical analyses, or (3) averaging the reconstructions
~nem,elves u)' climatic type, by region, or for meaningful intervals 01' lime
as determined by typing analysis.
IX. Summarization of Reconstructions for Summer
using the Pressure Types
C!;'11atographic reconstructions of pressure, temperature, and
precipitation have now been described for winter months, and the same
techi-JiqL:es have been applied to climatic data for other seasons of the
\Tar. This sec:tion describes the reconstruction ofpressure for SUll,mer and
applies the summer pressure types to characterize the variations that
have occur~ed during the last three centuries.
The reconstruction wodel for summer utilized growth at a one-year
lag, so that the estimates from a particular set of tree rings are actually for
th~ climate occurring in the preceding year. The reconstructions for each
year arc in turn correlated with five summer types to obtain a plot similar
to the one shown in Figure '9.16 (Blasing, 1975; also see Figs 9. I I, 9.12,
and 9.13). The summer type best correlated with each reconstruction in
lhc 18th and 19th centuries was assigned to that year and plotted in Fig.
9.22. The actual data for the 20th cen!ury are treated in the same way
and arc plotted in the figure along with a word description of the
preclominant anomaly in climate over the United States.
As for winter, the types were rearranged in the order of their relative
importance for the 18th and 19th centuries. When the type occurrences in
the reconstructions during the 20th century were compared to those for
the actual pressure. it was noted that 60 out 01'61 of the years were typed
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SUMMER
18th CENTURY RECONSTRUCTIONS
,,.,., ',1.1,1' i'" I ,I I, I, ",29%(23.2)
17%(136)
16%(128)
22% (17.6)
12%( 9.6)
I.
, II ,, I ,II I
,
,
, , ,
,I , ,I III ,
''- ,-I ,
'~ , II, • , I1750
2 11"1' I", ",,
5 . ,
4 r,....' -r-~-...,......--,.----'+-~--L""'L..r--L-....-....L
1700
19th CENTURY RECONSTRUCTIONS .
I ", I 1~ I ,I ,I II I IIIII' .. I, I II, II I 38 % (304)
2 I" , I, .,!iI',I",. ,., 26%(20.8)
5 I'l" .1 , 1 I, I I 19%(15.2)
3 I I 1111 I , I I I , 10%( 8.0),
4 I
,
, I ,II 5%( 4.0),
1100 1150
20th CENTURY ACTUAL Worm, , I , , ," 111, II. " 24% Dry WestI
2 I,hl. , 16% Worm, N.Rockies
5 , I ,,II , IlaI'·' /2% Wormr i Dry East
3 , , III ,4 12% Wet
Rockies
4 .. ", I I 1 12% Cold1900 ,'950
FIG. 9.22. The occurrences ofthe five summer pressure types as reconstructed from tree
rings for 1700 through 1899 and as occurred in the pressure data from 1900 through 1966.
The reconstruction percentages exceed the actual by 20%, the' parentheses enclose the
appropriate adjustment (see also text). See legend to Fig. 9.17. (Drawing by M. Huggins)
(r~0'3), while only 48 actual occurrences were typed for the same period
of time. It was concluded that the reconstructions were overestimating
the types and that the frequencies of types should be adjusted by
multiplying the percentage by 0·8 (48/60 = 0,8). Thl. brackets in Fig.
9.22 indicate this adjustment.
It is apparent from the figure that the adjusted frequencies for the
reconstructed summer climates of the 18th and 19th century varied from
those in the 20th century. Summer Type I, which was associated with dry
and warm conditions in the central and western United States (Fig.
9.12), was reconstructed 23'2% of the time in the 18th century-and 30'4/~
of the time in the 19th century, as compared to 24% ofthe time during the
20th century. Type 2, which was associated with anomalous warmth in
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rhe Rockv Mountains, was estimated to have occurred 13·6% and 20'8~/~
0f the til.l'e in the 18th and 19th cen turies, but occurred II)~~of the time in
the present centur·...
Summer Type 5, which is like Type I in that it is dry and warm in the
central United States but differs from it in that drought is present in the
eastern U.S., was estimated to have occurred 12·8% of the time in the
18th centl'ry and 15·2% in the 19th century, as com.pared to 12~'~ during
the 20th century.
Type 3, which is characterized by wet conditions in the Rocky
Mountains, occurred most frequently in the 18th ce'ltury (17,6% of the
tim.!') and least frequently in the 19th century (8%) as compared to 12%
of the time in the current century. On the other hand, Type 4, which is
characterized as a cold, winter-like circulation in summer, was estimated
to have occurred 9·6% in the 18th century and 4·0% in the 19th century
as ccmpared to 12% in the 20th century.
Examination of the distribution in these occurrences of types within
each century (Fig. 9.22) reveal c interesting changes in freque:lcy through
time. For example, Types 1,2, and 5 are estimated to have occurred most
frequently throughout the first half of the 18th century. Type 3 with
wetness in the Rocky Mountains and Type 4 with cold summers are
estimated to have occurred more frequently in the latter half of the
century. During the 19th century Type I is estimated to have occurred at
a frequency greater than one out of three years, Type 5 is estimated to
have been frequent during the first four decades, and Type 2 is estimated
to have occurred during the 1820's through 1860's as wdl as near the end
of the century. During the 20th century the types were often clustered in
distinct periods of time. Type 4 predominates during the first decade,
which is followed by a high occurrence of Type 2 until 1925 and then by
Type 3 until 1931. The drought Types I and 5 became most important in
the 1930's through 1960's, after which other types occurred more
frequently. A comparison ofType I and 5 occurrences among the three
centuries indicates that the frequency ofdrought in tHe 18th century was
the same as in the current one but was more frequent in the 19th century
by approximately 10%.
As was the case for winter, the pressure anomaly types provide a
unique and precise means ofsummarizing the climate of the past without
mapping and analyzing each yearly reconstruction. A variety of periods
dominated by particular atmospheric circulation regimes can be
identified and interpreted in terms of the modern climate, without
obscuring other types of variation that may be mixeJ with them. The
data on yearly occurrence of types are also available in Fi~s 9.17 and 9.22
for comparison with other information on past climate.
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The information provided in the figures deals with half-hemisphere-
wide generalizations about climate, As such, the \-earh reconstructions
mayor may not be in agreement with data at anyone location, creating
apparent inconsistencies of detail. As data from more reporting r1imatic
stations and more tree-ring stations can be incorporated in the
reconstructions, the results or the estimated and actual Ol'CUlTelll e~
should be increasingly in agreement.
X. Verification of Reconstructions
for Summer using Independent Tree-Ring Data
A number of verifications of the reconstructions for summer ha\'e been
attempted with varying degrees of success, The reronstruqions
themselves were more difficult to create and verify than those for winter
because (I) the summer season that was used included two rather than
three months, (2) the variance of pressure in summer is less than that or
the winter, (3) the climatic variations of summer are not as well
correlated over space as those of winter, and (4) the summer climate can
affect growth more during the following year than during the current
one, which leads to an uncertainty as to the placement of reconstructions
in the time sequence. In addition, many response functions described in
Chapter 8 exhibit smaller weights for the climate of] uly and August than
for the climate ofthe three winter months, indicating that the trees do not
respond as markedly to variations in su'mmer climate,
For the purposes of this volume, onl, the summer \-erilication ml,thods
are presented which difll-r rrom those already described It)r winter. Onl'
verification test for summer used independent tree-ring data Irom :\Iaska
and Northwest Canada back to A.D. 1800 (Blasing and Fritts, 19751,
This information was well dated, well replicated, and from northern trce
line sites. Therefore, the Arctic tree-ring data olh-red a unique
opportunity lor an independent test orsumnwr circulation in the :'\orth
American Arctic which was outside thl' area covered by the 49 arid-site
chronologies.
For purposes orthl' analysis, the narrow rings Irom the Arctic sites were
all assumed to be indicators of anomalously cloudy, wet, cold r1imate,
while the wide rings were assumed to be indicators ofanomaloush' sunny,
dry, mild climate. The rcconstructed pressure anomal, was intl'rpreted
as a weather map in terms of the expected anomaly in storm tracks and
the expected direction in wind which controlled the temperatures at the
tree sites (see Blasing and Fritts, 1975), That is, the anomalous wind
direction is infi.-rred to be parallel to the isobars in the anomah' maps.
with low pressure to the leli and high pressure to the right.
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Three ,characteristics 01" the Arctic rin'g-\\'idth chronologil's
complicated the results. I I', Frost can sometimes damage Ihe tiT I' and
cause abrupt and persistent changes in gn)\\"lh: 2 the ring-\\idth
response appears tb lag one to I:) or ml're \TarS IJl'hind till' original causal
conditions of climate i Ll;"larche. 197+a: La;"larchl' ,1I1d Stockton.
197+1; and ,31 the 'period used lor pressure f('constl"lll"tion, .lllh ;Illd
August, did not coincide exarth \\'ith the 'prilH.~ alld sUllln1<T plTillll In
which ..... rctic trees respond. The lirst two dilliclillies LllIs"d ,I I;\~ ill Ihl'
growth response behind climate \\'hich (iltl'rs out sonll' ol't111 \ l'dl-Itl-\ l'ar
\'ariations in dimpte. while the lasl CIT,ltl'd ,I l"lTl;lill a1llOU1l1 01'
inconsistenn' in thc rcsults I BI;l'ing and Frith, 1~)7,) .
The test im'oh'ed two checks. In the first, the mean palll'l'Il in .\rctic
11~e growth associated \\ith each pressure t\'pe during the ~Oth l"('nlun
was compared to those for the 19th centnn' lor years reconstructed to lJe
the same type \Fig. 9.221. It \\as hoped that some consistelll"\ in gnl\\ th
pattern would be e\'idenl. in spite of the fact that the tree growth
sometimes lagged behind climate and that some pressure t\pes ma\ not
afl<"ct the climate of the :'I.'orth .\meri{';111 Arctic. In the secono tesl. the
growth patterns in the ..... retic were tlll'llIsel\'('s t\'!Jed and then the 1IIean
anomah' in reconstructed pressure fijI'. the \TarS of each growth t\'pe were
examined fi,r their consistenC\ with the patterns in the growth t\pes,
The first test was inconrlusi\'(' hecanse pressure \\Vl'S such as I, ~,,1I1d .1
exhibit weak gradients in the ,\Iaskan area, or, as in the case of'I\Jw:\.
the mlist charactcristic years \\TIT too weakh' represented to allm\
comparison of the two results during the period ill common <lmol4g the
data sets, 1800-1939. The second tesl. which was more snccesslitl. is
deserib~'d in the following para,graphs.
The standardized yearh' ring-\\idth chronologies Ii'om the Arctic \\'l'f('
normalized (clr 1800-1939 and anontalil'S of growth were typed using Ihe
procedure of Blasing (1975). The resulting growth t\pe occurrences \\TIT
not as randomly distributed through time as those of the pn'ssun' t\Ves
but were conlined to distinct periods, apparent!\ befause of persistence
and autocorrelation in the growth Sl'quenccs. Howe\'(T, during periods 01'
transition l',ql or more growth \\pes arc interspersed with one another,
The upper portion of Fig. 9.2301 includes maps of the average
normalized patterns for the first fClur growth types (a) and is labeled
according to the first and last year associated with each one. Figure 9.231>
in':ludes the mean reLonstructed pressllre anomaly associated with the
particular years of growth. The reconstructed pressure anomalies for
the suml1ler model (Table 9.1. line :3) were used first, but later the resnlts
Ii'om the minimum-sized model (Table 9.1. line lOi were applied and
\cllll1d to be consistent with those described in the fi)llowing pa,!!;es, The
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first growth type is complicated by lagging effects of extreme climatic
conditions occurring late in the 18th century, so the discussion will start
with the second type, Growth Type 2, which occurred in years from 1812
through 1828, exhibits anomalously low values throughout Alaska and
adjoining areas in Canada, except for higher than average growth near
the Alaskan coast. Growth Types 3 and 4show similar anomalies but with
a larger area of higher than average growth for a number ofchronologies
in south Alaska and adjoining areas in Canada, It may be inferred from
these patterns that during 1812-1851 conditions in the north were
unfavorable to growth and thus were cold and stormy, while further
south where growth was higher, conditions were warmer than average
and less stormy.
During· 1812-1851 (Fig. 9.23b) the North Pacific High was
reconstructed to be displaced north of the positions it occupied during the
calibration period for 1900-1962, and the summer storm track was also
inferred to be displaced to the north. Storms were inferred to be most
common in the vicinity of the Arctic coast along a path which. turns
southward in western Canada, at least for the in~ervals dominated by
growth Types 2 and 3, which occurred from 1812 to 1836. This is
consistent with the growth, as storms woutd bring cloudy weather to the
north slope of Alaska, advect cold air southward and eastward from the
Arctic Ocean, and bring low temperatures to the areas of low growth in
the northern Arctic. The sou thward flowing air would become warm as it
moved over central Alaska and this, in conjunction with the northward
displacement of the North Pacific high pressure system, would bring
sunny weather and above-normal growth along the southern coast.
Growth Type I in Fig. 9.23a is markedly different from growth Types 2
and 3 while the associated pressure anomalies are almost identical. One
explanation for the discrepancy was that the climate changed in the last
decade of the previous century and the years representing growth Type I
were t\'ansitional to a new mode of climate. An examination of type
occurrences shown in Fig. 9.22 confirmed this possibility, as pressure
Types 3 and 4 dominated the reconstructions from 1770 to 1795 but
occurred rarely in the following century. The anomalies associated with
pressure Type 3 were somewhat higher than normal over the Bering
Strait and Northwest Canada, and lower than normal over central and
eastern Alaska. This is a markedly different anomaly from the pressure
reconstructed for 1804-1811 shown in Fig. 9.23 and one which would be
more consistent with growth Type I. In order, to test this possibility
further, the available growth data associated with pressure Type 3 fOr the
years 1790-1795 were averaged (Blasing and Fritts, 1975). The pattern
was remarkably in agreement with growth Type I which followed during
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the 1804-18 I I inten·al. Thercft)f(' growth Tvpe \ was inll-!Tn\ to he
transitional representing a lag in growth response hehind a marked
change in climate.
It "as therefore concluded thal the growth pattern in the Arctic trecs
for 18ll4-1811 repn:,sented in part a la;!;ging response hehind a marked
pattern in climate during the latter part of the 18th ecntun and in part a
transitional growth response to a new climate pattern existing Ill!' the
1804-1811 period. By 1812 [J 6 years after. Type 3 summers were
reconstructed to have occurred) the growth pattern reached a new
equilibrium with the current climate, a growth pattern which persisted
for approximately 40 years. However, the pre:'osure anomalie~ associated
with growth Type 4 (Fig. 9.23a) suggested that there was a return to
normal pressure throughout the continental North American Arctic. so
that this growth type might also be a transitional one.
The growth anomaly for Type 5 (Fig. 9.24a) occurred during 1845-
1863 with high growth throughout Alaska, especially in the area ncar
Anchorage. The associated pressure anomaly shows a reintensified
pressure gradient resembling the prior periods with Types 1-3 with one
apparent but important difference. The area ofallom_dously low pressure
extended across the Bering Strait to Siberia so that the wind 0\ er westen.
Alaska was from a westerly direction rather than from the northwest, a
condition which might be expected to bring warmer air into the western
and northern parts of the state. The inl1ux of warmer air across the
Alaskan interior is also consistent with the continuation of anomalously
high growth in the area along the south coast, as occurred in growth
Types 3 and 4.
Growth during the last 40 years of the 19th century (Types 6 and 7)
continued high in northwest Alaska, but it decreased to the northeast and
south. The anomaly in pressure reconstructed for years of growth Type 6
suggests continued westerly flow from the north Pacific Ocean, with some
southward flow from the Arctic Ocean into the Mackenzie Delta where
growth was average or below normal.
For the last two decades oftpe 19th century, which were dominated by
growth'Type 7, the positive anomalies of growth for northern Alaska
become less marked and the inferred climate more like that of today,
while negative anomalies in growth become more apparent to the south.
The mean pressure anomaly for the years ofType 7 is reconstructed to be
close to normal over most ofAlaska. However, there appeared to be more
storms and a stronger component ofonshore air flow from the south than
previously, which brings lower summer temperatures along the coast and
warmer temperatures inland.
After the turn of the century, 1901-1914, the anomalously high
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pressure in the GulfofAlaska disappeared. This occurred in conjunction
with continued lower than average growth in the south, colder
temperatures, more storms, and increased cold air flow from the ~outh
and southeast off the Gulf of Alaska. Since the northern areas of Alaska
and Canada are under a regime of anomalous southerly winds flowing
over the land area, the air is warmed and temperatures become higher
and more conducive to high growth. One exception' to this general
warming pattern in the North is the reduced growth in the northern
Seward Peninsula, where coastal conditions may have counteracted any
ameliorating effect of the more southerly winds.
While the above analysis is speculative, it does ,how how tree growth
itself can be used as direct evidence of climatic variation and applied to
verify or document climatic reconstructions. The Arctic tree-ring data
appear to be consistent with the pressure anomalies reconstructed for the
same area and period of time. Attention shall now be directed to other
types of data that may be used to verify, validate, or complement
dendroclimatographic reconstructions.
XI. Verification using Journals, Historical Data,
and various Proxy Records of Climate
Official meteorological records and tree rings are not the only data
sources available for climatic reconstruction and verification. A variety of
other information is available from historical materials, journals, harvest
logbooks, records of freezing and thawing of lakes, phenological
observations on flowering and fruiting of trees, and a variety of
chronicles. Much valuable information has been gathered from such
references to climatic event,s, including, for example, the freezing dates of
Lake Suwa and the blooming dates of cherry trees in Japan (Arakawa,
1954, 1956); sea ice data (Bergthorsson, 1962); the records of pioneers,
explorers, and early forts (Lawson, 1972, 1974; Wahl and Lawson, 1970);
vintage dates and other historical events in Europe (Ladurie, 1971); data
from ships' logs (Lamb, 1972); and lake level and other hydrologic and
geologic records (Antevs, 1952; Fritts and Cathey, 1971). Such records
must be scanned critically, evaluated, and compiled by region and date
to facilitate their comparison with climatic reconstructions. At present
lew of these data have been applied to verification of tree-ring
reconstructions, and only one example from Blasing and Fritts (1975) is
cited here.
Daily temperature data were obtained from Kutzbach and Wendland
(personal communication) for the Russian fort at IIJoolook, Unalaska
Island, near modern Dutch Harbor for 1829-1833. The maximum and
R
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minimum temperatures for July and, August were averaged and
compared to the anomalous wind inferred from the pressure field over the
island as reconstructed from the arid-site tref' rings. When the anomalous
wind was estimated from the west-nor~hwest,which occurred in 1829
and 1831, the observed temperatures at I lloolook, were several degrees
lower than during years when the anomaly was estimated from the
southwest or west-southwest (Table 9.VI). For these years the
reconstructed pressure anomalies were verified.
TABLE 9.VI Comparison of inferred anomalous wind direction from reconstructed
pressure anomalies and mean July-August tempera,tures" for 5 years at Illoolook,
L'nalaska
Yea~
1829
1830
1831
1832
1833
Anomalous direction of the
inferred geostrophic wind
west-northwest
southwest
west-northwest.
west-southwest
west-southwest
Mean sumnl~r
temperature
53'5'F
58·6°F
51·4°F
58·l oF
58·2c F
'Data courtesy of l';'utzbach and Wendland, University of Wisconsin,
More and more proxy data on climate are becoming available through
the work ofmany scientists--data which not only serve as verification but
also offer additional climatic information. Some of these data are not
dated to the exact year or season of occurrence. Precisely dated,
continuous tree-ring evidence could provide the necessary time control,
structure, and continuity to weave them into a coherent year-by-year
history. In addition, the spatial patterns derived from tre\: rings could
resolve conflicting evidence. For example, temperatures reconstructed to
be anomalously high for one area and anomalously low for another would
be consistent if they were on opposite sides ofan anomalous low pressure
trough. Northerly flow to the east of the trough would produce warm
temperatures, while southerly flow to the west would produce cool
temperatures. ,
XII. Applications to Climatological Problems
The precisely dated and objectively derived tree-ring reconstructions are
e~pected to contribute significantly to man's understanding of climate.
As mentioned above, these climatic reconstructions are unique in that
they provide a continuous time sequence, and they can be used to place
other less well-dated information into its proper time period and location
within a coherent framework. In addition, the reconstructions are
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objectively derived, not subjectively inferred, so that they provide a
precision not found in most paleoclimatic data.
The temporal accuracy of the reconstructions can be ofspecial value to
climatological analysis. For example, dynamic modeling of climate
(Gates and Mintz, 1975) will eventually require accurate and well-dated
maps of past variations for making comparisons (Sheppard, 1966).
Various hypotheses about climatic linkages to physical phenomena such
as atmosphere, tidal forces, variations in solar energy output or sunspots,
variations in atmospheric turbidity resulting from volcanic eruptions,
and so forth, can be tested against the long climatic record derived from
tree-ring analysis. In addition, hypotheses about man's possible role in
changing climate may be tested by searching for analogies in the
reconstructed record.
Although reliable climatic forecasts are not presently feasible, some
estimates of possible future climates would be useful for planning
purposes. For example, it is argued by some workers (Bryson, 1974;
Lamb, 1966) that the climate has been so anomalous in recent times that
the climatic statistics derived from the recent record are unrealistic and
therefore do not adequately portray the expectations for the future.
Thus, the tree-ring chronologies spanning a longer period of time may
provide a more realistic record, and the statistics of the reconstructions
can be compared to those for the shorter climatic record to identify the
extent and nature of the bias in the shorter record and to adjust its
stastistics accordingly.
The calibrated tree-ring record from the selected 49 sites and the
pressure types reconstructed from them shown in Figs 9.17 and 9.22 can
be applied to this problem. For purposes of illustration, assume that the
frequencies for the 20th century pressure types in the two figures
represent the known record of climate from western North America and
the North Pacific. The frequencies of 20th century pressure types along
with those for the reconstructions in the 18th and 19th centuries are
summarized in Fig. 9.25 for both winter and summer. In the case of
summer, the dashed lines indicate the actual reconstructions and the solid
line the frequenci~s after adjustment as discussed in Section IX.
The hatched bar on the right is a mean value of the frequencies
obtained by pooling the 200 years of estimates and the 62 years of actual
pressure occurrences. Some marked anomalies of the 20th century are in
evidence. Winter Type 4, which produces cold weather in the Plains,
occurred 10% less frequently, and winter Type 2 with a cold western
United States occurred II %more frequently than would be indicated if
the longer 262-year mean were used. Any decisions concerning these
patterns ofclimate, based exclusively upon the 20th century data, would
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be in error, and should be modified using the longer-term estimates. Data
from the 20th century concerning pressure Types I and 3 are e\"identh-
more in line, as they are within 2~~ of the long-term estimates.
century 18 19 20 AV 18 19 2OAV. 18 1920 AV 18 1920AV
Typo 4 3 2
WAR", COLD WAR", COLD
PLAINS WET WEST
WEST
%
SUMMER
Century 18 19 20 AV. 1819 20AV. 181920AU 18 1920 AV \819 20AV.
Type I 2 5 3 4
WAR", WARM WARM WET COLD
DRY N. ROCKIES DRY ROCKIES
WEST EAST
FIG. 9.25. The percent frrquenc;e, of recon'truction and O<TUflTIHT 101 lite pn·"'Irt·
tvprs durill~ the ind;"idualla't Ihrn' cenluri," ,t> compared III thc ,In·r"",·, lor th .. ~(,~
years spanned by the artt'al data and the recon,truction, loge' hcr. Sincc I he ~11t h 'T"I 'In
data are anomalous, the longer-term a\Trag-c:-. llIa~ he belier (':-;1 illl<ll(·;-. (II til(' ('\.pn'ltll illl\"
for fUlure mo<!<-s of climate.
The data for summer (Fig. 9.25) indicate that the Irequt'ncies during
the 20th century are closer to the long-term estimates. Howe\'{'r, each or
the drought and warm types, Types 1,2, and 5, exhibits a 100 to 2'\ lown
anomaly and amount to a 5~o lower drought frequenc\". 'l\'pe 4, the mid
summer type, occurred 4% more frequently.
These kinds of analyses can be used to identify the bias in the modern
record, which in this example is toward warmer winters in the
midcontinent, colder winters in the WI'St, less IreqtH'llt drought, and
cooler temperatures in summer over the mirldk and eastern portions or
the continent.
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XIII. Present and Future Prospects
of Dendmclimatology
This volume has attempted to describe the most important concepts and
principles of the emerging discipline of dendroclimatology. Growth of
trees has been shown to fluctuate in many ways, depenCiing upon
physical, physiological, and age variations of plant tissues as well as
genetic, soil, and microclimatological variations among trees. These
variations can affect growth only by limiting the rates ofplant processes in
one or more org-ans of the tree.
The details of the interrelationships are exceedingly complex, but the
ring characteristics and the essential nature of the climatic relationships
can be statistically measured, modeled, and the net effects ofclimate on
growth expressed in response function form. Transfer functions can be
objectively derived and applied to past tree-ring information to obtain
estimates of past variations in climate.
The climatic reconstructions described require that all rings be
precisely dated, that the environmental data with which they are
calibrated be accurately placed in time, and that there be environmental
data independent of that used in the calibration to serve as checks of the
reconstructed climate.
I t has also been shown that calibration need not be restricted to the
specific microenvironments where tree samples were taJ(en. In fact, it is
often better to use regional averages of climate rather than specific site
data for calibration, because the macroclimatic variations averaged for a
region are not only highly correlated with the microclimates of the
different tree sites but they are often more representative of large-scale
changes in climate. In addition, the large-scale variations are more
closely linked to the major variations in world climate.
The accuracy of the climatic reconstructions at any given location or
time period is expected to improve as more diverse tree-ring data sets are
obtained from a wider variety ofspecies, sites, regions, and continents. In
general, the greater the number of trees and sites used for a spatial
sample, the greater the diversity in the tree-ring responses to climate.
Similarly, the greater the areal coverage of the tree sites, the more
information that can be extracted from the ring-width data on past world
climate. I t is no longer necessary to confine sampling to'extremely arid or
cold sites, and it is no longer desirable to select samples responding to the
same climatic factor. The multivariate statistics perform their own
selecting and scaling of anomaly variance in a way which obtains the
maximum information on the calibrated variables of climate.
Data from the growth rings other than their widths are expected to add
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new dimensions to climatic analysis. Such data may include the character
of cells and intracellular structures, variations in wood density
throughout the ring, microchemical variations from one ring to the next,
fluctuations in isotopes of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen, or possibly the
residual magnetic field which is measurable from specimens of wood. In
addition to the tree-ring reconstructions, other well-dated information on
climate can be used, such as that available from oxygen isotope analysis of
ice (Dansgaard el al., 1971), the annually layered sediments in lakes and
ocean basins (Swain, 1973), and layering found in certain species ofcorals
(Buddemeier, 1974), as well as very long climatic records themselves. As
long as such data can be dated to the exact year, as are tree rings, they can
be entered into the multivariate equation along with the tree-ring
chronologies, and together they can be used to establish past hemispheric
or even worldwide climatic variations.
Usable tree-ring information appears to be available from temperate
climates of both the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. The
investigator must examine the appropriate species and sites for the older
climatically affected trees and look for the contorted stem forms
indicating general stress and old age. While at present there appears to be
little success in dating ring structures in the Tropics, there are many
possible species and promising habitats in that area that have not been
examined; information from the Tropics is too valuable for any potential
sources to be arbitrarily ruled out. Of course, the ultimate test of any
sample is the crossdating and the resultant amount ofcalibration possible
with variations in climatic factors.
Not all climatic data are equally useful in calibration, for there may be
large errors and inconsistencies in poorly collected and prepared data.
Such errors will contribute to inaccuracies in the calibrated relationships,
and no matter how excellent the tree-ring records are, they cannot exceed
the reliability of the climatic data used for calibration. Also, rain gauges,
thermometers, and barometers all measure conditions at a point, and all
contain some errors and local bias, and are therefore imperfect estimators
of the macroclimate. As such, they may be poor recorders of those
climatic variations that limit the plant and influence ring widths. Thus,
many climatological, hydrological, and other environmental records
now used for calibration can be averaged over space and time, or treated
in some other fashion which facilitates and improves the climatic
calibration.
New and improved statistical procedures will undoubtedly become
available, as well as new climatological methods for attacking problems
of climatic variation. Work has hardly begun on estimating future
probabilities of climate or on attempts to forecast future climate. While
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leadership in many of these tasks will come directly from climatologists,
the dendrochronologist should be an important part of this effort because
of his excellent position to utilize tree-ring data to obtain the "long" view
of past climatic variations.
The primary task for the dendroclimatologist in the future will be the
extension of the tree-ring record backward in time, the utilization of new
species, the sampling of trees in new regions of the world, and the
development ofnew techniques ofanalysis. The International Tree-Ring
Data Bank which is now operational at the Laboratory of Tree-Ring
Research, University of Arizona, will hopefully provide long-term
archival storage as well as quick retrieval of ring measuremen ts and the
chronologies derived from them. Although the present focus of the data
bank . is upon ring-width measurements usable for climatic
reconstructions, the designed system is sufficiently flexible to allow for
storage and retrieval of all types of tree-ring materials, including those
usable only for dating or for study of environmental problems not
necessarily involving climate.
I t is hoped that the principles and procedures described in this book
will have acquainted the reader with the variety of opportunities and
techniques of the field and will stimulate his research in directions
unimagined at present. Tree rings offer a rather remarkable record of
those past conditions affecting tree growth. It is now up to the
dendroclimatologist to skillfully use the many tools at his disposal, to
extract that information, and to apply it to the many problems concerned
with variations in the natural and man-affected environment.

Appendix
Scientific and Common Names
of Trees
Snfnlijic Names
Ahle.1 Mill.
Ables amahlils (Doug!.) Forbes
Ahles concolor (Gord. and Glend.) Lind!.
Ahies lasloempa (Hook.) NUll.
Ahies magmfica A. Murr.
Ahie.1 promo Rehd.
Aar L.
..la/ /uhrum L.
Acer sa((hi/rum M ar,h.
:Igalhil R. A. Salisbury
Alnus B. Ehrh.
Ame/anchin Med.
Aral/carln A. L. J ussieu
.·Irll'm/.lia L.
.frlemilia Iridl'lllala NUll.
.Ju.llrrJredrus chllens!s D. Don Florin et
Boutelje
Bell/la L.
Ca~ya !'iut!.
Cedrus Trew
Cl'lll.l L.
CmwarpuJ H. B. K.
Comus 1..
Cuprellu.1 L.
Cupre.lsu.1 ari~""a Greene
f./ihl'dra L.
Fagu.1 L
Fagu.1 grandlJolla Ehrh.
F'ogul .Ii/mlna L.
Fil~rora (lIp/e.I.IVidl'l [\Io!., Jobns!.
rlB\!fl/o L.
Frau!l/l.l (/mtlHann L.
]WI//if'm., 1..
Commoll Names
fir
Pacific 'ilver fir
white fir
subalpine fir
red fir
noble fir
maple
red maple
sugar maple
kauri
alder
serviceberry
araucaria, mor.key puzzle
sagebrush
hig sagehrusb
ciprcs, southern incense Cedar (South
America) Iwas Lihocedrus chllensis (D.
Don) End!.]
birch
hickory
true cedar
hack bern
mountain-mahogany
dogwood
cvpress
Arizona cypress
Mormon tea
beech
American beech
European beech
alerce
asb
white ash
.iuniper, cedar
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}~niperus communis L.
Jumperus occidentalis Hook
Jun'iperus osteo,perma (Torr.) Little
Juniperus virginiana L.
Larix Mill.
Larix decidua Mill.
Larix occidentalis Nutt.
Libocedrus Endl.
Liquidambar styracif/ua L.
Liriodendron L.
Opuntia Mill.
PiCM A. Dietr.
Picea abies (L.) Karst.
Picea excelsa Link
Picea glauca (Moench) Voss
Picea rubens Sarg.
Pztea sitchensis (tlong.) Carr.
P,nus L.
Pinus aristata Engelm.
Pinus banksiana Lamb.
Pinus cembra L.
Pinus cembroides Zucc.
Pinus contorta Dougl.
Pinus echinata Mill.
Pinus edulis Eng-elm.
Pinus excelsa -
Pinus jlexilis James.
Pinus halepensis Mill.
Pinus jej)reyi Grev. and Balf.
Pinus langaeva D. K. Bailey
Pinus monoplzylla Torr. and Frem.
Pinus monticola Dougl.
Pinus ponderosa Law~.
Pinus radiata D. Don
Pinus reJinosa Ai t.
Pinus strobus L.
PinuJ .\)'Iliestris L.
Pinus taeda L.
Pislacia L.
Podocarpus L'Heritier ex Persoon
Populus L.
PopuluJ deltoides' Bartr.
PopuluJ IrmiulozdeJ Michx.
PJeudotJuga Carr.
PJeudolJ'uga mendfJii (Mirb.) Franco
Purshia D. C.
Q.uel'm, L.
Q.Uel'(U,5 alba L.
Q.uercus (O(cinea Muenchh.
Q.uercuJ ellipJoidaliJ E. J. Hill
common juniper
Western juniper
Utah juniper
Eastern red cedar
larch
European larch
Western larch, tamarack
incense cedar
sweetgum
yellow poplar, tuliptree
prickly pear, cholla cactus
spruce
Norway spruce
[same as Picea cbieJ]
whiL' spruce
red spruce
Sitka spruce
pine
Rocky Mountain bristlecooe pine
Jack pine
Swiss stone pine
Mexican pinyon pine
lodgepol p pine
shortleaf pine
pinyon
[same as Pieta abies]
limber pine
Aleppo pine
J elfrey pine
Great Basin bristlecone pine
singleleaf pinyon
Western white pine
ponderosa pine, western yellow pine
Monterey pine
red pine
Eastern white pine
Scotch pine, SC'lts pine
loblolly pine
pistachio
podocarpus
poplar
Eastern cottonwood
quaking aspen
Douglas-fir
Douglas- fir
antelope brush, bitterbrush
oak
white oak
scarlet oak
Northern pine oak
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Querrus pTinuJ L.
Q}leTCUJ TobuT L.
Quercus TubTiJ L.
Sequoia End!.
Sequoia giganteq (Lind!.) Decne.
SequoiadendTon giganteum (Lind!.) Buchholz
Sequoia semperviTens End!.
Taxodium L C. Rich
Thuja L.
TJuga Carr.
TJuga canademis (L.) Carr.
Tsuga heteropkylla Sarg.
TJuga mertemiana (Bong.) Carr.
UlmUJ L.
:{ygopkyllum L.
chestnut· oak
English oak
red oak, eastern red ,'ak, northern red oak
sequoia
[same as SequoiadendTon giganteum]
giant sequoia
Coast redwood
baId cypress
arborvitae
hemlock
Eastern hemlock
Western hemlock
mfluntain hemlock
elm
bean caper
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Glossary
ABSCISE. Scparatc by formation of a spccializcd tissuc which lorms a line ofwcakfH'ss.
ABSORPTIV ITY. With rcfcrcncc to thc cm'rgy balancc (g.".), thc capacity 01''1 plamto
absorb radiam cncrg\·.
ACROPETAL. Dircction Irom thc midportions ofa plant toward thc apcx. In thc case of
a stcm, Irom thc ground le"eI toward thc stcm tip. Oppositc of basipctal. (g.\'.).
ACTIVE ABSORPTIO~.Sec orlil'r ITOII.IPOTI.
ACTIVE TRANSPORT. The movemcnt of minerals or ions through cell rnembraIH"
against a Ir"c cnerg\ gradient Ig.\'.1 b\ the expenditure of mnabolie "Iwrg\',
rcsulting in thc accumulation of salts such as occurs in roots. Cr. dij/lI.>ioll.
ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE IATPi. In hingcell" a high·energ\ coenzyme Iq.\.1
which acts as a carricr of chcmical cn....g\·.
AEROBIC RESPIRATION. Rcspiration which utilizes Iree ongen and food, ,uch a.'
glucosc, and relcascs cncrgy, carbon dioxidc, and watc!'. Cr. a1lnt'rubic 'npiralioll.
A HORIZON. In soils, thc top mincral horizon in which cluviation (g.\'.) occurs. Cf. B
hOTi<.o/l.
AIR MASS. A large body of air which is rclatiwly homogencom in tcrnpl'raturl' and
moisturc content.
ALBEDO, Rclkctivit\, of a surlacc whcn \'iewcd Irom abO\....
ALDEHYDES. Highl" rcactiw organic compounds charactcriJ.f'd by a spccifie bonding
configuration of hydrogen and oxygen units.
AMPLITUDE, ECOLOGICAL. See fCological ompliludr.
AMPLITUDES OF EIGENVECTORS. The products of eigell\l'ctors (g.v.1 and the
data from which the eigeml'ctors were dcrived expressing the importance of each
cigenvector in each obser"ation M:t. Also relt-rred to as .ladu, .1((11".1.
AMYLASE. A plant enzyme which catalnes the condensation' hvdrolysis reaction (g.\.)
involving starch and glucose.
ANAEROBIC RESPIRATION R"spiration (g.".) which occurs in living cells in the
absence oflrec oxygcn, involving changes in chemical bonding, the I()rmation of
intermcdiate organic molecules, and th,' release of carbon dioxide. Cf. afl'obic
",piTa lion .
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE. A statistical procedure for measuring thc variation
attributable to different sourccs.
ANGIOSPERM. The flowcring secd plants, as dill"relltiated Irom g"mnospcrOls, the
nonflowcring sccd plants.
ANTIAUXIN. A growth rcgulator or hormone which inhibits thc action ofauxins (g.\.)
and thcrcby inhibits cell cnlargcment.
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ANTICYCLONE. A high pressure system in the atmosphere characterized bv dr~
descending air and clear weather. Cf. ryclonf.
APEX. The tip or pointed end of an organ or plant part, such as Ihp lip of a root, shoot.
leaf, or bud.
APICAL DOMINANCE. Inhibition oflateral bud growth by vigorously growing apices
of a plant, usually allributed to hormones produced by the growing lissues.
APICAL MERISTEM. The tissue at the tips of stems and roots composed ofsmall, thin-
walled cells which are capable of dividing and differentiating into the \'arious
tissues of the stem and root.
ASSIMILATION. The utilization of carbohydrates, fats, and proteins to synthesize thp
protoplasm, cell walls, and numerous other substances making up the enzvme
systems, pigments, and structures of an organism.
ATP. Adenosine triphosphate (q.v.).
AUTOCORRELATION COEFFICIENT. A statistic describing serial dependencp or
association in a time series with previous conditions or states. See sfTial corrflalion.
AUTOCORRELATION FUNCTION. The result of computing the autocorrelation
coefficients (q. v.) from one to a prescribed number oflags and then plolling these
coefficients as a function of lag.
AUTOREGRESSION.A regression (q.v.) in which'one value in a time series is regressed
upon one or more variables which precede it in time.
AUXIN. A plant growth regulator or hormone which is responsible for cell enlargement.
AVERAGE. Mean (q.v.)".
BAR. Unit of atmospheric pressure equal to 1,000,000 dvnes per square centimeter
(about /4·50 pounds ptr square inch).
BASIPETAL. Direction from the apex toward the midportions. In the case ofa stem,
from stem tips toward the ground level. Opposite of acropetal. (q.v.).
B HORIZON. In soils, a mineral horizon below the A horizon (q.\'.) in which illuviation
(q.v.) occurs.
BOLE. The trunk or stem of a tree.
BORDERED PITS. In conifers, specialized thin areas in the walls of tracheids (q.v.
surrounded by a raised lip.
BUTTRESS ROOT. A root which has elongatPd verticallv, been exposed to the
atmosphere, and taken on some of the characteristics of a stem.
C-3 PLANTS. Plants which carryon respiration which involves light energy.
C-4 PLANTS. Plants which carry on respiration which is not affected by light.
CALIBRATION. In dendroclimatology, the process of obtaining a transfer function
(q.v.) or response function (q.v.) which can be used to estimate one or more
predictand (q.v.) variables from a set of predictors (q.v.).
CAMBIAL INITIALS. The nonvacuolated cells within the cambium from which all
elements of the radial file (q.v.) are derived by cell division.
CAMBIUM. A thin layer ofmeristematic cells (q.v.) such as the vascular cambium (q.v.)
and the cork cambium (q.v.) formed in stems and roots.
CANONICAL ANALYSIS. A multivariate statistical technique which includes both
canonical correlation (q.v.) and canonical regression (q.v.).
CANON ICAL CORRELATION. A statistical technique designed to specify orthogonal
(q.v.) modes of intercorrelation between two sets of variables.
CANON ICAL REGRESSION. Determination of a set of regression coefficients from a
canonical correlation (q.v.) which are used to estimate values of one set of
variables from values of another. Cf. regrfssion.
CARBON ASSIMILATION. Photosynthesis (q.v.).
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CASPAR IAN STRI P. A layer ofsuberin (q.v.) deposited on the radial and horizontally
oriented walls of the endodermis which is impervious to the movement of water
along- the cell wall.
CELL SAP. The solution ofwater and dissolved substances found in the vacuoles (q.v.) of
living cells.
CELLULOSE. The primary framework substance in a plant cell wall.
CHINOOK. See foehn wind.
CHLORENCHYMA. Green chlorophyll-containing tissues lound in plants.
CHLOROPHYLL. The green pigm,.nt in plant cells which is n,.cessary for th,. trapping
of light en,.rgy used in th,. proc,.ss of photosynth,.sis (q.v.)
CHLOROPLASTS. Chlorophyll-containing bodi,.s within th,. cytoplasm (q.v.) of
chlor,.nchyma (q.v.) C,.lIs.
C HORIZON. In soils. th,. low,.rmost horizon which includes undilli'r,.ntiated par,.nt
material (q.v.).
CHRONOLOGY. Ring-width chronology (q.v.).
CHRONOLOGY BUILDING. Th,. ooting and proc,.ssing of ring widths in many tr,.es
from a given region or sit,. to produce long homog,.n,.ous ring-width chronologi,.s
used lor crossdating and lor dffiucing past c1imat,..
CLIMATE. Th,. aggr"gat,. of w,.ath,.r, including all of m,.t,.orological phenom,.na
occurring ov,.r a rdativ,.ly long p,.riod of tim,.. Cf. weather.
CLIMATE SYSTEM. Th,. prop,.rti,.s and procf'Ss"s that ar,. rf'Sponsibk for c1imat,. and
its variations. Th,. properties ar,. c1assifi,.d as th,.rmal, kin,.tic, aqu,.ous, and static,
whik th,. processes includ,. pr"cipitation, ,.vaporation, radiation, and th,. transf,.r of
h,.at, mass, and mom,.ntum.
CLIMATIC STATE. Th,. avnag,., variability, and oth,.TStatistics of climatic variabl,.s
ov,.r a sp,.cifi,.d p,.riod of tim,. in a sp,.cififfi domain of th,. earth-atmosphere
system.
CLIMATOGRAPHY. The mapping of climatic patterns. Cf. dendroclimatographyand
synoptic climatology.
COEFFICIENT. In an equation, a constant number by which a variable is multiplied.
COENZYME. A substance whose pr,.sence is n,.cessary lor the activity oran enzyme.
COHERENCY. An estimat,. of association between two tim,. series (analogous to the
square of the correlation coellici,.nt [q.v.]) ,.xprf'Ssed as a function of frequency.
Also called coherence.
COLLOID. A suspension of molecuk aggregates (such as cytoplasm [q.v.J) which is
mad,. up of particks that cannot readily dill"use through membranes (q.v.).
COMPANION CELL. A small specialized cell in the phloem associated with a large,
thin-walled siev,. tube and containing its nucleus.
COMPLACENT. A dendrochronological term referring to the lack of ring-width
variability, which indicates that the growth of a particular tree is relatively
unaffected by variations in climate.
COMPONENT VARIANCES. In analysis of variance (q.v.), the estimates of variances
attributable to and partitioned into each source of variation.
COMPRESSION WOOD. The name given reaction wood (q.v.) which in coniferous
specif'S occurs on the lower side of the leaning stems and lateral branches.' Cf.
tension wood.
CONCENTRATION. The relative number of molecules ofa given substance per unit of
volume or weight.
CONDENSATION. The plant process in which molecules of soluble substances such as
glucose combine with one anothl'r in the presence of an enzyme to form water and
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insoluble and chemicall) more complex substances such as slarch; the reverst' of
hydrolysis (q.v.).
CONDENSATION-HYDROLYSIS REACTION. A rlass of reversible chemical
reactions usually involving a change in solubility of the reaClants but no change in
their chemically bound energy. See also condolla/ion and kl'dmly.\i.\.
CONIFERS. The cone-bearing gymnosperms (q.v.)
CORK CAMBIUM. A lhin cylinder of meristematic tissue in the outer bark which
produces the cork. As the girth of the stem increases and the outer bark exfoliates,
new cork cambia diflerentiate from beneath the younger tissue inside the bark.
CORRELATION. Association of two variables without implying the presence or the
direction of dependence. Cf. regression and coupling.
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT. A statistic which expresses the amount of
interdependence or association between two data sets. I t ranges in values from
+ I, which indicates perfect and direct association, to - I, which indicates perfect
and Inverse association. A value of0 indicates a complete lack ofinterdependence.
CORTEX. Parenchyma (q.v.) tissue found in young stems and roots which lies outside
the vascular tissues and inside the epidermis.
COUPLING. The degrel' of cause-and-efTect linkage between elements of a system, that
is, the influence which one phenomenon has upon another. Cf. correlation.
CROSSDATING. The procedure of matching ring-width variations and other sttuctural
characteristics among trees that have grown in nearby areas, allowing the
identification of the exact year in which each ring was formed.
CROSS POWER SPECTRUM ANALYSIS. A means of studying covariance between
two time series expressed as a function of frequency. Cf. power spectrum analysis and
coherency.
CUTICLE. A layer of wax formed on the external surface of the epidermis in many
p~~ .
CUTIN. A water repellant waxy substance that forms the chief ingredient of the cuticle
(q.v.). Cf. suberin.
CYCLONE. A storm or low pressure system carried in the general circulation of the
atmosphere and characterized by counterclockwise motion (in the Northern
Hemisphere) and by ascending air. Cf. anticyclone.
CYTOPLASM. In plants, the protoplasm ofthe cell exclus~ve of the nucleus, bounded by
the cell wall on the outside and usually by a vacuole on the inside. It may include
membranes (q.v.), plastids (q.v.), and a variety of other bodies.
DECI DUOUS. Foliage-shedding, as opposed to evergreen.
DEDUCTION. A conclusion drawn by reasoning from facts or premises, often involving
a series of inferences (q.v.)
DEGREES OF FREEDOM. A statistical term referring to the number of items ir. a
sample that can vary independently of one another.
DENDROCHRONOLOGY. The science that deals with the dating and study ofannual
growth layers in wood.
DENDROCLIMATOGRAPHY. A subfield of dendrochronology (q.v.) which utilizes
dated tree rings to reconstruct and map the spatial variations in climate.
DENDROCLIMATOLOGY. A subfield of dendrochronology (q.v.) which utilizes
dated tree rings to reconstruct and study past and present climate.
DENDROECOLOGY. A subfield of dendrochronology (q.v.) which utilizes dated tree
rings to study ecological problems and the environment.
DENDROGEOMORPHOLOGY. A subfield ofdendrochronology (q.v.) which utilizes
dated tree rings to study land forms and geomorphic processes.
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DENDROGRAPH. An instrument that contiHuously records sizr changes in stems of
trees Cf. de1ldromfler.
DENDROHYDROLOGY. A subfield of dendrochronology (q.v.) which utilizes
dated tree rings to study hydrologic problems, such as river flow and flooding
history.
DENDROMETER. An instrument that is used to measure the size of tree stems. Cf.
dendrograph.
DEPENDENT DATA. Data used to obtain a calibration (q.v.).
DEWPOINT. Temperature of the air when water begins to condense.
DIAGONAL MATRIX. A square matrix (q.v.) with values along the main diagonal,
and zeros on the off-diagonal elements (q.v.).
DIFFERENTIALLY PERMEABLE MEMBRANE. A membrane which varies in its
permeability to various molecules and can therefore regulate the relative
movement of substances within a plant.
DIFFERENTIATION. The process by which the young growing cells take on the
characteristics of the tissue of which they will become a part. Also referred to as
maturation. '
DIFFUSE-POROUS WOODS. Certain angiosperms (q.v.), such as FaguJ, Acer, and
Liriodendron, in which vessels are of approximately the same diameter throughout
the earlywood and latewood portions of the ring, as differentiated from ring-
porous (q.v.) angiosperms.
DIFFUSION. The net movement of molecules (or ions) of a given substallce from a
region of high free energy (q.v.) of that substance to a region oflow free energy of
that substance. Cf. masJ movement.
DIGESTION. Hydrolysis (q.v.).
DORMANCY. A condition within plants which prevents growth from occurring even
though other physiological processes arc active and environmental conditions are
favorable. Dormancy may be classified as temporary (lasting a few days or a few
weeks) or permanent (lasting for periods of many weeks or months).
DOUBLE-MASS ANALYSIS. A means of comparing several precipitation records to
identify inhomogeneities due to station relocations and other causes.
EARLYWOOD. The wood produced in the annual ring during the early part of the
growing season, characterized by large thin-walled cells. Earlywood is more
porous than latewood (q.v.) and often lighter in color. Som~times referred to as
JpTingwood.
ECOLOGICAL AMPLITUDE. The range of habitats over which a species may grow
and reproduce.
ECOTYPE. A genetic variation within a species caused by isolation and environmental
selection.
EFFECTIVE SAMPLE SIZE. The number of items in a time series which are
independent of each other.
EIGENVALUES. A set of scalars or coefficients (q.v.) which are proportional to the
amount of variance reduced by each eigenvector (principal component [q.v.]).
EIGENVECTORS. A set of orthogonal (q.v.) variables which arc transformations
representing the modes of uncorrelated behavior of a data set. There can be as
many eigenvectors as there arc variables in the original data set, but the
transformations can be ranked from the most important ones which account for a
large portion of the variance in the original data, and the least important ones
which express only minor variations and orthogonality constraints in the original
data. By discarding the smaller unimportant eigenvectors, it is possible to reduce
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thl" numbl"r of variabll"s in a system. Also rderrl"d to as IJlifl(lpnl mmponPTIl.1. Cf
ampliludes of eigenveclors.
ELEMENT In rl"gard to a matrix (q.v.), thl" individual valul" ofdalum defined as being
locatl"d in a particular row and column of a matrix.
ELUVIATION. In soils, the Il"aching or loss ofminl"rals from a soil horizon (q.v ). Cf
i/luvialion.
EM ISSIVITY. In plants, the ability to emit radiation.
ENDODERM IS. A sheath of cells most commonly occurring inside thl" cortex of roots
but outside the vascular tissue of xylem and phlol"m, often with radially and
horizontally orientl"d walls imprl"gnatl"d with suberin (q.v.) which form a layl"r
referred to as thl" casparian slrip.
ENERGY BALANCE. Thl" disposition of l"nl"rgy within a givl"n system such as a column
of soil and thl" atmospherl" above it, dl"tl"rmined QY ratl"S of inflow and outflow.
sourCl"S and sinks, and transformations of l"nergy.
ENVIRONMENT A gl"neral tl"rm which incJudl"s all phl"nomma alfl"cting or
impinging on an organism. Cf. operalional environmenl and pOlenlial envifonmm/.
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS. Thl" specific phl"nomena which arl" l"ntning into an
operational relationship with an organism at a given time. Cf. opernlional
enuironmtnl and polmlial environmml.
EPIDERMIS. In plants, the single-cell tissue originating from thl" meristem which forms
thl" outside layer covering leaves, young stems, young roots, flowers, and young
fruits. As the young stem enlarges, the epidermis ruptures and is replaced by thl"
cork produced in the bark.
EQUALLY PROBABLE CLASSES. Groups chosen so that each one has an equal
likelihood of occurring.
ESTIMATES. The numerical solutions of a statistical regression equation in which the
values of the predictors (q.v.) representing the statistical input of the system haw
been substituted into the equation to obtain values (thl" estimates) of the
predlctand (q.v.). These are comparl"d to actual values of thl" predictand to
evaluate the degrl"e of calibration that has been obtained.
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION. The loss of water due to both evaporation from soil and
transpiration (q.v.).
EXPLAINED VARIANCE. Variance reduced (q.v.).
EXPONENTIAL FUNCTION. A nonlinear mathematical relationship in which one
variable changes as a function of a second variable which is an l"xponent term
associated with a constant.
FACTOR SCORES. Amplitudes (q.v.).
FALSE RING. A change in cell structure within an annual growth layer which resembles
the boundary of a true annual ring, making it appear to be two or more growth
layers instead of one. Also referred to as inlra-annual growlh band.
FASCICLE. A small number or bl,Vldle such as the bundles of needles in many Pi/;15
species.
FIBERS. In angiosperms, elongated and rdativdy narrow cells with thick walls.
FIELD CAPACITY. Thl" amount of moisture hdd in a particular soil which has been
thoroughly wetted and then allowed to drain for several days until thl" rate of
drainage has become very slow.
FILTERS. As used in this text, a set of numerical weights which are applil"d to a time
series to emphasize variations at cl"rtain frequencies. When only the long-term or
low-frequency variations are retained the weights are referred to as a IOW-pa5Jjiller.
When only the short-term or high-frequency variations are retained, the weights
are referred to as a high-pass jilier.
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FIRST DIFFERENCES. Thl' sl'qul'ncl' of "alul's Irom a timl' sl'ril's obtained by
.subtracting thl' valul' of l'ach itl'm in a timl' sail's from its imml'diatl' SUCCl'ssor.
FIRST-ORDER AUTOCORRELATION Thl' statistical association (corrdation
[q.v.]) of l'ach valut" in a timl' st"ril's with thl' valul' of its imml'diatl' predecl'ssor.
FOEHN WIND. A warm dry wind blowing down the sidt"ofa mountain. Same as chinook.
FOOD. As used in this text, fOod rt"ft"rs only to organic mokcules classed as
carbohydrates, fats, or proteins which contain cht"mically bound ent"rgy that can
bt" rt"!east"d by oxidation (q.v.).
FREE ENERGY. A, in difru,ion (q.v.), the molecular l'nergy capable of doing work
involving conct"ntration (tht" rdative numbt"r of mokcules for a substance) and
the. molecular activity (kint"tic energy).
FREE ENERGY GRADIENT. Tht" ratio of tht" dillt-renct" in Irt"!' t"nergy of a given
substanct" between two points and tht" distance between thl'se points, governing
tht" rate of dilrusion. Cf. dilJusion.
FRO~T A narrow zone or discontinuity betwt"t"n two air masses (q.v.) of different
character.
FROST RING. Distorted xykm tissue damaged by Irt"ezing in the growing st"ason during
which tht" cells of the tissue were being lormed.
FL,~IFORM INITIALS. Elongated, spindle-shapt"d ct"lIs which makt: up
approximatdy 9Oe;,o of tht" cambium (q.v.) and which give risl' to the
longitudinally arrangl'd ct"lIs in the xylem and phloem. Growth in the stl'm in a
radial dirl'ction occurs by division of the fusiform initials throughout thl' entire
length of thl' cdl and by lormation of the nt"W wall along a tangential plan.
GENERATING PROCESS. The mannt"r in which a time series (q.v.) such as ring width
is gt"nerated by the growth-controlling factors; sometimes represented by a
matht"matical function.
GENOTYPE. Hereditary pott"ntial controlled by genl's. Cf. phmotype.
GIBBERELLIN. A plant growth regulator or hormone which affects stem t"longation.
GOODNESS OF FIT. The closeness ofstatistical t"stimates to the actual predictand data.
cr !'Oriana Tfduad.
GRAND PERIOD OF GROWTH. The interval within thl' growing season when
growth occurs most rapidly. excluding the pt"riod of increasing growth rate at the
bt"ginning of the season and the period of decreasing growth rate at tht" end of the
season.
GRAVITATIONAL WATER. Wata within a soil in excess of field capacity (q.v.)
which percolates downward dul' to tht" pull of gravity.
GROSS PHOTOSYNTHESIS. The tolal amount of glucc)St" formed or carbon dioxide
utilized in photosyntht"sis without regard to the glucose util\zed and carbon
dioxidt" released by respiratio"n. cr ntl photosynthms.
GROWTH REGULATORS. Organic compounds produced in small amounts which
promotl'. inhibit. or qualitatively modil~' growth of plants. Types of hormones
(q.v.).
GUARD CELLS. Two cells which surround each stomate (q.v.), causing it to open or
clost". \',alls of tht" guard cdIs art" thicker near tht" port" opening than on the side
away from the pore, and tht" two cells arch away from each other as the voluml' of
the guard cells increases, opt"ning the port".
Gl'TTATION. The discharging or exudation of watt"r droplets Irom turgid leaves.
GYM;\OSPER M. Tht" nonllowering seed plants. as dillt-rentiated Irom angiosperms. the
llowering S('t"d plants.
HEARTWOOD. The darkt"r color"d cmtral portion of a stem in which the wood ravs
'q ".' are dead. as diflt-rentialed Ii'om the lighla colored sapwood. .
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HEMICELLULOSE. An importanl carboh\'drall' consiiturul of" Ielll n·1I \\ alk
HIGH-FREQUENCY VARIA~CE. In this text. all \'arialions in riui( widlh Ihal Mr of
shorter duration Ihan "ig'tll \rarS 'rrprrsrnting nrles anti othrr \'arialion' "ith
wa\Tlengths or duralions of right \TarS or Ie" . cr. IOI":I,ul/lI'/ItT '·IJI/(IIII1.
HIGH-PASS FILTER. Se" JiI/n.1.
HORMONES. A class ofori(anic "ompounds produced in 'mall ;lInoun" \\ hieh prolllole.
inhibil. or qualilali\'d\" modil\ i(rowlh. dnc\oplllenl. and lik ani\"il;'" of pl<tn",
Cr. grol.l'lh ,.rguln/ol'.l.
HYDROLYSIS. Th" plant process in which relalin'l\ romple, in'oluhle 'Uh,I;UHT' .IIT
ron\,('rlcd 10 ,l;,mallcf soluble ones in the prescilce ()I'('nz~ I1H· .... lh in lIll' ('ol1\Tr,iflll
of starch 10 i(lueoS(': the rC\TI'S<' of Ihe process of condensation q,\',
HYDROSTATIC. Relating to Ihe pressure from o\Trl\"ing or confined liquids.
HYPOTHESIS, An inf<'r"nn' 1'1'\" 10 be Il·s\ed.
ILLUVIATIO!\'. In soils. Ihe a('('umulalion of minnals in a 'oil Itori/on q\ (:1.
dUl'in/inll.
I~CREMENTCORER. A field 1001 used 10 bore and ('\traet .1 Ilti" ",Ii"d('(' 01 "ood
from If"e s"'ms.
I;:\OEPENDE!'i')' OAT.-\. Data nol used f,'r calibration' q,\'. "hich can Ill' liS'" \ .I,
\'criflcatioll ofrccollstructions. \'crificiltioll is ('''ilahli!'lhcd whcl1lhc c"ilnal(·.... lnJll1
Ihe independent predielor 1'1.\ sel 1'<''''m''I,' the pretlicl<lntl' '1,\ of tI",
independent dala sel.
INFERENCE. A generalization derin'd from gin'n inli'rrnalion usuall\ includi,,~ .I
numb"r of facls,
INHIBITOR, A growlh r"gulalor or hormone which reduces or ,wI's gTo\\th alld can
induc" ."ilher lemporal'\ or permanenl dormann,
INTERACTION. Thr influenr" ofa ('lClor upon Ihe elfecl olanother which dilkr' Ii'o'"
thr indi\'ioual or mean (,{f"Cls of Ihe Iwo !actors.
INTRA-ANNUAL GROWTH BA!'iD Fa IS(· ring 1'1,\.'
ION. An e1"clricalh' rharged alom or group of aloms.
JUVENILE WOOD. R"lali""h thin-walled lignifietl" lelllli"uewhicit is 10" iu dl'll,it\
and is formed in \"oung Irees or in lissues localed near Ihe <trill ape".
KININ, A growth regula lor or hormone which promoles e<'ll di\'isioll.
KRUMMHOLZ. Gnarit'd and slunted trees whirh grow in e'poSl'd si\es l"l"tlh "car lite
upper "Ic\'ational tr"e line.
LAPSE RATE, Thl' rail' or chan.!;e or air lemperalure per unil incl'!'aSl' in .t1lihllle,
LATENT HEAT. The heal absorbed when wain ""aporates.
LATEWOOD. Dens" and often dark wood produced in the annual ring- during- the \allT
part of the growing season. chara('\eri/.ed \" small. thick-walled {'(·lIs, .\1,,,
r"''erred. 10 as Jummau'ood. CI', rnrlJ'U'ood.
LEAST SQUARES. A numl'riral ml'thod for filtini( a funclion. such as a slraig-h\ line.
to a set of data in surh a wa\ Ihal Ihe sum or s<iuares or the residuals' '1.\. l'
minimiz('d.
LENTICELS. Rupturl's in thl' bark or a slem Ihrough which suhs"\I1l'es sueh as ,,'ai,,!,
vapor. oxygen, and carbon dioxid" can mll\'('.
LIGNIN. A material addl'd to the Ihickening "ails or Ii\'in~ ",lem rell, alil'! (l,11
enlarg"m"nl has reasl'd, which gi\es wood it, hardn,'" and incn'ases its ,len'II\.
LOCALLY ABSENT RING. A growlh ring which is discunlinuous around the slelll '"
that it is absent along rertain radii: also r('{erred 10 as Ilt/f/illl or mi."llIg IIII,~,
LOW-FREQUENCY VARIANCE. In this "'\I. all \arialions in ri\l~ widlh that !<lst
longer than eight years Irepresented h\' eyel ..s and olhn \'arialions "ith
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wavelengths or durations greater than eight years). Cf. trend and high-frequency
VQnonu.
LOW-PASS FILTER. SeefilttTS.
MACROCLIMATE, The aggregate ofclimatic conditions for a region, often based upon
30 or more years of observation. Cf. microclimate.
MASS MOVEMENT. The transfer of molecules or particles by flow from one place to
another driven by application of some external force, as opposed to diffusion
(q.v.).
MATRIX. An array of data ordered in rows and columnS'. Cf. element.
MATRIX POTENTIAL ('I'm). The water potential forces attributed to suriace
phenomena; as opposed to osmotic potential (q.v.) and pressure potential (q.v.).
MATURATION. Differentiation (q.v.)
MEAN. The average; the value that is closest to all values in a data set.
MEAN SENSITIVITY. A statistic measuring the mean relative change between
adjacent ring widths; that is, the average relative difference from one ring width to
the next. Cf. se/lJitivity.
MEAN STANDARDIZED INDICES. Ring-width thronology (q.v.).
MEMBRANE. A thin layer lying along the outer limits of living protoplasm (inside the
cell walls) and along various other boundaries, such as between protoplasm and
vacuole. It may vary in its permeability to different molecules. Cf. differentially
perrruable membrane.
MERISTEM. A plant tissue composed of small thin-walled cells that are capable of
dividing. Meristematic tissue is found in all buds, root tips, and growing regions
including the cambia. Cf. apical meristem,
MESOPHYLL. In plants, all cells located betwt'en the upper and lower epidermis of a
leaf.
M ICROCLI MATE. The aggregatl" of meteorological conditions within a localized sitl"
occurring over a period of time. Cf. macroclimate.
MICROENVIRONMENT. A localized environment such as that surrounding a leaf,
bud, or root.
MICROMETEOROLOGY. Thl" meteorological conditions of a localized sitl" or the
study thereof. Cf. microclimate.
MIDDLE LAMELLA. A cementing layer between cell walls in plants.
MISSING RING. Locally absent ring (q.v.) or partial ring.
MODEL. A statement, equation, or diagram which represents a basic set of facts and
their interrelationships. They can range· from extremely simple preconceived
notions to highly complex systems.
MOTHER CELL. A derivative of the initial cell of a cambium that can still divide.
MOVING AVERAGES. Averages of overlapping segments of a time series usually
calculated at regular intervals in the time sequence. Also referred to as running
meanJ.
MULTINODAL. Having the capacity to produce several series of leaves during one
season's growth, as occurs in Pinus halepensis, P. echinata, and P. taeda.
MULTIPLE CORRELATION. The correlation coefficient calculated from a multiple
regression (q.v.) relationship.
MU LTIPLE REGRESSION. A regression Iq. v,) involving more than one predictor
variable. The multiple regression codlicients describe the relative ellen of each
predictor (q.v.) variable upon the predictand Iq.v.), adjusting for the
intercorrelations between the predictor variables.
NET PHOTOSYNTHESIS. Gross photosynthesis lq.\.) minus respiration lq.\'.),
T
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expressing the net increase in glucose and the net utilization of carbon dioxide.
NOISE. In this text, the random, residual (q.v.). or background variation in a time series
that cannot be attributed to a detectable quality, pattern, or variation, as opposed
to signal (q.v.), which represents meaningful information such as the ring-width
variations attributed to climate, environment, or biological conditions.
NORMAL DISTRIBUTION. A bell-shaped distribution of data which closely
resembles the normal density function with the mean value corresponding to the
point at which the distribution function is a maximum and with approximately
two-thirds of the data within a distance of one standard deviation (q.v.) on each
side of the mean (q.v.).
NORMALIZED DATA. Standard normal variates (q.v.).
NUTRIENT. In a botanical context, mineral salts which are essential in small amOl'nts
for the normal growth and survival of the plant. They are not considered foods in
this text, because they are not a significant source of energy.
NUCLEUS. The dense portion of the protoplasm which contains the hereditary material.
OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT. The emironmental phenomena which are
actually entering into a relationship with an organism at a particular time. The
specific phenomena which enter such operational relationships are considered
environmental factors (q.v.). .
OROGRAPHIC. Relating to mountains or elevational relief.
ORTHOGONAL. Uncorrelated, independent of one another.
OSMOSIS. Diffusion (q.v.) of water through a differentially peremable membrane
(q.v.). The process by which water moves into and out the living protoplasm of
cells.
OSMOTIC POTENTIAL ('I's) The water potential (q.v.) forces which are due only to
substances dissolved in the water.
OXIDATION. A class of chemical reactions which releases energy stored in food
molecules; the reverse of reduction (q.v.) in which molecules increase in energy.
OXIDATION-REDUCTION REACTION. A general class of chemical reactions in
which there is a change in energy.
PARAMETER. A particular variable or constant.
PARENCHYMA. A plant tissue made up of living thin-walled, and vacuolated cells.
PARENT MATERIAL. In soils, the undifferentiated weathered rock material from
which a soil develops.
PARTIAL RING. Locally absent (q.v.) or missing ring.
PERMANENT WILTING POINT. The moisture content of a drying soil at the time
plants first become permanently wilted, including moisture that is generally
unavailable to the plant.
PHELLEM. Th(' t('chnical term for cork cells which ar(' diff('r('ntiared from th(' cork
. cambium and are impregnat('d with sub('rin'(q.\'.,
PHENOLOGY. Th(' changing app('aranc(' or condition of an organism, olien associat('d
with its y('arly cyci<'. such as th(' br('aking of dormancy. beginning of growth,
('nlarg('m('nt, fJow('ring, fruiting, and onS('1 of dormancy.
PHENOTYPE. Obs('rvabl(' characteristics of an organism that r('sult from its h('r('dity.
Cf. gfnotypr.
PHLOEM. In tr('('s. lh(' region containing fOod-conducting tissu(' in the bark.
PHOTOPERIOD. Th(' I('ngth or day or p('riod of illumination. which can infJu('nc('
c('rtain ph('nological conditions such as flow('ring and dormanc\' in plants.
PHOTO RESPIRATION. Respiration pathway involving light en('rgy. Occurs in C-3
plants.
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PHOTOSY:'I;THATE. Glucose, the 1,xx1 product of photosvnlhesis. somellnws
including eenain chemical Iv allered fragmellls of gluco,,·.
PHOTOSY:'I;THESIS. The process bv which sugar I glucose is manUIMtured Irom
carbon dioxide and watcc b\ the chlorophvll-containing tissues, chlorencl1\ ma
of plants in the presence of light. and oxygen is released as a b\-producl. Also
referred to as (arbon a.wmllatioll.
PHYSIOLOGICAL PRECONDITlO:'l;I:'I;G. The induction of internal metabolic
condilions which can innuence tht' biochemical reactions and other processes 01 a
plam during laler stages in ils life r\clc.
PHYSIOLOGICAL SEASOl'S. In plams. periods of \aning phvsiological at li\'il\
during Ihe \ ear, usuallv delccmined b\ the climatic regime which precondilion.s
and gm'erns the processes. conditions. and structures of the plan!.
PITH. In plants. the soli. thin-walled lissue at the cmtn of the stem made up of
parenchvma with unlignified cell walls.
PLASTIDS. Specialized bodies such as Ihe chloroplasts, q.\., conlained inthc r\ lopla,nl
Iq.\'., of a cell.
POLYSACCHARIDES. A carbohvdrale made up of sC\'Cral sugar Illolt-cult-s. ,I
substance produced earh in the developmenl of the cell wall malrix of planh.
POTE:'I;TIAL E:'I;YIR0:'l!l\IE:'I;T. Em'ironmenlal phenomena which arc cap,l!llt- 01
entering inlo a reaclion wilh an organism bUI haw not \'('t done so. cr "pnll/trowl
rnl'ironmenl.
POWER SPECTRUM ANALYSIS. A technique for stud\ ing Ihe distribulion of
variance in a time series as a function of frequency.
PREDICTA:v.ID. In stastislics. the \'ariable or "ariables of a system which arc predicI"d
(estimated, reconstructed I. Cr. pr,d,dor.
PREDICTION. Estimates of conditions or data, not necessarily made lor th" future or
forward in time. Cr. ruons/ruclion and Iftrod/dwn.
PREDICTOR. In statistics, the input variable or "ariables of a system. "alue, of which
arc used to obtain prediction (estimales, reconstructiollS) of the pr"dietands
(q.d.
PRESSURE POTENTIAL I'I'P'. The positive waler potential lorces attributed III
pressure exened on a cell wall which results in cell turgor.
PRINCIPAL COMPONE!'iTS. Eigen\'t'ctors (q.v.1
PRINCIPLE. A general truth or essemial nature of a phcnomenon ascenaincd from
experience a"!d usuallv including one or more inferences (q.\'.).
PRODUCT MEAN. A statistic useful for verification with independenl data which takes
imo account both the sign and magnitude of the depanure Irom the calibration
mean; computed from the product of the departures of actual and estimated
values from the mean value, with positive and .negative products avccaged
separately.
PROTOPLASM. The viscous colloidal substance making up the living ponion oflht· cell
including the cytoplasm (q.v.) and nucleus (q.v.l. The protoplasm is surrounded
by a differentially permeable plasma membrane and, in plants, bv a more or less
rigid cell wall.
PROXY. In this text, a substitute record.
RADIAL FILE. A row or tier of cells such as the tracheids which arise from the division of
a single cambial initial.
RAYS. Wood rays (q.v.).
RE Reduction of error (q.V.i.
REACTION WOOD. Anomalouscells formed in the xylem ofleanin~stems and laleral
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branchcs, ohen associaled with an eccentric growth ring. In coniferous species; the
reactior. wood occurs on the lower side of the lean, and is referred to as compression
U'o,d; in angiosperm species it occurs on the upper side of the lean and is referred to
as tOlJion.wood.
RECIPROCAL FILTERS. A pair of filters (q.v.) which have been'designed to pass
val iancr at opposite ends of the frequency range.
RECO~STRUCTIO~.As used in this text, statistical estimates or deductions of past
conditions or "'ents derived Irom various types of evidence, especially those from
well-dal<'d and replicated ring-width chronologies, Cf. "trodiction and prediction.
REDlJCTIO:\. A class of chemical reactions in which molecules gain chemical energv
generallv deri\"l'd Irom ATP (q.v.); the reverse of oxidation (q.v.) in which
molecules lose energ\. .
REDL'CTION of ERROR (REJ.A statistic useful for verification with independent data,
having possible \'alues ranging from + 1·0 to minus infinity. If it is applied to the
depender:t data set, the result is equivalent to the square of the correlation
coefficient (q.\'.) which measures the percent variance calibrated (q.v.) oy the
relationship.
REGRESSIO\ A gen cra I statistical tcrm often represented by an equation which
describes relationships where the \'alues ofone or more variables are expressed as a
function of other \·ariables. Cf enm/atiun.
RELL\SE. In trees, a marked increase in growth due to removal of competitors. Cf.
W!J!Jrf'UlOfl.
KEPROIH":CTIVE BUDS. Buds that can produce stems with flowers, fruits, and seeds as
well as leaves. Cf. lle.~e1ati"f hud.\.
REPRODL'CTI\'E ORGAI\S. In plants, the flowers, fruits, and seeds, as differentiated
from the wgetative organs (q.v.).
~ESI DL:\L. The dilkrence between an observation of actual data and an estimate
''I.v.' obtained bv applving a given function to the data set. The residuals
represent the noise (q. \'.) or the system and an\" signal not accounted for by the
/llnnional relationship. Cf. least .'quare.l.
RESI~ DUCT Long, narrow, intercellular channels in conifers surrounded by
parench\"ma and filled with resin.
RESPIRATIO~. A series of biochemical reactions which release the chemical energy
stored in food such as that in the glucose molecule. Cf. aerohic respiration and
anaaohir rf,lpiralinn.
R ESPOI\SE FU~CTIO~. In this text, a statistical calihration equation which expresses
the separate relat;ve e1kclS of several climatic factors on ring width. Climatic
(actors orten arc average temperature and total precipitation during each month
ofa 14-mont~ period prior to and concurrent with the period ofgrowth. A weight
is associated with each factor which describes how the tree "responds" to
\'ariations in that chmatic factor. Cr. Iran~rfT Junctinn.
R ETROD ICTI 0:\. A term proposed for statistical estimations made backward in time,
a.s opposed to the term pledictinn (q.\".' implying estimates made forward in time.
RIDGE. In the atmosphere, an elongated high pressure arca which is commonly formed
at altitudes ofsc\"eral kilome!cf' above the earth's surface. Cf. trough.
RL\G-POROL'S \\"OODS. Certain angiosperms ~q.\".), such as ("/muJ, FrGx;nus, and
0/1'1"0/1. in which Ihe \"('s.sels in the earlswood are marked,," wider than those in the
latewood. as dilkrelltialed from difl"usc-porou.s <].\., angiosperms.
R I)'"G-\\"IDTH CHRO:\OLOGY The a\ eraged S1alldardi7ed ring-width indices from
" number of tn'e, ,amplcd Irmn a particular site which can be used fi" cro"dating
<Ind deducing p""Il clilllfltl'. AI ....o calico lllP01J \tondardl::.rrl fl/diu'\ and dlrmw/og)'.
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RI~G-WI DTH I:\DICES. The lransti,rnH'd \alues olrin~ widths aher standardIzation
(q.v.) which have a mean of 1·0 (or 100) and a variance that is relatively
homo~eneous throu~h time. :\Iso rell-rred to as "lmlt/ardi,,,1 ring-l1·idlh chlrmu/ogr.
ROOT CAP..\ structurc whj('h cowrs thc apical mcristem \q.\'. of a roo\.
ROOT /SHOOT RATIO. The amount of roots relative to the amount of shoots.
RUNNING MEANS. Moving averages (q.v.)
SAPWOOD. The lighter colored outer water-conducting portion of the tree stem with
living ray tissue, as differentiated from the darker dead heartwood portion in the
center of the stem.
SENSIBLE HEAT. Heat added or lost when there is a temperature change.
SENSITIVITY. A dendrochronological term referring to the presence of ring-width
variability in the radial direction within a tree which indicates that the growth
response of the particular tree is "sensitive" to variations in climate. Opposite of
complacency (q.v.). Cr. mean sensitivity.
SERIAL CORRELATION. The correlation between successive values in a time series
(autocorrelation) or lagged correlation between two time series.
SIEVE TUBES. Large, nonwoody, thin-walled living phloem cells which are involved in
translocation of organic substances throughout a tree. Cr. companion cells.
SIGMOID CURVE. A cumulative curve of growth in the shape of a prostate S.
SIGNAL. In this text, a detectable quality, pattern, or variation in a time series such as
ring widths which can be attributed to meaningful information on climate,
environment, or biological conditions of the trees, as opposed to the background
variations or noise (q.v.) which provide no useful information about the trees and
their environment.
SIGN TEST. A count ofagreement or disagreement between signs, plus or minus, for two
series of numbers and the statistical test used to determine whether the number of
agreements is significantly different from the number of disagreements.
SITE SELECTION. Selection of tree-ring samples from limiting sites to maximize the
information or signal contained in the rings and to minimize the undesirable
variations representing noise.
SOIL HORIZON. A more or less distinct layer in a soil profile (q.v.) characterized by its
morphological, physical, chemical, and mineralogical properties.
SOIL PROFILE. The vertical assemblage of soil horizons (q.v.) from the soil surface
down to the lowermost layer of undifferentiated unweathered material.
SOLUM, The portion of the soil represented by the A and B horizons (q.v.).
SPIKE TOP. The dead terminal branch of a tree, which may remain intact for many
years. A feature characteristic of some extremely old, stress-site trees.
SPRINGWOOD. Earlywood (q.v.).
STANDARD DEVIATION. The mean scatter of a population of numbers from the
population mean. The square root of the variance (q.v.). Cf. normal distribution.
STANDARD ERROR. An estimate of how much a particular statistic of a sampled
population, such as the mean, can vary from its "true" theoretical value based on
the entire population as represented by the statistical universe (q.v.).
STANDARD NORMAL VARIATES. A transformation converting a set of data to a
population with a mean of zero and a standard deviation of 1·0 obtained by
subtracting the mean and dividing by the standard deviation of the original data.
Also referred to as normalized data.
STANDARDIZATION. The removal of the effects of increasing tree age on ring widths
and their conversion to a time series of ring-wid th indices (q.v.) with a mean of 1·0
(or 1(0) and with a variance relatively homogeneous through time.
STANDARDIZED RING-WIDTH CHRONOLOGY. Ring-width indices (q.v.).
STATISTICAL UNIVERSE. A lIwOfetical term rd"rrillf( to an entire population
including all data, as opposed to the subset of that population represent"d by a
sample. Since entire populations can rarel\' be mcasured. slatistics deri\'cd !i'om
samples are used to estimate Ihe theoretical \'alues of entire populations. cr
standard rTfOf.
STATISTICS. Any kind of numerical data. but most often applied to \alues used to
describe characteristics of populations.
STOMATES. Microscopic holes in the epidermis of plants. Ihrouf(h which dill,IS;""
(q.\'.) ofgasses such as watcr vapor. carbon dioxide. and oxy~occurs.Two eelb
called guard cells .(q.v.) surround each ~tomate and govern its size.
SUBERIN. A fatty or waxy water-repellant substance which is osually found ill the
endodermis and cork. Cf. cutin.
SUMMERWOOD. Latewood (q.v.).
SUPPRESSION. In trees, a markcd reduction in f(rowth due [() crowdinf( or shading
Irom neighboring trees. Cf. re/rasr.
SURROGATE. A substitute.
SYNOPTIC CLIMATOLOGY. A term applied to studies of climate in which the
general circulation of the atmosphere must be considered oycr botb spacc and
time. Cf. dimatography.
SYSTEM (NATURAL SYSTEM). A portion of the uni\'erse separated from its
surroundings by recognizable boundaries and including one or more substances.
any chemical reactions and interactions, as well as other processes alfectinf( them.
TALUS SLOPE. A slope ofdisintegrated rock and earth rna terial that accumulates at the
base of clifE and exposed rock surfaces.
TENSION WOOD. The name given to reaction wood (q.\'.) whicb in angiosperm
species occurs on the upper side of leaning stems and lateral branches. Cf.
compression wood.
TEXTURE. In soils, the relative amounts of sand, silt, and <;lay.
TIME SERIES. A set of data representing a regular sequence of occurrences or events
which are indexed as a function of time.
TRACHEIDS. In gymnosperms, dead, vertically oriented xylem cells with relatively
tbick lignified (q.v.) walls which may be perforated by bordered pits. (q.v.).
TRANSFER FUNCTION. A set ofweights applied to ring-width index values to obtain
estimates of climate. Growth records are "transferred" into reconstructions of
climate. Cf. response function.
TRANSLOCATION. The long distance transport by mass movement (q. v.) of organic
and inorganic substances in the phloem and xylem from one part of the plant to
another, as contrasted with molecular diffusion (q.v.) of solutes and water from
cell to cell.
TRANSMISSIVITY. The ability to transmit energy through a structure.
TRANSPIRATION. The loss ofwater by evaporation from thl'Surfaces ofall parts of the
exposed plant, including leaves, stems, flowers, and fruits.
TREND. Extremely low-frequency variance (q.v.) wit.h wavelengths which are greater
than the length of the time series. Trend in a ring-width series results from such
thinll;s as the chanll;inll; II;rowth potential of the tree due to increasinll; age,
successional development in the forest community, geological changes, or very
gradual changes in climate.
TROUGH. An elongated low pressure area which is commonly formed at altitudes
several kilometers above the earth's surface. Cf. ridge.
TU RGOR. The outw~rd pressure exerted on the walls of Iivinf( cells resulting from tbe
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pressure potential developed within them.
C:'\I:\ODAL. Producing only one scries of lea\TS each year as occurs in mam Pill".,
species. Cf. mullillodal.
VACUOLE. The central portion of a li\'ing cell containing water and dissolwd
substances referred to as cell sap (q.v.).
VAPOR PRESSURE DEFICIT. The dilTert'nce between tht' actual vapor pressure of
the air and the vapor pressure of an atmosphere at the same temperature that is
saturated with water.
VARIABLE. In this text, a characteristic, feature, or factor which can assume dilkrent
values in successive individual cast's.
VARIA;-';CE. The square of the mean scatter ofa statistical population of numbers from
the population mean. The square of the standard deviation (q.v.).
VARIANCE CALIBRATED. Variance reduced (q.v.).
VARIA\"CE REDUCED. The differ('nce between the mean scatter or varianc(' (q.v.' of
a data set and the residual (q.v.) variance, representing the departure of the data
from a statistical relationship or representation of the data; for example, \'ariance
reduced bv regression or by eigenvectors I principal components) of the data set.
Sometimes called explained variance. Cr. goodneSJ oj #
VASCL'LAR CAMBIlJ M. The thin c\linder of meristematic tissue Iq.v.) between the
wood and the'bark which produces xylem (q.\. i on the inside and phloem (q.v.1
on the outside.
VASCULAR TISSCE. The xylem ,q.v.) and phloem (q.\'.).
VEGETATIVE BUDS. Buds that can produce onh stems and leaves. Cf. reprodulli"f b"dJ.
VEGETATIVE ORGANS. In plants, the roots, stems, and leaves, as differentiated from
the reproductive organs (q.v.).
VERIFICATION. The proof of validity of results bv comparing actual independent
climatic data to reconstructions of climate.
VESSEL Large tube-like water-conducting element in the wood of angiosperms
(hardwoods) in contrast to the smaller tracheid (q.v.) found in gymnosperms
(q.v.).
VISCOSITY. The property ofa fluid that resists internal flow because ofstrong cohesive
forces among the molecules.
WATER BALANCE. The rates of movement and pathways governing the inflow,
outflow, and water status in a system such as a plant.
WATER POTENTIAL ('1'), The difference in free energy (q.v.) of water in the plant,
soil, or atmospheric system under consideration and that of pure water at
atmospheric pressure. Cr. osmotic potenlial.
WEATHER, All observable meteorological phenomena which vary over time scales of
minutes te days, including precipitation, heat, temperature, light, wind, clouds,
and related factors that influence the environments of the biosphere. Cr. climate.
WOOD RAYS. Thin-walled cells in the xylem (q.v.) forming lines or ribbons radiating
Ii'om the pith (q.v.).
XYLEM. The water-conducting tissue of plants which makes up the wood cylinder of a
tree inside the bark and surrounding the pith.
XYLEM RAYS. Wood rays (q.v.).
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Curvilinearity, 318, 320, 400-4<)1
Cuticle, see Cutin
Cutin, 122, 127, 159, 197,534
Cycles, 41, 258-260, 295-300
fruiting, 260
sunspot, see Sunspots
Cyclone, 435, 426-427,434-435,453-468,
534
Cytoplasm, 121-123, 534
D
Data Bank, International Tree-Ring,
247-248,256, 505
Dating,
archaeological, 2-3, 7-8,23
carbon-14, 222, see also Carbon-14
necessity for accuracy of, 437, 500
tree-ring, see Crossdating
Daylength, 70, 74, 163, 193-195, 228
Death, 49-50, 168, 186
Deduction, 35, 405, 534, see also Inference
Defoliation, 91, 188, 199-200,223
Degrees of freedom, 323-325, 342-344,
350,353,365,401,440,451,534
Dendrochronology, 534
historical background, 4-10
principles and concepts, 14-28
subfields, 10
Dendroclimatography, 10, 436-438, 534
Dendroclimatology, 2, 9, 10, 38-46, 52,
190, 313, 405-505, 534
biological constraints, 11-14
procedures of, 28-38, 246-375,
437 -439, 455-457, 503
prospects for future, 503-505
value of, 10-11, 500 505
Dendroecology, 10, 46, 219-223, 535
Dendrogeomorphology, 10, 114-115,420,
535
Dendrograph, 7780, 83-84. 87. 96.
104-105, 106, 535
Dendrohydrology, 10, 41-43, 319,
412-420,535
Dendrometer, 75-76, 84, 91, 96, 535, Jet
also Dendograph
Denormalization, 402, 406
Densitometry, 43-45, 62, 96, 117
Density,
of forest, 110, 116, 216, 244-245,
300-301
of wood, ser Wood density
Dependent data, 320,477-479,535
Dew, 209
Dewpoint, 146,535
Diffuse-porous woods. 63, 66, 88,112,114,
191,535
Diffusion, 120-123, 135, 141, 170, 176,
396, 535
resistance to, 128, 131, 140-141, 171,
212
Digestion, 160, 535
Dise;m of tree, 29, 50,63, 153, 223
Distance, separation between sites.
273-277,430-432
Disturbance, 53, 273-275, see also Site
factors; History of forest stand
Diurnal expansion and contraction of
plant parts, 70, 76-84, 9[, 106, 127,
142-146,171,229
Dormancy, 51,64-66,69,72,95, 113, 165.
176, 195-198, 398--4-00, 535
breaking of, 192, 194, 227, 379, 398
Double-mass analysis, 252-254, 535
Douglass, Andrew E_, 4-8, 266
-Drainage, cold air, 48
Drought, 80, 86, 98, 136, 181-182,289,
399,465-468,471,490,502
an adjustment to prolonged, 116.
244-245
The Great, 407
index to severity of, 210
the sub-Saharan, 435
Drought resistance, 196-197
Dry-matter production, 163, 177-178.
184-186
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Duff and Nolan classification, 277 -279,
104 310
Dust, atmospheric, 209-211,470,501
Dust Bowl, 465
E
Earhwood, 6063, 65,.89, 95, 100, 102,
III, 191 193,230,345-349,535
Eccentricity III ring width, 113-114,
220-221
Eeotype, 74, 535
Effecti\'e sample size, 258, 323-325, 535
Efficiency of sampling, 292
Eigenvalue, 358,~~5
Eigell\ector, 34-:j5, 352-353, 356-363,
371 -375,417-418,427,437,440-445,
450, 455, 483, 535
amplitude or, 359-369, 372-374,
425-426,442-445,450,468-469,482,
531
clenH'nl of, 358 -362
neg;lliw' and positive representation of,
359, 361. 'l55
orthogonality 356, 358, 362. 371-372,
455, 540
rdkction property of, 210, 217
\'alue and significance of, 362-363,
371 -372, 425
Eleyation,
conditions at high, '27, 39, 41. 84,
lli6 167, 169, 235236, 298-299,
390 391, 39G 399. 408
asanecologiealfaetor, 74, 107,166-167,
176,182 184,188,202-206,218-219,
289, ,3023Q4, 408, 540
Elu\iation in soil, 138, 536
Emissi\'il\, 212, 536
Endodermis, 127, 141. 536
Energy
chemicaL 156 -159
eomer\'ation of. 208
rorms of, in the climate ,,'stem, 46-47
fl'C<', 121, 123, 130, 142,537
kinetic, 120-121. 124
light. 157
(r.lnsl"r of, Jet' Energy balance
Enelli\ balance, 128, 179,208-219,228,
394. 435-436, ,136
Enerli\ budget, see Energ\ balance
EnYironment, 5%
history of, 50, 220
operational, 48-50
potential, 50
Environmental ractors, 49-51, 127,
219-223, 536
Environmental gradient, 300-304
Environmental impact, 41-43, 219-223,
402-405,415-420
Enzymes, 119, 157-162
Ephedra, 14
Epidermis, 56, 68,127,141,212,536
Equally probable classes, 328, 333-335,
536
Equilibrium, 121'
Erethiz.on eplxanthum, 222
Error
in ring-width measurement, 250-252
statistical, 91, 255-256, 353, 365, 368,
413-414,433
Estimate, 35, 256, 263, 318-319, 536
accuracy or, 27, 256
Evaporation, 50, 122, 139,209-213,426,
see also Evapotranspiration
Evaporative stress, 343
Evapotranspiration, 104, 209-213, 30 I,
328,346-349,396,412,536
Experimental control, crossdating as an,
20
Explorer's records, 499
Exponential function, 263-265, 267-268,
310,536
F
Factor scores, see Eigenvector, amplitude
or
Factors
biotic, 219-223
climatic, 23, 46-54, 116, 194,231-238.
hereditary, 16, 51, 74, 88, 194, 196,
238-241
nonc1imatic, 17, 23, 53, 116, 219-224,
277, 285, 289, 433
FagUJ, 14,63, 136-137
grandtfolia, 90, 138-139, 345-347
Jllvatira, 177, 178, 188
Fat, 159-162
Fatty acid, 161
Feedback relationship, negative, 390
Fibers, 56, 61, 63, 68, 93, 114, 536
Field capacity, 133-[36,536
Field .data, 247
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Ficld examination. 248 -249
Filter. di~ital, 36, 268-277, 298, 325,401,
.')36 •
reciprocal, 269-277
wei~hts of. 270-271, 325
Fire. h8, 91, 153,200-201,221,229,400
Fire scar, \f{' Injury
First difl,'rences, 254, 269, 329, 332, 537
FII~roya rulJrf IIoldfl , 14
Floodin>!, 'tl 43, 114, 170,328,397-398,
400,415420
Flowerin~. 103, 194, 398, 499
Foehn wind, 218, 533, :,37
Folia.l(e. relationships involving, 73, 87,
110 Ill. 177, 188, 198
Food, 1-1-2. 151, 1.')6-162,537
-!;stribution of. 184-189
rcsenTS of 183 186 204 234-235,
396397:399,'<U)3' ,
"mhesis or. 156-162
Forecast Improvement using recon-
structions. 415, 490--491, 500-502
Foresl intcrior sites, 108, 300-302
Forest limits
lower. 16, 108.202-203,298,300 302,
390
upper, Hi, 202-203. 298
Fourin analYsis. 295-300
FUI\"''',I, 1-1-.'63,140
amnii ana, 1,')5
~:n'('zing or thl' stl'm, ,lfI' Stem, freezin~ of
hTI'Zln.\( and thawin~ dates of lakes, 499
Fn''1LH'n(\, lIS 116. 259 260, 268-270.
295 :l()(), 413--414, 436, Iff aim
\'arianee. Irequency of
Front in atltlosph"f(', 435, 454. 465, 537
Frmt, 6-1-, 68. 91,167,328,343,397,471,
492
Frost hardiness. 194. 197--198.204,237,
3'J7 399
Frost resistance, ,Iff Frost hardiness
Frost ring, Iff Ring, frost
Fruiting, 103. 194,260.398.499
F statistic, 365, 368, 422--424
Fun~i. associated with roots, 141
Fusili,rm initials, 66, 537
(;('IH'rating
pro('('s."l
G
flinnion. SliP Generating
Generating process. 255, 258. 273, 275,
413-414,537
Genetic factors, Sff Factors, hereditary
Geological applications, 114-115,
219-222, 499, Sff ailo Dendro-
geomorphology
Germination, 194
Gibberellin, 191,537
Glaciers, 39,41,220,328,409--410
Glock, Waldo S., 8-9, 332
Glucose, .lee Sugar
Glyccrol, 161
Goodness of fit, 322, 537
Growing season, 68-72, 84-91, 103-107,
203, 205, 232-233, 396
Growth, Sff also Diurnal expansion and
contraction of plant parts
abrupt change in, 244
age as a factor in, 73-74, 84, 107 -113
anomaly in, 35-38, 91, 371-374, 421,
427, 491--499, see also Mapped
anomalies of growth
apical, Sff Growth of shoots
asymmetric, 115, 153
of buds, Iff Growth of shoots
cessation in, 70-71,86,88,95,114,
203-205
cumulative curve of, see Sigmoid curvc
flush in, 12,70,72,192,195
~rand period of. 70, 186,537
initiation ol~ 58, 63, 65, 69-70, 84-86,
91. 114, 118,203 -205
interactions involving, Sff Interaction
intermittent, 71
multiple peaks in rate of, 89-91
radial,74-107
rate of, 86 90, 105,313
of roots, 69, 93,113-115,139,141-142,
398 399
of shoots, 70-74, 93,103-109,191-194,
230, 398 -399
Growth anomaly t)'p", 492--499
Growth function, 112-113,263-264,266,
277 -281
Growth regulators, 70,142,151,190-193,
195, 230, 397-398, 537
Growth response, diycrsity in, 401--402,
407-412
Guard cells, 127-128,537
Guttation, 120, 538
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H
Harvest logbooks, 499
Heartwood, 62, 538
Heat
conduction of, 209-213, see a/50
Insulation
convection of, 210-213
latent, 209-213
sensible, 209-213
storage in oceans, 21 I, 421, 426-427
Hemicellulose, 67, 538
Heredity, see Factors, hereditary
Historical records, 27, 499-500
History offorest stand, 110-113, 219-233,
263,400
Homogeneity, lack of
in variance of ring-width measurements,
260-266
test, for climatic data, 252-254
Hormones, 190-193, 396, 538, see a/so
Growth regulators
Humidity of the atmosphere, 124, 126,
128-130,343, 347-349, 399
Hurricane, 435, 465
Hydrolysis, 160, 538
Hydrology, see Dendrohydrology
Hydrostatic forces, 76, 81, 124, 142-147,
538
Hypothesis, 25, 224-225, 248, 314,
335-336, 394-395, 403, 425, 538
testing of, 315, 321, 324, 403, 405-407,
429
I
Iliuviation, 138, 538
Independent data, 15, 33, 320-321,
373-374,428-432,479-488,491-500,
538
Index, ring-width, Jff Ring-width indices
Inference, 12, 15,25,35,225,285,311,
394-395,405,408,410,451,468,538
InfIltration technique, measuring stomatal
opening, 131
Inhib~tor, 191, 195,538
Inhomogeneity .of climatic data, .lff
Homogeneity, lack of
Injury, 29, 75, 91, 114, 153, 197-201,
219-222, 289, 397-398
Insect, 50, 223, 400
Insulation
by bark, 68, 200
by snow, 236, 398
Integration by the tree, 52, 325, 429-430,
488
Interaction, 12, 69, 7~, 91,184-189,193,
226, 232-235, 242-245, 282, 291,
340-341,351-352,382,392,397-400,
403, 538
cancellation by, 329, 345, 393-394,433
Intercorrelation, 345, 347, 352, 369, 382,
436, Set a/50 Interactiop
Intra-annual growth band, set Ring, false;
Ring, multiple
Ion, 120, 190,538
exchange of, 151
Iron, 158, 190
Isotopes, 151-152
J
Jet stream, 466-467
Juniperus, 12, 14, 72, 196
communis, 196
oceidentalis, 71
osteosperma, 153-154,203,351-352
virginiana, 20, 196, 200
Juvenile wood, 191,538
K
Kinin, 191, 538
Krummholz, 198, 538
L
Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research, 8,
31-33,247,249-252,281,304,505
Lagging relationship, 1.6-27, 39, 183-184,
188,193-198,299,364,373,379,399,
408, 413-414, 419,. 437, 450-455,
477-479,492-493
Lake level, 41-43, 212, 328,415-420
Landslide, 221, 400
Lapse rate, 218, 538
Larix, 14
decidua, 192, 199
occidcnta/iJ, 73
Latewood, 60"'-63, 89, 95, 100, 102,
111-112,191 193,230,345-349,538,
Jee aha Mork's definition of latewood
Latitude
as an ecological factor, 18, 74, 84, 86,
163,166,214-215
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studies at high, 34, 84, 86,163,184,195,
235-236, 396
Law of Large Numbers, 322-323
Law of Limiting Factors, 15-16, 119,292
Law of Relative Effects, 119
Leaf, see Leaves
Leaf litter, 138, 217
Least squares, 341-342, 538
Leaves, 56, 58, 80,126-127,131,147,164,
184-185, 298
age of, 176, 187-189,299
efficiency of, 187
number of, 188
optical density of, 164
size of, 188, 299
temperature of, see Temperature
Lenticels, 128, 538
Libocedrus, 14
Liebig's Law of the Minimum, 119
Light, 48, 128, 131-132, 157-158,
162-165, 194-195,328,396
saturation of, 163
Light intensity, minimum required, 165
Lightning, 91, 398
Light tolerance, see Light intensity,
minimum required
Lignification, 67, 93, 107, 113, 192
Lignin, 67, 113, 159,538
Limiting factors, II, 13, 15-16,51, 183,
193,225,300-302,313,340,393, see
also Law of Limiting Factors
Linearity, 316, 318-319, 329, 338, 351,
400-401,438
Linkage, strength of climate-growth', 377,
379, 394, 400, 485, see also Coupling
Liquidambar styraciflua, 73
Liriodendron, 63
Little Ice Age, '39, 407
Longevity, 29-30,147-151,217
M
Magnesium, 158, I~
Manganese, 190
Mapped anomalies
ofclimate, 35, 436-438, 446--449, see also
Climatic anomaly
of growth, 35-38, 436-438, 441, 444,
446, see also Growth, anomaly in
Mass movement, 120, 142-143,539
Master horizon of a soil, see Soil horizon
Matrix, 353, 438, 539
diagonal, 358, 365, 438, 535
element of, 353-356
multiplication of, 354-355
notation using, 353-356
scalar used with, 358
transposi tion of, 3';6, 358
Matrix potential, 125, 539
Mean, 23, 29, 255, 271, 322-323, 539
Mean sensitivity, 18, 257-258, 261, 266,
269, 300-310, 432, 539
Membrane, differentially permeable,
121-123,151,190,539
Meridional circulation, 465
Meristem, 57-58,69,91,115, 176,532,539
Mesophyll, 56, 539
Metabolism
energy released by, 160-162,212-213
wastes of, 62
Meteorological data, 2, 29, 33. 202-206,
210, 316, 325, 327-329, 434-437,
439-440, 479, 482-483, 499-500
estimating missing values, 252
length of record, 40 I
local variations in, 48, 252-254, 430, 432
modern record bias, 501-502
Meteorological factors, see Factors,
climatic
Microenvironment, see Climate, micro-
Micrometeorology, see Climate, micro-
Middle lamella, 122,539
Military fort records, 471-472, 499
Mineral salts, see Salts; Nutrient
Missing ring, see Ring, partial
Model, 539, see also Modeling
of cambial activity, 66-77, 226-231
insect infestation effects on growth, 223
minimum-sized pressure, 468-470, 492
network, 223-224, 227, 232-236, 242
ring-width--c1imate system, 25-27,
182-184,186,193,231-238,242-245,
437-438
simulation of biological processes,
224-225, 403-405
statistical (mathematical), 2, 28, 224,
315-320,325-326,341,413,418,421,
430, 438-439, 451
of streamnow , 413-414
suitability and limitations of growth
model, 242-245
testing of, 224
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Modeling
atmospheric circulation, II, 29, 50 I
biological system, 314-315
ring-width-dimate system, 25-27,
33-35, 223-231, J(( a/so Model, ring-
width--climate system
spatial relationships in growth-climate
system, 438-455, 468-470, 488
Moisture, see Soil moisture
Molecular motion, 121
Molybdenum, 190
Mork's definition of latewood, 62
MOlher cell, 67, 539
Moving average, 266, 268-269, 325, 539
Multinodal growth, 72, 539
Multiple regression, see Regression,
multiple
Multiple stems, 72-73
Multiplicative effects, 349, 351, 40 I
Multivariate st~tistics, Sef Statistics,
multivariate
N
Needles, see Leaves
Nitrogen, 158,161-162, 190
Noise, 313, 318, 322-323, 356, 432, 540
Nonhomogeneity, sa Homogeneity, lack or
Nonrandomness, see specific types;
Randomness in time series
Normal distribution, 255, 333-334, 342,
540
Normalized data, 333-335, 338, 359, 540
North Pacific High, 425, 463, 493
Nucleus, 122-123
Number matching, see Chance variations
Nutrient, 189-190,217,231,540
°Old age, Sef Longevity; Age of tree
Opuntia, 140
Orographic factor, see Elevation
Osmosis, 123, 141,540
Osmotic potential, 124-125, 141, 540
Oxidation, 160-161, 540
Oxidation-reduction reaction, 160-161,
540
Oxygen
atmospheric, 157-158, 161, 176
of soil, 139, 142, 151, 155, 170, 176,
397-398
Ozone, 176
P
Paraboloid shape of growth laver, 57, 59
Parenchyma, 56, 58, 63, 68, 540
Parent material, 136, 138, 540
Partial regression coellicient, Set Re-
gression, coefficien t of
Permanent wilting point, \34-135, 137,
149,171,175,540
Permeability, 122, 142, 190
Persistence in time series, 258-260, 296,
324, 329, 492
Phellem, 68, 540
Phenology, 82-83, 85, 89, 96 -10 I,
103-107, 195,540
Phenotype, 16, 541
Phloem, 56-60, 66, 68, 80-81, 120, 141,
152-155, 192,541
Phosphorus, 190
Photoperiod, 194-195, 541
Photorespiration, 162, 165, 541
Photosynthesis, 50, 103, 131- 132, I:i 7.
162-182,203-206,~13,223,232-238.
298-299, 396-397. 541
annual re,l(ime, 178182
efficiency of, 103, 176-177
gross, \62, 168-169,537
net, 162. 168169, 172-175, 179-182.
540
in winter, 166, 179-181, 202 206,215.
234, 380, 399
Physiological processes, 51, 119-120.
182-184,202-206,223-238,393400
Physiological adjustment, 171
Physiological seasons, .lff Seasons.
physiological
Pieea, 14,62,86, 196
exee/sa, 342
g/auca, 41, 199, 279, 328, 415 -420
rubens, 73
sitchmsis, 73-74
Pinus, 14,72,103,112, 127, 196
aristata, 22, 238-241, 391
banksiana, 73, 177, 279
cembra, 13,41, 166 167,328
contorta, 71
echinata, 72-73
edulis, 72,83,86-87,150,189,197,203,
216, 222, 238-240, 274, 292-293,
351-352,388-390,404,431
jlexilis, 153, 186,203,238-240,303304.
389,431
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halepensis, 72, 196,327, 343, 380-381
jeffreyi, 44, 389
longael'O, 9, 22, 39, 72, 85-86, 104-107,
115-116, 147, 153, 166, 169-172,
176-177, 186-188, 190, 198, 203, 205,
216-218,231,238-240,275,282,284,
286-288,290-292,298-299,302-304,
320, 327, 378-380, 390-391, 399,
408-410
monopkylla, 238-240, 303
monticola, 73
ponderosa, 7,62,73-74, 7h-79,84-86,92,
94-103,108-109,126,129,131-132,
143-147, 165, 167-168, 172-175,
178-182, 197, 200, 203, 230, 233,
238-240,273-275,278-279,304-310,
365-370,377-379,388-390,395,404,
431
radiata, 16, 177
resinosa, 112, 192
strobus, 63, 73
~ylvestris, 13,64, 116,200-201,381-382
taeda, 72-73,88, 140, 164
Pistacia, 14
Bith, 58-59, 306, 541
Pits in xylem cells, 61, 68
Plastid, 122-123,541
Podocarpw, 14
Pollen
{ormation of, 194
shedding of, 83, 103- 107
Pollution, en\'ironmental, 43, 53, 151, 176,
190,211,221-222,295,402-405
Polyethylene enclosure, fee Tent,
polyethylene
Polynomial function, 263-265. 268,
280-281
Populus, 14,63
delta ides, 56
tremuloide.I, 73
Porcupine, see ETfthi~on epi\Ol//hum
Potassium, 190
Power spectrum analysis, 36, 295 300.
401,413-414,541
Precipitation, 7, 34, 41, 48, 81, 91. 97,
104-106,131,134-135,149,181-183.
209,218,231-238,295,327-328,338,
340,342-343,346-352,367-370,373,
377-391, 396-400, 402-405, 412.
426-427.457-468
anomal\' in, 35, 43, 373-374,407 -410.
453454,459-460,464,467,479-482
correlations with. 19.90.232-237,273.
275, 298, 408
data, 252-254, 31+, 333-335, 3.'16 3.i7.
363, 428, 430-433
modelinl?; effects of, Sfr :-'IOOel, rinl?;-
width-dimate system
reconstruction of, 428 -433
as snow, 21G, 218. 228. 236 237.
302 -304. 396. 398. 4%
used in wrification. 479 -482
Preconditioning. 115. 184. 193-198,23:1.
243-244, 380, 399
Predictand, 317 -318, 345. 373. 428. 541
Prediction, 317, '>4 I, lee ailli Forecast
improvcment using' r('constrllctioll~
Predictor, 317 318, 320, 34.1, 3.i3, 36:~,
373, 428, 541
Preparation oftree-rinl?; specimens. 31 32,
249
Pressure anoma" types. 455 468
deri\'ing, 457
reconstruction and analysis ot: 468 47G.
488491,501 -502
\Trification, 477 488,491 500
Pressure, atmospheric, 35, 425, 434 4:~7.
439-440
anomalies in, 35, 410411. H:!.
446449,456,459-460,467,464,467.
471 -472
re('Onstructions, 446-454. 471 472
ridge, 410-411, 425, 458, 461. 4tih
700 mb surfa,'!', 410 -411
trough, 410, 425, 461, 466 4[;7
Pressure potential, 124, 541
Principal component, Iff Ei.gell\lTtor
Principle, 14,22.1, 54l
Probability, 335, 338 340
Processing by computer. 32 33, 2:>2, 2(;4.
267,281,311
Product mean. 331 332, 431, 4H:~.
485 486. 541
Protein, 159 lG2
Protoplasm, 122 123, :>41
Prm\ records. 4, 6. 27. 29, 4ltlj 'jOO.541
Pruning of branch",. 'jl, 110
Plelldo/ruga, 14
men~ie.lli, 69, 71 n, 83, 103. 177. Ilj·l,
199. 2rn. 21G. 238 240,260 262.2(;7.
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271 275, 297, 351-352, 388-390,
404-406,412-413,431
l'urshia, 14
Q
Quasi-biennial oscillation, 299
Quercus, 14, 63, 88, 90, 103, 327
alba, 82, 89,164,250-251,345,347-349,
380381,515
dlipsoidalis, 90
prinus, 90
robur, 192
rubra, 82, 89, 164,295, 343
R
Radiation
diffuse, 209-211
down scatter of, 209-211
lon!;wave, 209-211, 228
solar, 50, 104, 121, 128, 143-146,
173-175, 179,209-215,218,228,328,
349, 398, 501
Randomness in time series, 258-259,
323-325, 435-436
Rays in wood, 61-63, 66,67, 546
RE, .lee Reduction of error
Reaction wood, see Compression wood;
Tension wood
Reconstruction, 27-28, 33, 53, 318--320,
338-340,405-433,445-450,470-477,
483-484,488-491,542
by avera!;ing arbitrary intervals of time,
473
difficulties with summer climate, 491
improvement using verification data,
491-500
overestimation in, 489
temporal accuracy of, 500-501
of transition periods, 492-496
use of, 29, 414-415, 420, 428, 500-505
Reduction; 160, 542
Reduction of error (RE), 332-333, 429,
432, 483-485, 542
Redundancy in variables, 372, 438
Regression, 34, 78,258,281,294,542
canonical, see Canonical analysis
coefficient of, 324, 341-349, 355, 364,
366,368-370,419,425
multiple, 324, 341-353, 363-37\, 373,
418, 422 -423, 540, see also
Correlation, multiple
st~pwlse multipl~, 34, 346-350,
363-371,425,428-430
variance loss in, 414
Repetition, lee Replication
Replication, 23, 31-32, 248-249, 256-257,
289, 293, 402
Reradiation, Jee Radiation, longwave
Residual, in statistics, 318, 322, 333,
344-345, 356, 365, 542
Resin duct, 13,59,61-63, 127,542
Respiration, 50, 158, 162-178, 213,
227-228,380,396,399,403;542
aerobic, 158, 531
anaerobic, 158, 531
measurement of, 162-\63
in winter, 166, 168, 396
Response function, 318, 340-341,
363-370, 428, 542
compared to regression, 368-370
direct precipitation relationships in,
397-398
direct temperature relationships in,
395-396
element of, 364-369, 377-383, 391-393
examples of, 377-39\
frequency of positive and ne!;ative
relationships, 391 -393
interpretation of, 393-400
inverse precipitation relationships in,
398
inverse temperature relationships, in,
396-397
limitations of, 391-393,400-401
mean for samples of same species, 241
seasonal diflerence in, 391-402
the significance of, 400-402, 405
of streamflow, 4\2
variance reduced by, 400
variations in, 382-393, 401-402, 408
Restitution, 197
Retrodiction, 317, 542, .lee al.w Recon-
struction
Ring
absent, see Ring, partial
boundary of, 12-13,20,62-63,93
counting, as opposed to dating, 1, 219,
249-250
double, see Ring, multiple
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false, 20-21, 59, 62, 93-95, 98-103,
192-193,250,305-310,536
frost, 64, 198-200, 243, 537, see also
Injury
intra-annual, see Ring, multiple; Ring,
false
marking and preparation of, 31-32
missing, see Ring, partial
multiple, 13,20,62,72, 100,305-310
partial, 2,13,21,31,249-250,300-310
in roots, 113-115
Ring characteristics, synchronous vari-
ations in, see Crossdating
Ring-porous woods, 61,63,65,88,93, 103,
112,114, 191,543
Ring width
as a function ofage, 24-25, 33, 107-113,
116, 149, 188, 259-261, 263-267,
277-281,304-311
measurement of, 32, 250, 289
variations in, 2, 6, 17, 19,23, 25, 30, 35,
53,74-75,80,139,190,200-201,216,
239, 261-270, 300-302
Ring-width chronology, see Chronology
Ring-width indices, 24-25, 33, 35,
266-268,281,543
Root, .58, 69, 80, 93, 113-115, 134--143,
151-152, l70
distribution of, 137-139, 141, 148, 196,
396
nare of, 109
grafts in, 153-155
Root cap, 58, 543
Root hair, 141
Root/shoot ratio, 142, 148-149, 186,543
Rotation of axis, 358
Running mean, see Moving average
Runoff, 149,210
S
Salts, see also Nutrient
in soil, 142, 198
uptake of, 151 -152
Sample size
for ring collections, 23, 31-32, 256-257,
290-293, 322-323
statistical, 321-325
Sap tension in xylem, 78
Sapwood, 62, 543
Schulman, Edmund, 8-9, 408
Sea ice, 499
Seasons
climatic, 214-215, 393--400, 410, 421,
440, 450
physiological, 202-206, 437
Seedling, 2, 12,57-58
Selection of sample, 323
Sensitivity, 18-19,29,148-151,216,258,
295, 300-303, 543
Sensitivitv, meall, set ~fean sensitivity
Sequoia, 14
sempervirtns, 154
Sequoiadtndron giganleum, 14, 16
S~rial correlation, Jee Autocorrelation
Shade tolerance, 165, 197
Ships' logs, 499
Shrinkage, see Diurnal expansion and
contraction of plant parts
Sieve tubes, 68, 543
Sigmoid curve, 70-73, 87-88, 543
Sign test, 329-331, 431 , 483, 485--486, 543
table of significance levels, 330
Signal, 313, 322, 543
climatic, 322 .
Signal-to-noise ratio, 313, 322
Significance, statistical, 258, 324-325,
342-345, 365-366, 368, 387-388
Site factors, 213-223, 300-304
Site selection, 17-19, 29-31, 402, 543
Site variation as an ecological factor, 112,
116,213-223,289,300-304
Size, see Sample size
Slope
as a factor, 107, 115, 139, 183,214-216,
289, 343
degradation, measurement of, 115
exposure of, 107,214-216,289
Smoothing, 269-272, 325, 328
Snow, see Precipitation, as snow
Snow slides, 221
Soil, see also Substrate
air in, 136-139,237,417,419
available water in, 133-135
carbon dioxide in, 139
clay in, 134-139
dolomitic, 217, 231
drainage, 136-139,398,417,419
effects upon ring width, 289
grani te, 217
!(ravel, 135
loam in, 134-135
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oxvgen in, Iff Oxvgcn, of soil
percolation of water into, 120, 135, 139
sandin, 134-139
sandstone, 217
silt in, 134-138
unavailable water in, 133-134
Soil-forming factors. 136, 138-139
Soil horizon, 136-139, 543
Soil moisture. 7,50,97-99, 101, 104-105,
133-137,143-149,170-175,178-182,
208-209.217,300-302,328,346-349,
380, 397 -398, 400
eonstants, 133-138
gravitational water, 133-135
movement of, 135- 136, 396
saturation of, 134, 170
Soil moisture accounting svs[ern, 209 210
Soil porosity, 133, 135-139
Soil profIle, 136-139,217, .')43
Soil svstern, 136-139
Soil t~mperature, see Temperature of
soil
Soil texture, 134-139,217
Solar constant, 210, 214
Solubilitv, 160
Solum. 1'38, 543
Spatial coherence in climate, 435-436
Spatial patterns
in climate, 35, 433, 435-437, 446-449,
455-503
in growth, 35, 428-430, 433, 437, 441,
444,446.459-460,464,467,491-499
Specific gravity, 111-112, 114
Specimen, preparation of, see Preparation
of tree-ring specimens
Spike top tree, 30, 148,543
Spiral-grained wood, 153
Springwood, Iff Earlywood
Standard deviation, 35, 38, 255, 268,
300-301,324,333-334,543
Standard error, 256, 290-293, 342, 365,
544
Standardization, 24-25, 33, 116, 219,
260-268, 283
significance of, 266-267, 544
Standardized ring-width chronology, see
Ring-width indices
Standard normal variates, see Normalized
data
Starch, 159-161
Starvation, 168
Statistical significance, JH Significance,
statistical
Statistical analysis, examples of, 300-310
Statistical universe, 256, 290-291,323,544
Statistics, 544
excessive reliance upon, 250, 321- 322
general use oC 33-36, 246, 254 -261,268,
277,300 302,310-311,321-325
imprO\'emenr of by lengthening the
record through reconstruction, 29,
414-415,420,500-502
misuse of. see Statistics, role of
multivariate, 34-36, 224, 326. 329,
340-375, 382 384,402,438-455
nonparamctric procedures, 329-331
powcrof, 35,36, 311, 321-322, 325-326,
+39
role of, 321 323
Stem
circumferencial variation, 72-73, 109,
III, 114,201,305
directions in, 60--{i I
freezing of, 167, 197 -200, 228
girdle of, 153
height, growth variations as a function
of, 25, 87, 102, 109-113, 192-19:),
277 -279, 305-310
lean of, 113, 220-221, 289-290, 420
scar in, see Injury
strip-bark,30, 115, 154, 186-187
Stem form, slab-shaped, 153
Stomatal movement, 128, 131-133, 160,
165,170-171, 173-175, 18t
mechanism affecting, 170-171
Stomate, 127-129, 544
siu measurement, 131
Storms, 421, 426-427, 434-436, 491-499
Strategy of sampling, 247-249, 292
Stratification and testing of samples, 225
Streamflow, 40-41, 319,412-415
Structure, see Wo~ anatomy
Suberin, 68,122,141-142,159,196,544
Substomatal cavity, 127 -
Substrate, 216-217, 302-304, see alw Soil
Snbtropics, see Tropics
Sugar, 157-162, 177, 184-185
Sulfur, 161-162, 190
Sulfur dioxide, 176
Summerwood, see Latewood
Sunshine, see Radiation, solar
Sunspots, 4, 41,300,501
JR!:!: RI,(;~ \'\1) (1.1\1\ I!:
Superahundance or a I''''')f, 119 12()
Suppression, B6, Ill, 544
System
atmospheric, 46-48, 208-213, 434437
hioloRical, 25 27, 46,14, 224-241,
425-428
T
Talus slope, 114-115, 148,544
Taxodium, \4
Temperature, r8, 39, 41, 46, 74, 76, 180,
327, 333-335, 338, 343, 345352,
367-370,377-391,395-400,402 405,
426-433,457-468
above optimum, 169, 205, 396
absolute, 121
as affecting cambial activity, 197,
227-229
anomaly in, 408-410, 479-482, 4B5-4HB
as data, 252-254, 314, 356-357, 363,
412,428
day and night average" of, 97, 104--107
departure from that ofair, 128-133,171,
179-180,212-213,218,228,396,399
direct correlation with, 204, 216, 228,
235-237, 382, 391, 393-396, 408,
491-492
effects on biological processes, 121,
129-133, 144-146, 155, 157-158,
165-170, 182-184, 195
in energy balance, 208-213
freezing effects, 166-167, 197 -200
inverse correlation with, 204, 232-235,
396,408
maximum, 180, 202-206, 342
minimum, 70, 180, 197, 202-20&'
modeling effects of, see Model, ring-
width-i:limate system
reconstruction of, 428-433, 482-488
sea surface, 211-212, 421-427, 436
of soil, 134, 142, 151,217-218,228,396
thresholds of, 182, 202-206, 327, 342
upper limits of, 168,200-201,229
used for verification, 470-472, 479-488,
500
Tension in water columns, 142-143
Tension wood, 113,220-221,544
Tent, polyethylene, 85, 131-132, 143,
172-175,179
Thinning, 86, 112
Th"la, 14
Tltllnderstonm, 4:n
Thl/IIIII/,' ala!lIll.WI, -1~5 42H
Tiltinl( or stem, Iff Stem, lean or
Time, as a statical variahle, 344
Tissues, 5b ',8
Topol!;raphy a.s an ecolo\!;ical lanor, I:J(;,
214 216, 302 :m4
Tornado, 43,1
Toxie substances, 1.1H
Tracheids, 60, 67, 9:2 '15, 191, :,44
Transkr runction, :1.1, :JlH, :J71 37:>. H12,
4()H, 4\:2 4:13, 4:JH 439, 4'J!, 5+4
c1elllents oJ: 41 B 4:20, 4:26 427
interpn'tation or, 41B 420
Trllll .... {(lrlllation, mathematical Of stati~li~
cal
hy calibration, 314, 31ll
IOl(arithmic, 263, 28() 281, :J 18, :J:2H,
33], :J43, 351
power runction, 31 B
reciprocal, 318
square rool, 318
Transient faetors, 80, 244
Translocation, 68,143,152 -155, 170, 39B,
544
Trall8missi\'ity, 212, 545
Transpiration, 80-BI, 127-133, 140,
143-147, 173-175, ,145, see also
Evapotranspiration; Water, loss or
Tree form, 29-30, 72,147-148
Tree line
arid, see Forest limits, lower
high elevation, 39, 41, 169, 198, 280,
298, 381
polar, 41,86,280,381,491
Trend, 258-260, 262-266, 295-297, 329,
545
Tropics, 12,71,84,95-96, 168, 195,504
t statistic, 331-332, 344
Tsuga, 14
canadensis, 63-{)4
heteropkylla, 71
merlensiana, 71
Tuna, albacore, see ThunnuJ alolunlo
Turl(idity, relative, 181
Turgor, 124-126, 14[,545
u
Ulmus, 14,63, 72
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X
X-ray densitometry, see Densitometry
Xylem, 56...{i3, 65~, 67, 75, 80--£1, 87,
105, 14D-143, 152, 192,546
Xylem sheath, 12,57-58,110-113
Uniformitarian principle, 14-15, 410
Uninoclal stem, 72, 545
United States Geological Survey, 250, 252
as a physiological factor, 170-175,
229-230
Water balance, 131, \36, 208-213,
379-380, 394, 399, 545
V Water columns, breakage of, see Tension in
Vacuole, 122-123, 125,545 water columns
Vapor pressure, 349 Water deficit, 70, 80-~1, 170-171, 175,
Vapor pressure deficit, 126-127,545 229-230, see also Water stress
Variance, 23, 46, 255-256, 259-260, Water level, see Lake level
266-268,2' 1-272,277,295-300,356, Water potential, 123-128, 133-136,
439-44D, 450, 545 14D-142, 170, 175, 197, 22Y, 545
accounted for, see Variance, reduced ,Water status, see Water balance
analysis of, 249, 282-293,302-304, 323 Water stress, 34, 77,93,147-148,171,175,
calibrated, see Variance, reduced 196-198, 202-206, 213, 229-230,
frequencyof,295-299 232-235, 378-379, 396-397, 4D3, see
high-frequency, 260, 268-277, 298, 538 also Water deficit
low-frequency, 259-260, 262, Water table, 139
268-270,295-300, 4D8, 413 Weather, 46-48,434-437,545
ratio of high-pass to low-pass, 277 Weather records, see Meteorological data
reduced, 314, 322, 342, 345, 358, 360, Weight, see Coefficient
362, 365, 371-372, 422, 431-432, Wilting of plant, 134, 171
451-454,469,545 Wilting point, see Permanent wilting point
sources of, 282-290 Wind, 48, 128-130, 179, 198, 212-213,
within tree stem, 304-310 216,228,302-303,396,398, see a/so
Variance components, 283-295, 302-304, Foehn wind
533 direction of, 435, 491-500
Vascular tissue, see Xylem; Phloem Winter hardening, see Frost hardiness
Verification, 545 Wood anatOlhy, 55~3
importance of, 321 Wood density, 43-46, 74, 103, 111-113,
of reconstructions, 27-28, 33, 320-321, 117, 191, 230, 278
4D7, 410, 412, 414-415, 420, 424, Wood rays, see Rays in wood
428-433,477-488,491-500 Wound, s~e Injury
of response functions, 395
statistics used for, 329-333
Vessel, 61, 63, 88, 93,114,545
Vintage dates, 499
Viscosity, 64, 142, 545'
V.olcanic eruption, 221, 470, 501
V' stastistic, 469
W
Water
absorption of, 80, 90,123-127,134-136,
14D-143, 171,398
affecting cambial activity directly,
229-230
loss of, SO, 80, 126-128, 14D, 144-145,
173-175, 213, see a/so Transpiration
Y
Year without a summer, the, 470-471
Z
Zinc, 190
Qgophy//um, 14



